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This Final Envirornnenlal Impact Statement describes alternatives for management actions at Cape Cod National

Seashore the environment that would be affected by those actions and the environmental consequences of

implementing alternative actions Three alternatives are presented including the proposed general management plan
Alternative I is a continuation of current management often referred to as the noaction alternative Under this

alternative the Park Service would continue to manage the national seashore to protect natural and cultural resources
while allowing for appropriate public use related to those resources Essentially no new development for public use

would be undertaken Alternative 2 the proposed plan would guide the overall management of Cape Cod National

Seashore for the next 10 to 15 years The emphasis of the plan is on the management of natural and cultural

resources public use and interpretation coordination with nonfederal landowners within the national seashore

administrative maintenance and operational concerns and working with local residents town and county officials

and interested agencies and persons to resolve problems of mutual concern The plan is programmatic in that it gives

guidance and criteria for daytoday decision making and for producing more specific future action and development

plans It would seek to maintain an appropriate balance between resource protection and public use However more

opportunities would be provided for the public to experience the resources of the national seashore for example by

expanding the trail system Existing public use facilities and attractions such as the Salt Pond visitor center would

be improved No major new development however is proposed and the built environment or impacts from

development would be reduced where possible Under alternative 2 there would be more emphasis on preserving the

timeless character of Cape Cod in terms of natural and dynamic landscapes historic architecture and cultural

landscapes and customary activities The National Park Service would work in partnership with local communities

and officials to more effectively further educational and interpretive opportunities and resource stewardship on the

Outer Cape and to more successfully address mutual problems and concerns such as water quality coastal processes

and traffic congestion concerns that transcend political boundaries Alternative 3 builds on the approach of

alternative 2 proposing that national seashore managers play a more formal role in directing efforts to protect and

manage resources on the Cape through more structured partnerships Included are other reasonable actions that could

be implemented but that are significantly different from those presented in either alternative I or 2 and they are often

more costly The Park Service would initiate and enter into more formal agreements with state and local agencies

to improve collaboration and consistency in daytoday resource management These actions are specific to selected

management topics only not to each subject area

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement was available for public review from August 19 1996 to December

31 1996 comments and responses on that document are reprinted in volume 2 The Final Environmental Impact
Statement has been revised to reflect substantive comments and concerns received during the comment period and

the text and been refined and clarified where necessary This final document will be on public review for 30 days
if no major comments are received during this period a record of decision indicating which alternative has been

selected as the approved plan will be signed Comments should be addressed to

Maria Burks Superintendent

Cape Cod National Seashore

99 Marconi Site Rd
Wellfleet Massachusetts 02667

For further information regarding this document please contact Lauren McKean Management Assistant at

Cape Cod National Seashore at the above address or call 508 3493785 extension 208

United States Department of the Interior National Park Service

in cooperation with the

United States Department of Transportation 9 Federal Aviation Administration



i SUMMARY

Cape Cod is a peninsula in the shape of a bold

bent arm extending some 60 miles into the

Atlantic Ocean and forming the easternmost part

of Massachusetts Cape Cod National Seashore

which lies mostly along the eastern portion of

the Capes outer arm is about 100 milessoutheastof Boston and about 275 miles northeast of

New York City Within the seashore aresegmentsof the towns of Chatham OrleansEasthamWellfleet Truro and Provincetown The

original authorized boundary includedapproximately43570 acres of uplands wetlands and

tidal lands

PURPOSE AND NEED

The general management plan for Cape Cod

National Seashore has two primary purposes

First it outlines how natural and cultural

resources public use nonfederal lands

and national seashore operations would be

managed over the next 10 to 15 years

Second and more important it provides

the framework for the National ParkService
to help in developing solutions to a

wide range of challenges that areconfrontinglocal residents and towns as well as

the national seashore

requires the evaluation of potential impacts

resulting from federal actions or lands involving

federal jurisdiction The Draft Environmental

impact Statement was distributed in conjunction
with a companion document the DraftGeneral

Management Plan which focused almost

exclusively on the National Park Servicesproposedgeneral management plan alternative 2 in

this environmental impact statement A final

General Management Plan will be distributed

once a record of decision has been signed for the

Final Environmental Impact Statement

This Final Environmental Impact Statement is a

programmatic statement The proposed action

and alternatives each consist of a basicmanagementframework for future decision making
sitespecific details and recommendations are

generally not included Consequently the

statement presents an overview of potential

impacts relating to the proposed program for

each alternative In the future implementation of

specific actions included in the approved final

general management plan would require the

preparation of more detailed environmental

assessments These documents would be tiered

to this programmatic impact statement

OVERVIEW OF ALTERNATIVES

The current Master Plan for Cape Cod National

Seashore was completed in 1970 while that plan

continues to be used as a general guide for

operations it is no longer adequate to address

the policy and operational issues now facing the

national seashore A general management plan is

needed to establish management priorities to

focus funding efforts and to support theimplementation
of a series of innovative plans that

have been developed to address specificmanagementissues not discussed in the Master Plan

This Final Environmental Impact Statement has

been prepared and organized to satisfy the

requirements of the National Environmental

Policy Act NEPA of 1969 as amended which

The Final Environmental Impact Statement

describes three alternatives for management
actions the environment that would be affected

by those alternatives and the environmental

consequences of implementing the alternative

actions The major topic areas covered in each

alternative are natural and cultural resources

public use nonfederal lands and national

seashore management and operations Three

preliminary management concepts and several

public use strategies were considered but

rejected

The three alternatives that have been considered

can be characterized as follows
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Alternative 1 is a continuation of current

management often referred to as thenoaction
or minimum requirementsalternativeUnder this alternative the ParkService

would manage the national seashore

to protect natural and cultural resources

while allowing appropriate public use

related to those resources

Alternative 2 the proposed generalmanagementplan or the proposed action

would also seek to maintain a balance

between resource protection and public

use However more opportunities would

be provided for the public to experience

the resources of the national seashore

Collaborative stewardship of resources on

the Cape within the national seashore and

more broadly on the Outer Cape would be

emphasized including cooperative efforts

with other governmental entitiesorganizationslocal residents and users toaddress
resource management and use

concerns

Alternative 3 would build on alterative 2

initiatives and also focus on the National

Park Service taking a more active role in

directing efforts to preserve natural and

cultural resources within the national

seashore

Even though a proposed action has beenidentifiedand analyzed in this document several

variables could change over the life of the

approved plan relative to current conditions

Changing resource conditions fundingprioritiesand facility needs could require theconsiderationof other actions including those

actions discussed in alternatives l and 3 If it

became necessary to evaluate additional actions

appropriate review and documentation inaccordancewith the National Environmental Policy

Act would be conducted as part of the evaluation

process

ALTERNATIVE 1

Alternative i is a continuation of currentmanagementpractices often referred to as thenoactionalternative in terms of lower cost

improvements and minimum protection and

safety actions Under this alternative the Park

Service would manage the national seashore to

protect natural and cultural resources while

allowing appropriate public use related to those

resources No comprehensive planning would be

undertaken to guide management decisions

Under this alternative the Park Service would

continue to manage the national seashore to

protect natural and cultural resources while

allowing for appropriate public use related to

those resources Essentially no new development

for public use would be undertaken Actions

described under alternative 1 represent for the

most part the implementation of management

decisions that have already been made This

alternative is a required alternative in terms of

lower cost improvements and minimum

protection and safety actions it is referred to as

a minimum requirements alternative

Casebycase solutions to natural and cultural

resource management challenges would be made

on a reactive basis as issues became critical or

time was available For example this would

include decisions regarding how to handlespecifichistoric buildings or parking lots threatened

by coastal erosion or responses to municipal

water use requests Modest efforts would be

made to monitor natural resource conditions and

to protect the most significant historic resources

Information and interpretive services would

continue and public awareness of resource

management issues would be promoted The

emphasis on public use activities and services

would be to manage use conflicts and to add or

improve minimal facilities Dialogues on land

use and development issues would continue with

towns private landowners and state agencies

Administrative and maintenance facilities and

staff housing would be evaluated to better suit

NPS needs and utility upgrades would be made

to increase energy efficiency and othersustainable
practices
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ALTERNATIVE 2

The intent of alternative 2 would be to achieve

resource conservation by striking an appropriate

balance between resource protection and public

use similar to alternative 1 However under

alternative 2 there would be a greater emphasis

on the collaborative stewardship of resources to

help preserve the timeless character of Cape
Cod in terms of the natural dynamic landscapes

historic and rural landscapes and architecture

working landscapes and longstandingcustomaryactivities and cultural heritage Newmanagementactions are proposed and moreemphasiswould be placed on working closely with

local communities and officials to moreeffectivelymeet NPS management philosophy and

management objectives and to moresuccessfullyaddress the mutual problems and concerns

of the national seashore and the localcommunitiesThe national seashore would take a more

active role in promoting land stewardship ethics

and practices

The proposed plan would focus on the integrated

management of natural and cultural resources

public use and interpretation coordination with

nonfederal landowners within the nationalseashoreadministrative maintenance andoperational
concerns and working with localresidentstown and county officials and interested

agencies organizations and persons to resolve

mutual problems The plan is programmatic in

that it gives guidance and criteria for daytoday
decision making and more specific futureactionsstudies and plans However moreopportunitieswould also be provided for the public to

experience the seashores resources forexampleby providing access to distinctive resource

areas and expanding the trail system

Existing public use facilities and site attractions

such as the Salt Pond visitor center and the Fort

HillPenniman house area would be improved

However no major new development isproposedand the built environment or impacts

from development would be reduced where

possible National seashore managers would

cooperate more closely with friends groups to

further provide educational and interpretive

opportunities throughout the Outer Cape The

National Park Service would also work inpartnershipwith local communities and officials to

more effectively meet NPS managementobjectivesand to more successfully address mutual

problems and concerns such as water quality

coastal processes and traffic congestionconcernsthat transcend political boundaries

ALTERNATIVE 3

Alternative 3 would build on alterative 2initiativesand also focus on the National Park Service

taking a more formal directive role in protecting

and managing resources through more structured

partnerships Additionally some aspects ofalternative
3 are more capitalintensive thanalternative2 solutions Alternative 3 presents otherreasonableactions that could be implemented but

that are significantly different from thosepresented
in either alternative t or 2 these actions

would have different impacts on theenvironmentsuch as allowing natural coastal processes

to continue without any human intervention

These actions are specific to selectedmanagement
topics in the four major sections not each

individual subject area

The National Park Service would take a more
active role in directing intensive protection and

management efforts to preserve natural and

cultural resources For instance formalagreementswould be sought with the state regarding

insect control and the stocking of fish and game
There would be additional acquisition of private

properties to protect the historical character of

private development The national seashore

would invest in additional media displays at

information centers and transit sites throughout

the Cape and it would establish cooperative

visitor facilities to link the interpretation of

national seashore resources with those of Morris

Island Monomoy National Wildlife Refuge and

Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary

Concession services would be minimal and

commercial uses strictly managed Finally some
national seashore administrative functions would

be relocated outside the boundaries and staff

housing would be dispersed
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ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSEQUENCES

ALTERNATIVE X

Because alternative I is essentially acontinuation
of present management practicesimplementingthis alternative would largely result in a

continuation of existing resource conditions and

trends Impacts now occurring to nationalseashore
resources and visitors would be expected

to continue as would NPS efforts to minimize

any longterm adverse effects

Impacts on Natural Resources

Relative to coastal processes intervention

activities to protect private property and national

seashore facilities would result in beneficial

impacts to manmade coastal development

However the maintenance of seawalls jetties

and revetments would require consistent labor

and funding to accomplish Beneficial impacts

of allowing coastal processes to take place

unimpeded would be limited to those coastal

areas not currently influenced by humans

Little to no improvement in air quality isanticipatedbecause this alternative proposes few

specific initiatives that would reduce pollutant

emissions Public activities in high use areas

would continue to compact soils and increase

erosion potential Beneficial impacts would

result from the development of management

plans for kettle ponds vernal pools and coastal

plain ponds through the formulation of strategies

to minimize erosion in these areas

The protection of water resources and wetlands

would be enhanced through cooperativeplanningefforts with local municipalities and other

landowners However proposed cooperative

programs are generally limited and reactive in

nature The overall longterm impact of the

incremental restoration of Hatches Harbor would

be beneficial in that estuarine nursery habitat

would be restored and the diversity of native

plant and animal species in the area would be

increased

Vegetation fish and wildlife and threatened or

endangered species would continue to beprotected
at current levels within the nationalseashoreThe current lack of systematic monitoring

and scientific data about many resources would

be perpetuated resulting in an increased risk of

resource degradation and loss Resourcemanagerswould not have the information needed to

make informed decisions particularly with

respect to actions taken by other agencies such

as stocking fish and game Major management
actions to protect species and communities of

special concern would not take place Therefore

a reduction in the total acreage of heathland

communities as well as adverse effects on other

sensitive resources could occur

Impacts on Cultural Resources

Current beneficial and adverse effects to cultural

resources would generally continue Beneficial

impacts would include ethnographic resources

cultural landscapes the maintenance ofidentifiedhistoric and archeological resources and

museum collections within the constraints of

current funding levels However in general

beneficial effects of resource protection would

be available to only a limited number ofresourcesLack of comprehensive surveys for

cultural resources have left substantial resources

unidentified and unprotected and this scenario

would continue under alternative 1 In addition

the preservation of the historic character ofprivatelyowned structures would continue to be

left to the discretion of individual landowners

possibly with additional important resources

being at risk Overall resource protectionbenefitswould be relatively limited under thisalternativebecause few new initiatives for resource

inventories protection or collection storage

would be proposed

Impacts on Public Use and Experience

NPS managers would have relatively few new

tools for addressing increasing demands and the

effects of public uses at the national seashore

Beneficial impacts of current management
would continue such as emphasizing public

of
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safety experience and interpretation However

management would be generally reactive in

nature which would likely lead to increased

potential for adverse impacts to resources and

public use and safety Services provided such as

interpretive programs would likely be offered

on a limited basis

Traffic problems would be improved to the

extent the Cape Cod Commissions Long Range

Transportation Plan was collaboratively

implemented Adverse impacts to people in the

national seashore from crowding particularly in

popular areas would continue to occur and

facility repair or replacement would benecessaryas a result of shoreline erosion andmigration
Casebycase review of redevelopment

proposals for the Provincetown airport would

strive to protect national seashore resources

particularly wetlands Appreciable effects on

public access to the Cape are not anticipated

adversely affected by this alternative as no

change in current management is proposed

Impacts on Nonjederul Lands

within the National Seashore

Cape Cod National Seashore would continue to

receive modest benefits in land use planning
from information exchange with other public

and private land managers Federal and local

land use tools that are currently in place do not

provide sufficient guidance or protectionstrategiesand adverse impacts on the character of the

Cape would likely result over time Efforts to

develop formal cooperative efforts with other

governmental agencies could enhance theprotectionof some natural and cultural resources

Impacts on National Seashore

Management and Operations

Impacts on the Socioeconomic Environment

The positive effects the national seashorecurrentlyhas on the local economy from visitor

expenditures for goods and services indirect

sales NPS expenditures for salaries andoperationsand seashore employee expenditures

would continue In addition local and state tax

revenues from tourism totaled an estimated $19

million in 1995 a benefit expected to

continue under alternative 1

The National Park Service would continue to

pay for services and contribute payments in lieu

of taxes at current rates thereby boosting local

revenues The continued protection of national

seashore lands in open space would provide a

beneficial impact by reducing the service cost

burden to municipalities from potential new

residential development Various aspects of

national seashore operations contribute direct

and indirect benefit to the towns reducing some

potential municipal costs

Local property values have benefited by the

presence of the seashore and no adverse impacts

on property values are anticipated withalternative1 Existing concessioners would not be

Existing initiatives for analyzing operational

space requirements and improving sustainability

of landscaping practices would providebeneficial
impacts to the national seashore through

increased efficiency of operations and reduced

adverse effects on resources Upgrading septic

systems and placing utility lines underground

would reduce impacts on sensitive resources

while providing safe and costeffective utility

services In addition allowing individuals with a

personal hardship to continue residential use of

federal properties formerly under reservations of

use and occupancy would have a positive impact

on these individuals

Staffing levels would not be increased and

capabilities of the seashore to provide needed

services and to acquire and analyze necessary

data would be adversely affected Managers

could continue to be pressured into making
decisions in the absence of necessary resource

and public use information In addition staff

housing would continue to be dispersedthroughout
the seashore and its maintenance andoperationwould remain costly
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ALTERNATIVE 2 PROPOSED ACrlo
Impacts on Natural Resources

Implementing the proposed action would result

in some longterm beneficial impacts to air

quality through improved monitoring andresearchfacility and vehicle conversions and

regional partnerships The magnitude of these

potential impacts is unknown The majority of

potential impacts to soil and vegetationresourceswould be shortterm in nature as a result

of constructionrelated disturbances and erosion

With mitigation longterm impacts would be

minimal

Intervention in natural coastal processes would

take place only to neutralize humancaused

disturbance Consequently naturalundevelopedareas could benefit by being allowed to

function relatively free from human interference

Some areas would incur shortterm adverse

impacts from accelerated erosion however the

longterm benefits of stabilizing coastalprocessesin these areas would far outweigh the

shortterm effects Beneficial impacts would also

be associated with relocating or redesigning

portions of public use facilities that are obstacles

to natural shoreline processes because they

obstruct natural sand transport and dune

rebuilding processes along the coastline

Positive impacts from alternative 2 waterresourcemanagement proposals would include

additional research and data collection to allow

for more collaborative problem solving byseashore
managers and local towns improved

cooperation and coordination in managing Cape

water resources and longterm incrementalrestorationof up to 690 acres of estuarine wetlands

Vegetation resources would benefit byeliminatingviewpoints that require consistentmaintenanceof vegetation and interference with

successional processes Localized vegetation

loss would occur as a result of developing

parking areas pulloffs and picnic areasLongtermadverse impacts to vegetation communities

from these disturbances would be negligible

Imp lementing environmentally sound la
n

d
s
c
a

p
in

g

practices would minimize potential

impacts on water quality and other resources

Fish wildlife and threatened or endangered

speciescommunities would benefit from a more

active and intensive management role National

seashore managers would be more assertive in

exploring options or making managementdecisionswith state and local partners regarding

sensitive resources As an upland landowner the

National Park Service would have input into

shellfishing aquaculture and it would guide and

manage finfish aquaculture as appropriate

Efforts would be made to minimize potential

adverse impacts to water quality and biota

Restoring the Herring River and Pamet River

systems would have positive effects on estuarine

habitat in these locations Studies to assess the

effects of stocking nonnative species would also

have beneficial effects on seashore ecosystems

Impacts on Cultural Resources

Key elements of alternative 2 that would have

beneficial impacts on cultural resources include

helping preserve cultural heritage andethnographicresources completing comprehensive

resource inventories develop and implement

resource maintenance plans improving theinterpretationof cultural resources and enlarging

collection storage space In additioncollaborativeefforts with other local entities to enhance

the protection of cultural resources would

provide positive impacts to both public and

private lands The primary adverse effect would

be the continued threat of resource loss due to

shoreline migration

Impacts on Public Use and Experience

Alternative 2 would substantially enhance public

experiences at the national seashore in large

part through expanded cooperative efforts in a

regional context Interpretive and educational

opportunities would he improved throughcooperative
partnerships with volunteersuniversitiesand friends groups Improved interpretation

could lead to a greater understanding of local

history and culture as well as enhanced resource

is
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protection from increased public awareness of

resource values Implementing additional traffic

management techniques and alternative travel

options would reduce traffic congestion and

potentially improve air quality Improvements

that would be considered at the Provincetown

airport would be designed to protect national

seashore resources and the public experience

while not significantly affecting commercial air

service to the Cape

Cape Developing common land use databases

would improve problemsolving procedures for

seashore and community managers and help

foster a partnership planning approach Seeking

additional NPS acquisition funding authority

would improve the national seashorescapabilitiesfor land protection willingseller only
but relationships with the public could be

adversely affected if acquisition was perceived

as a threat to property owners rights

Public uses would be managed to be mutually

compatible Some potentially conflicting public

uses such as ORV driving and hunting would

continue to be restricted to specific areas or

times to minimize the potential for conflicts with

other resources or activities Visitor information

services would be combined or consolidated

and the overall experience would be improved

Impacts on the Socioeconomic Environment

The existing economic benefits provided by the

national seashore and described in alternative I

would continue under alternative 2Implementingalternative 2 would provide additionalbenefitsprimarily through improved conditions for

local residents and private property owners

within the national seashore expanded staff

expenditures and upgraded visitor services and

facilities The increased emphasis oncooperative
planning under alternative 2 could translate

into the need for additional staffing and some
increased work for local communities

With a few exceptions local property values

would not be adversely affected underalternative2 Existing NPS concessioners could be

adversely affected if the decision was made not

to renew individual contracts or if they did not

successfully compete for a contract

Impacts on Nonfederal Lands

within the National Seashore

The cooperative and collaborative approach

emphasized under this alternative wouldimprovethe current land use planning environment

within the national seashore and on the Outer

Proposed land use tools to be developed jointly

with other stakeholders would offer updated and

clearer regulatory guidance to private property

owners within the national seashore for

protecting natural and cultural resources as well

as the character of the Outer Cape Somepropertyowners could find regulations adverse

because they could restrict the desired use of

their property others could find them beneficial

because they are concerned about the potential

for excessive expansion and the loss of the

original cottages that comprise the Cape Cod
character of the Seashore District Finally

improved property owners would be moreinvolved
in determining strategies to improve

problem solving and to minimize conflicts

between residents and visitors

Impacts on National Seashore

Management and Operations

Potential adverse impacts would include the

need for additional staff and associated increases

in operational funding to implement newprogramsand to cooperate more extensively with

local communities Programs and actionsproposedin this alternative could be achieved if

funding and staffing levels permitted A lack of

staff support in key areas could limit the ability

of the national seashore to implement this plan

Positive impacts could result from theimplementationof collaborative efforts andconsultative
processes

Existing adverse impacts on natural resources

would be reduced by emphasizing sustainable

landscaping practices Beneficial impacts on

staff housing would occur from concentrating

housing at fewer sites within the national
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seashore limiting NPS housing available for

permanent employees and assisting employees

in finding housing in local communities

Cost efficiencies for utilities would be improved

through increased cooperation with localagenciesand emphasizing sustainable practices

Beneficial impacts to a variety of services would

also result from NPS representation on the Cape

Cod Commission which would improveCapewide
cooperation and understanding of mutual

problems

ALTERNATIVE 3

The impacts of alternative 3 would be similar to

those of alternative 2 However for alternative 3

national seashore managers would take a more

directive role in resource management and more

formal and more costly measures would be

undertaken by the national seashore to ensure

resource protection Consequently potential

impacts presented below are in addition to or in

some cases modify those previously presented

under alternative 2 Unless indicated below all

impacts identified and discussed underalternative
2 are assumed to apply to alternative 3 as

well

Impacts on Natural Resources

Allowing natural shoreline processes to take

place without any intervention would have both

adverse and beneficial effects Most existing

coastline development would be eliminated or

substantially relocated over time including

private municipal and national seashore

facilities However a completely natural barrier

beach system would result a very rare resource

on the East Coast

Alternative 3 would also provide additional

benefits to vegetation fish and wildlife and

wetlands through more intensive management

For example finfish aquaculture would not be

allowed in national seashore waters thereby

eliminating possible impacts to water quality

and marine life that could be associated with

such operations

Impacts on Cultural Resources

The expansion of NPS land acquisition authority

would have potentially beneficial effects onhistoricstructures and cultural landscapes by

allowing the Park Service to take direct steps to

protect threatened or deteriorating resources and

to maintain the Capes historical character

However adverse impacts could result over time

from acquisition preservation and maintenance

costs for newly acquired structures and property

Impacts on Public Use and Experience

Developing a coordinated informationdistribution
system would improve consistency and

availability of visitor information throughout the

Cape It would also encourage furtherinteragencyand interorganizational collaboration and

participation in Capewide planning effortsImprovingpublic information services could result

in increased efforts and operational costs to local

agencies and organizations Impacts on national

seashore resources and Provincetown airport

operations would be similar to those described

for alternative 1

Impacts on the Socioeconomic Environment

Local tax bases could be adversely affected by

discontinuing commercial use permits forprivate
businesses More stringent regulation of

private property owners and commercial

licensees who operate activities that originate

and end outside seashore boundaries would also

occur This would potentially result in adverse

impacts to tour operators as well as seashore

staff due to increased workloads

Impacts on Nonfederal Lands

within the National Seashore

Converting the NPS use guidelines intoregulationswould not be popular with some owners or

towns due to the guidelines perceivedinadequaciesand the fact that they are out of date

Some could find regulations adverse because

they could restrict the desired use of their
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property others could find them beneficial

because they would help preserve the Cape Cod

character of development in the Seashore

District

Beneficial impacts to kettle ponds would occur

from improved interagency collaboration and

more consistent management Consequently

adverse effects to these resources would be

further reduced Discussion and implementation

of potential land exchanges between the Park

Service and other agencies would also assist in

consolidating pond ownership and improving

management efficiency

Impacts on National Seashore

Management and Operations

There would be no substantial difference in

staffing requirements for alternative 3 relative to

alternative 2 Beneficial impacts to seashore

facilities and operations would occur from the

greatest reduction in the built environment and

the least amount of landscaping of the three

alternatives

Options for meeting administrative andmaintenance
facility space needs by leasing space in

local towns and utilizing structures whenuseandoccupancyreservations end would improve

administrative efficiencies and reduce the built

environment

Further dispersal of staff housing wouldfragment
wildlife habitat and potentially isolate

employees from the park and local community

Giving seasonal employees preference for

housing would benefit that group
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A VISION

Cape Cod is a special place that reflects the power ofnature and the resilience of the human

spirit a place to enjoy the beauties ofland sea and sky to marvel at the power ofastormdriven
ocean and to reenergize the human spirit Cape Cod National Seashore was set aside to

help preserve the special qualities that give this slender peninsula in the Atlantic Ocean its unique

place in the American psyche

To meet its charge to conserve this special place the National Park Service will seek to forge a

collaborative future for the stewardship of Cape Cod If we governmental agencies

organizations residents and visitors work together we can preserve the Outer Capes
sensitive natural resources honor its rich cultural heritage and meet human needs in sustainable

or environmentally conscious ways When we have all achieved what we set out to do sound

stewardship practices will be routine awareness ofenvironmental sensitivities will be heightened

resources will be protected from threats the visiting public will have the best possible experience

in the national seashore and the lives of Cape Cod residents will be enriched The conservation

of this unique place will be appropriately balanced with the activities of the people who care

about it The reward of a successful partnership will be the ability to enjoy a treasured heritage

and to pass it on to future generations
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0 INTRODUCTION

Cape Cod is a peninsula in the shape of a bold

bent arm extending 70 miles into the Atlantic

Ocean and forming the easternmost part of

Massachusetts Cape Cod National Seashore

which ties mostly along the eastern portion of

the Capes outer arm is about 100 milessoutheastof Boston and about 275 miles northeast of

New York City Within the seashore aresegmentsof the towns of Chatham OrleansEasthamWellfleet Truro and Provincetown The

original authorized boundary includedapproximately43570 acres of uplands wetlands and

tidal lands

PURPOSE AND NEED

While activities and pressures at the national

seashore are increasing all federal funding is

being scrutinized by Congress Public land

managers must closely examine the feasibility

and costeffectiveness of each action and they

must look for innovative ways to protectresourcesand to provide quality visitor services

The general management plan for Cape Cod

National Seashore has two primary purposes

First it outlines how natural and cultural

resources public use nonfederal lands

and national seashore operations would

be managed over the next 15 years

needed to establish current managementprioritiesto focus funding efforts and to support the

implementation of a series of innovative plans

that have been developed to address specific

management issues not discussed in the Master

Plan

Since the release of the 1970 Master Plan a

number of changes have been evident on Cape
Cod The areas population has grown at the

fastest rate of any county in Massachusetts

nearly doubling in size and creating pressure on

open space and regional infrastructure eg
groundwater and transportation The last two

decades have also seen a considerable increase

in yearround residents Within the national

seashore visitation has basically reached a

plateau however the pattern of visitor use has

shifted slightly with somewhat fewer visitors

during the peak summer season and more during

the spring and fall shoulder seasons

These changes have put new pressures on Cape
Cod National Seashore requiring the Park

Service to reevaluate how its management goals

and practices relate to those of the Outer Cape
communities and the Cape Cod Commission the
regional planning commission At this time the

commission and local communities are involved

in comprehensive regional and local planning

activities that offer unusual opportunities for

interaction and coordination

Second and more important it provides

the framework for the National ParkService
to help in developing solutions to a

wide range of challenges that areconfrontinglocal residents and towns as

well as the national seashore

The Master Plan for Cape Cod NationalSeashore
was completed in 1970 while that plan

has continued to be used as a general guide for

operations it is no longer adequate to address

the policy and operational issues now facing the40
national seashore A general management plan is

Since 1970 the National Park Service has also

changed with the evolution of new attitudes and

management practices There is a recognition of

the importance of cultural landscapes anemphasis
on sustainable practices and ecosystemmanagementand a willingness to develop public

private partnerships all of which affect the

management of Cape Cod National Seashore

The Final Enaironmental Impact Statement has

been prepared and organized to satisfy therequirementsof the National Environmental

Policy Act NEPA of 1969 as amended which

requires the evaluation of potential impacts

d 3



PURPOSE OF AND NEED FOR THE PLAN

resulting from federal actions or lands involving

federal jurisdiction The Draft Environmental

Impact Statement was accompanied by a Draft

General Management Plan which focused on

the proposed action alternative 2 in thisdocumentA final General Management Plan will

be distributed once a record of decision has been

signed

This Final Environmnetal Impact Statement is

divided into five primary sections

I The Purpose of and Need for the Plan

describes why the general management

plan is being done the context for the plan

relationships to other planning projects

and issues and concerns addressed by the

alternatives

2 The Alternatives Including the Proposed

Action describes the three alternatives

that were considered as well as those

alternatives or actions considered but not

analyzed in detail

3 The Affected Environment describes

those elements of the natural cultural and

socioeconomic environment potentially

affected by implementing the proposed

action or alternatives

4 The Environmental Consequencessectiondescribes potential impacts from

implementing the proposed action oralternativesThis section is organized byalternativestarting with a discussion of

impacts on various resources potentially

resulting from the implementation of each

alternative Cumulative impacts oradditiveeffects of other sources of impact are

presented in a separate section at the end of

the impact discussion for each alternative

5 Consultation and Coordination describes

public involvement and agencycoordination
during the planning processComments

on the Draft General Management

Plan and the Draft Environmental Impact

Statement are printed in volume 2

This environmental impact statement is aprogrammaticstatement The proposed action and

alternatives each consist of a basic management

framework for future decision makingsitespecificdetails and recommendations aregenerallynot included Consequently an overview

is presented of potential impacts relating to the

proposed program for each alternative In the

future the implementation of specific actions

included in the approved final generalmanagement
plan would require the preparation of more

detailed environmental assessments These

documents would be tiered to this programmatic

impact statement

THE CONTEXT FOR THE PLAN

CAPE COD A LANDSCAPE LIKE No OTHER

Th e Great Beach is probably the best place

ofall our coast to go to I do not know

where there is another beach to the Atlantic

States attached to the mainland so long and at

the same time so completely uninterrupted

Henry David Thoreau

Cape Cod a slender spit of land curving some

60 miles out into the Atlantic Ocean is an

extraordinary resource an area that is strikingly

lovely and unusual in its combination and

diversity of resources Its unsurpassed beaches

ponds marshes bays pine barrens inlets and

dunes combine with historic landscapes and

thriving communities to create an intricate

mosaic Cape Cod National Seashore was

authorized in 1961 to preserve a portion of this

fascinating ever changing landscape

Cape Cod is the largest glacial peninsula in the

world and the Great Beach on the Atlantic side

of the Cape is the longest expanse of uninterruptedsandy shoreline on the East Coast

Natural change on the Cape is pervasive and

dramatic especially along the ocean shore

Within the national seashore the action of wind

waves tides and rain remain largely unaffected

by development making it unusually easy to

observe their effect on the land
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The Capes prominent position in the Atlantic

has long made it a key landmark for human

habitation and archeological sites testify to over

9000 years of occupation These centuries of

continuous human settlement have resulted in

the development of occupations folkways and

pastimes that have given us some of the nations

most compelling stories By the 1600s theWampanoagIndians used or inhabited all the lands

now contained within the national seashore In

1620 Cape Cod was the first landfall for the

Pilgrims and the site of the creation of the

Mayflower Compact

With European settlement Cape Codders took to

the sea creating a dynamic whaling and fishing

industry as well as a long and famous tradition

of shellfishing The many lighthouses along

with lifesaving and Coast Guard stations that

dot the Cape also reflect this heritage Settlers

developed a style of dwelling with a steep roof

to shed the rain and snow and low to the ground

to withstand buffeting winds this style came to

be known as the Cape Cod house recognized

throughout the United States

Cape Cod has also been the site of significant

technological achievements The firsttransatlanticcable was laid between Cape Cod and

France in 1$66 In 1903 Guglielmo Marconi was

instrumental in successfully sending andreceivingthe first exchange of transatlantic wireless

messages between President TheodoreRooseveltand King Edward VII More recently the

Cape has played a role in the research and

development of longrange radar

Cape Cods beauty sense of solitude and other

aesthetic values have created a place for people

to come for inspiration and renewal for over 100

years These attributes have also inspiredgenerationsof artists and writers Edward Hopper
Mark Rothko Jackson Pollock Henry David

Thoreau John Dos Passos and Mary McCarthy

are only a few who have created a rich tradition

of contributions to the arts Cape Cod continues

to be recognized for its special charm and

unique ambience The fact that this area is so

close to densely populated areas makes its

special character more and more precious

CHANGE ON THE OUTER CAPE

Cape Cod has seen significant change since the

national seashore was authorized in 1961 The

yearround population has grown dramatically

and many visitors now come not just from the

Northeast but from all over the country and the

world

Cape Cod National Seashore is fragile and ever

changing Its long narrow shape exposes it to the

terrific forces of wind water and weather on its

ocean side Development on the Cape willcontinueand the social and economic pressures will

continue These pressures and others canthreatenthe Outer Capes most appealing qualities if

they are not carefully managed Some of the

issues are urgent and need to be addressed soon

to avoid the permanent loss of some resources

The continuing attraction of the Cape to tourists

and new residents has proved a mixed blessing

providing a valuable source of income but also

bringing an increase in development andcommercialismthat threaten the very elements most

residents and visitors seek Traffic jams crowded

beaches growing demands on water sources and

the fragmentation of woodlands and waterfronts

by new development are all challenges that need

to be addressed A growing population and

increasing development are multiplying demands

for water ultimately affecting the aquifer beneath

the peninsula that feeds the Capes freshwater

ponds and streams and provides the only potable

water source for residents This supply is at risk

of being polluted and possibly depleted in

localized areas Kettle ponds and wetlands are

threatened by demands for greater access as well

as development and manipulation Plant marine

and wildlife communities have been disrupted by

the introduction of nonnative species increased

hunting and fishing and ditching and spraying to

control mosquitoes Natural coastal processes are

sometimes impeded by erosion control structures

which can become safety hazards

Some cultural resources are also at risk The

existence of these resources was long taken for

granted but now that they are disappearing

s
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41 their intrinsic contribution to the Cape Cod

character is being recognized

Portions of six Outer Cape towns areencompassedin Cape Cod National Seashore The

relationship between the six towns and the

national seashore has been complex and has

changed over time The results of consultations

over the years have been mixed andcollaboration
on matters of mutual concern has not

always been timely or effective

THE LEGISLATIVE MANDATE FOR THE

NATIONAL SEASHORE

Cape Cod National Seashore is a specialenvironment
encompassing not only significant

natural and cultural resources but also vital

communities with their political economic and

social activities and activities such as hunting

and offroad vehicle use Consequently the

creators of Cape Cod National Seashore took

special care in writing the enabling legislation

S The establishment of a national seashore was

considered for a number of years and legislation

was initially filed in September 1959

Legislative History

The bills that eventually became the basis for the

legislation creating Cape Cod National Seashore

were introduced on September 3 1959 in both

houses of the 86th Congress MassachusettsSenatorsLeverett Saltonstall and John F Kennedy
introduced S 2636 and MassachusettsRepresentative

Hastings Keith whose district included

Cape Cod introduced HR 9050 Both bills

were identical

In introducing the bill to the Senate Kennedy

stated

Each of us has felt that a national park on Cape

Cod was justified only on a strong showing that

this was the most effective means of maintaining

the historic way of life and scenic integrity on

the Cape Cape Cod is more heavily settled

enjoys more compact town government and has

a greater degree of development than most

previous park areas Particularly since there

are residents whose roots on the Cape reach back

far into the past it seems important to adapt a bill

in such a way as to meet the legitimate interests

and sentiments of existing residents

In introducing the bill to the House ofRepresentatives
Congressman Keith said the towns

affected by this proposal and the individuals

who are interested in it will help us to preserve

for the present and for posterity the particular

charm character and historical significance of

Cape Cod and its communities

The proponents of the bill also articulated aspecialambience or feeling on Cape Cod that they

wanted to preserve including the continuation

The Purposes of Cape Cod National Seashore

A0While the legislation authorizing Cape Cod National Seashore is fairly specific about topics such as

the acquisition of land the rights of property owners and zoning bylaws it does not offer a clear

statement of the overall purpose for this unit of the national park system After thoroughly studying

the legislative history including a careful review of the committee reports on this bill the following

purpose statement was developed as part of the current planning process

The purposes of Cape Cod National Seashore are to

♦ preserve the nationally significant and special cultural and natural features distinctive

patterns of human activity and ambience that characterize the Outer Cape along with the

associated scenic cultural historic scientific and recreational values

♦ provide opportunities for current and future generations to experience enjoy and

understand these features and values
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of favorite pursuits such as beachcombing

clamming fishing access to areas of great

scenic beauty and maintaining the sense of

remoteness and tranquillity that had been largely

lost elsewhere along the eastern seaboard These

were some of the reasons Cape Cod was deemed

to be nationally significant

Senator Saltonstalls written statement at the

Senate subcommittee hearings on June 21 1960

included this text

The most important and complicated problem

before us is to preserve the scenic and historic

features of Cape Cod without injuring or unduly

restricting the towns and individual citizens

directly concerned In the work which went into

preparation of the original bill its sponsors

painstakingly attempted to recognize the special

characteristics of the lower cape and to serve as

constructively as possible both the interests of

conservation and town life and development

Ben Thompson chief of recreational planning

for the National Park Service and the firstwitness
from the Department of the Interior to

appear before the subcommittee testified at the

dune 21 1960 hearing that the department

understood that the legislations intent included

the unique combination of values of the lower

cape and he stated that the bill gives adequate

protection for the continuation of towngovernmentand town way of life Thompson assured

the subcommittee that the Interior Departments

plan to carry out the purposes of the legislation

would be

to try to develop the proposed national seashore

in such manner as to preserve the qualities that

are there and to make the transition from the

present commercial and tourist and summer

economy to that of something close to a national

park to supplement the community life on the

cape

The Cape Cod bill was reintroduced in the 87th

Congress in 196 1 On February 9 Massachusetts

Senators Saltonstall and Benjamin SmithintroducedS 857 the successor to S 2636 Smith

noted that this is the first time that a national

park is to be carved out of so populous an area

and testified that provisions should also be

made that will encourage cooperation between

the towns and the Park Service After all they

are both going to have to live on the cape and

they will need each other

Congressman Keith introduced HR 5786 in the

House of Representatives on March 21 1961

this version supported some boundary changes

sought by the affected Cape towns

In June 1961 the Senate Committee on Interior

and Insular Affairs unanimously reported the bill

to the Senate The accompanyingSectionbySection
Analysis of the Bill states

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this bill is to provide for the

establishment of a Cape Cod National Seashore

so that lower Cape Cod may be preserved in

substantially its present condition for the benefit

of all the people of the United States of present

and future generations

Lower Cape Cod cannot be considered

solely as a geographical area with certain

physical characteristics The lower cape must

also be viewed as a way of life a culture

which though conditioned by its environment

finds its essence in the people who have lived

and are living there This bill seeks to preserve

the way of life which these people haveestablishedand maintained on the cape

The report went on to explain how the bill

would preserve way of life

SECTION 4

This section of the bill together with section

5 may be considered as the heart of the bill for

purposes of preservation of the way of life of

lower Cape Cod as well as the geographic area

to be included in the seashore Their provisions

represent an unprecedented innovation inlegislation
to accommodate the specialcircumstancesof lower Cape Cod They are designed

to assure that this area will be preserved for the

purposes set forth in the preamble of the bill in

such a way as adequately to safeguard theprivateand municipal interests in the area

Sections 4 and 5 would ensure as a minimum the

right of all homeowners within the national

seashore to continue to use and occupy their

homes for up to 25 years If a town adopts

zoning that meets standards defined by the
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secretary of the interior then all homeowners

have the right to continue to own and occupy
their homes without interruption or interference

so long as the zoning is kept in and enforced

Explanations are given to clarify appropriate

land uses improved properties acquisition

authorities and zoning provisions

On June 27 1961 the Senate unanimously

passed S 857 On July 3 the House received a

report on HR 5786 and debated the bill on July

10 the House approved its own bill and sent it

to the Senate On July 12 the Senate disagreed

with the House version and a conferencecommittee
compromise was reached on August 1

One day later the House and Senate agreed to

the report

The Legislation

The legislation that authorized Cape CodNational
Seashore Public Law 87126 was signed

into law by President John F Kennedy on

August 7 1961 see appendix A
Section 1 of the act defines the seashores

boundary including segments ofthe towns of

Chatham Orleans Eastham Wellfleet Truro
and Provincetown The boundary was

changed slightly on November 10 1978 PL
95625

Section 2 outlines NPS land acquisition

authorities

Section 3 provides for the establishment of the

seashore once sufficient acreage wasacquiredthe seashore was formally established

on June 1 1966

Sections 4 5 and 6 provide for the acquisitionof property by condemnation as well as

suspension of such authority where improved

property complies with applicable federal

standards for approval of local zoning bylaws

and for other statutorily authorized reasons

Section 7 addresses the administration of the

national seashore Relative to the management

and the conservation of the seashoresresourcesand values section 7 b I states

In order that the seashore shall bepermanentlypreserved in its present state nodevelopmentor plan for the convenience of

visitors shall be undertaken therein which

would be incompatible with the preservation

of the unique flora and fauna or thephysiographicconditions now prevailing or with

the preservation of such historic sites and

structures as the Secretary of the interior

may designate Provided That the Secretary

may provide for the public enjoyment and

understanding of the unique naturalhistoricand scientific features of Cape Cod
within the seashore by establishing such

trails observation points and exhibits and

providing such services as he may deem

desirable for such public enjoyment and

understanding Provided further That the

Secretary may develop for appropriatepublicuses such portions of the seashore as he

deems especially adaptable for camping

swimming boating sailing huntingfishingthe appreciation of historic sites and

structures and natural features of Cape Cod
and other activities of similar nature

The National Park Service has interpreted the

phrase permanently preserved in its present

state as generally limiting propertydevelopment
to the level that existed at the time of the

legislations enactment but not as restricting

the restoration of cultural landscapes ornaturalconditions where disturbed or precluding

natural changes in the environmentPreservationwould include a mixture of resources and

activities that could change but must remain

comparable in character and scale to that in

existence in 1961

An additional provision was added inresponseto concerns that visitors to the national

seashore would violate the privacy and peace
of local improved property owners Section 7

b2 specifies that

the Secretary shall provide public use areas

in such places and manner as he determines

will not diminish for its owners or occupants

the value or enjoyment of any improved

property located within the Seashore
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PURPOSE OF AND NEED FOR THE PLAN

Section 7c authorizes the secretary of the

interior to permit hunting fishing andshellfishingwithin the national seashore and to

prescribe regulations for such activitiessubject
to prior consultation with anygovernmentalauthority also having jurisdiction over

such matters This section further authorizes

the secretary to enter into cooperativeagreementsregarding such activities except all

aspects of the propagation and taking ofshellfish
is to be left to the towns Furthermore the

secretary may not interfere with navigation of

waters within national seashore boundaries

Section 8 establishes the Cape Cod National

Seashore Advisory Commissionto provide a

means of ongoing consultation and 1 iaison

with private local and community interests

that were expected to remain within theseashoreThe advisory commission is composed

of 10 members one member is appointed by

each of the six towns one by Barnstable

County two by the state and one by thesecretaryof the interior The life of thecommissionwas originally for 10 years but it has

been extended three times

The purpose of the commission is to provide

advice about matters relating to thedevelopmentof the national seashore landacquisitionand the issuance of regulationsspecifyingstandards for zoning bylaws section

8f Furthermore the secretary mustconsiderthe advice of the commission before the

issuance of any permit for commrcial or

industrial use of property located within the

national seashore or any decision regarding

the establishment of a public use area for

recreational activity section 8g
Section 9 authorized the appropriation of

funds to carry out the act and set a limit on the

amount that could be spent for the acquisition

of land and waters The original amount $16

million was subsequently increased to $335

million in 1970 and to $42917575 in 1983

All land acquisition funds have been spent

LEGAL REQUIREMENTS FOR FORMER

COMMONWEALTH AND TOWN LANDS

Several additional requirements have been

placed on the national seashore through deed

restrictions

Former Commonwealth Lands

From 1620 until 1654 the Province Lands were

included in various patents that permittedcolonists
to receive land with permission to fish

truck and trade In 1654 Thomas Prencepurchasedthe Province Lands from Sampson a

Nauset representative of local natives The lands

were to be used by the colonists as common

public lands for fishing improvements In

1692 the province of Massachusetts Bayabsorbed
the old Plymouth colony including the

Province Lands which remained common land

Provincetown was incorporated June 14 1727

When the province of Massachusetts Baybecame
part of the commonwealth ofMassachusettsthe commonwealth recognized that the

Province Lands had been occupied byProvincetownsinhabitants for quite some time But it

also passed statutes in 1838 and 1854reaffirmingits right to ownership and extinguishingexistingor future adverse possession claims In

1893 the commonwealth gave up its ownership

claims to land underneath the inhabited portion

of Provincetown

The lands of the Province Lands and Pilgrim

Springs State Park in Provincetown and Truro

were authorized to be conveyed to the United

States by the commonwealth of Massachusetts

in 1962 see appendix A for a copy of the

authority The title to the Province Lands was

conveyed April 2 1963

Section 3 of the authorization provides that a

portion of lands are subject to a preexisting

lease for public airport and access purposes and

that additional lands may be made available by

lease or otherwise for such purposes subject to

agreement by the secretary of the interior or his

designee and the Provincetown Airport
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Commission Section 3 also provides that an

area may be made available to Provincetown for

dumping purposes These uses are subject to

binding arbitration if needed in case of

disagreement

Section 4 provides for continued statejurisdiction
taxation and insect control Alsoregardingpublic use of the lands this section

provides

2 That the Secretary of the Interior may permit

hunting and fishing including shellfshing on

lands and waters under his jurisdiction within

the Cape Cod National Seashore in such areas

and under such regulations as he may prescribe

during open seasons prescribed by applicable

local state and federal law that said Secretary

shall consult with officials of theCommonwealthand any political subdivision thereof

who have jurisdiction of hunting and fishing

including shellfishing prior to the issuance of

any such regulations that said Secretary is

authorized to enter into cooperativearrangementswith such officials regarding such hunting

and fishing including shellfishing as he may
deem desirable except that he shall leave all

aspects of the propagation and taking ofshellfish
to the towns referred to in Section One of

Public Law 87126 and that the fishing rights of

the public shall be the same in the coastal waters

within the Cape Cod National Seashore as prior

to such conveyances

The final clause specifies

4 That if at any time the United States of

America fails to use the lands so conveyed for

the purposes in said Public Law 87126 the title

to such lands shall revert to and revest in the

Commonwealth

Town of Eastham

Coast Guard Beach and Nauset Light Beach in

Eastham were deeded by donation to the United

States in 1963 and 1965 respectively this was

termed a cooperative gesture by the town of

Eastham to help establish the national seashore

With the transfer of ownership certainreservations
were retained by the town the intent of

these reservations is summarized below

The Context for the Plan

The town reserved to the taxpayers ofEasthamand their families the right to use the

described beaches parking areas and

adjacent waters without charge

It also provided that whenever Cape Cod

National Seashore does not use these areas

as stated in the deeds the beaches and land

are to revert to the inhabitants of the town

of Eastham

CONCURRENT JURISDICTION AND
REGULATORY AUTHORITY

In 1984 the commonwealth of Massachusetts

ceded concurrent jurisdiction over lands and

buildings in Cape Cod National Seashoresubjectto acceptance by the National Park Service

In 1985 the National Park Service accepted

concurrent jurisdiction The purpose of such

jurisdiction is to provide for efficientadministrationof state and federal functions As defined

in the acceptance letter from the director of the

National Park Service

The term concurrent legislative jurisdiction is

intended as vesting in the Commonwealth and

the United States all the rights accorded a

sovereign with the broad qualifications that

such authority is held concurrently over all

matters including but not limited to theenforcementof traffic or criminal laws over crimes and

offenses committed within the ceded area

police powers and taxes

Under title 16 of the United States Code section

3 the National Park Service has the authority to

establish and enforce rules and regulations

necessary for the use and management ofnational
park system areas These regulations are

codified in the Code ofFederal Regulations

title 36

Under the federal property clause of the US
Constitution a federal agency may protect

federal property from activities or uses occurring

on or emanating from nonfederal lands where

there is a connection between the activity or use

and the harm or risk of harm to the federal

property Before adopting any regulations that
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PURPOSE OF AND NEED FOR TILE PLAN

would be effective regardless of landownership

on all lands and waters within the national

seashore the Park Service will provide public

notice and opportunity for comment In cases

involving particularly controversial or complex

issues the Park Service may seek permission to

convene a negotiated rulemaking process in

order to seek consensus on the text of the rule

MANAGEMENT PHILOSOPHY

The management philosophy for Cape CodNational
Seashore which is highlighted in the box

on the next page will be the foundation forfuture
management actions and decision making It

identifies the fundamental principles formanagementand is the result of a thoroughexaminationof the seashores legislation It also reflects

a growing understanding of what is required to

manage this complex resource on a scientific

basis and to be responsive to the concerns of

neighbors partners and the American public

The philosophy also articulates the commitment

of the National Park Service to the principles of

sustainability and ecosystem management see
the glossary

Because the health of the towns and the national

seashore are intertwined it is important tocontinueto maintain and improve relationships The

articulation of how this can be accomplished is

one objective of a general management plan

The nature of the relationship between thenationalseashore and each of the six Outer Cape

towns is different because of various factors

such as landownership the acreage of each town

within the boundary patterns of use and deed

restrictions or other legal requirements Theinterestsof the towns and the intensity of need to

resolve issues vary and it is important that

national seashore managers pay particularattentionto each town regarding the issues that its

residents see as most important The national

seashore is committed to efforts to be mindful

and respectful of the towns and their residents

and to use the collective knowledge to improve

national seashore operations Some local

residents feel a profound connection to the lands

within the national seashore that have been lo
n

g
s
ta

n
d

in
g

sources of spiritual as well as physical

health this has been expressed most strongly by

Provincetown residents

The lives of the residents and the resources of

the Cape must be viewed as part of aninterrelated
system Sound solutions to specific

problems must fall within a comprehensive yet

flexible framework that makes it possible to

address issues that arise Decisions developed in

an inclusive manner that would buildpartnershipstrust and cooperation would enable Cape

Cod National Seashore to be appropriately

managed in the future This initiative could build

on the comprehensive planning undertaken in

the 1990s by the county towns and the national

seashore a process that has opened a dialogue

on issues and strategies among the variouspartiesA general management plan couldcontributeto this framework and provide a single

management philosophy that would be the

foundation for future seashore management

The concerns desires and needs of yearround

residents can often differ from those of more

transient residents and visitors Nationalseashore
managers would consult and collaborate

through a variety of participatory techniques to

address local community and individualconcernsand they would factor that understanding

into decisions about matters that affectyearroundresidents National seashore managers

would emphasize consultation and collaboration

as central to the successful management of the

national seashore

The work of the Cape Cod National Seashore

Advisory Commissionhas been invaluable and

central to whatever success national seashore

managers have had in dealing with localconstituenciesAdditional information regarding the

advisory commissions role is contained in the

national seashores legislative history various

commission charters and the commissions

handbook While the national seashore continues

to need the advisory commission for thesepurposesvarious other means for collaboration

consultation and sharing of the responsibility

for reaching good decisions are also articulated

in this plan
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The Contextfor the Plan

The Management Philosophy for Cape Cod National Seashore

Cape Cod is a dynamic place where human and natural forces have interwoven to create adistinctive
regional character Cape Cod National Seashore was established to preserve vital elements

of the Capes character including flora and fauna physiographic conditions historic sites and

structures cultural heritage and other unique natural and cultural features This character also

includes a certain ambience that is subtler and harder to define but that provides both a sense of

peace and relative isolation A distinctive pattern of human activity has both shaped and been

shaped by this special place Management of the seashore is a delicate balance in which thehumanneeds of today and tomorrow must be addressed within the context of both preservation and

tradition

The legislative record of the national seashores establishment makes it clear that thepreservationof nationally significant resources and these special values was the paramount objective of

Congress However it is equally clear that Congress envisioned a park unit that would be actively

enjoyed by people That task becomes particularly challenging when part of what is being preserved
and made available to visitors is a relationship between humans and their surroundings that is still

important to the daily existence of many Cape Codders
Better science and access to information can continue to help to bring about a dramatic

improvement in our understanding of public use and resource protection issues On Cape Cod this

new understanding must be applied in ways that are sensitive to the history and continuing daily

lives and activities of the people here It must also be applied in ways that help us keep the

relationship between people and their environment healthy so that natural cultural and economic

systems do not become degraded over time

Even though the national seashore was established with specific legal boundaries the special

resources that characterize the Outer Cape transcend those boundaries as well as every other

political boundary The quality of life and the economic needs of nearby communities affectseashore
resources just as the management of resources within the national seashore has significant

effects on the towns For this reason a collaborative approach to stewardship among the six Outer

Cape towns and all seashore partners is essential Cape Cod National Seashore staff and

managers assume that cooperation and teamwork begin not end at the seashore

boundaryMANAGEMENT
OBJECTIVES

Management objectives have been developed to

provide a framework so national seashoremanagersand planners can work toward fulfilling the

seashores purpose The proposed plan presented

in this document is consistent with themanagement
philosophy and the following objectives

as well as with the national seashores purpose

In concert with local regional and state

agencies manage the natural and cultural

resources of the national seashore tosustainthe distinctive character of the Outer

Cape a resource held in common among
the six towns and the people of the United

States

Seek to understand foster and maintain

native biological and physiographicdiversityto sustain thriving dynamic natural

communities and systems Within these

standards protect water resources through a

cooperative balanced approach to water

use management

Encourage a commitment to thestewardshipof the buildings places activities and

artifacts of Cape Cod that best exemplify

its traditional character and conserve them

to ensure their continuing contribution to

the culture of Cape Cod in collaboration

with local communities

Allow natural processes to continueunimpededin natural zones including the action

of wind and water and neutralize the
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PURPOSE OF AND NEED FOR THE PLAN

effects of human intervention where it has

adversely affected natural systems with

consideration for public safety

Provide opportunities for a diverse range

of quality experiences that are based on the

resources and values of Cape Cod with

consideration for sustainable practices and

traditional uses and that are consistent

with the purposes of the national seashore

Stimulate and then satisfy a public desire

to understand the natural and cultural

resources and the history and sociology of

Cape Cod through the primary interpretive

themes identified for the national seashore

Respect and cooperate with the residents of

the Outer Cape with an emphasis oncollaborativedecision making and problem

solving to address common Outer Cape
issues and to promote a stewardship ethic

for the national seashore

Consult with a broad variety of interested

parties or stakeholders to generateeffective
public participation andbetterinformeddecisions

The Government Performance and Results Act

of 1993 requires a slightly different focus for

management objectives aimed at greatermeasurabilityof actual results The National Park

Service as well as other federal agencies is

moving from the current operational mode

toward performance management using strategic

planning to accomplish the NPS mission The

national seashore has made a first attempt at

identifying the strategic work planning goals

based on the identified NPS servicewide mission

goals see pages 1920 which would be

consistent with this general managementplanServicewide
implementation is due by March

2000

PRIMARY INTERPRETIVE THEMES

The primary interpretive themes are those ideas

and concepts about Cape Cod National Seashore

that ideally every visitor should understand

These themes provide the foundation for all

interpretive programs for the seashore The

themes do not include everything that may be

interpreted but they do cover those ideas that

are critical to understanding the seashores

significance All interpretive programs both

media and personal services should relate to

one or more of the following themes and each

theme should be addressed in some part by the

overall interpretive program The themes are

described in more detail in appendix C
= Cape Cods natural systems and processes

have produced distinctive landforms and

habitats

The elements ofnatural change primarily

through the effects of the sea on the land

embrace and permeate all of the Capes

resources

The people of Cape Cod have intensively

affected the land and they continue to

interact with the land and surrounding

waters Cape Cod is the continuing saga of

human events etched onto the landscape

The waters around Cape Cod have

profoundly affected and continue to affect

human activities here

As both a haven and a subject Cape Cod

has drawn artists and authors for more

than a century In addition its environment

has encouraged the development ofstructuresand tools that have come to be

appreciated for their beauty as well as

their utility

Cape Cod National Seashore is a place

where people enjoy a variety ofrecreationaleducational and inspirational

activities in various settings It is a place

for people to enjoy spectacular natural

settings and to experience a sense ofcontinuitylinking past present and future
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INTERRELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER
PLANS AND PROJECTS

Many park management and resource protection

issues are closely related to the complex pattern

of multiple ownerships and governmentaljurisdictionswithin the boundaries of Cape CodNational
Seashore as well as to activities and land

management outside the boundaries It is the

policy of the National Park Service to work

cooperatively with other land interests and

agencies to identify and implement regionally

and locally coordinated resource management
strategies

framework to support both public and private

aquaculture activity and to encourage the growth
of this industry Massachusetts Coastal Zone

Management Office The document explains
the status of aquaculture in the state and

provides an overview of inland and marine

aquaculture Aquaculture growth will be

proposed both within and outside the national

seashore The plan is the centerpiece of the

states planning and management framework to

encourage this industry

Major planning efforts by state regional and

local agencies and organizations could affect

how the national seashore is managed and

consequently alternatives in this document
these plans are briefly described below In

addition major plans prepared by the national

seashore that would provide detailedrecommendationsfor future actions under the policy

guidance of an approved general management
plan are also described

STATE PLANS

Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management
Program The Massachusetts Coastal Zone

Management Program and Final Environmental

Impact Statement NOAA and Massachusetts

Executive Office of Environmental Affairs

1978 oversees the wise allocation of coastal

resources from economic development and

harbor revitalization to the protection ofimportant
ecological resources The Coastal Zone

Management Office has no direct regulatory

role but the agency conducts a review of all

direct federal actions for consistency with the

state plan Coastal zone management policies are

generally compatible with NPS management
policies and guidelines

Massachusetts Aquaculture Strategic Plan and

White Paper The 1995 Strategic Plan is a

coordinated fiveyear action plan that forms a

Guidelinesfor Barrier Beach Management in

Massachusetts The 1994 guideline formanagingbarrier beaches which was developed by
the Massachusetts Barrier Beach Task Force is

to be used as a reference tool by beachmanagersIts purpose is to provide anecosystembased
management approach that fostersresponsibleuse and the protection of barrier beaches

Stateside Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation

Plan The 1988 Massachusetts Statewide

Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan

identifies trailbased waterbased and other

natural resourcebased activities as categories

that should receive the highest priority in

statewide recreation planning The top five

issues in the Cape and Islands region are as

follows

1 development and expansion of ocean

access

2 development and expansion ofwaterbasedrecreation

3 maintenance of existing recreation

facilities

4 acquisition and protection of wildlife

habitat

5 expansion of access for people with

disabilities
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Other priorities are the protection of cultural

areas the expansion of trail corridors and access

to inland waterways Spending for conservation

areas is preferred over spending for recreation

areas Recommendations associated with the

alternatives considered in this FinalEnvironmental
Impact Statement would contribute to

and advance many of the recreation priorities

identified in the statewide plan

Massachusetts Landscape Inventory The

1982 Massachusetts Landscape Inventoryanalyzesscenic areas throughout the state and

provides an outline for land acquisition and

protection efforts by local state and federal

agencies as well as by private organizations

Scenic areas in this inventory include the Great

Beach the Province Lands the Cape Cod Bay

coastline Nauset Marsh Pleasant Bay and

Monomoy Island The national seashore is

actively managing and protecting many of these

scenic resources and the proposed management

plan would strengthen this protection and

advocate recognition and support for these

values outside park boundaries

Historic and Archaeological Resources of the

Cape and Islands The MassachusettsHistoricalCommissions planning study for this

region was prepared in 1987 It provides an

information base from which preservationdecisions
can be made by the state historicpreservationofficer and others The study includes a

topographic and a prehistoric overviewdescriptions
of settlement and social and economic

development and a summary of historical

development The final section includes

management recommendations for prehistoric

and historic resources and for protection of

resources by various governmental entities

REGIONAL AND LOCAL PLANS

Cape Cod Commission Regional Policy PlanThelegislative purpose of the Cape CodCommission
is to further the conservation andpreservationof natural resources to provide for

sufficient capital facilities and to preservehistoricalcultural and recreational values of Cape

Cod The 1996 Final Regional Policy Plan for

Barnstable County which revised and updated

the 1991 plan is both a planning and aregulatorydocument that contains planning objectives

to guide development and regulatory policies

that the commission applies to proposed projects

of regional impact

Local Comprehensive Plans The Cape Cod

Commission Act requires each town to develop

a local comprehensive plan to identify localized

land use and resource issues and to developpoliciesand recommended actions to address those

issues The six towns within the nationalseashoreare at various stages in completing these

plans the Truro plan was approved in 1994 and

the Wellfleet plan in 1995 Eastham beganplanningin 1994 Chatham and Orleans in 1995 and

Provincetown in 1996 The development of

these local plans provides an ongoingopportunityfor the Park Service to coordinate itsmanagementobjectives and strategies with local

programs

A 20211 Vision Long Range Transportation

Plan for Cape Cod The 1995 Long Range

Transportation Plan developed by the Cape
Cod Commission establishes Capewidetransportationpriorities in response to the Intermodal

Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991

The plan inventories roads buses airports and

ferries and it describes their interrelationships

A transportation model was developed for the

Cape to help evaluate future growth scenarios

In accordance with the federal act the plan seeks

to reduce reliance on singleoccupantautomobilescreate transportation alternatives and

promote nonmotorized transportation corridors

such as bikeways and pedestrian routes

While Cape Cod National Seashore has limited

ability to unilaterally affect transportation

patterns and systems on the Cape it has a

substantial opportunity to be a cooperative

partner in helping implement regional strategies

The Outer Cape Capacity Study This 1995

draft study done by the Cape Cod Commission

Land Use Collaborative has developed ananalyticalmodel to measure the ability of the Outer
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Cape to grow and sustain itself based on key

local resources including water supplies road

systems town services tax burden and the

protection of sensitive natural resources The

study addresses the following questions 1
How much additional growth can beaccommodatedbefore the quality of natural or service

systems is degraded 2 What would be the

demand on natural and municipal resources with

full buildout under current zoning and 3
What costs are associated with either restricting

growth or supplementing limited resources

t

The model predicts substantial impacts of

regional growth particularly increases in traffic

and trafficrelated problems Cape Cod National

Seashores responsibility to protect natural

resources and to provide public useopportunitiescould also be negatively affected by these

growth trends The proposed generalmanagement
plan would support NPS efforts to address

the impacts of growth and would contribute to

local and regional efforts to comprehensively

manage growth on the Outer Cape

Final Report of the Lower Cape WaterManagementTask Force The national seashore

staff cooperated with the Cape Cod Commission

and four of the Outer Cape towns in a Lower

Cape Water Management Task Force which

worked to develop a comprehensive watermanagementstudy focusing on regional freshwater

quantity and quality issues The final reportaddresses
groundwater issues of regional concern

and evaluates potential municipal well sites in

Eastham Wellfleet Truro and Provincetown

Cape Cod Commission 1997

Designing the Future to Hortor the Past

Design Guidelinesfor Cape Cod The 1994

design guidelines prepared by the Cape Cod

CommissionCommunity Vision Inc are

intended to ensure that future development is

compatible with Cape Cods distinctivecharacter
Preserving and enhancing the builtenvironment

is one of the management objectives of

Cape Cod National Seashore both within and

outside its boundaries The guidelines are a

reference for local property owners towns and

the National Park Service concerning the design

and management of the built environment

Provincetown Municipal4irport 1991 Master

Plan and continuing environmental impact

assessment The 1991 ProvincetownMunicipal
Airport Master Plan is a threevolumedocumentthat describes desired longtermimprovementsfor the airport including an airport layout

plan It supersedes the 1972 Master Plan The

plan identifies possible facility improvements

with consideration of financial community
aviation safety and environmental concerns

The summary identifies four key study

objectives

1

2

3

not altering the existing scale character

and role of the airport

providing the facilities to ensure an

adequate level of commuter airline

service including summer months

continuous coordination with the National

Park Service as the underlying landowner

and full consideration of environmental

issues

4 an estimate of the economic impact of the

airport to verify benefits and justify costs

Several of the facility improvements can beimplementedwithout further environmental impact

assessment according to federal state and

regional requirements some have beencompletedare in progress or may be completed in

the future Several potential facilityimprovementswere significant enough to warrant the

preparation of an environmental impactstatementenvironmental impact report Theseimprovementsinclude the development ofadditional
airplane parking aprons runway safety

areas and runway extension alternatives The

draft document is now being prepared and is

expected to be released to the public in 1997 or

1998

Affordable Housing on the Lower Cape Needs

Resources and Strategies With thousands of

summer tourists and yearround retirees the

Outer Cape area has a continual lack ofadequateaffordable housing This 1993 study by
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PURPOSE OF AND NEED FOR THE PLAN

the Lower Cape Cod Community Development

Corporation explores the regional need for

affordable housing and identifies existing

resources and potential strategies to expand

housing availability With extensive seasonal

staffing needs Cape Cod National Seashore is

both a major provider and beneficiary ofaffordable
housing in the region The availability of

affordable housing also affects the national

seashores ability to attract qualified

employeesNPS
PLANS

The following plans with the exception of the

1970 Master Plan are some of the key action

plans for the future management of Cape Cod

National Seashore One purpose of an approved

general management plan will be to provide the

overall policy framework and guidance for these

plans Current plans that would not conform

with recommendations in the approved general

management plan would be revised

Cape Cod National Seashore Master Plan

Most of the existing seashore infrastructure and

facilities were built in the 1960s The 1970

Master Plan proposed the following actions

a bayside interpretive center and beach

facility in Wellfleet

trail development on Great Islandcompleted
redesign and expansion of Herring Cove

Beach

enlarging of the Marconi Beach facility

completed

facility development to support access and

use of historic sites such as the Penniman

house Fresh Brook Village theAtwoodHigginshouse and Pamet cranberry bag

partially completed

Fort Hill historic scene restoration in

progress

day parking and trail development at the

Pamet River

day parking and trail development at

Paradise Hollow in Wellfleet

shuttle services to beach areas partially

established

Once a general management plan for the

national seashore has been approved it will

replace the 1970 Master Plan Howeverpertinentrecommendations that have beenimplementedfrom the former plan continue to be

considered

Resource Management Plan The 1992Resource
Management Plan documents the

national seashores diverse natural and cultural

resources identifies threats to those resources

and prescribes management actions andprogramsA total of 51 natural resource and 22

cultural resource action programs are described

in the plan

For natural resources comprehensive inventory

and monitoring programs are needed Major

natural resource management priorities are

threatened and endangered species water quality

and quantity fresh and saltwater wetlands

exotic and pest plant and animal species and

monitoring of coastal processes Major

initiatives include piping plover protection pond

revegetation programs restoration of Hatches

Harbor water quality monitoring at ponds and

embayments and air quality monitoring

The Fire Management Plan 1994 which is

based on the Resource Management Plandescribes
maintenance practices for fire safety and

wildfire prevention The plan also outlines steps

to manage fire as a natural part of the ecosystem

For cultural resources management prioritiesinclude
identifying and documenting significant

resources and stabilizing or properly preserving

known sites and artifacts Major initiatives

include curatorial storage improvements historic

structure stabilization archeological resource

cataloging and identification and management
of cultural landscapes
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Interrelationships with Other Plans and Projects

0 Land Protection Plan The Land Protection

Plan 1989 identifies NPS land interests

required to meet the following major objectives

providing NPS access to undeveloped

lands for resource management purposes

protecting unimproved private land from

development

exchanging federal lands for more

important town or private property

acquiring private properties exempt from

improved property status

providing public access for recreational

uses

acquiring public or private land subject to

uses incompatible with the purposes of the

national seashore

documents on the site history and gleaned from

the historical maps plans and aerialphotographsperiods of significance and possible

landscape treatment recommendations were

identified and illustrative plans were developed

Guiding Principles of Sustainable DesignThe
Guiding Principles ofSustainable Design

NPS 19930 is intended to provide a basis for

using sustainable practices in facility planning

and design emphasizing the importance ofbiodiversityand encouraging responsibledevelopmentdecisions in parks and other conservation

areas particularly where related to ecotourism

This merger of sustainable development and

ecotourism provides tremendous opportunities

for affecting visitor perceptions of the natural

and cultural world and for developing
conservationorientedvalues

The plan identifies nonNPS properties in the

following four priority categories

1 property needed for park development

2 largelot subdividable private land

3 undeveloped private land

4 developed private land in sensitive areas

Suggested protection methods includecooperative
agreements zoning regulationslessthanfee

or easement interests and acquisition of fee

title

Cultural Landscape Report for Fort Hill

The 1995 Cultural Landscape Report for Fort

Hill provides guidance on the protection and

longterm maintenance of the landscape at Fort

Hill as well as providing information for a site

plan being prepared for the Fort Hill area in

association with the general management plan

Ofparticular concern is the need to balance the

protection of landscape features in the open
eastern portion of the site field patterns stone

walls trails and ponds with current

maintenance safety and visitor needs

An understanding of the site was gained from an

analysis of the longterm administration of the

site Based on the information compiled in

The suggested principles to be used in the design

and management of park and other visitorfacilities
emphasize environmental sensitivity inplanningdesign construction operation andmaintenancethe use of nontoxic materials resource

conservation recycling and the integration of

visitors with natural and cultural settings

Principles for sustainable design were developed

for nine topics interpretation natural resources

cultural resources site design building design

energy development water supply wastepreventionand facility maintenance andoperationsWhile the material is presented in separate

sections the interconnection of all systems and

resources is recognized and resultingdevelopment
should reflect the blending of disciplines to

demonstrate respect for local regional and

global environments

The Government Performance and Results Act

Strategic Work Planning The Government

Performance and Results Act GPRA of 1993

seeks to make government both more effective

and more efficient The value of achieved results

is the return on investment made in the

National Park Service by Congress and the

American public
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The implementation of GPRA is a continuing

process First each park area develops mission

goals which describe the desired resourceconditionspublic enjoyment and visitorexperiencesBy achieving these goals the parkspurposewill be fulfilled its significancemaintainedand its mandates met Mission goals are

comprehensive and for perpetuity they are not

quantifiable In addition each park setslongterm
and annual performance goals for Cape

Cod National Seashore these would include the

implementation of strategies and actionsproposedin the general management plan Each

park was required to complete a sixyearstrategicplan containing both servicewide and park

mission goals by September 30 1997

The draft mission goals for the national seashore

include the following

Goal Category 1 Preserve Park Resources

Mission Goal 1a Natural and culturalresourcesand associated values are protected

restored and maintained in good condition

and managed within their broader ecosystem

and cultural context

Mission Goal 1b Cape Cod NationalSeashorecontributes to knowledge about natural

and cultural resources and associated values

including biodiversity management
decisions about resources and visitors are

based on adequate scholarly and scientific

information

Mission Goal Ic The quality and scale of

development is of an appropriate traditional

character

Mission Goal Id Visitors and residents

participate in customary activities

Goal Category 2 Provide for the Public

Enjoyment and Visitor Experience of Parks

Mission Goal 2a The public safely enjoys

and is satisfied with the availability a
c
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diversity and quality of park facilities

services and appropriate recreationalopportunitiesthat are compatible with theresourceshistory and sociology of Cape Cod

Mission Goal 2b The public understands

and appreciates the preservation of Cape

Cod and its natural and cultural resources

history and sociology

Goal Category 3 Ensure Organizational

Effectiveness

Mission Goal 3a Cape Cod National

Seashore uses best business practices and

management techniques

Mission Goal 3b Cape Cod NationalSeashoreincreases its managerial capabilities

through initiatives and support from other

agencies Organizations and individuals

Goal Category 4 Strengthen and Preserve

Natural and Cultural Resources and Enhance

Recreational Opportunities through

Partnerships

Mission Goal 4a Natural and cultural

resources owned by others are conserved

through partnership initiatives

Mission Goal 4b Natural and cultural

resources owned by the National Park

Service are conserved through partnership

programs

Mission Goal 4c Assisted through federal

funds and programs the protection of

recreational opportunities is achieved

through formal mechanisms to ensure

continued access for public recreational use

Mission Goal 4d Through partnerships

recreational and educational opportunities for

the public are provided or enhanced

is
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ISSUES AND CONCERNS

The following issues and concerns have been

identified during public meetings and by the

staff at Cape Cod National Seashore

NATURAL RESOURCES

AIR RESOURCES

Air quality at Cape Cod National Seashore is

affected under certain conditions by pollutants

from urbanindustrial areas to the southwest and

from Boston to the northwest The nationalseashore
is part of the Metropolitan Providence

Interstate Air Quality Region to the southwest

this region does not meet EPA standards for

ozone because of prevailing winds ozone

concentrations at the seashore have been among
the highest reported in any unit of the national

park system The Boston Metropolitan Air

S Quality Region 100 kilometers northwest does

not meet EPA standards for ozone or carbon

monoxide

The major pollutants originating in the seashore

are vehicle emissions primarily during the peak

summer months The Long RangeTransportationPlan developed by the Cape CodCommissionidentifies the need to substantially

reduce vehicle emissions

Of the three air quality categories established for

national park system areas Cape Cod National

Seashore is a class It area which means the state

may permit some new air pollution as long as

neither national ambient air quality standards

nor maximum allowable increases over baseline

conditions are exceeded Evidence suggests that

reduced growth and increased mortality of some

sensitive plant species are occurring in heavily

polluted areas of the national park systemperhapsdecreasing species diversity While current

information does not exist to confirm suchdamageat Cape Cod National Seashore there isreasonto monitor possible air quality concerns to

protect the seashores resources and values

Precipitation chemistry has been monitored

since 1981 Many of the kettle ponds and vernal

pools are poorly buffered increasing theirsensitivityto acid precipitation and atmospheric

deposition of heavy metals and nutrients

No monitoring of visibility has taken place Air

quality related impacts on vegetation or other

resources in the seashore need to be more fully
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PROCESSES

Cape Cod is composed almost entirely ofmaterial
deposited by glaciers that retreated about

1400018000 years ago Wind and water

reworked these sediments to create beaches

spits marshes pamets cliffs and dunes Coastal

processes such as tides winds storms and

longshore sediment transport continue to shape

and reshape the area Cape Cods outer beach is

renowned for its long largely undeveloped

expanses of sand

In addition to their value as habitat the natural

landforms of the Cape protect landward areas

from the force of storms and coastal flooding

Beaches and marshes dissipate storm waves over

their gradual slopes Dune systems prevent

direct wave action against inland areas

Natural coastal processes however are also

responsible for damage to structures NPS
facilities have been lost and time and money

have been spent to protect reconstruct and

relocate facilities General NPS policy is to let

shoreline processes take place unimpeded

Extensive information on coastal processes

within Cape Cod National Seashore is available

however further research would be helpful in

making decisions Examples of shoreline

processes include erosion accretion and

changes to dunes inlets and bluffs
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WATER RESOURCES

Marine resources open ocean estuaries and

adjacent intertidal areas are all influenced by

the tidal cycle ocean currents and the influx of

fresh surface and groundwater Estuaries serve

as nurseries for fish and shellfish making them

extremely valuable and intertidal communities

are some of the most biologically productive

ecosystems in the world

Freshwater resources groundwater streams

vernal pools and kettle ponds in turn support

wetlands fisheries riparian areas and other

waterdependent features

Development recreation and public use within

Cape Cod National Seashore affect both water

quality and quantity There are growing signs

that coastal water quality is deteriorating asevidenced
by debris washing up on beaches and by

shellfish beds being closed to harvest because of

high concentrations of cotiform bacteria insurfacewaters

Significant growth in the number of summer and

permanent residents has increased groundwater

use during the past 30 years Groundwater

extraction for municipal and other water supply

purposes may adversely affect waterdependent

resources including wetlands Groundwater

quality is primarily threatened by contamination

from nutrients from sewage disposal andsaltwaterintrusion

The National Park Service recently acquired

water wells within the former North Truro air

force station and is continuing the AirForceinitiated
seasonal emergency provision of water

to the town of Provincetown on a temporary

basis The resolution of this unusual situation

presents a practical application of the seashores

water resource planning function

Before the national seashore was authorized at

least a portion of all coastal wetlands andfloodplainsboth freshwater and marine had been

altered by diking ditch drainage road andrailroad
construction or mosquito control measures

These actions led to a loss of wetlands and the

restriction of seawater flow by means of tidal

influx triggered chemical changes that degraded

once productive wetland fish and wildlifehabitatMost physical alterations persist despite

efforts to restore diked systems Multipleownershipdiverse management objectives andoverlappingjurisdictional status complicate and

prolong the restoration process

VEGETATION AND WILDLIFE

The plant and animal communities on Cape Cod

have adapted to the unique aspects of this

coastal barrier environment Because thesecommunitiesare part of the ecosystem management

involves working cooperatively with regional

local and individual stakeholders to understand

and protect the entire system on a sustainable

basis

At least 800 plant species occur within theseashorein a wide variety of community types

including heathlands freshwater and saltwater

wetlands upland forests beaches dunes and

grasslands No federal threatened or endangered

plant species are known within the nationalseashorehowever the seashore has 20 plantspeciesthat are classified as threatenedendangeredor of special concern by the stateNonnative
plant species compete with and could

displace native species The use of pesticides

and other chemicals within and near the seashore

may affect native plants

During the last 50 years natural succession has

changed vegetative patterns within the seashore

with open fields and heathlands succeeding to a

mostly closedcanopy pitch pine and oak forest

with an understory of highly flammable live and

dead fuels Heathland communities whichsupporta wide diversity of plants and animals are

becoming increasingly diminished as a result of

this encroachment

Over 500 animal species inhabit the seashore

including migratory and resident birdsterrestrialand marine mammals reptiles andamphibiansand salt and freshwater fish as well as

invertebrate species Inventories for most major

taxonomic groups are lacking The seashore has

17 federal threatened or endangered animal

spe
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ties To protect the threatened piping plover an

intensive management program has beendevelopedhowever no management programs have

been implemented for the other species Theseashorealso has 42 species that are listed asthreatenedendangered or of special concern by the

state While the seashore has a comprehensive

tern management program no other programs

have been developed to protect statelisted

species

The National Park Service allows hunting and

fishing within the national seashore under the

discretionary authority of the authorizinglegislationboth the state and the Park Service share

jurisdiction over hunting and fishingShellfishingis under the jurisdiction of the state and the

towns Trapping is prohibited

CULTURAL RESOURCES

0
CULTURAL HERITAGE AND

ETHNOGRAPHIC RESOURCES

The Outer Cape has a distinctive pattern of

human activity that is inextricably linked with

the land and sea This heritage draws from the

prehistoric culture of native people from the

arrival of the Pilgrims and settlement byEuropeansfrom the whaling and fishing industry

from Portuguese and Cape Verdean migrations

and from artists and writers who have lived and

worked on the Cape

In 1995 a preliminary ethnographic study for the

national seashore identified the range of cultural

use patterns of seashore resources and their

value to both traditionally associated andcontemporaryneighboring people Representatives

of several Cape Cod cultural communitiesparticipatedincluding Wampanoag Portuguese

and Portuguese Americans Cape Verdeans and

contemporary neighbors More detailed studies

are required however to identify relationships

between specific groups and seashore resources

Cultural resources can be tangible material

resources such as historic structures orarcheologicalartifacts or intangible expressive

resources such as arts skills folklife andfolkwaysAdditional knowledge about the people

of the Outer Cape is needed to supportinterpretive
programming and resource preservation

efforts The rich heritage of Cape Cod life is an

important story to be told and sustained

Cape Cod National Seashore was created in part

to help preserve and maintain the culturalheritageThe certain special ambience and pattern of

human activity on the Cape are hard to describe

but have been variously characterized in the

legislative record as quaint contemplative

inspirational and representing a mutuality of

understanding between man and nature The

national seashore is part of a geographical area

with established town governments and many
residents whose roots reach back far into the

past Therefore it is impossible for the National

Park Service to achieve its preservation goals

without the cooperation of its neighbors and

residents on the Cape

CULTURAI LANDSCAPES

A cultural landscape is a geographic area that

includes both natural and cultural resources that

are associated with a historic event an activity a

person or a cultural group Cape Cod National

Seashores varied cultural landscapes are best

characterized as historic vernacularlandscapesThe National Park Service defines this

type of landscape as one that illustrates peoples

values and attitudes toward the land and that

reflects settlement patterns use anddevelopment
over time Agricultural areas fishingvillagesand homesteads are all examples of this

type of landscape

Cultural landscapes on Cape Cod have not been

inventoried making them susceptible to loss As

these landscapes evolve their form and value

may be obscured Restoring cultural landscapes

often requires the removal of encroaching

nonhistaric vegetation some of which may be

native species This may conflict with naturalresource
protection goals

Cultural landscape protection requires acomprehensive
stewardship approach where people
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work together and form coalitions with private

landowners local governments and stateagenciesto address threats and foster a sense of

stewardship

HISTORIC ARCHITECTURE

Cape Cod National Seashore contains numerous

historic structures within its boundaries and

many others exist within the adjacent Outer

Cape communities These historic structures

when combined with cultural landscapes and

archeological resources reflect the history and

traditional character of the Outer Cape

Adequate studies and assessments to identify

both the condition and significant

characterdefiningfeatures of structures are lacking

Therefore some historic structures have been

subject to destruction or alteration with aresultingloss of cultural assets to Cape Cod and

the nation

In accordance with section 1 10 of the National

Historic Preservation Act as amended the

National Park Service has evaluated all federally

owned buildings within the national seashore A
total of 62 of these buildings have beendetermined

eligible for the National Register of

Historic Places Maintenance for these buildings

is not funded annually and major problems at

virtually all historic buildings need attention

Fire alarm systems and intrusion detection are

obsolete or nonexistent and many buildings are

being used inappropriately

Approximately 240 privately owned historic

buildings have been identified by the Historic

American Buildings Survey within the national

seashore these sites also include associated

landscapes Property owners have the right to

alter these structures with the possibility that

changes could diminish the Capes cultural

character

Historic structures are also subject to loss as a

result of natural coastal processes The National

Park Service is required to document anyhistoricstructure and its associated landscape

before it is destroyed by natural processes If

deemed appropriate by the secretary of the

interior a historic structure threatened by

destruction can be moved to another location

that approximates its original setting

ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES

Cape Cod National Seashore contains numerous

archeological resources both on the land and

submerged along the coast In addition many
other archeological resources exist outside the

seashore boundaries These and other related

cultural resources reflect the history and

traditional character of the Outer Cape

Inventories of archeological resources are not

comprehensive Surveys are needed to prevent

the loss or alteration of resources and asubsequentloss to the scientific database as well as

the historical record of the Outer Cape Such

information would also provide a betterunderstandingof maritime resources and opportunities

for research For example at Nauset Marsh

some prehistoric sites extend from federal land

onto private land and ground disturbance on

these sites could destroy or degrade the

resources

A rising sea level and shoreline retreat aresubmergingsome landbased resources andchangingthe national seashores offshore boundary

defined as 025mile from the shoreline As a

result significant submerged archeological

resources including certain shipwrecks will

eventually be outside the seashore boundary

Submerged resources under the jurisdiction of

the state are managed differently from those

under NPS jurisdiction For example the Park

Service does not allow shipwrecks to besalvagedbut the state does issue salvage permits

Because there has not been consistent oversight

of salvage work valuable information may have

been lost

MUSEUM COLLECTION

Cape Cod National Seashore has a substantial

collection of archeological archival historical

and natural history objects including prehistoric
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artifacts a scrimshaw collection historic papers

associated with prominent individuals andfamiliesand a large historical photograph collection

Each collection is an important reference source

and an interpretive tool

The lack of storage display and research space

with environmental controls to ensure theprotectionof these artifacts is a continuing problem

The material deterioration of objects is largely

an effect of the environment and the harsh

environment on Cape Cod is especiallydetrimental
to objects in the collection Thescheduledrehabilitation of a building for additional

storage at the former North Truro air force

station will only partially alleviate this problem

because limited funding will not allow forcompleteclimate control in the converted storage

area At the Salt Pond visitor center where some

of the most sensitive and important objects in

the collection are on exhibit insurmountable

problems with the environmental controls

demonstrate the need to replace the system

A lack of funding and staffing in the curatorial

office has resulted in a catalog backlog of over

250000 objects Without a comprehensiveinventoryand controls the collection is injeopardyAlso uncataloged materials are not

readily accessible for research interpretation or

exhibit

Future collecting activity should be tightlyfocused
on specific areas to round out thecollectionHowever there is little control overarcheologyand resource management collections that

are added to as a result of shoreline erosionfacilityconstruction and other grounddisturbing

activities

PUBLIC USE

INFORMATION AND ORIENTATION

understand all the options available to them in a

unified and coordinated

mannerFor
visitors to the national seashore information

is provided at the Salt Pond and Province Lands

visitor centers and the headquarters building

During the summer information is also available

at the six beach entrance stations Generalinformationabout Cape Cod is not tied into anyonline
computer systems that visitors may access

from their homes although Cape Cod National

Seashore chambers of commerce and many
other visitorrelated service organizations have

home pages on Internet

Because the national seashore and localcommunitiesoften give information about their own
facilities and attractions it is difficult for visitors

to understand the full range of opportunities

available on Cape Cod Secondary sources such

as commercial tour operators travel agents and

guidebooks sometimes provide people with

inaccurate or outofdate information In other

instances information is duplicated and would

be more effectively presented at facilities nearer

the attractions or at a regional visitor center

Signs directing visitors to the national seashore

are inadequate and visitors often get lost or

arrive at town beaches designated for residents

only Visitors also congregate in certain areas

not knowing that noncrowded facilities are

available elsewhere

ACCESS AND TRANSPORTATION

Traffic congestion on Cape Cod has increased to

the point of gridlock at some intersections along

US 6 during the peak summer season Thenationalseashore is part of a complex natural and

social environment that brings people to the

Outer Cape year after year However based on a

1993 summer survey it is not the primary

destination for most visitors

Most information and orientation services on

Cape Cod are independently provided bychambersof commerce in the numerous communities

and by the National Park Service There is no

integrated information system that helps visitors

Traffic is a regional problem that must be

addressed collectively The Cape CodCommissions1995 Long Range Transportation

Plan recommends actions to prevent widespread

gridlock in the near future Proposals range from
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improving public transit to developing bicycle

and pedestrian paths

The Park Service can help reduce trafficcongestionfacilitate circulation enhance safety

and improve air quality through regionalcooperativeefforts to solve problems and promote

alternative transportation modes includinginnovativesolutions within the national seashore

This is consistent with federal transportation

initiatives stimulated by the 1991 Intermodal

Surface Transportation Efficiency Act

The national seashore is an active partner in

Cape Cod Pathways a county program that

seeks to improve walking opportunities on the

Cape Longdistance hiking opportunities within

the national seashore are limited Except for

some short bicycle trail segments and the Cape
Cod Rail Trail through Eastham and South

Wellfleet bicycling from Wellfleet toProvincetown
is primarily along roadways which causes

congestion and safety concerns

During summer parking capacities at some

beaches visitor centers trails and scenicviewingareas are frequently met or exceeded

causing cars to be turned away to less crowded

locations Proposals to add parking have caused

local concern about impacts and congestion

The Provincetown airport is on federal lands

within the national seashore and operates under

a special use permit In conformance with the

deed of conveyance of the Province Lands the

Park Service leases land for airport purposes

The airport is an important transportation facility

for the Outer Cape and is part of the national

aviation system The airport commission isengagedin a longterm master planning andenvironmental
analysis program with participation

by the Park Service and other agencies The

Park Service is vitally interested in how airport

public safety upgrades could potentially affect

national seashore resources and values

INTERPRETATION AND EDUCATION

Cape Cod National Seashore offers many

opportunities for visitors and residents of all

ages to understand and appreciate the value and

significance of the Capes resources andcharacter
Interpretive facilities include two visitor

centers eight selfguided interpretive trails and

four historic properties with public access

Information is provided through fouraudiovisual
programs several museum exhibits three

bookstores and more than 30 wayside exhibits

The personal services interpretive program

offers a wide variety of guided walks and hikes

tours of historic properties evening illustrated

talks sunset beach campfires and special

events Outreach programs are given for local

schools groups and civic organizations In

addition environmental education programs

based at two national seashore facilities have

reached thousands of area students during the

past three decades Volunteers andrepresentativesof several partner organizations and

agencies conduct or help provide many of these

activities and programs

Many aspects of the Capes character arerepresentedoutside the national seashore boundaries

The National Park Service cooperates with other

organizations and agencies to provideinterpretiveand educational programs but there ispotentialto strengthen current partnershipagreementsand create new ones

Within the national seashore there is anopportunityto more fully interpret critical resource

issues such as the preservation of kettle ponds

and the protection of plover habitat so the

public understands the challenges There are also

opportunities to enhance the interpretation of

historic structures and to expand interpretive

programs in the OrleansChatham area

Visitation at the Salt Pond visitor center has

increased dramatically and additional staff

space and busloading areas are needed Facility

improvements would also better meet the needs

of visitors and staff Audiovisual facilities at the

amphitheaters at the Salt Pond and Province

Lands visitor centers are outdated Alternatives
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need to be studied for the Coast Guard Beach

environmental education facilities which may
soon be lost to coastal erosion

ACTIVITIES FACILITIES AND SERVICES

Cape Cod National Seashore and adjacent towns

provide a wide variety of opportunities for

visitors to enjoy athletic sporting touring and

educational activities of all types The national

seashore has two visitor centers twoenvironmentaleducation centers trails and picnic areas

several historic buildings and numerous beach

facilities that are available to the public

All public activities within the national seashore

are managed in a way that will provideenjoyment
and minimize user conflicts as well as

protect resources and promote public safety

Rangers enforce regulations and laws governing

all uses and activities within the seashore

Resource protection priorities and public use

pressures are sometimes in conflict affecting

access to and use of seashore resources Areas

where conflicts occasionally occur include

wetlands archeological sites barrier beaches

and dunes tidal marshes and flats andfreshwaterponds Some activities such as offroad

vehicle use and hunting have been closely

regulated and clothingoptional sunbathing has

been completely prohibited Some localregulationsdiffer from NPS regulations such as

restrictions on personal watercraft use Use

regulations are not changed by a generalmanagementplan but through a rulemaking

process

Approximately 600 private residential properties

covering more than 1600 acres are included

within the national seashore With fewexceptionsthese private lands are not available for

public use and visitors sometimes trespass

inadvertently onto these lands The Park Service

is required by legislation to preserve privacy and

property values for these owners while allowing

public access to publicly owned landsconsistentwith resource preservation

Issues and Concerns

Demand is increasing for additionalopportunities
at ocean beaches kettle ponds historic

sites and other attractions While somerecreationaldemand is simply due to growth in local

communities and the region as well asincreasingpublic visitation there is also a strong

demand for additional educational experiences

Ways to deal with existing use impacts and to

take advantage of future public opportunities at

Fort Hill Pamet cranberry bog the former North

Truro air force station and Herring Cove Beach

need to be analyzed

CONCESSIONS AND COMMERCIAL SERVICES

The National Park Service must ensure that

commercial operations within park units are

appropriate and necessary considering the

availability of nearby services in localcommunitiesWhen these basic needs cannot met by

others the Park Service is authorized to provide

products or services to visitors through the use

of concessioners Four concessioners currently

operate within Cape Cod National Seashore

the Herring Cove Beach refreshment stand in

Provincetown the Highland Golf Links in

Truro the youth hostel in Truro and the Nauset

Knoll Motor Lodge in Orleans

These commercial establishments all existed

before 1961 when the national seashore was

authorized Some towns also have agreements

with concessioners at townowned beaches

within the boundaries of the national seashore

primarily snack stands and a boat rental at Gull

Pond

A relatively new concession mechanism has

been created to enhance historic preservation

opportunities the historic property lease 1

concession authority allows the government to

lease properties and to have the payments be

directed to the maintenance of the historic

property rather than being returned to the

general treasury
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VISTA MANAGEMENT

When Cape Cod National Seashore wasestablished
35 years ago views vistas and overlooks

were common throughout the areas rolling

terrain because there were few stands of mature

forest to block the panoramas Many of the

vistas were a direct result of centuries of cutting

forests to create farmland or to provide fuel and

construction materials After the national

seashore was established facilities such as the

Salt Pond and Province Lands visitor centers

and bicycle trails were located to take advantage

of these expansive views However in the

interim many areas of forest cover have

regenerated obscuring the earlier vistas

Except for open areas like cliffs coastline and

unforested dunes panoramic views on Cape Cod

generally require frequent maintenance because

of the rolling landscape Present vistamanagement
practices range from mowing grass to

removing tree limbs to clearing trees Without

specific guidelines for managing vistas efforts

to maintain attractive views could be sporadic

and possibly misguided

NONFEDERAL LANDS WITHIN
THE NATIONAL SEASHORE

LAND USE PLANNING AND PROTECTION

More than 30 of the land within the national

seashore is under the jurisdiction of other public

entities and nearly 4 is privately owned

Approximately 25 parcels of nonNPSundevelopedland could be subdivided and developed

and the National Park Service has limited

mechanisms to regulate their development and

use As a result the protection of nationalseashoreresources depends on local zoning bylaws

and health codes state regulations the threat of

condemnation and the cooperation of property

owners

Many of the Outer Capes greatest assets are

shared among property owners groundwater

beaches river systems and the rural character of

the region It is impossible to address land use

and protection for the national seashore without

considering adjacent uses and threats to sensitive

resources While the Park Service has the ability

to protect sensitive resources within the seashore

boundaries it has limited authority outside the

boundaries Privately held lands inside the

boundaries are subject to acquisition if used

inconsistently with parkapproved local zoning

bylaws These bylaws are out of date The Park

Service must begin to work more closely with

local communities the Cape Cod Commission

and land conservation organizations like the

Trust for Public Land and the Compact of Cape

Cod Conservation Trusts to address these types

of issues The Natural Resources Conservation

Service has offered technical assistance for land

protection

The Cape Cod Commission is charged with

reviewing and regulating developments ofregionalimpact recommending the designation of

districts of critical planning concern andpreparingand overseeing the implementation of a

regional land use policy plan The purpose of the

regional plan is to outline a coherent set of

planning policies and objectives to guidedevelopmenton Cape Cod and to protect itsresources
In its 1996 Regional Policy Plan the

commission identifies several opportunities to

coordinate planning among local communities

the commission and the National Park Service

In partnership with such organizations the Park

Service would be better able to meet landprotectionneeds within national seashoreboundariesand to assist in protection efforts outside

the boundaries The national seashore has also

developed guidelines for the alteration ofimprovedproperties These guidelines as well as

the secretarial standards are out of date and

need to be revised to reflect current conditions

PRIVATE RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES

Approximately 600 privately owned residential

properties are included within the nationalseashoreboundaries These private properties are a

result of an exemption from governmentacquisitionfor certain properties that predated theauthorizationof the seashore Some properties may

s
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be found not to have improved status if it is

proved they were built after September 1 1959

Improved properties are subject to local zoning

bylaws in accordance with the parks enabling

legislation see appendix A and subsequent

Cape Cod National Seashore zoning standards

see appendix B NPS use guidelines were

developed in the 1980s to address deficiencies

but they are also inadequate Existing Cape Cod

National Seashore zoning standards and bylaws

need to be amended to ensure consistency

among them and to add stateoftheart planning

and zoning techniques

Many improved properties possess significant

historic and aesthetic qualities that contribute to

the valued character of the Outer Cape For

instance more than 70 privately ownedbuildingshave been documented by the Historic

American Buildings Survey Many more have

been documented by local historicalcommissionswhich have completed surveys of the

historic properties in seashore communities

campgrounds and a motel and restaurant existed

before the national seashore was authorized and

they continue to operate within Cape CodNationalSeashore No new businesses are allowed

As provided in the authorizing legislation these

commercial properties are able to continue as

long as they operate in accordance with the

terms and conditions listed in the certificate of

exemption from acquisition

There is no guarantee that private commercial

properties will continue to be operatedconsistentlywith the needs of seashore users or overall

seashore purposes Factors that are considered in

renewing permits which must be done every

five years have not been formalized New or

additional commercial uses of these preexisting

commercial properties are inconsistent with

current certificates permitting them to operate

within the national seashore The development

of criteria for the alteration of an existing

commercial use would be advantageous

As the yearround and the summer resident

populations grow and change pressures become

greater to develop upon and expand improved

properties Some improved properties have been

altered and expanded with little sensitivity to

their historical character or sense of place

Modern additions to or replacements of modest

Cape Cod cottages alter the traditional character

of development within the national seashore

The development or redevelopment of private

improved properties could result in the loss or

alteration of historic buildings an increase in the

intensity of use impacts on water resources and

a loss of the Capes rural character

The subdivision of private properties withinnationalseashore boundaries presents a potential

threat to resources New construction onsubdividedland would be subject to condemnation

Historic and other sensitive resources onprivatelyowned property are also of concern

PRIVATE COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES

is Ten privately owned commercial businesses

including several gas stations cottage colonies

MUNICIPAL AND STATE LANDS

Lands and waters within Cape Cod National

Seashore are owned by the state and local towns

as well as private individuals and the National

Park Service The resulting patchwork oflandownershiphas resulted in sensitive resources

being owned and managed by different entities

Approximately 2600 acres of land within the

national seashore are owned by local towns

Municipal lands within the seashore boundaries

are of several types undeveloped parcels of

varying sizes roads parking areas beaches and

other facilities Population growth in the Outer

Cape communities exceeds the state average

creating demand for more municipal services

New sites for services are not readily available

outside the national seashore or they could be

too expensive to develop Consequently the

towns are under considerable pressure to use

undeveloped townowned land inside national

seashore boundaries The National Park Service

has limited mechanisms for influencing and

managing the use and development of municipal
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PURPOSE OF AND NEED FOR THE PLAN

Within the national seashore the state owns

submerged lands of the great ponds natural

bodies of freshwater larger than 10 acres and

offshore lands extending up to 025 mile from

the mean low water line except for Truro and a

portion of Provincetown NPS concerns relate to

protecting the natural resource values of great

ponds some of which are under the jurisdiction

of both the state and the Park Service or are split

by the seashore boundary These ponds could be

affected by private development and publicaccessWhile the Park Service is also concerned

about the integrity of intertidal lands submerged

natural and cultural resources aquaculture and

other proposed uses of stateowned lands it does

not have extensive authority to regulate uses in

these areas

NATIONAL SEASHOREMANAGEMENTAND OPERATIONS

COOPERATIVE PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT

The management of Cape Cod NationalSeashore
must balance public use requirements with

the protection of sensitive resources The special

resources that characterize the Outer Capetranscend
political boundaries The quality of life

and the economic needs of nearby communities

affect seashore resources just as themanagementof resources within the national seashore

has significant effects on the towns For this

reason a collaborative approach to stewardship

among the six Outer Cape towns and all

seashore partners is essential

A program to identify collaborativedecisionmakingmodels that can be jointly selected by a

town and the national seashore is currently

underway The use of some models may require

legislative action Also the Cape CodCommissions1996 Regional Policy Plan identifies

several opportunities to coordinate planning

among the National Park Service localcommunitiesand the commission The commission

is working with some seashore communities to

develop local comprehensive plans Thecommissionhas also identified several developments

of regional impact both inside and outside

national seashore boundaries

There is a mutually beneficial relationship

between the business community on the Outer

Cape and the national seashore and together the

public and private sectors have opportunities to

ensure the longterm health of the Cape

environmentally as well as economically

National seashore managers would continue to

emphasize collaborative decision making to

address topics involving shared resources For

example negotiated rule making for ORV use

involved all interested parties and parking at

Truro beaches was initially addressed jointly by

town and seashore staff members The Park

Service would encourage other groups on the

Cape to follow similar collaborative approaches

when addressing topics of mutual concern

In cooperation with its partners the Park Service

would encourage a holistic approach to making

decisions that are respectful of local residents

and mindful of the overall health and future of

Cape Cods shared resources

ADMINISTRATIVE AND MAINTENANCE

FACILITIES AND OPERATIONS

Primary locations for NPS administrative offices

include the headquarters building at Marconi

Station the Salt Pond and Province Lands

visitor centers and three ranger stations at Race

Point in the north district and at Marconi Station

and Little Creek on Nauset Road in the south

district The two primary maintenance facilities

are the north district maintenance yard on Race

Point Road and the south district maintenance

yard at Marconi Station

Most administrative and maintenance facilities

at the national seashore were built or acquired

within 10 years of its authorization There is a

shortage of appropriate office and maintenance

space and it is anticipated more space will be

needed in the future

National seashore operations create development

impacts such as parking utilities maintenance
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Issues and Concerns

facilities and administrative buildings thatconflictwith the natural setting Several landscapes

surrounding NPS facilities require maintenance

and irrigation There are concerns about possible

groundwater contamination from fertilizers and

other lawn maintenance practices

authorizes the National Park Service to develop

innovative alternative means of providing for

employee housing needs

The national seashore has a HousingManagementPlan with a detailed housing assessment

This plan is updated periodically

STAFF HOUSING

Government housing at the national seashore is

made available to employees and volunteers to

ensure the presence of staff to manage and

protect resources reduce the burden on the local

housing supply provide for appropriate visitor

use and ensure public safety Housing isprovidedfor seasonal employees since Cape Cod is

a summer resort area and shortterm employees

are often unable to find affordable housing in

local towns Approximately 80 housing units

suitable for yearround and seasonal occupancy

are scattered throughout the national seashore

The seashore has the capacity to houseapproximately24 yearround employees and 138seasonal
employees Under current maintenance

conditions and projected staffing needs there

may not be sufficient park housing or anappropriatedistribution to satisfy future needs

Some government housing is in or near sensitive

resource areas or interferes with the setting of

the national seashore for example houses along

Nauset Marsh

The national seashores current housing program

is not financially selfsustaining for severalreasonsAll housing was constructed before 1960

and this aging housing stock requires high levels

of maintenance however the seasonal housing

units only generate rent for a few months each

year Housing unit rents are not sufficient to

maintain the units in good condition

Current annual expenditures for staff housing

are significant $250000 to $300000Howeverthis is insufficient to keep pace with annual

operational and maintenance costs due to the age

of the housing stock This has resulted in an

extensive backlog of deferred maintenance

About twothirds of the housing stock is in fair

poor or obsolete condition Recent legislation

U I ILFFIES

Facilities both within and outside Cape Cod

National Seashore use water from wells on NPS

property Water for NPS facilities in the

Province Lands is provided by the town of

Provincetown with water acquired from the

towns municipal wells outside the national

seashore boundary also two wells on federal

land at the former North Truro air force station

have been used to supplement Provincetown

water supplies during the summer months since

I978 Other towns may be interested inmunicipalwater system withdrawals within the national

seashore The National Park Service isconcernedabout the potential effects ofgroundwater
withdrawals particularly with respect to

decreased groundwater discharge to wetland and

riparian ecosystems The Park Service has begun

a joint process with the Outer Cape towns under

the auspices of the Cape Cod Commission to

address water supply issues on a regional basis

this process started with the Lower Cape water

study The goal is to identify optimum sites for

safe withdrawal taking into account both water

quality and resource protection regardless of

political boundaries

Septic systems are the primary means of dealing

with human waste throughout the nationalseashoreMany systems need to be continuously

maintained and upgraded

Aboveground utility lines electricity telephone

and cable television to improved properties

within the national seashore cross NPS land In

some cases the property owners are responsible

for maintenance costs At issue is the damage to

resources and the landscape that can occur

during maintenance operations
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PURPOSE OF AND NEED FOR THE PLAN

SERVICES EXCHANGED
WITH LOCAL COMMUNITIES

Public users as well as NPS staff at Cape Cod

National Seashore currently benefit fromservices
provided by local towns including police

and fire protection ambulance service potable

water supply in Provincetown use of regional

wastewater treatment facilities use of waste

transfer stations in Eastham Provincetown

Truro and Wellfleet on a feeforservice basis

road maintenance and snow plowing and

schools In turn the National Park Serviceprovideslaw enforcement firefighting search and

rescue emergency medical services roadmaintenanceand snow plowing environmentaleducation
and interpretive programs and lifeguard

services to local towns The Provincetown and

Truro trash transfer stations are within the

national seashore boundary

Many of the services provided to the national

seashore are paid for through cooperativeagreementsand fees Sometimes these payments are

not perceived by town residents to be equitable

This situation is compounded because visitors to

the national seashore are also visitors to the

Outer Cape towns and it is unclear whether the

presence of visitors and the workload they create

is the responsibility of the national seashore the

towns or both

Sand roads throughout the national seashore

receive both public and private use The roads

are owned by private landowners local towns

and the Park Service but the ownership of some

roads is difficult to determine and is disputed At

issue is who is responsible for maintenance and

whether these roads should continue to be open

for vehicle use or closed and not maintained

RESERVATIONS OF USE AND OCCUPANCY

The majority of the properties underuseandoccupancyreservations contain structures that

were built after September 1 1959 Upon

acquisition by the National Park Service many
owners were paid the appraised value of their

homes at the time of sale However some

owners elected to take part of the purchase price

or full compensation for their residences when

property ownership rights were in dispute in the

form of a retained right to use and occupy the

properties for up to 25 years or for the rest of

their lives At the end of the occupancy period

the right to use and occupy the premises expires

and the National Park Service takes fullpossessionof the property and all improvements on it

without further compensation At that time the

Park Service decides whether the structures

would be removed or adaptively usedUseandoccupancyreservation structures are subject to

the intent of the national seashore legislation and

the agreements made with the affectedhomeowners
at the time of acquisition Subsequent

reuse of the structures must be consistent with

these considerations

Originally there were more than 1 00 properties

under useandoccupancy reservationsOnethird
have expired or have ended voluntarily

and the dwellings have been vacatedApproximately65 useandoccupancy reservations

remain about twothirds of which are due to

expire within the next five years Some holders

of the useandoccupancy reservations are

seeking to retain occupancy past the expiration

of their reservations The Park Service has no

authority to extend a reservation because the

period was established under the sales contract

There are some cases where the use of apropertyis meeting a fundamental shelter need for

the occupant and the possibility of hardship

must be considered

At issue is what should be done with thestructureswhen they become vacant NPS decisions

regarding appropriate uses of these properties

must meet federal property laws and policy

guidance as well as national seashoreadministrationneeds If and when any properties are

permitted to private individuals the workloads

involved in satisfying the necessaryrequirementsand the lack of authority to retain permit

revenues at the national seashore must be taken

into account Each structure is considered

individually when it becomes vacant
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OVERVIEW OF ALTERNATIVES

This section describes three alternatives for

management actions at Cape Cod National

Seashore Alternative I is a continuation of

current management often referred to as the

noaction or minimum requirementsalternativeUnder this alternative the Park Service

would manage the national seashore to protect

natural and cultural resources while allowing

appropriate public use related to those resources

Alternative 2 the proposed action would also

seek to maintain a balance between resource

protection and public use However moreopportunitieswould be provided for the public to

experience the resources of the nationalseashoreCollaborative stewardship of resources on

the Cape would be emphasized including

cooperative efforts with other governmental

entities organizations local residents and users

to address resource management and use

concerns Alternative 3 would focus on the

National Park Service taking a more active role

in directing efforts to preserve natural and

cultural resources

Although a proposed action has been identified

and analyzed in this document several variables

could change over the life of the approved plan

relative to current conditions Changing resource

conditions funding priorities and facility needs

could require the consideration of other actions

including those actions discussed in alternatives

l and 3 If it became necessary to evaluateadditional
actions appropriate NEPA review and

documentation would be conducted as part of

the evaluation process

Table 1 allows for the comparison of alternatives

by topic A full description of the alternatives

begins on page 45

TABLE 1 SUMMARY OF MAJOR ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS

TOPIC

Alternative

Concepts

ALTERNATIVE I

Continue current efforts tocooperatewith public and private

landowners to enhance

natural and cultural resource

protection on the Outer Cape
Promote public awareness of

resource management issues

Natural Resources

Air

Resources

Continue cooperative efforts to

monitor air quality

I
ALTERNATIVE 2 PROPOSED ACTION

Actively promote a land stewardship ethic

and practices to enhance natural and

cultural resource protection on the Outer

Cape and emphasize cooperative

efforts

Create new opportunities to furthereducationaland interpretive opportunities

and to share the stewardship ofresourcesthrough task forces
intergovernmentalpartnerships councils

ombudsmen volunteers community

policing cooperative agreements and

other cooperative means
I

Engage in cooperative efforts to improve
air quality expand research andmonitoringprograms including the biological

effects of air pollution identify indicator

plant species for air pollution effects

Seek to reclassify the seashore as a class

I area to provide the highest resource

protection

ALTERNATIVE 3

Take a more directive role

in coordinating and

managing resource

protection and visitor

activities on the Outer

Cape by working with

local communities and

organizations
Ensure that nationalseashoreresources are

protected develop

cooperative agreements
and memorandums of

understanding as

needed to improve
collaboration and

consistency in

daytodayoperations

Same as alternative 2
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ALTERNATIVES INCLUDING 171E PROPOSED ACTION

TOPIC

Coastal

Processes

Water

Resources

ALTERNATIVE I

Allow natural shorelineprocessesto continue unabated

except where they conflict with

existing human development

or other interests

Prevent artificial beach
nourishmentand revetment of

marine scarps on NPS land to

the greatest extent possible
while still protecting existing

interests To minimize effects

on national seashore

resourcesassist in the design

and management of proper

mitigations for engineering

structures proposed on town

or private lands

Decide case by case what to do

with facilities and cultural

resources threatened by
coastal erosion

Redesign NPS developments
when extremely threatened by

shoreline erosion

Implement the nationalseashorewater resources

management plan

Participate with regional and

town water resource planning

groups

Protect ground and surface

water quality and quantity and

adjacent wetlands develop a

water resource management

plan
Gather data about potentialimpactsof municipal water wells

on townowned land adjacent

to NPS property allow a

temporary shortterm sale or

lease of water to nonNPS
entities only under certain

conditions

Develop pondspecific resource

management plans as

needed manage groups of

ponds in a similarmanner

React as necessary to offshore

activities and incidents

Complete saltmarsh restoration

at Hatches Harbor

ALTERNATIVE 2 PROPOSED ACTION

Allow natural shoreline processesoverwashinlet migration dune dynamics to

take place unimpeded while alsoneutralizinghumancaused disturbances

assist towns in planning for natural

shoreline changes that might affect

public or private facilities

Prevent artificial beach nourishment and

revelment of marine scarps on NPS

land discourage these activities on

private land discourage deposition of

dredge spoils on town and private lands

within the seashore

Minimize programs such as sand fencing

and dune grass planting to protect NPS

property except where needed to

counteract human disturbance

Take minor actions to costeffectively

manage nuisance sand in stable areas

Decide case by case using consistent

criteria and in consultation with affected

towns whether to move or rehabilitate

facilities and cultural resourcesthreatened
or damaged by coastal erosion or

storm events

Cooperate with local agencies and private

landowners to explore alternatives to

prevent the construction of groins and

jetties within the seashore

Develop a comprehensive longtermmonitoringprogram for shoreline processes

Same as alternative 1 plus the following

Develop a professional water resource

management program develop a

comprehensive water resourcedatabasedetermine impacts of groundwater

withdrawal on estuaries and impacts of

shellfish and fintish aquaculture on water

quality and marine resources

Study the merits of the National Park

Service providing groundwater to towns

through an exchange of rights and

working with towns to develop water

conservation measures and growthcontrols
Establish water quality standards and

limits of acceptable change in

cooperation with local state and federal

agencies
Determine impacts of private septic

systems on wetlands and develop

mitigating measures developwastewatertreatment techniques upgrade
NPS septic treatment facilities improve

improper drainage and wetlands

protection

Coordinate with public and private entities

to restore the salt marsh in the Herring

River and natural flows in the Pamet

River study Pilgrim Lake

ALTERNATIVE 3

Same as alternative 2

except for the following

Allow natural shoreline

processes to occurwithouthuman intervention

prevent artificial beach

nourishment andrevetment
of marine scarps

on NPS land and work

to prevent these
activitieson private land

within the seashore

Document and removefacilitiesand cultural

resources
seriouslythreatened

by coastal erosion

Potentially seek legislation

to prevent the

construetion
of groins and

jetties

within the seashore

Remove existing NPS

developments thatconflict
with coastal

processes
Eliminate sand fencing

and dune grass planting

on NIPS lands

Same as alternative 2
except as an upland

owner seek more
restrictivemeasures for

shellfish aquaculture

prohibit finfish

aquaculture
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Ohverview ofrfllernatives

0

Vegetation Allow natural process toconandWildlife tinue unimpeded allow minor

intervention to maintainculturallandscapes anddevelopedareas but no major
intervention

Continue to protect species

listed as threatenedendangeredor of special concern

by the federal or state

governmentContinue
state stockingprogramsallow hunting and

fishing subject to existing

regulations

Research and restore orsimulatethe natural role of fire in

selected areas in accordance

with the approved Fire

Management Plan

Implement integrated pest

management activities as

needed

Cultural Resources

Cultural

Heritage and

Ethnographic
Resources

Continue to allow customary

activities such as

beachcombingdriftwood collecting

berry picking mushroom

harvesting shellfishing and

fishing

Consult with cultural groups on

Cape Cod including Native

Americans for input oncultural
heritage and landscape

preservation

Allow natural processes to continueunimpededexcept when active manipulation

to manage for native biological diversity

or rare threatened or endangeredspecies
or communities is deemedappropriate

As an upland owner cooperate with state

and local agencies to evaluate shellfish

aquaculture allow finfish aquaculture if

certain criteria are met

Develop management plans forheathlands
Review dune grass planting programs

Develop a comprehensive vegetation

wildlife database

Seek to reduce the impact of insect control

programs within the seashoreemphasizingthe need to cooperatively ensure

a healthy aquatic ecosystem

Develop a comprehensive nonnative

species management program control

or eliminate invasive nonnative species

use native species in all NPSrevagetation
efforts and encourage others to

do likewise develop an integrated pest

management program
Enhance cooperative management efforts

with the state for hunting stocking and

reintroduction programs
Research and restore or simulate the

natural role of fire in selected areas

same as alt 1

Same as alternative 1 plus the following

Undertake collaborative efforts to define

and preserve distinctive cultural heritage

and significant ethnographic resources

conduct an ethnographic study to gain a

better understanding of what to preserve
and foster within the national seashore

Work with local entities to preserve and

conserve local arts skills faiklife and

folkways provide educational programs
about cultural heritage assist inidentifyingand preserving tangible andintangibleresources such as ethnographic

sites historical records artifactsperformingand written arts crafts folklore

provide opportunities for local people to

present interpretive programs develop

the Highlands center for the arts and

environmental as a venue for cultural

heritage on Cape Cod

Same as alternative 2

plus the following

As an upland owner

proactively designate
limited intertidal areas

for aquaculture do not

allow nonnative species

prohibit finfish

aquaculture
In cooperation with the

state cease stocking

nonnative animals for

hunting and fishing

Specify terms and

conditions for insect

control programs

Same as alternative 2
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ALTERNATIVES INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION

Topic ALTERNATIVE 1 ALTER

Cultural Identify significant cultural landIdentify an

Landscapes scapes focus protection signigca

efforts on Fort Hill the Highand CUIIL

lands area the Pamet cranlandscat
berry bog the AtwoodHiggins eg ag

complex and the dune historic
F

shacks district tection a

Promote and encourage local Encourage

organizations to help protect to protec

and preserve cultural landOuter Cs

scapes and historic structoric lane

tures help dev

documei

IandscaF

Historic Determine the use and treatSame as

Architecture ment of historic buildings case Establish
F

by case adaptively use NIPS meet of

historic buildings and protect buildings

their historic character confor all NF

tinue shortterm leasing partners

agreements with mainteproperty
nance to NPS standards structure

Either relocate structures threatlocal tom

ened by coastal erosion or identify hi

document before their toss propertir

Promote and encourage local torically

organizations dedicated to Preserve c

protecting and preserving the selected

Outer Capes historic interpret

structures Cooperate

Archeological

Resources

including

submerged

resources

Manage and maintain alllandbasedand submerged arch

eological resources on the

National Register of Historic

Places salvage landbased

sites as needed surveysubmergedresources cooperate
with the state to protectsubmergedresources

TIVE 2 PROPOSED ACTION

d preserve the integrity of

it landscapes integrate natural

Aral management actions for

res reestablish historic uses

iculture consider leasing NPS
rroperties to ensure theprondmaintenance of landscapes

local groups and organizations

t cultural landscapes on the

ape identify and inventoryhistscapeson the Outer Cape

elop preservation strategies to

tt and preserve significant

res

lternative 1 plus the following

►riorifies for the use and

treatederallyowned historic

prepare a maintenance plan

•S historic structures develop

hips for the care of historic

s allow adaptive use of historic

s under longterm leases with

is groups and individuals

tort structures on improved

s actively seek to preservehisignificantimproved properties

rr rehabilitate the interiors of

historic buildings to improve
ve opportunities

with private landowners and

s to protect historic structures

outside the seashore identify preserve
and interpret all historic structures on

the Outer Cape in cooperation with local

groups and commissions collaborate

with local communities to developpreservation
strategies to protect the

Capes historic structures

Survey and monitor archeological sites

complete terrestrial and submerged

archeological surveys develop with the

state a joint protection strategy forsubmergedarcheological resources such

as a state underwater archeological

preserve work closely with the state to

protect stateowned submergedresourcesand to ensure scientific salvage

operations and documentation consider

transferring oversight responsibility of

specific resources to a single manager

phase out and remove nonhistoric uses

from archeological sites

Develop educational programs aboutarcheologicalresources and offer technical

assistance to improved property owners
seek easements to protect resources on

improved properties and adjacent

private land allow NPS acquisition of

improved properties with significantresourceson a willingseller b
a
si

sA
L

T
E

R
N

A
T

IV
E

3

Same as alternative 2

plus the following

Acquire historic

preservationeasements
viewshedson improved

properties seek
legislative

authority for funds

for the Park Service to

purchase improved

properties from willing

sellers if the integrity of

the landscape was

threatened

Same as alternative 2

plus the following

Protect historic buildings

on improved properties

whose integrity was
threatened

Allow NPS acquisition of

all needed buildings and

structures on a

willingsellerbasis

Same as alternative 2

except for the following

Make archeological

resources
subject to loss

from coastal erosion

available for research to

amateurs and field

schools

Seek legislation to extend

the seashore boundary

farther to sea define by

degrees of latitude and

longitude seek the

transfer of ownership of

submerged state lands

with significant cultural

resources to the Park

Service

Acquire all offshore

bottomland within the

seashore boundary that

is not federally owned
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Overview o 1ternatives

Topic ALTERNATIVC I ALTEF

Archeological Work with

Resources archeolt

cont properb

bane d

Cooperate

the ©ute

sources

sources

with loci

and pre

Museum Use existing facilities to Upgrade E

Collection preserve museum objects in existing

as stable a condition as exhibit s

possible collect c

existing

Public Use

Information Provide information to potential Develop a

and visitors who call or write proinformal
Orientation vide information at numerous Cape Cc

locations on the Cape with entities

the Sail Pond and Province as well

Lands visitor centers as a provide

primary sources for Capewide centers

information orientation and on US
trip planning sites an

informat

Access and Support regional transportation Help imprc

Transportation

improvements promote
shuttle use at selected sites

study solutions to congestion

and parking case by case
Review proposals for upgrading

or improving airport facilities

within the national seashore

on a casebycase basis to

ensure that they would be as

unobtrusive as possible and

that vegetation wetlands

dunes and other resources

would not be adversely
affected New impacts on

natural recreational and

scenic values would have to

be minimized or found to be

not detrimental

NATIVE 2 PROPOSED AcT1Ori

local communities to require an

gicai survey on improved

as before any grounddistururingconstruction

in helping protect and preserve

r Capes archeological

reinventoryall archeologicalreonthe Outer Cape collaborate

al towns and groups to document

serve significant resources

invironmental climate controls in

facilities provide additional

pace for archeological artifacts

bjects that would fill gaps in the

collection

n integrated and coordinated

ion system in partnership with

sd communities and regional

provide prearrival information
is local travel information

kiosks at Cape information

and transit sites improve signs

5 to help visitors find seashore

f convey beach access
ion

ve access eg joined and

improved bicycle and pedestrian trail

segments intermodat links among
various transportation systems and

destinations safety improvements to

US 6 interconnected shuttle loopsondemand
jitney service

Develop a comprehensive trail plan work

with local towns and the state to develop

road trail intersection and parking

standards that conform with the scenic

rural environment

Invest in public transit vehicles usingalternative
power sources expand shuffle

service convert the NPS fleet vehicles

to alternative fuels as feasible move or

reduce the impact of beach parking in

hazard and sensitive resource areas

Continue to work with the Provincetown

Airport Commission and other interested

agencies to determine ways to ensure

that airport operations andredevelopmentwould be compatible with national

seashore resources and values eg
opportunities for quiet contemplation

reasonable access to NPS facilities and

the preservation of vegetation wildlife

wetlands dunes views and cultural

resources Ensure compliance with

section 4f of the Department of

TransportationAct Consider airport initiatives

in
light

of federal state and regional

intermodal transportation planning

objectives

ALTERNATIVE 3

Same as alternative 2

except ensure all

acquired objects fill

gaps in the existing

collection

Same as alternative 2

except help develop a

coordinated Capewide
information distribution

system with displays
bulletin cases etc at

townlstate information

centers and transit sites

Provide information

kiosks throughout the

region

Same as alternative 2

except allow no
installationof Provincetown

airport facilities outside

the permitted area
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ALTERNATIVI S INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION

TOPiC ALTERNATIVE I ALTERN

Interpretation Continue current interpretive Broaden th

and and educational programs nationals

Education pursue new partnerships to terpret thi

expand interpretation that have had

would require minimal expenhistory 0
ditures of seashore staff and programs

funds eg produce tempoforce scat

rary exhibits assistance with Lodge pr

special activities joint training about Mo

programs uge and

Marine S
Provide as

AtwoodOldHarb

and Thre

stabilizes

berry bog

Redesign t

amphithe

better ac+

grams sl

workspac
of resour

Activities Determine the compatibility of Evaluate th

Facilities each public use with the against s

and Services seashores purpose impacts tinue sure

on resources and other uses ORV core

case by case manage uses to ized recr+

minimize user conflicts gauge more opt

appropriateness of requests Minimize u

trends provide access to key

historic structures continue

fishing access at beaches and

ORV corridors

Emphasize nonmotorized forms

of recreation allow motorized

recreation when impacts can

be mitigated or resolved

continue to prohibit unlicensed

motorized recreation vehicles

Minimize conflicts betweenseashorevisitors and residents

balance the needs of visitors

and residents discourage

visitor uses near residences

Provide facilities that do notadverselyimpact cultural and

natural resources respond to

overcrowding or loss offacilitiesas needed continue to

implement parts
of the 1988

Bicycle Trait Plan

Coordinate with local

governmentsand other publiclpdvate

providers to address mutual

concerns such as trail

development by conferring

with the seashore advisory

commission

ATIVE 2 PROPOSED ACTION

interpretive focus to link the

eashore with the regionina
significance other cultures

on Cape Cods character and

insider developing educational

at the former North Truro air

ion and Nauset Knoll Motor

ovide interpretive information

nomoy National Wildlife

Ref>teltwagenBank National

anctuary

ass to key historic structures

liggins and Penniman houses

ar Lifesaving Station Highland

Sisters Lights interpret the

and preserved Pametcranhouse
ie Salt Pond visitor center and

aters at both visitor centers to

ommodate visitor use andproecial
activities and employee

e promote public awareness

erelated issues

e appropriateness of activities

pacific criteria as neededconfishingaccess at beaches and

idors emphasize
nonmotoration

provide and promote
ortunities for trail use

3e conflicts and resource

use traffic management and

travel information techniques to manage
beach access parking and capacity

develop more beach shuttle operations

Create a loop trail through the heathlands

maintain nature trails plan mountain

bike routes explore walkin access to a

bayside beach in Wellfleet identify new

public use areas increase NPSpresence
in the southern part of theseashoreprovide for group picnicking at

Pilgrim Heights or Marconi designate

areas for limited primitive camping and a

group overnight area for educational

groups in the Marconi area provide

representative experiences to visitors

with disabilities

Coordinate with Truro to consolidate beach

facilities 1 services at Head of theMeadow
possibly develop a comanaged

beach with Wellfleet at Duck Harbor

Build visitor support facilities to serve

average summer visitation not peak

use evaluate existing facilities and

locations for consistency withmanagement
goals and objectives and take

remedial action reexamine the

appropriatenessof facilities destroyed by natural

forces before replacing them

Minimize conflicts between visitor use and

residential areas designate parking

plan visitor routes to avoid residential

areas where possible

ALTERNATNE 3

Same as alternative 2

plus consider

establishinga cooperating

interpretive center with

the US Fish and

Wildlife Service in the

southern part of the

seashore and with the

National Oceanic and

Atmospheric
Administrationfor Stellwagen
Bank National Marine

Sanctuary

Same as alternative 2

except place signs

along visitor routes to

inform users of private

properties and the need

to respect property

rights
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Overview o Alternatives

Topic ALTERNATIVE 1 ALTEI

Concessions Continue existing concession Provide ti

and permits issue new prises r

Commercial commercial use licenses as service

Services requested bounda

NPS pe

alternat

phase t

limited

areas i

conces

interpre

considE

transpo

nations

that mig

values 1

mits

Vista ManManage vistas by developing Develop E

agement criteria consistent with the would s

Resource Management Plan routine

and seashore management facilities

objectives inventory and Provide a

evaluate current and historic naturall

vistas only to I

tives of

interpre

elsewhe

develop

Nonfederal Lands within the National Seashore

Land Use
Protection

Private

Residential

Properties

Preserve the qualities of the

human environment on the

Outer Cape including its

natural and cultural resources

Update priorities for land

acquisition consult with local

communities agencies and

governments about major land

use activities that could affect

the national seashore

Protect the traditional character

of the Outer Cape including

its natural and cultural

resources

Encourage local towns to adopt

as bylaws the seashores use

guidelines for improvedpropertieswork with towns to

enforce zoning bylaws for the

development of improved

propertiesPursue
the acquisition ofparcelswith important natural or

cultural values on a
willingsellerbasis

2NATIVE 2 PROPOSED ACTION

ie minimum commercialenterieededfor adequate public

s not provided outside seashore

ries require concessions to meet

ficy requirements or provide

ive management needs or

hem out consider providing

vending at some NPS beach

ise historic property teasel

ion agreements to preserve and

t historic buildings and areas

r commercial permits for public

rtation to certain seashore

destimanagecommercial activities

ht conflict with national seashore

through special

agreementslpera
vista management plan that

pacify views to preserve define

vegetation practices and identify

that should be relocated

ccess to views that occur

y
in open areas maintain vistas

neet cultural landscape object

erationaflsafety needs or

five needs that could not be met

re establish criteria for

ng new vistas

Undertake a broadbased educational

program to foster stewardship on Cape
Cod work with local towns in developing

comprehensive plans encourage

compatible development to protect

sensitive resources or acquire lands to

prevent incompatible development
Seek additional land acquisitionauthorizationand appropriation

Cooperatively inventory and monitor areas

throughout the Outer Cape that are

critical to the seashore in cooperation
with local communities considerdesignationas a district of critical planning

concern seek ex officio NPSmembershipon the Cape Cod Commission

Encourage towns to establish local historic

districts or architectural design review

processes encourage local banks and

communities to develop financial

incentive programs to supportresponsibleredevelopment

Continue to take a flexible position in

allowing changes from exclusiveresidentialuse to other appropriate uses

when changes would preserve thearchitectural
integrity and rural character and

not cause adverse impacts continue to

decline to exchange public land for

private property threatened by coastal

erosion

Discontinue concession

enterprises at Herring

Cove and Nauset Knoll

within national seashore

boundaries depend on

private businesses in

adjacent towns to

provide basic visitor

services issue strict

commercial use permits

Same as alternative 2

Same as alternative 2

except adopt existing

use guidelines as part of

the Cape Cod National

Seashore zoning

standards through a

public process
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ALTERNATIVES INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION

TOPIC ALTERNATIVE I ALTERNJ

Private In cooperation with local land Identify resit

Residential trusts secure conservation improved

Properties easements or acquire Acquire sub

cont available parcels to protect seashore

important resources developm
Develop a rr

application

towns g re

issues rell

residentia

revising C

zoning sta

bylaws ar

them

Private Review commercial property Establish cr

Commercial renewal certificates every five certificate

Properties years use criteria for changed
evaluation based on and enjoy

legislation seashore

certificate

these critt

Municipal Improve the management and Encourage

and State protection of resources owned the develc

Lands and managed by multiple in the nati

jurisdictions work with local exchange

agencies and interests to proresources
ted sensitive areas seek to work with

acquire state and municipal and inforn

lands with important beach fac

resources values state to or

TIVE 2 PROPOSCD ACTION

lential properties without

3iroperty status

iividable lands in the national

r purchase easements or

nt rights

Tore effective building permit
and review process give

Ater responsibility to address

ding to the redevelopment of

properties work with towns in

ape Cad National Seashore

ndards and town zoning

id ensure consistency among

teria for renewing commercial

including whether a use has

ontribution to the publics use

Went or adverse effects on

resources withdraw

for properties not meeting

aria

3 mutual process for guiding

pment of municipal properties

onal seashore negotiate to

municipal lands with sensitive

for less critical NPS lands

towns regarding management
atian sharing about town

ilities work with towns and the

otect jointly
owned kettle

ponds and consider transferringdaytoday
operations to oneentityPursuethe cooperative management of

stateowned submerged lands in areas

where there are sensitive resources

National Seashore Management and Operations

Cooperative

Planning and

Management

Cooperatively promote land

stewardship by working with

landowners and managers
continue existing cooperative

efforts share stewardship or

management of resources

through mechanisms such as

task forces and cooperative

agreements

Same as alternative plus the following

actions

Continue discussions with the Cape Cod

National Seashore AdvisoryCommissionuse guiding principles for decision

making that incorporate authorities focal

concerns and sustainable practices

develop formal methods of

intergovernmentalcooperation such asmemorandumsof agreement ombudsmencompacts
joint powers agreementscommunitypolicing encourage the creation

of joint working groups for collaborative

problem solving encourage fund raising

and outreach efforts engage in new

cooperative ventures such as cultural

resource preservation activitiesexpandingnatural resource protection and

developing a cooperative biologylaboratoryfor Atlantic coastal seashoreresearchobtain staff expertise to

coordinate partnership activities

ALTERNATIVE 3

Same as alternative 2

except acquire anycommercial
property not

meeting the standards

Same as alternative 2

except consider the

transfer of all

management
responsibilities to

one entity for some

ponds

Same as alternative 2
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Overview ofititernaeives

Topic ALTERNATIVE 1 ALTERn

AdministraProvide adequate safe energySimilar to a

five and efficient costeffective office following

Maintenance space with minimal impacts Use size s
Facilities and on critical resources develop designs fi

Operations criteria for making operational and comb

space need decisions tures and
Use size scale color and of Cape C

design that relate to the Evaluate NI

appearance of facilities with cons

constructed during the 1960s When usei
Reexamine the need for inienend adap

sively managed landscapes NPS how

around seashore facilities when imp

where by

Assess all r

ciated wit

needed tc

tices elirr

more inte

Staff Housing Periodically update the Housing Similar to a

Management Plan Locate sea
Provide a variety of staff housexisting rr

ing provide adequate safe facilities a

energyefficient and costforce staff

effective housing with minihousing u

mal impact on sensitive reto person

sources reduce NPS depenPursue alte

deny on staff housing rehabilital

Adaptively use existing sirucincluding
tures preserve significant histeerism r

Utilities

toric or cultural values avoid

hazardous areas when

useandoccupancyreservations

end consider using structures

for staff housing consider

providing housing at theformerNorth Truro air forcestationlimit the number of NPS
housing units for permanent

employees

Provide safe energyefficient

and costeffective utilities with

minimal impact on critical

resources

Resolve regional problems

relating to potable water

wastewater treatment and

solid waste disposal ensure

all NPS septic systems meet

local standards

To eliminate visual intrusions

place all NPS powerlines

underground encourage the

power company and private

property owners to do the

same

ATIVE 2 PROPOSED ACTION

ternative f except for the

We color location and
facility

tat are functional sustainable

oatible with other existingstructhat
perpetuate the character

od
S operational space needs

stent criteria

rndoccupancy reservations

tively use some structures for

Sng or operations especially

rcts would be reduced

elsevacatingexisting NPS facilities

naintained landscapesassoiNPS facilities and modify as

o comply with sustainablepraciinateor substantially reduce

nsively maintained landscapes

Iternative f plus the following

aonal employee housing in

sidential areas renovate

rt the former North Truro air

on for seasonal housing make
nits as accessible as possible

s with disabilities

rnative arrangements to repair

e and replace housing units

financial support and
volunninimize

impacts of wastewater

treatment systems maximize yearround

occupancy
Permit requiredoccupancy employees to

live outside the seashore explore

housing Subsidies for staff
living

outside

the seashore lease housing for staff

rentals help staff find private sector

housing

Similar to alternative 1 plus the following

Maintain a stronger regional perspective

when considering options for utilities and

service including potable waterpromote
public awareness of waterconservationissues ensure all NPS septicsystemsmeet standards and encourage

system upgrades on improvedpropertiesin sensitive areas develop a model

wastewater treatment facility emphasize
sustainable practices recycling water

reducing waste using environmentally

sound waste disposal techniques using

alternative fuels and energy sources

reducing energy consumption review

telecommunications facility proposals in

context with NPS policies

Ensure underground fuel storage tanks

meet codes consider alternative energy

sources for NPS facilities

Minimize energy consumption

ALTERNATIVE 3

Move administrative and
maintenance functions

outside the seashore

boundary and remove

vacated facilities plan

for administrative and

maintenance functions

and programs that

would minimize the

need for federally owned
facilities

Provide no artificial

landscapingaround any
facilities except to meet

minimum requirements
for fire suppression

safety and functionality

Emphasize dispersed

housing throughout the

national seashore

Limit the number ofhousingunits available for

permanent employees

Same as alternative 2
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ALTERNATIVES INCLUDING TNF PROPOSED ACTION

Topic ALTERNATIVE I ALTER

Services Encourage a regional coordinatSimilar to

Exchanged ing role in providing services followin

with Local such as police and fire proContinue t

Communities tection ambulance service the seas

waste removal hazardous share

waste management and road Analyze t h

maintenance seashor

Evaluate cost sharing and roads a r

agreements between the For sand r

national seashore and local respons

agencies some rD

Assign maintenance responsineeded
bility

of paved roads to the evaluati

owners maintain NPS sand comma p

roads based on existing use costs an

and funding availability walking

Reservations Eventually remove useandConsider r

of Use and occupancy property improveissues
Occupancy ments permit residential use before e

by former owners in hardship occupa n

cases determine whether to structure

adaptively use buildings for tained f o

staff housing or operational accord n

needs or remove through remov

demolition forthe

pureu

munic

for the

private

for no

i

NATIVE 2 PROPOSED ACTION

alternative 1 except for the

o use those services for which

hore pays a proportionate

e use of paved roads within the

a and work with towns to ensure

e appropriately maintained

oads assign maintenance

ibility to the owners close

ads on NPS land where not

for vehicular access after

on and consultation with affected

ities to reduce maintenance

d to provide for continued

and bicycling access

esource values hardship
and practical considerations

ventually removinguseandcyproperties determine if

s should be removed orrershort or longterm use

g to priorities

e structures in sensitive areas

long term either use for NPS
ses or for land exchanges with

ipalities

short term either use for

residential use or office space

nprofit organizations with

s terms and conditions

consider for satvagelsurptus or use as

affordable housing outside the

seashore

ALTERNATIVE 3

Same as alternative 2

except provide fire

protection on a

feeforservicebasis

Same as alternative 2
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ALTERNATIVE 1 CONTINUE CURRENT MANAGEMENT

Actions described under alternative l represent

for the most part management decisions that are

currently in place In some cases actions are not

yet in evidence but the decisions have already

been made for a given course of action This

alternative is the required minimumrequirementsalternative in terms of lower costimprovementsand minimum protection and safety

actions

NATURAL RESOURCES

AIR RESOURCES

♦ COAL Monitor air quality

STRATEGY Air quality programsCooperativeefforts would be continued with theMassachusetts
Department of EnvironmentalProtectionthe US Environmental Protection Agency

and other agencies for air quality monitoring at a

monitoring station within the national seashore

COASTAL PROCESSES

+ GOAL Allow natural shoreline processes

to continue unabated except where they

conflict with existing human development

or other interests

STRATEGIES Inlet formation overivash and

dune migration and formation Response

would be decided on a casebycase basisArtificialbeach nourishment and the revetment of

marine scarps would be prevented on NPS land

within the seashore to the greatest extentpossiblewhile still protecting existing interests

Inlet formation overwash and dune migration

and formation would be monitored as they

occur Where town and private lands areinvolvedthe national seashore would assist in

design and management of proper mitigations

for beach nourishment and revetment projects in

order to minimize their effect on national

seashore resources

Facilitiescultural resources threatened or

damaged by coastal erosion What to do with

facilities that were threatened or damaged by

coastal processes including storm events would

be decided on a casebycase basis Options are

limited to loss demolition or movement of the

facility Relocations that would affect or be in

sensitive resource areas would be prohibited

Existing NPS developments that conflict with

coastal processes would be redesigned when

they become extremely threatened

WATER RESOURCES

0 GOAL Protect ground and surface water

quality and quantity and adjacent

wetlands

STRATEGIES Implementation of the national

seashore water resource management plan

Groundwater quantity and quality is likely to

become the most important social and political

issue on the Cape in the near future as there are

limited areas for developing municipal supply

wells outside national seashore boundaries

Complicating the issue is the fact that thepresenceof water the ability to withdraw it and the

effects of withdrawal are not and cannot be

managed strictly within administrativeboundariesof landownership Within this context the

water resource management plan for the national

seashore addresses the longterm management of

both estuarine and freshwater resources within

the national seashore and provides guidance on

water resource issues

Participation with regional and town water

resource planning groups An Outer Cape

communitywide discussion needs to continue

about how to manage groundwater resources to

preserve the natural cultural and economic

characteristics that make the Cape so special To
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ALTERNATIVES INCLUDING 1HF PROPOSED ACTION

that end the National Park Service jointlyparticipatedin and contributed to the recentdevelopmentof a coordinated regional groundwater

management study for local towns The Cape
Cod Commissions 1997 Final Report of the

Lower Cape Water Management Task Force

addresses groundwater issues of regionalconcernand identifies and evaluates potential

municipal well sites in Eastham Wellfleet

Truro and Provincetown The Park Service

would continue to recommend that this planning

report be used as a basis for further research and

development of a regional approach togroundwatermanagement

Supplementing municipal water supplies

Wells would be allowed within nationalseashoreboundaries to supplement municipal

supplies under existing policy which only

allows the use of water under the existing use

provisions of NPS Special Directive 782 The

intent would be to protect sensitive resources

and to provide potable water for existingdevelopmentnot to provide water for additional

development The Park Service is gathering

scientific information about the effects of

groundwater pumping to determine if town

water supply wells on municipal lands adjacent

to NPS property both inside and outside the

boundaries are adversely affecting seashore

resources or could do so in the future

Currently the National Park Service has very
limited authority to provide water or any other

resource to nonNPS entities In conformance

with NPS Special Directive 782 the Park

Service could consider a temporary shortterm

sale or lease of water from inside a unit of the

national park system to a nonNPS entity but

only if the following conditions were met

The entity provides services of direct or

indirect benefit to the park unit or park

visitors

There is no reasonable alternative water

supply available

The effects on the parks environment

administration management and

protection and visitors have been

examined and these effects have been

determined to be acceptable

The water use is in accordance with laws

and regulations governing ownership and

use of federal water and rights

The government would recover the full

cost of providing the water

The arrangement has been reviewed in

Washington

The use is fora short time one year or

less revocable does not conveypermanent
rights and is conditioned to allow

IMPS review of planned development by

the applicant that would increase water

demand

The National Park Service would consult with

other federal and state agencies and local

communities to determine the options and

alternative water supplies in deliberating on any

proposal for a temporary shortterm sale or

lease of water

Kettle pond monitoring The kettle pondmonitoring
program would be continue andpondspecificresource management plans would be

developed as needed In cooperation with towns

landowners the county and the state specific

resource management plans would be developed

for ponds in the national seashore as needed

Ponds with similar features or those near each

other would be managed in a consistent fashion

Clusters that could be managed include Duck

Pond Gull Pond Slough Pond Snow Pond and

Spectacle Pond Management plans would

include strategies to reduce recreational use

impacts for example using noflush toilet

systems and hardening access to shorelines

Ofshore activities and incidents Inaccordancewith applicable regulations the National

Park Service would react as necessary to off

shore activities and incidents within national

seashore boundaries and affecting seashore

resources
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Alternative 1 Cultural Resources

I ♦ GOAL Restore the natural hydrography
and ecosystems of estuaries

STRATEGY Salt marsh restoration at Hatches

Harbor The incremental restoration of the salt

marsh at Hatches Harbor would be completed

which would require continued coordination

with various private and public entitiesextensiveoutreach and continued ecologicalmonitoringThe reversion from a freshwater marsh

back to a salt marsh system would be designed

so as to still provide storm and tidal flooding

protection for the Provincetown Municipal

Airport Restoration work at Hatches Harbor has

been proposed since 1986 a separateenvironmental
assessment for this project is now being

prepared The restoration work would be subject

to a memorandum of understanding with the

town of Provincetown detailing the development

of a longterm cooperative arrangement for

restoration and ensuring no adverse impacts on

the airport Monitoring before and afterrestorationwould document changes Any alterations

in the restoration process needed to deal with

unforeseen effects would be determined by a

review committee composed of representatives

from the airport commission the FederalAviation
Administration the national seashore and

other interested parties

VEGETATION AND WILDLIFE

0 GOAL Manage biotic resources by allowing

natural processes to continue unimpeded
take minor management actions tomaintain

cultural landscapes and developed

areas but no major intervention to alter

succession

STRATEGIES Threatened or endangered

species The National Park Service would

work with the US Fish and Wildlife Service

the National Marine Fisheries Services the

Massachusetts Natural Heritage Program the

towns and groups such as the Native Plant

Conservation Program to protect and manage
species that are listed by the state or federal

S government as rare threatened endangered or

of special concern Where information was

available work would be undertaken to restore

native species lost due to human intervention

State authorities would be regularly contacted to

update inventory lists and to consult on all

activities that might affect statelisted species

♦ GOAL Manage special uses affecting

wildlife populations and other biotic

resources to minimize ecosystem impacts

and to sustain natural processes

Stocking programs A memorandum of

understanding would be maintained with the

Massachusetts Division of Fish and Wildlife to

manage stocking programs that would continue

to meet recreational needs

Hunting and f shing Hunting and fishing

opportunities focusing on native species would

be allowed at levels compatible with thepurposesof the seashore Conflicts with private

landowners and other visitor uses would be

minimized Public safety would continue to be

addressed by use area designations patrols and

other monitoring techniques

Fire management In accordance with the

national seashores approved Fire Management
Plan the natural role of fire would be researched

and then restored or simulated in firedependent

ecosystems and in selected areas Reintroducing

the role of fire would only be done in areas

where feasible considering political social and

environmental restrictions Fuel levels around

identified IMPS structures would continue to be

reduced

Pest management Pest management actions

would be taken as needed with attempts to

reduce the use of chemicals

CULTURAL RESOURCES

CULTURAL HERITAGE AND ETHNOGRAIHIC
RESOURCES

♦ GOAL In participation with localcommunitiesexplore define and maintain the
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ALTERNATIVES INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION

components of the distinctive cultural

heritage and pattern of human activity that

make the character of Cape Cod unique

STRATEGIES Customary activitiesCustomaryactivities such as beachcombing driftwood

collecting berry picking mushroom harvesting

shellfshiing fishing and contemplativeactivitieswould continue to be allowed subject to

applicable federal state or local regulations

Consultation with cultural groups Cultural

groups on Cape Cod would be consulted for

input on cultural heritage and landscapepreservation
Specifically Native Americans would be

consulted to assist in identifying sacred sites in

accordance with the Native American Graves

Protection and Repatriation Act Informalconsultationson cultural landscapes and areas of

potential archeological sensitivity could also

occur

CULTURAL LANDSCAPES

♦ GOAL Identify manage and maintain

cultural landscapes that are on or eligible

for listing on the National Register of

Historic Places

STRATEGIES Significant cultural landscapes

Significant cultural landscapes as described in

section 110 of the National Historic Preservation

Act of 1966 as amended would be identified

Cultural landscape protection would be focused

on five areas Fort Hill the Highland area the

Pamet cranberry bog the AtwoodHiggins

complex and the dune shacks district The Park

Service would develop cultural landscape

reports and recommendations for treatment

♦ GOAL Interpret cultural landscapes to

educate the public about their existence

and to solicit their assistance inpreservationefforts

STRATEGIES Interpretive programs
VolunteersintheParkswould be used to interpret

cultural landscapes Interpretation would be

provided through wayside exhibits guided

walks talks and publications

♦ GOAL Promote and encourage local groups

and organizations dedicated to protecting

and preserving the Outer Capes cultural

landscapes and historic resources

STRATEGY Cooperative protection ofcultural

landscapes Local friends groups and other

cooperators would be encouraged to assist in

protecting and maintaining cultural landscapes

This could include shared historic materials and

studies and in some circumstances the use of

concession management eg the Highland Golf

Links

HISTORIC ARCHITECTURE

♦ GOAL Manage and maintain buildings and

structures on or eligible for listing on the

National Register of Historic Places

STRATEGIES Historic structures AIistructureswithin the national seashore boundaries

would be protected until their eligibility for the

national register could be determined

Use and treatment The use and treatment of

historic buildings would be determined on a

casebycase basis

Historic structures on improved properties

Historically significant properties that were

privately owned would be identified

NPS historic buildings Historic buildings

owned by the Park Service would be used for

interpretation and administration Any such

adaptive uses would ensure that their historical

character was not destroyed

Resource Management Plan Privatehomeownerslocal governments and other agencies

would be encouraged to have a role in resource

stewardship to implement the nationalseashoresResource Management Plan NPS
1992h
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Ahernative 1 Cultural Resources

Adaptive uses ofhistoric buildings Shortterm

leasing agreements would be continued with

municipalities local groups and individuals for

adaptive uses such as historical societymuseumseducational programs and housing with

maintenance agreements to NPS standards The

intent would be to protect structures and provide

a greater appreciation and understanding of

various facets of Cape Cods history

Historic structures threatened by natural coastal

processes Buildings and structures threatened

by natural coastal processes would be identified

and management strategies would be developed

on a casebycase basis Each threatenedpropertywould be evaluated and ranked on the basis

of its uniqueness and prevalence within ahistoricalCape Cod context Management actions

would be limited to either l relocating the

structure if it is unique within its historicalcontextor 2 documenting it before its loss to

natural processes if it is a common example

within its context

0 GOAL Interpret historic structures to

educate the public about their existence

and to solicit public assistance in

preservation efforts

STRATEGIES Interpretive programsVolunteersintheParksand other cooperating

organizations would be used to interpret historic

buildings and structures Interpretation would be

provided through wayside exhibits guided

walks talks and publications

0 GOAL Promote and encourage local groups

and organizations dedicated to protecting

and preserving the Outer Capes historic

structures

STRATEGY Cooperative agreements andrelationships
Cooperative agreements andrelationshipswould be encouraged withvolunteers

universities and friends groups for historic

structure preservation interpretation andmaintenance
in addition to developing stronger

constituencies

ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES INCLUDING
SUBMERGED RESOURCES

0 GOAL Manage and maintain alllandbasedand submerged archeological

resources that are listed on or eligible for

the National Register of Historic Places

STRATEGIES Landbased archeological sites

Specific landbased archeological sites would be

selected for interpretation and public access to

remaining sites would be discouragedLandbased
archeological sites would be salvaged on

an emergency basis eg when exposed by

storm erosion

Submerged archeological resources A survey

of submerged archeological resources would be

initiated Cooperative protection measures

would be undertaken with the state

Consultation with Native Americans Native

American groups would be notified ofarcheologicalexcavations

0 GOAL Interpret archeological resources

and historic artifacts to educate the public

about their existence and to solicit public

assistance in preservation efforts

STRATEGIES Interpretive programs NPS
interpretive staff and volunteers would be used

to interpret archeological resources and historic

artifacts Selected historic archeological sites

such as Smith Tavern and the Carns site would

continue to be interpreted on a limited basis The

prehistory of Cape Cod would continue to be

interpreted in the Province Lands visitor center

Prehistoric archeology collection Efforts to

catalog the backlog of items in the prehistoric

archeology collection would be continued

MUSEUM COLLECTION

0 GOAL Protect the national seashores

archeological historic and museum
objects
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ALTERNATIVES INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION

STRATEGY Artifacts and museum objects

Museum objects would be preserved in as stable

a condition as possible focusing onnoninterventiveactions such as monitoring recording

and controlling environmental agents light

humidity temperature dust and gaseouspollutantsA building at the former North Truro

air force station has been rehabilitated to provide

curatorial storage for most of the collection

Sensitive items such as scrimshaw archival and

photographic materials and textiles would

continue to be stored in existingclimatecontrolledfacilities

PUBLIC USE

INFORMATION AND ORIENTATION

♦ GOAL Provide opportunities for the public

to have access to accurate and uptodate

trip planning orientation and parkinformationbefore leaving home and atconvenientseashore facilities on the Cape

STRATEGIES Advance information Advance

information would be provided to potentialvisitorsto the Cape who phone or write the national

seashore

National seashore visitor centersInformationorientation and trip planning for most

visitors to the Cape would continue to be

provided at the Salt Pond and Province Lands

visitor centers

ACCESS AND TRANSPORTATION

0 GOAL Adopt the intermodaltransportation
goals of the Cape Cod Commissions

Long Range Transportation Plan including

alternative forms of transportation and air

quality initiatives

STRATEGY Transportation improvements

Technical and moral support for transportation

improvements would be provided wherever

feasible and appropriate in cooperation with the

towns the county and the state

0 GOAL Provide access to public use areas

that is environmentally sensitive safe and

consistent with the desired public useexperienceand the intermodal planning

initiatives

STRATEGIES Shuttle service Shuttle service

at Coast Guard Beach would be continued The

possibility of establishing shuttle services at

other selected sites would be considered as

needed

Congestion and parking Solutions tocongestionand parking would be studied on acasebycasebasis

Provincetown airport Proposals forupgradingor improving airport facilities within the

national seashore would be reviewed on acasebycasebasis to ensure that they would be as

unobtrusive as possible and that vegetation

wetlands dunes and other resources would not

adversely affected New impacts on naturalrecreationaland scenic values would have to be

minimized or found to be not detrimental

INTERPRETATION AND EDUCATION

4 GOAL Provide a wide variety ofinterpretiveand educational opportunities for a

diverse public so that they understand and

appreciate how Cape Cods natural and

cultural resources are interrelated with its

history and the people who live there

STRATEGIES Interpretive and educational

programs All existing interpretive andeducational
programs cooperative efforts in

environmental education and joint and

reciprocal interpretive programs with other

agencies and institutions would be continued

Interpretive partnerships Partnerships for

interpretive programs that would require

minimal expenditures of seashore staff and

funds would be pursued This might include the

occasional production of temporary exhibits

assistance with special activities or events or
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participation in joint training programs with

cooperating entities

ACTIVITIES FACILITIES AND SERVICES

GOAL When problems or questions arise

determine the compatibility of each public

use activity with the seashores purpose as

well as the impacts an resources and other

uses

STRATEGIES Public activities Publicactivitieswould be managed to prevent one persons

use from degrading another persons experience

The thresholds would be based on safetyresource
protection and the experiences indicated

by the management zone within which the use

occurred see appendix D
Customary uses would be maintained and the

quality of existing visitor experiences would be

improved largely at historic locations

Requests to pursue new activities within the

national seashore and the implications of new

recreation trends would be reviewed on acasebycasebasis The appropriateness of activities

would be gauged according to the potential for

conflicts with resource protection and other

users

Fishing access Fishing access at existing

beach access points and along approved ORV
corridors would continue to be allowed

0

+ GOAL Emphasize nonnnotorized forms of

recreation

STRATEGIES Motorized recreationMotorizedrecreational activities would be allowed

within existing regulations or guidelines that

minimize or mitigate impacts and that attempt to

resolve conflicts

Unlicensed motorized recreation vehicles such

as offroad motorcycles and ATVs would

continue to be prohibited

4 GOAL Continue to provide facilities and

services that do not adversely impact
natural and cultural resources

STRATEGIES Public facilities Improvements

such as parking and restroom facilities would be

constructed at particular sites as visitationincreased
and in response to specific needsEssential

public services would be provided inside

national seashore boundaries The overcrowding

or the loss of facilities due to coastal erosion

would be addressed on a sitebysite basis

Access to historic structures Public access to

key historic structures like the AtwoodHiggins
and Penniman houses would continue to be

provided

Fishing access Access for fishing would

continue to be provided

Trails Parts of the 1988 Bicycle Trail Plan

including working with the state and three towns

to extend the Cape Cod Rail Trail would be

implemented Work with local state and

regional governments would continue in order to

expand the network of trails

i GOAL Communicate with localgovernmentsand other public and privateproviders
as issues arise

STRATEGY National seashore managers would

regularly confer with the Cape Cod National

Seashore Advisory Commission to address

issues of mutual concern to the National Park

Service the towns and Cape Cod residents

0 GOAL Minimize use conflicts between

public use areas and residential areas

within the national seashore

STRATEGY Public uses within the national

seashore would be balanced with residents

needs for privacy Public use areas would be

minimized near residences
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CONCESSIONS AND COMMERCIAL SERVICES

GOAL Continue existing commercialservicesinside national seashore boundaries

SrRA1EGIES Concessions Existingconcession
operations would be continued andcontractswould be renewed when they expire

Commercial services New commercial use

licenses would be issued as requested

VISTA MANAGEMENT

0 GOAL Manage vistas by developing criteria

for vista management consistent with the

Resource Management Plan andmanagement
objectives for the national seashore

STRATEGIES Current and historic vistas would

be inventoried and evaluated based onmanagement
objectives

NONFEDERAL LANDS WITHIN
THE NATIONAL SEASHORE

LAND USE PLANNING AND PROTECTION

0 GOAL Preserve the qualities of the human

environment on the Outer Cape including

natural and cultural resources

STRATEGIES Land acquisition Priorities for

land acquisition as stated in the nationalseashoresLand Protection Plan would be updated

Land use activities National seashoremanagerswould consult with local communities

regarding major land use activities that could

affect the national seashore

Communications with other land use agencies

To become better informed about state policies

and activities and to improve coordination

between state agencies and the seashore the

National Park Service would communicate with

the Massachusetts Department of T
ra

n
s
p

o
rt

a
ti
o
n

the Office of Coastal Zone Management

and other state agencies that influence land use

and other activities on the Outer Cape

Consultation with the Cape Cod Commission

and Outer Cape communities The ParkServicewould consult with the Cape CodCommissionand Outer Cape communities as theypreparedlocal comprehensive plans and addressed

regional issues on the Outer Cape such as land

use natural resources open space historicpreservation
transportation and water resources

This would allow NPS decision makers to

remain informed of neighboring activities and to

better coordinate NPS activities with those

outside the seashore

Support for land protection goals National

seashore staff would work with local andregionalland trusts such as the Compact of Cape

Cod Conservation Trusts and with national

organizations such as the Trust for Public Land

and The Nature Conservancy to support land

protection goals

PRIVATE RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES

0 GOAL Help protect the traditionalcharacterof the Outer Cape including natural

and cultural resources and prevent

resource degradation that often results

from development

STRATEGIES Local zoning and subdivision

bylaws The Park Service would encourage

towns to enforce local zoning and subdivision

bylaws to regulate use development alteration

and expansion of improved properties

Use guidelines for development Localcommunitieswould be encouraged to adopt the

seashores use guidelines as bylaws for the

development of improved properties Theguidelines
might need to be adapted to conform with

state zoning laws

Construction permitting National seashore

staff would work with communities and owners
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of improved property to review building permit

applications site plans and related documents

Acquisition ofprivate properties The Park

Service would pursue the acquisition of parcels

important for their natural or cultural values on a

willingseller basis depending on theavailabilityof funds

Cooperation with local land trusts National

seashore managers would work with local land

trusts to secure conservation easements or to

acquire available parcels that are important for

resource protection

PRIVATE COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES

0 GOAL Ensure that the use anddevelopment
of commercial parcels are managed

consistent with national seashore purposes

and that any negative impacts on seashore

resources community character or visitor

experience are minimized

STRATEGY Commercial certificate renewals

Criteria based on legislation would be developed

to review commercial certificate renewals every

five years

MUNICIPAL AND STATE LANDS

0 GOAL Improve the management and

protection of resources that are owned and

managed by multiple jurisdictions

STRATEGIES The protection ofsensitive areas

National seashore managers would work with

state and local community interests to encourage

the protection of sensitive areas such as salt

marshes and kettle ponds through coordinated

planning management and education efforts

Resources under multiple ownership National

seashore managers would work with theMassachusetts
Office of Coastal Zone Management

Massachusetts Department of Fish and Wildlife

and other relevant state agencies in managing or

Alternative 1 National Seashore Management and Operations

developing policy for resources under multiple

ownership

Consultation with the Cape Cod Commission

and Outer Cape communities The ParkServicewould consult with the Cape Cod Commissionand Outer Cape communities as theypreparedlocal comprehensive plans and addressed

regional issues on the Outer Cape

Acquisition ofmunicipal and state lands The

Park Service would seek to acquire lands that

have important resource values throughfeesimplepurchase land exchange or other means
where appropriate and feasible

NATIONAL SEASHOREMANAGEMENTAND OPERATIONS

COOPERATIVE PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT

0 GOAL Help promote a land stewardship

ethic and practice that will enhance natural

and cultural resource protection on the

Outer Cape

STRATEGIES Cooperation with public and

private landowners and land managers

Planning documents would be developed inconjunctionwith local towns adjacent landmanagementagencies and landowners to integrate

goals objectives and products ecosysteinwide

Continuation ofcooperative efforts Existing

cooperative efforts on the Cape such ascooperationwith the towns and the state historic

preservation officer to complete a survey of

private historic structures would continue

Shared stewardship or management ofresources

Such mechanisms as task forces andcooperative
agreements would be used to provide for the

shared management of resources This would

include

serving on the Lower Cape WaterManagementTask Force
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ALTERNATIVES INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION

monitoring air resources in conjunction

with the Massachusetts Department of

Environmental Protection and the U S
Environmental Protection Agency

working cooperatively to protect both

federal and statelisted rare threatened or

endangered plants or animals

working with the state and local towns on

shellfishing hunting and fishingmanagementissues

maintaining a cooperative agreement with

the University of Massachusetts forarcheologicalwork

working with the state historic preservation

officer and towns to survey the Outer

Capes historic buildings and landscapes

developing cooperative agreements with a

variety of groups to protect historicstructuresand landscapes

ADMINISTRATIVE AND MAINTENANCE
FACILITIES AND OPERATIONS

♦ GOAL Provide adequate safe

energyefficientcosteffective office space and

workspace in a manner that will minimize

impacts on natural and cultural resources

STRATEGIES Existing and projectedoperational
space needs Existing and projected

operational space needs for the entire national

seashore would continue to be studied andcomparedto the inventory of all present facilities

This would allow the Park Service to determine

the best distribution of operational

functions

which structures should be retained or

rehabilitated and for what uses

what new structures if any should be built

and where

what structures should be eliminated

Criteriafor deciding operational space needs

Management decisions would be based on the

following criteria

Existing facilities would be used when

feasible and costeffective rather than

constructing new

facilitiesFacilities
would blend into theenvironment

complement natural features and

have a minimal impact on the character of

the national seashore

Significant historical or cultural values

would be preserved

The proposed use of a site or structure as

an operations facility would be compatible

with the existing or proposed use of the

immediate environs

Impacts on sensitive resources such as

wetlands and archeological sites would be

avoided

No hazardous areas sites with unstable

soils and geologic conditions floodplains

and coastal highhazard areas would be

affected when relocating or siting new

facilities

Operational facilities could be made as

accessible as practicable to persons with

visual hearing mobility and mental

impairments

Appearance of new facilities The size scale

color and designs of new facilities would relate

to the appearance of existing seashore facilities

that were constructed in the 1960s

P GOAL Ensure that site planning andrevegetationassociated with national seashore

facilities are environmentally appropriate

meet the functional needs of the associated

facility are attractive and serve as good
models for sustainable practices
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STRATEGY Maintained landscapes Thephilosophyof landscaping for national seashore

facilities that existed in the 1960s under which

the national seashore has been operating would

be reexamined Fertilizers pesticides andirrigationwere required to maintain landscapes

which is inconsistent with the present NPS
movement toward more sustainable practices

t

STAFF HOUSING

♦ GOAL Address staff housing needs by

developing a variety of housing options for

employees and volunteers over the long

term reduce NPS dependency on staff

housing within the seashore for permanent

employees

STRATEGIES Staff housing needs Existing

and forecasted housing needs would continue to

be comprehensively studied with a comparison

to the inventory of all seashore housing This

analysis would provide a basis for determining

shortages or excesses which structures need to

be retained rehabilitated removed or relocated

and what new structures need to be built and

where

This information would be used to update the

national seashores Housing Management Plan

Decisions would be based on the following

guidelines

In general use dispersed single detached

units for yearround employees andconcentratedmultiple units such as duplexes

efficiency apartments and dormitories for

seasonal employees However for seasonal

employees with families or domesticpartnersconsider making single detached

units available

Consider subdividing large singlefamily

homes into smaller living units

NPS housing for permanent employees

Housing units for permanent employees would

be limited over the long term

Alternative 1 National Seashore Management and 0perafions

Alternative housing options Structures at the

former North Truro air force station andstructuresno longer under useandoccupancy
reservations would be considered for staff

housing Former useandoccupancy structures

would have to be in areas with nonsensitive

resources or where impacts could be mitigated

i GOAL Provide adequate safe

energyefficientand costeffective staff housing in

a manner that will have minimal impact on

natural and cultural resources

STRATEGIES Adaptive use sirzrctarres Only

those historic houses or other structures that

were in good physical condition that weresuitablefor use and that could be costeffectively

rehabilitated would be considered for reuse

Siting ofstafhousing In evaluating a site or

structure for staff housing the National Park

Service would ensure that there are no sensitive

resources including archeological resources or

sensitive vegetation onsite or that impacts could

be mitigated and that housing would becompatiblewith the immediate environs Hazardous

areas include sites with unstable soils andgeologicconditions floodplains and coastalhighhazard
areas

UTILITIES

0 GOAL Provide safe energyefficient and

costeffective utilities in a manner that

minimizesimpacts on natural and cultural

resources

STRATEGIES Regional cooperation National

seashore managers would work with local towns

to help resolve regional problems related to the

provision of potable water and the disposal of

solid waste and sewage

Water conservation measures and publicawareness
ofwater resources Water conservation

measures would be implemented as facilities

were upgraded such as the installation ofwaterlesstoilets and lowflow fixtures Public
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ALTERNATIVES INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION

awareness of water resource concerns water

conservation and pollution prevention would be

promoted in conjunction with towns the Cape
Cod Commission and the Association for the

Preservation of Cape Cod

NIS septic systems NPS septic systems would

meet requited standards

Placing utility lines underground To reduce

visual intrusions caused by overhead utility and

landscape disruption due to associatedmaintenanceall NPSowned lines would be placed

underground The Park Service would also

encourage the power company and property

owners to place all utility and locally owned

powerlines underground while accommodating

concerns relating to archeological remains and

cultural

landscapesMaintenance
standards for overhead utility lines

Standards would be developed for themaintenanceof aboveground utility lines that are not

owned by the National Park Service Thesestandardswhich would be applied on a casebycase

basis would seek to protect vegetation habitat

soils and archeological resources and tominimize
landscape disruption Property owners and

the power company would be required to meet

the special standards or conditions

SERVICES EXCHANGED
WITH LOCAL COMMUNITIES

GOAL Continue building cooperative and

trusting relationships with localcommunitiesto provide a framework for theNationalPark Service to fulfill its obligations

to protect resources and serve the public

while furthering the social and economic

wellbeing of local communities and

residents

STRATEGIES Regional coordination ofservices

National seashore managers would encourage

that services such as police and fire protection

ambulance service waste removal and recycling

hazardous waste management and roadmaintenancebe coordinated on a regionwide basis

Costsharing agreements Costsharingagreementswould be identified and periodically

evaluated along with payments that can be

negotiated and implemented at the local level by

the national seashore as well as those requiring

upper level NPS approval and those requiring

congressional initiative and action The Park

Service and local towns have an interdependent

relationship in costsharing agreements for local

services and schools Just as towns provideservicesfor national seashore staff and visitors the

Park Service also provides services to localresidents
in a number of ways eg provision of

curriculum packets and programming to local

schools emergency services etc

Paved roads within national seashoreboundariesMaintenance responsibility for paved

roads would be assigned to the owners ofroadsSand
roads within national seashore boundaries

National seashore managers would work with

towns and private property owners to maintain

sand roads as one of the characteristic features

of the Outer Cape scene The level ofNPS effort

would be limited by the availability ofmaintenancefunds

RESERVATIONS OF USE AND OCCUPANCY

♦ GOAL Identify and apply strategies to

achieve the eventual removal of

useandoccupancy
property improvements

STRATEGY Continued use ofproperties under

hardship conditions Limited continued use of

properties formerly under useandoccupancy
reservations would be permitted by privateindividualsunder hardship conditions In such eases

properties would be available for continued

residential occupancy for an interim period only

in bona fide hardship situations for example in

the case of medical or financial hardship A

special use permit would be issued to authorize

the occupancy Consideration would begenerallygiven only to original owners who areyearroundresidents with no other home Those

former owners could be permitted to live out

their lives in these residences Federal law
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Alternative 1 Management Zones

pertaining to the private rental ofgovernmentownedstructures would apply in establishing

rental rates

TABLE 2 CURRENT MANAGEMENT ZONES

IN ACRES

Disposition ofstructures onceuseandoccupancyreservations expire The range of

possible actions include the

following41
adaptive use for staff housing oroperationalneeds

removal of the structures through

demolition openmarket sale donation

salvage or surplusing to another agency

in cases other than demolition the new

owner would be responsible for removal

and cleanup

municipal land exchange

MANAGEMENT ZONES

The management zones under the noaction

alternative would normally be based on the last

approved plan for a park area However various

changes since the Master Plan for Cape Cod

National Seashore was approved in 1970 such

as in landownership new legislation andregulationsincreased cooperation with residential

property owners and dwindling federal funding

have resulted in modifications to the original

management zoning strategy

The 1970 Master Plan had two zones

preservationconservationand public use anddevelopmentFor purposes of this planning effort the

zoning used in the original Master Plan has been

reconfigured into four management zones

which are further broken down into 1 I subzones

The proposed zoning categories reflect both the

current management strategies and make it

comparable with the zoning categories for

alternative 2

Current management zones within Cape Cod

National Seashore are identified in table 2 the

visitor experience and management practices for

each subzone are described in appendix D

MANAGEMENT ZONES

Natural Zone

ACRES

PERCENTAGE

OF TOTAL

Concentrated Use Subzone 587 1

Dispersed Use Subzone 11759 28

Low Use Subzone 8887 22

Marinellntertidal Subzone 14907 36

Subtotal 36140 87

Historic Zone

Structures and Landscape

Subzone
155 0

Natural Settings Subzone 1726 4

Subtotal 1881 4

Developed Zone

Visitor Facility Subzone 288 1

Motorized Corridor Subzone 625 2

Nonmotorized Corridor

Subzone
42 0

Subtotal 955 3

Special Use Zone

I
Rural Settlement Subzone 1976 5

AdministrationOperations

Subzone
450

Subtotal 2426 6

TOTAL 41402 100

NOTE Acres are estimates based on geographicinformation
systems GIS analysis and are used lotcomparativepurposes only The total acres listed do not

match the total number of acres in the authorized

boundary 43570 because shoreline processes and

storm events have changed the shoreline configuration
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ALTERNATIVE 2 PROPOSED ACTION

t

The intent of alternative 2 is similar to that of

alternative 1 balancing resource protection

with public use However in alternative 2 there

would be more emphasis on collaborativestewardshipof resources to help preserve thetimelesscharacter of Cape Cod in terms of the

natural dynamic landscapes historic and rural

landscapes and architecture and longstanding

lifestyles and heritage New management actions

are proposed and more emphasis would be

placed on working closely with localcommunitiesand officials to more effectively meet the

national seashores management philosophy and

objectives and to more successfully address

problems and concerns with the localcommunities

NATURAL RESOURCES

AIR RESOURCES

GOAL Engage in cooperative regional

efforts to improve air quality

STRATEGIES Research and
monitoringprogramsThe National Park Service wouldcontinue

cooperative efforts with the Massachusetts

Department of Environmental Protection the

Environmental Protection Agency and other

agencies to expand research and monitoringprogramsincluding the effect of air pollution on

relevant natural and cultural resources The Park

Service would also work to help developemissioncontrol strategies for reducing existing air

quality problems at Cape Cod and preventing

future occurrences

Biological effects ofair pollution A program

for monitoring the biological effects of airpollution
would be developed Seashore staff in

conjunction with NPS and other experts would

determine which plant and animal species could

be used as indicator species

Air quality impacts from within the national

seashore Means to reduce impacts could

include using cleaner means of transportation

such as propane or electric powered vehicles

and converting existing facilities to alternative

energy sources Temporary air quality impacts

of prescribed burning would be considered in

accordance with the approved Fire Management
Plan see discussion under Vegetation page

72

Regional air quality partnerships and class I

status To reduce threats to seashore resources

and human health the National Park Service

would participate in regional air qualitypartnershipsin Massachusetts and other states Such

participation could include requests forinvolvement
in emission permit reviews rule making

and planning related to air quality to reduce

threats

To ensure the highest possible protection for

natural and cultural resources the Park Service

would cooperate with the EnvironmentalProtectionAgency residents and businesses torequestthe state to consider redesignating Cape
Cod National Seashore as a class I area instead

of a class lI area This would strengthen the

ability of the Park Service to influence air

quality emissions on a regional level Under

class I status continuous efforts must be made to

maintain a specific standard of air quality at the

national seashore in accordance with the Clean

Air Act

The CLEAR initiative Cape Cod National

Seashore would participate in a program known

as A Clearer Look at Eastern Air Resources

CLEAR This program emphasizes cooperative

efforts by local state and federal agencies to

minimize air pollution impacts on natural and

cultural resources to protect public health and

to enhance public enjoyment

Public reporting When air pollution episodes

exceed state or federal health standards visitors

would be advised of potential health risks
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COASTAL PROCESSES

f GOAL Allow natural shoreline processes to

take place unimpeded while alsocounteractinghumancaused disturbances

STRATEGIES Inlet formation overwash dune

migration and formation The following

criteria would determine the response to inlet

formation overwash and dune migration and

formation

Allow all overwashes and blowouts to

occur without human disturbances except

for minor intervention such as sand

fencing and dune grass planting where

there is evidence of humaninduced

impacts with consideration of public

safety

Prevent artificial beach nourishment on

NPS land and discourage beachnourishment
on town and private land within the

national seashore

Prevent revetment of marine scarps on

NPS land and discourage such activities

on town and private land within the

national seashore

Monitor inlet formations overwash and

dune migration and formation and initiate

followup actions on a casebycase basis

Where town and private lands are involved the

national seashore would assist in scientific

analysis to plan ahead for natural shoreline

changes that might affect public and private

facilities or interests Analysis could include

participation in evaluating the problemsconductingresearch and predictive modeling

developing a full range of options andgeneratingpossible mitigating actions Where beach

nourishment or revetment construction occurred

on town or private land the National Park

Service would work actively to minimize

adverse effects on federal property and national

seashore resources by attempting to influence

the design and management of the project and its

mitigations

Beach nourishment activities Staff at the

national seashore in consultation with staff of

the Massachusetts Office of Coastal Zone

Management would develop a policy statement

clarifying the NPS position on discouraging

beach nourishment activities within the national

seashore This statement would be developed as

part of a cooperative program with other

national park system areas along the Atlantic

seaboard The rationale for discouraging such

actions in accordance with NPS and seashore

policies would be explained Additionally the

National Park Service would continue todiscouragethe deposition of dredge spoils on town

and private lands within the national seashore

and it would not allow such deposition on NPS
lands due to the level of interference with

natural coastal processes

Sand fencing and dune grass planting In

allowing natural shoreline processes to occur

the use of sand fencing and dune grass planting

to protect NPS property would be minimized as

much as possible Such minor intervention

would be used to counteract human disturbance

The National Park Service would also encourage

judicious use of these mitigation methods on

municipal and private lands

Coastal facility maintenance in stable areas

Where coastal systems are in equilibrium some

minor actions could be taken to costeffectively

manage nuisance sand Examples include

moving sand that has shifted from one side of a

parking lot to another or moving sand from one

parking lot to another in the same geologic sand

transport system or zone No habitat alteration

would be permitted and there would be no

attempt to interfere in a progressive coastal

erosion situation

The maintenance of developed facilities and

hardened surfaces in stable coastal areas such as

Herring Cove Beach would continue unless

catastrophic damage occurred that required

capital replacement also see the Herring Cove

beach discussion in Public Use Activities

Facilities and Services page 93 At that time

alternative design siting and management
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approaches would be developed in consultation

with affected towns

Facilitiescultural resources threatened by

coastal erosion in progressive erosion areas

Whether to move or rehabilitate facilities and

cultural resources that are seriously threatened

or damaged by coastal erosion or storm events

would be decided on a casebycase basis using

consistent criteria and in consultation with

affected towns No relocations would be allowed

that would affect or would be sited in sensitive

resource areas Facilities in the coastal flood

hazard area which is directly subject to severe

wind and wave action would be relocated or

moved back from the coastal bank or hazard

area When deciding whether to relocaterehabilitateredesign or remove facilities buildings

bathhouses access points and otherdevelopmentswithin coastal areas and on seashore

beaches the following questions would be

considered

Is the facility serving a core public use or

park management function Can this

function be provided at an alternative

location

Is the facility currently preventing natural

coastal process from taking place such as

coastal erosion dune migration sediment

supply to adjacent beaches flooding or

flood protection or vegetation succession

Does the facility require extensive or

beyond normal maintenance to keep it and

the surrounding environs safe and open to

the public

Is the facility on top of in orencompassingsensitive resources such as a barrier

dune wetland coastal bank pond or

ocean beach or is it causing impacts to

adjacent residences

Does the facility currently conform to

relevant federal and state environmental

regulatory laws

Qlfernafive 2 Natural Resources

Is there an alternative location for the

facility that would not impair public use of

the beach or resource area but would

reduce its environmental impact

Is the facility in a sustainable location in

terns of l water use and wastewater

disposal aesthetics and public safety 2
its compatibility with the functioning of

natural systems

Exceptions could be considered to protectresourcessuch as providing boardwalks and stairs

to prevent dune damage or shuttle dropoffs to

reduce parking Additionally historic resources

would be subject to other criteria see page 79

Alternatives to groins jetties revetorents or

seawalls The National Park Service would

explore alternatives to prevent the construction

of groins jetties revetments or seawalls on all

lands within the national seashore including

town and private property Cooperative efforts

would be undertaken with the Cape CodCommissionthe Office of Coastal ZoneManagementthe Massachusetts Natural Heritage and

Endangered Species Program and the USDA
Natural Resources Conservation ServicePossibleactions include designating sensitive coastal

areas as districts of critical planning concern or

developing a task force on coastal processes to

examine this issue Soft solutions to deal with

coastal erosion such as dune grass planting

would be emphasized on nonNPS lands

Longterm monitoring The purpose of acomprehensivelongterm monitoring program for

shoreline processes would be to help seashore

managers distinguish between natural and

humaninduced changes by providing a measure

for change and to make appropriate resource

management decisions A cooperative program

involving private landowners and public

agencies would be essential because coastal

processes transcend private and political

boundaries
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WATER RESOURCES

♦ GOAL Protect ground and surface water

quality and quantity as well as adjacent

wetlands

STRATEGIES Implementation of the national

seashores water resource management plan

Groundwater quantity and quality is likely to

become the most important social and political

issue on the Cape in the near future as there are

limited areas for developing supply wellsoutsidenational seashore boundaries Complicating

the issue is the fact that the presence of water

the ability to withdraw it and the effects of

withdrawal are not and cannot be managed

strictly within administrative boundaries of

landownership Within this context the water

resource management plan for the national

seashore addresses the longterm management of

both estuarine and freshwater resources and

provides guidance on water resource issues

Participation with regional and town water

resource planning groups An Outer Cape

communitywide discussion needs to continue

about how to manage groundwater resources to

preserve the natural cultural and economic

characteristics that make the Cape so special To

that end the National Park Service jointlyparticipatedin and contributed to the recentdevelopmentof a coordinated regional groundwater

management study for local towns The Cape

Cod Commissions 1997 Final Report of the

Lower Cape Water Management Task Forceaddresses
groundwater issues of regional concern

and identifies and evaluates potential municipal

well sites in Eastham Wellfleet Truro and

Provincetown The Park Service will continue to

recommend that this planning report be used as a

basis for further research and development of a

regional approach to groundwater management

A professional water resource management

program The National Park Service wouldrequireexpertise in both hydrology andhydrogeologyfor the collection and analysis of data

for seashore managers and to more effectively

manage water resources This program would

develop resource condition criteria affected by

potential water use in and around the national

seashore The programs goals would include

1 establishing carrying capacities of the aquifer

lenses 2 working with the local communities

regarding water supply and demands and 3
carrying out the specific strategies outlined

below

A water resource database In collaboration

with local communities and other publicagenciesa comprehensive water resource database

would be developed from information collected

by the NPS staff in cooperation with private

landowners and others The affected local

communities and the state would be invited to

help develop the components of this study the

manner of data collection and the management

of the database Operational agreements and

mechanisms to transfer funds and staff between

agencies and research institutions would also be

developed An automated retrieval system for

resource information from other water resource

institutions using technologies such as Internet

would be developed and all accumulatedinformationwould be made available to the affected

communities on a periodic basis Expertise in

database management would be required tosupportthe inventory and monitoring program

Water quality criteria and limits of acceptable

change Together with the Cape CodCommissionor a similarregional agency and the

US Environmental Protection Agency the US
Geological Survey the MassachusettsDepartment

of Environmental Protection and the

towns the National Park Service wouldcooperatein identifying and defining

resourcespecificwater quality standards and limits of

acceptable change Based on appropriate

scientific data monitoring would ensure that

these natural resource standards and thresholds

were not compromised

Existing authority for water use Currently

the National Park Service has very limitedauthorityto provide water or any other resource

to nanNPS entities In conformance with NPS

Special Directive 782 the Park Service could

consider a temporary shortterm sale or lease of

water from inside a unit of the national park
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The National Park Service would consult with

other federal and state agencies and local

communities to determine the options and

alternative water supplies in deliberating on any

proposal for a temporary shortterm sale or

lease of water

New approaches to the withdrawal ofwater

from inside the seashore The merits of the

National Park Service providing groundwater to

towns through an exchange of rights andworkingwith towns to develop water conservation

measures and growth controls would be studied

Hydrological circumstances may exist that favor

the use by municipalities of water withdrawn

from within the national seashore Specifically

if municipalities near the seashore develop their

groundwater resources on lands immediately

outside the seashore then it is possible that

seashore waterdependent resources could be

injured The Park Service is gathering scientific

information about the effects of groundwater

pumping to determine if town water supply

wells on municipal lands adjacent to NPSpropertyboth inside and outside the boundaries are

adversely affecting seashore resources or could

do so in the future

In accordance with the National Environmental

Policy Act an environmental review would be

necessary to identify municipal well sites that

would be most protective of national seashore

resources and values This document would also

analyze environmental consequences including

but not limited to impacts on vegetationwildlifeand other freshwaterbased resources as

well as surrounding well water quality The Park

Service would determine whether there was a

benefit to seashore resources from allowing

water withdrawal within the boundary thus

avoiding or significantly reducing the impacts of

groundwater withdrawal outside but near

seashore lands which could ultimately have

greater adverse effects on national seashore

resources than withdrawal from within seashore

boundaries As stated above the National Park

Service currently has limited administrative

authority If allowing a water withdrawal within

the boundary appeared beneficial then alongterm
legislative or administrative solution would

be sought A solution would have to include an

extensive monitoring program to identify any

unforeseen adverse impacts so that withdrawal

provisions could be adjusted and othermitigations
required if necessary

Private septic systems Research would be

conducted to identify the impacts of private

septic treatment systems on seashore wetlands

ponds and estuaries and alternatives to mitigate

impacts would be developed Alternatives might

include encouraging private landowners to use

alternative wastewater treatment procedures

Nitrate contamination To limit nitratecontaminationof bays and estuaries as well as of

freshwater wetlands and ponds all NPS septic

treatment facilities would be upgraded toremove
nitrates from the waste stream Public

septic facilities adjacent to sensitive resources
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system to a nonNPS entity but only if the

following conditions were met

The entity provides services of direct or

indirect benefit to the park unit or park

visitors

There is no reasonable alternative water

supply available

The effects on the parks environment

administration management and

protection and visitors have been

examined and these effects have been

determined to be acceptable

The water use is in accordance with laws

and regulations governing ownership and

use of federal water and rights

The government would recover the full

cost of providing the water

The arrangement has been reviewed in

Washington

The use is for a short time one year or

less is revocable does not conveypermanent
rights and is conditioned to allow

NPS review of planned development by

the applicant that would increase water

demand
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such as the Salt Pond visitor center would be

upgraded first followed by facilities for NPS

housing within the seashore also see septic

system discussion in the Utilities section page

10$ The contribution of town and private

septic systems would also be evaluated as

necessary

Alternative potable water sources andwastewatertreatment techniques For NPS facilities

other potable water sources and wastewater

treatment techniques including graywatermanagementwould be developed with a public

demonstration project at the Salt Pond visitor

center to showcase sustainable practices to the

public also see the Utilities section page

107

Wastewater treatment facility outfall pipe

National seashore managers would work with

other interested parties on Cape Cod to provide

feedback to the Massachusetts Water Resources

Authority concerning the discharge permit and

other permits for the wastewater treatment

facility outfall pipe The treatment facility is

planned in part to address the cleanup of Boston

Harbor however the outfall pipe has thepotential
to adversely affect Cape Cod Bay The

National Park Service would work with the Cape

Cod Commission the towns and others to raise

concerns regarding the assessment andmitigationof project impacts including establishing an

environmental baseline to determine if and when

there are changes monitoring nutrients water

temperature toxics and toxins or viruses and

preparing a contingency plan in the event of

adverse impacts with a commitment to timely

mitigations

Improper drainage remediation Road and

parking lot runoff that creates pointsource

water pollution would be corrected The

National Park Service would work with the

Massachusetts Highway Department towns

and private individuals as necessary Various

drainage solutions would be applied toimprovewater quality at ponds and wetlands

and as water flows into the bay and the ocean

Wetlands protection The national seashore

would continue to consult with townconservationcommissions and the MassachusettsDepartmentof Environmental Protection inaccordancewith the Massachusetts WetlandsProtectionAct to review federal projects affecting

wetlands dunes and the coastal bank This

consultation is required by the Clean Water Act

The national seashore would also respond to

requests to review projects proposed by adjacent

landowners and requiring variances from the

states Wetlands Protection Act

Kettle ponds The present kettle pondmonitoring
program would be reviewed and improved

and specific resource management plans would

be developed for all ponds in the nationalseashorein cooperation with towns andlandownersthe county and the state Ponds with

similar features or those near each other would

be managed in a consistent fashion Clusters that

could be managed include those around Duck

Pond Gull Pond Slough Pond Snow Pond and

Spectacle Pond Management plans would

include strategies to reduce recreational use

impacts for example using noflush toilet

systems or hardening access to shorelines

Aquaculture The effects of aquaculture on

marine resources including water quality

would be researched and monitoring procedures

would be developed Also see the description of

aquaculture under Vegetation and Wildlife

page 73

Offshore activities and incidents Inaccordancewith applicable regulations the National

Park Service would work cooperatively with

state agencies and towns to monitor respond to

and regulate offshore activities and incidents

that occur within the national seashore boundary

which migrates with shoreline change at a

quarter mile offshore and that could affect

seashore resources
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♦ GOAL Restore the natural hydrography
and ecology of estuaries in consultation

with affected municipalities

STRATEGIES Salt marsh restoration at Hatches

Harbor The salt marsh at Hatches Harbor

would be restored incrementally to ensure that

restoration would not cause unforeseen adverse

effects The restoration work is subject to a

memorandum of understanding with the town of

Provincetown that details the development of a

longterm cooperative arrangement forincrementalrestoration and ensuring no adverseimpactson the airport Monitoring before and after

each restoration step would document changes

Any alterations in the restoration process needed

to deal with unforeseen effects would bedetermined
by a review committee composed of

representatives from the airport commission the

Federal Aviation Administration the national

seashore and other interested parties

This project would require continuedcoordinationwith various private and public entities

along with extensive outreach and continued

ecological monitoring The reversion from a

freshwater marsh back to a salt marsh system

would be designed so as to still provide storm

and tidal flooding protection for Provincetown

Municipal Airport Restoration work at Hatches

Harbor has been proposed since 1986 a separate

environmental assessment for this project is now

being prepared

Salt marsh restoration at Herring RiverRestorationwould increase fish nursery and

breeding habitat improve water quality and

decrease herring kills and other aquaticproblems
It would also address the reestablishment

of herring runs as well as protection issues for

existing land uses partially located in thefloodplainThe restoration project would be based on

past extensive studies of the hydrology biology

and chemistry of this system and it would be

coordinated with the town of Wellfleet state and

federal agencies fishermen adjacent private

landowners and the community golf course An
environmental assessment would be prepared

required regulatory clearances would be o
b
ta

in
e
d

and any necessary mitigation measures

and monitoring would be identified

Pamet River restoration The Pamet River

restoration project would respond to 1 existing

problems in the Pamet River system shared

among the town the national seashore and

numerous private property owners and 2 a

desire to improve the ecological balance in areas

affected by the artificially diked system The

natural drainage and waterflow of the Pamet

River would be studied to understand its current

condition and to determine the interactions of

freshwater groundwater and saltwater in the

river system Concerns regarding saltwaterreintroductionwould be addressed includingimpactsto private wells and an analysis ofbiologicaland physical changes from extending

tidal flow into freshwater areas Completesaltwaterrestoration is not proposed throughout the

entire Pamet River valley because it is precluded

by existing roadways and development

Pilgrim Lake Pilgrim Lake is a coastal lagoon

that functioned until 1868 as a tidal estuary and

salt marsh system that was connected to Cape
Cod Bay by an inlet original tidal flow has been

eliminated The ecology of Pilgrim Lake would

be studied to determine how to restore the lake

to a more balanced hydrological state Concerns

to be addressed include continuing experiences

with algal blooms fish kills and insectoutbreaksand the feasibility of returning Pilgrim

Lake to a more natural tidal system

VEGETATION AND WILDLIFE

♦ GOAL Manage native biotic resources by

allowing natural processes to continue

unimpeded except where appropriate to

selectively manage for native biological

diversity or rare threatened orendangeredspecies or communities

STRATEGIES Vegetation and wildlife database

A comprehensive database for plants andanimalswould be developed Inventories of fish

invertebrates and small mammals would be

conducted to augment existing inventories for
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other groups National seashore staff would

consult with local experts and others Based on

this information a longterm monitoringprogramwould be established to help seashore

managers understand the differences between

natural and humaninduced changes and to make

appropriate resource management decisions

Collaboration with affected communities would

occur as needed

Species listed by the state orfederal government

as endangered threatened or ofspecial concern

The National Park Service would ensure that

national seashore management is consistent with

the protection of rare threatened or endangered

species listed by or proposed for listing by the

state or federal government In accordance with

the Endangered Species Act and NPS policies

the National Park Service would work with the

US Fish and Wildlife Service the National

Marine Fisheries Service the Massachusetts

Natural Heritage Program towns and groups

such as the Native Plant Conservation Program

to protect and manage such species Where

information was available work would be

undertaken to restore native species lost because

of human intervention State authorities would

be regularly contacted to update inventory lists

and to consult on all activities that might affect

statelisted species

As needed special management plans would be

prepared for listed and proposed species These

plans would include assessments of existing and

proposed management actions as they might

affect a species Species listed by the state or

federal government would be protected at a

similar level throughout the seashore regardless

of management zone To protect or manage
listed threatened or endangered species human

access would be maintained to the extent

possible for an area and would be consistent

with the management needs for that species

Fire management In accordance with the

national seashores approved Fire Management

Plan the natural role of fire would be researched

and then restored or simulated in firedependent

ecosystems and in selected areas usingprescribedburning techniques Prescribed burning

could also be a useful management too tomaintainor restore cultural landscapesReintroducingthe role of fire would only be done in areas

where feasible considering political social and

environmental restrictions Fuel levels around

identified DIPS structures would continue to be

reduced Prescribed burning would only be

carried out under favorable atmospheric

conditions Fire and other sand roads would be

maintained to varying levels to provide access

for fire suppression

Heathlands The Park Service would develop

management plans for heathlands which are

relatively rare in the United States and restricted

throughout the world Such communities would

be preserved in various locations for theircontribution
to global biodiversity and to perpetuate

the quality of open moors for cultural and

aesthetic enjoyment Because heaths are caused

by natural disturbances such as severe storms or

fire or from intense human activity thelocationsof heathlands may change over time as

existing areas naturally succeed to other

communities and new disturbances create heaths

in other areas Vegetation managementtechniquesincluding the use of controlled burning

could be employed to retain heath communities

in selected areas

Restoring native habitats and revegetatiog

disturbed areas National seashore managers

would engage in revegetation and soilstabilization
projects to prevent or correct resource

degradation Vegetation management would

include the planting of native species for erosion

control wildlife habitat and the mitigation of

impacts from construction projects and public

use The USDA Natural Resources Conservation

Service would continue to work with thenationalseashore to collect and propagate native

plant species

t

Nonnative species management Acomprehensivemanagement program for nonnative

species would be developed based on studies of

the abundance distribution and potentialimpactsof nonnative species on native biota and

natural processes Some nonnative species might

be controlled or eliminated for example
inva40
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sive nonnative species that threaten native

species or habitat Native species would be used

in all NPS revegetation and developmentprojectsand owners of improved properties and

seashore neighbors would be encouraged to

reduce the use of nonnative varieties that could

have longterm adverse effects on seashoreresourcesOne method to help control nonnative

species would be to provide educationalprogramsin the community and to distributeresearchresults In addition the Park Service

could recommend native species to be sold in

local nurseries for use by residential property

owners and seashore neighbors

Required expertise To accomplish vegetation

and wildlife management programs the national

seashore would need expertise in aquaticecologyterrestrial ecology and wildlife biology

r GOAL Manage special uses affecting

wildlife populations and other biotic

resources to minimize ecosystem impacts

and to sustain natural processes

Shellfish aquaculture activities within the

national seashore As an upland landowner

the National Park Service would cooperate with

state agencies and local towns on shellfishaquacultureactivities within the national seashore

Shellfish aquaculture uses of tidal flats within

seashore boundaries would be supported if the

customary low technology and dispersedcharacterof small shellfishing grants for individuals

and families were maintained and if cultural

patterns of use and enjoyment were sustained as

long as marine biodiversity was safeguarded

The Park Service would research and monitor

the potential effects of shellfish aquaculture

activities on the health of native species marine

systems and genetic diversity As an upland

landowner the Park Service would also provide

technical input to town shellfish officers

regarding the municipal issuance or renewal of

shellfish aquaculture grant permits within

national seashore boundaries Issues to beaddressed
would include maintaining the genetic

integrity of wild shellfish beds and limiting

pollutant discharges into bays and estuaries

Because the National Park Service has aresponsibilityas an upland owner when national

seashore managers are approached to evaluate

aquaculture activities they would consider the

following

species proposed native species would

be preferred over the introduction of exotic

species or species not normally found in

the habitat proposed for aquaculture use

potential impacts of increased aquaculture

development on marine systems and other

environmental recreational and aesthetic

impacts

considerations of the density ofaquacultureuse in balance with other values of

the tidal flats and coastal area

Finfish and aquatic plant aquaculture Finfish

and aquatic plant aquaculture including such

technologies as floating pens would bereviewedand allowed within national seashore

boundaries if the proposal 1 was compatible

with current uses and values of the specified

area 2 would maintain marine water quality

3 would not involve the introduction of any
kind of exotic species or native species not

normally found in the habitat of the project area

or 4 was for research or other noncommercial

purposes due to strict congressional control

over commercial activity in units of the national

park system In the case of any viable fnfish

aquaculture proposals the project proponent

would be required to fully analyze theenvironmentaleffects of the proposal in accordance

with the National Environmental Policy Act

before a decision would be made by the National

Park Service regarding its appropriateness The

Park Service would cooperate in defining what

information might be needed to evaluate the

proposal The applicability of any appropriate

deed restrictions or federal and state regulations

would be considered
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Stocking and reintroduction programs A
consistent policy toward stocking programs for

hunting and fishing would be developed in

cooperation with the Massachusetts Division of

Fish and Wildlife The use of native species

would be encouraged in such programs

Hunting fishing and shellfashing Hunting

and fishing within the national seashorefocusingon native species would be allowed at levels

compatible with the purposes of the seashore

and with sustainable populations andecosystemsEfforts would be made to minimize

conflicts with other visitor uses and private

property Public safety would continue to beaddressed
by use area designations patrols and

other monitoring techniques Habitat would not

be altered merelyto support game animals

Shellfishing activities would not be altered by

the proposed plan they would continue to be

managed by the state and local communities

Pest management A comprehensive pest

management program would be developed to

control nuisance insects and other pests by using

environmentally sensitive solutions that would

protect important resources Pest species such

as browntailed moths and mosquitoes would be

defined in accordance with NPS policies also

see the glossary Pestcontrol methods are

always to be the least toxic use the minimal

amount needed and must be targeted at a

specific pest without harming other plant or

animal species An educational program would

be developed to explain to the public what a pest

species is and why an integrated management

approach is needed

To ensure a healthy aquatic ecosystem the Park

Service would work with the states Cape Cod

Mosquito Control District and the Cape Cod

Cooperative Extension through the University

of Massachusetts in developing appropriate

responses and techniques to respond to nuisance

insects affecting visitors and neighbors of the

national seashore The need to cooperatively

reduce adverse effects of nuisance insects and

their management methods would be

emphasized

CULTURAL RESOURCES

CULTURAL HERITAGE AND ETHNOGRAPHIC

RESOURCES

4 GOAL In concert with local communities

explore define and maintain the

components of the distinctive cultural

heritage and pattern of human activity that

make the character of Cape Cod unique

STRATEGIES Customary activities The

National Park Service would encourageparticipationin customary activities including but not

limited to beachcombing driftwood collecting

berry picking mushroom harvestingshellfishingfishing and contemplative activities

These uses would continue subject to applicable

federal state or local regulations

Consultation with cultural groups Cultural

groups on Cape Cod would be consulted for

input on cultural heritage and landscapepreservation
Specifically Native Americans would be

consulted to assist in identifying sacred sites in

accordance with the Native American Graves

Protection and Repatriation Act Informalconsultationson cultural landscapes and areas of

potential archeological sensitivity could also

occur

Significant or important themes patterns and

sites associated with cultural groupsAdditional
significant or important themes cultural

patterns and sites associated with Native

Americans and a broad variety of other ethnic

and cultural groups with both historical and

contemporary associations with the Outer Cape

would be explored A formal study would be

initiated which would begin with theidentificationof associated ethnic and cultural groups

This would build on the preliminary

ethnographic study
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Significant ethnographic resources National

seashore managers and local communities would

undertake collaborative efforts to define andpreservedistinctive cultural heritage and significant

ethnographic resources This would includeexploringthe firsthand experiences andknowledgeof local residents combined with abilities

in cultural resource documentation

In collaboration with local communities and

residents a systematic indepth documentary

study of the material and expressive cultural

aspects of the peoples of the Outer Cape would

be conducted to gain a better understanding of

what to preserve and foster within Cape Cod

National Seashore Specialists in this field would

be engaged to work with individuals and entities

who have expertise in regional history and

culture or who have personal experience aslongtime
residents of the Outer Cape Folklifefieldworkerscould document the full seasonal round

of activities Peer scholarly review would ensure

objectivity in evaluating the recommendedcontentof interpretation and preservation in park

programming Research projects would include

members of the Outer Cape communities to

provide input and feedback on study elements

and products

♦ GOAL Develop programs and actions that

nurture and celebrate the culture of the

Outer Cape

STRATEGIES Cooperative preservation ofthe

Cape Cod cultural heritage In accordance

with the National Historic Preservation Act as

amended NPS staff would work with local

entities to preserve and conserve the intangible

elements of their cultural heritage such as arts

skills folklife and folkways These elements are

a living expression of the cultural heritage of the

Cape and part of the American heritageNationalseashore staff would engage in thefollowing
types of actions to ensure the preservation

and celebration of local culture also see Public

Use Interpretation and Education beginning

on page 87

Provide for public benefit education about

cultural heritage on the Outer Cape

Contribute to telling the story of the local

culture of the Outer Cape in cooperation

with local governments entities and

individuals

Assist in identifying gathering and

preserving material resources such as

significant ethnographic sites historical

records artifacts and objects associated

with local culture on the Outer Cape

Assist in conserving and celebrating

distinctive forms of cultural expression of

the peoples of the Outer Cape including

but not limited to language performing

and written arts crafts folklore folkways

and occupations

Provide opportunities for local people to

deliver interpretive programs which

convey information on the Outer Capes

ethnographic resources

Develop the Highlands center for the arts

and environment at the former North Truro

air force station as a venue for cultural

heritage on Cape Cod

CULTURAL LANDSCAPES

i GOAL Identify manage and maintain

cultural landscapes that are on or eligible

for listing on the National Register of

Historic Places

STRATEGIES Significant cultural landscapes

In accordance with section 110 of the National

Historic Preservation Act of 1966 as amended

all significant cultural landscapes at Cape Cod

National Seashore would be identifiedsurveyedand nominated to the National Register

of Historic Places if eligible

Landscape restoration and maintenance A
plan based on cultural landscape reports would

be prepared to preserve or maintain significant
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landscapes to maintain site integrity and to

support interpretive and resource management

programs The plan would provide for theimplementationof recommendations of culturallandscapereports including landscape restoration

and maintenance treatment at Fort Hill

Partnerships for landscape preservation and

maintenance Cooperative agreements and

relationships would be encouraged withvolunteersuniversities and partner organizations

such as the Friends of Cape Cod National

Seashore to foster landscape preservation and

maintenance

Historic uses of landscapes Reestablishing

historic uses such as agriculture of selected

significant cultural landscapes would beconsideredto maintain features that define the

character of these landscapes The Natural

Resources Conservation Service has offered

assistance with landscape conservation planning

at historic agricultural landscapes within the

national seashore this may include the Fort Hill

and Pamet bog areas see discussions of site

planning for these areas in the Activities

Facilities and Services section beginning on

page 91

Integrated management ofcultural landscapes

and natural areas Cultural landscapes and

their associated historic buildings and natural

areas would be managed as an integrated whole

The intent would be to coordinate natural and

cultural resource management policies such as

the potential use of prescribed burning at Fort

Hill to control weedy growth and to perpetuate

an open farm landscape

Consultation with Native Americans andcultural
groups Cultural groups on Cape Cod

would be consulted for input on culturallandscape
preservation Native Americans would be

asked to help identify sacred sites in compliance

with the Native American Graves Protection and

Repatriation Act Also Cape Verdeans would

continue to be consulted about the Pamet

cranberry bog Informal consultations on

cultural landscapes could also occur

Researching the effects ofnatural successionResearchwould be conducted to understand and

predict how natural succession of vegetative

communities would affect cultural landscapes

The findings would be used to determine

effective protection measures for landscapes

The dune shacks ofthe Peaked Hill BarsHistoricDistrict in the Province Lands The

landscape encompassing the dune shacks would

be preserved as a setting associated with the

humanities and the arts As the determination for

the National Register of Historic Places states

the dune landscape as the source of natural

beauty and artistic inspiration is the linchpin of

the districts cultural importance This strategy

would be achieved by continuing to perpetuate

the dune shacks use as a remote inspirational

retreat Historic property leasing or acombinationhistoric property lease and concessionoperationsee page 95 for residential use andcooperativeagreements for artistinresidence

programs consistent with the historical uses of

the shacks would be considered These options

would provide for use by a variety of public and

private individuals and organizationsIndividuals
in the artists program would be asked to

share their works with the public as a way of

interpreting the shacks without disturbing the

setting

Leasing ofhistoric properties with culturallandscapesTo assist in the longterm preservation

and maintenance of significant culturallandscapes
leasing agreements would be explored

with municipalities charitable organizations

local groups and individuals

The identification and preservation of cultural

landscapes on improved properties NPS

guidelines would be developed to help identify

and preserve significant cultural landscapes on

improved properties in cooperation with national

seashore interpreters These guidelines would

focus on design materials and environmental

circumstances and they could be applied on a

casebycase basis

Cultural landscapes on historically significant

improved properties The Park Service would
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work with owners of historically significantimprovedproperties and offer technical assistance

for sensitive preservation The intent would be

to cooperate in the preservation and protection

of cultural landscapes

♦ GOAL Interpret cultural landscapes to

educate the public about their significance

and to solicit public assistance in

preservation efforts

STRATEGIES Partnerships for interpretation

VolunteersintheParkswould continue to

interpret cultural landscapes To build stronger

partnerships for interpreting cultural landscapes

the Park Service would encourage cooperative

agreements and relationships with volunteers

universities and partner organizations

Techniques for cultural landscape interpretation

Cultural landscapes would be interpreted

through wayside exhibits guided walks talks

brochures and publications

Expertise required Interpretive staff would

also be increased to improve the interpretation of

cultural landscapes for the public As explained

under Historic Architecture staff expertise

would be required to coordinate train and

supervise volunteer groups

GOAL Promote and cooperate with local

groups and organizations dedicated to

protecting and preserving the Outer Capes
cultural landscapes

STRATEGIES Cooperative protection of cultural

landscapes on the Outer Cape The National

Park Service would seek to work with public

and private landowners and land managers to

help protect cultural landscapes outside national

seashore boundaries

Helping protect the historical integrity ofcultural

landscapes on the Outer Cape To help define

Cape Cods historical integrity and character the

Park Service would advocate and providetechnical
support to historical commissions and

Alternative 2 Cultural Resources

societies to complete an inventory of all cultural

landscapes on the Outer Cape

Preservation strategies The Park Service

would offer to help communities and local

groups document and preserve significantcultural
landscapes These techniques could include

the creation of historic districts or thepublicationof restoration guidelines

HISTORIC ARCHITECTURE

GOAL Manage and maintain buildings and

structures on or eligible for listing on the

National Register of Historic Places

STRATEGIES Signifteant historic structuresInaccordance with section 110 of the National

Historic Preservation Act of 1966 as amended
the National Park Service would strive to protect

all known historic structures within national

seashore boundaries until they were fullyevaluatedfor eligibility to the National Register of

Historic Places As time passes buildings that

are not now considered historic might need to be

reevaluated and if determined eligible they

would be nominated to the national register

Priorities for the use and treatment offederally

owned historic buildings The following

categories for the use and treatment of federally

owned historic structures would be established

1 Buildings to be interpreted for visitors

by the National Park Service or through

use agreements

AtwoodHiggins complex nine

buildings

Bog house

Cohen dune shack

Highland House museum

Highland Light

Old Harbor Lifesaving Station

Margo dune shack

Nauset Light

Edward Penniman house and barn

Three Sisters Lights
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2 Buildings needed for NPSadministrative
purposes including employee

quarters

Adams house

Beacon cottage Slade house
French cable hut

Henry Gray LeHac house and

garage

Nauset Coast Guard station both

buildings

Race Point Coast Guard station four

buildings

3 Buildings available for the historic

property leasing program or concession

contract administration which would

allow public stays in the dune shacks

Ahearn house

Bratten dune shack

Fleurant dune shack

Jeddediah Higgins house

Jones dune shack

Samuel Rider house two

outbuildings Dyer barn

Schmid dune shack

4 Eleven dune shacks and seven

outbuildingsare still subject to life estates

or useandoccupancy reservations

When available each would be

assigned to either category I or 3

5 Three lighthouses and five

lighthouserelated
buildings in Provincetown are

owned by the US Coast Guard and

listed on the national seashores list of

classified structures The Park Service

would continue to encourage theconsistentuse and treatment of thestructures
by the Coast Guard and itscooperatorsFuture transfer by the Coast

Guard may be anticipated

Treatments for historic buildings would include

preservation and rehabilitation see glossary

Exterior preservation or restoration for most

buildings and interior rehabilitation treatments

for some buildings would be undertaken full

restoration or minimal stabilization treatment

would only be used as necessary Those historic

buildings that were adaptively used would be

rehabilitated but the actions would bereversibleThe highest priority would be to preserve

and maintain those historic structures that best

exemplify the character of the Outer Cape
Efforts to maintain or improve the condition of

historic buildings within the national seashore

would continue in accordance with new

servicewide goals such as pursuing increases in

appropriations for preservation efforts staffing

and other creative

solutionsHistoric
structure maintenance plan Amaintenance
plan for long and shorttermpreservationand protection needs for federally owned

historic structures would be prepared This

would serve as a condition assessment and

preservation guide Uses funding and personnel

requirements for maintaining individualbuildingswould be determined

Consultation with the state historic preservation

officer The National Park Service wouldcontinueto work with the Massachusetts Historical

Commission and the state historic preservation

officer to review federal actions that have the

potential to affect properties eligible for the

national register

Public partnerships for resource stewardship

Partnerships would be developed withvolunteerslocal historical commissions and societies

and partner organizations for cooperativeprogramsand the care of historic properties For

example caretaker opportunities could be

created for historic properties Caretakers would

be generally required to make minor repairs

maintain the grounds and protect the resource

Staff support for the increased use of volunteer

services would be required

Adaptive uses ofhistoric buildings Adaptive

uses of federally owned historic buildings would

be allowed through longterm leases The intent

would be to foster a greater appreciation and

understanding of various facets of Cape Cods

history and to ensure the protection of historic

buildings and their settings Agreements would

be explored with municipalities local groups

and individuals to use historic resources for such
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purposes as historical society museums
educational programs and housingMaintenance

agreements would meet NPS standards

However the Park Service would consider the

interpretive potential and the need to allow

public access to historic structures before

deciding whether to allow adaptive uses

Historic structures on improved propertiesHistoricstructures on improved properties that

should be maintained and preserved because

they contribute to the distinctive architectural

style and setting of Cape Cod would beidentified
by the Park Service in cooperation with

local entities and owners

Historic preservation easements To further

protect the historical scene the nationalseashoresLand Protection Plan would be revised

to allow the acceptance and management of

historic preservation easements eg facade

easements when feasible and where historic

preservation provisions are not included in town

bylaws Easements could be donated orpurchased
by historical associations or a special

fund could be developed to allow easement

purchases

National Seashore for developing a grant

and loan program to help protect and

maintain the historic appearance and

architectural integrity of buildings

Historic structures threatened by natural coastal

processes What to do with historic structures

threatened by natural coastal processes would be

determined on a casebycase basis Eachthreatened
property would be evaluated and ranked on

the basis of its uniqueness and prevalence within

a historical Cape Cod context Especiallyunusualor historically important structures that

were threatened would be relocated if the

following criteria were met more common
structures would be documented and allowed to

be lost to natural processes or removed

A suitable relocation site is available that

would preserve the buildings physical

context

Relocation would fulfill a compellingvisitor
or other national seashore operational

need that could not be met elsewhere

The action would be financially feasible

and costeffective

Historically significant improved properties

The National Park Service would take an active

approach to preserving historically significant

improved properties Techniques to protect such

properties could include

developing preservation agreements and

strategies with private owners including

seeking deed restrictions to supporthistoric
preservation and limit inappropriate

development

identifying private individuals andpreservation
groups to purchase properties

providing technical assistance in support

of historically sensitive rehabilitation to

protect the integrity of historic buildings

establishing partnerships withorganizationssuch as local historical commissions

and societies and the Friends of Cape Cod

Funding would be available

Expertise required Expertise in the following

fields would be needed to ensure compliance

with section 106 of the National HistoricPreservationAct to monitor the historic building

maintenance program to update the national

seashores Resource Management Plan and to

provide input for interpretive programs history

historical architecture architecturalconservationarchitectural history historical landscape

architecture cultural geography and exhibits

Continued support would be needed from the

Building Conservation Branch of the NPS
Northeast Cultural Resources Center and from

the Olmsted Center for Landscape Preservation

♦ GOAL Interpret historic structures toeducatethe public about their significance and
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to solicit public assistance in preservation

efforts

STRATEGIES Partnerships for interpretation

VolunteersintheParks would continue tointerprethistoric buildings and structures within

Cape Cod National Seashore The Park Service

would also work to develop strongerpartnershipsand to encourage cooperative agreements

and relationships with volunteers universities

and partner organizations including the Friends

of Cape Cod National Seashore to meetinterpretiveneeds

Preservation ofbuilding interiors Theinteriorsof selected historic buildings would be

preserved or rehabilitated to improveinterpretive
opportunities Exhibits climate control and

security devices would be installed when

necessary and appropriate Tour opportunities

would be increased

Expertise required Staff expertise would be

required to coordinate train and supervise

volunteer groups and to coordinate outreach

programs NPS staff would be added to interpret

the national seashores historic structures

♦ GOAL Promote and encourage local

groups and organizations dedicated to

protecting and preserving the Outer

Capes historic buildings and structures

STRATEGIES Cooperative protection ofhistoric

structures on the Outer Cape The National

Park Service would seek to work with public

and private landowners and land managers to

help protect historic structures both inside and

outside national seashore boundaries The intent

would be to coordinate and simplifypreservationactivities

Perpetuating the integrity and traditionalcharacter
ofOuter Cape structures The National

Park Service would work with historicalcommissionsand societies local groups andcommunitiesto help perpetuate the integrity and

traditional character of historic structures on the

Outer Cape The first step would be to support

the completion of ongoing inventories of historic

buildings on the Outer Cape and to offer

assistance in this task when requested The

intent would be to help ensure the protection

preservation and interpretation of historic

structures that are listed on or eligible for listing

on the National Register of Historic Places or

that are designated as national historiclandmarksor districts of critical planning concern

Preservation strategies The Park Service

would collaborate with local communities to

develop preservation strategies to help ensure

that alterations to historic buildings complied

with local laws and design standards established

by the Cape Cod Commission or the Cape Cod

National Seashore Zoning Standards seeappendixB for local zoning bylaws

Recognition ofoutstanding preservation efforts

In cooperation with local communities and

organizations the Park Service would recognize

outstanding achievements in preserving historic

structures on the Outer Cape

ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES INCLUDING
SUBMERGED RESOURCES

♦ GOAL Manage and maintain alllandbasedand submerged archeological

resources that are listed on or eligible for

the National Register of Historic Places

STRATEGIES Terrestrial and submergedarcheological
surveys Terrestrial and submerged

archeological surveys would be completed in

accordance with section 110 of the National

Historic Preservation Act of 1966 as amended

The purpose would be to determine the extent of

remains within seashore boundaries Protection

measures for archeological sites would be

identified

Significant submerged cultural resources

Submerged cultural resources would beidentified
in a comprehensive survey Significant

resources would be placed on the NationalRegister
of Historic Places as a district
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Cooperative survey program The National

Park Service would develop a cooperativeprogramwith the state archeologist of theMassachusettsHistorical Commission and theMassachusetts
Archeological Society for conducting

surveys monitoring archeological sites and

providing input for the interpretive program

Expertise in archeology would be required at the

national seashore to oversee this program

Additional protection agreements for submerged

archeological resources A joint protection

strategy would be developed with theMassachusettsBoard of Underwater Archeological

Resources for those submerged resources whose

ownership has already changed or could change

in the future because of shoreline migration The

strategy would address consistent resource

preservation standards for shipwrecks and other

underwater archeological resources regardless of

ownership Designation of areas as stateunderwater
archeological preserves as allowed by

Massachusetts General Laws chapter 6 section

180 and chapter 91 section 63 would be

considered to adequately protect resources

Stateowned submerged resources TheNationalPark Service would work closely with the

state to protect submerged cultural resources in

areas where the ocean floor is owned by the state

and to ensure that underwater salvage operations

are conducted and documented in a scientific

manner The transfer of oversight responsibility

for specific submerged archeological resources

would be explored such as an individualshipwreckin order to define a single manager for

some resources and to operate more efficiently

This could also be addressed in the development

of any state underwater archeological preserves

Facilities at archeological sites To protect

archeological remains from further impacts the

National Park Service would phase out and

remove nonhistoric housing and administrative

facilities from known archeological sites or

those discovered in the future such as at Nauset

Marsh

I Consultation with Native Americans The

Archeological Resources Protection Act of 1979

requires that religious or cultural sites ofimportance
to Native Americans be identified andprotectedThe Native American Graves Protection

and Repatriation Act of 1990 seeks to protect

grave sites and encourages the preservation in

place ofsites containing human remains and

associated funerary objects In accordance with

these acts the Wampanoag Tribe of Gay Head

Aquinnah the Mashpee Wampanoag Tribal

Council and the Assonet Band would be

consulted about prehistoric archeological

excavations within the national seashore

Artifact remains or sites Employees would be

trained to recognize artifact remainsarcheologicalsites and violations of the Archeological

Resources Protection Act An archeological

interpretive program would be developed to

educate the public about the importance of

archeological sites and to deter looting

Educational programs and technical assistance

for improved property owners An educational

program would be developed to help owners of

improved properties recognize the value of

archeological resources and the need to protect

them Technical assistance would be provided to

mitigate or scientifically salvage archeological

resources before ground disturbance

Archeological resources on improved properties

Easements would be sought to protectsignificant
archeological resources on improvedpropertiesand adjacent private land when other

means of protection had failed The seashores

Land Protection Plan would be revised to allow

the Park Service to acquire easements in the

Nauset March area and other land areascontainingarcheological resources This would help

protect landbased archeological resources

currently within the seashore boundary but not

under the jurisdiction of the Park Service

Mitigating the loss ofresources To mitigate

the destruction of valuable archeologicalresourcesthe Park Service would work with local

communities to develop bylaws that require

archeological testing on improved properties

before any constructionrelated ground
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disturbance These bylaws would apply to areas

with a high potential for archeological resources

Archeological resources threatened by coastal

erosion In cases where archeologicalresourceswere subject to loss due to coastal

erosion the possibility of using them for

educational research and study before they were

lost would be explored Some significant

archeological resources would be preserved as

museum objects while others might be lost to

erosion The development of a partnership with

an educational institution for research and study

would be considered Educational opportunities

and public participation would be promoted

during archeological excavations on NPS

landPartnerships
for resource protection To

foster stronger partnerships to protect and

maintain archeological resources the ParkServicewould encourage cooperative agreements

and relationships with volunteers universities

and partner organizations including the Friends

of Cape Cod National Seashore

♦ GOAL Interpret archeological and artifact

resources to educate the public about their

significance and to solicit public assistance

in preservation efforts

STRATEGIES Partnershipsfor interpretation

To foster the interpretation of archeological and

artifact resources the Park Service would

encourage cooperative agreements andrelationshipswith volunteers universities and partner

organizations including the Friends of Cape

Cod National Seashore

Expertise required Interpretive expertise in

archeology would be required on the staff to

provide greater oversight and opportunities to

interpret archeological resources As described

under Historic Architecture a new volunteer

coordinator position would coordinate train and

supervise volunteer groups

Interpreting archeological sites Prehistoric

and historic archeological sites would beinterpretedin existing or new facilities and generally

without referring to site locations in order to

protect sites from vandalism Some onsite

interpretation would be conducted

Archeological excavations Educationalopportunitiesand public participation would be

promoted during archeological excavations on

NPS land

♦ GOAL Promote and cooperate with local

groups and organizations dedicated to

protecting and preserving the Outer

Capes archeological resources and historic

artifacts

STRATEGIES Cooperative protection ofarcheologicalresources on the Outer Cape TheNationalPark Service would cooperate with public

and private landowners and land managers to

protect archeological resources outside national

seashore boundaries

Helping protect the historical integrity ofarcheologicalresources on the Outer Cape To

identify and help protect archeological resources

that contribute to the historical integrity of Cape

Cod the Park Service would support the

completion of an inventory of all knownarcheologicalresources on the Outer Cape by historical

commissions and societies local groups and

communities

Public education and resource protectionprogramsPublic educational and resourceprotection
programs would be developed through a

collaborative approach with regional research

institutions and museums

Preservation strategies The Park Service

would offer to work with communities and local

groups to develop preservation strategies to

document and preserve significant archeological

resources
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1
MUSEUM COLLECTION PUBLIC USE

♦ GOAL Protect the seashores archeological

historic and museum objects

STRATEGIES Preservation ofartifacts and

museum pieces Museum objects would be

preserved in as stable a condition as possible

focusing on noninterventive actions such as

monitoring recording and controllingenvironmental
agents light humidity temperature

dust and gaseous pollutants A building is

currently being rehabilitated to providecuratorial
storage for most of the collectionSensitive

items such as scrimshaw archival and

photographic materials and textiles would

continue to be stored in existingclimatecontrolledfacilities Environmental climate

controls would be upgraded in existing exhibit

and storage areas

Historic furnishings Historic furnishingreportswould be completed for historic buildings

where historic collections are expected to be

housed for example the Penniman house and

the Old Harbor Lifesaving StationEnvironmentalcontrols in historic structures would be

upgraded to protect historic furnishings and

museum collections housed in these structures

Archeological artifacts Where feasibleadditionalexhibit space would be dedicated to

viewing and interpreting archeological artifacts

Shelter and interpretation ofthe hay barge

The construction of a shelter to house and

interpret the hay barge would be considered

Scope ofcollection statement The national

seashores Scope of Collection Statement

would be updated regularly A revised statement

would be written to ensure that collections

donated or purchased would fill gaps in the

existing collection for example historic

furnishings

INFORMATION AND ORIENTATION

► GOAL Provide opportunities for the public

to have access to a variety of accurate and

uptodate trip planning and orientation

information about the national seashore

and Cape Cod before leaving home

STRATEGIES An integrated and coordinated

information system A wellintegratedcoordinatedinformation system would be developed

in partnership with Cape Cod communities and

regional entities to help visitors better plan their

trips before leaving home and while visiting the

Cape The system would include a unified yet

diverse system of information distributed by

various means Information to potential visitors

at their homes would primarilybe distributed by

mail telephone and computer while assistance

on the Cape would be available throughcoordinated
sign kiosk and exhibit systems as well as

informational and educational programs The

purpose of the information system would be to

provide visitors with adequate pretripinformationas well as detailed information so visitors

could make informed decisions about how
when and where to experience the Cape As part

of the system the following would be provided

Initial information A cooperative effort

would be undertaken with towns and other

entities on the Cape to provide information

to people related to services facilitiesseasonal
variety places to visit and sensitive

resources that can be affected by their

activities OffCape visitors would be

given information about alternatives to car

travel the best access routes alternative

destinations on the Outer Cape andshoulder
season activities Efforts would be

made to make this information available to

people at home as they were planning their

trips As a partner in developing acoordinatedinformation system the National

Park Service would supply technicalinformationto other entities about national

seashore facilities and destinations The

Park Service would continue to provide
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information about the national seashore by

telephone and mail Additional programs

would be cooperatively developed through

various online computer network systems

These programs could be flexible and

respond more in depth to individual needs

including fairly detailed information about

where to go and what to do The national

seashores home page on the Internet

would be frequently updated withinformationabout access to the Cape as well as

recreational opportunities on the Outer

Cape The national seashore would work

with others to minimize the duplication of

information and to incorporate theinformation
needs of others as appropriate

Arrival and local travel information A

partnership and presence would beestablished
at the Provincetown and Hyannis

airports and ferry operations inProvincetownand elsewhere on the Cape The

national seashore would also provideuptodateinformation at town and stateinformationcenters and major transportation

hubs throughout the Cape Visitorinformationwould be publicized throughdisplaysbulletin cases individualizedcomputersbrochures and other meansInformationwould focus on helping people get

to their destinations easily and pleasantly

and to realize their vacation plans such as

where to find a particular trail or historic

house or how to find a town center or a

national seashore beach facility referrals

to chambers of commerce would be made

for information on commercialcampgroundsbicycle rentals and places to stay

or eat At information areas the seashore

would take the opportunity to convey key

environmental messages such as the

benefits of taking shuttles how climbing

on dunes damages plants or how washing

or bathing in ponds with soap degrades

water quality

Partnership and stewardship opportunities

Partnership opportunities would beextendedto area businesses that serve the

public For example in cooperation with

local radio and cable television stations

the Park Service could provide technical

consultation on informational andeducational
programs for Cape residents and

guests at area motels Coordinated training

programs for the many providers would

focus on improving the qualityconsistencyand accuracy of information and

orientation on Cape Cod Public outreach

would also identify volunteer opportunities

for Cape residents and the general public

to address national seashore stewardship

needs as appropriate

National seashore visitor centers The

Salt Pond visitor center would continue to

serve as the primary
informationorientation

facility for the national seashore and

it would be improved for visitor use It

would also provide information on other

related public educational programs and

Outer Cape features open to the public

The Province Lands visitor center would

provide a similar informationorientation

function near Provincetown Both centers

would provide tripplanning options to

offer a variety of resourcebasedexperiencesand to distribute use so as to reduce

traffic crowds and frustration

Highway and local information signs

The Park Service would work with the

Massachusetts Highway Department and

others to improve informational signs

along US 6 These signs would help

visitors find key destinations and distribute

visitors more effectively to parking areas

beach access points trails and other use

areas The national seashore wouldimprove
its sign system by adding signs that

help people find NPS sites and tell them

when they have entered or left the national

seashore Signs would be designed to

blend with the character of the area
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ACCESS AND TRANSPORTATION

0 GOAL Adopt the intermodaltransportation
goals of the Cape Cod Commissions

Long Range Transportation Plan and

provide support for them

STRATEGIES Cooperation with localcommunitiesThe National Park Service wouldcooperate
in planning with local communities toprovide
or improve various modes of access Even

though the peak period of concern for thenationalseashore is the summer months public

transportation solutions that improve bothseasonaland yearround options would beencouragedNational seashore managers would support

local initiatives to improve transportation For

example

Encourage nonmotorized transportation by

joining and expanding existing bike and

pedestrian trail segments so that they link

major destinations throughout the Cape

1 The Cape Cod Rail Trail should be

extended from South Wellfleet to

Provincetown The national seashore

would work in collaboration with the

state and the towns of Wellfleet

Truro and Provincetown to help

identify favorable routes

2 Safe pedestrianbike routes including

the construction of bicycle paths or

designating bicycle routes would be

identified with surroundingcommunities
Bicycle routes might need

to be provided along existing road

ways due to environmental political

and fiscal constraints associated with

building new bicycle paths outside

road corridors Routes could be

provided by widening road shoulders

to accommodate bicycles or where

feasible designating one lane for

vehicles and one lane for twoway
bicycle traffic could also be explored

Solutions should mitigate Outer Cape
traffic problems and improve public

safety Other opportunities could be

3

provided by using and

interconnectingexisting sand roads and trails

Foot trails could be provided along

the length of Cape Cod in coopcration

with Cape Cod Pathways Traillinkageson the Outer Cape within the

national seashore would be planned

in conjunction with communities

connecting town centers and

residentiallodgingclusters to seashore

attractions would be considered

Trailheads would be established at

selected locations for longer trails

Expand shuttles and related services to

encourage the use of alternative modes of

transportation from town centers and other

transportation facilities on the Cape such

as bus and ferry terminals and airports in

cooperation with towns and transportation

planners and providers

Help provide appropriately located support
facilities such as secure bicycle storage

parkandride lots restroom facilities and

racks for beach equipment and bicycles on

shuttle buses

Explore parking supply solutions that

would mutually benefit the towns and the

national

seashoreEncourage
the adoption of financialincentivessuch as free or reduced prices for

beach access for bicyclists and walkers so

people would use alternative transportation

modes

Encourage or help plan safety and traffic

improvements to US 6 such as slower

speeds carefully located pedestrian and

bicycle crossings and turning lanes

Explore interconnected shuttle loops in

ProvincetownNorth Truro South Truro

Wellfleet and Eastharn in cooperation

with the towns with stops at town centers

national seashore destinations and shuttle

collector lots off U S 6
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Encourage municipalities to supportondemand
jitney service from shuttle

collector lots off US 6 and work with

them to engage and permit appropriate

commercial businesses to provide this

service

Encourage regional and localtransportation
planners and providers to increase

ferry service to bayside locations possibly

including a link to the Plymouth area

♦ GOAL Provide access to public use areas

that is environmentally sensitive safe and

consistent with the desired experience and

the intermodal planning initiatives ensure

that the transportation system does not

detract from the Cape Cod character

STRATEGIES A trail plan A comprehensive

trail plan would be developed to considerlocationsand specifications for more walkingopportunitiesof all kinds This plan which would be

undertaken in cooperation with Cape CodPathwayswould provide more options forrecreationnature appreciation and alternative

transportationincluding connecting some trails to

town destinations and residential areas Sand

roads would continue to be available for hiking

dog walking and bicycling Some existingundesignatedtrails and new trail connections

would be identified and some unplanned trails

resulting from persistent use referred to as

social trails would be closed off and revegetated

where resource damage was occurring

Preferred routes for mountain bicycles would be

identified to direct this use to areas where it

could be accommodated without use conflicts or

resource degradation Bicycle routes could

include firesand roads that were made more

accessible and signed and support facilities

such as vehicle and bicycle parking could be

provided

Road trail intersection and parking standards

In cooperation with local towns and the state

standards and designs could be developed for

roads trails intersections and parking areas

along with potential facilities The purpose of

these standards would be to improve access

while helping perpetuate Cape Cods scenic

rural character and environment

Alternative energy vehicles The Park Service

would invest in public transit vehicles using

alternative power sources such as electricity

propane and natural gas The nationalseashoresfleet vehicles would be converted to

alternative fuels as feasible in accordance with

federal initiatives The Park Service would also

encourage the use of alternative energy vehicles

by local towns and other private transportation

providers

Shuttle service to beaches Shuttle service

would be continued to Coast Guard Beach and

establishing or permitting NPS municipal or

commercial shuttle services to other selected

sites would be considered The national seashore

would work with the towns to considerprovidingparking and staging at Nauset Regional High

School or Truro Central School in the summer

when schools are not in session and making

shuttle connections to some town centers

Congestion and parking Solutions tocongestionand parking would be studied on acasebycasebasis Generally parking lots would not be

sized to accommodate peak use due to the

environmental and fiscal impacts of providing

additional parking spaces that would go unused

for many months of the year

Beach parking The Park Service would

reduce the impact of beach parking at locations

where there are natural resource concerns such

coastal hazard areas and wetlands As parking

facilities in the coastal hazard area erodeportions
might be removed to avoid pavement and

other materials from being swept to sea In some

areas they would be replaced or relocatednearbyor they might not be replaced with facilities

of equivalent size given that shuttle and bicycle

access improvements could help reduceautomobileuse Also see the discussion of coastal

processes beginning on page 66
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Provincetown airport Cape Cod National

Seashore would continue to work with the

Provincetown Airport Commission and other

interested agencies including the FederalAviation
Administration the MassachusettsAeronauticsCommission and the Cape CodCommission

to determine ways to ensure that airport

operations and redevelopment would becompatiblewith national seashore resources and values

The seashore resources and values that would be

considered include opportunities for quietcontemplationreasonable access to NPS facilities

and the preservation ofvegetation wildlife

wetlands dunes views and cultural resources

Community transportation alternatives would

also be considered New impacts on natural

recreational and scenic values would have to be

minimized or found to be not detrimental The

National Park Service must also ensurecompliancewith section 4f of the Department of

Transportation Act which requires adeterminationthat there is no prudent or feasible

alternative to the use of lands in a park and

that the proposed action includes all possible

planning to minimize harm to the property

resulting from such use Airport initiatives

would also be considered in light of federal

state and regional intermodal transportation

planning objectives Also see theAuthorization
of Conveyance of Commonwealth Lands

in appendix A and the discussion ofthe Hatches

Harbor restoration project in the WaterResources
section the latter project is subject to a

memorandum of understanding with the town of

Provincetown

INTERPRETATION AND EDUCATION

GOAL Provide a wide variety of interpretive

and educational opportunities for a diverse

public to help them understand andappreciatehow Cape Cods natural and cultural

resources are interrelated with its history

and the people who live there

STRATEGIES Interpretive and educationalprogramsregarding Cape Cod cultural heritage

Existing interpretive and educational programs

at the national seashore including partnership

arrangements would continue However the

interpretive focus would be significantly

broadened to link the national seashore with the

relatively diverse region and to present a more

integrated picture of the Cape Cod character

This would include interpreting the significance

of Native Americans and a broad variety of

other ethnic and cultural groups that have both

historical and contemporary associations with

the Outer Cape and that have contributed to its

character and history More opportunities would

be explored to cooperate with communities

agencies institutions and cultural groups to

jointly develop interpretive and educational

programs An interpretive plan for the national

seashore would specify the types of exhibits and

other media for these programs

Broadened interpretive programs andcollaborative
efforts Programming would bebroadenedto include more topics related to the six

major interpretive themes for the seashore NPS

interpretation would continue and educational

opportunities of various types would be offered

yearround

Environmental education and outreach to

schools Better connections would be made

with other environmental education programs on

the Cape This could include programs for

schoolchildren and continuing education as well

as programs that attract ecotourism groups

Expertise required An educational program

coordinator would be needed to serve as a

liaison with schools to help develop curriculum

and to conduct workshops In addition not all

program expansion could be handled byvolunteerssome additional specialists on staff would

likely be needed Efforts would be made to

include local experts

Relocation of the Coast Guard Beach
educationalprogramThe National Park Service

must study alternative sites for eventuallyrelocatingthe educational program at Coast Guard

Beach Coastal erosion will soon eliminate

access and subsequently the facility itself will

be lost The alternative location with the best

potential for the existing elementary school
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program is the current Nauset Knoll Motor

Lodge see the Concessions and Commercial

Services section page 95 The Nauset Knoll

complex could be redesigned to accommodate

one large group or several smaller groups The

beach dunes and marsh are essential learning

areas nearby that would be readily available for

environmental education programs forelementaryor secondary schools

Morris Island Monomoy National Wildlife

Refuge In cooperation with the U S Fish and

Wildlife Service the Park Service wouldestablish
an interpretive presence such as a kiosk and

brochures at the existing Morris IslandMonomoyNational Wildlife Refuge facility Such a

program would expand the availability ofinformationabout the national seashore in thesouthern
part of the seashore and the Outer Cape

Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary

In cooperation with the National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration the National Park

Service would provide interpretive information

related to the offshore sanctuary at the Province

Lands visitor center Information would be

geared to common themes shared by the national

seashore and the sanctuary Media could include

exhibits on the second floor which offersspectacularviews out to the sanctuary and wayside

exhibits in the parking lot Collaboration on an

interpretive training and evaluation process for

whale watch guides is expected to be theprimaryassistance sought by the National Oceanic

and Atmospheric Administration

Historic structures Yearround interpretive

programs would be provided at key historic

structures such as the AtwoodHiggins and

Penniman houses the Old Harbor Lifesaving

Station Highland Light and the Nauset and

Three Sisters Lights Interpretive programs and

media for these structures would focus on their

historical significance and relate directly toprimaryinterpretive themes In consideringadaptive
uses for other historic structures through

leases or cooperative agreements the Park

Service would give highest priority tointerpretive
potential and the need to allow public

access

Pamet cranberry bog house The restored bog

house at Pamet cranberry bog would beinterpretedin context with the associated cultural

landscape Interpretive programs and media

developed for this site would also focus on the

historical significance and relate directly to the

primary interpretive themes

Salt Pond and Province Lands visitor centersTheSalt Pond and Province Lands visitor

centers would be redesigned to betteraccommodatevisitor flow provide more efficient work

areas for employees and reflect sustainable

design principles Facilities for buses bus

loading and unloading restrooms andaudiovisual
program options would also be improved

The amphitheaters at Salt Pond and Province

Lands would be redesigned to better present a

variety of outdoor presentations and special

activities

♦ GOAL Promote public awareness ofresourcemanagement issues in cooperation

with local towns the Cape CodCommissionand other partners

STRATEGIES Public awareness ofresourcerelatedissues To create public awareness of

resource issues the national seashore would

continue to develop and expand a wide variety

of resourcefocused programs The publics role

and active participation in resource stewardship

would be encouraged Examples includedevelopinga working groundwater model or exhibits

on current wetland restoration projectsdemonstratinghow archeological excavations areconductedcreating programs on coastal processes

and sea level rise historic restoration local

culture and cultural landscapes and expanding

school programs These efforts would dovetail

with efforts to disseminate resource information

through interpretive and educational programs

Cooperative interpretation of sensitive resource

issues Partnership opportunities would be

developed throughout Cape Cod to explore

methods and locations for interpreting sensitive

resource issues and promoting stewardship to

protect valuable resources and resource systems
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Dissemination ofinformation about resources

and environmentally sound practicesMethods
to disseminate resource information in a

timely manner would include collaboratively

developing programs with regional research

institutions and museums The intent would be

to educate all segments of the public on how to

protect and preserve historic buildings cultural

heritage cultural landscapes archeologicalresourceswater vegetation wildlife coastal

processes and air resources Collaborative

efforts with local museums and institutions

would also be encouraged to develop programs

and media on topics related to regional themes

The National Park Service would also promote

and showcase daytoday examples ofresponsibleenvironmental practices to increase public

knowledge of alternative more sustainableapproachesand systems Examples includerecyclingoptions use of environmentally sound

building materials energysaving methods

waterconserving devices and lowimpact septic

system technologies Also see PrivateResidential
Properties page 98 and Utilities

page 107

Reporting on new research projects Areportingmechanism would be developed as new

research projects were initiated to distribute

information on project design as well asresearchresults Videos sound clips and written

text on various topics such as NPS management

philosophies resource values and the rationale

for management actions could be regularly

presented

ACTIVITIES FACILITIES AND SERVICES

♦ GOAL Consider and allow public activities

at Cape Cod National Seashore that are

compatible with the seashores purpose

and that have minimum impacts on

resources and other uses

STRATEGIES Public activities As the need

arose public activities at Cape Cod National

Seashore would be evaluated in consultation

with affected stakeholders to see if they met the

following criteria

The use would be compatible with the

purposes and management objectives of

the national seashore

User conflicts would be minimized

This use would not result in resource

degradation beyond what is reasonable in

the relevant management zone

The use would not impair the quality of

the desired experience defined for the

relevant management zone

The scale of use would be in character

with Cape Cod

The use would not constitute a public

health or safety hazard

Some uses could be restricted to certain areas or

to certain times with the regulation and level of

use varying from season to season or from place

to place For example areas have beendesignatedfor ORV driving and hunting is allowed

only during certain seasons Most existing

recreational use would continue Changes in the

management of specific uses and activities could

result from focused discussions or planning

efforts in consultation with the towns and the

public in such cases a range of issues and

solutions would be jointly evaluated When
there were public use conflicts or disagreements

discussions would be held with concerned

parties and mediation or other alternative

dispute resolution methods could be employed

to resolve conflicts among the patties

Longterm ORV management changes areanticipatedfrom the completion of the negotiated

rulemaking process started in 1995 Some of

these changes could include additional miles of

ORV corridor and new access points The draft

regulation which was addressed in a separate

environmental assessment NPS 1977 was

designed to provide flexibility withoutadditional
threats to resources
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Fishing and surffishing access The national

seashore would work with the state and others to

ensure that healthy native fish populations are

available in freshwater and saltwater areas

Fishing would continue to be regulated by the

state and where authorized by the National

Park Service Fishing in the Province Lands area

is specifically addressed in the deed ofconveyanceof commonwealth lands Surffishing

access would continue throughout the national

seashore vehicular or walkin surffishing

access opportunities would continue to be

provided at existing beaches and access points

and along approved ORV corridors

Recreation emphasis To minimize conflicts

passive and nonmotorized forms of recreation

would be emphasized in NPS brochures Offroad

motorized vehicles that cannot be licensed for

use on public streets such as allterrain vehicles

ATVs and dirt bikes would continue to be

prohibited

Public use management strategies TheNationalPark Service would continue to develop

public use management strategies to minimize

resource impacts and use conflicts especially

based on management zoning see appendix D
and information gathered through longterm

monitoring In consultation with localcommunitiesthis could include

1 defining a trail through an area with

many unofficial social trails that serve

as substitute pathways to get to a scenic

viewpoint or destination such as coastal

beaches like the Herring Covebackdunessome other social trails would

then be eliminated and revegetated to

correct significant resource damage

problems or use conflicts

2 providing a cliff overlook at a location

that is attractive for viewing but not

dangerous such as the Highland Light

area and closing off access and social

trails to more unsafe locations along the

coastal bank

People would be dispersed from congested areas

that are being overused and that are not fu
n

c
ti
o
n
in

g

as desired for a specific management

zone Highuse areas would be concentrated in

the developed management zone and sites

would be improved to accommodate larger

groups of people

Beach management strategies Beach access

parking and capacity for national seashore

beaches would be managed by employing traffic

management and travel information techniques

including the following

Use a system to communicate whenparkinglots were full such as remotelyoperatedelectric light boards at key locations

coordinating public serviceannouncementswith radio stations using lowwatt

radio advisory systems or informing

people at state and town visitor centers

Provide information at hotels tourist

information centers in newspapers and

on local radio stations

Provide or encourage the adoption of

incentives for nonmotorized beach access

and the use of public transportation

Encourage the development of more

beach shuttle operations whereappropriatein conjunction with local towns

schools and businesses

GOAL Create opportunities for more

diverse activities at various locations and

facilities to support them

STRATEGIES Visitor activities People would

be made aware of the level of ability required

the amount of exertion necessary and the time

commitment required for each activity

Opportunities for visitors with disabilities

Wherever possible the National Park Service

would make a wide range of experiences

available to visitors with disabilities in

conformance with accessibility standards

t
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Maintenance ofnature trails The national

seashores nature trails would continue to be

provided and maintained to provide leisurely

walking birdwatching and other contemplative

opportunities Erosion would be controlled and

boardwalks replaced as necessary Additional

short nature trails might be established as site

planning was completed

Visitor opportunities at distinctive sites within

the national seashore Visitor facilities and

access would be provided in the following areas

which represent special places within the

national seashore

Natural and cultural areas The Park

Service would explore trailheadparking

areas for the Hollows area Bound Brook
and the AtwoodHiggins complex

Heathlands An interpretive loop trail

would be created through a heathland

community possibly in the High Head

area which could extend to a viewing

area near the cliff

Donga More formalized pedestrian access

to the dunes would be provided on a

limited basis For example a boardwalk

designed to protect resources could be

provided at the Province Lands visitor

center the Herring Cove Beach area or

both areas

Ba side beaches Providing walkin

access to an NPS public bayside beach in

Welifleet with offsite parking would be

explored

A kettle pond The Park Service would

consider developing a pulloffviewing

area at a kettle pond near US 6 perhaps

at Snow Pond in Truro along an existing

state rightofway to give the public an

opportunity to view a kettle pond Access

would be carefully controlled to ensure

the protection of natural resources and to

provide a quality visitor experience

Viewpoints and picnic areas Small unpaved

parking areas or pulloffs would be provided at

appropriate locations along popular scenic

routes to reduce parking at undesignatedlocations
along roadsides Parking would primarily

be located in previously disturbed areas People

would be able to take trails to scenic viewpoints

or picnic areas or short interpretive trails

Group picnicking A group picnic area or

areas would be developed at Pilgrim Heights

andor in the Marconi area to provide locations

for events and gatherings An alternative would

be to arrange for the occasional use of existing

town scout camps

Primitive camping Appropriate areas forlimitedwalkin camping would be designated this

activity would be allowed by permit only

Conditions on sanitary issues and campfires

would be specified Locations that could be

considered include High Head Great Island or

the Marconi area

Group camping A group camping area would

be provided for structured volunteer work

groups or environmental education groups

participating in seashorerelated programs A
site might be provided in a previously disturbed

area at the Marconi station area or the former

North Truro air force station Referrals to scout

group camping sites in local communities might

also be made

Fort Hill Pamet cranberry bog the former

North Truro airforce station and Herring Cove

Beach The Park Service is currentlyconsideringimprovements for public use at Fort Hill the

Pamet cranberry bog the former North Truro air

force station and Herring Cove Beach Site

plans and if necessary environmentalassessmentswhich would be prepared at a later date

with public involvement and consultation with

the affected local communities would present

detailed proposals Actions being considered are

described briefly below

Fort Hill Encompassing 100 acres of

grasslands and forest bordering Nauset

Marsh in Eastham Fort Hill is one of the
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premier historic and scenic resources

within the national seashore and one of

the most popular nonbeach destinations

The site also contains the historicPenniman
house historic stone walls Skiff

Hill and the Fort Hill scenic overlook

The management concept for the site is

1 to preserve and maintain the historic

features and qualities of the culturally

significant structures landscape and

archeological resources while protecting

natural resources and 2 to encourage

pedestrian use of the site to support

contemplative activities public education

and the serenity of the environment

Improvements being considered include

improving wayfinding and interpretive

information reconfiguring parking using

shuttles from the visitor center for events

and tours improving Penniman house

maintenance and accessibility restoring

additional cultural landscape features and

focusing trail use at the Hemenway

Landing area in cooperation with the town

of Eastham

Pamet Cranberry Bog Nestled in a

lowland swamp surrounded by wooded

hillsides and Ballston Beach this 27acre

site has a rich history from the earliest

days of cranberry cultivation The site

contains vestiges of three cranberry bogs

and a dilapidated building that once

housed workers during the harvest season

Proposals to restore the area as a working

cranberry bog have not yet been feasible

The management concept for the Pamet

cranberry bog is to preserve highly valued

and interesting cultural and natural features

of the Pamet Valley area and to manage

public use so as not to overwhelm thespecialnessofthe area Improvements being

considered include preserving thelandscapeto include the possible continuation

of the demonstration cranberry bog for

interpretive purposes plus stabilizing and

preserving the bog house Parking disabled

access trail improvements interpretive

program enhancements and an upgraded

viewing platform on an adjacent hilltop are

also being considered

FormerNorth Truro Air Force Station

This former radar tracking facility has

recently been incorporated into the

national seashore The site includes over

100 acres of wooded open space two

water wells used for the base itself and

municipal purposes and over 70 former

military structures The remainingstructures
require considerable ongoing

maintenance Productive reuse of this

former military site would be planned in

concert with the town of Truro and a

broad spectrum of interested local and

regional organizations A range ofpossible
uses that would be consistent with

the purposes of the national seashore are

being considered in a site plan andenvironmentalassessment These include the

demolition of the majority of facilities and

site restoration and approximate levels of

building reuse The completion of the site

plan is expected to stimulate the first

phases of project implementation

The emerging management concept is to

establish a Highlands center for the arts

and environment a community for the

development of the arts sciences and

environmental understanding Activities

at the center would foster creative

investigationsof the interdependence of human

and natural systems and the linking of arts

and sciences The center would beinspiredby and in harmony with the

surrounding community native history

and culture and the landscape setting of

the North Truro Highlands

The center would house a collaborative of

organizations forming a uniquecommunitywhere creative people could work

communicate and learn It would also be

a place to demonstrate the use ofsustainable
technologies as well as the location

of the towns experimental native plant

nursery and the NPS North Atlantic
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Coastal Laboratory The center would be

patterned after similar publicprivate

program initiatives in other national park

system units

pedestrian path from Provincetownmaintainingthe visual access to the water and

providing educational opportunitiesShuttlebicycle pedestrian and disabled

access would be

improved0

Demolishing or rehabilitating structures

reusing them on an interim basis for

operational or special programs andlongterm
redevelopment of the core portion of

the former air force station are being

planned The buildings could beretrofittedor converted to dormitories offices

and meeting spaces for use by nonprofit

organizations and the National ParkService
or for higher education or continuing

education programs for which there is a

demand both locally and regionally

It is anticipated that a managementoversightgroup would assist the Park Service in

stimulating interest in the center obtaining

funding and soliciting and coordinating

appropriate partners to lease and improve

facilities and to provide public programs

Partners would be organizations that could

provide financially selfsustaining programs
and that would make use of innovative and

collaborative abilities NPS parameters and

criteria would be developed in theforthcomingsite plan The facility would be

open to the general public and would

contribute to the yearround community and

economy

Herrin Cove Beach This popular beach

area west of downtown Provincetown is

the site of both heavy public use and

sensitive resources The area includes

miles of sandy beach bay vistas barrier

dunes upland dunes tidal flats and

marshlands National seashore managers

would initiate a planning process inconsultationwith the local community and

other interested parties to considerproposedimprovements Improvements

being considered include building updated

restroom and changing facilities when the

existing facility becomes outdateddevelopingan inland boardwalk trail tointerconnect
beach access points providing a

Continued routine maintenance would

maintain the present parking lots as long

as the coastline remains stable If major

portions of facilities were undermined or

destroyed by coastal erosion therelocationof facilities behind the primary

dune would need to be considered in

consultation with the community

♦ GOAL Plan for public recreational

opportunities and services throughout the

region in cooperation with other public

and private providers

STRATEGIES Outer Cape recreation facilities

needs and coordinated planning Recreation

providers on the Outer Cape including the

National Park Service would be encouraged to

cooperatively inventory existing facilities

forecast future needs and coordinate planning

efforts

Coordinated management ofpublic use facilities

The Park Service would coordinate themanagementof its public use facilities with those of

towns and other public and private providers The

intent would be to strive for consistency inoperationsmaking it easier for people to getinformation
on various visitor services regardless of the

provider This would include identifying common
and different policies and services to the public

such as hours of operation any fees and

regulations

Consolidated Truro beach facilities Incollaboration
with the town of Truro the Park

Service would consider consolidating beach

facilities and parking at Head of the Meadow to

achieve operational efficiencies This could

include coordinating bathhouse and parking

facilities fee collection lifeguards andmaintenanceAt a minimum the northern portion of
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the NPS parking lot would be moved farther

from the wetland

Bayside beach access The possibility of

establishing bayside beach access in the Great

Island Duck Harbor vicinity for nonresident

seashore visitors would be discussed with the

town of Wellfleet

Access to town beaches threatened by erosionThePark Service would work with local towns

as needed to maintain access to town beach

facilities that were threatened by erosionAssistancecould be provided such as engaging in

mutually beneficial land exchanges or other

planning projects NPS objectives for resource

protection public safety access for emergency

vehicles and promotion of bicycling and transit

options would be emphasized

GOAL Provide facilities and services that

do not adversely impact natural and

cultural resources and that are in harmony

with the character of Cape Cod

STRATEGIES Facilities for average peak
crowds The Park Service would build visitor

support facilities such as parking lots andbathhousesto serve average summer levels rather

than crowds Exceptions would include water

wastewater systems and other systems that

would need to accommodate the highestvisitationlevels to meet public health and safety

requirements

Upgrade existing public use facilitiesExistingfacilities would be upgraded to ensure that

they were environmentally sound and safe for

public use In the short term sanitary facilities at

several beaches would be provided or replaced

Other facility improvements would be identified

and evaluated for future action as necessary

Facilities destroyed by natural acts The Park

Service would reexamine the appropriateness of

any facilities destroyed by acts of nature before

rebuilding or authorizing rebuilding also see the

discussion on coastal processes beginning on

page 66

GOAL Minimize use conflicts between

public use areas and residential areas

within the national seashore

Directional signs To ensure that visitors

respected private property and did not get lost

parking would be designated and effective but

unobtrusive directional signs would be provided

Visitor routes Where feasible the Park

Service would plan visitor routes to avoid

residential areas To minimize impacts onresidentswhen trails or other uses were planned

near improved properties or other private

property the following procedures would be

adopted

Ask private property owners to participate

in planning efforts for activities or routes

occurring near their properties

Take advantage of natural topography and

vegetation to reduce visual and audio

effects

Identify private property on trail maps

Solutions to conflicts would be developed on a

casebycase analysis

CONCESSIONS AND COMMERCIAL SERVICES

♦ GOAL Provide the minimum commercial

services that are necessary to adequately

serve the public and that are not otherwise

provided outside national seashore

boundaries

STRATEGIES Concessions not meeting NPS

requirements or management needsConcession
operations would need to meet NPS policy

requirements or provide for alternativemanagement
needs or they would be phased out Efforts

would be made to continuously monitor and

improve existing concessions to ensure that

highquality services are provided to the public

Upon expiration of the concession contract for

the Nauset Knoll Motor Lodge this property

9
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could be considered for reuse for other purposes

The Park Service would work with the town of

Orleans to plan for future public uses of the

motor lodge Opportunities for interpretation and

educational experiences for the public would be

explored such as an environmental education

program see page 87 Any change of use that

would generate adverse traffic impacts would

not be considered If the Park Service decided

not to use the motor lodge property national

seashore managers would consider working with

the town of Orleans to help them use the

property for municipal purposes This could

include giving the town the first opportunity as
allowed by law and policy to acquire the

structure or the real estate possibly using a land

exchange

Beach concession operations Limited food

items snack and beverage vending machines
could be considered at some beaches to better

serve visitors using shuttles walking or biking

This would occur when beach parking areas

were reduced in size and moved farther from

beaches because of coastal erosion Any vending

machines deemed necessary would be placed

with other public service facilities such as

restrooms and trashrecycling receptacles

Public transportationconcessions orpermits

Concessions or other commercial permits would

be considered to provide public transportation to

select destinations within the national seashore

Historic property lease concession operation

Selected properties would be made available

for a historic property lease or concessionoperationThe concessioners payments to thegovernmentwould be directed to the preservation of

the historic property rather than being returned

to the general treasury as is done with otherconcessioner
payments These new historic property

lease concession arrangements would be put in

place to operate and maintain historic properties

suitable for commercial activity and for upkeep

by others as specified in the agreements For

example a concession operation at the Highland

Light complex would provide guide service and

S souvenir sales and a concession operation could

manage some of the dune shacks in the Peaked

Alternative 2 Public Use

Hill Bars Historic District to provide forshorttermrental occupancy The Highland Golf Links

contract is being converted from a conventional

concession to this type of historic property lease

concession operation

Commercial activities Commercial activities

that originate and end outside national seashore

boundaries for example within the national

seashore bus tours and boat rentals would be

managed through licenses special agreements

or incidental business permits to ensure

consistency and appropriate use Permit

conditions would establish expectations for

services and resource preservation

NOTE The 10 privately owned commercial

businesses that existed before the national

seashore was established are discussed under

Nonfederal Lands within the National

Seashore seepage 100

VISTA MANAGEMENT

♦ GOAL Provide access to views that occur

naturally in open areas maintain vistas

only to meet cultural landscape objectives

operationalisafety needs or interpretive

needs that could not be met elsewhere

STRATEGIES Vista management planPrioritieswould be set for vista maintenancethroughoutthe national seashore to contain costs and

environmental impacts A vista management

plan would be developed in consultation with

local communities and interested parties to

accomplish the following

Identify specific views to be preserved for

historical significance interpretiveprogramsor for reasons that influenced the

placement of an associated facilityestablish
priorities for maintaining these views

In areas where facilities such as parking

areas and vista points had been developed

exclusively to take advantage ofpanoramicviews that have since beeneliminated
by forestivegetative succession

either 1 reestablish the original views
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2 adapt the facilities to the current views

with views provided into the forest as it

matures or 3 relocate the facilities

Because views at visitor centers areessentialto the visitor experience maintain

them in the same manner as for significant

cultural landscapes

Define acceptable routine vegetation

maintenance practices such as tree limb

removal remove or clear vegetation only

in prescribed areas

Prescribe how frequently vistas would be

maintained consistent with management

zoning

Evaluate former existing and potential

vistas to determine their appropriateness

and the feasibility of maintaining them

Criteriafbr new vistas Any new vistas such

as trails road turnouts and lowprofile viewing

platforms designed exclusively to provide scenic

views would be provided where possible in

open landscapes for example coastal bluffs

open dunes cultural landscapes or heathlands

Any new viewpoints would be developed in

accordance with the seashores management

zoning plan the vista management plan public

safety measures and the followingconsiderations

Would the vista provide a unique visitor

experience

Would the viewpoint be a designed vista

or one created as part of a cultural

landscape

Would a high degree of manipulation be

required to maintain the vista

Would the vista be near public access

Would the vista be costeffective in terms

of development maintenance and the

number of potential viewers

Would the surrounding resource area be

capable of withstanding vistadevelopment
and maintenance activities

Would the vista be compatible with the

management zone for this site

NONFEDERAL LANDS WITHIN
THE NATIONAL SEASHORE

LAND USE PLANNING AND PROTECTION

♦ COAL Preserve the qualities of the human

environment on the Outer Cape andpreventresource degradation that often

results from inappropriate land uses

STRATEGIES A cooperative stewardshipeducational
emphasis To help protect thetraditionalcharacter and natural systems on the Outer

Cape the National Park Service wouldcooperativelywork with local communities and regional

entities on the Cape to develop broadly based

stewardship educational programming or to

better use existing programs The emphasis

would be to reach the people who through their

activities would most likely have an impact on

Cape Cods resources for example improved

property owners yearround and seasonalresidentsand the business community Examples of

activities include adult education outreach to

schools and the adoptapond volunteerprogram
Support for local comprehensive plansNationalseashore staff would offer support

when requested to local communities as they

develop and implement local comprehensive

plans As part of this effort the Park Service

would encourage towns to develop a joint

consultative process to discuss possiblemunicipaluses and site plan development fortownownedlands inside seashore boundaries and

adjacent property that could affect seashore

resources Towns would also be encouraged to

work with the national seashore to establishperformancestandards for development within the

national seashore and to plan uses that would be

compatible and environmentally sensitive

t
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Conservation land trusts The Park Service

would engage in an effort with conservation

land trusts regional government or agencies to

set up an independent land banking fund Funds

would be used to acquire interests in lands both

inside and outside seashore boundariesespeciallysensitive or otherwise special resources or

those areas that provide public green space or

opportunities for trails Also the Park Service

would continue to work proactively with

national organizations such as the National

Parks and Conservation Association the Trust

for Public Lands or other interested groups

Land acquisition and the need for legislation

The primary emphasis to protect sensitive

resources and lands within the national seashore

would be to encourage compatible development

practices Failing that or when there were

willing sellers a full range of acquisitiontechniquesfee simple land trustsdonationslessthanfee
acquisition or transfer of development

rights would be used where necessary The

National Park Service would seek theauthorizationand appropriation of additional landacquisitionfunds to support ongoing land protection

efforts within the national seashore because all

of the land acquisition funding has beendepletedat this time These efforts are identified

and prioritized in the seashores Land Protection

Plan which is periodically updated

Additionally a minor boundary change has been

requested to add an I iacre undeveloped parcel

of state land to the boundary in the Province

Lands to complete the equalvalue land

exchange for the towns transfer station

Areas critical to the national seashores value

The National Park Service would collaborate

with local communities and the Cape CodCommission
or other similar regional agencies to

continue to inventory and monitor areas that are

critical to the national seashores value and to

identify the appropriate level of protection for

each area This information would be mapped

using a geographic information system to make

it readily available and so that it could be used in

making decisions Together with designstandardsfor architecture and site plans this in
fo
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mation would be kept on file at the commission

and made available to each Outer Cape town

The National Park Service would offer technical

assistance when requested to municipalities and

private landowners on a number of critical topics

that support land and resource protection as

discussed throughout this plan Examplesinclude
environmentally sound septictechnologiesnative plant landscaping and grounds

maintenance historic preservation sensitive

development and other land and resourceconservation
techniques Referrals to other agencies

such as to town staff boards of healthconservation
commissions the Cape Cod Commission

or other similar regional regulatory agencies
and the Natural Resources Conservation Service

would be made as needed

Designation of a district ofcritical planning

concern DCPC The Park Service would

work with the Cape Cod Commission the Cape
Cod National Seashore Advisory Commission

and Outer Cape communities to determine

whether to seek designation of all or a portion of

Cape Cod National Seashore as a district of

critical planning concern to broaden landprotection
opportunities see glossary Agreement

with each community would be reached through

a collaborative decisionmaking process to

formulate any DCPC proposal in one or more of

the towns

NPS ex officio membership on the Cape Cod

Commission Cape Cod National Seashore

would seek ex officio membership on the Cape
Cod Commission to help addressmultijurisdictional

land use issues more effectively Such

membership could provide opportunities for

continuing dialogue on regional planning issues

Future development projections and capacity

analyses The towns of Provincetown Truro

Wellfleet and Eastham have developed a pilot

Outer Cape capacity model that gives towns the

basis to assess the impacts of a range of future

development projections on water naturalresourcestransportation and municipal finances

Also a Monomoy capacity study which

includes Orleans and Chatham has been
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completed The Park Service would support the

further development of analyses to look at issues

beyond the scope of the initial studies such as

the cumulative impacts of growth on the rest of

the Outer Cape in terms of sitespecific natural

resource problem areas water and alternative

modes of transportation The findings would be

applied in decision making for the national

seashore as appropriate

PRIVATE RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES

♦ GOAL Help protect the traditionalcharacter
of the Outer Cape including natural

and cultural resources and prevent

resource degradation that often results

from development

STRATEGIES Fostering the preservation of

historic properties Local towns would be

encouraged to consider establishing localhistoric
districts andor architectural design review

processes under Massachusetts General Laws

chapter 40C to foster the preservation ofhistoric
properties and cultural landscapes within

the national seashore see page 80

The Cape Cod Commissions design guidelines

The National Park Service would endorse and

encourage local towns to use the 1994Designingthe Future to Honor the Past DesignGuidelines
for Cape Cod which were prepared by the

Cape Cod Commission

Sensitive redevelopment and innovativetechnologiesto reduce pollutants Two types of

programs could be encouraged in cooperation

with the local communities to help protect the

national seashores sensitive resources and

historic character and to reduce nonpoint source

pollutants

1 Communitybased banks would beencouragedto develop lowinterest loan

programs to support improved property

redevelopment that would be sensitive

to protecting resources and the Capes

historical character Also local towns

would be encouraged to provide tax

abatements credits or other taxincentivesfor sensitive redevelopment ofimprovedproperties Towns would be

further encouraged to seek additional

protection for properties under the Cape

Cod Commission Act by pursuingnationalregister listings for sites and

structures within the national seashore

2 Local towns and other entities such as

communitybased banks would beencouragedto develop a grant or loan

program for innovative technologies

Such a program could provide matching

grants and lowinterest loans to private

property owners within the national

seashore who wanted to upgrade their

septic systems and otherwise retrofit

their homes with features to reduce

nonpoint source pollutants such as

composting toilets

These two programs could be advantageous to

property owners within the national seashore

and could also be applied broadly throughout the

towns if they so decide

Innovative technology demonstration projects at

national seashore facilities Demonstration

projects would showcase small and largescale

innovative practices and applications forsustainable
technology For example projects showing

emerging techniques for energy generation

water conservation solid and septic wastetreatmentand new environmentally sound building

materials would illustrate how sustainabledesign
practices can be used in private property

redevelopment Also see page 89 aboutresourceinformation page 104 about sustainable

practices for national seashore operations and

page 107 about septic systems

Changes of use for historic properties The

Park Service would continue to take a flexible

position on changes of historic properties from

exclusive residential use to other appropriate

uses for example bedandbreakfastestablishments
or home occupations for historicpropertiesthat could otherwise lose their historicintegrityChanges in use would be encouraged
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where doing so would preserve the architectural

integrity and rural character of the historicpropertiesand their settings and would not result in

adverse impacts such as expanded parking

greater intensity of use or development orincreased
congestion Supporting such changes

would have to be discussed or negotiated case

by case with the affected communities inaccordancewith respective town zoning bylaws

Identifying residential properties withoutunprovedproperty status National seashore

managers would continue to attempt todetermine
those properties that might not have been

built by September 1 1959 These properties

would not be eligible for a certificate ofsuspensionof condemnation and they would continue

to be identified for acquisition in a revised Land

Protection Plan for the national seashore

Protecting subdividable lands The Park

Service would seek to acquire subdividable

lands in the national seashore or to work with

local land trusts to buy easements ordevelopment
rights Acquisition could be by purchase or

by donation

consistency among them The revisions would

focus on design and environmentalcircumstancesThis would be a mutualconsensusoriented
process whereby national seashore and

community values would be acknowledged and

respected This process would primarily pertain

to Welifleet Truro and Eastham where over

96 ofthe improved properties are located

Minimum zoning standards would be defined

to amend the existing national seashore zoning

standards as provided by law andregulationThe
bylaws for the towns Seashore Districts

should include updated performance standards

for permitted and prohibited uses lotcoveragedesign scale water quality and health

regulations such as septic discharge nutrient

levels Standards and bylaws would continue

to address the demolition moving andreconstructionof buildings The focus of national

seashore input into the revised town zoning

and subsequent reviews of variances orexceptionswould be on retaining the character of

the existing development and the intensity of

use of the property

Property exchanges The National ParkServicewould continue to decline to exchange

private land for public land in order to allow

private structures threatened by coastal erosion

to be relocated Nor would the Park Service

approve exchanging threatened private parcels

for previously undeveloped private land within

the seashore

♦ GOAL Develop a more effective building

permit review process for improved

properties within the national seashore

Revised Cape Cod National Seashore zoning

standards and town zoning bylaws forredeveloping
private improved properties The

National Park Service would work cooperatively

with each ofthe affected Outer Capecommunitiesin revising the current Cape Cod National

Seashore zoning standards and the towns

zoning bylaws to include stateoftheart

planning and zoning techniques and to ensure

Cape Cod Commission planners or othertechnical
specialists could be asked to share their

zoning expertise Design guidelines prepared

by the Cape Cod Commission should beconsideredin the development of new zoning

standards and bylaws Revised NPS guidelines

that mirrored the new proposed zoningstandardsand bylaws developed with the towns

and landowners would be voluntarily applied

by property owners until towns adopted

similar bylaw provisions and new NPS zoning

standards were in effect

Construction permitting The National Park

Service would work with local towns to develop

a more direct system of construction permitting

for improved properties so that ideallydevelopment
oversight by national seashore managers

could focus only on cases where a waiver such

as a variance was requested It is hoped that the

towns and the Park Service would agree on the

content of amended Seashore District zoning

bylaws and any interim revised NPS guidelines
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and how they would be administered Pending

the adoption of amended local bylaws the Park

Service would continue to review construction

proposals The revised bylaws and permitting

system would give Outer Cape towns moreresponsibilityfor deciding how improvedpropertieswithin the seashore could be modified A
mechanism for notifying seashore managers of

development projects would be needed sobuildingprojects could be monitored and uptodate
files could continue to be kept on the improved

properties

PRIVATE COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES

GOAL Ensure that commercial parcels are

managed in accordance with the national

seashore purpose and that any negative

impacts on seashore resources community

character or visitor experience are

minimized

STRATEGIES Renewing permits for private

commercial uses In collaboration with the

Cape Cod National Seashore AdvisoryCommissionthe National Park Service would develop

consistent standards for renewing permits for

private commercial uses every five years The

following standards would be applied

There has been no change in use since the

previous certificate renewal

The commercial activity contributes to the

publics use and enjoyment of the national

seashore

The commercial activity does notadverselyaffect resource protection or

visitor activities in the national seashore

For commercial activities that did not meet these

standards further performance conditions would

be specified when the permits were reissued

These conditions would be based on deficiencies

in meeting the standards If acceptablecompliancewith the standards could not be achieved

the permits or certificates for exemption could

be withdrawn

MUNICIPAL AND STATE LANDS

♦ GOAL Encourage the protection of

resources that are owned managed or

regulated by multiple jurisdictions

STRATEGIES Municipal lands within the

national seashore In collaboration with local

towns the National Park Service wouldencouragea mutual process for guiding thedevelopmentof municipal properties within the national

seashore The process would be

multidisciplinaryand consistent with the resource protection

and open space goals in local comprehensive

plans the Cape Cod Commissions Regional

Policy Plan and the national seashoresapprovedgeneral management plan Themaintenanceof open space would be emphasized

Any development of townowned land within

the national seashore should not threaten to

degrade sensitive resources and the use of

environmentally sensitive technologies would be

encouraged Development should be consistent

with preserving the local character of each town
the intended uses of the towns SeashoreDistrictand the established use of the seashore

Land exchanges with municipalities In cases

where municipal facilities are encroaching on

NPS lands for example restrooms or parking

lots at beach facilities the Park Service would

seek a land exchange with the town for property

of equivalent value

Exchange ofmunicipal lands with sensitive

resources In some cases the National Park

Service would negotiate with local towns to

exchange municipal lands with sensitiveresourcesfor less critical NPS lands Any such

land exchanges would have to be mutually

beneficial Where possible efforts to expedite

the land exchange process would be made

Management oftown beach facilitiesTownownedbeaches within the national seashore

would continue to be managed and operated by

the towns including Nauset Beach in Orleans

several ocean and bay beaches in Wellfleet and

four ocean beaches in Truro The National Park

Service would continue to work cooperatively
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with towns on sharing information andapproachesto address common beach management
issues to strive for consistency acrossjurisdictional

boundaries Technical support onimportantand complex natural resource management
issues would be provided as requested In cases

where town beach facilities are eroding the Park

Service would work with the affected towns

upon request to determine what course of action

to take also see the discussion in the Activities

Facilities and Services section page 94

Activities at kettle ponds The National Park

Service would encourage the consistentmanagementof human activities at kettle ponds

under municipal state or federal jurisdiction in

order to protect the ponds from degradation due

to development overuse or inappropriate use

also see the discussion under WaterResources
page 70 Decisions should also be

made about the kinds and levels of use that may
be accommodated at the ponds In these efforts

the Park Service would propose the following

actions

Coordinate with the state and towns to

develop joint pond management plans for

undeveloped lands ponds and beaches

Explore the transfer of daytodayoperational
responsibilities for some ponds so

that a single manager could be defined for

each pond to achieve efficiencies in

national seashore and town operations

however maintain a collaborative overall

management approach

Resources or activities under state jurisdiction

For stateowned submerged lands where there

are sensitive resources such as Nauset Marsh

andshipwreck sites the Park Service would

pursue the cooperative management of these

submerged lands or other means of permanent

protection of these resources also see the

discussion under Archeological Resources

page 81 For activities under state jurisdiction

the Park Service would seek to collaborate in

setting consistent management practices

NATIONAL SEASHOREMANAGEMENTAND OPERATIONS

COOPERATIVE PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT

♦ GOAL Engage in collaborative processes to

enhance natural and cultural resource

management and public use on the Outer

Cape

STRATEGIES Discussions with the Cape Cod
National Seashore Advisory Commission The

advisory commission provides a forum for the

National Park Service and commission members

to discuss and understand various issuesincludingtown concerns public reactions to planning

proposals impacts of NPS actions on localresidentsand the effects of local actions on national

seashore resources Community representatives

would continue to be relied upon to act asliaisonswith their towns As is the case now the

public would be encouraged to participate in

advisory commission meetings Standing and

special subcommittees would continue to be

used to focus on particular subject areasrequiringmore indepth participation and analysis

Guiding principles for decisionmaking In

addition to the goals and strategies articulated in

this plan national seashore decision makers

would take the following broader overarching

considerations into account

compliance with the enabling legislation

deeds and other legal arrangements

relevant laws and regulations and existing

authorities

specific town or other agency concerns

compatibility with national seashore

mandates including natural and cultural

resource protection public safety and

other concerns

the range of public opinions andcommunitydesires including points of

agreement and disagreement

applicability of local comprehensive plans
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estimated costs costeffectiveness and

costsharing possibilities or the ability to

leverage federal funds

sustainable or environmentally sound

practices or conservation methods

Opportunities for mediation collaborative

problem solving negotiated rule making and

other forms of alternative dispute resolution

would be explored as necessary

Methods to formalize intergovernmentalcooperationMechanisms that formalize

intergovernmentalrelationships with municipalities

or other governmental agencies would beexploredand adopted as appropriate to address

specific concerns or to provide a structure for

collaborative problem solving or decision

making to address specific issues of concern or

interest that might arise in the various Outer

Cape communities These could includememorandumsof agreement memorandums of

understanding cooperative agreements joint

powers agreements compacts partnerships

ombudsmen task forces community policing

and councils Each mechanism would include

guidance for participatory public involvement

Models from other areas would be considered

for adaptation to seashore and communitypurposesAn advisory commission task group has

been convened to help identify properpartnershipapproaches Consultations with town boards

of selectmen other agencies and the public

would also continue

Collaborative problem solving As situations

and opportunities arose joint working groups

would be encouraged to address problems of

mutual concern Representatives of local towns

the Cape Cod Commission the National Park

Service and others should be included on the

working groups Joint townseashore working

groups with the assistance of the Cape Cod

Commission would continue to address regional

topics such as water management land banking

pathway development and the cumulative

regional implications of various capacity studies

for the Cape

Collaborative problemsolving strategies with

local communities and other entities would be

mutually determined with each Outer Cape

town citizen groups and other organizations

and entities Matters that could be addressed

include public use management town interests

and the use of municipal lands within the

national seashore the management of ponds that

are owned and managed by different entities

public safety transportation water coastal

issues land use planning public facilities and

services and utility projects such astelecommunications
facility proposals andundergroundingutilities

♦ GOAL Help promote a land and resource

stewardship ethic and practice that will

enhance natural and cultural resource

protection on the Outer Cape

Partnership building Links to organizations

like the Lower Cape Community Development

Corporation would be established to obtaintechnicalassistance in building partnerships For

example this could include assistance inidentifyingand organizing partnership programs for

the reuse of the former North Truro air force

station for educational and research purposes

consistent with mutual Outer Cape and national

seashore objectives Partnership programs at the

Highlands center for the arts and environment

at the former North Truro air force station

would be encouraged and could have a positive

effect on the yearround economy while

promoting effective stewardship

Cooperative fund raising and outreach efforts

Fundraising and educational outreach efforts

could be cooperatively developed with thebusinesscommunity through organizations such as

the Friends of Cape Cod National Seashore

chambers of commerce and economicdevelopmentassociations Possible examples include

business sponsorship of educational outreach

programs or businesses helping friends groups

and other organizations develop businessexpertisethat could be used for successful fundraisingand grant writing to support and engage in

special projects such as fund raising to preserve
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the bog house or trail construction andmaintenance
Cooperative ventures to preserve resources

National seashore managers would continue to

undertake cooperative ventures with nonprofit

partners volunteers and others to support the

purposes of the national seashore and they

would seek new cooperative relationships and

organized volunteer opportunities in a variety of

roles as appropriate Examples of cooperative

ventures include the following

maintaining historic buildings and cultural

landscapes through cooperative agreements

with a variety of groups such as theoperationand maintenance of Highland Light

through a cooperative historic leasearrangementwith the Truro Historical Society and

the Nauset Light through the Nauset Light

Preservation Society

existing cooperative agreements with other

agencies and organizations such as The

Society for the Preservation of New

England Antiquities

working with a coalition of groupsinterested
in historic preservation of thePennimanhouse and the Fort Hill area in

Eastliam

working with the Friends of Cape Cod

National Seashore and the Cape Cod

Cooperative Extension on the preservation

of the Pamet cranberry bog house and bog

examining possibilities for longer permit

periods for historic buildings and other

facilities within the seashore including

concessions and privately ownedcommercial
properties to improve reinvestment

incentives in order to keep the properties

in good shape

preserving and protecting lighthouses in

Provincetown in cooperation with the US
Coast Guard the US and New England

Lighthouse Foundations and others

contacting schools such as Cape Cod

Regional Vocational Technical School to

request assistance in maintaining seashore

buildings

jointly developing and operating facilities

and potentially sharing funding and

exchanging personnel

cooperatively implementingrecommendationsof ethnographic research to

preserve the cultural heritage of Cape Cod

recording archeological site data incooperationwith the Massachusetts Historical

Commission with the assistance ofvolunteersfrom the Massachusetts

ArcheologicalSociety

producing historic structure reports and

recommendations for maintaining and

renovating historic buildings within the

national seashore through contracts and

expanding air resources research andmonitoring
programs in conjunction with the

Massachusetts Department ofEnvironmental
Protection and the USEnvironmentalProtection Agency

working cooperatively with the state and

local towns to manage hunting to assist in

enforcing fishing regulations and toestablish
a common understanding ofaquaculture
issues as they relate to the national

seashore and to develop shared resource

protection goals

working cooperatively with federal state

and local agencies and private landowners

to protect and restore wetlands

working cooperatively with state and local

agencies land trusts and privatelandowners
to continue to protect open space

and public access opportunities possibly

including trail maintenance agreements with

organized hiking groups

working cooperatively with organizations

such as the Massachusetts Audubon Society
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and the Massachusetts Natural Heritage

Program to expand efforts to protect both

federal and statelisted species of rare

threatened or endangered plants or animals

working cooperatively with other federal

land managing agencies at Stellwagen Bank

National Marine Sanctuary and MorrisIslandMonomoy National Wildlife Refuge

on issues of mutual concern including

public information on common themes

working with the Cape Cod Commission

Barnstable County and other entities on

major projects that could affect the Outer

Cape including the Massachusetts Water

Resources Authority outfall pipedevelopmentsof regional impact and other issues

of similarly broad effect

developing the Cape Cod National Seashore

biology lab into a cooperatively shared

facility for Atlantic coastal seashores called

the North Atlantic Coastal Laboratory

NACL and providing informationapplicableto local and regional land managers

and other federal agencies

Stafexpertise An additional staff position

would be required to coordinate joint partnership

activities A priority would be placed on past

experience in publicprivate or federallocal

partnershipsADMINISTRATIVE

AND MAINTENANCE
FACILITIES AND OPERATIONS

♦ GOAL Provide adequate safe

energyefficientcosteffective facilities in amannerthat minimizesimpacts on natural and

cultural resources national seashore

residents and local communities

STRATEGIES Sustainable practices Acomprehensiveaction plan would be developed to

incorporate sustainable practices into seashore

operations National seashore staff would review

all operations and determine how to perform

routine tasks or functions with less impact on

both regional and global resources For example

facilities could be upgraded with technologies

such as noflush toilets graywater management

systems reducedflow fixtures and alternative

wastewater treatment facilities Native species

that require little water could be used in

landscaping

Operational space needs Existing andprojectedoperational space needs for the entire

national seashore would be studied andcomparedto the inventory of all present facilities

From this information the seashore staff would

determine the following

the best distribution of operational

functions

which structures should be retained and

rehabilitated and for what uses

what new structures should be built and

where

which structures need to be retrofitted

what structures should be removed

Criteriafor deciding operational space needs

Management decisions would be based on

meeting the following criteria

The configuration and physical condition

of existing facilities would allow forcosteffectiverehabilitation

The facilities would blend into theenvironment
complementing natural features

and having a minimal impact on the

character of the national seashore

Significant historical or cultural values

could be preserved

The use of a site or structure as an

operations facility would be compatible

with the existing or proposed use of the

immediate environs
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Impacts on sensitive resource areas would

be

avoidedImpacts
on local communities would be

minimized

No hazardous areas sites with unstable

soils and geologic conditions floodplains

and coastal highhazard areas would be

affected when relocating or siting new

facilities

Operational facilities could be made as

accessible as practicable to persons with

disabilities

Appearance ofnew facilities The size scale

color location and design of new facilities

would be functional sustainable and compatible

in appearance with existing structures The

intent would be to perpetuate the character of

Cape Cod

Former useandoccupancy structures Once

useandoccupancy reservations have ended the

structures could be adaptively used for staff or

volunteer housing or operational needs This

would be especially advantageous when impacts

would be reduced elsewhere by vacatingexistingpark facilities also see the Reservations of

Use and Occupancy section page 110

Expertise needed Greater support would be

needed potentially from volunteers to maintain

national seashore facilities Additional training

would also be needed for NPS personnel in

maintenance procedures for historic properties

0 GOAL Ensure that site planning and

revegetation efforts associated with NPS
facilities are environmentally appropriate

meet the functional needs of the associated

facility are attractive and serve as models

for sustainable practices

Maintained landscapes Nonnative more

intensively maintained landscapes would be

eliminated or substantially reduced Allmaintained
landscapes primarilyat the Salt Pond

visitor center the Three Sisters Lights the

national seashore headquarters and the North

Truro air force station would be assessed and

modified as necessary in accordance withsustainable
practices and the following standards

Highly maintained landscapes would be

minimized at public use facilities The

amount of landscaping at administrative

and maintenance facilities should be

limited to that needed to protect the

structures from fire and natural hazards

and to provide exercise and training space

for employees

The restoration of native plant species

would be emphasized over maintained

landscapes except where operational and

cultural landscape needs could nototherwisebe met Where lawns were desired

native species would be used where

possible

Plant materials that have minimal need for

fertilizers pesticides irrigation and

maintenance would be selected

Construction features and materials that

minimize the need for maintenance would

be used

Landscape design features and materials

would need to complement both thesurroundingnatural landscape and the facility

itself

Design features and materials would not be

allowed to create a fire hazard

STAFF HOUSING

0 GOAL Address staff housing needs by

developing a variety of housing options for

employees and volunteers

STRATEGIES Staff housing needs Existing

and forecasted housing needs would becomprehensivelystudied and compared to the inventory

of all seashore housing to identify shortages or
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excesses which structures need to be retained

rehabilitated removed or relocated and what

new structures need to be built and where Local

communities would be consulted before any

changes in housing patterns likely to have an

impact on them such as new construction or

major shifts in type or density Surplusstructures
might be made available to localcommunitiesfor affordable housing

Decisions would be based on the following

guidelines

In general dispersed single detached units

would be used for yearround employees

concentrated multiple units such as

duplexes efficiency apartments and

dormitories would be used for seasonal

employees However for seasonal

employees with families or domestic

partners single detached units could be

made available

Large singlefamily homes would be

considered for subdivision into smaller

living units

Seasonal employee housing The National

Park Service would emphasize locating seasonal

employee housing in existing NPS residential

areas or at renovated facilities at the North Truro

air force station The intent would be toconcentrate
housing to provide better access to

services and transportation and to improvecosteffectiveness
Reducing housing at dispersed

sites throughout the national seashore would be

considered

Housing repair rehabilitation or replacement

Alternative arrangements would be explored

to repair rehabilitate and replace housing units

Examples include financial support from the

business community and volunteer work through

organizations such as the Friends of Cape Cod

National Seashore

Extended occupancy ofseasonal housing To

help make the maintenance of seasonal staff

housing more costeffective efforts would be

made to have units occupied longer Examples

could include renting seashore housing tovolunteers
visiting researchers and employees of

cooperating agencies or other partners

Emergencyresponse employees Certain

emergencyresponse employees must be able to

respond to resource or visitor protection needs at

any time of the day or night Housing would be

provided within the national seashore where

appropriate or employees might occupy housing

in the surrounding communities

Developing alternative housing options Staff

housing would be provided to permanentemployeeswho might not be able to afford housing

in the private sector Methods to develop

alternative housing options could include

providing housing with shared cooking

facilities perhaps by rehabilitatingstructures
at the North Truro air force station as

dormitories

exploring possibilities to provide housing

subsidies to staff who live outside the

national seashore when local housing is

not affordable

exploring opportunities for the ParkService
to lease housing outside seashore

boundaries to use as staff rentals

providing information to help staff find

housing outside the seashore and to assist

groups of employees to live together and

share costs

Useandoccupancy structures Onceuseandoccupancyreservations have ended structures in

areas with nonsensitive resources or where

impacts could be mitigated would be considered

for staff housing

0 GOAL Provide adequate safe
energyefficientand costeffective staff housing in

a manner that minimizesimpacts on

natural and cultural resources national

seashore residents and local communities
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STRATEGIES Structures in sensitive resource

areas Existing structures would be removed

from sensitive resource areas unless appropriate

mitigating measures were taken Sensitiveresourceareas would include pond frontages

sensitive vegetation communities and areas

where structures would be incompatible visual

intrusions or where structures would be located

on prominent landforms

t

Preservation ofsignificant historical or cultural

values Properties eligible for listing on the

National Register of Historic Places would be

considered for continued use for staff housing or

the historic leasing program to ensure their

upkeep Any significant historical or cultural

values associated with structures identified for

housing would be preserved Only those historic

houses or other structures that were in good

physical condition that were suitable for use
and that could be costeffectively rehabilitated

would be considered for reuse

Siting ofsta ff housing In evaluating a site or

structure for staff housing the Park Service

would ensure that there are no sensitiveresources
including archeological sites orsensitive

vegetation onsite or that impacts could be

mitigated and that housing would be compatible

with the immediate environs Also hazardous

areas would be avoided when relocating or

siting new facilities Hazardous areas include

sites with unstable soils and geologic conditions

floodplains and coastal highhazard areas

Wastewater treatment systems Wastewater

treatment systems would be assessed for existing

and future housing and necessary actions to

minimize impacts on adjacent natural andcultural
resources would be taken For example

nitrate contamination to bays and estuaries

would be limited In accordance with public

health and wetland standards the National Park

Service would continue to request approval from

local towns or where necessary the state for

national seashore septic systems

Accessibilityfor persons with disabilities

Selected housing units would be adapted as

necessary to improve them for use by persons

with disabilities

UTILITIES

t GOAL Provide safe energyefficient and

costeffective utilities in a manner that

minimizesimpacts on natural and cultural

resources national seashore residents and

local communities

STRATEGIES Regional cooperation and joint

use ofutilities The National Park Service

would cooperatively develop and maintain a

stronger regional perspective when considering

options for providing utilities and servicesincludingpotable water A more indepthdiscussionof water is contained in the WaterResources
section see pages 68r71

Water conservation measures and publicawareness
ofwater resources Water conservation

measures would be implemented as facilities

were upgraded such as the installation of

waterless toilets and lowflow fixtures Public

awareness of water resource concerns water

conservation and pollution prevention would be

promoted in cooperation with local towns and

the Cape Cod Commissionand the Association

for the Preservation of Cape Cod

Municipal groundwater use The Park Service

would study the merits of allowing groundwater

use from wells within NPS boundaries if the

special concerns conditions and authorities

discussed in the Water Resources section were

met see pages 46 69

Septic systems At a minimum all NPS septic

systems would meet state and local standards

Where feasible the National Park Service would

use phosphorous or nitratereducing orzerodischargesystems In cooperation with town

boards of health the Park Service wouldencouragethe owners of improved properties insensitive
resource areas such as ponds watersheds

and saltmarsh environments to similarlyupgradeseptic systems
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The national seashore would proactivelypromotealternative systems and ongoing septic

system upgrades As a demonstration project

the Park Service would use alternativetechnologiesto provide for wastewater treatment at

facilities such as the former North Truro air

force station and the Salt Pond visitor center

These facilities would then be used as models to

show sustainable practices to the public also see

page 98

Wastewater treatment systems would beassessedfor existing and future housing and

necessary actions to minimize impacts onadjacent
natural and cultural resources andcommunitycharacter would be taken For example

nitrate contamination to bays and estuaries

would be limited

Waste management practices The National

Park Service would consult with the county and

local towns to develop waste management

practices for the national seashore Some of

these practices are already proving to beeconomicallyand environmentally viable in dealing

with household composting recycling

hazardous material disposal trash burning and

the exchange of usable household items

Solid waste removal More costeffective and

efficient solid waste removal practices within

the national seashore would be considered

including eventually contracting with a private

company Waste is disposed of by local town

transfer stations on a fee basis

Undergroundingpowerlines To reduce visual

intrusions caused by overhead powerlines and

landscape disruption from associatedmaintenanceNPSowned powerlines would be placed

underground where it was possible to do so

without harm to archeological resources cultural

landscapes or natural resources The National

Park Service supports county efforts to promote

the undergrounding of all distribution lines

Local utility companies and national seashore

residents would also be encouraged to place all

powerlines underground while at the same time

addressing concerns related to archeological

resources cultural landscapes and natural

resources Where federal property was served by

the line costs to help place the powerlines

underground would be shared as funding

allowed Any new or relocated powerlinerightofwayalignments should follow existing

disturbed areas such as roadbeds

Maintenance standards for overhead powerlines

Standards would be developed to minimize

disruption to natural and cultural resources

during maintenance operations of remaining

aboveground powerlines not owned by the Park

Service Property owners and utility companies

would be required to meet these standards on

national seashore lands Utility companies or

owners of improved properties would beencouragedto consider the environmental and scenic

impacts of utility line installation and

maintenance

Telecommunication towers In collaboration

with the local communities and the Cape Cod

Commission proposals for telecommunication

towers or antenna arrays within the national

seashore would be reviewed in context with NPS

policies and relevant town zoning andor

regional policies Freestanding towers above a

certain height are also subject to Cape Cod

Commission review Alternatives would be

considered that would not create new visual or

scenic impacts site disturbance public health

and safety problems or other natural or cultural

resource impacts

Underground fuel storage tanks The Park

Service would ensure that underground fuel

storage tanks met current codes and that threats

to the environment were minimized or prevented

on NPSowned useandoccupancy properties

The Park Service would also inventory and

encourage owners of improved properties to

upgrade underground fuel storage systems or

remedy problems to comply with current codes

and regulations as needed

Alternative energy sources Alternative energy

sources including photovoltaic systems and

wind generators would be considered wherever

impacts on the national seashores resources

would be reduced Regional and local standards
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would be considered Demonstration projects for

providing energy to NPS facilities would be

undertaken for energy efficiency and public

education purposes

Natural gas The use of natural gas could be

considered if energy and costefficientRequeststo cross seashore lands with natural gas

distribution lines might require authorizing

legislation For the placement of gas lines the

National Park Service would require the use of

existing road or utility corridors only

Reduced energy consumption The ParkServicewould seek to reduce energy consumption

in general In achieving this strategy thefollowing
programs would be emphasized

recycled graywater systems

reduced waste production

environmentally sound waste disposal

techniques such as composting

4
alternative fuels for vehicles

alternative energy sources

conversion to efficient lighting fixtures

SERVICES EXCHANGED
WITH LOCAL COMMUNITIES

+ GOAL Continue building cooperative and

trusting relationships with localcommunitiesto provide a framework for theNationalPark Service to protect resources

and serve the public while being sensitive

to the social and economic wellbeing of

local communities and residents

STRATEGIES Regional coordination ofservices

National seashore managers would work to

coordinate services such as police and fireprotectioncommunityoriented policing strategies

ambulance service waste removal and recycling

O hazardous waste management and roadmaintenancewith the Outer Cape towns Collaboration

with the Cape Cod Commission would be one

mechanism to achieve this coordination The

National Park Service would seek ex ofcio

membership on the commission and offerassistance
in coordinating efforts The nationalseashorewould continue to use those services such

as trash disposal water and wastewatertreatmentfor which it pays a proportionate share

Waste management Consultation with

relevant towns would continue regarding waste

management practices by and within the national

seashore Activities at the Truro andProvincetowntrash transfer station facilities within the

national seashore would be subject to applicable

federal state and local regulations The

Provincetown facility would also be subject to

relevant commonwealth and NPS deed

restrictions

Equitable compensationfor services It is

important that local towns and the Park Service

continue to cooperate in providing mutually

beneficial services It is also important that

where compensation is involved it be equitable

and reflect the true value of responsibilities and

services The Park Service and local towns are

mutually dependent in creating and updating

costsharing agreements for local schools and

services The Park Service would work with the

towns to identify and periodically evaluate cost

sharing and agreements that can be negotiated

and implemented at the park level or at an upper

NPS policy level and those that must be

addressed by Congress

Paved roads within national seashoreboundariesThe use of NPSowned paved roads

within the national seashore would be analyzed

The Park Service would also cooperate with

towns and private owners to ensure that all roads

within the national seashore were appropriately

maintained for their level of use

Sand roads within national seashore boundaries

The Park Service would work with local

towns landowners and other affected users to

determine the ownership level of use and

access rights for all sand roads Maintenance

would be the responsibility of the owner or
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shared among multiple owners WhereNPSownedsand roads were not needed for firesuppressionaccess purposes access to remoteprivate
residences or alternative routes foremergencyvehicles the roads would be considered

for closure to vehicle traffic there would be

prior consultation with affected towns The

purpose in closing such roads would be to

reduce maintenance costs and impacts on

resources and to prevent access to areas where

illegal dumping occurs Some sand roads would

be left open for access to park features and

recreation spots Special consideration would be

given to longstanding public designated ways
such as the Old Kings Highway which has

been used continuously and maintains itscultural
significance Former sand roads no longer

used for vehicular traffic would continue to be

used for hiking dog walking and bicycling

RESERVATIONS OF USE AND OCCUPANCY

+ GOAL Identify and apply strategies to

achieve the eventual removal of

useandoccupancyproperty improvements taking

into account resource values bona fide

hardship issues and practicalconsiderationssuch as the condition of the structures

and the availability of funds to remove

them

STRATEGIES Continued use ofproperties under

hardship conditions Limited continued use of

properties formerly under useandoccupancy
reservations would be permitted by privateindividualsunder certain conditions In such cases

properties would be available for continued

residential occupancy for an interim period only

in bona fide hardship situations for example in

the case of medical or financial hardship A
special use permit would be issued to authorize

the occupancy Consideration would begenerallygiven only to original owners who areyearroundresidents with no other home Former

owners with a medical hardship could bepermittedto live out their lives in these residences

former owners with a financial hardship would

be permitted occupancy for the period of the

hardship

Use ofother properties where

useandoccupancyreservations have ended Except in

cases of hardship as discussed above onceuseandoccupancyreservations have ended the

following actions would be considered for

structures

Determine if a structure should beremoved
or retained for a short or longterm

use

Remove any structure in or adjacent to a

sensitive resource area as determined by

staff specialists such as a wetlandprotectionarea or an archeological site

For structures that were not to be removed
national seashore managers would decide

which ones could be used for national

seashore purposes for long or shortterm

periods according to the following

priorities

1 For longterm use national seashore

managers would

a consider using structures for NPS

purposes such as housingenvironmental
programs or offices or

for historic leasing if

appropriateespecially when impacts

elsewhere could be reduced by

vacating existing structures

already in use If a structure on

one of these properties wasretained
indefinitely removal of

another park structure would be

undertaken in exchange

b consider seeking arrangements of

mutual benefit such as surplus

for relocation and reuse outside

the seashore land exchanges with

local towns for affordablehousingin return for municipalpropertieswhen such exchanges

would protect sensitive resource

areas or donation for use outside

the seashore by towns or a
p
p
ro
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priate agencies for affordable

housing

2 For other properties national seashore

managers would consider shortterm

use and would

a issue shortterm permits orshorttermleases for selected properties

for residential purposes and seek

authority to use the proceeds for

administrative expenses andeventual
building demolition and site

restoration selection amongapplicantsfor shortterm residential

use would be based on current

NPS policy and equity issues for

choosing private users and length

of tenancy

b use the property for temporary

park purposes such as staff

housing or offices or useexistingauthority or seek authority to

lease the property for appropriate

uses other than residential such

as office space for nonprofit

resourceoriented organizations

If properties were not used or disposed of

for one of the above purposes removal

from within the seashore would beaccomplishedthrough openmarket sale for reuse

or salvage surplusing to another agency

donation to a public agency or demolition

Terms ofnongovernmental use offederal

property When a property was deemedsuitablefor use as housing the following terms

would apply

All properties would be leased at current

fair market value and could only be used

for private residential use in accordance

with federal law and NPS policy nosublettingor renting to a third party would be

allowed

In all cases where the property wasoccupiedby a nongovernmental party the

permittee would be required to maintain

and insure the property pay applicable

local possessory use taxes and possibly

remove relocate or demolish the structure

and restore the site at the end ofthe term

MANAGEMENT ZONES

Proposed management zones within Cape Cod

National Seashore are identified in table 3 the

visitor experience and management practices for

each subzone are described in appendix D

Standards and indicators for desired resource

conditions and visitor experiences for each zone

would be established see appendix D These

would allow the National Park Service toidentifywhether physical social and resourceprotection
goals were being met If standards and

indicators demonstrated that an area was indangerof being overused management actions

would be taken such as dispersing users to other

areas

The following description is an acreage and

percentage of change comparison betweenalternatives
I and 2 The acreage calculations are

approximate and for comparative purposes only

Some individual projects would requireadditional
appropriate levels of NationalEnvironmental
Policy Act compliance depending on the

extent and potential impacts of the project

Natural Zone There would be no net change

in natural zone acres However there would

be substantial changes within the subzones

most significantly a decrease of 1063 acres

within the low use subzone This decrease

would be balanced by increases in other

natural zones particularly the marine

intertidal subzone which would increase 640

acres because of proposed wetland restoration

in the Hatches Harbor and Herring RiverestuariesAn area around the Province Lands

ponds would be changed from dispersed use

to low use to protect pond and wetlandresourcesOther changes include an increase in

the dispersed use subzone by 256 acres much

of which had been zoned as low use in the
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Camp Wellfleet area The concentrated use

subzone would increase by 167 acresprimarilyat High Head where more trail access

and other visitor use opportunities would be

provided

Cultural Zone Alternative 2 would increase

the acreage within the cultural zone by 43

acres or about 2 due to the inclusion of the

archeological sites at Fresh Brook Village

Developed Zone Compared to alternative 1
alternative 2 would have a net decrease of

approximately 4 acres Approximately 25

acres at the former North Truro air forcestationwould be reclassified from the visitor

facility subzone to the special use zone

administrationoperations subzone About

14 acres would be added to the visitor facility

subzone for the following purposes

o working with Provincetown to convert a

portion of the Provincetown landfill into a

public use area

o providing additional areas for future

replacement beach facilities and parking

areas at Herring Cove Beach if needed

o relocating the Head of the Meadow

parking facilities

o converting the Nauset Knoll Motor Lodge

into an appropriate interpretive use

o developing a group picnicgathering area

inland from Marconi Beach

a providing beach access at Griffin Island

and near the Great Island trailhead

o working with Wellfleet to develop a joint

NPStown beach facility at Duck Harbor

o providing a bicycle staging area along US
6 for access to the Wellfleet area

The motorized corridor subzone wouldincrease
slightly to provide access to a group

picnic facility at Marconi Beach near national

seashore headquarters

Special Use Zone The primary changes are

in the administrationloperations subzone

which would decrease by 37 acres 8
These changes are due to converting a portion

of the Province Lands landfill for passive

recreational purposes and portions of the

former North Truro air force station into an

environmental research and education center

and a national seashore administrative

operations area with the restoration of some

developed areas not proposed forrehabilitationinto natural areas

9
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Alternative 2 Management Zones

0 TABLE 3 PROPOSED MANAGEMENT ZONES

IN ACRES

MANAGEMENT ZONES ACRES

PERCI

OF1

Natural Zone

Concentrated Use Subzone 754

Dispersed Use Subzone 12015

Low Use Subzone 7824

MarineIntertidal Subzone 15547

Subtotal 36140

Historic Zone

Structures and Landscape

Subzone
155

Natural Settings Subzone 1769

Subtotal 1924

Developed Zone

Visitor Facility Subzone 277

Motorized Corridor Subzone 632

Nonmotorized Corridor

Subzone
42

uatota

Special Use Zone

Rural Settlement Subzone 1974

AdministrationOperations

Subzone
413

Subtotal 4 2387

TOTAL
1

41402

iNTAGE

OTAL

2

29

19

37

87

0

4

4

0

2

5

1

6

100

DIFFERENCE

FROM CURRENT PERCENTAGE

MANAGEMENT CHANGE IN SUBZONE

167 +28

256 +2
1063 12

640 +4
0 0

0 0
43 +2
43 +2

11 4
7 +11

0 40

4 <1

2 0
37 B
64 2

0 0

NOTE Acres listed are estimates based on geographic information systems G IS analysis and are used for

comparative purposes only The total acres listed do not match the total number of acres in the authorized

boundary 43570 because shoreline processes and storm events have changed the configuration of the

shoreline
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ALTERNATIVE 3

Under alternative 3 the National Park Service

would take a more active role in directing efforts

to preserve natural and cultural resources All

goals and strategies would be the same as those

under alternative 2 except as identified below

NATURAL RESOURCES

COASTAL PROCESSES

♦ GOAL Allow natural shoreline processes to

take place unimpeded including overwash

inlet migration and dune dynamics

STRATEGIES The following strategies would be

the same as alternative 2 see pages 6667
beach nourishment activities

c longterm monitoring

The following strategies would be more

restrictive than under alternative 2

Inlet formation overwash and dune migration

and formation The criteria for determining

responses under this alternative would be similar

to those under alternative 2 but they would be

more restrictive

Allow all overwashes and blowouts to

occur without human disturbances

including those events caused or

exacerbated by human activities

Prevent artificial beach nourishment on

NPS land in the seashore and work to

prevent beach nourishment on town and

private land within the national seashore

Prevent revetment of marine scarps on

NPS land in the seashore and work to

prevent revetments on all land within the

seashore

Monitor inlet formations overwash and

dune migration and formation as they

occur

Alternatives to groinsjetties revetments and

seawalls within seashore boundaries including

town and private property As described under

alternative 2 the National Park Service would

explore alternatives to prevent the construction

of groins jetties revetments or seawalls on all

lands within the national seashore including

town and private property Cooperative efforts

would be undertaken with the Cape CodCommissionthe Office of Coastal ZoneManagementthe Massachusetts Natural Heritage and

Endangered Species Program and the USDA
Natural Resources Conservation ServicePossibleactions include designating sensitive coastal

areas as districts of critical planning concern or

developing a task force on coastal processes to

examine this issue Soft solutions to deal with

coastal erosion such as dune grass planting

would be emphasized on nonNPS lands

However under alternative 3 if these other

means did not prevent the construction of such

structures legislation would be sought to

accomplish this strategy

Sand fencing and dune grass planting These

activities would be eliminated on NPS lands

Facilities and cultural resources seriously

threatened by coastal erosion All such

facilities and cultural resources would be

documented and removed

NPSdevelopments Existing NPSdevelopments
that conflict with coastal processes such

as some beach support facilities at Herring Cove

and Head of the Meadow would be removed

WATER RESOURCES

GOAL Protect ground and surface water

quality and quantity and adjacent

wetlands
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STRATEGY All strategies would be the same as

those described for alternative 2 except foraquacultureThe effects of aquaculture on water

resources would be researched and the National

Park Service acting as an upland landowner

would be more stringent in reviewing shellfish

aquaculture applications to protect marine and

estuarine water quality and coastal carrying

capacity Also see the description ofaquacultureunder Vegetation and Wildlife below

VEGETATION AND WILDLIFE

♦ GOAL Manage special uses affectingwildlife
populations and other biotic resources

to minimize ecosystem impacts and to

sustain natural processes

STRATEGIES

All strategies would be the same as thosedescribedfor alternative 2 except for the

following

Designation oflimitedareas for aquacultural

use of intertidal areas No exotic species or

species not normally found in the habitatproposedfor shellfish aquaculture would be

allowed A carrying capacity for aquacultural

development would be established considering

impacts on marine systems and otherenvironmental
recreational and aesthetic impacts Any

shellfish aquaculture use would have to be in

balance with other values of the tidal flats and

coastal area

Finfish aquaculture No finfish aquaculture

would be allowed

Insect control programs Memorandums of

understanding would be developed with the state

and local communities for insect controlprogramswithin the national seashore Agreements

would specify terms and conditions for

programs

Stocking programs A memorandum ofunderstandingwould be developed with the state to

cease the stocking of nonnative animals for

hunting and fishing

Alternative 3 Cultural Resources

CULTURAL RESOURCES

CULTURAL HERITAGE AND ETHNOGRAPHIC
RESOURCES

The goals and strategies would be the same as

alternative 2

CULTURAL LANDSCAPES

♦ GOAL Identify manage and maintain

cultural landscapes that are on or eligible

for listing on the National Register of

Historic Places

STRATEGIES All strategies would be the same

as those described for alternative 2 except for

the following

Significant cultural landscapes The National

Park Service would purchase or otherwise

acquire historic preservation easements on

improved properties eg viewsheds to protect

significant cultural landscapes

Acquisition of cultural landscapes The

National Park Service would seek authorization

and appropriation of additional land acquisition

funds to allow the purchase of certain improved

properties Improved properties would be

acquired from willing sellers if the integrity of

the cultural landscape was threatened and if

preserving that landscape would support the

cultural significance of the Outer Cape The

Land Protection Plan would also be amended to

permit such acquisitions

HISTORIC ARCHITECTURE

♦ GOAL Manage and maintain buildings and

structures on or eligible for listing on the

National Register of Historic Places

STRATEGIES All strategies would be the same

as those described for alternative 2 except for

the following
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Nationally significant structures The national

seashores Land Protection Plan would be

amended to allow the acquisition on awillingsellerbasis of any buildings or structures on or

eligible for listing on the National Register of

Historic Places

Historic structures threatened by natural coastal

processes The National Park Service would

seek to protect improved properties containing

historic buildings that are threatened bydemolition
or loss of integrity The Park Service

would acquire these structures if no other means

were available to protect them This strategy

would require additional funds for the Park

Service to acquire such structures

ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES

INCLUDING SUBMERGED RESOURCES

♦ GOAL Manage and maintain alllandbasedand submerged archeological

resources that are listed on or eligible for

the National Register of Historic Places

STRATEGIES All strategies would be the same

as those described for alternative 2 except for

the following

Archeological resources subject to loss from
coastal erosion If resources were subject to

eventual loss due to natural coastal processes

they would be made available for amateurs and

field schools to excavate beforehand

Protection ofsubmerged resources Ifnecessaryto protect submerged archeologicalresourcesthe Park Service would seek legislation

to fix the current the boundary of the national

seashore This boundary change would make

minor adjustments to the current boundary and

would be defined by degrees of latitude and

longitude rather than by having the present14mileoffshore boundary subject to migration as a

result of coastal erosion The new boundary

could also include several shipwrecks justoutsidethe present boundary In areas within the

present national seashore boundary where the

ocean floor is owned by the state the transfer of

those areas with significant cultural resources to

the National Park Service would be sought In

the interim the national seashores LandProtectionPlan would be revised to allow theacquisitionof all the ocean floor within the boundary

that is not federally owned

MUSEUM COLLECTION

♦ GOAL Protect the national seashores

archeological historic and museum

objects

STRATEGIES All strategies would be the same

as those described for alternative 2 except that

the national seashores collection particularly

for natural science objects would be expanded

The Scope of Collections Statement would be

updated to ensure that collections donated or

purchased would fill gaps in an expanded

collection

PUBLIC USE

INFORMATION AND OWENTATION

♦ GOAL Provide opportunities for the public

to have access to a variety of accurate and

uptodate planning and orientationinformation
about the national seashore and

Cape Cod before leaving home

STRATEGIES All strategies would be the same

as those described for alternative 2 except for

the following

A coordinated Capewide informationdistribution
system In partnership with Cape

communities and the state the Park Service

would help develop a coordinated Capewide

information distribution system to ensure that all

locations provide accurate adequate and current

information to the public As part of thisarrangementthe national seashore would provide

displays bulletin cases literature etc at town

state information centers and at transit sites

throughout the Cape A similarpartnership
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0 would be established at airports and ferry

operations on the Cape

Information kiosks Kiosks would be provided

at each towns chamber of commerceinformationstation and at convenient locations in local

communities and throughout the region

ACCESS AND TRANSPORTATION

♦ GOAL Provide access to public use areas

that is environmentally sensitive safe and

consistent with the desired public useexperiencesensure that the transportation

system does not detract from the character

of Cape Cod

STRATEGIES All strategies would be the same

as those described for alternative 2 except that

no new installation of facilities would be

allowed at the Provincetown airport outside the

permitted areas

INTERPRETATION AND EDUCATION

GOAL Provide a wide variety ofinterpretiveand educational opportunities for a

diverse public so that they understand and

appreciate how Cape Cods natural and

cultural resources are interrelated with its

history and the people who live there

STRATEGIES All strategies would be the same

as those described for alternative 2 except for

the following

A cooperative national seashore national

wildlife refuge interpretive center Theestablishmentof an interpretive center at the Morris

Island Monomoy National Wildlife Refuge

would be explored in cooperation with the US
Fish and Wildlife Service Such a facility would

expand the NPS presence in the southern part of

the seashore and greatly increase interpretive

services offered by both agencies

Cooperative interpretation ofthe Stellwagen

Bank National Marine Sanctuary In c
o
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3 Public Use

tion with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration interpretive information and

wayside exhibits would be provided If desired

the National Park Service would cooperate with

the National Oceanic and AtmosphericAdministration
to establish and staff a joint visitor

center

ACTIVITIES FACILITIES AND SERVICES

♦ GOAL Minimize use conflicts between

seashore visitor use areas and residential

areas

STRATEGIES All strategies would be the same

as those described for alternative 2 except that

signs would be placed along visitor routes to

inform users of private properties and the need

to respect private property rights

CONCESSIONS AND COMMERCIAL SERVICES

♦ GOAL Eliminate duplicative commercial

enterprises from within the boundaries of

the national seashore depend on private

businesses in the surrounding towns to

provide basic visitor services

STRATEGIES All strategies would be the same

as those described for alternative 2 except for

the following

Existing seashore concessions Existingseashoreconcessions at Herring Cove Beach the
food concession and Nauset Knoll Motor Lodge
would be discontinued when the current

contracts expire The Nauset Knoll facility

would be redeveloped for park interpretation or

education

Commercial use permits Strict commercial

use permits would be issued for offsite operators

of tours within the national seashore
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NONFEDERAL LANDS WITHIN
THE NATIONAL SEASHORE

PRIVATE RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES

All strategies would be the same as thosedescribedfor alternative 2 except for the

following

Regulations forprivate residential improved

property owners The existing NPS useguidelines
for private improved property owners

would be adopted as part of the Cape Cod

National Seashore zoning standards through a

public process The proposed rule would restrict

demolition and would guide the alteration or

relocation of residences as well as overall

expansion and accessory uses see the discussion

of existing use guidelines in the Affected

Environment Noncompliance would be

grounds for revoking a certificate of suspension

of condemnation which could result in

acquisition

PRIVATE COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES

GOAL Ensure that commercial parcels are

managed consistent with the nationalseashore
purposes and that any negativeimpactson seashore resources community

character or visitor experience are

minimized

STRATEGIES All strategies would be the same

as those described for alternative 2 except that

the following standards would be established for

renewing permits for private commercial uses in

the national seashore every five years

There has there been no change of use

The commercial activity contributes to the

publics use and enjoyment of the national

seashore

The commercial activity does not

adversely affect resource protection or

visitor activities in the national s
e
a
s
h
o
re

If

compliance standards could not be met

certificates of suspension of condemnation

would be withdrawn and the private commercial

properties would be acquired

MUNICIPAL AND STATE LANDS

♦ GOAL Encourage the protection ofresourcesthat are owned and managed by

multiple jurisdictions

STRATEGIES All strategies would be the same

as those described for alternative 2 except that

human activities at kettle ponds under municipal

and state jurisdiction would be managed to

protect the ponds from degradation due to

development overuse or inappropriate use

Decisions would also be made about the kinds of

and levels of use In these efforts the Park

Service would propose the following actions

Coordinate with the state and towns to

develop joint management plans forundevelopedlands ponds and beaches

Explore the transfer of all management

responsibilities for some ponds so that a

single manager could be defined for each

pond however maintain a collaborative

overall management scheme

Negotiate with towns for land exchanges

to acquire municipal interests in the ponds

NATIONAL SEASHOREMANAGEMENTAND OPERATIONS

ADMINISTRATIVE AND

MAINTENANCE FACILITIES

4 GOAL Provide adequate safe

energyefficientcosteffective office space and

work space in a manner that minimizes

impacts on natural and cultural resources
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Alternative 3 National Seashore Management and Pperations

STRATEGIES All strategies would be the same

as those described for alternative 2 except for

the following

Administrative and maintenance functions

NPS facilities would be moved outside the

boundary of the national seashore and vacated

facilities would be removed In addition the

Park Service would plan for administrative and

maintenance functions and programs that would

minimize the need for federally owned facilities

Landscaping No artificial landscaping would

be provided around any facilities except to meet

minimum requirements for fire suppression

safety and functionality

STAFF HOUSING

4 GOAL Provide a variety of staff housing

options for seasonal employees and

volunteers over the long term reduce the

Park Servicess dependence on staff

housing within the seashore for permanent

employees

STRATEGIES All strategies would be the same

as those described for alternative 2 except for

the following

Dispersed housing Dispersed housing would

be emphasized throughout the national

seashoreExistingclustered housing areas would be

dispersed

Permanent employee housing The number of

seashore housing units available for permanent

employees would be limited

SERVICES EXCHANGED
WITH LOCAL COMMUNITIES

GOAL Continue building cooperative and

trusting relationships with localcommunitiesto provide a framework for theNationalPark Service to fulfill its obligations

to protect resources and serve the public

while furthering the social and economic

wellbeing of local communities and

residents

STRATEGY All strategies would be the same as

those described for alternative 2 except that fire

protection would be provided on afeeforservicebasis
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ALTERNATIVES AND STRATEGIES
CONSIDERED BUT REJECTED

PRELIMINARY ALTERNATIVES

In the fall 1993 newsletter three concepts for

management were presented in a Framework

for Alternatives These included an emphasis

on natural resource protection an emphasis on

Cape Cods cultural heritage and an emphasis

on public use opportunities These proposals

were intended to illustrate the different extremes

to which national seashore managers could

direct their efforts and to form the basis for

public discussion These preliminary alternatives

were eliminated from further consideration

because any plan for the national seashore must

address natural and cultural resources as well as

public use In addition there was significant

public support for an alternative that balanced

these emphases and placed a greater emphasis

on acknowledging the context in which the

national seashore functions

PUBLIC USE STRATEGIES

ACCESS AND TRANSPORTATION

Build an internal connector road between

Nouset Lighthouse and the Marconi area

This proposal was rejected because impacts on

previously undisturbed uplands would be too

great

ACTIVIf IES FACILITIES AND SERVICES

Create developed overnight campgrounds for

individual camping on NRSproperty This

proposal was rejected because such camping

opportunities exist in private and statecampgroundson the Outer Cape

Consolidate public use at fewer more developed

sites This proposal was rejected because

larger developed sites would offer a limited

range of experiences and would result in greater

impacts on resources

Consider new ocean beach access using the

public experienceresource protection criteria

and locational criteria if maximum capacity was

reached despite beach traffic management

techniques This proposal was rejectedbecauseof the significant adverse effect on the

natural environment that would result from a

major new ocean beach area Due to the unique

cliffside topography prevalent along much of

the national seashores ocean beach those

access points most easily developed are already

in use

Expand existing beach parking lots toaccommodatemore cars This proposal was rejected

because the existing parking lots are in fragile

areas that should not be further developed Also

this strategy could encourage a continuousprocessof placing parking lots in areas likely to be

lost to coastal erosion in a relatively short time

Replace in kind land lost by others through

natural processes such as erosion The

seashore is also experiencing loss of land and

cannot commit additional federal lands to

development for nonseashore purposes

Avoid placing any seashore activity orimprovement
near private property Because private

property is distributed throughout and along the

national seashore and because many properties

are within areas that are near public use

facilities this proposal would preclude most new

activities which would be inconsistent with

legislative intent

When uses conflict give priority to the use

with fewer impacts for example restrict OR V

driving to a smaller area to avoid sunbathers

This proposal was rejected because it

would unduly constrain some allowed uses
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NATURAL RESOURCES

t

CLIMATE

Cape Cod has a humid maritime climatecharacterized
by a moderate annual range oftemperatures

and definite summerand winter seasons

Prevailing westerly winds tend to bringcontinentalclimate extremes to the Cape but the sea

tempers the higher summer and lower winter

temperatures that occur at inland locations July

is the warmest month along the seashore with an

average daily temperature of 70F in Hyannis
the warmest temperature on record is 97 OF In

January the average daily temperature is 30°F
the lowest temperature on record is 7 °F

Average annual precipitation in Barnstable

County is 43 Moisture falls in all months and

snowfall averages about 24 The average
relative humidity in midafternoon is about 70
Humidity is higher at night and the average at

dawn is about 80 The sun shines 60 of the

time possible in summer and 50 in winter The

prevailing wind is from the northwest with the

highest average wind speed in winter 22 miles

per hour

In winter Cape Cod experiences severe coastal

storms unique to this section of North America

A noreaster evolves from a marine cyclone

that builds up south and east of New England
The resulting low pressure system then draws

cold air from polar air masses over the North

Atlantic The storms sweeps in from the

northeast bringing strong winds high waves
and heavy rain Even though noreasters occur

relatively frequently few are severe enough to

cause extensive damage

AIR RESOURCES

The purpose of the Clean AirAct 42 USC 7401

et seq is to protect and enhance the nations air

quality States are responsible for the attainment

and maintenance of national ambient air quality

standards developed by the Environmental P
ro

te
c
ti
o
n

Agency EPA These standards have

been established for several pollutants inhalable

particulate matter PM10 sulfur dioxide

nitrogen oxides ozone carbon monoxide and

lead These pollutants can have adverse impacts

on seashore resources and visitors

Three air quality categories are established for

national park system areas class 1 class II and

class III The seashore is a class II area The

state may permit a moderate amount of new air

pollution sulfur dioxide particulate matter and

nitrogen oxides as long as neither national

ambient air quality standards nor the maximum
allowable increases increments overestablishedbaseline concentrations are exceeded

Cape Cod is part of the Metropolitan Providence

Interstate Air Quality Region which includes

southeastern Massachusetts This region has the

greatest influence on the air quality of Cape Cod

because of the prevailing winds The region was
a nonattainment area for ozone as of October

1994 One of the largest emitters in southeast

Massachusetts is the Canal Electric Company in

Sandwich it is also the only major emitter >I 00

tons per year on the Cape Tables 4 and 5 list

major emitters in Rhode Island and southeastern

Massachusetts

Under certain conditions pollutants from the

Boston Metropolitan Air Quality Region 60
miles to the northwest reach the seashore In

and around Boston are large sources of several

stationary and mobile contaminants and this

area does not meet EPA standards for ozone or

carbon monoxide Visitors may be affected even

by ozone levels that meet federal standardscarbonmonoxide is toxic to humans at low levels

The major pollutants originating in the seashore

are vehicle emissions primary hydrocarbons

carbon monoxide and nitrogen oxides most of

which are generated during periods of highvisitationThe Cape Cod Commission hasdevelopeda Long Range Transportation Plan for

Cape Cod which identifies the need to reduce
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AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

TABLE 4 MAJOR EMITTING FACILITIES >100 TONSYEAR
RHODE ISLAND AIR POLLUTION CONTROL DISTRICT

COMMUNITY SOURCE

Bristol Premier Thread

Central Falls GTE Products Division

Coventry Arkwright Inc

Hoechst Celanese Corp Coventr

Cranston RI Central Power Plant

Cumberland CCL Custom Manufacturing

East Greenwich Stanley Bostitch

East Providence Getty Oil

Mobil Oil Corp

Johnston Decorative Specialties Internatior

Newport NETC

North Kingstown RI Port Authority

Pawtucket Colfax Inc

Providence Narragansett Electric

Quebecor

RI Hospital

Star Enterprise Texaco

Sun Oil Inc

Union Industries

Richmond

Westerly

Kenyon Industries

Bradford Dyeing

vehicle emissions substantially to meet national

ambient air quality standards Cape CodCommission1995

Ozone monitoring has been conducted annually

on Cape Cod since 1987 in cooperation with the

Massachusetts Department of Environmental

Protection and the Environmental Protection

Agency The national ambient air qualitystandardfor maximum hourly concentrations of

ozone is 012 parts per million ppm At the

seashore monitoring station this level isexceededmore often than at any Massachusetts

site and ozone concentrations at the seashore

TONSJYEAR

TSP 1 SOZ NO2 CO I
VOC

177

204 291

169

Plant 137

233

203

113

115

298

al 167

213 104

192

112

282 1
631

130

107

1655

263

133

179

218

have been among the highest reported in any

national park system area NPS 1992g Some

NPS areas post health warnings for visitors on

nonattainment days

Evidence suggests that reduced growth andincreased
mortality of some sensitive species are

occurring in heavily polluted national park

system areas perhaps decreasing speciesdiversityOzone as low as 006 ppm is believed to

cause foliar damage to plants Other pollutants

known to cause foliar injury are sulfur dioxide

hydrogen fluoride and nitrogen dioxide NPS
1992g

0
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Narura Resources Air Resources

TABLE 5 MAJOR EMITTING FACILITIES >100 TONSIYEAR
SOUTHEAST MASSACHUSETTS AIR POLLUTION CONTROL DISTRICT

COMMUNITY SOURCE

Attleboro Texas Instruments

Fall River Aluminum Processing

Arkwright Finish Division

DPW Incinerator

Globe Manufacturing

Gold Medal Bakery

Shell Oil Company

Stevens Realty Company

Foxboro The Foxboro Company

Medway Boston Edison Station

Milford American National Can

Company

Archer Rubber Company

Nantucket Nantucket Electric Company

New Bedford Aerovox Industries

Brittany Dye and Printing

Rochester

Rockland

Sandwich

Somerset

Taunton

Cannon Street Station

Dartmouth Finishing

Polaroid Corporation

Semass

Venture Tape

Canal Electric Company

Montaup Electric Company

New England Power Company

Paul Dever State School

Company

Taunton Municipal Light

The National Park Service monitors aciddepositionlevels on the Outer Cape through thenational
atmospheric deposition program National

seashore staff have undertaken an acid rain

monitoring project at 25 sites on a quarterly

basis since 1981 This program was initiated

through the Massachusetts acid rain monitoring

program

TSP SO2

TONSIYEAR

No2 CO FV0C
303 124

124

224

557

252

156

128

105

161

130

399 627

304

124 1719 184

146

191

324 219

143

183

163 525 1944 046

124

256
4 62747 11999 895

11511 3008 128

483 83686 36030 1117 144

100

1038 690

A longterm pH decline has been observed at

several ponds IMPS 1992a The risk ofacidificationof surface waters is considered to be

great in the poorly buffered kettle ponds and

vernal pools NPS 1993a Acid deposition

affects soil nutrients and microorganisms and

can cause release of aluminum ions which are

toxic to some aquatic organisms NPS 1992a
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AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

No monitoring of visibility or the particulates

that affect visibility has taken place There has

been very little assessment of air quality related

impacts on vegetation or other resources in the

seashore Current monitoring does not include

all parameters likely to be influencing seashore

resources

In 1993 the National Park Service developed a

strategy to initiate actions that preserve and

protect air resources in park units east of the

Mississippi Known as CLEAR A Clearer Look

at Eastern AirResources this programemphasizes
cooperative efforts between the National

Park Service the public and federal state and

local agencies to minimize air pollution impacts

on natural and cultural resources to protect the

health of seashore visitors and employees and to

enhance visitor enjoyment NPS I993c

GEOLOGY AND COASTAL
PROCESSES

Cape Cod is composed almost entirely ofmaterial
deposited by glaciers about 1400018000

years ago Brownlow 1979 Wind and water

reworked these sediments to create thelandformswe see today beaches spits marshes

pamets cliffs and dunes Coastal processes such

as tides winds storms and longshore sediment

transport continue to shape and reshape the area

Cape Cods outer beach is renowned for its long

largely undeveloped expanses of sand

In addition to their value as habitat the natural

landforms of the Cape protect landward areas

from storms and coastal flooding Beaches and

marshes dissipate destructive storm waves over

their gradual slopes Dune systems prevent

direct wave attack against inland areas Barrier

islands and spits and their inlets arefundamental
to the development of rich biological

resources found in the protected lowenergy

estuaries behind them Barrier beaches migrate

slowly inland and downdrift with the moving

sands this movement maintains their elevation

and protective capability relative to rising sea

level and storm forces NOAA and M
a

s
s
a

c
h

u
s
e

tt
s

Executive Office of Environmental Affairs

1978

Investigators have estimated that the Outer Cape

may have originally extended from 25 to 4

miles to the east Leatherman et al 198

Waveinduced erosion of the coast has caused

steep cliffs to form between Coast Guard Beach

in Eastham and Head of the Meadow in Truro

Analysis of several shortterm studies since

1887 indicates that the erosion rate in this area

averages 23 feet per year with individual

values ranging from 0 to 7 feet Leatherman et

al 1981

While some areas of the Cape are eroding

others are accreting including the Province

Lands Hook and Monomoy Spit Still other

areas such as Nauset Spit follow a cycle of spit

growth and inlet formation More localized

changes in the Outer Beach however have a

complex history are unpredictable and yet

affect the management of many resources

Natural coastal processes including hurricanes

and northeasterly storms which created and

continue to reshape the coastal landforms of the

Cape are also responsible for damage caused by

flooding and erosion NPS facilities have been

lost to winter storms and time and money have

been spent to protect reconstruct and relocate

facilities The seashore inherited facilities at

Herring Cove Beach that are in a barrier dune

zone and are protected by stone groins and an

asphalt revetment These erosion controlstructuresare a safety hazard require extensive

maintenance and interfere with natural barrier

beach dynamics

Several historic structures threatened by coastal

erosion have been relocated The National Park

Service the US Coast Guard and the Truro

Historical Society worked to relocate Highland

Light away from the eroding bluff where it

originally sat Similarly the Park Service the

US Coast Guard and the Nauset Light

Preservation Society worked to relocate that

light in Eastham
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Natural Resources Barrier Beaches

Archeological sites exposed during storms have

required salvage excavation Shorelineconfigurationdetermines the access routes and

available corridor for ORVs in the 8mile public

use area from Race Point to High HeadShoreline
changes in the past have resulted in ORV

traffic being routed closer to nests of the piping

plover which is federally listed as threatened

Erosion and the cyclic formation of a barrier

beach that is within the seashore boundary but

that is owned by the town of Chatham has

contributed to several million dollars worth of

damage to private homes decisions on the

management of that beach may affect seashore

resources Parking facilities at Ballston Beach
which is managed by the town of Truro have

been lost to natural processes of overwash and

migrating dunes The town is requesting

replacement facilities on seashore property

In the Nauset Marsh area revetments to stop

local shoreline erosion have been built on

private land within the seashore boundary and

on land adjacent to the boundary Private

property owners have also requested to use

seashore land to build protective structures or to

relocate houses back from the eroding shoreline

General NPS policy relating to coastal processes

is to let shoreline processes take place

unimpeded

Natural shoreline processes that are not

influenced by human actions will be allowed

to continue without abatement except where

control measures are required by law In

instances where human activities or structures

have altered the nature or rate of shoreline

processes the National Park Service will in

consultation with appropriate state and

federal agencies investigate alternatives for

mitigating the effects of such activities or

structures The National Park Service will

comply with provisions of state coastal zone

management plans prepared under the

Coastal Zone Management Act 16 USC
1451 et seq when such provisions are more

environmentally restrictive than NPS

management zoning NPS Management

Policies 1988b

In 1978 Massachusetts adopted policiesconcerningthe protection development andrevitalizationof coastal resources in the state All lands

on Cape Cod except federal lands are subject to

Massachusetts coastal zone management

policies all federal activities related to marine

resources must be consistent with these policies

In 1994 the Massachusetts Office of Coastal

Zone Management in conjunction with theMassachusettsAudubon Society and the Association

for the Preservation of Cape Cod published

guidelines for managing barrier beaches in

Massachusetts Massachusetts Barrier Beach

Task Force 1994

Private or municipal coastal engineeringstructuresmust be reviewed for conformance with the

Massachusetts Wetlands Protection Act because

these actions affect the coastal bank The

National Park Service has the opportunity to

express opinions when projects involving

interventions in natural coastal processes are

being reviewed

Extensive information on coastal processes

within Cape Cod National Seashore is available

however it has been gathered intermittently and

not consistently enough to be used toconfidentlyin making decisions Examples ofshoreline
processes include erosion accretion and

changes to dunes inlets and bluffs Significant

pedestrian impacts on dunes and bluffs exist but

have never been quantified Sediment budgets

for littoral and estuarine environments and for

migrating dunes in the Province Lands have not

been determined It is important to understand

the normal limits of variation resulting from

natural coastal processes in order to make

informed management decisions

BARRIER BEACHES

Barrier beaches are lowlying beaches and

coastal dunes separating open water or wetland

systems from the ocean they comprise acomplexassemblage of different landformsenvironmentshabitats land cover and land use see
the Barrier Beaches and Coastal Dunes map
Numerous federal state regional and local laws
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Natural Resources Prime and Unique farmlands

have been enacted that pertain to the use and

protection of barrier beaches including the 1982

Coastal Barrier Resources Act as amended in

1990 and the 1972 Coastal Zone Management

Act as amended in 1990 To enhance barrier

beach management the Massachusetts Office of

Coastal Zone Management has identified and

delineated barrier beaches within each coastal

town

Near Provincetown Long Point and Race Point

have been identified as barrier beaches In Truro

Pilgrim Beach on the bayside and the area

between the west end of Pilgrim Lake and Head

of the Meadow are barrier beaches Bayside

beaches in Truro include a small section of

beach at the north end of Great Hollow Beach

Harbor Bar and the beach at the mouth of

Bound Brook Ballston Beach is also a barrier

beach In Wellfleet several small sections of

bayside beach are barrierbeaches the most

notable being Jeremy Point Most otherWellfleetbarrier beaches are adjacent to saltmarshesNauset
Beach which runs along the east shore

of the towns of Eastham Orleans and Chatham

is a barrier beach for nearly its entire length

SOILS

The soils of Cape Cod have been classified as

excessively drained outwash and are derived

from glacial outwashes and moraines They vary

in composition and include glacial till sand

gravel interspersed layers of clay and silt and

scattered large boulders In several areas of the

Cape dune deposits overlie the glacial soils

Many of these dunes are formed from beach

material that was transported inland by winds

The general soil map of Barnstable County

shows four general soil types on the Outer Cape

see table 6 These soil types are referred to as

general soil map units More detailed soil map
units are described in the Soil Survey ofBarnstable

County Soil Conservation Service 1993
and should be used to determine sitespecific

suitability for development

PRIME AND UNIQUE
FARMLANDS

The US Department of Agriculture defines

prime farmland as the land that is best suited for

food feed forage fiber and oilseed crops

unique farmland produces specialty crops such

as fruit vegetables and nuts According to an

August 11 1980 memorandum from the

Council on Environmental Quality federal

agencies must assess the effects of their actions

on soils classified by the Soil Conservation

Service as prime or unique

The Soil Conservation Service now the Natural

Resources Conservation Service office inBarnstable
County Massachusetts was consulted for

a determination of prime and unique farmland

within the national seashore Prime farmlands

within Barnstable County include 12 different

soil types of which only three occur within

Cape Cod National Seashore Nantucket

sandy loam Boxford silt loam and Merrimac

sandy loam

About 36 acres of Nantucket sandy loam occur

within the national seashore about 15 acres are

private land about 6 acres town owned and less

than I acre state owned This soil type occurs

near Nauset Heights Sampson Island Pochet

Island and the small islands near Pochet Island

About 28 acres of Boxford silt loam occur

within the national seashore of which 14 acres

are privately owned This soil type occurs at

Pocket Island

Nearly 15 acres of Merrimac sandy loam occur

within the national seashore of which almost 4

acres are privately owned This soil type occurs

in an area near Doane Rock

Cape Cod has both commercial and wildcranberrybogs and both types are considered unique

farmlands A combination of hydrology and soil

type provides the potential to produce the unique

cranberry crop

Commercial bogs have been developed from red

maple swamps Atlantic white cedar swamps
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TABLE 6 GENERAL SOIL TYPES CAPE COD NATIONAL SEASHORE

Map Unit Description Location

HooksanBeaches Beaches dune land and Province Lands

Dune Land nearly level to steep drained both exposed sl

sandy soils formed in Outer Cape
windblown deposits

IpswichPawcatuckl Nearly level very deep very Areas sheltered

Matunuck poorly drained peats formed in waves along co

marine organic and sandy lines and adjacl

deposits brackish water
marshes Soils

daily tidal fluctu

include the Parr

River estuaries

and Nauset Mai

CarvedHinesburgi Nearly level to steep very Found on outww

A In I t rlnnn nvnnnnirnlrr rlrornca rl in 3ro9c rf etkir

well drained sandy and loamy
soils formed in glacial

outwash glacial lakesedimentsand glacial till

Carver Nearly level to steep very

deep excessively drained

sandy soils formed in glacial

outwash and icecontact

deposits

and along

icres of the

from ocean

astal

shorent
to bodies of

including salt

ire subject to

itions Sites

et and Herring

Pleasant Bay
sh

ish plains and

al lake

deposits mostly in the area

surrounding Orleans

Found on outwash plains and

kames from just south of

Eastham north to Pilgrim

Lake

Primary Use

Limited recreation or

animal habitat Beaches

are well suited to

sunbathing and

swimming

Best suited to animal

habitat

Most areas are woodland

Many areas have been

developed for homesites

and a few areas are

farmed

Most areas are woodland

Many areas have been

developed for homesites
and a few areas are

farmed

Limitations

Hooksan soils support sparse

vegetation and are subject to

severe wind erosion

Revegetatingroad cuts and trails is

difficult Dune land is subject

to severe wind erosion

Not suitable for uses other

than animal habitat because

of tidal inundation and a high

organic matter content

Droughty and poorly suited to

crops and pasture The steep

slopes in this unit aremanagementconcerns in areas

used as building sites

Excavationsin Carver soils areunstableand can cave in

Poorly suited for septic tank

absorption fields or sanitary

landfills

Droughty and poorly suited to

crops and pasture No major

limitations affect the use of

these soils as building sites

Excavations in Cancer soils

are unstable and can cave in

Poorly suited for septic tank

absorption fields or sanitary

landfills

0



and salt marshes The water table in thesecranberrybogs is controlled by extensive irrigation

and drainage ditches Only two formerlycultivated
cranberry bogs are known within national

seashore boundaries One near the Pamet River

on the North Pamet Road was formerly acommercial
bog 02505 acre of which has been

restored and is maintained to interpret 19th

century cranberry production practices

There are at least 20 acres of wild cranberries

Vaccinium macroccrpon in the national

seashore University of MassachusettsCranberry
Experiment Station Caruso pers comm

1996 Wild cranberries which often grow
across sphagnum and quaking bogs are only a

minor component of wetlands near most Cape

ponds but in the Province Lands many areas are

occupied solely by the species and some cover

an acre or more Pitch pine inkberry and

bayberry are occasionally scattered among the

cranberry communities

WATER RESOURCES INCLUDING
WETLANDS AND FLOODPLAINS

Cape Cod National Seashore has a wide variety

of marine and fresh water resources formed by

the geological events that created the land mass

of Cape Cod These diverse water resources are

often interrelated and each is an integral part of

the ecology history and beauty of Cape Cod

MARINE RESOURCES

The ocean and Cape Cod have always been

inseparable Much of what is unique about the

Cape derives from the sea that surrounds it

Henry David Thoreau who first popularized the

Cape in his 1865 book wrote

Commonly in calm weather for half a

mile from the shore where the bottom

tinges it the sea is green or greenish as

are some ponds then blue for many miles

often with purple tinges bounded in the

distance by a light almost silvery strip

beyond which there is generally a d
a
rk

N
a
tu

ra
l Resources Water Resources

blue rim like a mountain ridge in the

horizon as if like that it owed its color to

the intervening atmosphere

The marine resources of Cape Cod NationalSeashore
open ocean estuaries tidal flats salt

marshes and rockweedbarnacle communities

are all influenced by the tidal cycle ocean

currents and the influx of fresh surface and

groundwater Massachusetts has designated all

coastal waters surrounding the seashore as an

ocean sanctuary NPS Mitchell and Soukup

1981

The coastline is vulnerable to submergencerelativeto a rising sea level possibly accelerating

due to global climate changes There isincreasingevidence that climate change could result in

marine water temperature changes which could

dramatically affect marine resources Cape Cod

Commission 1991

The national seashore has been selected as a

prototype monitoring park for the Atlantic and

Gulf Coasts in the National Park Services

inventory and monitoring program Several

aspects of this proposal involve monitoring

marine water resources possibleeutrophication
in coastal bays and estuaries marine

debris ecological changes resulting from

improved tidal flushing in restored salt marshes

and ecological changes in Nauset Marsh Some

of these programs have already been initiated

Marine ecosystems are extremely vulnerable to

oil spills and the potential for a major oil spill to

reach the seashore is high Large tankers

freighters fishing boats and recreational vessels

frequent the Gulf of Maine which includes both

Massachusetts and Cape Cod Bays In addition

there is a major shipping lane 6 miles offshore

intensive commercial fishing activity takes place

just 10 miles to the north and major ports are

just across Cape Cod Bay Between 1969 and

1980 at least 13 major oil spills occurred in

waters surrounding Cape Cod NPS 1993a In

1992 53 billion gallons of petroleum were

shipped through Cape Cod Canal Association

for the Preservation of Cape Cod 1994
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AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

The national seashore has an extensiveknowledgebase about some areas in the seashore such

as Nauset Marsh Hatches Harbor and the

estuaries of the Herring and Pamet Rivers NPS
Burroughs and Lee 1991c Cape Cod Planning

and Economic Development Commission 1989

ALPS Jones et al 1990a Marine Research Inc

1986 NPS Martin 1993g NPS Pelton 1991 d
Roman 1987 Roman and Able 1989 Jason M
Cortell and Associates 1983 However basic

resource information is lacking in other areas

Comprehensive longterm ecological monitoring

data are lacking in all areas although some

monitoring has been started

Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary lies

north of Cape Cod National Seashore itencompasses842 square miles of open ocean stretching

between Cape Ann and Cape Cod The bank has

nutrient rich waters and supports extensive

marine life diversity including many marine

mammals Whale watching is a major activity

Coastal Waters

Shallow coastal waters around Cape Cod have

fairly constant salinity averaging 3335 parts

per thousand are weakly alkaline and are

strongly buffered Shallow marine waters are

influenced by the offshore ocean environment

as well as by the nutrient rich estuarine waters

Sediments are transported by longshore currents

wave action and rip currents Longshore drift on

the east shore is an important factor in reshaping

the shoreline

The marine shore within the national seashore is

generally flat sloping gently to deeper waters

The substrate is bare sand with some silt and

clay plus organic remains such as shell deposits

Submerged eelgrass beds occur in sheltered

coastal areas They are productive communities

that supply nutrients to marine organisms The

shallow coastal environment provides habitat for

young and adult forms of many species of

shellfish and finfish

There are growing signs that the quality of Cape

Cods coastal waters is deteriorating There has

been a dramatic increase in the amount ofshellfish
acreage closed to harvest as a result of high

coliform bacteria counts Closures rose from less

than 1000 acres in 1982 to more than 6300

acres in 1992 Cape Cod Commission 1991 and

Association for the Preservation of Cape Cod

1994 The amount of debris plastics and other

garbage that floats onto the beaches in the

seashore is another indicator of degraded coastal

waters Offshore dumping although illegal still

occurs

In some areas humancaused eutrophication of

coastal waters is a serious problem Nitrogen is

thought to be the limiting nutrient in the marine

waters surrounding the Cape Increased nitrogen

loading from septic wastes stormwater runoff

and boats enters coastal waters directly and

with groundwater The aquifer is highlypermeableand nitrogen compounds are carried with

little dilution to the shoreline When excessnitrogenenriches the coastal waters algal blooms

may occur causing reduced light penetration

and increased sedimentation and oxygendemandGroundwater nitrogen concentrations

downgradient of developed areas andimmediatelyupgradient of sensitive surface waters are

often much above background unpolluted

conditions

There are five major marsh and estuarinesystems
in the seashore four of which have been

dramatically altered over the past 100 years

Dikes and tide gates at Hatches Harbor and

along the Herring and Pamet Rivers have

severely restricted tidal flow In addition

mosquito ditching and channelization have

altered these natural systems The Pilgrim Lake

system is a brackish marsh separated from Cape

Cod Bay by a barrier beach a dike and tide

gates

Research over the last 10 years has providedinformationabout the impacts of reduced tidal

flow on the hydrology chemistry and biology

of these systems Significant habitat degradation

has been documented Efforts to restore these

modified wetlands are in various stages of

implementation Federal state and localgovernmentsas well as private landowners have ex0
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pressed concerns about the restoration projects

Cooperation to resolve these concerns and to

develop a workable plan is key to successful

restoration

When the seashore was established the deeds of

conveyance for the Province Lands and Pilgrim

State Park included a provision allowing the

Cape Cod Mosquito Control Project to conduct

certain activities for the proper control of

mosquitoes and greenhead flies The control

project also carries out activities such as ditch

maintenance and larvicide treatments onwetlandsthat are not covered by the provisions of

the deed Activities used to control these insects

influence water resources at the nationalseashoreThere is no formal agreement between the

National Park Service and the Cape CodMosquitoControl Project to coordinate waterresourcemanagement activities

Estuaries

Estuaries on Cape Cod have been formed by the

drowning of river valleys as sea level hasrisenThese
zones of fresh and salt water mixing are

very productive environments that serve as

nursery grounds for many marine species Most

estuaries are bounded by intertidal salt marshes

near the mouth Farther up the estuary as the

water becomes fresher the marsh vegetation

changes to a freshwater community It is the

marsh bordering the estuary that contributes a

large portion of the organic production Many
estuaries also support underwater vegetation

such as eelgrass beds and various types of algae

Five major marsh and estuarine systems exist

within the national seashore The largest and

most undisturbed is Nauset Marsh in the towns

of Eastham and Orleans The Herring River in

Wellfleet has been disturbed through diking and

drainage but is still a major example of an

estuarine system in the seashore The Pamet

River in Truro is an estuary on the bayside until

it transitions to freshwater at the point where

US 6 influences flow of the river much like a

dike Other smaller estuaries include areas

behind the dike in Provincetown near Wood End

and immediate areas within Hatches Harbor in

front of the existing dike structure

Because estuarine systems depend on the inflow

of freshwater the quantity and timing ofgroundwaterinflow also influence coastal waterqualityGroundwater withdrawal reduces freshwater

discharge to coastal marshes Reducedfreshwater
discharge to coastal waters could also

increase the salinity of nearby estuaries

Estuarine waters are threatened by effluvium

septic leachate road runoff and lawn fertilizer

from upgradient residential development In this

case nitrogen is the limiting nutrient excess

loading might lead to massive algal blooms

oxygen depletion and fish and shellfish kills

The bulk of groundwaterborne nitrogenenteringCape Cods coastal bays derives fromdomestic
wastewater systems outside seashore

boundaries Seashore facilities especially

heavily used public restrooms near the coast can

also contribute to the eutrophication of nearby

surface waters

Intertidal Areas

Tidal flats including both sand flats and mud
flats are intertidal areas protected from heavy

wave turbulence Sand flats which are often

associated with barrier spits are generally less

protected from wave action than mud flats and

are subject to constant sand movement In the

more protected areas of a sand flat algal mats

develop Benthic fauna colonize the area and

stabilize the bottom sediments As organic

matter accumulates and mixes with the sand
mud flats are formed Eventually salt marsh

plants become established and the area that was

once bare sand can become covered with salt

marsh vegetation Within the national seashore

major sand flats occur on the northwest side of

Hatches Harbor on Nauset Spit at Coast Guard

Beach and at Wood End Mud flats whichgenerallyoccur on the periphery and at theexpanding
edges of salt marshes are found at Great

Island Nauset Harbor and Wellfleet
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Salt marsh sediments are characterized by dark

very fine particles rich in organic matter called

peat The peat underlying most salt marshes on

Cape Cod varies between 3 and 9 thick The

peat layer under the Nauset Marsh system is

approximately 6 thick Salt marshes are highly

productive ecosystems dominated by saltwater

cordgrass Spartina alternfora Twocharacteristicfeatures of a salt marsh are meandering tidal

creeks and pond holes pannes that often remain

flooded at low tide

Salt marshes produce a great deal of organic

matter most of which is flushed out by the tides

into other coastal systems such as estuaries and

shallow marine waters There is evidence that

the exported products may supply energy and

materials to communities in the waters above the

continental shelf Marshes like estuariesprovidehabitats for many marine organisms during

all or part of their life cycles including many

commercially valuable species of finfish and

shellfish

In Cape Cod National Seashore salt marshsystemsoccur at Long PointWood End Hatches

Harbor Great Island just south of the area

known as the Gut and the lower reaches of the

Herring River A prime example occurs at

Nauset Marsh

Nauset Marsh is the most extensive and least

disturbed salt marsh and estuary system within

the seashore Roman and Able 1989 In 1981

the Cape Cod Planning and EconomicDevelopment
Commission now the Cape CodCommissiondesignated Nauset Marsh as a highlyvulnerable

area Activities outside the national

seashore may be having an impact on seashore

resources including Nauset Marsh Forexamplerecent increases in residential development

along the southern and western shores of the

marsh may be responsible for increased nitrogen

loading within the system The proximity of the

Orleans town center and US 6 may result in

water quality degradation associated withstormwaterrunoff Nauset Marsh is also susceptible to

petroleum spills In addition Nauset Inlet

through which this estuary exchanges water with

the Atlantic Ocean has migrated extensively

since 1950

To better understand the dynamic nature of

Nauset Marsh and the numerous threats to the

system a comprehensive longterm monitoring

program has been designed When initiated this

program would help managers understand which

changes are occurring naturally and which are

induced by humans

The rockweedlbarnacle communitiescharacteristicof rocky shores are relatively uncommon on

Cape Cod being restricted to large glacialboulders
dikes and jetties within the range of the

tides The tidal range creates a zonation oforganismsOther influences on the pattern of

zonation include wave action light intensity

and slope of the surface There are basically

three major zones named for the predominant

organisms the periwinkle zone with blackbluegreenalgae and lichens the barnacle zone and

the seaweed or rockweed zone

The productivity of this community is probably

quite high but difficult to measure The water is

continually flushed seaward by tides and wave

action so the energy and nutrients from this

rocky intertidal community enter other coastal

marine systems Large rocks like the ones west

of Great Island and at the north end ofNauset

Beach support rocky intertidal communities The

dikes from Provincetown to Wood End at

Hatches Harbor and at Herring River support

similar communities

Ownership and Jurisdictional Status

ofMarine Resources

Jurisdiction of marine water resources at the

seashore is complex The seashore boundary

extends seaward from the shoreline for 025 mile

from the mean lowwater line jurisdiction over

the bottomland varies between the state and the

National Park Service As coastal processes

change the configuration of the shoreline the

position of the boundary changes Additionally

a commonwealth colonial ordinance of 16417
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provides for fishing fowling and navigating in

all intertidal areas

Of the five major marsh and estuarine systems

within the seashore only one HatchesHarborin the northwest corner of Provincetown

lies entirely on NPS property The state owns
the Hatches Harbor dike and leases it to

Provincetown The ownership and jurisdiction of

the other four systems are mixed

Pilgrim Lake which is in both Truro and

Provincetown is on NPS land except for

the barrier beach near Cape Cod Bay

The Pamet River in the town of Truro

flows from the Ballston Beach area to Cape
Cod Bay The headwaters of the rivers

main stem including an extensive area of

marsh are within the NPS boundary but

much of the land bordering this section of

the river is privately owned Downstream

from US 6 the river is not within national

seashore boundaries

The main stem of the Herring River in the

town of Wellfleet is on NPS land there are

significant private holdings south of the

river and along its tributaries

The Nauset Marsh system is in the towns of

Eastham and Orleans Seashore landsincludethe barrier beach and the marsh the

adjacent upland to the north and west of the

marsh is a mixture of private and NPSpropertyMassachusetts has jurisdiction over the

bottomland in the open waters of the Nauset

Marsh system Much of the area to the

south and southwest Town Cove isdevelopedand not within the boundary The

town of Orleans lies at the head of Town

Cove

All of Cape Cod lies in the Massachusetts

coastal zone All federal activities related to

marine resources must be consistent withMassachusettscoastal zone management policies

These policies recognize the ecologicalsignificance
of coastal waters and strive to protect both

the water quality and the integrity of significant

resource areas

As authorized in the legislation creating Cape
Cod National Seashore shellfishing and

recreational fishing are permitted Shellfishing is

controlled by Massachusetts and managed by

local towns including shellfish on NPSowned
submerged land High coliform counts in marine

water cause state authorities to close shellfish

beds The towns and the Massachusetts Division

of Marine Fisheries monitor water quality and

seek to limit point sources of pollution to protect

shellfish habitat

With the decline of finfish populations more
and more Cape Codders are turning to shellfish

aquaculture as an alternative to shellfishing The

impacts of shellfish aquaculture on marine

resources are unknown

14 RESHWATER RESOURCES

The basic hydrology of the Outer Cape is fairly

simple Precipitation falling on the sandy soils

infiltrates and recharges the groundwateraquiferGroundwater flows toward discharge areas

generally either the ocean or river valleys Kettle

ponds swamps and wetlands form wheredepressionsin the land surface are lower than the

water table Streamflow is generally supported

by outflow of groundwater from the aquifer

The groundwater flow system of the Outer Cape
is similar to that of an oceanic island Even

though the Cape is connected to the mainland it

is virtually surrounded by ocean Saltygroundwaterunderlies the fresh groundwater lenses

All surface waters in and adjacent to theseashoreare designated national resource waters

the highest state protection category so they

must meet minimum water qualitystandardsThis
designation also prohibits the discharge of

any new pollutants NPS 1981

Proposed construction work such as buildings

and septic installations must be reviewed for

conformance with the Massachusetts Wetlands
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Protection Act when a project occurs within a

wetland or a wetland buffer zone The National

Park Service has the opportunity to express

opinions on such projects

Groundwater

The thick deposits of glacial sediments that

make up Cape Cod have a large capacity to store

water Water fills the spaces between grains of

sand and other materials and forms a saturated

zone Thousands of years of precipitation filled

these pore spaces with fresh water The fresh

groundwater layer extends several hundred feet

below land surface in the sand and gravel

deposits on the Outer Cape and floats on the

underlying salty groundwater because saltwater

is denser than freshwater The thickness of the

freshwater lens varies depending on the width of

the Cape the type of sediments depth tobedrockand rate of recharge from precipitation

The entire layer or zone of fresh waterunderlyingthe Cape is referred to as an aquifer

Within this single Capewide aquifer are six

separate lenses of groundwater four of which

underlie parts of the national seashore These

lenses are hydrogeologically separated from one

another by tidal rivers that cut across the Cape

From north to south they are the Pilgrim Pamet

Chequesset and Nauset lenses The freshwater

contained in these lenses is vital to sustaining

the Outer Capes cultural and ecologicalresources
It is the Outer Capes sole source of

potable water as well as the hydrologic source

for water dependent natural resources Cape Cod

Commission 1997 The areal extent of aquifer

lenses not political boundaries is the key to

managing units for groundwater development

and protection Cape Cod Planning andEconomic
Development Commission 1987

The elevation of the water table or depth to

groundwater may fluctuate several feet over a

year because of seasonal variations inprecipitationpumping of public supply wells

evapotranspirationby plants and location relative to

surface water bodies

The source of freshwater to the aquifers of the

Outer Cape is precipitation 4047 per year

A little less that half of this amount about 1822
per year infiltrates the aquifer andrechargesthe groundwater system Precipitation

that is not recharged to the aquifer evaporates or

is transpired by plants Surface runoff isnegligiblebecause of the highly permeable soils of

the Outer Cape The greatest percentage of the

recharge passes slowly through the aquifer and

is discharged into the ocean Every day millions

of gallons of fresh groundwater seep out of the

ground directly into the ocean Cape CodPlanningand Economic Development Commission

1987

The perpetual system of groundwater flow

through the aquifer from recharge to discharge

is one way for the aquifer to cleanse itself

However it can take a long time for thiscleansingto occur Groundwater in the Cape Cod

aquifer moves at an average rate of about 1 per

day Although this is fast when compared to

most aquifers it is a slow when considering the

amount of time it would take to flush acontaminantfrom the aquifer Thus natural flushing

cannot be relied on to keep the aquifer clean

Certain locations such as recharge areas toprivate
or public wells and areas wheregroundwaterflow is toward a kettle pond or estuary are

particularly sensitive to contamination Instead

of being flushed toward the ocean pollutants are

sucked in by the pumping well or slowlydischargedinto sensitive environmental areas

Under natural hydrologic conditions thefreshwaterand saltwater flow systems are assumed to

be in hydrodynamic equilibrium groundwater

discharge from the freshwater aquifer isbalanced
by recharge from precipitation which

results in a static interface between the two flow

systems Decreases in aquifer recharge orincreases
in groundwater pumping may decrease

the rate of coastal freshwater discharge and a

consequent landward movement of the boundary

of the freshwater lens

Significant growth in the number of summer and

permanent residents has increased groundwater

use during the past 30 years placing stress on
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groundwater resources US Geological Survey

Persky 1986 According to the Cape CodPlanningand Economic Development Commission

the population on the Cape is expected toincrease23 between 1990 and 2000 cited in

Cape Cod Commission 1994

Groundwater is primarilythreatened bycontaminationfrom nutrients and saltwater intrusion

Hydrocarbon contamination has alreadyoccurredin one area and potentially threatens

others There is also concern over the extent of

longterm declines in groundwater pond and

wetland levels in the quantity of streamflow

and in the possibility of saltwater intrusion from

the surrounding ocean

Massachusetts implemented regulations under

the Clean Water Act title V on March 31 1995

using state authority under the federal act and

other state laws Title V requires all existing and

new septic systems to meet certain criteria

including system upgrades such as holding

tanks leachfields and minimum percolation

rates In addition setbacks are required in

relation to wells and adjacent properties and

minimum sizes for septic systems are prescribed

at certain locations depending on the number of

bedrooms offices or hotel rooms Title V will

limit development or expansion in many areas

because of the stringent performance standards

required for septic systems Title V regulations

are enforced during property transfers

Groundwater resources on Cape Cod areprotected
by the Environmental Protection Agency

as a sole source aquifer meaning that the

unconsolidated sand and gravel aquifer is the

sole or principal source of drinking water for the

area The designation of a sole source aquifer

allows the Environmental Protection Agency to

review at its discretion federally financed

projects proposed in the area to determine each

projects potential for contaminating a sole

source aquifer

The entire Outer Cape depends on groundwater

for potable water An increasing permanent and

seasonal population as well as summervisitationis creating a need to expand public water

supply capabilities In addition some areas not

currently being served by public water supply

systems will develop systems in the future as a

result of water quality concerns Most towns

have retained title and development rights to

large parcels of land within the seashore These

lands could be used for and have been proposed

for municipal water supply wells Several towns

within the national seashore have expressed a

desire to use undeveloped areas for supply wells

In accordance with NPS Special Directive 782
the National Park Service is limited by law and

policy to permit the sale or lease of seashore

water to a nonNPS entity only under thefollowingconditions if that entity providesservicesof direct or indirect benefit to the park or

park visitors if there is no reasonable alternative

water supply if the effects on the parksenvironmentadministration management andprotectionand visitors have been examined and

determined to be acceptable if the government

would be able to recover the full cost ofprovidingthe water if the arrangement has been

reviewed in Washington and if the use is for a

short time is revocable does not convey

permanent rights and is conditioned to allow

NPS review of planned development by the

applicant that would increase water demand

The national seashore staff participates in a

Lower Cape Water Management Task Force

which is working to develop a comprehensive

water management plan focusing on freshwater

quantity and quality

issuesPonds
and Lakes

The freshwater ponds and lakes of the national

seashore can be divided into three types based

on geological history dune ponds kettle

ponds and coastal ponds

Dune ponds occur in the low interdune

areas in the Province Lands These low

areas are created by sand movement most

commonly from wind deflation producing

a blowout This low area can be deepened

until the groundwater level is reached and a
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shallow dune pond is formed Over 20 large

dune ponds are found in the nationalseashoreand many more smaller onesincludingsome that are seasonal Interdunal ponds

in the Province Lands are home to a number

of rare plant colonies

Kettle ponds on Cape Cod formed byremnantice blocks as the glaciers retreated are

popular as recreational spots in partbecauseof their clear water which results

from natural acidity and low nutrient levels

The deeper kettle hole depressions became

filled with fresh groundwater as the sea

level rose after glaciation some ponds are

now over 60 deep These kettle ponds are

surface exposures of the water table They

are also home to an unusual assemblage of

plants and fish including some statelisted

rare plants Cape Cod National Seashore

has 20 kettle ponds

Most of the kettle ponds have privatedwellings
adjacent to the shorelines Given the

porous nature of the groundwater aquifer

the proximity of residences can contribute

to pond eutrophication Some seasonalresidences
are being converted to yearround

residences with a resulting yearround

impact especially from septic effluent

gardening herbicides and fertilizers and

eroded soils and sediments

Several kettle ponds within the nationalseashorehave been largely protected from the

extensive shoreline development on other

Cape ponds outside the seashore making

them quite rare and special both for the

region and within the entire national park

system However their clear water iscontinuallythreatened by excess nutrientinflow
especially phosphorous imported by

bank erosion or with polluted groundwater

Kettle pond jurisdictions are complicated

and the towns the state and the National

Park Service often have conflictingmanagementobjectives For example restrooms

at townoperated swimming beaches could

contribute to nutrient loading Efforts by

Massachusetts to improve stocked trout

viability by liming ponds could lead to

reduced water clarity and damage to rare

shoreline plants

Acid deposition is well documented on

Cape Cod Surface waters are poorly

protected against deposition of acids and

other contaminants such as mercury About

63 of the seashores kettle ponds are

highly acidic and poorly buffered Some

ponds like Great Pond in Wellfleet are

naturally acidic Liming of at least one of

these ponds to increase sport fishing has

already occurred but there is little certainty

of this ponds original condition

Coastal ponds form when ocean bays orlagoonsare sealed off by barrier spits created

by sediments carried by wind and water

currents If the connection to the sea iscompletelysevered the water in the coastal

pond is diluted by precipitation and fresh

groundwater and becomes brackish or

possibly fresh The only major example of a

coastal pond within the seashore that has

been isolated from the ocean is Pilgrim

Lake

Vernal pools or temporary forest wetlands

are numerous and occur throughout the

deep kettle depressions of Cape Cod These

pools generally hold water only during

winter and spring and are topographically

isolated from permanent surface water

bodies Vernal ponds are devoid of fish and

the effects of fish predation therefore they

comprise a distinctive and essential habitat

for many kinds of plants and animals They

may be the most sensitive among freshwater

bodies to atmospheric acidification because

of their isolation from inorganic soil buffers

and direct exposure to acidic rainfall

Streams and Rivers

Since there is a limited elevation gradient and

the glacial sediments are highly porous surface

runoff is limited and the Outer Cape has few
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streams and rivers The ones that do exist are

small and sluggish often bordered by marshes

and swamps Streamflow originates fromprecipitationgroundwater or outflow from water

table ponds and the quality of the river water

reflects that of the rivers source The two major

stream systems within Cape Cod National

Seashore are the Herring and Pamet Rivers

Both of these rivers follow a channel cut during

the glacial outwash period There are also

several smaller drainages in the seashore such as

Fresh Brook and Blackfish Creek

The Herring River in Wellfleet is approximately

3 miles long and has the three features of a river

system headwaters floodplain and estuary

although on a relatively small scale The river

begins as a small stream about 2 meters wide

draining Herring Pond which in turn receives

water from Williams Higgins and Gull Ponds

The floodplain area begins about halfway from

Herring Pond to U S 6 where there areextensivebottomlands of marshes and shrub swamps
Near the mouth the river widens out into the

intertidal estuarine environment A dike at the

mouth of the Herring River partially inhibits the

natural tidal flushing of the estuary

There is generally enough flow in the Herring

River to prevent freezing in the winter making

this an extremely important area foroverwinteringanimals The river is also a run for two

species of herring

erosion processes The present headwaters of the

Pamet a freshwater marsh are being

encroached upon as the dune behind Ballston

Beach migrates slowly westward with the

eroding shoreline During big storms salt water

from the ocean has washed into the headwaters

of the Pamet

Freshwater Marshes

Marshes are wetlands characterized by standing

water most of the year The soil is generally soft

muck and is rich with decaying organic matter

Freshwater marshes are very productive in terms

of plant growth and create a large amount of

organic matter A considerable amount of

material can accumulate if it is not broken down

or transported away by water flow Over time

marshes tend to fill with organic matter and

become drier communities

Most of the marshes within Cape Cod National

Seashore are associated with river drainages the

Herring and Pamet Rivers and Bound Brook are

good examples or in former intertidal areas

such as Pilgrim Lake and part of Hatches

Harbor or in interdune depressions associated

with dune ponds The source of water isprecipitation
and groundwater seepage Some wetlands

are perched above the groundwater tableelevationand are formed by entrapment ofprecipitation
by low permeability sediments

The Pamet River flows toward Cape Cod Bay

through a bottomland filled with cattail marshes

and shrub swamps The freshwater portion of the

Pamet is 16 miles long stopping just upstream

from the tide gates under US 6 Downstream of

the dike the river is under tidal influences and

becomes an estuary for the rest of its length to

its mouth in Pamet Harbor

The portion of the Pamet River within Cape Cod

National Seashore is fresh or mildly brackish

No major ponds drain into the Pamet its water

level and flow depend either on the groundwater

flowing under the uplands on either side and on

direct precipitation The rivers formerheadwater
uplands have been removed by coastal

Bogs

A bog is a unique ecological community both

chemically and biologically Sphagnum bogs are

perpetually saturated wetlands distinguished by

unusually thick mats of Sphagnum moss and

deep layers of peat Quaking bogs are floating

mats of tangled roots and rhizomes that support

thick accumulations of Sphagnum moss

Cranberry bogs deserve special attentionbecauseof their relationship to the cultural history

of Cape Cod It was on Cape Cod that the

commercial propagation and harvesting of

cranberries began an activity that is still
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identified with Cape Cod across the nation

Today Cape Cod has both commercial and wild

cranberry bogs See the discussion of cranberry

bogs under Prime and Unique Farmlands

Freshwater Swamps

A shrub swamp is characterized by a dense 34
meter high cover of shrubs such as swamp

azalea and highbush and downy blueberry The

soil is wet sometimes with standing water

usually less than 1 deep The soil is usually

peaty and rich with organic matter Shrub

swamps are often found on the edges of marshes

and ponds especially bog ponds Many of the

interdune hollows in the Province Lands support

shrub swamps as do many of the kettle hole

depressions of Truro and Wellfleet Shrub

swamps also occur along streams such as the

Herring and Pamet Rivers

The soil of tree swamps is usually waterlogged

and may be covered with i or less of standing

water Within the seashore there are two types of

tree swamps Atlantic white cedar and red

mapletupelo swamps

The Atlantic white cedar swamp isrestrictedto wet areas and the conditions for

seed germination open peat and sunlight

are no longer common on Cape Cod due to

ecological succession Historic logging and

cranberry bog development also eliminated

many sites As a result the Atlantic white

cedar swamp near the Marconi site in South

Wellfleet approximately 8 acres a young

stand in the Province Lands and two stands

in Eastham are the only four areas of this

community within the seashore

The red mapletupelo swamp is morecommonRed maple survives well in both wet

and dry areas so some red maple stands are

found in terrestrial habitats There are red

mapletupelo stands near the Fort Hill

nature trail in Paradise Hollow along

portions of the Pamet River and inlowlyingareas of the Province Lands

FLo©DPLAINS

Floodplains are land areas that are susceptible to

flooding by either river or coastal waters but are

not normally submerged The 100yearfloodplainis an area with a I or greater chance of

flooding in any given year a 500yearfloodplainhas only a 02 chance of being flooded

Of the 43570 acres within the national seashore

boundaries about 9200 acres are classified as

being within the 100 year floodplain see Water

Resources Floodplain map

Because of the porous soils and small size of the

rivers flooding by river waters is infrequent on

Cape Cod Coastal flooding which occurs in

coastal flood hazard areas 100year floodplain

with wave action is a big concern on the Cape

and is discussed under Geology and Coastal

Processes

VEGETATION

The vegetation of Cape Cod has developed since

the most recent glacial period that ended 14000

years ago At first the newly exposed landscape

was colonized by tundra vegetation hudsonia

on the windy ridges and by spruce and willows

in protected hollows As the climate warmed

this vegetation was replaced by a boreal forest

assemblage of spruce green alder and jack pine

gradually moister and warmer conditions

favored replacement of these species by white

pine pitch pine beech hemlock and oak

A dry period that peaked about 7200 years ago

increased fire frequency resulting in pitch pine
scrub dominance However by 5000 years ago

the climate again was cooling and becoming

moister once again giving rise to the more

mesophytic forest present when the area was

settled Beginning about 1000 years ago Native

Americans began to influence the vegetation

Prior to the 18th century the WampanoagIndians
grew corn and wheat harvested shellfish

and managed the woodland in part through the

use of fire
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Natural Resources Vegetation

Cape Cod is one of the first areas colonized by

Europeans in North America and has one of the

longest histories of alteration The early English

colonists described Wood End near presentday

Provincetown as all wooded with oaks pines

sassafras juniper birch holly vines some ash
walnut Frederick 1858 They also found

woodland tracts freshwater ponds and streams

salt marshes and areas of fertile soils

As the population grew forest was cleared for

farming and large numbers of cattle and sheep

ranged the open pastures Cedar and maple

swamps were transformed into cranberrybogsBythe mid19th century 30 of the county was
used for agriculture and farming reached its

peak However these changes were not without

environmental costs By the time Thoreauvisitedthe Cape in the 1850s many oftheresourceshad been depleted and he wrote the

following

Throughout the early 20th century humanactivitiessuch as livestock grazing agriculture and

accidental fires continued to suppress tree

growth However late in the century these

activities were substantially decreased Grazing

and other forms of agriculture are no longer

practiced on the Outer Cape while natural and

humancaused fires have been suppressed These

changes have resulted in an increased tree cover

pitch pine and scrub oak have prospered and the

amount of heathland has decreased Carlson et

a 1992 At least 800 species of plants occur

within Cape Cod National Seashore in a wide

variety of community types including

heathlands freshwater and saltwater wetlands

upland forests beaches dunes and grasslands

A 1991 vegetation study revealed 24 vegetation

cover types within the national seashore NPS
1991f These cover types and approximateacreagesare shown in table 7 These cover types

were reclassified into the eight categories that

are shown on the Vegetation map

The old houses are built of the timber of

the Cape but instead of the forests in the

midst of which they originally stood

barren heaths with poverty grass for

heather now stretch away on every side

Thoreau 1865

Wood End where the Pilgrims stood no longer

supports forest Old stumps and soil outcrops in

the sand plains and dunes around Provincetown

indicate how much more extensive the forests

once were

The vegetation in the seashore is constantly

changing in response to both natural andhumaninducedfactors including storms sea level rise

fire and human use Recognizing changes in

species composition and vegetation structure

and determining what factors contribute to these

changes are essential for effective management

In 1985 the seashore initiated a revegetationprogramto stabilize more than 900 acres of barren

dunes in the Province Lands To date 110 acres

of dunes have been planted with beach grass

TABLE 7 VEGETATION COVER TYPES WITHIN CAPE COD NATIONAL SEASHORE

Cover Type Acres Cover Tyne Acres

Atlantic white cedar forest 11 Hairgrass 167
Barren 1814 Highbush blueberryswamp azalea 154

Bayberrybeach plumblack cherry 1780 Huckleberry 10

Beach grass 3379 Meadowsweettgoldenrod 80
Bear oak 657 Mixed grass 600
Bearberry 569 Pitch pine 7614
Beech 60 Pitch pineloak 4784
Black and white oak 3160 Reed 89
Black locust 304 Red maple 152
Cattail 475 Velvet grass I

Cattail and reed 71

Cordgrass 1645 Developed Area 1626
Cultivated <1 Water 1051
Dead trees 2
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This work was based on the assumption that

human disturbance such as deforestation and

livestock grazing had initiated dune migration

Leatherman et al 1981 More recentinformationindicates that the Little Ice Age with its

correspondingly cooler temperatures and drier

winds may have contributed more than human
disturbance Winkler 1990

Heathland communities support a wide diversity

of plants and animals including many endemic

species that are becoming increasinglyendangeredProtected heathlands are very rare in

North America and uncommon globallyApproximately670 acres of heathlands are found in

nine major areas in the seashore Some of these

heathlands are becoming forested because of

natural succession tree growth An ecological

survey of heathlands which includesmanagementrecommendations was completed in

1992 Carlson et al 1992

CULTURAL LANDSCAPES

Cultural landscapes include agricultural areas

such as Fort Hill and the lramet cranberry bog

Restoring or maintaining cultural landscapesinvolvesactive management of vegetation Also
see Cultural Landscapes page 157

Vegetation management actions to maintain

vistas throughout the national seashore range

from mowing grass to cutting tree limbs to

removing trees Vista management actions have

often been initiated site by site rather thanaccordingto a longterm comprehensive plan

Further discussion of vista management is

found under Public Use see pages 171172

PLANT SPECIES THAT ARE ENDANGERED
THREATENED OR OF SPECIAL CONCERN

Between 1984 and 1987 the distribution of rare

plants in the seashore was mapped Of allhabitats
surveyed the pond shore is the mostthreatenedrare plant habitat in the seashore NPS

LeBlond 1989b No management plans have

been developed to protect identified sitescommunitiesor habitats of rare plants TheMassachusetts
Endangered Species Act is more c
o

m
p

re
h

e
n

s
iv

e

than the federal law and requires

stricter environmental review of listed species

Plant species facing possible extirpation in

Massachusetts may be listed by the state as

endangered threatened or of special concern

Each classification reflects the speciespopulationsize and stability its global distribution

and threats to habitat viability

Endangered reproductively viable native

species that have been documented to be in

danger of extirpation

Threatened reproductively viable native

species that have been documented to be rare

or declining within the state and are likely to

become endangered in the foreseeable future

Species of special concern 1 those

native species where a population decline

could threaten the species if allowed tocontinueunchecked or 2 those species that

occur in such small numbers or with such a

restricted distribution or specialized habitat

that they could easily become threatened

Massachusetts has listed 20 plant species within

the seashore that have been classified asthreatenedendangered or of special concern Of
these four species have been recordedhistoricallybut have not been confirmed in recent

years see table 8 and the Rare Plant Habitat

map No federally listed plant species are

known to occur in the seashore

NONNATIVE PLANT SPECIES

Nonnative species of plants that have beenintroduced
to the seashore ecosystem potentially

compete with and displace native species Data

on the distribution abundance and impacts of

exotic species on native biota and physicalprocesses
are lacking NPS policy advocates an

integrated pest management approach to control

pest species
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Natural Resources Vegetation

TABLE 8 STATELISTED PLANT SPECIES THAT ARE ENDANGERED THREATENED OR OF SPECIAL CONCERN

AT CAPE COD NATIONAL SEASHORE

Family Scientific i

Endangered Species

Boraginaceae Borages Mertensia manfirr

Cyperaoeae Sedges Carex striate var

Eleocharis obtus4

Juncaceae Rushes Juncus debifis

Poaceae Grasses Etymus mollis

Threatened Species

Araceae Arums Orontium aquatic

Cactaceae Cacti Opuntia humifusa

Cyperaceae Sedges Carex oligosperm

Lentibulariaceae Bladderworts Utricularia fibrosa

Ophioplossaceae Grape Ferns Ophioglossum pu

Poaceae Grasses Aristida purpurast

Sphenopholfs per

Species of Special Concern

Alismataceae Arrowheads Sagitfarfa teres

Cistaceae Rockroses

Pinweeds

Cyperaceae Sedges

Empetraceae Crowberries

Iridaceae Irises

Lentibulariaceae Bladderworts

ame

a

brevis

var ovata

ilium

nsylvanica

Helfanthemurn dumosum

Rhynchospora scirpoides

I

Corema conradii

Sisyrinchium arenicola

Utricula►ia subulata

Poaceae Grasses Dichanthelium

commonsianum

Spartina cynosuroides

Common Name

Oysterleaf

Walters sedge

Ovate spikesedge

Weak rush

Sea Lymegrass

Golden club

Prickly pear

Few fruited sedge

Fibrous bladderwort

Adderstongue fern

Purple needlegrass

Swamp oats

Terete slender
arrowhead

Bushy rockrose

Longbeaked
baldsedge

Broom crowberry

Sandplain blueeyed

grass

Subulate bladderwort

Commons
panicgrass

Salt reedgrass

SOURCE Massachusetts Natural Heritage Endangered Species Program

Observed at Cape
Cod National

Seashore

Yes

Yes

Historic recording

Yes

I

Historic recording

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Historic recordiing

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Historic recording

Yes

Yes

Yes
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FIRE MANAGEMENT clams Mya arenoria surf clams Spisula

solidissima blue mussels Mytilus edulis

oysters Crassostrea virginica quahogs

Mercenaria mercenaria and bay scallops

Argopecten irradians

During the last 50 years vegetation has changed

from open fields and heathlands to a mostly

closed canopy pitch pine and oak forest with an

understory of highly flammable live and dead

fuels The seashore staff has aggressivelysuppressedall wildfires since 1961 The effect of a

fullsuppression policy on forest fuels and

vegetative communities is unknown As fuels

continue to build destructive wildfires could

occur endangering human life and affecting

both seashore resources and private improved

properties Firedependent communities such as

grasslands and heathlands may diminish and

eventually disappear

The 1994 Fire Management Plan seeks to

protect human life and property and to research

and then restore or simulate the natural role of

fire The National Park Service works closely

with local and state agencies to ensure fire

preparedness The Park Service in cooperation

with the University of Massachusetts has

initiated programs to reduce fuel levels around

identified seashore structures

FISH AND WILDLIFE

Diverse and abundant vegetation within the

national seashore supports a wide variety of fish

and wildlife A broad range of habitat isprovided
by the various community types as well as

by the diversity of successional stages

At least 18 freshwater fish species have been

identified at Cape Cod including gamefish such

as trout perch bass and pickerel and other

species such as eel herring shiners andkillifishOcean waters have more than 53 different

species of fish Commercial and recreational

finfish caught in state waters include flounder

halibut haddock hake pollock cod herring

mackerel alewife striped bass bluefish and

others Lickus et al 1989 Cape Cod is one of

the best striped bass fishing areas in the United

States

Shellfish species that are harvested bothcommerciallyand recreationally include softshell

At least 30 species of terrestrial mammals occur

throughout the forested uplands and heathlands

of the seashore including deer rabbits foxes

coyotes raccoon skunks weasels voles bats

woodchucks shrews muskrats chipmunks

squirrels moles mice and rats Muskrats and an

occasional river otter occur in Cape Cod waters

Many marine mammals occur throughout Cape
Cod waters including whales dolphinsporpoisesand seals The Marine MammalProtectionAct prohibits activities that cause the death

or serious injury of marine mammals

Marine mammals and sea turtles are regularly

stranded within the national seashore Seashore

staff cooperate with a wide range of permitted

specialists in the recovery and rehabilitation of

stranded marine mammals

At least 368 species of migratory and resident

birds have been identified within the national

seashore including a wide variety of waterfowl

gulls shorebirds wading birds and songbirds

Many neotropical migrants use Cape Cod as a

breeding site Cape Cod is along the Atlantic

Flyway a major route for migrating birds and

many transient species appear during spring and

autumn Areas close to the beach are especially

important as feeding sites during migrations

Because of the insular nature of the Outer Cape

and its glaciated past the national seashore has a

unique assemblage of amphibians and reptiles

There are at least 18 reptilian species and at least

13 amphibian species within the nationalseashoreincluding snakes turtles salamanders

newts frogs and toads

Cape Cod is home to a number of freshwater

macroinvertebrate animals including sponges

flatworms worms leeches mollusks and

crustaceans Marine benthic macroinvertebrates

such as shrimps crabs worms mollusks and
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echinoderms provide a food source for many

fish and some are fished recreationally and

commercially In addition numerous species of

dragonflies damselflies butterflies moths

diptera and beetles inhabit the seashore

Inventories have been conducted for severalanimal
species including whitetailed deerlepidopteradragonflies and tiger beetlesMonitoringof beachnesting terns and piping plovers is

completed annually In addition the seashore

staff initiated an annual breeding bird survey in

1989 following US Fish and Wildlife Service

breeding bird survey protocol During hunting

season the state evaluates the sex and general

age characteristics of harvested deer

Despite the inventory work that has been done

inventory data for most major taxonomic groups

is lacking In addition prescribed monitoring is

usually not possible for those groups for which

inventories have been conducted due to staff and

funding constraints Baseline inventories and

monitoring of all rare threatened andendangeredspecies and harvested species and their

habitat is also needed

HUNTING FISHING AND SHEIIFISHING

The legislation establishing Cape Cod National

Seashore allows hunting and fishing under the

jurisdiction of the state and the Park Service

and shellfishing under the jurisdiction of the

state and towns Whitetailed deer hunting is a

major activity and some birds and small game

are also harvested The state sets harvest quotas

and hunting season dates Saltwater fishing is

popular and while the state does not require a

saltwater fishing license limits on size and

number are in place A license is required for

fishing in freshwater ponds

The state stocks land within and adjacent to the

seashore with exotic small game and some great

ponds with exotic fish Ringnecked pheasants

Phasianus colchicus are stocked in threelocations
in the national seashore the Marconi area

the area near Bound Brook island and in the

Province Lands for a sixweek sport hunting

season In addition the state stocks rainbow

trout and brown trout in two seashore ponds

Shellfshing is controlled by the state andmanagedby the local towns This control extends to

shellfish on submerged land under thejurisdictionof the national seashore

Shellfishingactivitiesinclude raking dragging and dredging

seeding estuaries with hard clams and control of

predators such as green crabs and moon snails

The impact of these activities on marine

resources is unknown but may include physical

impacts and decreased species diversity The

National Park Service is developing a protocol

to inventory and monitor submerged aquatic

resources Beatty et al 1993

With the decline of finfish populations more

and more Cape Codders are turning to shellfish

aquaculture as an alternative livelihood Many

towns on the Cape receive numerous requests

for aquaculture licenses Under Massachusetts

law landowners can also own the intertidal zone

usually to mean low water and the public may
not trespass except for recreational fishing

shellfishing fowling or navigation A 1993

court ruling determined that shellfishaquaculture
is not fishing and thereby requires the

approval of the upland landowner The potential

impacts of extensive shellfish aquaculture on

marine resources within the national seashore

are unknown There are no finfish or aquatic

plant aquaculture projects within the national

seashore boundaries

NONNATIVE SPECIES

Since European settlement numerous nonnative

species have been introduced on the Outer Cape

including browntailed and gypsy moths Many
browntailed moth surveys and control efforts

have been conducted within the seashore over

the last 30 years However very littlequantitative
data exist to indicate trends in theirdistribution

or abundance on Outer Cape Cod Some

gypsy moth monitoring has been conducted
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RARE THREATENED OR ENDANGERED
ANIMAL SPECIES

The Endangered Species Act requires that all

federal agencies ensure that any actions they

conduct authorize or fund will not likely

jeopardize the continued existence of a listed

species or result in the adverse modification of

critical habitat Species proposed for listing as

threatened or endangered are referred to and

ranked as candidate species and are also taken

into consideration

Consultation with the US Fish and Wildlife

Service reveals that 17 species found within the

national seashore are listed as endangered or

threatened A portion of Cape Cod Bay within

the national seashore is designated as critical

habitat for the northern right whale Eubalaena

glacialis The harbor porpoise Phocoenaphocoenahas been proposed for listing by theNationalMarine Fisheries Service in addition

eight species of marine mammals are protected

under the Marine Mammal Protection Act see
table 9 Most migratory birds are protected

under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act

Animal species that could be extirpated are

listed by the Massachusetts Natural Heritage and

Endangered Species Program as endangered

threatened or of special concern Eachclassification
reflects the species population size and

stability its global distribution and the threats

to habitat viability the definitions are the same

as for plants Massachusetts lists 42 species

known to occur within the national seashore

including 10 species listed as endangered 11

threatened and 21 of special concern see table

10 and the Rare Wildlife Habitat map

Management of the piping plover Charadrius

melodus a federally listed species is a major

component of the national seashores resource

management program It has been documented

that this species can be adversely affected by

human activities The US Fish and Wildlife

Service is proposing that portions of the

seashore be designated as critical piping plover

habitat Intensive monitoring has beencompletedto coordinate use of the offroad vehicle

ORV corridor with plover hatching and

fledgling dates Other federally listed species

receive protection within the seashore and have

received varying levels of monitoring but no

additional management

Several species of statelisted terns nest onseashorebeaches The seashore has acomprehensivetern management program similar to

and conducted in conjunction with management
actions for piping plovers Other than terns

there have been no significant management
actions to protect identified sites communities

or habitats of statelisted animals

MOSQUITO CONTROL ACTIVITIES

The state has jurisdiction over mosquito control

activities in portions of the seashore andoperates
a mosquito control program through each

town Control activities include larvacidetreatment
in wetlands The impact of these activities

on native invertebrates both target andnontargetspecies and dependent fauna is not known
In addition these activities conflict with NPS

policy which prohibits the control of native

insects unless a public health emergency exists

NPS policy advocates an integrated pestmanagementapproach when control is necessary

There is no formal agreement between the

National Park Service and the Cape CodMosquitoControl Project to coordinate activities

The mosquito control project has the authority to

conduct activities in the Province Lands and on

town and state lands elsewhere within the

seashore boundaries
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TABLE 9 FEDERALLY PROTECTED ANIMAL SPECIES AT CAPE COD NATIONAL SEASHORE

Scientific Name Common Name

Observe

Cape Cs

Nations

Seashoi

Vertebrates listed in taxonomic order

Caretta careffa Loggerhead turtle Yes

Chefonia rnydas Green turtle NMFS
record

Eretmochelys irnbncata Hawksbill turtle Yes

Lepidochelys kempif Atlantic ridley turtle Yes

Derrnochelys coriacea Leatherback turtle Yes

Halfaeetus leucocephalus Bald eagle Yes

Falco peregrfnus anatum Peregrine falcon Yes

Charadrius melodus Piping plover Yes

Numenfus borealis Eskimo curlew yes

Sterna dougallfi dougallfi Roseate tern Yes

Phoca vitulina Harbor seal Yes

Pagophilus groanlaodicus Harp seat yes

Halichoerus grypus Gray seal yes

CvetoDhnre oristata Hooded seal Yes

Physeter catodon 1

macrocephalus

Sperm whale NMFS
record

Lagenod7ynchus acatus Atlantic whitesided

dolphin

Yes

Orcinus orca Orca Yes

Globicephela melaena Pilot whale Yes

Phocoona phocoena Harbor porpoise Yes

Balaenoptera physalus Finback whale Yes

Balaenopfera borealis Sei whale Yes

Balaenaptera
acutorostrate

Minks whale Yes

Bafaenoptera musculus Blue whale NMFS
record

Megaptera novaeangliae Humpback whale Yes

Eubalaena glacialis Right whale Yes

Invertebrates

CicmdeJa dorsalis dorsalrs Northeastern beach

tiger beetle

H

at

d Status

I

USFWS

FT

FT

FE

FE

FE

FE

FE

TFT

FE

L FE

NMFS

FT

FE

FE

FE

FE

MM

MM

MM

MM

Remarks

Rare the Florida nestingpopulation
is endangered the Caribbean

nesting population threatened

Rare

Migratory statelisted asendangered
Migratory statelisted asendangered
May 1995 recovery planstatelistedas threatened

Migrant nearly extinct statelisted

as endangered

Statelisted as endangered

Common in winter

Rare

Statelisted as of special concern

Rare

FE FE Rarely found at depths less than

600 statelisted as endangered

MM

MM Rare

MM
P NMFS has proposed for listing

under Endangered Species Act

FE FE Statelisted as endangered

FE FE Statelisted as endangered

I MM

FE FE Rare in shallow coastal waters

statelisted as endangered

FE FE Statelisted as endangered

FE FE Designated critical habitatincludesa portion of the seashore

statelisted as endangered

FT April 1992 draft recovery plan
statelisted as threatened

Most migratory birds found at Cape Cod National Seashore are also protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act

NMFS = National Marine Fisheries Service USFWS = United States Fish and Wildlife Service

FE = Federally listed as endangered FT = Federally listed as threatened

MM = Protected under Marine Mammal Protection Act P = Proposed for listing by NMFS
H = Historic record of sighting Rare = Species not found annually when found

occurs in small numbers <5 individuals
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Scientific Name Common Na
I

Vertebrates listed In taxonomic order

atumHemidactyilum scut Four toed salamander

okScaphiopus hofbroii Spadefoot toad

Clemmys gulfata Spotted turtle

nMalaclemys tenapi terrapin Northern diamondback

Terrapene Carolina Box turtle

Gavla immer Common loon

Podilymbus podiceps Piedbilled grebe

Oceanodroma feucorhaa Leachs storm petrel

Sotaurus lentiginosus American bittern

►xobrychus exilis Least bittern

Accipdercoopei Coopers hawk

Accipllerstriatus Sharpshinned hawk

Circus cyaneus Northern harrier

Gaflinula chioropus Common moorhen

Rallus elegans King rail

Sartramia fangicauda Upland sandpiper

Sterne antillarum Least tern

Sterna hirundo Common tern

Sterna paradisaea Arctic tern

ryto alba Common barn owl

Asia flammeus Shorteared owl

Asio otus Lon ared owl

Pinlnfhnn•e nraiancc ecrlna wren

Lanius ludovicianus

Pooecetes graminens

Loggerhead shrike

Vesper sparrow

Henslows sparrow

Grasshopper sparrow

Northern parula

Blackpoll warbler

Mourning warbler

terrapin

Goldenwinged warbler

Gray seal

Walkers limpet

New England bluet

Pine barrens bluet

Coastal heathland cutworm

Blueberry sallow

Gerards underwing moth

Chain do eometer

Northern hairstreak

Coastal barrens buckmoth

Decodon borer moth

Status

SC

ST

SC

ST

SC

SC

SE

SE

SE

SE

Sc

Sc

ST

Sc

ST

SE

SC

SC

Sc

Sc

SE

SC

SE

SE

ST

SE

ST

ST

SC

Sc

SE

SC

Sc

Sc

ST

Sc

SC

ST

SC

Sc

Remarks

Mi rant

Very rare in summer rare in fall

Rare

Rare

Rare

Rare Migrant

Rare

Rare

Rare

Rare migrant

Rare

Migrant

Migrant

Migrant

Rare Migrant

Federally protected MMPA

ST

ST

SOURCE Massachusetts Natural Heritage and Endangered Species Program
Note Not listed are statelisted species that are also federally listed including the bald eagle peregrine falcon eskimo

curlew roseate tern and sperm finback sei blue humpback and right whales all statelisted as endangered and the

piping plover and northeastern beach
tiger

beetle statelisted as threatened The gray seal appears on bothlistsST= State Threatened SE = State Endangered

SC = Species of Special Concern Rare = Species does not occur annually when found occurs

in small numbers <5 individuals

Ammodramus henslowii

Ammodramus savannarum

Parula americana

Dendroica striata

Oporomis philadelphia

Vermivora chrysoptere

Hafichaerus grypus

Invertebrates

lerrissia walker

LEnaffagma laterale

L Enallagma recurvatum

LAbagrofis crumb benjamini

Apharetra purpurea

Catocala herodias gerhardi

Cingilia catenaria

Fixsenia Ontario

Hemileuca maia

Papaipema sulphurata

Natural Resources Fish and Wildlife

TABLE 10 STATELISTED ANIMAL SPECIES THAT ARE THREATENED ENDANGERED OR OF SPECIAL CONCERN

AT CAPE COD NATIONAL SEASHORE IN TAXONOMIC ORDER
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CULTURAL RESOURCES

CULTURAL HERITAGE AND
ETHNOGRAPHIC RESOURCES

Ethnographic resources can include both natural

and cultural resources as well as resource based

use and activities In 1995 a rapid ethnographic

assessment focusing on cultural and natural

resources within Cape Cod National Seashore

was prepared HallArber 1995 It was intended

to provide a preliminary ethnographic overview

for the general management planRepresentativesof a number of cultural communities on

Cape Cod participated in this study including

Wampanoag Portuguese and PortugueseAmericansCape Verdeans and other contemporary

neighboring people

The goal of the study was to identify the range

of cultural patterns of use of seashore resources

and to provide a preliminary assessment of their

value to both traditionally associated andcontemporaryneighboring people The assessment

however was inconclusive it did not assess the

relationships of the groups identified andseashore
resources More detailed studies aretherefore

required

A more detailed assessment was prepared for the

Pamet cranberry bog and focused particular

attention on the involvement of the local Cape
Verdean population in the cranberry industry

CULTURAL LANDSCAPES

Cape Cod National Seashore contains numerous

cultural landscapes and additional culturallandscapesexist outside the national seashore These

cultural landscapes when combined with other

historic structures archeological resources and

museum objects reflect the history andtraditionalcharacter of the Outer Cape

Cape Cod National Seashores varied landscapes

are best characterized as historic vernacular

which are defined as landscapes that illustrate

peoples values and attitudes toward the land

and that reflect settlement patterns use and

development over time

The Cape Cod landscape reflects the ways in

which Cape Codders have lived and worked

over time By adapting to the naturalsurroundingsinhabitants have left their mark in acontinuumof land use that has modified thelandscapeThe Capes landscape continues to

evolve and often natural succession conceals the

cultural imprint Lands that were once Native

American fields farmlands and pastures used

by European settlers or lands that reflect past

use by other cultural groups are now forested or

have been altered through changes in use andor

design The evolution of these landscapes

threatens to obscure their former form and value

A limited cultural landscape inventory wascompletedin 1995 resulting in the identification of a

number of significant landscapes in the national

seashore eligible for listing on the National

Register of Historic Places including Fort Hill

in Eastham the Pamet cranberry bog in North

Truro the dune shacks in Provincetown and

Truro the Highland complex in Truro and the

AtwoodHiggins site in Wellfleet However a

complete inventory has not been undertaken

Consequently there is a need to identify

preserve and interpret the national seashores

cultural landscapes that are eligible for listing on

the National Register of Historic Places

HISTORIC ARCHITECTURE

Historic structures within Cape Cod National

Seashore along with many others within

adjacent Outer Cape communities reflect the

history and traditional character of the Outer

Cape particularly in combination with cultural

landscapes and archeological resources

Some historic structures are subject todestruction
or alteration before architectural features

can be recorded with a resulting loss of cultural
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assets to the Outer Cape and the nation Theintentof the national seashore is to work inconcertwith local groups and governments topromote
stewardship as a means to identify and

protect this heritage

In accordance with section 110 of the National

Historic Preservation Act as amended the

National Park Service has evaluated all federally

owned buildings within the national seashore A
total of 62 structures have been determined

eligible for listing on the National Register of

Historic Places As other buildings and

structures reach 50 years of age they are treated

as eligible for listing on the national register

until determined otherwise

The federally owned historic buildings are only

maintained through regional cyclic programs

that do not provide sufficient annual funds for

their yeartoyear maintenance A number of

major problems such as water damage and

painting need attention at virtually all historic

buildings Eight federally owned historic

buildings are leased to public and privateentitiesbut most permits have no agreement to have

the occupant repair or maintain the buildings

Federally owned historic buildings arefrequently
patrolled by park rangers and town

police however fire alarm systems andintrusiondetection are obsolete or nonexistent Two
historic properties the Highland Light and the

Highland House are leased for concession use

by the Truro Historical Society forinterpretation
gift sales and maintenance The Adams

cottage is leased for concession use as aclubhousefor the Highland Golf Links Three

historic buildings the Samuel Rider Ahearn

and Jedediah Higgins houses are leased for

residential use In addition four dune shacks in

the Peaked Hill Bars Historic District are leased

The Coast Guard NEED building the former

Nauset Coast Guard station is used for outreach

programs The Race Point ranger station the

former Race Point Coast Guard station is used

for NPS administration and storage Manyfederallyowned historic structures lack appropriate

treatment and use and they are not adequately

managed Among these are the Race Point

ranger station the Pamet cranberry bog house

the AtwoodHiggins house the Penniman house

and barn the Old Harbor Lifesaving Station

the Three Sisters Lights and the HighlandscomplexThe Province Lands dune shacks which

are federally owned are currently occupied by a

mix of historic property leaseholders and

useandoccupancyreservation holders As the

useandoccupancyreservations expire new

mechanisms will need to be in place to keep the

structures occupied and maintained

Staff interpreters operate the Old HarborLifesavingStation for limited hours daily during the

summer In addition staff interpreters present

alternate annual programs at the Penniman

house every other Christmas and theAtwoodHigginshouse every other Thanksgivingprimarilyfor the local communities

Approximately 240 privately owned historic

buildings and their associated landscapes are in

the national seashore These historic buildings

and grounds reflect the distinctive architectural

style and setting for which Cape Cod is noted

Because preservation of the historical character

of these buildings and grounds is at the private

owners discretion these historic structures and

their associated landscapes can be altered to the

point of compromising their architecturalintegrityand diminishing the Capes culturalcharacterThe loss or compromise of these valuable

resources is of a critical concern to the national

seashore as well as the Outer Capecommunities
The national seashore is subject to naturaldynamiccoastal processes such as migrating sand

sealevel rise shoreline change overwash and

inlet formation These processes threaten

cultural resources and their related settings

including the Marconi wireless site the French

cable hut and the Province Lands dune shacks

Before a historic structure and its associated

landscape are destroyed by natural coastal

processes the Park Service is required todocument
the site in accordance with section 110b

of the National Historic Preservation Act of

1966 as amended Cultural landscapes must also
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be recorded before destruction and the records

deposited in the Library of Congress or another

appropriate agency as designated If deemed

appropriate by the secretary of the interiorhistoricstructures threatened with destruction can

be moved to another location that approximates

their historical setting

ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES
INCLUDING SUBMERGED
RESOURCES

Archeological resources the physicalevidenceof past human activity including evidence

of the effects of that activity on the environment

represent both prehistoric and historic time

periods They are found above and below the

ground and underwater

LANDBASED RESOURCES

Prehistoric and historic archeological resources

have been identified at various locations such as

Long Point Fresh Brook Village Smith Tavern

the Carns site Fort Hill Coast Guard Beach
Great Island High Head and at all national

register properties unless they have been

moved These resources are subject to threats

such as development vandalism and erosion

These problems are not restricted to land within

the boundaries of the national seashore Some

structures on improved properties such as the

ones around Nauset Marsh are located in

archeologicallysensitive areas A series ofprehistoric
archeological sites around Nauset Marsh

have been listed as a national historic landmark

However a portion of these sites extend from

federal property onto privately owned property

within the seashore boundary where ground

disturbance could destroy valuable archeological

resources

The Archeological Resource Protection Act of

1979 requires that sites of religious or cultural

importance to Native Americans be identified

and protected The Native American Graves

Protection and Repatriation Act of 1990 seeks to

Archeological Resources including Submerged Resources

protect American Indian graves and encourages

in situ preservation of archeological sitescontaininghuman remains and associated funerary

objects This act also requires that a consultation

process be established with tribes in the event of

inadvertent discovery As a courtesy thenationalseashore has begun to notify Native

American groups of archeological excavations

Between 1979 and 1981 the seashore completed

a survey of prehistoric archeological resources

No program of a similarnature has beenundertakenfor historic landbased archeology

SUBMERGED RESOURCES

Continued sea level rise and shoreline changes

have resulted in landbased archeologicairesources
becoming partly submerged and in

danger of becoming completely submerged
Shoreline changes have also caused an alteration

in the seashores quartermile offshoreboundarySince thousands of shipwrecks occurred

along the Cape Cod coastline significantsubmergedarcheological resources are slowly being

placed outside the offshore boundarySubmergedand partially submerged archeological

resources have not been thoroughly surveyed At

the same time the offshore bottomland within

the seashore boundary in the Provincetown and

Truro areas is federally owned Much of the

offshore bottomland within the seashore

boundary is owned by the state

In the area where the offshore bottomland is

federally owned submerged resources are

treated in the same manner as landbased

cultural resources NPS policies rarely allow

shipwrecks to be salvaged When a state owns

the offshore bottomland within a park boundary

as is the case at Cape Cod National Seashore

different regulations apply The Abandoned

Shipwreck Act of 1987 asserts United States

government title to abandoned shipwrecks in a

states submerged lands This act however
transfers title for a majority of those shipwrecks

to the respective states and requires that states

develop policies for managing the wrecks so as

to protect natural resources permit reasonable

public access and allow for the recovery of
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shipwrecks consistent with the protection of

historical values and the environmental integrity

of wrecks and sites

Operating under this 1987 act which differs

from NPS policy the state issues permits for

salvage work to be done on submergedshipwrecks
Although the state requires permit

holders to file a salvage plan that is designed to

protect the historic values of shipwrecks there is

little oversight of the actual salvage work As a

consequence permit holders often do not use

accepted archeological practices whenconductingsalvage work and valuable information

on shipwrecks is sometimes lost

MUSEUM COLLECTION

The objects in the national seashores museum

collection are 65 archeological 32 archival

2 historical and I natural history Thecollectionsinclude the prehistoric archeological

collection the Great Island Tavern collection

the Higgins Collection and the scrimshawcollectionas well as the Hastings Keith Warren

Sears Nickerson and Wiley and Rich papers

There are also historic objects and archival

materials associated with the Penniman family

and a large historical photograph collection

Each of these collections is an important

reference source and an interpretive tool

Lack of storage display and research space with

environmental controls to ensure the protection

of these artifacts is a continuing problem The

material deterioration of objects is largely an

effect of the environment and the harshenvironment
on Cape Cod is especially detrimental to

objects in the collection The scheduledrehabilitationof a building for additional storage at the

North Truro Air Force Station will only partially

alleviate this problem Limited funding will not

allow for complete climate control in theconverted
storage area At Salt Pond visitor center

where some of the most sensitive and important

objects in the collection are on exhibitinsurmountable
problems with the environmental

controls demonstrate the need to replace the

s
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lack of funding and staffing in the curatorial

office has resulted in a catalog backlog of over

250000 objects This puts the collection in

jeopardy because of a lack of inventory control

Uncataloged material is not readily accessible

for research interpretation or exhibit

No parameters have been defined for the scope

of collections in terms of focusing on specific

areas to fill gaps in the collection There is little

control over archeology and resourcemanagementcollections that are driven by suchcircumstances
as shoreline erosion facilityconstructionor other grounddisturbing activities
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PUBLIC USE

INFORMATION AND
ORIENTATION

Most information and orientation services on

Cape Cod are provided by the National Park

Service chambers of commerce in the numerous

communities For national seashore visitors the

Salt Pond visitor center is the first NPSinformation
facility encountered Also NPS information

desks are at park headquarters and at the

Province Lands visitor center

Massachusetts operates a seasonal information

center on US 6 east of Hyannis on the Outer

Cape The first local chamber of commerce

welcome center near the national seashore on

US 6 is at Eastham At these centers and at

many motels campgrounds and restaurants

visitors can get oriented to the Cape pick up a

variety of informational brochures askquestionsand consider various tripplanning

options

INTERPRETATION AND
EDUCATION

Through a variety of interpretive facilities

media and personal services programs Cape

Cod National Seashore offers manyopportunitiesfor visitors and residents of all ages to

understand and appreciate the value andsignificanceof the Capes resources and character

The interpretive facilities include two visitor

centers eight selfguided interpretive trails and

four historic properties with public access

Media consist of four audiovisual programs

several museum exhibits three bookstore sales

areas and more than 30 wayside exhibits

organizations In addition the environmental

education program which uses two of the

national seashores facilities has reached

thousands of area students over the past two

decades Volunteers and representatives of

several partner organizations and agenciesconductor assist in conducting many of these

activities and programs

ACCESS AND TRANSPORTATION

ACCESS TO CAPE COD

Ground Access

While visitors to the Cape may arrive by airairportsin Provincetown and Hyannis bus and

boat more than 95 arrive by private car There

are two major highway routes to the CapeI495which crosses the Bourne Bridge and MA
3 which crosses the Sagamore Bridge US
Route 6 also known as the MidCape Highway

is the main road for traversing the Cape It is a

limited access highway until the Orleans

Eastham rotary

Traffic congestion on Cape Cod has increased to

the point of altering vacation and development

patterns over the years and existingtransportation
facilities have become a limiting factor on

tourism during the high use season Traffic

conditions are further compounded by pressure

from nearby population centers for vacation

destinations and the growth in yearround

residency on the Cape

Planning to alleviate the overburdenedtransportation
system capewide in accordance with the

Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency

Act of 1991 is the responsibility of the Cape

Cod Commission and the Cape Cod Regional

Transit Authority in cooperation with the

commonwealth of Massachusetts

The personal services interpretive program

offers a wide variety of guided walks and hikes

tours of historic properties evening illustrated

talks sunset beach campfires and special

events Offsite programs include outreachpresentationsfor local schools groups and civic
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Public Use Access and Transportation

Identified traffic problem areas on the Outer

Cape that are of special concern to the National

Park Service include 1 US 6 in Eastham and

2 US 6 between West Road on the Wellfleet

Eastham line and Wellfleet center which cannot

handle current traffic volumes Approximately

17 of the 31 miles of U S 6 from Provincetown

to Eastham are considered to be congested

when the ratio of traffic volume to roadway

capacity is 80 In the remaining 14 miles

capacity has been exceeded By the year 2020

this congestion will stretch south to the Orleans

rotary in Eastham

Intersections that do not function well near the

seashore corridor include MA 28 at Old Queen

Anne Road at MA 137 in Chatham and at MA
39 in Orleans and US 6 at Governor Prence

Road in Eastham and at West Road on the

EasthamlWellfleet line Seventeenaccidentproneintersections have been identified along

US 6 in Eastham Orleans Wellfleet Truro

and Provincetown with an additionalintersectionidentified as dangerous in Provincetown

While only these intersections are listed many
more require long waits to turn especially for

left turns Cars queuing behind leftturning cars

bring traffic to a standstill further diminishing

capacity safety and traffic flow on US 6

The public often perceives that national seashore

visitors are the primary contributors to traffic

congestion However a 1993 survey of visitors

indicates that over 75 specified their primary

destinations as particular towns or the Outer

Cape region and not specifically the national

seashore While the national seashore is a very

important part of the natural landscape and

cultural features do bring people to the Outer

Cape there is reason to believe that federal

protection of national seashore land has actually

precluded a considerable increase in traffic

congestion Projections estimate that if open

space had been developed with residential

homes rather than being set aside as a national

seashore up to an additional 25000 homes

could have been built generating up to a quarter

million additional daily trips on the existing road

system It is impossible to attribute traffic

congestion to any particular attraction on the

Outer Cape underscoring the need for al parties

to recognize the problems and to contribute to

their solution

A 2020 Vision Long Range Transportation

Plan for Cape Cod was released by the Cape
Cod Commission in 1995 The plan details

current traffic and ridership counts accidents

trouble spots and infrastructure facilityconditionsand it forecasts future system conditions

The conclusions are that actions must be taken

quickly to prevent widespread gridlock in the

near future Alternative solutions are presented

Adding traffic lanes has been rejected as a

solution because of cost capacity and character

issues

The transportation plan includes 12transportationcontrol measures as alternatives to beconsideredto mitigate the congestion and safety

concerns and to reduce vehicle emissions They

include improving public transportation both

regional and local providing highoccupancy

vehicle lanes encouraging employers to develop

trip reduction plans sponsoring trip reduction

ordinances improving traffic flow developing

fringe and corridor parking lots forhighoccupancyvehicles and public transportation users

providing bicycle and pedestrian pathsimproving
roadways and parking areas for bicyclists

preserving corridors for pedestrian and bicycle

use and encouraging employersponsored

flexible work hour programs Transportation

measures proposed specifically for air quality

improvement are the control of extended idling

and the reduction of cold starts

AirAccess

Regional commercial air service is available

through airports in Hyannis and Provincetown

General aviation airport use is also available at

Chatham in additional to Hyannis andProvincetownThe Provincetown Municipal Airport

occupies approximately 325 acres of federal

lands entirely within the national seashore The

Authorization of Conveyance ofCommonwealthLands see appendix A specifically

addresses the lease of land for a public airport
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and for additional lands to be consideredOperated
by the town of Provincetown it is one of

only two municipal airports in the nation within

a national park system unit The airport is about

2 miles north of the Provincetown center and is

within 14 mile of several NPS visitor facilities

including the Province Lands visitor center

Race Point Beach and the Old HarborLifesavingStation The use of lands for the airport

and runways lighting and instrumentation

beyond is specified in two separate permits

which authorize operation of the airport Both

permits are valid through the year 2015

Provincetown Municipal Airport is accessible

from an access road off the Race Point Beach

road a twolane road connecting US 6 and

Race Point Beach The airport access road is

used by airline passengers and general aviation

users taxis airline employees and airport

service vehicles During 1993 and 1994 about

3°•4 of the vehicles traveling on Race Point

Road used the airport access road

The airport is part of the national plan ofintegratedairport systems and it is considered an

important transportation facility by Outer Cape
communities It provides access to the national

aviation system in part through scheduled air

carrier service The airport is also part of the

Outer Capes interrnodal transportation system

The airport was established in 1947 and the

existing runway was built in 1948 Existing

airport facilities include a single 3500foot

paved runway which is accessed by a parallel

taxiway a woodframed terminal building with

attached hangar a small general aviation pilots

shack fueling facilities and automobile parking

In general the airport facilities are in fair to

good condition FAA 1997The airport is

served by a single commuter airline Cape Air
which also acts as the airports fixed base

operator providing aircraft fueling parking and

other services

One measure of airport activity is enplanements

or the number of passengers originating at the

airport in Provincetown Commercial air service

began in 1949 and by 1952 there were 5044

passenger enplanements Enplanements peaked

in 1984 at 21397 and declined by 1989 to

5333 Regularly scheduled service has revived

activity and in 1995 there were about 12200

enplanements FAA 1997 There is concern

about the continued viability of the airport in

light of changing economic conditions and other

forces

The National Park Service has substantialinterest
in the potential impacts of airport operations

and upgrades on the resources and values of the

national seashore Transportation projects that

are to cross NPS lands outside the existing

rightsofway or permitted areas must bereviewedA determination must be made in

accordance with the section 4f of theDepartmentof Transportation Act of 1966 The project

can be approved only if 1 there is no prudent

or feasible alternative to using that land and 2
the program or project includes all possible

planning to minimize harm to the park

resulting from such use

For any project proposed at the airport national

seashore managers will evaluate the projects

environmental impacts and how they affect the

national seashores resources and values The

Federal Aviation Administration theMassachusettsAeronautics Commission and theProvincetown
Airport Commission have prepared a

Preliminary Draft Environmental ImpactStatementEnvironmental Impact Report for several

airport improvements including aircraft parking

areas runway safety areas and a runwayextensionA full range of alternatives will beexploredand the National Park Service will take a

position on the proposed projects consistent

with its mandates when the draft report is

formally on review Each party will need to fully

understand the others needs in order to reach a

mutually satisfactory solution with regard to

airport improvements

ACCESS WITHIN THE NATIONAL SEASHORE

US 6 is the primary access route for thenationalseashore Roads and trails provide public

access to national seashore resources and the
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access largely determines the range of public

activities and experiences and there isincreasingdemand for access to ocean beaches kettle

ponds historic sites and other public useattractionsall with limited onsite parking National

seashore managers must protect sensitive

resources while providing an appropriate level

of access to a variety of settings

Access to environmentally sensitive areas such

as shoreline cliffs kettle ponds and dunes is

often limited by attempts to protect these

resources and concern for public safety The

presence of townowned and privately owned

property in the national seashore also leads to

access restrictions Sand roads are a traditional

means of access that link many features in the

national seashore yet ownership and access

rights along these corridors are often in dispute

and the mixture of ownerships can confuse

visitors In developed areas in the national

seashore and in town commercial areas access is

limited by the capacity of local access roads and

the availability of onsite parking

As access and parking facilities are lost to

coastal erosion the national seashore andsurroundingtowns are exploring cooperative

solutions to public access and transportation

problems The national seashore is working with

local county and state agencies to identify

transportation alternatives particularly for the

peak summer months and is contributing to the

Cape Cod Commissions Long Range

Transportation Plan

ACTIVITIES FACILITIES AND
SERVICES

ANNUAL VISITATION

Cape Cod National Seashore counted more than

S million visits in 1996 ranking it as the ninth

most visited area in the national park system

These statistics include repeat visits and visits by

one person to more than one area of the seashore

on a single day The promotion of Cape Cod as a

resort and tourist destination began almost acenturyago and it was firmly established in 1961

Public Use Activities Facilities and Services

when the national seashore was authorized In

1964 million visits were counted and by

1969 that visitation had more than doubled to 4

million plus Visitation reached over 5 million in

the 1970s and it has fluctuated between 4

million and 54 million in the 20 years since

Figures indicate that over the past two decades

visitation to the national seashore has increased

on an average by 04 a year or 43 per

decade However these figures include a period

of declining visitation during the recession of

the mid1980s

Growth in visitation over the last decade198494has been almost 20 with a record seven

straight years at over 5 million visits possibly

reflecting the increased amount of tourism as the

economy has rebounded from the recession

Cape Cods increased visitation and the more
than doubling of yearround and seasonal

residents have had a dramatic impact on public

use While the impact of these additional

residents on overall annual visitation at the

national seashore has been inconclusive it has

clearly contributed to traffic congestionsitespecificuse pressures and resource degradation

Many visitors have said that they visit less

frequently or in alternate seasons as a result of

increased traffic and congestion This trend is

supported by increased visitation in the spring

and fall coinciding with a slight drop in peak

summer visitation

A survey of visitors and local residentsconducted
in 19923 indicated that most national

seashore visitors come from the northeastern

United States although a total of 39 states and

Canada were represented Manning 1994 The

average visitors were in their mid to late 40s

were well educated and had relatively largeincomesA large percentage of groups weretravelingwith children particularly in the summer
reinforcing the tradition of the Cape as afamilyorienteddestination Three percent of visitors

spoke a foreign language mostly French Six

percent had some form of disability
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The survey showed that local yearround and

seasonal residents who used the national

seashore had stayed an average of 27 years on

the Cape and 44 lived on Cape CodyearroundThe average age of residents was 60
42 were retired and most were highlyeducatedwith annual incomes of $50000 or more

PATTERNS OF USE

Most visitors tend to be frequent repeat visitors

and more than 85 of the residents reported

frequent visits to the national seashore The

pattern of use is mostly day use however

evening programs have been popular and

requests often exceed the programs available

Frequent visitors generally have a consistent

pattern of use usually engaging in particular

activities at favorite sites in the national seashore

during the day and leaving in the afternoon or

evening to seek overnight accommodations in

the local and regional area The most popular

destinations in the Outer Cape region were

beaches managed by the National Park Service

visitor centers headquarters the Marconi

Station site lighthouses Nauset Beach Fort Hill

and trails and the Atlantic white cedar swamp
According to the survey most visitors do not

consider the national seashore their primary

destination on Cape Cod Summer visits last

about one week visits in the shoulder seasons

and winter average two to four days

Public use is highly seasonal with 50 of the

annual visitation occurring in June July and

August and as little as 10 in theNovemberMarch
period Visitation during the spring and

fall shoulder seasons is becoming more

popular

Onseasonsummer visitation roughly fromMemorial
Day to Labor Day consists mainly of

regional national and occasionally international

visitors These visitors are attracted by outdoor

activities principally swimming sunbathing

and beachcombing More passive outdoor

activities like nature study photography

picnicking and camping at private or state

campgrounds are also quite popular More than

half of all visitors participate in some road and

trailrelated activities including driving on

scenic roads hiking and bicycling More than a

third of the summer visitors take advantage of

educational displays rangerguided programs

and other services offered through the visitor

centers These centers receive about half of their

annual visitation of 34 million during this10week
period The wider configuration of the

Outer Beach and the presence of sportfsh make

summer the peak season for surffishing and

ORV beach driving

Winter visitation November through March
consists primarily of local and regional visitors

Despite frequently harsh weather winter visitors

continue to be attracted to the beaches to walk

beachcomb and watch noreaster storms Most

visitors favor scenic driving and hiking but

when the weather permits crosscountry skiing

and bicycling are popular Offseason visitors

take advantage of exhibits and services at the

visitor centers and historic structures although

these facilities often are closed or run at reduced

schedules

Shoulder seasons AprilMay andSeptemberOctoberare the most popular periods for many
local and regional visitors because of thecombinationof moderate weather and smaller crowds

Weekend attendance during these seasons can be

extremely high sometimes matching peak

summervisitation levels Visitors continue to

favor road and trail activities such as scenicdriving
hiking and bicycling Interest in nature

study and visiting park historic buildings

increases and more tour bus and educational

groups contribute to an additional demand for

services at the visitor centers In warmer

weather camping is popular at private and state

campgrounds Autumn is a favorite time for

activities like scenic driving hiking bicycling

and photography Hunting small game deer and

waterfowl is also allowed in many areas of the

national seashore

Visitor participation in recreational activities at

the national seashore as indicated by a 1992

visitor survey are shown in table 11
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0 TABLE 11 VISITOR ACTIVITIES AT CAPE COD NATIONAL SEASHORE

Visitor Participation

by Percentage

Visitor Participation

by Percentage

Activity Summer Winter Activity Summer Winter

Viewing scenery 72 77 Camping 11 4

Sunbathing 64 22 Boating 9 6

Swimming in the ocean 61 12 Rangerguided activities 8 8

Beachcombing 55 54 ORV riding 7 1

Driving on scenic roads 54 54 Shelifishing 5 2

Hiking 46 49 Surfing 3 4

Seeing exhibits presentations 39 40 Freshwater fishing 2 1

Bicycling 32 14 Windsurfing 2 1

Picnicking 31 15 Scuba diving 1 1

Visiting historic sites 30 17 Bus tour I none

Photography 29 38 Horseback riding 1 3

Nature study 25 29 Crosscountry skiing 6 1

Swimming in ponds 15 1 Hunting 4 0

Saltwater fishing 12 8 Other 9 3

SouRCE Manning 1994

PUBLIC USE VALUES

Visitors and residents surveyed in 1992 said

they most often associated a quality parkexperiencewith animals sand dunes vegetation

water quality aesthetic beauty and solitude

Manning 1994 The public concerns mentioned

most frequently in surveys were the presence of

litter the number of people traffic noise and

the adequacy and cleanliness of facilities Most

visitors and almost half of the residents surveyed

said that crowding at the national seashore was

not a problem and a majority did not support the

idea of placing overall limits on the numbers of

visitors to the national seashore at a given time

The majority of visitors and residents said that

employees at the national seashore were friendly

and helpful More than 9S of visitors and

almost 90 of residents rated the overall quality

of their visits as either good or excellent

USE REGULATIONS

others All activities are subject to theregulationsfound in the Code ofFederal Regulations

CFR on parks forests and public property as

well as various titles of the United States Code

USC

In addition to nationwide regulations special

regulations have been added for the national

seashore These regulations pertain to activities

that require special rules or codes to protect

public safety or resources or to control ORV use

routes access periods equipment permits

camping limited to selfcontained ORVs on

beaches aircraft use permitted landing area

motorboating permitted areas shellfishing

town regulation and hunting species and

season Public nude sunbathing at the seashore

is prohibited by regulation

The national seashore superintendent hasdiscretionaryauthority to impose additionalregulations
regarding designations closures and limits

of certain permitted activities including hours of

operation campfires fee collection petsfishing
surfing horseback riding skating smoking

consumption of alcoholic beverages public

assembly special events speed limits andbicycleuse The management of personal

waterAllpublic use activities at Cape Cod National

Seashore are managed to preserve and protect

resources promote public safety and enjoyment

and minimize conflicts between users and
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craft use a growing activity within the seashore

is a multijurisdictional issue requiringcoordination
by various land managers Thesuperintendent
currently has authority to limit landing and

operation within 500 of a designated swimming

area Some Outer Cape towns have different

regulations or are becoming concerned about

personal watercraft use

Some traditional activities like hunting fishing

and shellfishing predate the establishment of the

national seashore and are identified in itsenablinglegislation Those activities are allowed

under the discretionary authority of thesuperintendent

Public Protection

The national seashore maintains cooperative

agreements with local police and firedepartments
These agreements are critical to

managing public uses and protecting resources

In 1995 seashore protection rangers recorded

734 incident reports 376 courtesy tagswarningsand 983 violation notices issued The

largest number of offenses were trafficviolations
vandalism natural resource violations

poaching dumping etc theft burglary

nudity drug possession and drunk anddisorderlyconduct There were 170 emergency

incidents in 1995 Most were not injuryrelated

lost children swimmingrelated incidents and

bicycle boating and motor vehicle accidents

Protection rangers typically arrest 10 to 15

persons annually usually they are drug alcohol

or assault cases

Use Resource Conflicts

Resource protection priorities public use and

different uses sometimes conflict Somesensitive
resources that have affected public use

management are freshwater ponds and other

wetlands federally protected shorebirds and

other species archeological sites barrier

beaches and dunes and tidal marshes and flats

In recent years activities associated with these

resources for example ORV driving surf

fishing hunting fishingshellfishing and nude

sunbathing have dominated recreationmanagementdiscussions ORV use was recently the

subject of special management actions andrulemakingefforts hunting is covered by both state

and federal regulations and shellfishing iscovered
by state regulations

National seashore managers have tried tobalancethe continuation of these public useopportunitieswith rules and management actions

designed to protect sensitive resourcesHowever
managers have chosen to specificallyprohibitnude sunbathing because seashoreresourceswere being damaged by sunbathers

seeking seclusion and by voyeurs Additionally

nude sunbathing has been and continues to be

prohibited in all Outer Cape communities in

accordance with state law and local bylaws Use

regulations are not changed by a general

management plan but through a rulemaking

process

Dirt bike use is not allowed in the nationalseashorebecause of impacts on vegetation and soil

erosion Growing offroad mountain bicycle use

could result in similar impacts if not adequately

managed

Private Land Conflicts

There are almost 600 improved privateproperties
covering more than 1600 acres within the

boundaries of the national seashore With a few

exceptions these private lands are not available

for public use Many of these lands wereoriginallyprivately acquired and developed because

of the vistas or access to resources Many are

concentrated in oceanfront pond shore orriversideareas In the natural settings throughout the

national seashore these areas have nodemarcationtherefore they are not easily identified and

inadvertent trespassing sometimes occurs In

some cases these private lands include roads

that provide the only access to publicly owned

ponds beaches or other attractive public use

areas The National Park Service is bound by

provisions in its legislation to preserve the

privacy and property values of these sites but it
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Public Use Activities Facilities and Services

is also obligated to allow public access to

publicly owned lands consistent with the

preservation of resources

a museum Beach parking and facilities were

constructed in the 1980s to replace facilities lost

to erosion at Nauset and Coast Guard Beaches

Little Creek shuttle parking lot

PUBLIC USE PRIORITIES

The visitor and resident survey identifiedactivitiesthat should be planned for includingbicyclingnature study and rangerled activities

Manning 1994 While a majority ofrespondents
supported developing more facilities for

hiking walking and bicycling opinions were

split about adding or expanding beach facilities

and developing primitive camping areasAdditionally63 of visitors and 45 of residents

supported the provision of more publictransportationat the national seashore

About 28 of visitors wished to see hunting

regulated in the national seashore 69 wanted

hunting to be eliminated At the same time

about 33 of the residents desired hunting

regulations and 54 thought it should beeliminatedThe use of ORVs within presentregulations
was supported by 78 of the residents

surveyed and 40 of the visitors A total of 55
of visitors supported eliminating ORV useSupportfor allowing nude sunbathing was about

25 among visitors and residents while 62 of

residents and 46 of visitors said it should

continue to be prohibited Manning 1994

PUBLIC FACILITIES AND SERVICES

Cape Cod National Seashore provides a variety

of facilities to support public use Most facilities

were built by the National Park Service orinheritedfrom the state during the first decade

after the national seashore was established All

the original facilities built in the 1960s are still

in service In accordance with the 1970 Master

Plan trails were built on Great Island and a

small parking lot was developed to serve the

cranberry bog Partial cultural landscaperestorationwas begun at Fort Hill No otherrecommended
facilities were built In the late 1970s

the Old Harbor Lifesaving Station was relocated

from Chatham to Race Point and is now used as

Most of the Orleans and Chatham areas of the

national seashore are owned by towns anddaytodaymanagement has been assumed almost

totally by the towns Except for the developed

Nauset Town Beach visitor facilities and

services are lacking in the southern part of the

national seashore

Public facilities consist of six ocean beaches

with bathhouses two visitor centersheadquartersand two environmental education

centers Smaller developments include three

picnic areas with comfort stations more than 10

historic sites and buildings eight interpretive

trails three bike trails and three interpretive

shelters Most roads in the national seashore are

owned and maintained by towns Federally

owned roads maintained by the national

seashore are Doane Road and Cable Road in

Eastham Marconi Area roads in Wellfleet and

Race Point and Province Lands Roads inProvincetown
Ownership of the sand unsurfaced

roads is a mixture of municipal federal and

private The national seashore operates and

maintains the following public use facilities

Roads trails and parking 25 pedestrian

trails 245 miles 3 bicycle trails 108
miles 39 roads 225 mi 3 horse trails

107 miles 23 parking lots 2600 spaces at

beaches 450 at visitor centers 310 at picnic

areas and trailheads 73 at historic sites 60

fire roads 35 miles and I auto bridge

Buildings and developed areas 12comfort
stationsshowers 2 visitor centers with

amphitheaters 4 major picnic areas 2environmentaleducation centers I oversandstation
I golf clubhouse and golf course I snack

bar 10 historic structures with public access

Most public use opportunities within thenationalseashore are easily accessible Parking lots

are close to attractions and most hikes are short

and easy Most visitors recreate together at the
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AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

developed sites regardless of their level of

ability available time or desire for challenge In

the summer destinations are often crowded and

sometimes suffer from overuse

At times visitation meets or exceeds capacity at

existing public use facilities particularly at

parking lots at certain beaches visitor centers

trails and scenic viewing areas Some national

seashore and town planning documents have

recommended expanding or adding parking

capacity to many of these facilities but some
national seashore managers and people in the

communities have expressed concern about the

environmental impacts and congestion that could

be caused by additional visitors

Recreational opportunities for infrequent visitors

to the national seashore are very different from

the experiences enjoyed by local residents and

longtime Cape vacationers This is because

many of the Capes most wonderful places are

not identified on maps as visitor attractions or

destinations There has been resistance toidentifyingthese places on national seashore maps
for fear that they would be overrun andimprovementsroads parking lots hardened

paths would be necessary ruining their current

ambience

Cooperative Partnerships

The National Park Service currently has more

than 30 different types of cooperativeagreements
or partnerships with outside individuals

and groups to help preserve resources or serve

the public at Cape Cod National Seashore

Independent cooperative partners help perform a

variety of services from operating bookstores in

the visitor centers to monitoring underwater

shipwrecks Agreements with local towns cover

everything from police and fire services to road

maintenance and utilities Local school districts

from Provincetown to Falmouth benefit from

cooperative environmental education programs

sponsored by the National Park Service

To better protect cultural resources the National

Park Service works with private lessees to re
s
to

re

and maintain federally owned historic

structures throughout the national seashore in

exchange for a term of private use Manypartnershipshave an important impact on tourism

and the local economy such as bicycle rentals

horseback riding golf dune tours and guided

nature walks In a regional context the ParkService
is a leading cooperative partner in linking

open space and recreational facilities through

Capewide initiatives like Cape Cod Bikeways
the Cape Cod Rail Trail Cape Cod Heritage

Week and proposals for the Cape Cod Maritime

Heritage Trail and Cape Cod Pathways

The National Park Service receives significant

service and financial donations from partners

who raise money and supply volunteers to the

national seashore National groups like theStudentConservation Association and the National

Park Foundation and local support groups like

the Friends of Cape Cod National Seashore play

an important role in providing volunteersunderwritingconservation projects and generally

supporting park facilities and services

The Cape Cod National Seashore Advisory

Commission is also a partner that facilitates

liaison between the towns and the national

seashore

Capacity and Character of Facilities

The daily capacity of the national seashore was

projected in the 1970 Master Plan as 48000

people This number was based on the maximum

use of existing and proposed parking spaces at

all locally federally or privately ownedfacilities
within the boundaries of the nationalseashoreIn 1995 the National Park Servicemanagedmore than 20 public use facilitiesincludingonsite parking for approximately 3400vehiclesTowns and private operators provided

recreation facilities with more than 5000additionalonsite vehicle parking spaces Use levels

and access throughout the national seashore

have been managed by the capacity andconvenienceof connecting roads and the size of onsite

parking lots There has been little coordinated

federal state and local policy Visitors p
e
rc

e
p
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tions of crowding or overuse indicate that they

are willing to tolerate many other people atindividual
sites as long as they do not have to hunt

for parking

The character and standards of roadimprovements
and facilities at the seashore depend more

on when they were constructed than on aconsistenttheme or visual harmony The Salt Pond

and Province Lands visitor centers have a

similarmodern design typical of architecture

from the 1960s The headquarters building and

the bathhouses have a traditional Cape Cod

character Road and parking lot standards such

as curbs and gutters vary throughout the

seashore

Facility Use Survey

The most heavily used facilities and services in

and around the national seashore are restrooms

restaurants parking areas self guided nature

trails bookstores and orientation films at visitor

centers Also heavily used are the Audubon

Sanctuary gift and antique shops roadside

exhibits and hotels motels and inns outside the

national seashore Visitor and residentsatisfactionwith facilities and services was quite

high according to the survey However visitors

expressed some dissatisfaction with national

seashore restrooms parking in generalHerringCove Snack Bar and facilities at Spectacle

Pond The most frequently mentioned public

concerns were the presence of litter the number

of people traffic noise and the adequacy and

cleanliness of facilities Manning 1994

CONCESSIONS AND
COMMERCIAL SERVICES

The national seashore operates a peak season

shuttle service from a remote parking lot at

Little Creek to Coast Guard Beach in Eastham a

distance of approximately l mile

Concession facilities in the national seashore are

the Herring Cove refreshment stand inProvincetownthe Highland Golf Links in Truro and the

Public Use Vista Mana a nent

Nauset Knoll Motor Lodge in Orleans All these

enterprises were in existence when the seashore

was established Some additional historic lease

concession arrangements for lighthouse and

dune shack preservation are currently beingnegotiatedThe primary criteria behind continuing

existing concessions or granting new ones is that

they provide visitor services that would not

otherwise be available Various additionalserviceshave been suggested over the yearsparticularlyat beach areas Emphasis on shuttle and

public transportation systems in the future may
contribute to a greater need for such services

There are 10 private commercial operations in

the national seashore three campgrounds two

gas stations two cottage colonies a restaurant a

motel and a nightclub These facilities were in

place before the national seashore wasestablishedThe establishing legislation and local

zoning prohibit new commercial uses andenterpriseswithin national seashore boundaries

VISTA MANAGEMENT

Vistas or distant views overlooking seashore

landscapes are discussed in the enablinglegislation
as follows

the Secretary may provide for the public

enjoyment and understanding of the unique

natural historic and scientific features of

Cape Cod within the seashore by establishing

such trails observation points and exhibits

and providing such services as he may deem

desirable for such public enjoyment and

understanding
The Secretary may develop forappropriatepublic uses such portions of theseashore
as he deems especially adaptable for

camping swimming boating sailinghuntingfishing the appreciation of historic sites

and structures and natural features of Cape

Cod and other activities of similarnature

When the national seashore was established 35

years ago views vistas and overlooks were

common throughout Cape Cods rolling terrain

Many of the vistas were a direct consequence of

centuries of forest removal to create farmlands

or to provide fuel and construction materials
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AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

After the national seashore was established

facilities such as the Salt Pond and Province

Lands visitor centers and the Province Lands

bicycle trail were located to take advantage of

these expansive views However in the interim

many areas of forest cover have regenerated

obscuring the earlier vistas

Today opportunities for experiencing vistas are

still common throughout the seashore but are

being reduced by the recovery of the Capes
forests Vistas on coastal bluffs like Marconi

Station or the Great Island trail do not require

active management because vegetation growth is

discouraged by the harsh coastal conditions

Vistas along some traits like the beech forest

and white cedar swamp trails require limited

maintenance because the trails are in older

forests with open views beneath the tree canopy

Vistas in other areas usually more inland like

Skiff Hill the Pilgrim Springs overlook and

both visitor centers require active management
of vegetation to keep the views open In other

instances facilities and utilities have been

placed in the middle of scenic areas detracting

from the character and quality of the vista

Depending on the location and the rate ofvegetationgrowth vista management practices range

from mowing grass to removing tree limbs to

clearing trees in front of vista points These

efforts are not carried out consistentlythroughout
the seashore and often depend on theavailabilityof personnel and funding As described in

the seashoress Resource Management Plan

many of the vista maintenance efforts were

initiated by decisions of the moment in lieu of a

longterm management plan
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SOCIOECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT

BARNSTABLE COUNTY

Cape Cod National Seashore includes large

areas of six communities on the Outer Cape

Chatham Orleans Eastham Wellfleet Truro

and Provincetown all in Barnstable County
whose jurisdiction covers all of Cape Cod
These communities are directly affected by the

national seashores management policies The

national seashore has the highest visitation of all

Cape Cod attractions and therefore has animmediate
impact on the entire region embraced by

Barnstable County As one might expect the

impact on the whole county is not nearly so

palpable as the relationship Cape Cod National

Seashore has with its six immediate neighbors

For the purposes of this document the whole of

Barnstable County must be considered as the

socioeconomic impact area with special

attention to the six Outer Cape communities

Barnstable County is a peninsula approximately

50 miles southeast of Boston The county is

bounded by Cape Cod Bay to the north and

Nantucket Sound to the south The Capes land

area is approximately 396 square miles with a

density of about 472 persons per square mile

The Cape Cod Canal which was completed in

the 1930s separates the peninsula from the

mainland Two bridges the Sagamore and the

Bourne link the Cape to the mainland The

county is composed of 15 communitiesBarnstable
is the county seat

POPULATION TRENDS

US census data indicate that the 1990yearround
population of Barnstable County was

186605 The summer population was estimated

to be approximately 536100 triple the

countys total population According to the Cape
Cod Commission Barnstable County had the

second highest growth rate of the 14Massachusetts
counties between 1980 and 1990 when it

increased 26 Only Dukes County Marthas

Vineyard achieved a higher percentage increase

in population Population projections generated

in 1982 by the Cape Cod Commissionspredecessorthe Cape Cod Planning and Economic

Development Commission anticipated that the

Capes population would continue to grow at a

similar rate cited in Cape Cod Commission

1994 The commission projected a 23
increase between 1990 and 2000 The most

dramatic growth since 1970 has occurred on the

Middle and Upper Cape Growth on the Outer

Cape while substantial has not equaled theextremes
experienced on the other areas of the

peninsula

The 1990 median age of Cape Codders was

395 This is the highest of all Massachusetts

counties and considerably higher than the

median age statewide which was 336 in 1990

Since 1970 the median age has increased by just

over rive years This is probably indicative of a

continuing trend as the Cape continues to attract

a growing retirement community and young

yearround residents leave to seek broader

economic opportunities

THE CAPE COD ECONOMY

According to the Cape Cod Commission aspecial
study of the Cape Cod economy valued the

economic base in 1992 at $23 billion The study

notes that about twothirds of the capeseconomicbase consists of serving the needs of

tourists seasonal residents retirees andcommuterswho live on or visit the Cape but do not

earn their living there

A study of Cape Cods economic base indicates

that in 1992 various economic sectorsconstitutedthe following percentages of the Cape Cod

economic base Cape Cod Commission 1994

Tourists and seasonals 439
Retirees 153
Business services 111
Commuters 73
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AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

Other 73
Manufacturing 57
Marine 45
Defense 05

The retail trade sector continues to provide the

greatest source ofjobs in Barnstable County

with onethird of the average annualemploymentin 1992 The next largest employment

areas are the service sector 31 andgovernment15 Between 1985 and 1992employment
in the Capes manufacturing sector

declined by 30 closely following statewide

economic trends

Although the county has shown a decline in the

overall rate of unemployment dropping from

105 in 1992 to 83 in 1994 the region

exceeded the statewide unemployment rate by

one or two percentage points in each of those

years

For 1989 according to the 1990 census the

median household income for Barnstable County

was $31766 The county per capita income was

$16402 compared with $17224 per capita

statewide Just under 6 of Barnstable County

families were living below the poverty line

HOUSING

The majority of housing stock in Barnstable

County is composed of singlefamily homes

According to the 1990 census about 3 5 of the

countys total housing stock are second homes

that are used seasonally Between 1980 and

1990 the total number of housing units grew by

35 By comparison in the same period the

total number of housing units statewideexpandedby only 12 Between 1990 and January

1995 the total number of housing units increased

by an additional 5
In 1994 the median sales price for a single

family home in Barnstable County was

$120000 The median gross rent was $646

Across Barnstable County the median year

built was 1971 This is considerably later than

the statewide median which was 1953 This

indicates that a sizable portion of the Capes

housing stock has been constructed in the last 20

years

THE OUTER CAPE

LAND AREA AND POPULATION DENSITY

For the purposes of this report the Outer Cape is

defined as the six towns associated with Cape

Cod National Seashore Chatham Eastham

Orleans Provincetown Truro and Wellfleet

The Outer Capes land area is about 951 square

miles the average population density is 284

people per square mile The highest population

densities are found in Orleans 414 persons per

square mile and Chatham 4012 Truro has the

lowest population density 75 people per square

mile

The census has identified places in Chatham

Eastharn Orleans and Provincetown that are

densely settled population centers without

legally defined corporate limits Many of these

village centers are at or near central business

districts Their population densities are high and

development is intensive By far the most

densely populated of these is an area inProvincetownwhere there are 1874 persons per

square mile

POPULATION CONCENTRATIONS AND TRENDS

The 1990 census placed the total yearround

population of the Outer Cape at 24506 roughly

13 of the total county population Between

1980 and 1990 the Outer Capes population

expanded by 11 The towns in the south

district of the national seashore Chatham

Eastham and Orleans have considerably larger

populations than those in the north district

Provincetown Truro and Wellfleet Of the six

communities Chatham had the largestpopulation6579 and Truro had the smallest 1573

Between 1980 and 1990 Eastham experienced a

285 increase in population the largest by far

on the Outer Cape Wellfleet grew by 129
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during this period Orleans by 10 andProvincetown
by less than l The Cape CodCommission

prepared projections for summerpopulationsacross Cape Cod The 1990 summer

population projection for the Outer Cape was

approximately 113600 nearly five times the

total yearround population

The highest ratios of summer to yearroundresidents
an the Outer Cape occur in Provincetown

Wellfleet and especially Truro In the summer
of 1990 it was projected that Truro would host

up to 10 summer residents for each yearround

resident On the opposite end of the spectrum

the town of Orleans experienced the lowest ratio

of summer residents hosting only 27 summer

residents per yearround resident

The median age on the Outer Cape ranged from

406 in Wei fleet to 514 in Chatham Thisexceededboth the statewide and countywide

median ages With the exception of Orleans the

changes in median age from 1980 to 1990

indicated that the yearround Outer CapeS population is aging it is a growing retiree

community About 27 of the yearround Outer

Cape population is over 65 years in age

In each of the Outer Cape communities there is a

small but growing minority populationProvincetownhas the largest minority community

composing 4 of the towns populationOverallthe Outer Cape population is 98 white

and government 15 On a townbytown basis

this holds true for Eastham Orleans andProvincetown
In Chatham the service industry is by

far the largest employer Retail trade is the

leading employer in both Wellfleet and Truro

followed by government

Seasonal unemployment rates on the Outer Cape
tended to vary radically from the peak summer

season to the winter Unemployment rates for

1994 were at their lowest in all six communities

between June and October when they ranged

from 3 to 10 Winter December through

March unemployment rates increasedconsiderably
ranging from a low of 71 December

Chatham to a high of 54 JanuaryProvincetownFrom one year to the next Provincetown

Wellfleet and Truro seem to experience the

highest average unemployment rates

The average of the 1989 median householdincomesfor the Outer Cape was $27524 The

highest median household income was $31339
in Eastham the lowest was $20487 inProvincetownAll fell below the median for Barnstable

County Provincetown and Wellfleet haveconsistentlyranked as the least affluentcommunities
on Cape Cod All in all it appears that the

Outer Cape supports a lower income yearround

population than other sections of the Cape The

average 1989 per capita income on the Outer

Cape was $16442 The highest per capita

income was in Orleans the lowest in Wellfleet

THE OUTER CAPE ECONOMY

The Outer Cape economy primarilydepends on

the seasonal vacation industry butentertainmentthe arts and the local fishing industry also

make small but significant contributions The

Outer Cape communities have been working

with the Cape Cod Commission to identify

strategies for building a yearround diverse

economy

Similar to Barnstable County the 1992distributionof employment by industry on the Outer

S Cape was concentrated in three major areas

wholesale and retail trade 42 services 25

HOUSING

As of January 1995 there were 26493 total

housing units throughout the six Outer Cape
communities Between 1990 and January 1995

the number of housing units on the Outer Cape
increased by about 5 The rate of change was

greatest in Truro where the number of housing

units grew by more than 7 Most of thishousingstock is composed of single family homes

There is little affordable rental housingavailable
Approximately 47 of the Outer Capes

housing stock is occupied only seasonally The

communities with the highest percentages of
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seasonal housing are Truro Wellfleet and

Eastham

In 1994 the average median sales price of a

singlefamily home on the Outer Cape was

$150250 Data from 1992 indicate that median

gross rents ranged from a low of $435 in

Provincetown to a high of $536 in Eastham

The median year that dwellings were builtindicatesthe overall age of a communitys housing

stock and provides insight into currentdevelopmenttrends Provincetown with a median date

of 1939 has the oldest housing stock on Cape
Cod In all likelihood it has experienced the

least amount of new development in the last 30

years Of the six Outer Cape communities

Orleans has the latest median date ofconstruction1972 followed by Eastham 1968

All the communities have experienced a

considerable rate of growth over the last 30

years however not nearly as much as other

Cape Cod communities By contrast the

communities showing the latest median dates of

construction are Mashpee 1982 and Brewster

and Sandwich both 1978 These communities

have experienced extreme growth within the last

10 years

is
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NONFEDERAL LANDS
WITHIN THE NATIONAL SEASHORE

LAND USE PROTECTION

The checkerboard landownership patterns in and

around the national seashore require land use

and protection to be addressed comprehensively

within and outside the boundaries of Cape Cod

National Seashore Of the 43570 acres within

national seashore boundaries the National Park

Service owns approximately 27000 acres of

upland and submerged land Many of the

seashores greatest assets are shared with the

Outer Cape groundwater the Atlantic beach
river systems and the rural character of the

region The regions growing population and

development pressures put stress on resources

on both sides of the boundary lines

Within its boundaries the national seashoreencompassessignificant amounts of land in each of

the six Outer Cape communities In accordance

with the Cape Cod formula not all the land

within the boundaries is owned by the National

Park Service a considerable amount continues

to be held by private improved propertyownerslocal towns Massachusetts and otherfederal
agencies More than 30 of the land within

the national seashore boundaries is under the

jurisdiction of other public entities and nearly4 is privately owned The amount of upland

nontidal acreage of each of the sixcommunitiesthat is contained in the national seashore is

shown in table 12

The principal land uses within the nationalseashoreboundaries are conservation recreation

rural residence roads and a small number of

nonconforming commercial uses such ascommercial
campgrounds and gas stations Also

within the boundary are approximately 25parcelsof nonfederal undeveloped land ranging in

size from 01 to 30 acres Although thesepropertiesare within the national seashore boundary

the seashore has limited mechanisms to regulate

their development and use specifically the threat

of condemnation As a result the Park Service

TABLE 12 UPLAND TOWN ACREAGES WITHIN CAPE COD
NATIONAL SEASHORE

Upland Town Acraa e

Town

Total

Town

Acreage

Acreage in

National

Seashore

Percentage
in National

Seashore

Provineetown 6576 5050 7679

Truro 14013 9400 6708

Weilfleet 13584 8000 5889

Eastham 10140 3000 2959

Orleans 13583 1500 1104

Chatham 15660 750 479

must rely on local zoning bylaws and health

codes state regulations and cooperation on the

part of local town state and other federal

property owners The only protection

mechanism available to the national seashore is

the acquisition of development rights or full title

to a given property within its boundary

After the Cape Cod National Seashore zoning

standards were developed and approved by the

secretary of the interior in 1962 eachcommunitywithin the national seashore developed

zoning bylaws that complied with thosestandardsEach zoning bylaw identifies a Seashore

District within which zoning is meant to support

the purposes of the national seashore and toprevent
significant development The Cape CodNationalSeashores zoning standards and the town

zoning bylaws need to be amended to ensure

consistency among them and to addstateofthean
planning and zoning techniques

Under local zoning use within the Seashore

District typically consists of conservation

I Massachusetts Environmental Protection Act Massachusetts

Wetland Protection Act Massachusetts Coastal Zone

Management Act Massachusetts Zoning Standards FEMA V
etc
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national seashore facilities recreation gardening

and traditional agricultural use of cleared land

traditional fishing activities and the use of

existing dwellings as residences and accessory

uses customarily incidental to the use of the

principal residence Also included are alteration

of existing onefamily residential dwellings

public utilities religious and educational use
detached onefamily dwellings and accessory

structures with frontage and setback require

ments and

signsThe
only development regulations in localzoningbylaws that appear consistently in all the

town codes relate to minimum lot size frontage

and setback requirements In the Seashore

District of all six towns the minimum lot size is

3 acres Most towns require that there be a

minimum of 150 feet in frontage and that a

structure be set back 50 feet from the road For

side and rear setbacks towns require anywhere

from 25 feet in Truro and Eastham to 50 feet

in Chatham and Orleans Chatham Welifleet

and Truro also have area and height regulations

Easthams zoning bylaws now includedevelopment
guidelines for improved properties that

were prepared by the national

seashoreAreas
adjacent to the national seashoreboundaries

are generally zoned for residentialdevelopmentThe land use pattern reflects the zoning in

that the character of the adjacent development is

primarily residential with scattered smallscale

commercial development Residentialdevelopment
outside village centers tends to be lowdensityIn Wellfleet and Provincetown the village

centers are densely developed with shopping

services and housing The heaviest commercial

and residential development along the US 6

corridor which bisects the seashore tends to be

in Chatham Orleans Eastham and South

Wellfleet

In Outer Cape communities like Provincetown

Truro and Welifleet where more than 50 of

the towns uplands are within national seashore

boundaries there is increased pressure todevelopthe remaining lands outside the boundary

to broaden the tax base There also has been

pressure to try to develop the municipal holdings

within the seashore to support the Outer Capes

growing resident and visitor populations Strip

commercial development is prevalent along MA
28 between Hyannis and Chatham anddevelopmentcontinues along the parts of US 6 where

access is not limited

In some areas in and adjacent to the seashore

developing areas are affecting sensitiveresourcesThe national seashore has the authority

to protect sensitive areas within its boundaries

but it has limited legal authority outside its

boundaries The national seashore has begun to

work more closely with land conservation

organizations like the Trust for Public Land and

the Compact of Cape Cod Conservation Trusts

to address these types of issues In partnership

with such organizations the national seashore

will be better able to meet land protection needs

both inside and outside its boundaries

The Cape Cod Commission a regional planning

and land use regulatory agency was approved

by referendum of Barnstable County voters in

1990 The commission is charged withreviewingand regulating developments of regionalimpactDRIs recommending the designation of

districts of critical planning concern DCPCs
and preparing and overseeing theimplementationof a regional land use policy plan Thepurposeof the regional policy plan is to outline a

coherent set ofplanning policies and objectives

to guide development on Cape Cod and to

protect its resources

The designation and regulation of developments

of regional impact and districts of criticalplanningconcern by the Cape Cod Commission may

help resolve some land protection issues For

example the commission could set stricter DRI

review standards for projects on lands in and

around the national seashore or it coulddesignatethe national seashore or lands adjacent to it

as a district of critical planning concern Either

of these measures would broaden land protection

opportunities To date the commission hasidentifiedseveral developments of regional impact

both inside and outside the seashore boundaries

the Truro transfer station the Provincetown

transfer station the Provincetown airport and
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two subdivision proposals on lands near or

adjacent to the national seashore boundaries

In its 1996 Regional Policy Plan thecommissionidentifies several opportunities for planning

coordination among the National Park Service

local communities and the commission The

commission is working with some seashore

communities to develop local comprehensive

plans which must be consistent with theRegional
Policy Plan Soon all seashorecommunitieswill have completed localcomprehensive
plans An Outer Cape capacity analysis

to assess the impacts of a range of futuredevelopment
projections on water natural resources

transportation and municipal finances was

completed for the towns of Provincetown Truro

Wellfleet and Eastham NPS employees are

participating in these local planning efforts

PRIVATE RESIDENTIAL
PROPERTIES

Section 4 of the seashores establishinglegislationdefines an improved property as

a detached onefamily dwelling theconstructionof which was begun before September 1
1959 together with so much of the land

on which the dwelling is situated the said

land being in the same ownership as the

dwelling as the Secretary shall designate to

be reasonably necessary for the enjoyment of

the dwelling for the sole purpose ofnoncommercialresidential use together with any
structures accessory to the dwelling which are

situated on the land so designated

The act also authorized the sum of $16 million

for the purchase of privately owned lands within

the area Since 1962 an additional $269 million

has been appropriated by Congress for land

acquisition All of these funds have been used

Approximately 600 privately owned properties

having improved property status remain

within the seashore About halfof thesepropertieshave been issued certificates of suspension

49
of condemnation as provided for by the national

seashores authorizing legislation Someproperties
may be found not to have improved property

status as certificates are being developed if they

are found to have been built after September 1
1959 The approximate number of improved

properties by location is as follows

Town Improved Properties

Wellfleet 257

Truro 219

Eastham 115

Chatham 19

Provincetown I

Orleans 1

Developed property owners having improved

property status may remain in residence and

freely transfer or sell their property to others A
private property owner has improved property

status if construction of hisher residence was

begun before September 1 1959 as established

in the legislation An improved property owner

can obtain a certificate of suspension ofcondemnationif use of the property since that time

has been in conformance with zoning Of the

600 improved properties within the nationalseashoreapproximately 55 of the owners have

such certificates Provisions in the seashores

legislation commonly referred to as the Cape
Cod formula guarantee that under certain

conditions the National Park Service cannot

acquire improved properties by condemnation

eminent domain

An unknown number of properties without

certificates were constructed after September 1
1959 also called a post1959 property these

properties continue to be subject tocondemnationbut have not yet been

purchasedSections
4 and 5 of Cape Cod NationalSeashores

establishing legislation outline theelementsof the Cape Cod formula which is often

cited as an important innovation in parkmanagementmaking Cape Cod National Seashore

one of the first partnership units in the national

park system In addition to improved properties

the Cape Cod formula also addressescommercialand industrial properties townowned land

and state lands within the boundary of the

national seashore

In summary the Cape Cod formula suspended

the secretary of the interiors authority to
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acquire improved properties by condemnation

within the seashore boundary for the period of

one year following the enactment of theseashoresenabling legislation During this period

each national seashore community was given an

opportunity to develop zoning bylaws thatcomplieswith zoning standards developed by the

secretary of the interior The law requiredsecretarial
approval within one year following the

seashores establishment which wasaccomplishedAccording to this provision of the

legislation once a town had adopted a set of

approved zoning bylaws the improvedproperties
in that town could not be condemned and

acquired by the National Park Service

Section 5 of the authorizing legislation directed

the secretary of the interior to develop thesezoningstandards By law the zoning standards were

to 1 support the prohibition of commercial and

industrial uses other than those permitted by the

secretary of all property within the boundaries

of the seashore and 2 promote the preservation

and development ofthe area comprising the

seashore in accordance with the purposes of the

legislation The zoning standards for Cape Cod

are included in appendix B
Section 5 also describes the circumstances under

which the secretarys authority to acquireimprovedproperties by condemnation may berestoredThe secretary may terminate a certificate

for suspension of condemnation when 1 a

property is made the subject of a variance under

a towns zoning bylaw or 2 a change in use of

a property fails to conform with or isinconsistentwith the Cape Cod National Seashore

zoning standards and when such acquisition

supports the purposes of the national seashore

Many improved properties possess significant

historic and aesthetic qualities that contribute to

the valued character of the Outer Cape For

instance more than 70 privately ownedstructureshave been documented by the Historic

American Buildings Survey Many more have

been documented by local historicalcommissionswhich have completed surveys of the

historic properties in seashore communities

As the yearround and summerpopulations grow
and change pressures become greater to develop

upon and expand improved properties Some

improved properties have been altered andexpandedProblems associated with redeveloping

these properties include the following

enlarging structures to a scale that dominates

their settings and obscures offsite views

vegetation and soil disturbance including

vegetation clearing and soil gradingassociatedwith construction which affects

offsite natural resources and raises

aesthetic concerns

destroying historic character bymodernizinga building exterior

intensifying the use of a property such as

shifting from seasonal to yearround use

which often leads to local parking and

traffic impacts septic system runoff and

other environmental impacts

making extensive improvements that turn

modest residences into larger estates

marring rural character through property

improvements that alter the dispersedlowdensityland use pattern of the Outer Cape

Because there is no legal mechanism in place on

the local state or federal level to preserve the

historic qualities of these structures there is no

way to ensure that they will continue tocontribute
to the quality of the Outer Cape scene

During the mid to latel 970s The Cape Codder

a local newspaper criticized the Park Services

treatment of the improved properties in theseashoreindicating that the spirit and intent of the

seashores legislation was being violated relative

to post1959 structures and the scale andcharacterof redevelopment of improved properties

To address issues related to the redevelopment

of improved properties and to provide moreconcrete
examples of activities that were compatible

with the standards the National Park Service

developed and revised a set of guidelines in

1980 and 1985 respectively as part of theseashoresLand Protection Plan The guidelines
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which provide examples of compatible andincompatibledevelopment are meant to offer

guidance to private property owners in the

national seashore so that they will be able toremain
exempt from acquisition by condemnation

for residential purposes A dwelling built under

these circumstances would not meet the criteria

as an improved property and would therefore be

subject to acquisition At present there are just

under 20 such parcels in the seashore The Park

Service does not have immediate access to funds

for land acquisition and is therefore unable to act

independently to prevent such inappropriate

development except on an emergency basis

Since the statutory enforcement tool fornoncompliancewith the standards is condemnation

the National Park Service lacks any moreflexible
or less onerous enforcement toolsThereforelocal towns have been encouraged to adopt

the guidelines as part of their zoning bylaws To

date only the town of Eastham has done so The

guidelines and the standards need revision to

incorporate current conditions and contemporary

approaches to zoning and land use management

The guidelines apply a simple50 rule to the

alteration of improved properties allowingpropertyowners to enlarge their houses by 50 of

the enclosed livable floor area and to haveaccessoryspace for example a guest house or

garage up to 50 of the total livable floor area

of the main residence The 50 rule is based on

the square footage of the structure as ofSeptember1 1959 The guidelines do not address any

other considerations such as volume massing

character of design and environs lot size and

sensitive resources Therefore the possibility for

insensitive development remains or conversely

the development of large lots that is too tightly

restricted

Because both the NPS use guidelines and town

zoning bylaws are out of date due toadvancementsin the land use regulation field there is

continued concern about inappropriateconstructionwithin the national seashore The legislative

authority given to the national seashore todevelopregulations specifying minimum town zoning

standards also provided for the amendment of

those standards due to changed or unforeseen

conditions A public process was also identified

by which such amended regulations would be

promulgated

Subdividable properties both improved and

undeveloped parcels of 6 acres or more present

another set of redevelopment concerns Under

local zoning these properties can be developed

For improved properties that are in areas where

they either impact resources or are impacted by

them a different set of management issuesappliesfor example Nauset Marsh While the

use of an improved property may be thoroughly

in compliance with local zoning the fact that it

may be threatening sensitive resourcescontradictsthe purposes of the seashore as defined by

its establishing legislation Again with limited

funds for land acquisition and no local land use

authorities the National Park Service can rarely

act independently to protect resources that are

threatened by the use and development ofprivate
land within the boundaries of the national

seashore

PRIVATE COMMERCIAL
PROPERTIES

Ten privately owned commercial businesses

operate within the boundary of the national

seashore a night club a restaurant a mote I two

cottage colonies three commercialcampgroundsand two gas stations These businesses

which occupy a total of less than 150 acres are

exclusively in the towns of Wellfleet and Truro

The businesses operate under a certificate of

suspension of condemnation of commercial and

industrial property The act that established the

national seashore prohibits the establishment of

new commercial enterprises within the national

seashore as does local zoning

Present requirements call for theseestablishments
to renew their certificates of suspension of

condemnation every five years The Cape Cod

National Seashore Advisory Commissionreviewsthe requests for certificate renewal and

advises the superintendent as to how to proceed
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Although there are no criteria that apply directly

to these nonconforming commercial uses in its

most recent deliberations the advisorycommissionconsidered criteria similar to those used to

evaluate concessions in the national park system

The factors influencing certificate renewals for

commercial uses are 1 whether there has been

a change in use 2 contribution to publicenjoymentof Cape Cod National Seashore and 3
the effect of the business on protection ofresourcesor visitor facilities Despite their having

been used in the advisory commissionsdeliberationsthese factors have not been formalized

No guidance in the legislation or in NPSstandardsand guidelines specifically addresses the

conditions under which these activities can

remain as nonconforming uses in Cape Cod

National Seashore The legislation does indicate

that a change in use would trigger a termination

of the certificate However it offers little

guidance relative to the subtle changes in use

that have occurred at some locations

In the past 30 years only one certificate has been

terminated that of a gas station at the corner of

Pamet Point Road and US 6 The gas station

went out of business and the owner sought to

reuse the property for residential purposes

which was found to be unacceptable

MUNICIPAL AND STATE LANDS

The legislation that authorized Cape CodNationalSeashore provided that the National Park

Service could not acquire municipal lands within

the national seashores boundaries without the

consent of the affected towns Approximately

2600 acres of land in the national seashore are

townowned as shown below

Acres within

Town the National Seashore

Orleans 860

Wellfleet 670

Chatham 650

Eastham 300

Truro 120

Provincetown <10

Municipal lands within the seashore boundaries

include undeveloped parcels of varying sizes

roads parking areas beaches and other

facilities

Population growth for the Outer Cape hasexceededthe average growth rate forMassachusetts
over the past decade Between 1970 and

1980 Eastham grew by 699 Wellfleet

267 Truro 195 and Provincetown 214
Cape Cod Commission 1994 These growth

rates have increased the demand for municipal

services such as solid waste disposal sewage

disposal and provision of potable waterExistingfacilities are rapidly becoming inadequate to

meet the demand New sites for these local

services are not readily available outside the

national seashore or it is thought that outside

services would be more costly than using land

within the national seashore Consequently the

towns are under considerable pressure to use

undeveloped townowned land inside thenationalseashore to provide relief The National

Park Services mechanisms for influencing and

managing the use and development of municipal

lands are cumbersome and not uniformly

effective

There are two kinds of stateowned lands in the

national seashore a the submerged lands of the

great ponds a great pond is a naturally

occurring body of water larger than 10 acres

and b offshore lands extending 025 mile

offshore from mean low water of the Atlantic

Ocean and Cape Cod Bay including the

bottomlands of Nauset Marsh These submerged
stateowned lands are located in the towns of

Chatham Orleans Eastham and Wellfleet

The submerged lands in Provincetown and Truro

were donated to the United States byMassachusetts
in 1963 except for 330 acres inProvincetown
offshore of the Pilgrim Lake areaextendingnorthwest of the Truro town line forapproximately2 miles to the easterly property line of

the Province Lands area A total ofapproximately11930 acres of submerged land remain

in state ownership As provided for in theestablishinglegislation the National Park Service can

acquire these submerged lands only with state
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consent In submerged areas the nationalseashoresinterest is largely the protection of

submerged natural and cultural resources As
with municipal lands NPS influence over the

use of the states great ponds is hampered by the

lack of clear standards covering permissible and

prohibited activities

The greatest issues regarding the ocean beaches

and great ponds relate to private development

public access and resource protection The

juxtaposition of town state and NPS lands in

various areas complicates issue resolution

because the public is often unaware oflandownershipor any management inconsistencies
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ADMINISTRATIVE ANDMAINTENANCEFACILITIES AND
OPERATIONS

Most administrative and maintenance facilities

at the national seashore were built or acquired

during the first decade after its establishment

References to some of these facilities are found

in the 1970 Master Plan That plan proposes the

continued use of existing facilities Virtually all

of the original facilities built or acquired in the

1960s are still in service

The primary locations for administrative offices

include the headquarters building at Marconi

Station the Salt Pond and Province Lands

visitor centers and three ranger stations at Race

Point in the north district and at Marconi Station

and Little Creek on Nauset Road in the south

district The two primary maintenance facilities

are the north district maintenance yard on Race

Point Road and the south district maintenance

yard at Marconi Station

The needs for office space change continually

depending on program changes operational

needs technological advances and NPSorganizational
changes For example some units of the

national park system may share the services of

personnel resulting in a net decrease of staff

However downsizing regional offices hastransferredmore administrative duties to the parks

increasing the need for staff help There is a

shortage of appropriate office and maintenance

space at the national seashore and more space

will probably be needed in the future

Operating and administering the nationalseashorecreates development impacts such asparkingutilities maintenance facilities andadministrative
buildings that conflict with the natural

setting In some cases it might be possible to

remove such development relocate the function

or provide onsite amenities to enhance the

setting without adversely affecting operations or

visitor experiences

The landscapes surrounding national seashore

facilities can influence neighbors and thevisitingpublic Past decisions about landscaping

were based on assumptions that water wasabundantand that the public would expect large

lawns and formal planting around publicbuildingsNow more is known about the limits of

groundwater and the possible contaminants that

result from fertilizer and lawn maintenance

activities consequently the seashore staff wants

to avoid using these practices Visitors are also

more aware and expect public facilities to reflect

sustainable design and management principles

The seashore staff wants national seashorefacilities
to send a stronger message ofenvironmental

concern

STAFF HOUSING

Government housing at the national seashore is

made available to employees and volunteers to

ensure the presence of staff necessary to manage

and protect resources provide for appropriate

visitor use and care for public safety Some

permanent positions require individuals to live at

the seashore to provide essential services and

the amount of housing required for thosenecessaryemployees has been increasing over the past

few years Government housing is currently

provided for seasonal employees because they

are usually unable to find affordable housing in

local towns Also housing is used to provide

quarters for volunteers and universityresearchersIn addition permanent employees who are

not required occupants often have troublefindingadequate affordable housing within the

Outer Cape towns In general there is an urgent

need for more affordable housing on the Outer

Cape especially rental housing Lower Cape

Cod Community Development Corporation

1993 Thus without government housing NPS
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employees would have to compete with local

residents for housing outside the seashore

Approximately 80 housing units are suitable for

yearround or seasonal use and are scattered

throughout the national seashore Housing is

also concentrated at sites such as the Marconi

station are near headquarters and at the Province

Lands near the maintenance facility All of these

units are structures that were privately owned

and acquired after the national seashore was

established Some housing is in or nearenvironmentallysensitive areas such as ponds and

estuaries In some cases government housing

interferes with the setting of the nationalseashoreFor example houses along Nauset Marsh

are considered by some to be intrusive

The seashore has the capacity to houseapproximately24 yearround employees and 138seasonal
employees Under current maintenance

conditions and projected staffing needs there

may not be sufficient park housing or anappropriatedistribution to satisfy the future needs of

both yearround and seasonal residents since the

need for housing will vary with a changing

workforce If there is a significant futureincrease
in staff especially seasonal volunteers

or staff for work such as fee collecting oradministrationthen additional housing may berequiredCurrently there is insufficient housing

for families of various sizes

The seashores current housing program is not

financially selfsustaining This is because the

housing was constructed before 1960 and this

aging housing stock requires high levels of

maintenance However the seasonal housing

units only generate rent for a few months each

years Housing unit rents are not sufficient to

maintain the units in good condition

Current expenditures for staff housing aresignificant
approximately $250000 to $300000

per year However this is insufficient to keep

pace with annual operational and maintenance

costs dues to the age of the housing stock This

has resulted in an extensive backlog of deferred

maintenance costs About twothirds of the

housing stock is in fair poor or obsolete condition

In accordance with Office of Management and

Budget guidance the Park Service is authorized

to provide housing for all seasonal employees

when necessary and for permanent employees if

1 housing is not available within a reasonable

commuting distance or 2 housing is needed to

provide visitor services or to protect government

property and resources Recent legislationauthorizesthe Park Service to develop innovative

alternative means of providing for employee

housing needs

A 1992 Housing Management Plan provides

more detailed background information and an

analysis of needs for staff housing This plan is

periodically revised an update is pending

UTILITIES

Throughout most of the national seashore the

National Park Service uses water supplied by

wells on national seashore property The Park

Service is concerned about the potential effects

of groundwater withdrawals particularly with

respect to decreased groundwater discharge to

wetland and riparian ecosystems Municipal

requests are

anticipatedThe
National Park Service is limited by law and

policy to permit the sale or lease of seashore

water to a nonNPS entity only under the

following conditions

if that entity provides services of direct or

indirect benefit to the park or park visitors

if there is no reasonable alternative water

supply

if providing water would have no adverse

environmental consequence on resources

at the seashore

if the government would be able to recover

the full cost of providing the water

if the use would be for a short time
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Water for NPS facilities in the Province Lands is

provided by the town of Provincetown on afeeforservicebasis The town acquires most of its

water from four wells outside the nationalseashore
boundary However two wells on NPS

land at the former North Truro air force station

have been used to supplement municipal water

supplies for Provincetown during the summer

months since 1978 for an administrative fee per

gallon The National Park Service inherited this

arrangement from the Defense Department A
longterm approach for water use is needed

especially in light of reusing some former air

force station facilities for national seashore

programs facilities and partners andProvincetowns
continued interest in using this water

supply

Septic systems are the primary means of dealing

with liquid waste throughout the nationalseashoreAll systems need to be continuouslyupgradedas part of routine maintenance and to

comply with changing codes In some cases

waterless systems are used The Park Service

contracts for the pumping and hauling of sewage

generated throughout the national seashore with

a treatment plant in Orleans

Solid waste from most seashore facilities is

collected by NPS maintenance staff and taken to

local town transfer stations on a feeforservice

basis Commercialfconstruction waste and

hazardous waste materials are collected by

seashore staff and disposed of by private

contractors

Electricity for NPS facilities is provided by the

existing utility company Commonwealth

Electric by way of aboveground powerlines that

cross seashore land At some sites such as

Marconi Station and the former North Truro air

force station the Park Service owns high voltage

distribution systems For emergencies in some

locations the Park Service generates its own

power Owners of improved properties receive

electricity through powerlines that cross NPS

land and in most cases the maintenance of these

powerlines is the responsibility of the property

owner At issue is the damage to resources and

the landscape that can occur when powerlines

and transformers often in remote locations have

to be repaired or maintained such as extensive

tree clearing In addition many of thepowerlinesare aboveground and are visual intrusions

Telephone lines and cable television lines are

usually on the same poles as electric lines and

share the same issues

The 1996 Telecommunications Act allows

federal lands to be used for the buildout of the

nations wireless communications system

Proposals for using national seashore property

for such purposes are anticipated

Fuel oil is used to heat most facilities at the

national seashore Underground fuel tanks for

operational facilities are constructed ofdoublewalled
fiberglass and meet all requirements for

the underground storage of petroleum products

A natural gas trunk line has been installed along

US 6 up to the WellfleetEastham town

boundary by the Colonial Gas Company There

may be future requests to cross seashore lands

with natural gas distribution lines to private

homes or municipal facilities

SERVICES EXCHANGED WITH
LOCAL COMMUNITIES

The national seashore users and staff currently

benefit from services provided by local towns

including town police fire and ambulance

potable water provided by Provincetown waste

transfer stations in Eastham Provincetown

Truro and Wellfleet recycling facilities town

road maintenance and snow plowing and

schools In turn the Park Service contributes

much to the local towns in areas such as law

enforcement fire fighting search and rescue

emergency medical services education and life

guarding

The national seashore pays for many of the

above services provided by local communities

police and ambulance services are provided by

cooperative agreement Payments to local towns

for services are provided through the following

means
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Cooperative agreements Police services

are provided on a mutual aid basis with no

compensation to either party by amemorandumof understanding Fire services and

emergency medical services are provided on a

mutual aid basis with the national seashore

contributing a sum proportionate to town

acreage into a fund for presuppression fire

expenditures only

RESERVATIONS OF USE AND
OCCUPANCY

Most of the properties under reservation were

constructed after September 1 1959 referred to

as post1959 properties the cutoff date for new

residential construction that was established

when the legislation was being drafted and filed

This date was widely publicized at the time

Town fire departments in Eastham Wellfleet

Truro and Provincetown receive funds from

the National Park Service for presuppression

fire services primarilytraining andequipment
purchases through cooperative fire

protection and emergency medical services

agreements The cooperative agreement

outlines responsibilities for wildland and

structural fire incidents and for emergency

management service response for both the

towns and NPS incident command The towns

can also bill the national seashore for

assistance in catastrophic events within the

seashore in addition to the flat annual fee

Fee for services Water service inProvincetownsolid waste disposal in EasthamProvincetownTruro and Wellfleet sewagedisposalat the tritown facility in Orleans and

ambulance charged to patient are all paid by

the recipient of the service

Payments in lieu oftaxes The loss of local

tax base for all municipal services associated

with federal acquisition and ownership ofpropertyis addressed by payments in lieu of

taxes Administered by the US Department

of the Interior the program pays local

governments a nominal payment each year in

September

Sand roads throughout the national seashore

receive both private and public use They are

owned by private landowners local towns and

the Park Service The owner which is in dispute

for some roads is responsible for maintenance

The properties were purchased by thegovernmentbut the property owners retained the right

to use and occupy the properties for up to 25

years term estate or for the rest of their lives

life estate Terms of sale agreements specified

that all property improvements will become

federal property when the reserved rights expire

At the end of the time specified in the purchase

agreement the occupant must vacate the property

and the transfer to the government is complete

At that time the government may decide

whether the structures on the property would

be removed or adaptively used

There have been approximately 100 totalreservationsof use and occupancy since the national

seashore was authorized Onethird about 34 of

the reservations have terminated and thepropertieshave been vacated Currently 66reservations
remain 42 of which will expire in the next

two years About 13 properties are dune shacks

where title to the land on which they were built

is unclear Stipulations for settlement ofcondemnationactions by which several of such

properties were acquired provided for a right to

a reservation of use and occupancy

Reserved useandoccupancy rights were

granted for singlefamily residential purposes

At least onethird of the current occupants are

not the original sellers because the reservation of

useandoccupancy right has been sold or

inherited or the properties have been leased

The majority of properties are seasonal housing

units and an unknown number are rented for the

summer
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Some occupants of the useandoccupancyreservationsare seeking to retain occupancy past the

expiration of the reservation The National Park

Service has no authority to extend a use and

occupancy reservation because the period of the

reservation was established under the sales

contract

At issue is what should be done with thestructureswhen they become vacant Futuredispositionmust conform to NPS managementmandatesEach structure will be treated individually

when it becomes vacant

TABLE 13 RESERVATIONS OF USE AND OCCUPANCY

$Y TowN

Number of

Town Reservations

Provincetowrt including five life reservations 11

Truro including three life reservations 14

Wetlfleet 28

Eastham including one life reservation 5

Orleans 0

Chatham 8

Total 66
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OVERVIEW OF IMPACTS

This environmental impact statement is aprogrammaticstatement presenting an overview of

potential impacts relating to the proposedprogramfor each alternative For compliance with

the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
an environmental assessment would need to be

completed for specific actions in the approved

general management plan that require further

analysis Examples of such actions may include

development of standards and indicators for

management zones the development of a water

resource management plan Herring Riverrestorationor facilities construction Theseprojectspecificenvironmental assessments will be

tiered to this programmatic environmental

impact statement

For comparative purposes the potentialenvironmental
consequences of alternatives 1 2 and

3 are summarized in the following table A more

extensive narrative discussion of potential

impacts of the alternatives begins on page 201

TABLE 14 SUMMARY OF IMPACTS

NOTE Alternative 3 impacts where presented are in addition to or modify those presented for alternative 2

TOPIC ALTERNATIVE I

Impacts on Natural Resources

Air Resources Little to no improvement in air

quality at the seashore is

anticipated Existing air

quality impacts wouldcontinuewith ongoingdegradationof the Capes air

quality likely over time The
extent of these impacts is

generally unknown

Coastal

Processes

Some areas of natural barrier

beach would be sustained for

the long term Intervention to

protect town and privatepropertyand national seashore

facilities would take place to

the maximum extentpermitted
by NPS policy resulting in

beneficial impacts tomanmadecoastal facilities and

development Artificial beach

nourishment and
maintenanceof seawalls jetties and

revetments would require

consistent funding and labor

competing for limited park

operations funding The Park

Services ability to allownatural
processes to continue

would be limited primarily to

those areas not currently

influenced by humans
1

ALTERNATIVE 2

PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE 3

Some longterm beneficial im Same as alternative 2
pacts to air quality on Cape Cod
would occur through improved

monitoring and research facility

and vehicle conversionsregionalpartnerships andreductions
in vehicle miles traveled

The magnitude of thesebeneficialimpacts is uncertainSeashoremanagers would work

cooperatively to enhance air

quality and
visibility

at theseashoreto improve the publicexperienceand to reduce theimpactsof air pallution on natural

and cultural resources

If NPS efforts were successful on

all coastal land areas in and

around the national seashore

boundary this alternative would

have a potential beneficial

impact to coastal systems in

and adjacent to seashore lands

by lessening the use of coastal

structures nourishment or

dredging programs and other

coastal development impacts
that halt or control coastalprocesses

It is difficult to predict

just how much barrier beach

would become more natural

because this shift would occur

only after major stormsInterventionwould be minimal and

would be carried out only to

neutralize humancaused
disturbances

Over time coastal processes
would eliminate most

developed areas directly

along the coast It is difficult to

predict how soon this would
take place however acompletelynatural and dynamic
barrier beach system would

be the result something rare

on the East Coast
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

Topic ALTERNATIVE I P

sods Developing strategies to reduce usedProposed

soil erosion at construction suit in s

sites and around pond shores impactscts

would minimize or reduce soil ever to

impacts Public use would be rel at

continue to compact soils in mentati

high use areas on a localized tions M
basis Sitespecific impacts kettle p
would be evaluated for future positive

development proposals specific

evalua l

meat p r

Water ReThe protection of water reWater re

sources sources would be enhanced be enhi

including through comprehensive planhensive
wetlands and ning and environmental analmental

fioodplains ysis However because of the databa

limited and reactive nature of would

some programs beneficial informs

impacts to water resources sions I

would not be as extensive as and ca

they would be under resourc

alternative 2 on the

protect

inside 4

seashc

Wetlands The protection of wetlands Increaser

would be enhanced as a efforts

result of cooperative planning least l
efforts and analyses of the

potential impacts of

groundwaterextraction The overall

longterm impact of therestorationof Hatches Harbor

would be beneficial restoring

estuarine nursery habitat and

increasing the diversity of

native plant and animal

species in the area

Floodplains

Vegetation

ALTERNATIVE 2

ROPOSED ACTION

construction wouldreomelocalized shortterm

on soil resources
Howngtermimpacts would

ively minor withimpleonof appropriate

mitigainimizingerosion near

ends would have a

effect on soils

Siteimpactswould be

ed for future

developoposars

source protection would

anced throughcompre>
planning and

environanalysisAn expanded

se and additional studies

illow managers to make

d resourcebased

decincreasingcooperation

rdination for all water

e management activities

Duter Cape would better

water resources both

and outside the national

wetland restoration

vould initially restore at

0 acres of degraded
resh and brackish marsh to a

more productive estuarinewetlandup to approximately 690

acres would be restored in the

long term These areas would

become some of the most

important and productiveecologicalsystems in the seashore

Collectively they would provide

a substantial positive impact to

vegetation wildlife and fishery

resources Proposals for future

development potentiallyaffectingwetlands in the seashore

would be evaluated to minimize

impacts

Future development proposals Same as alternative 1

would require an analysis of

floodplain impacts

Vegetation would continue to be

protected Allowing natural

processes to continueunimpededwhere possible would

have positive effectsHoweverthe lack of scientific

data to make the bestpossiblemanagement decisions

and the inability to take major

actions to protect certain

vegetation communities could

lead to the loss of resources

A greater understanding of

vegetationrelatedissues would allow

vegetative communities to be

managed more
comprehensivelyAn expanded database

would make managementdecisionsmore defensible than

under alternative 1 Vistas

would no longer be managed as

a higher priority than

surroundingnatural resources
Environmentallysound landscaping

ALTERNATIVE 3

Same as alternative 2

As an upland owner the

National Park Service would

take a more stringentapproachto shellfish

aquaculture
management which

would likely benefit marine

and estuarine environments

Some resistance would be

likely from some towns and

potential grantees

No future airport development
outside the currently permitted

area would be allowed thus

protecting wetlands in the

vicinity from any proposal

involving new disturbance

outside the permitted area

Same as alternative 1

Additional benefits to vegetation

at the national seashore

would be provided through

more intensive resource

management The potential

for adverse resource impacts
would be further reduced

resulting in a beneficial impact

to resources
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Overview of Impacts

TOPIC ALTERNATIVE 1

Vegetation before it was known they were aroun

cont at risk In general actions for an ex

vegetation management the vi

would primarily be in reaction menti

to human disturbance or the

invasion of known exotic

plants or to protect known

threatened or endangered

species Even though this

alternative would encourage
less intensively maintained

landscaping impacts ofirrigationand chemical applications

would be greater than under

alternative 2

Fish and Actions by other agencies such Fish an
Wildlife as stocking fish and game tional

including nonnative species mans

managing hunting and fishing basis

programs and using pestidatab
cides to treat nuisance ina very

sects would continue even in how b

the absence of good informaand tt

tion regarding impacts of chanc

these programs on natural pique

systems Limited inventory stanti

and monitoring of wildlife fish al

species would not be adeseash
quate to provide managers more
with sufficient information to seneii

make defensible decisions

Threatened or

Endangered

Species

Communities

Major management actions to

protect rare threatened or

endangered species and

communities would not take

place This lack of action

could result in adverseimpactssuch as a reduction in

the total acreage of heathland

communities Due to a lack of

scientific data someresourcescould be degraded or

lost before it was known they

were at risk

Impacts on Cultural Resources

Cultural

Heritage and

Ethnographic
Resources

Longterm cultural patterns of

use such as hunting fishing

sheiltishing and harvesting of

vegetation would continue

within limits established by

the state local towns and

national seashore managers

respectively Very limited

activity would occur to gather
additional ethnographicinformation

except as
archeological

sites were discovered

ALTERNATIVE 2

PROPOSED ACTION

d NPS facilities would set

ample for neighbors and

siting public inimplengsustainable practices

J wildlife within the

naseashorewould be

ged on a more sustainable

supported by a scientific

ase Managers would take

active role in ascertaining

est to manage habitat

ley would make specific

les
in managementtechsThis would havesub•l

beneficial impacts for

id wildlife In general

ore managers would be

assertive about protecting

Jive resources withpartnerssuch as towns or private

individuals who were proposing
new or different activities

Management programs would

better protect native biological

diversity More visibleaggressiveaction would be taken to

protect rare threatened or

endangered species but on a

very selective basis Where

applied these actions would

have positive impacts on habitat

and populations of

specialconcern
species

National seashore managers
sensitivity toward ethnographic
resources would continue to

grow Longterm culturalpatterns
of use such as hunting

fishing shelifishing and

harvestingof vegetation would

continue within limitsestablished
by the state local towns

and seashore managers
Greater emphasis would be

placed on a more inclusiveapproachto interpretation

ALTERNATIVE 3

Additional benefits to fish and

wildlife at the nationalseashorewould be provided

through more restrictive

resource management Some
approaches would likely not

be well received by state and

local entities The potential for

adverse resource impacts

would be further reduced

resulting in a beneficial impact
to resources Howeverdispersedstaff housing would

have minor impacts on wildlife

populations and habitat

Same as alternative 2

Same as alternative 2
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

TOPIC ALTERNATIVE I P

Cultural resourc

Heritage and problen

Ethnographic further

Resources of local

cont protecti

resourc

Cultural LandAreas that have not been idenThe empi

scapes tified as significant could be scape n

altered or lost Documentation broader

of threatened cultural landpensive
scapes prior to loss would be 1 Impo
a beneficial impact however within tf

the work would have lower on the

priority
than under alternative identifie

2 Beneficial impacts would interpre

be limited because relatively perpetu
few preservation and interpreunique I

tive techniques would be the pub

applied to a limited number of these re

cultural landscapes

Historic Without a complete inventory The prote

Architecture and background data to docuboth pul

ment historic buildings and owned
structures in public and prithe natii

vate ownership these structhe Outi

tares might not be properly enhano
maintained and preserved proach

Resulting adverse impacts remedy
could range from the loss of ing to th

historic integrity to resource

destruction Alsopreservationof the historic character

of privately owned structures

would continue to be at the

discretion of the owners
Consequentlyadverse effects

from resource degradation

and a loss of integrity could

occur over time

Archeological
Resources

including

submerged
resources

Without adequate protection

and inventories archeological

resources would be subject to

loss and other adverseimpactsBeneficial effects of

resource protection would

only be available for a limited

number of resources on an

emergency basis Goodrelationswith Native American

groups would be maintained

by notifying these peoples

prior to archeological

excavations

ALTERNATIVE 2

ROPOSEO ACTION

e management and

solving which could

nhance the recognition

cultural heritage and the

on of ethnographic

as

basis for cultural

landianagementwould be

and more
comprethanunder alternative

rtant cultural landscapes
ie national seashore and

uter Cape would be

d preserved and

ted contributing to the

ation of Cape Cods
iistorical character and

ies appreciation of

sources

ction and preservation of

licly and privately

iistoric structures within

mal seashore and on

r Cape would be

d A more activeapYouldbe taken to

deficienciescontribute
perpetuation of Cape

Cods unique historicalcharacterThe primary adverse

impact would be the continued

potential for resource loss from

shoreline migration

Archeological sites and resources

within the national seashore and

on the Outer Cape would be

better protected throughresource
inventories education

and interpretation resource

documentation and easement

acquisitions

Submerged archeologicalresourcesthat moved outside the

national seashore boundary
because of coastal erosion

would be better protected by

agreement with the state

ALTERNATIVE 3

This alternative would provide

the maximum beneficial

impact for cultural landscapes

by providing a variety ofprotectionmethods Beneficial

impacts include the protection

of scenic vistas the

maintenanceof buffer zones and
the retention of the historical

character of the area
Authorizationand additional

funds would be needed

Various preservation andprotectionmethods for historic

architecture in the national

seashore would furthermaintain
the historical character of

the Outer Cape Howeverpotentialadverse impacts on

historic architecture and

seashore operations could

occur if maintenance and

management needsincreased
beyond the Park

Services ability to meet them

Similar to alternative 2 except

more information could

potentially be gained byadditional
archeological research

before resources were lost to

coastal erosion The transfer

of stateowned bottomlands to

the National Park Service to

ensure the protection of

submerged archeological

resources would be difficult to

achieve
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Topic ALTERNATIVE I

Museum Overall the condition of the With the

Collection museum collection would be tions

generally improved However of env

collection storage and exhibit lems

space would continue to be greate

limited making museum obcollets
jects and archival materials than u

inaccessible to the majority of Overa

visitors Minimal additional acmuses
tivity beyond improved storgreats
age and protection ofmuseumartifacts would occur

Impacts on Public Use and Experience

Information and Basic information would The pub
Orientation continue to be available to opporl

provide directions for visitors tion at

coming to Cape Cod National metier

Seashore nation

ters C

distrib

and er

inform

reduce

lsts In

along

confus

better

public

Access and

Transportation

Interpretive and

Educational

Opportunities

ramc congestion on the outer

Cape would be improved with

the implementation of the

Long Range Transportation

Plan Access to existingpublicuse sites within thenationalseashore wouldcontinueCasebycase review of

redevelopment proposals for

the Provincetown airport

would strive to protectnationalseashore resources

particularly wetlandsAppreciableeffects on public access

to the Cape are not

anticipated

Visitors and residents would

continue to benefit from a

variety of interpretiveprogramsHowever NPSprogramswould be conducted on

a limited basis and beneficial

impacts would be minimal
Interpretive

opportunitiesofferedby various entities

would not be coordinated

making it difficult for the public

to fully appreciate the Capes
character and significance

ALTERNATIVE 2

PROPOSED ACTION

addition of new
colleostorageand the correction

ironmental controlprobIt
existing facilities a

r proportion of the

ion would be protected

rider alternative 1

Il
the condition of the

im collection would be

improved

lic would have increased

unities for gettinginformahomeand at localinfori
centers as well as at

al seashore visitor

cenoordinatinginformation

ution throughout the Cape

isuring that uptodate
ation was available would

confusion among
touriprovedinformation signs

US 6 would also reduce

ion and contribute to a

directional system for the

Iternative 2 would more
effectivelyreduce traffic congestion
air pollution and driverfrustrationthan would alternative 1 due

to additional traffic management
techniques and alternative

transportation options Aproposedincrease in public use

opportunities to draw people
from their vehicles would result

in relatively minor resourceimpactsEfforts to minimizenegativeenvironmental impacts of

improvements at theProvincetown
airport would protectnationalseashore resources and

public experience while not

significantlyaffecting air service to

the Cape

Interpretive and educational

opportunitieswould be
substantiallyenhanced for the public

Programs would faster an

understanding and appreciation

of the aspects of the Cape Cod
character that transcend NPS
boundaries

Qveviiw ofmpacrs

ALTERNATIVE 3

The scope of collections for the

seashore would be expanded
requiring a more aggressive

approach to acquiring

museum objects particularly

artifacts related to the natural

sciences This would result in

a greater need for collections

storage and exhibit space It

is not clear that the benefits

would outweigh the costs

Developing a coordinatedinformationdistribution system
would have positive impacts
on visitors through greater

availability of information In

addition such a system would

encourage more active

participationof agencies and

organizationsthroughout the

Cape and ensure thedistributionof consistently accurate
information However improv j

ing information services would

potentially increase costs to

agencies and organizations

on the Cape

Potential impacts would be

similar to alternative 2However
allowing no

Provincetown
airport improvements or

expansion outside currently

permitted areas could result in

alternate federal safetystandards
to meet objectives of

FAA requirements If such

standards could not be met
air service at the

provincetown
airport could be

adverselyaffected

Similar to alternative 2 except
this could be a costly

alternative due to the possible

construction of additional

cooperative interpretive

facilities and resulting staff

needs
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

TOPIC ALTERNATIVE 1 P

Interpretive and Resource protection efforts

Educational would be adversely affected

Opportunities as visitors would not beadecont
quately informed regarding

appropriate behaviors and

voluntary resource protection

strategies

Public Uses Existing public uses would conVisitors a

tinue with the likelihood of access

some use conflicts Recreauses th

tional activities such as huntbe mute

ing fishing shelifishing and uses s

harvesting of vegetation hunting

would continue within limits specific

established by the state local times tc

towns and national seashore other ai

managers Crowding would source

continue to adversely affect nation

visitors at some sites The maximi

number of vistas could be and prc

reduced adversely affecting service

the experiences of some removil

users Some facilities would could a

probably be damaged or deuses a

stroyed by natural coastal accustc

processes and would have to tunities

be repaired or replaced experie

Overall management of this

function would generally be

reactive resnnndina to

identified needs and
addressingthem selectively

This would have an adverse

effect on many aspects of

public use

Impacts on the Socioeconomic Environment

Regional and

Local Economy

Cape Cod National Seashore

has a positive effect on the

local economy as a result of

visitor expenditures for goods

and services subsequent
indirect sales NPSexpenditures

for salaries andoperationsand seashore employee

expenditures for foodclothingand housing Total direct

and indirect visitor

expendituresamount to an estimated

$247 million per year Local

and state tax revenues from

tourism total an estimated $19

million Tourism related to the

national seashore creates an

estimated 8600 seasonal

jobs These effects would

continue in the future

Additions of about $4 million to

$5 million annually to the local

economy as a result

Provincetown
airport operations

are expected to continue

ALTERNATIVE 2

ROPOSED ACTION

nd residents would have

to a wide range of public

at would be managed to

wally compatible Some
uch as ORV driving and

would be restricted to

areas or to specific

minimize conflicts with

tivities The limitedreof
local towns and the

I seashore would be

zed by jointly planning

ividing visitor information

s Redesigning or

1g some visitor facilities

her or eliminate some

diversely affecting visitors

>med to theseopporhowever the overall

once would be improved

There would be minimal additional

effects on visitor and NPS

expenditures Existing effects

as described under alternative

1 would continue Increased

NPS staffing would have a

modest positive effect on the

local economy Upgrading

visitor facilities and improving

services would have shortterm

effects on constructionrelated

jobs and sales Supporting

public activities and programs in

shoulder seasons would

strengthen the regionsyearround
economy

No adverse effects on theeconomic
viability

of the

Provincetown
airport are expected

ALTERNATIVE 3

Fishing would not be affected by

fixing the national seashore

boundary by degrees of

latitude and longitudeInstallingadditional signs along

visitor routes to protect the

privacy of private property

owners could adversely affect

vista management More

signs could diminish visual

quality particularly in areas of

relatively high scenic quality

In addition administrative

expenses could increase for

the national seashore in

addressing numerous

requests for sign installation

and maintenance

There could be an adverse

economic impact if

commercialair service at the

Provincetown
airport wasdiscontinuedas a result of permit

area space constraints

Adverse economic impacts on

shellfishing and fishing as a

result of changing the national

seashore boundary are not

anticipated because the

change would be minimal and

rules and regulations for such

activities would remain the

same
Local communities would

benefit economically from the

relocation of NPS facilities

outside seashore boundaries
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Overview q Irn acts

Topic ALTERNATIVE I

Private Conditions for private property A greate

Property owners would be unlikely to placed
Owners and change implementing the with pr

Local Fire Management Plan would local re

Residents reduce the risk of fire damage source

to private properties Intertection
pretive and educational proCod N

grams would seek to protect stands

the privacy of residents Minibylaws
mizing public uses near prieducat
vate properties would have to former

be balanced with the need to other i n

provide facilities for the yearro

visiting public Compliance lations

with NPS improved property crease

guidelines would be up to heritag

private property owners and source

compliance with town zoning to year

bylaws would be up to town resider

building inspectors and

zoning boards of appeal

Property Local property values have Local prc

Values probably been beneficially be adv
affected by the presence of restore

the national seashore The Pamet

actions in this alternative increar

would not adversely affect dwelin

private property values

Municipal
Costs and

Services

The National Park Service

would continue to pay forservicesand to contributepayments
in lieu of taxes atcurrentrates The protection of

national seashore lands in

open space would continue to

provide benefits to towns by

reducing the service costburdenfrom potential newresidential
development Various

aspects of national seashore

operations contribute direct

and indirect benefits to the

towns reducing some

potential municipal costs

NPS
ConcessionOperations

Existing NPS concessioners

would not be adversely

affected

ALTERNATIVE 2

PROPOSED ACTION ALTERNATIVE 3

r emphasis would be National seashore managers
on working proactively would take a more assertive

ivate property owners and approach to preservinghissidentsto foster re torically significant privately

stewardship and pro owned structures that were

and to revise the Cape threatened by coastal erosio

ational Seashore zoning including those eligible for th

rds and town zoning National Register of Historic

Beneficial impacts of Places measures wouldinional
programs at the clude possible acquisition o

air force station and a willingseller basis Conve

terpretive activities for ing existing NIPS guidelines

und and seasonal popu into regulations would provid

could also result An ina stronger means of enforce

d emphasis on cultural ment helping protect the

e and ethnographic re character of development

could also be beneficial and ensure more consistenc

round and seasonal but it would not be popular
its with some owners or towns

iperty values would not

Drsely affected However
lion work along the

and Herring Rivers could

ie flooding of several

gs and saltwater intrusion

into some private walls if not

mitigated which would

adversely affect the property

values at these sites

Local communities would be

asked to increase theircooperative
planning efforts with the

national seashore and other

communities possibly resulting

in a need for additional staffing

and funding NPS technical

assistance could offset some of

the additional expenses to

communities There would be

no significant adverse impacts

on municipal tax revenues if

residences currently occupied
and providing a tax revenue

source were no longer privately

used

Existing NPS concessioners could

be adversely affected if it was

decided that the contract would

not be renewed or if they did

not compete successfully for a

new contract The effect of

monitoring concessions and

commercial licenses would be to

provide highquality essential

services to visitors

n
e

n

rte

y

The threat of condemnation

would be more effective for

achieving compliance with the

NPS use guidelines once they
were codified as regulations

Same as alternative 2

Relocating most if not all

national seashore
administrativeand maintenance facilities

to nearby communities would

have the greatest economic

benefit to towns
Discontinuingcommercial use permits

for privately ownedbusinessesand acquiring the

businesses would negatively

affect local tax bases because

of revenue losses

Existing NPS concessioners

could be adversely affected if

it was decided that a contract

would not be renewed or if

they did not compete
suocessfullyfor a new contract

Additional regulations for

commercial licenseesoperatingwithin the nationalseashorewould help improve

public services and
environmentalpractices
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ENVtRONIvlBNTAL CONSEQUENCES

Topic ALTERNATIVE I

ALTERI TtvE 2

PROPOSED ACTION

Impacts on Nonfederal Lands within the National Seashore

Land Use 1 The emphasis would be on

Protection information exchange with

other public and private land

managers to coordinate

planning National seashore

managers would not attempt

proactive creative protection

strategies so there would be

minimal beneficial impact on

preserving the Outer Cape
character

Private Federal and local land use tools

Residential now available to control the

Properties development of residential

properties within the seashore

do not provide sufficientguidancefor resource protection

and the preservation of the

Cape Cod character National

seashore managers would

emphasize coordination and

discussion in response to

problem identification but the

overall management strategy

would be to react to specific

problems as they occurred

Any acquisition of improved

properties would require an

increase in the seashores

operating budget to ensure an

appropriate level of care and

maintenance

Private Com
I

Standards for renewingcommercialProp merciat certificates ofsuspenertiession of condemnation within

the national seashore would

continue to be determined on

an ad hoc basis Business

owners would be limited in

their
ability

to make
longrangeplans for theirpropertiesGradual changes in

property uses could be

incompatiblewith the nationalseashore
purpose and adversely

affect adjacent properties

Overall national seashoremanagerswould likely improve the

political environment for land

protection by enhancingcollaborative
planning and

problemsolvingprocesses between local

municipalities and the National

Park Service In addition a

more informed population would

support appropriatedevelopment
strategies and would have

access to more comprehensive

information used for decision

making

Private residential propertyownerswould be encouraged to

help protect the natural and

cultural resources and topreservethe historical character of

the Outer Cape Improvedfederaland local land useregulatorytools would offer ample

guidance for resource protection

and the preservation of the

regions character Identifying

mutual goals and valuesbetweenthe communities and the

national seashore along with

opportunities for cooperation

would be critical to successfully

instituting and applying revised

Cape Cod National Seashore

zoning standards and town

zoning bylaws

Specific criteria for certificate

renewal would apply the same
standards to all commercial

properties and ensure that uses

are consistent with the purpose
of the national seashoreModificationsin the performance

record and activities on such

properties could place additional

requirements on property

managers

ALTERNATrva 3

Same as alternative 2

Converting the NPS useguidelines
for private property into

amended Cape Cod National

Seashore zoning standards

would have mixed results As

a regulation it would provide a

stronger means for

enforcementand more consistency

but it would not be popular

with private owners or towns

It would restrict some owners

from using their properties as

they desired It would also be

perceived by some as less

flexible and effective than is

possible because theguidelinesare not consistent with

current thinking and practice

in the development of zoning
standards However it would

satisfy other owners who are

concerned about the potential

for excessive expansion and

the loss of the originalcottagesthat comprise the Cape
Cod character of development
in the national seashoreExistingcondemnation authority

would be enhanced byconvertingthe NPS useguidelinesinto standards

impacts would be similar to

alternative 2 except that the

National Park Service and the

advisory commission might

not work in an interactiveprocesswith property owners to

improve performance and

achieve compliance with the

standards The monitoring of

performance activities on the

properties might have to be

increased to provide acompleterecord of how a property

was being used Ultimately

acquiring properties to reduce

effects of inappropriate

commercial activities would
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Overview of Impacts

TOPIC ALTERNATIVE I

Private

Commercial

Propertiescont

Municipal and Limited cooperative efforts with Chan c

State Lands other governmental agencies reso

to protect the character of the and e

Outer Cape would continue belt e

However it is unlikely efforts The
would be formalized placing sour

natural and cultural resources the n

at risk of being adversely likely

affected

Impacts on National Seashore Management and Opera

Staffing There would be an adverse Additic

impact on employee workload
loads because staffing would impll

not be increased Staff would work

have
difficulty providing any come

more than basic services and tion t

would be unable to collect to vi

adequate technical

informationfor sound inventories to

support decision making

Administrative

and
MaintenanceFacilities

and Operations

Staff Housing

As the staff continued to assess

operational space needs and

landscaping practices in

terms of more sustainable

methods operations should

become somewhat moreefficientand adverse impacts

on the environment would be

reduced However this effort

would be slow pursued as

time and funding allowed and

would only result in a visible

benefit over the long term

By continuing currentmanagement
practices and

periodicallyupdating the Housing

Management Plan thenationalseashore would be able

to provide a variety of staff

ALTERNATIVE 2

PROPOSED ACTION

es for cooperatively

Iving Outer Cape issues

r this alternative would be

r than under alternative 1

land protection andrecemanagement goals of

ational seashore would

be achieved

ALTERNATIVE 3

need to be a high priority

consequently this strategy

could involve great expense

Increased management of kettle

ponds including improved
collaboration with the state

and towns would help further

reduce degradation of pond

resources Potential landexchangesbetween the National

Park Service and otheragencieswould also help improve

management efficiency If

actions were successful to get

legislative authority to prohibit

the construction of revetments

and other coastal engineering

structures there would be a

greater risk to nonfederal

interests

lions

nal staff and greaterworkwould be required to

meat new programs and to

cooperatively with local

nunities Although theaddiIf
staff would be beneficial

itor services and resource

protection efforts this would

represent a major additional

operational funding needProposedprograms strategies and

actions as well as necessary

followup actions could be

achieved if funding and staffing

levels permitted Lack of staff

support in key areas would limit

the national seashores
ability

to

effectively implement this plan

Taking advantage of structures

when useandoccupancyreservationsend would help make

operations more efficient and

reduce the built environment

within the national seashore

Emphasizing sustainablepractices
in landscaping would help

to further reduce adverse

impacts on the environment

Similar to alternative 2

Leasing space in local towns

outside seashore boundaries
as well as taking advantage of

structures when
useandoccupancyreservations end
would help make operations
more efficient and result in the

greatest reduction in the built

environment within the

national seashore The result

would be the lowest cost for

maintenance and setting the

best example in terms of

using sustainable practices

Concentrating staff housing at Dispersing staff housing
fewer sites within the national throughout the national

seashore as well as assisting seashore would have a

and encouraging more employ greater adverse impact on the

ees to find housing in local natural resource values of

communities would help reduce Cape Cod than would
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Topic ALTERNATIVE I PF

Staff Housing housing to help attract a dithe num
cont verse group of employees needed

and volunteers However Emphas
housing would continue to be repair ar

relatively dispersed throughunits wo
out the seashore and it would defray h
continue to be difficult to meet
the costs of maintenance and

operations of housing units

Some units would remain in

sensitive resource areas

Utilities Actions such as upgrading sapEmphasizi
tic systems and placing services

powerlines underground tively prc

would allow the Park Service the coun
to provide safe and relatively Service

costeffective utilities that impacts
would increasingly have miniusing ml
mal impact on sensitive relices thi

sources Even though reefficienc
gional cooperation would be Also ad

actively encouraged by the sensitive

Park Service no new mechareduced
nisms or policies would be

developed to expedite the

process

Services ExContinuing cooperative efforts Working a

changed with between the National Park commun
Local ComService and local communivices alp4i 1 dshould

help to enhance afeelingof trust among the parties

involved ensure that required

services continue to beprovidedand provide for more

equitable compensation

Reservations of

Use and

Occupancy

Allowing residential use beyond

the expiration of reserved

terms of use and occupancy
in cases of substantialmedicalor financial hardship would

have a positive effect on

disadvantagedindividuals The
eventual removal of these

properties would substantially

reduce the adverse effects of

residential development on

national seashore resources

and values The likelihood of

more vacant buildings would

increase due to additional

demands on seashore
operationalfunding Discontinuing

residential use in these

buildings would not

significantlyimpact the regional

supply of affordable housing
I

LTERNATIVE 2

OPOSED ACTION

ter of structures

within the seashore

zing alternative ways to

id maintain housing

ald more effectively

Using costs

ng utilities and related

that would be
cooperarvided

by local towns

ty and the Park

would have beneficial

In combination with

rre sustainablepracswould improve cost

ies of
utility services

terse impacts on

resources would be

operatively with local

ides to provideserngwith NPS ex officio

rtation on the Cape Cod

Commissionwould provide

more efficient services facilitate

the understanding of mutual

problems and ensure equitable

compensation among all parties

Positive effects would be more
than under alternative 1

There could be beneficial impacts
for some private individuals
who might be permittedtemporaryresidential occupancy

especially in hardship cases
and there might be other

socioeconomicbenefits as well

Additionallyfewer vacant buildings

within the national seashore as
a result of demolition would

have beneficial impacts on

natural resources scenic

quality traffic and public

perception

ALTERNATVE 3

alternative 2 primarily in

terms of disrupting wildlife

populations Giving seasonal

employees preference for

housing would have a

beneficial impact on those

individuals

Same as alternative 2

The financial burden for fire

protection provided by the

National Park Service would

be borne by the individuals

receiving those services

Same as alternative 2

t
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ALTERNATIVE 1

IMPACTS ON NATURAL
RESOURCES

AIR RESOURCES

Analysis

Air resource management efforts wouldemphasize
air quality monitoring on a cooperative

basis with the Massachusetts Department of

Environmental Protection and theEnvironmentalProtection Agency No specific actions

would be taken to improve air quality at the

national seashore Consequently air quality

would likely improve little from current

conditions

Ozone concentrations at the seashore routinely

exceed federal standards that are established to

protect human health This situation would

likely continue unless actions were taken by

other agencies

The development of shuttle transportation

systems would likely result in a net reduction in

traffic which could help improve longterm air

quality Although construction of shuttle

facilities could temporarily degrade air quality in

localized areas because of heavy equipment

emissions and dust the longterm benefits in

reducing automobile emissions would far

outweigh the shortterm construction effects

Conclusion

Under alternative I little to no improvement in

air quality at the seashore is anticipated Existing

air quality impacts would continue with

ongoing degradation of the Capes air quality

likely over time The extent of these impacts is

generally unknown

COASTAL PROCESSES

Analysis

Coastal processes that are not currently affecting

existing human development or other interests

would continue unimpeded Most beaches at the

national seashore would continue to erode at the

rate of 2 to 3 feet per year North of High Head
beaches would continue to accrete Sediment

budgets would generally be maintained in a

balanced state eroding areas would continue to

provide sediment to accreting areas

However actions in other areas to impede

natural processes would be allowed Existing

revetments of marine scarps might bemaintainedfor example the seawall at Herring Cove

would be repaired if damaged by storm surge

Beach nourishment or seawall and revetment

construction to protect town and private property

would continue in accordance with guidelines

established in the Massachusetts Coastal Zone

Management Program NPS developments that

conflict with coastal processes would beredesignedto minimize the level of interference with

natural processes Facilities threatened by

erosion would be evaluated on a casebycase

basis and decision making would not benefit

from an organized approach

Under this alternative it is anticipated that

numerous private property owners would

construct revetments as erosion threatened their

properties These engineering structuresinterruptthe natural sand transport along the

shoreline by preventing erosion and deposition

along adjacent coastal beaches Coastalengineeringstructures on private or town land could

further degrade national seashore resources by

reducing or eliminating natural sand sources that

renourish adjacent coastal beaches

Some interventions by towns and privatepropertyowners could indirectly impact the recovery

of the piping plover by creating barriers to

movement between feeding and nesting areas
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creating artificial dunes in inappropriate

locations and preventing some naturally

occurring overwash and inlet formation that

creates additional habitat

Under this alternative minimal monitoring

activity would not provide a comprehensive

understanding of coastal processes and their

impacts on plants and wildlife lack of a research

program would also not allow forecasting to

understand and predict changes to make

informed management decisions bymunicipalitieslandowners and national seashore

managers Additional information foreducational
purposes would also be limited by this

reactive approach

From the standpoint of preserving natural

systems allowing natural processes to continue

unimpeded would be a positive effect Under

this alternative however the ability to do that

would often be limited to areas not influenced

by humans No positive longterm impacts

would be realized toward enhancing or restoring

natural coastal processes within national

seashore boundaries under this alternative

Conclusion

Some areas of natural barrier beach would be

sustained for the long term Intervention

activities to protect town and private property

and seashore facilities would take place to the

maximum extent permitted by NPS policy This

would result in beneficial impacts to manmade

coastal facilities and development However

artificial beach nourishment and maintenance of

seawalls jetties and revetments would require

consistent funding and labor to accomplish

competing for limited park operations funding

Under this alternative the National ParkServices
ability to allow natural processes to

continue unimpeded would be limited primarily

to those areas not currently influenced by

humans

Soros

Analysis

Under alternative 1 proposed construction

activities such as building parking areas and

operational facilities might result in vegetation

removal and exposure of soils to erosive forces

Thus there is potential for shortterm soil loss

during construction activities due to erosion

However the implementation of an erosion and

sediment control plan appropriate to theparticular
site would minimize soil loss Future facility

development would require assessment ofsitespecificsoil impacts with the application of

appropriate mitigating measures to minimize

potential adverse effects

In addition concentrated human activity in

popular areas at the national seashore would

continue to cause soil compaction and ground

cover loss These impacts would ultimately

result in increased soil loss over the long term

and the potential for localized reductions in

biological productivity

The development and implementation ofmanagementplans for kettle ponds would have a

positive impact on soils within the national

seashore by developing strategies to minimize

erosion of soils in these areas

Conclusion

Developing strategies to reduce soil erosion at

construction sites and around pond shores would

minimize or reduce soil impacts Public use

would continue to compact soils in high use

areas on a localized basis Sitespecific impacts

would be evaluated for future development

proposals

PRIME AND UNIQUE FARMLANDS

Analysis and Conclusion

Because this plan does not present sitespecific

development proposals impacts to prime and
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unique farmlands are not known However

prime and unique farmlands are relatively

limited in extent in the national seashore and

potential impacts are expected to be relatively

minor As sitespecific proposals are developed

potential impacts on prime and unique farmlands

would be evaluated as necessary as part of the

environmental assessment process

WATER RESOURCES INCLUDING
WETLANDS AND FLOODPLAINS

areas is one potential impact of a lowered water

table in the vicinity of pumped wells

A large extraction and translocation of waterbetween
aquifers such as occurs from Truro to

Provincetown can impact the hydrologic

systems in both areas Surface watersdowngradientfrom the recharge areas can be affected

by an influx of nutrient laden water when the

groundwater system receives an increased

recharge of poorer quality water for example
water with septic leachate Such an influx also

raises the water table

Analysis

Implementing a water resource management

plan for the national seashore and participating

in regional and town planning efforts would

have beneficial impacts on the longtermmanagementof water resources in relative to all

Outer Cape landowners and land managers

Through regional and town planning efforts the

extent of potential groundwater development

that could be allowed on the Outer Cape would

be projected and the balance between resource

quality and municipal uses would be clarified

As a result the amount of water available for

human consumption could be limited if negative

effects on water resources were demonstrated

This could have adverse impacts to local

communities needing additional water for

municipal uses Water service would be

provided to water qualityimpaired areas only

However water resources would benefit by

ensuring that natural hydrology water quality

and salinity balance in wetland discharge areas

were maintained Specific impacts would be

analyzed as these efforts were undertaken

Managing wastewater treatment facilities in

conformance with public health standards would

have beneficial impacts on the overall quality of

groundwater supplies near NPS operation and

housing areas Harmful constituents such as

coliform bacteria would not be introduced into

potable groundwater supplies

Groundwater extraction on a municipal scale can

have detrimental effects on waterdependent

resources The dewatering of adjacent wetland

In an area where groundwater is extracted the

water table can be lowered resulting in impacts

on wetlands streams and ponds Though not

fully understood reductions in freshwater

availability can result in changes to wetland and

riparian plant communities Impacts can also

include the reduction or elimination of habitats

of rare species changes to sediment and water

column salinity changes in nutrientconcentrationsand flow paths and effects of waterborne

pollutantsIn

longrange planning for additional municipal

supplies towns have identified sites within the

boundary of the seashore for wells to be drilled

If wells on townowned land inside or outside

the boundary are near national seashorewetlandspumping from those wells could adversely

affect die wetlands Impacts might be avoided if

wells could be located in a less sensitive area on

NPS land

The ongoing use of limited groundwatersuppliesto irrigate highly maintained landscaping

on private property would continue to deplete

supplies essential for domestic

consumptionWater
quality could also be adversely impacted

by runoff containing fertilizers and pesticides

used in landscape maintenance

The continued monitoring of kettle ponds would

provide beneficial impacts to these resources by

expanding baseline information on which to

make management decisions and to respond to

problems as they occur Developingmanagement
plans for specific kettle ponds as needed
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would give managers a more comprehensive

understanding of the actions necessary in

priority order to protect important pondresourcesincluding water quality and conditions

along pond shores However no effort would be

made to study the impacts of current fishing

activities on ponds where fish are stocked

The potentially adverse effects of aciddepositionon surface waters would remain unknown
and the acidification of kettle ponds and vernal

pools would occur or continue unchecked

Construction activities would result in potential

short and longterm adverse impacts to water

quality in the vicinity of construction sites

Erosion from the loss of vegetative cover would

increase levels of suspended solids in nearby

streams and ponds during constructionHoweverthe preparation of erosion andsedimentationcontrol plans that include appropriatesitespecificmitigation would minimize theseimpactsNew construction would result inimpermeableconditions at the site reducing

groundwater recharge In these areas specific

designs would be developed if necessary to

provide stormwater runoff into detention basins

thereby controlling overland sheet surface flow

from stormwater and allowing groundwater

supplies near the site to be recharged Gravel

base detention areas adjacent to theseimpermeable
areas would be provided as necessary to

remove chemical constituents that might be

contained in surface water runoff The impacts

of any new construction activity would be

analyzed in more detail as needed in an

environmental assessment

The Park Service would react as necessary to

offshore activities and incidents to protectresources
Operating in a reactive mode with little

cooperation with others might not ensure the

highest protection possible of these resources

Wetlands Under alternative I addressing the

longterm management of water resources in

conjunction with all Outer Cape landowners and

land managers would provide a betterunderstandingof how to protect and enhance specific

wetland and riparian areas

Increased cooperation in groundwatermanagementcould have substantial beneficial effects on

wetlands by improving protection efforts In an

area where groundwater is extracted the water

table can be lowered resulting in impacts on

wetlands streams and ponds Though not fully

understood reductions in freshwater availability

can result in changes to wetland and riparian

plant communities Impacts can also include the

reduction or elimination of habitats of rare

species changes to sediment and water column

salinity variations in nutrient concentrations and

flow paths and effects of waterborne

pollutants

Analyzing the potential impacts ofgroundwater

extraction on lands adjacent to the seashore

would allow managers to make better decisions

about how specific wetlands could be affected

by wells thus helping to ensure the longterm

protection of these resources For example if it

was determined that a well on townowned land

was degrading adjacent national seashore

wetlands the Park Service would investigate the

possibility of relocating that well to a less

sensitive area on NPS land This scenario would

provide the opportunity to cooperatively protect

water resources while enabling towns to use

water for municipal purposes

Under alternative I five criteria as defined by

law and policy would be used to evaluate new

requests for the temporary sale or lease of

seashore water Using these criteria would

provide the Park Service as well as local

municipalities and other landowners with a

consistent process for evaluating new requests

for water Using these criteria would have

positive impacts on seashore water and other

natural resources by ensuring that temporary

water uses would not be allowed if sensitive

resources could be affected

Restoring the natural hydrography and ecology

of Hatches Harbor would replace an area of

degraded fresh and brackish marsh with salt

marsh Positive effects of this action would

include restoring natural tidal flow to 6090
acres and allowing the area to function as an

intertidal saltmarsh nursery area The restored
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wetlands would provide habitat for plants and

animals now absent or scarce in the area

Negative shortterm impacts would includeincreasedlevels of nitrogen and decreasedavailabilityof oxygen as the freshwater vegetation

decays An environmental assessment would

analyze these impacts in more detail

The careful evaluation of all proposedProvincetown
airport improvements would seek tominimizethe potential for significant adverseimpactsto wetlands in the airport vicinity NPS

positions on future redevelopment proposals

would be formulated during the environmental

impact analysis process Redevelopmentproposalscurrently being considered includealternativeswith 0 to 435 acres of wetland fill In

addition salt marsh restoration at Hatches

Harbor has been planned in cooperation with

Provincetown to avoid potential conflicts with or

impacts from any future airport improvements

and increasing the diversity of native plant and

animal species in the area

Future development proposals would require an

analysis of floodplain impacts

VEGETATION

Analysis

Natural Resource Management Actions

Under alternative I the overall vegetationmanagementapproach would be to allow natural

processes to continue unimpeded Minor actions

could be taken to maintain cultural landscapes

and developed areas however majorintervention
to alter succession would not take place

The effect of this management approach for

most biotic resources within the seashore would

be positive

Floodplains There are potential impacts to

floodplains from actions under this alternative

Because some NPS facilities could be rebuilt orV sited within the coastal bank and otherfloodprone
areas some facilities could be at least

partially sited in areas of the I00yearfloodplainThis determination would be made when

site planning and design were done and impacts

to floodplains would be analyzed in more detail

at that time

Conclusion

The protection of water resources would be

enhanced through comprehensive planning and

environmental analysis However because of the

limited and reactive nature of some programs

beneficial impacts to water resources would not

be as extensive as they would be under

alternative 2

The protection of wetlands would be enhanced

as a result of cooperative planning efforts and

analyses of the potential impacts of groundwater

extraction The overall longterm impact of the

restoration of Hatches Harbor would be

beneficial restoring estuarine nursery habitat

Restoring or simulating the natural role of fire

would primarilyoccur at research plots and Fort

Hill Currently approximately 3 acres are being

burned on research plots but burning could be

expanded up to a total of 50 acres annually This

would be undertaken in accordance with the

approved Fire Management Plan and would

result in a more sustainable Cape Cod ecosystem

in the long term Burning would be doneincrementallyas much as possible and only inspecificareas Shortterm impacts in burn areas

would include direct vegetation loss as well as

potential increased erosion that could affect

biological productivity until vegetation became

reestablished Following prescribed burning

vegetation would reoccupy the area and no

longterm adverse impacts on species

populations are anticipated

Nonnative species would be controlled through

eradication programs which might includemechanical
or hand control removal methods This

would have beneficial impacts on wildlife as a

result of maintaining native habitats that provide

forage and protection for wildlife species

Impacts of air pollution on plants at the national

seashore would remain relatively unknown
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Ozone levels much lower than current levels at

the seashore have been known to cause foliar

damage to plants Opportunities to obtainadditional
information through research and to

reduce adverse effects if they exist would not

be available

Public Use Present management policies at

viewpoints would continue until criteria were

developed the criteria would be compatible with

the Resource Management Plan and the national

seashores management objectives Once criteria

were in place viewpoints that did not meet them

would be removed and allowed to revegetate

Reducing the number of vistas would have

beneficial impacts of reducing NAPS intervention

in natural successional processes as well as

lowering maintenance costs

Operations To maintain landscapes around

national seashore facilities staff could continue

to use nonnative vegetation species chemical

applications and large quantities of water for

irrigation in the short term Staff would work to

minimize such practices becausehighmaintenance
landscapes present a poor model of

environmentally sound landscaping to neighbors

and the visiting public

Placing overhead utility lines underground

would temporarily disturb vegetation along the

utility line corridors This would occur primarily

along existing road corridors Any required

revegetation would make use of native species

and no longterm adverse impacts from this

disturbance are anticipated Over the long term

vegetation impacts resulting from maintenance

operations would be reduced

Nonnative vegetation would be lost at some

previously disturbed sites chosen for additional

parking and trails These vegetationcommunitiesare relatively common and no longterm

adverse effects on vegetative diversity orspecificcommunities in the national seashore are

anticipated

Construction Vegetation near construction

areas would be lost as a result of development

However any new facility construction would

be limited to areas that did not contain sensitive

natural resources and disturbance areas would

generally be limited in extent Therefore no

longterm adverse impacts to specific vegetation

communities are expected from these

development actions

Conclusion

Vegetation at the seashore would continue to be

protected Allowing natural processes tocontinueunimpeded where possible wouldgenerallyhave positive effects However the lack of

scientific data to make the best possiblemanagementdecisions and the inability to take major

actions to protect certain vegetationcommunities
could lead to the loss of resources before it

was known they were at risk In general actions

for vegetation management would primarily be

in reaction to human disturbance or the invasion

of known exotic plants or to protect known

threatened or endangered species Even though

alternative I would encourage Jess intensively

maintained landscaping impacts of irrigation

and chemical applications would be greater than

under alternative 2

FISH AND WILDLIFE

Analysis

Natural Resource Management Actions

Implementing the approved Fire Management
Plan would have beneficial impacts on fish and

wildlife habitat over the long term Thesimulationof a more natural role of fire through

prescribed burning would facilitate the natural

transitions of ecosystems over time The result

would be improved habitat and species diversity

and a healthier more stable ecosystem

Shortterm impacts in bum areas would include

wildlife displacement and possible direct loss of

some individual animals from the fire However

following prescribed burning wildlife species

are expected to repopulate affected habitats and

longterm adverse impacts on speciespopulations
are not anticipated The longterm t
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beneficial impacts of prescribed burning far

outweigh the shortterm effects

Aquaculture Activities Impacts from shellfish

and finfish aquaculture activities in and around
the national seashore would not be specifically

addressed under this alternative Therefore

potential adverse impacts could occur to

seashore resources without appropriate studies

or management plans in place

Additional possible impacts of increased

shellfish and finfish aquaculture activities

include the introduction of cultured varieties and
the potential for these varieties to reduce the

natural genetic viability of native populations
the introduction of diseases with cultured fish

and shellfish or an increase in disease

occurrence due to dense concentrations of fish or

shellfish and the disturbance and displacement
of wildlife such as marine mammals and

shorebirds from feeding or resting areas

Hunting Stocking and Fishing Programs
The Massachusetts Division of Fish and Wildlife

would continue current hunting and stocking

programs Wildlife management actions are

based primarily on state policy rather than NPS
policy and include put and take programs

using exotic species Very little is known about

the impacts of stocking exotic species to create

hunting opportunities

O

Biologists consider the whitetailed deerpopulationon the Outer Cape to be at an appropriate
level NPS 1994a Deer hunting is generally
viewed as an effective way to control population
levels Overpopulation of deer in other areas in

the East where deer hunting is prohibited has

caused significant impacts on vegetation There

is little scientific data about the impacts of

hunting on other species such as grouse quail

rabbit raccoon crow coyote fox and squirrel

Live trapping is used infrequently and only for

scientific study or as an aversion tool fornuisancewildlife preying on threatened orendangeredspecies Minimal impact results from this

wildlife management technique

Alternative 1 Impacts on Natural Resources

Freshwater fishing would continue to bemanagedby the state with little or no involvement

from the National Park Service Potentialimpactsof current fishing activities include the

continued introduction of nonnative fish into

national seashore waters primarilytrout stocked
into freshwater ponds There are unknown
adverse effects to native fish species from trout

predation

Pest Species Management Pesticides used to

control nuisance vegetation or wildlife species
have adverse effects on a variety of species
Under this alternative a stepbystep pestmanagementapproach by the National Park Service

would strive to reduce the use of artificial

chemicals in pest control This would reduce

chemical inputs into biological systems and limit

the impacts of chemical control measures on

nontarget species However other agencies
would continue to control mosquito populations
with little to no coordination with NPS staff

Such programs could increase pesticideconcentrationsin species such as birds and fish that are

higher in the food chain Animals high in the

food chain eat large quantities of smallerspeciesIf threshold concentrations were reached
higher order animals could fail to thrive and die

Without efforts to restore Pilgrim Lake to a

more balanced state midge and mosquito
outbreaks would probably continue to occur
along with pressure to use chemical sprays to

control insects

Construction New developments such as

placing overhead powerlines underground and

building new facilities trails and parking areas
would result in the shortterm displacement of
small mammals from affected areas However
there would not be a change in speciescompositionand population dynamics would remain

approximately the same It is likely that

displaced animals would seek similarhabitat

nearby and potentially repopulate temporarily
disturbed areas following habitat restoration
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Conclusion

Actions by other agencies such as stocking fish

and game including nonnative species

managing hunting and fishing programs and

using pesticides to treat nuisance insects would

continue even in the absence of goodinformation
regarding impacts of these programs on

natural systems Limited inventory andmonitoringof animal species by the national seashore

would not be adequate to provide managers with

sufficient information to make defensible

decisions regarding these or other management
actions

THREATENED OR ENDANGERED SPECIES

COMMUNITIES

Analysis

Under alternative I natural processes would be

allowed to continue unimpeded which could

adversely affect some rare threatened orendangeredplants or communities such as heathlands

Heathland communities within the seashore are

becoming forested as a result of naturalsuccession
Management actions to protect these

communities would be relatively limited under

this alternative potentially resulting in their

reduction in extent or loss These communities

support a wide range of plants and animals

including many endemic species such as broom

crowberry Corema conradii that are becoming

increasingly endangered

Efforts to manage federally listed threatened or

endangered species would continue Currently

these efforts focus on protecting piping plover

habitat the productivity of this species within

the seashore and the northeast region is

increasing

Development sites at the seashore would be

selected based on resource value and proposed

developments would not affect the biodiversity

of the Cape Cod region Areas containingendangeredthreatened or rare species or habitat

would not be selected

Conclusion

Major management actions to protect certain

rare threatened or endangered species and

communities would not take place This lack of

action could result in adverse impacts such as a

reduction in the total acreage of heathland

communities and possibly other resources Due

to a lack of scientific data about many resources

in the national seashore some resources could

be degraded or lost before it was known they

were at risk

IMPACTS ON CULTURAL
RESOURCES

CULTURAL HERITAGE AND

ETHNOGRAPHIC RESOURCES

Analysis

This alternative would maintain customarypatternsof use such as hunting fishingshellfishingand harvesting of vegetation in accordance

with existing regulations New initiatives for

substantially improving cooperative protection

of ethnographic resources along with associated

beneficial impacts are not included

Notification and consultation with theWampanoagTribe of Gay Head Aquinnab theMashpeeWampanoag Tribal Council and theAssonetBand regarding archeological excavations

would continue to take place as required under

the Native American Graves Protection and

Repatriation Act NAGPRA

Conclusion

Longterm cultural patterns of use such ashunting
fishing shellfishing and harvesting of

vegetation would continue within limitsestablished
by the state local towns and national

seashore managers respectively Very limited

activity would occur to gather additional

ethnographic information except asarcheological
sites were discovered
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CULTURAL LANDSCAPES ing completion When finished the inventory

would document the structures significance

allowing national seashore managers to ensure

their proper maintenance and preservation

Analysis

No comprehensive survey has been done in the

national seashore to identify cultural landscapes

Without a determination of cultural landscape

significance attention would continue to be

concentrated on certain identified landscapes to

the potential detriment and loss of other areas

Some effort has been made to use concession

management to maintain cultural landscapes in

the national seashore as at Highland Golf Links

Significant cultural landscapes have not been

identified throughout the Outer Cape As a

result landscapes that reflect traditional use

could be altered or lost

Any new development sites would be selected

based on resource value Construction that

would adversely affect the characterdefining

features of significant cultural landscapes would

be avoided

Conclusion

Although some cultural landscapes would be

maintained areas that have not been identified

as significant could be altered or lostDocumentationof threatened cultural landscapes prior to

loss would be a beneficial impact however the

work would have lower priority than under

alternative 2 In general beneficial impacts from

resource protection would be limited under this

alternative because relatively few preservation

and interpretive techniques would be applied to

a limited number of cultural landscapes

HISTORIC ARCHITECTURE

Analysis

An evaluation of all federally owned buildings

and structures for their eligibility for theNational
Register of Historic Places is nearcompletionThe list of classified structures aninventoryof NPSowned structures is also n
e

a
rS

e
v
e

ra
l privately owned historic buildings have

been identified within the national seashore The

preservation of these buildings historiccharacter
is at the private owners discretion In some

instances private owners have altered buildings

to the point of compromising their historical

significance Under this alternative the potential

loss of historical integrity and character of

buildings would continue Historic buildings

outside the national seashore would face the

same potential loss of integrity

Any new development sites would be selected

based on resource value and areas containing

historic properties would be avoidedConsequentlyno adverse impacts to historicpropertiesare anticipated

In some instances historic structures could be

adaptively used for operational needs or for staff

housing Any adverse effects to the historic

fabric would be identified through a complete

survey of the property before modifications were

initiated minimizing the loss of historic fabric

The risk of fire damage to historic structures and

private property at the seashore would bereduced
by removing fuel around structures as

outlined in the seashores Fire Management
Plan

Some historic structures could be lost to coastal

processes as the shoreline migrated While these

resources should be documented before their

loss this might not be possible in all cases

Since the information could never be completely

recovered loss of any resources prior to

documentation would constitute a longterm

adverse impact on historic architecture

Conclusion

Without a complete inventory and historical and

architectural background data to document
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historic buildings and structures in public and

private ownership these structures might not be

properly maintained and preserved Resulting

adverse impacts could range from loss ofhistoric
integrity to resource destruction Inadditionthe preservation of the historic character of

privately owned structures would continue to be

at the discretion of the owners Consequently

adverse impacts from resource degradation and

loss of historic integrity could occur over time

ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES

INCLUDING SUBMERGED RESOURCES

Analysis

The lack of funding and staffing at the national

seashore has inhibited adequate protection and

inventory work for landbased and submerged

archeological resources Without acomprehensive
survey of such resources resources are

subject to loss Under alternative I protection

efforts would be taken on an emergency basis

for individual sites Consequently numerous

resources would not be protected andpotentiallyadverse impacts to these resources might

occur from disturbance loss of site integrity or

removal of objects Potential beneficial impacts

of protecting individual sites on an emergency

basis include halting resource degradation

using data for expanded interpretation and

education programs and facilitating research

efforts

Some archeological sites include privately

owned property within the national seashore

boundaries and on adjacent lands Threats to

these archeological sites from development and

vandalism could result in the loss of artifacts and

a denigration of their value for understanding

the Outer Capes past

Any construction activity on NPS lands within

the national seashore would be preceded by an

archeological survey If any unknown resources

were uncovered during construction or any

groundbreaking activity procedures toimplementsection 106 of the National HistoricPreservationAct and as appropriate the Native

American Graves Protection and Repatriation

Act would be instituted Native American

groups would be notified before anyarcheologicalexcavations

Interpretation of archeological resources by staff

and volunteers would serve to educate the public

about the significance and value of archeological

resources although these efforts are limited by

inadequate staffing levels Heightenedawarenessrelative to these resources would have the

beneficial effect of encouraging the public to

advocate preservation and protection of these

sites

Some archeological resources could be lost to

coastal processes as the shoreline migrated

Efforts would be taken to document resources

exposed by storms before they are lostHoweverarcheological and submerged resources

might be lost before documentation could take

place

Conclusion

Without adequate protection and inventories for

landbased and submerged archeologicalresourcesresources would be subject to loss and

other adverse impacts Beneficial effects of

resource protection would only be available for

a limited number of resources on an emergency

basis Good relations with Native American

groups would be maintained by notifying these

peoples prior to archeological excavations

MUSEUM COLLECTION

Analysis

The imminent development of a dedicatedcollections
storage facility at the former North

Truro air force station would make aconsiderable
contribution to the longterm protection of

the seashores museum collection Despite this

limitations are likely to continue on storage and

display space with environmental controls to

ensure the protection of museum collections

Because the current Scope of Collections
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Statement is outdated and historic furnishing

reports for the seashoress historic structures

have yet to be prepared decisions about how to

best fill gaps in the collection would be

hampered

The commitment to preserving collections in as

stable a condition as possible would ensure that

a positive level of protection for the collection

would be achieved However collectionwide

monitoring and recording activities could be

hindered by the limited availability of curatorial

staff and skilled volunteers The development of

a dedicated collections storage facility would

ensure the longterm protection of and access to

the seashores collections

Conclusion

Overall the condition of the museum collection

would be generally improved under thisalternative
However collection storage and exhibit

space would continue to be limited making

S museum objects and archival materialsinaccessible
to the majority of visitors Minimaladditional
activity beyond improved storage and

protection of museum artifacts would occur

IMPACTS ON PUBLIC USE
AND EXPERIENCE

INFORMATION AND ORIENTATION

along with air pollution and driver frustration on

the Outer Cape If major portions ofthe

transportationplan were not implemented substantial

increases in traffic congestion and safetyproblemsas well as air and noise pollution are

anticipated

Access to existing public use sites within the

national seashore would continue to beavailableThe provision of shuttle services atselected
sites would have several beneficialimpactsincluding decreasing vehicular congestion

at destination points such as beaches andreducingair pollution and noise In addition safety

conditions for beach users would be improved

Resourcerelated impacts are expected ifadditional
parking or new trail alignments were

needed to reduce traffic congestion or toprovide
staging areas for new shuttle systems Once

a determination was made regarding thepotentialneed for additional parking andlor new trail

alignments and specific sites were proposed the

environmental consequences of the actions

would be analyzed

As part of the transportation systemProvincetown
Municipal Airport allows access to the

national seashore and the communities of the

Outer Cape thus somewhat reducing the use of

privately owned automobiles The new terminal

is being designed for about 300 passengers per

day which is most likely less than 300automobile
trips automobile traffic would not be

reduced in the immediate area of the airport

Basic information would continue to beavailable
to provide directions for visitors coming to

Cape Cod National Seashore

ACCESS AND TRANSPORTATION

Analysis

The National Park Service would continue to

support transportation improvements for the

Outer Cape associated with the Cape CodCommissions
Long Range Transportation Plan To

the extent that the commissions plan wasimplementedtraffic congestion should decrease

Alternative commercial airport services are

available at Hyannis Some increase in service

could be accommodated by existing facilities

through runway safety improvements or more

scheduled flights

Airport improvement alternatives would have

the potential to adversely affect naturalresourcesand the public experience such as filling

wetlands and reducing opportunities toexperience
natural quiet Conversely if airport

improvements were denied there could be

adverse economic impacts on the airport by

reducing the viability of commercial air service
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The operations and activities of a municipal

airport are somewhat inconsistent with theresource
protection and public experience of the

national seashore due to visual quality issues

wetland impacts and noise interrupting natural

quiet and interpretive programs Consequently

it is imperative that any proposals for airport

facility upgrade or expansion within theseashorebe carefully evaluated to achieve the least

impact possible Although there is a smallbenefitof the airport as a public transportation option

for access to the Outer Cape for residents and

visitors who rely on its availability its location

within a national park system unit and in awetlandlimits its size and possible benefits to a

large degree Tradeoffs of improving air service

versus potential impacts to wetlands dunes

vegetation scenic and cultural resources ground

transportation systems and public experience

must be weighed Proposals for airportimprovementswould be considered and evaluated on a

casebycase basis

Conclusion

Traffic congestion on the Outer Cape would be

improved with the implementation of the Long

Range Transportation Plan Access to existing

public use sites within the national seashore

would continue Casebycase review ofredevelopmentproposals for the Provincetown airport

would strive to protect national seashoreresourcesparticularly wetlands Appreciableeffects
on public access to the Cape are not

anticipated

INTERPRETIVE AND EDUCATIONAL

OPPORTUNITIES

Analysis

Visitors and residents would continue to benefit

from a variety of interpretive facilities media

and personal services programs including

environmental education

Existing partnerships and cooperative efforts to

interpret the aspects of the Cape Cod character

that transcend NPS boundaries would not be

fully coordinated Visitors would need to make

numerous agencyinstitution contacts tounderstandand appreciate some elements of the

Capes character and significance Visitors who

did not make this effort would likely miss some

key opportunities to better understand Cape Cod

Without adequate funding and staffing NPS

interpretation would continue to be adversely

affected Programs would be conducted on a

limited basis and visitors would continue to be

poorly informed about the Outer Capes natural

and cultural resources

By protecting and interpreting historicstructurescultural landscapes and somearcheological
sites visitors and residents would have

opportunities to better understand and appreciate

the character of Cape Cod However relying on

volunteers to interpret historic structures would

potentially compromise the overall quality of

interpretation because buildings would be closed

when volunteers were not available

There is limited potential under the existing

interpretive program to interpret sensitive

resource issues Without an understanding of

these issues the public would be less likely to

voluntarily assist in protection efforts

Visitors would continue to benefit from the

interpretive services provided at the Salt Pond

and Province Lands visitor centers

Conclusion

Visitors and residents would continue to benefit

from a variety of interpretive programsHoweverNPS programs would be conducted on a

limited basis and beneficial impacts would be

minimal Interpretive opportunities on the Outer

Cape offered by various entities would not be

coordinated making it difficult for the public to

fully appreciate the Capes character andsignificanceResource protection efforts would beadverselyaffected as visitors would not beadequatelyinformed regarding appropriatebehaviorsand voluntary resource protection strategies
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PUBLIC USES and related air pollution ORV use would

continue under current regulations and those

guidelines established by the negotiatedrulemakingprocess

Analysis

Use Conflicts Even though national seashore

managers would seek to prevent conflicts

between uses conflicts would likely continue

and would be handled on a casebycase basis

For example hunting would continue asstipulated
in the seashores authorizing legislation

and in accordance with state managementpoliciesNPS staff would continue to attempt to

minimize hunting conflicts with other activities

conflicts near private land and potential safety

concerns Proposals for public use and activities

on national seashore lands would continue to be

decided on a casebycase basis which istimeconsumingpotentially inconsistent and could

lead to controversy

This alternative would have no impact onfishingwithin the seashore

Recreational Activities In accordance with its

established legislation the National Park Service

would continue to allow hunting fishing and

shellfishing within national seashore boundaries

These activities would continue to be regulated

by the appropriate federal state and local

authorities Access for fishing would continue at

existing beach access points and along approved

ORV corridors Within certain limits established

by the park harvesting of vegetation such as

mushrooms beach plums and rosehips would

continue to be allowed The collection offlotsamand jetsam would also continue to bepermittedin consultation with the seashores staff

These resourcebased activities arerepresentativeofthe longterm cultural patterns of use

These activities would continue at current levels

resulting in limited positive impacts to national

seashore resources However the seashore could

continue limiting such activities if there were

indications that resource degradation was

occurring at unacceptable levels

Emphasizing nonmotorized forms of recreation

would be more in keeping with the management

philosophy of the national seashore especially

in terms of sustainability by reducing fuel use

Access restrictions associated with the piping

plover program would continue to affect the

availability of seashore lands to ORV users

Since 1989 ORVs have been prohibited from

sections of beach between Race Point and High

Head when unfledged plover chicks are present

resulting in substantial adverse effects on ORV
users Occasionally this means that only 050
mile of the beach within the 8mile NPS corridor

designated for ORVs is available for use As the

piping plover population within the seashore

increases the chance for closures in these areas

increases However additional provisions have

been proposed identifying alternate areas for

ORV use when restrictions related to the piping

plover program are in effect Depending on the

locations of nesting plovers these provisions

include seasonally opening beach areaspreviouslyclosed to ORV use as well as expanding

periods of allowable access for other sites The

availability of these proposed alternate use areas

would reduce the level of adverse effects on

ORV users from current beach restrictions

Additional ORV use occurs in a 12mile corridor

within the national seashore and managed by the

towns of Orleans and Chatham

Implementing the Bicycle Trail Plan wouldprovide
greater access to the national seashore a

positive impact for bicyclists

The public would continue to benefit from the

current amenities and attractions at the seashore

and from road and trail access to viewpoints

along coastal bluffs and cliffs and at dunes

However users would continue to be adversely

affected by crowding at the more visible and

wellknown sites

Limiting use levels at specific ponds to helpprotect
a pond or to allow a degraded pond to

recover could affect the availability ofrecreational
experiences and adversely impact some

visitors Environmental assessments to analyze
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these potential impacts more specifically would

be completed as necessary

Developing criteria for evaluating vistas could

reduce the number of vistas available to the

public because those that do not meetmanagement
objectives could be eliminated over time

However impacts on the public would be

minimal since a wide variety of vistas would

continue to be available including road and trail

access to coastal bluffs cliffs and dunes

Communicating with local governments and

others to address shared services such as trail

networks and other recreational opportunities

would be accomplished only to resolve specific

issues This would limit the potential beneficial

impacts of consistent collaboration andcooperationbetween local agencies and the National

Park Service

Facilities Visitors at the Salt Pond visitor center

would continue to be inconvenienced by the

awkward location of the restrooms and the lack

of a designated bus loadinglunloading zone The

large projection screens would remain at the

seldomused amphitheaters at the Salt Pond and

Province Lands visitor centers These screens

visually intrude on the landscape

Placing overhead utility lines underground

would enhance the natural scene within the

national seashore which would improve the

experience of some visitors unless such lines

were part of the cultural landscape Such

activities would be preceded by a survey to

prevent the degradation or destruction of

archeological resources

Intervention to manage coastal processes that

affect visitor facilities might postpone eventual

loss or damage However it is likely facilities

would still be lost or damaged and would have

to be repaired or replaced Under alternative l

facilities would be repaired or replaced at the

existing site if at all possible

Conclusion

Existing public uses would continue with the

likelihood of some use conflicts Recreational

activities such as hunting fishing shellfishing

and harvesting of vegetation would continue

within limits established by the state local

towns and national seashore managersCrowdingwould continue to adversely affect visitors at

the more visible and wellknown sites The

number of vistas could be reduced adversely

affecting the experiences of some users Some

facilities would probably be damaged or

destroyed by natural coastal processes and

would have to be repaired or replaced Overall

management of this function would generally be

reactive responding to identified needs and

addressing them selectively as problems became

apparent or partnering opportunities became

available This would have an adverse effect on

many aspects of public use at the national

seashore

IMPACTS ON THE
SOCIOECONOMICENVIRONMENT

REGIONAL AND LOCAL ECONOMY

Analysis

Visitor and NPS Expenditures Cape CodNationalSeashore is considered a regional amenity

a visitor attraction that provides significant

open space and fosters the stewardship ofenvironmental
resources All of these attributes

contribute to the national seashores value to the

regional economy However these contributions

are hard to measure making it difficult toestimate
the economic benefits derived from Cape

Cod National Seashore In addition economic

interrelationships between the national seashore

and the adjacent communities are complex for

example the 1994 Visitor and Resident Survey

found that more than 75 of visitors do not

consider the national seashore to be theirprimarydestination on the Outer Cape Manning

1994 In order to address this the National Park

Service has developed an economic model to

help evaluate the benefits of national parks to
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local areas In this case the model allows an

assessment of the economic benefits of the

seashore to the six Outer Cape communities

This model known as the money generation

model is designed to provide park managers and

neighboring communities with a gross estimate

of economic benefits that may be attributed to

the park sales taxes and jobs Whenconsideringthe results of the model the following

points need to be emphasized

1 The money generation model is designed

to estimate economic benefits in the local

area around the park unit it is not

designed to be used on a regional or

statewide basis

2 The money generation model is based on

nonresident visitor and park expenditure

data it does not consider economicbenefitsthat are more qualitative in nature

such as enhanced real estate valuesimprovedrecreational and culturalopportunitiesfor local residents or improved

community services that derive from a

park unit

To apply the model more accurately to the Outer

Cape the model was specifically adapted to

Cape Cod National Seashore The model was

used to assess the economic benefits associated

with both nonresident visitor and NPSexpendituresThe application of the model was further

enhanced by the results of the 1993 visitor use

survey which allowed the model to be tailored

specifically to the visitation patterns of the

national seashore The survey was conducted

through all four seasons and the statistics for

mean group size expenditures per person and

time spent at the seashore were averaged across

the full year

Visitor Expenditures Total nonresident visitor

expenditures under current managementaccordingto the money generation model wereestimated
at approximately $123 million per year

see table 15

Because business income from sales to visitors

is multiplied when those businesses in turn buy

goods and services a multiplier of 195 was

applied to the total visitor expenditures to

account for indirect sales The total sales benefit

amounts to about $240 million annually These

expenditures are probably largely directed

toward the traditional economic sectors that

support tourism retail food andentertainmentand lodging

Local tax revenues based on hotelrestaurant

taxes were estimated to be approximately $3

million and state tax revenues under current

conditions were estimated to exceed $16 million

The model also applies a job multiplier that

under current conditions assumes that for every

$1 million of visitorrelated expenditures 36

jobs are created Using this multiplier a total

sales benefit of about $240 million created about

8700 jobs These jobs would be largely seasonal

in nature and almost exclusively related to the

tourism industry

NPS Expenditures The national seashores

annual operating budget is approximately $45

million about 80 $36 million of which is

devoted to salaries and 20 $900000 to

operations Other than wages and salaries paid

by large supermarkets and resort hotels in this

area the national seashore has one of the largest

payrolls on the Outer Cape The seashore

employs a permanent staff of about 60 people

yearround and hires as many as 100 or more

seasonal employees during the height of the

visitor season June through August Less than

40 of the seashores yearround staff live in

NPS housing most permanent employees

choose to live in the Outer Cape communities

adjoining the national seashore

In this model it is assumed that NPS employees

spend the majority of their earned income on

Cape Cod primarily on real property goods

and services It is also assumed that the national

seashore spends about a third of its operating

funds on Outer Cape goods and services Based

on these assumptions the estimated totalexpenditures
by the seashore for salaries and goods

and services on the Outer Cape amounted to

about $37 million Applying the same indirect
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TABLE 15 SALES TAX AND EMPLOYMENT BENEFITS CAPE COD NATIONAL SEASHORE

IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS

VISITOR EXPENDITURES

Sales Benefits

Projected Annual Visitors 5214000

Visitor Expenditures $24day $123309

Indirect Sales Multiplier 195

Total $239867

LocalState Tax Benefits

Local HotelRestaurant Tax overnight lodging

$15visitor $2957

State Retail Sales Tax 5 $11993

State Income Tax 6 $4282

Total $19232

Employment Benefits

Job Multiplier jobs $1 million 36

Total New Jobs Created 8695

NPS EXPENDITURES

Sales Benefits

Annual Budget FY 95 $4500

WagesSalaries $3600

Operations $900

Percentage Spent in the Outer Cape
WagesSalaries 93 $3380

Operations 35 $320

Indirect Sales Multiplier 195

Total Sales Benefits $7185

Local Tax Benefits

State Retail Sales Tax 5 $360

State Income Tax 6 $128

Total Tax Benefits $488

Employment Benefits

Job Multiplier Jobs $1 Million 29

Total New Jobs Created 206

NOTE 1995 Dollars

Multiplier estimates come from Bureau of Economic Analysis US
Department of Commerce 1992

Data on tax rates are from the Massachusetts Department of Revenue

The local hotel tax is an average over the local area communities 23 in

Provincetown and 40 in the other five towns

Taxable income ratio is the percent of sales revenues counted as income

Estimates are based on ratios suggested by the NPS money generation

model

Low and high estimates add 5 to percent of budget spent locally
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sales multiplier 195 to current seashoreexpendituresresults in a total sales benefit of $72
million

State revenues from sales and income taxes

amount to about $500000 NPSrelatedrevenuesto the Outer Cape communities come in the

form of local property taxes paid byNPSemployedhomeowners seashore payments to

communities in lieu of taxes for federalpropertiesremoved from tax rolls and federalpayments
to local school systems attended bychildrenof NPS employees living in seashore

housing

mated $247 million per year Local and state tax

revenues from tourism total an estimated $19

million Tourism related to the national seashore

also creates an estimated 8600 seasonal jobs

These effects are expected to continueAdditionsof about $4 million to $5 million annually

to the local economy as a result Provincetown

airport operations are expected to continue

PRIVATE PROPERTY OWNERS
AND LOCAL RESIDENTS

Analysis

In the case of seashore expenditures the job

multiplier is slightly more modest than the

multiplier used for visitor expenditures Under

current conditions it is estimated that for every

million dollars in seashore expenditures 29 jobs

are created resulting in approximately 206 jobs

It should be noted that there is likely to be some

overlap with the thousands of jobs attributed to

visitor spending although jobs related toseashore
expenditures are more likely to represent

yearround jobs Also given the age of theseashoreand the fact that its budget has not

changed too radically in the last few years this

figure may reflect jobs retained due to the

continuing presence of the seashore rather than

new jobs created

Provincetown Municipal Airport The

Provincetown Municipal Airport master

planning analyses have projected that the airport

currently contributes about $4 million to $5

million annually to the local economy FAA
1997 This economic impact would be expected

to continue

Conclusion

Cape Cod National Seashore has a positive

effect on the local economy as a result of visitor

expenditures for goods and services subsequent

indirect sales NPS expenditures for salaries and

operations and seashore employee expenditures

for food clothing and housing Total direct and

indirect visitor expenditures amount to an e
s
ti
U

n
d

e
r this alternative the National Park Service

would continue to discourage the development

of seawalls revetments or other engineering

structures that impede natural coastal processes

Private property owners would need to consider

the effects of coastal erosion on their properties

including the potential loss of or damage to their

property

The implementation of the Fire Management
Plan within the national seashore could reduce

the risk of wildfire thereby reducing risk toprivate
properties located within the seashore

boundary Additionally local residents would

benefit from the reduced risk of fire near their

communities

Private property owners would be encouraged to

participate in the stewardship of cultural andnaturalresources Property owners within theseashorewould be further encouraged to preserve

or to sensitively redevelop their own properties

NPS involvement in seashorewide and regional

transportation planning could result in lesscongestedand safer roadways which would be a

yearround benefit to residents within andoutsidenational seashore boundaries

Interpretive and educational programs would

make the public aware of local cultural heritage

and the mix of private and public lands within

the seashore Interpretive and educationalprogramswould also aim to make the public more

respectful of the privacy of residents within the
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seashore and the contribution that improved

properties make to the overall ambience of the

seashore

Alternative 1 proposes that the National Park

Service consider the privacy of local residents

and minimize public uses near residentialpropertiesthis would require striking a balance to

respect the private property rights of localresidentswhile ensuring that the visiting public had

adequate access to seashore resources and

facilities especially due to longterm patterns of

public use in some areas

Private property owners within the nationalseashorecould continue to voluntarily comply with

the seashores improved property guidelines and

would comply with current local zoning bylaws

National seashore managers would continue to

work with local communities and privatepropertyowners to review building permits and

plans construction requiring conservation

commission review under the state wetlands act

and septic plans especially those requiring

zoning variances

Capital costs to underground private utility lines

and public utilities serving private residences

would be borne by those served by the lines

While the capital cost of upgrading to either

private or utility standards might be higher

initially than aboveground lines the longterm

maintenance costs would likely be reduced

because the lines would be subject to less storm

damage especially hurricane winds Upgrading

to private standards would be less costly than

public utility standards These costs would be

justified to reduce natural resource damage

during line installation and maintenance

Conclusion

Under alternative 1 conditions for privatepropertyowners would be unlikely to changeImplementingthe Fire Management Plan wouldreducethe risk of fire damage to privateproperties
Interpretive and educational programs

would seek to protect the privacy of residents

Minimizing public uses near private properties

would have to be balanced with the need toprovide
facilities for the visiting public Compliance

with NPS improved property guidelines would

be up to private property owners and ensuring

compliance with town zoning bylaws would be

up to town building inspectors and zoning

boards of appeal

PROPERTY VALUES

Analysis

Throughout the United States numerous studies

have been conducted that correlate the presence

and proximity of wellmanaged open space with

increased private property values Kennedy and

Porter 1994 Although there are no known local

studies of this relationship this is also likely to

be the case on the Outer Cape In 1994 theaveragemedian sales price for residential property

on the Outer Cape was about $150000 which is

about 25 higher than the median sales price for

Barnstable County Though not conclusive this

may be illustrative of the national seashores

effect on local property values

Conclusion

Local property values have probably beenbeneficiallyaffected by the presence of the national

seashore The actions in this alternative would

not adversely affect private property values

MUNICIPAL COSTS AND SERVICES

Analysis

Existing agreements between the towns and the

National Park Service for fire police andambulance
services road maintenance and snow

plowing utilities water from Provincetown

town transfer stations waste disposal and local

schools would continue The Park Service pays

fees for water solid waste disposal and sewage

disposal services and has mutualaid agreements

for fire and police protection The cost ofambulanceservice is paid directly by the user of the
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service By continuing to work with Outer Cape
communities to address issues of equitablereimbursementfor such services the Park Service

would alleviate some local concerns

Cape Cod National Seashore contributes inkind

services to local schools and community groups

through the development of curriculumpackageseducational outreach programs and other

similaractivities

on tax revenues for local communities Anycontinuedprivate residential use including hardship

case or other use would be subject to this tax

Refer to the section titled Services Exchanged
with Local Communities page 224 foradditionaldiscussion regarding cooperation between

the National Park Service and local communities

and agencies

The establishment of the national seashoreessentiallyhalted further residential development

so that up to approximately 25000 additional

houses will not be built based on a typical1acre
lot size for town zoning This has resulted

in a substantial cost avoidance for municipalities

in terms of having to provide open spacecomparedto service demands for other land uses

such as residential use

Additionally the annual park operating budget

of over $4 million annually could be viewed as

supplementing town budgets in terms ofprovidingamenities and basic services for residents

and visitors such as beach facilities andlifeguardservices law enforcement and emergency

support trash collection and building road and

trail maintenance This contributes to reducing

some municipal costs significantly although a

breakdown of direct and indirect benefits would

be too difficult to accomplish

While useandoccupancy reservations have

been in place local towns have collected apossessoryuse tax which is similarto a property

tax Ending private occupancy would reduce tax

revenues in the affected communities however
the expected reduction of residential use would

also reduce needed municipal services The town

of Wellfleet has the largest number of

useandoccupancyproperties about 28 and estimates

the reduction of about $50000 annually when

these reservations expire based on their 1997

valuation at $56 million Total tax revenues for

the town amount to about $50 million so this

loss would be less than 001 of revenues and

would not represent a major fiscal impactDecisions
about the continuance of private residential

use within a national park unit cannot be based

Conclusion

The National Park Service would continue to

pay for services and to contribute payments in

lieu of taxes at current rates The protection of

national seashore lands in open space would

continue to benefit towns by reducing theservicecost burden from potential new residential

development Various aspects of the national

seashore operations contribute direct and

indirect benefit to the towns reducing some

potential municipal costs

IMPS CONCESSION OPERATIONS

Analysis

Only three concessions within the nationalseashore
provide commercial services to visitors

a refreshment stand at Herring Cove theHighlandGolf Links and the Nauset Knoll Motor

Lodge all of which predate the authorization

of the national seashore The seashores policy is

not to establish any new concessions that would

compete with local businesses Concessionoperationswould continue to provide services in the

current manner because no change inmanagement
is proposed

Conclusion

Existing NPS concessioners would not be

adversely affected
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IMPACTS ON NONFEDERAL
LANDS WITHIN THE NATIONAL
SEASHORE

LAND USE PROTECTION

Analysis

Under alternative I the national seashore staff

would continue to build on existing relationships

with federal and state agencies and localcommunitiesto protect the traditional character and

natural systems of the Outer Cape from resource

degradation that often results from development

The Park Service has consulted with Outer Cape

communities in developing local comprehensive

plans and has communicated with state agencies

about coastal zone management fishinghuntingand stocking programs and other resource

issues Land protection goals can only be

accomplished with the voluntary participation of

nonfederal property owners

Land acquisition is one of the few tools that the

National Park Service has available to use

independently for land protection However the

land acquisition program has been weakened by

the limited availability of funds Landacquisition
by the Park Service alone or incooperationwith a land trust has been a key strategy for

land protection and has resulted in theacquisitionof some important private parcels These

strategies would continue to result in anincrementaladvance of land protection goals

throughout the Outer Cape

Conclusion

Under alternative 1 the emphasis of land use and

protection would be on information exchange

with other public and private land managers to

coordinate planning National seashoremanagerswould not attempt proactive creativeprotection
strategies so there would be minimal

beneficial impact on preserving the Outer Cape

character

PRIVATE RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES

Analysis

There are nearly 600 residential properties

throughout the national seashore Many of these

parcels have been redeveloped within thespecifications
provided by local bylaws and have

retained their basic character However a small

number of improved properties have beenredevelopedin a manner that does not reflect the

Capes regional character Without local design

guidelines and the sensitive interpretation of

local bylaws insensitive redevelopment of

improved properties would likely continue

Under alternative I the National Park Service

would have limited ability to regulate theredevelopmentof improved properties and would

rely on the voluntary cooperation of localcommunitiesand property owners to protecthistoricallysignificant properties and the traditional

character of Cape Cod by adhering to NPS use

guidelines Property owners would continue to

be required to conform to town zoning bylaws

The threat of condemnation would remain an

incentive for compliance with local zoning

bylaws

Existing local bylaws prohibit property uses that

may conflict with the purposes of the seashore

and they offer some guidance regarding lotcoveragesetbacks and frontages However they do

not address the aspects of design that influence

the character of an area such as scale massing

and other architectural design elements In the

absence of such design guidelines and withincreasing
pressure to expand and use thesepropertiesyearround preserving the ruralvernacular

quality of this area would become more

challenging Longterm adverse impacts to the

character and aesthetics of the Cape could result

Increased coordination between the seashore and

local communities in the building permit review

process would further enable seashore managers

to guide the development of improved properties

within the seashore However the criteria for

review are already set by existing local land use

and health regulations The towns would need to
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Alternative 1 Impacts on Nonfederal Lands within the National Seashore

be willing to revise their zoning bylaws to

incorporate elements of the NPS use guidelines

Under alternative I conditions for privatepropertyowners would be unlikely to changeTechnicalassistance to property owners seeking

guidance on the compatible redevelopment of

their properties or resource protection would be

constrained With limited funds for landacquisitionand nominal support from local building

inspectors national seashore managers would

have little ability to react and respond to the

insensitive development of residentialpropertiesThis could result in inequities between

private property owners who were making every

effort to comply with guidelines and local

zoning and those who chose to ignore them

including owners of post1959 properties that

have not yet been purchased

Seeking to acquire available improved properties

that hold special resource values or purchasing

development rights or easements could protect

such parcels from further degradation This

might be accomplished with the assistance of a

private land trust However limited federal

funds could make it difficult to obtain the money
for land acquisition in a timelymanner resulting

in lost opportunities The few improvedpropertiesthat the Park Service would acquire in full

fee would be removed from local tax rolls but

federal payments would be made in lieu of taxes

to help offset the loss of revenue and municipal

services would not need to be provided The

acquisition ofadditional improved lands could

further deplete the national seashoresmaintenance
budget

The capital costs to place private utility lines

underground along with public utilities serving

private residences would be borne by those

served by the lines While the capital cost of

upgrading to either private or utility standards

might be higher initially than aboveground lines

longterm maintenance costs would likely be

reduced because the lines would be subject to

less storm damage especially hurricane winds

Upgrading to private standards would be less

costly than to public utility standards These

costs would be justified to reduce natural

resource damage during line installation and

maintenance Property values might increase due

to the removal of visual intrusions

Artificial beach nourishment would not take

place on NPS property and would bediscouragedon private property Beach nourishment

and revetment construction could continue on

private property according to guidelines in the

Massachusetts Coastal Zone ManagementProgramArtificial beach nourishment is ashortterm
solution Over the long term private owners

would continue to lose property to natural

coastal processes with or without intervention

By minimizing public use activities nearresidencesthe privacy of improved property

owners would be protected

Also see the socioeconomic impact discussion

for private property owners and local residents

beginning on page 217

Conclusion

Federal and local land use tools now available to

control the development of residential properties

within the seashore do not provide sufficient

guidance for resource protection and thepreservationof the Cape Cod character Nationalseashore
managers would emphasize coordination

and discussion in response to problemidentificationbut the overall management strategy

would be to react to specific problems as they

occurred Any acquisition of improvedpropertieswould require an increase in the seashores

operating budget to ensure an appropriate level

of care and maintenance

PRIVATE COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES

Analysis

Under alternative I standards for renewingcommercialcertificates of suspension ofcondemnationcould vary as the composition of the Cape

Cod National Seashore Advisory Commission

changed This lack of consistency could make
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the process seem more arbitrary and thereby less

defensible when challenged Lack of consistent

criteria would also make it difficult for business

owners to make longterm decisions about their

properties Gradual changes in use could be

incompatible with the national seashore purpose

and adversely affect adjacent properties

Conclusion

Standards for renewing commercial certificates

of suspension of condemnation within the

national seashore would continue to bedetermined
on an ad hoc basis Business owners

would be limited in their ability to makelongrangeplans for their properties Gradual changes

in property uses could be incompatible with the

national seashore purpose and adversely affect

adjacent properties

MUNICIPAL AND STATE LANDS

Analysis

Under this alternative continuing NPS efforts

with communities and state agencies to better

coordinate land management policies andactivitieswould likely have limited success Noformal
relationships or established procedures have

been developed to guide intergovernmental

decision making or cooperation often resulting

in competing agendas and activities thatpotentiallyplace natural and cultural resources at risk

of being adversely affected

The use of land exchanges has proven successful

in the protection of some sensitive parcels Even

though land exchanges are a useful tool they

can be complex to negotiate andtimeconsumingto execute

Municipal coastal property would continue to be

lost to natural coastal processes Intervention to

impede these processes in areas with a longterm

erosional trend could delay their eventual loss

Conclusion

Limited cooperative efforts with othergovernmental
agencies to protect the character of the

Outer Cape would continue However it is

unlikely efforts would be formalized placing

natural and cultural resources at risk of being

adversely affected

IMPACTS ON NATIONALSEASHOREMANAGEMENT AND
OPERATIONS

STAFFING

Analysis

The national seashore would continue to operate

at current and inadequate employee levels

Because this is a minimum requirementsalternativethe emphasis is to use existing staffing

which now includes about 95 staff fulltime

equivalencies both yearround and seasonal

staff positions Few if any new staff positions

would be created As central support offices

continue to be downsized and budgets cut staff

would be inadequate for providing basicservicesand operations would be negatively

affected Key information would not beconveyedadequately to the public Staff workloads

would continue to increase In additioninformation
would not be collected to build on the

national seashores knowledge base andinventoriesRisks of resource degradation or loss

would be increased

Conclusion

There would be an adverse impact on employee

workloads because staffing would not beincreasedStaff would have difficulty providing

any more than basic services and would beunableto collect adequate technical information

for sound inventories to support decision

making
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0 ADMINISTRATIVE AND MAINTENANCE
FACILITIES AND OPERATIONS

Analysis

Potentially reducing the number ofhighmaintenancevistas would reduce time spent by crews

on clearing vegetation and would reduce NPS
intervention in natural successional processes

Relocating vistas to areas where the need for

clearing was minimal would reduce longterm

maintenance crew workload and would allow

additional areas of the seashore to return to a

natural state

Allowing NPS facilities in coastal areas toremainsuch as those at developed beach facilities

and parking would cause the national seashore

to continue to incur longterm maintenance costs

because of inevitable damage from coastal

erosion

The Salt Pond visitor center would continue to

have inadequate work space for the staff

The ongoing study of operational space needs

for the national seashore would result in more

efficient operations The study might identify

the need for new structures which wouldintroduce
facilities into areas where none existdirectly
impacting natural resources and possibly

cultural resources Designs would incorporate

the best management and sustainable practices

and would relate to the existing character of

NPS structures

Structures that were not suitable or required for

operational uses would be demolished existing

human impacts removed and the scene allowed

to return to a natural setting through landscaping

andor regeneration This would improveefficienciesof seashore operations as well asimprovevisual quality

As landscaping practices were changed to be

more sustainable the use of nonnativevegetationchemical applications and irrigation to

maintain a lush and healthy landscape would

decrease A variety of resources would incur

longterm beneficial impacts including v
e
g
e
ta

ti
o
n

fish and wildlife and water quality and

availability

Under alternative I anticipated costs forresearchplanning and construction would range

from a total of approximately $80 million to

$93 million This estimated cost range is the

lowest of the three alternatives

Conclusion

As the staff continued to assess operational

space needs and landscaping practices in terms

of more sustainable methods operations should

become somewhat more efficient and adverse

impacts on the environment would be reduced

However this effort would be slow pursued as

time and funding allowed and would only result

in a visible benefit over the long term

STAFF HOUSING

Analysis

Updating the Housing Management Plan for

Cape Cod would provide timely information

needed by national seashore managers to meet

permanent and seasonal housing needs at the

national seashore Dispersing familiesthroughoutthe seashore in single detached units would

provide a private and personal living experience

for permanent employees Converselyconcentratingseasonal employees at existing housing

areas would allow shortterm Cape Codresidentsan opportunity to interact with other staff

members in an offduty situation Seasonal

employees who might otherwise have a difficult

time integrating completely within thecommunitydue to their short length of service

typically three to four months during the

summer would have a better social

situationThe
current practice of limiting the number of

national seashore housing units available for

permanent employees serves to decrease the

number of residential units required for staff

within the seashore but to a limited extent

Further eliminating housing needs for seashore
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staff would allow the removal or demolition of

existing structures that were no longer needed

Once removed the affected sites could be

returned to a natural condition

Conclusion

By continuing current management practices and

periodically updating the Housing Management

Plan the national seashore would be able to

meet its goal of providing a variety of adequate

staff housing to help attract a diverse group of

employees and volunteers However housing

would continue to be relatively dispersed

throughout the seashore and it would continue

to be difficult to meet the costs of maintenance

and operations of housing units Some housing

units would remain in sensitive resource areas

UTILITIES

Analysis

Continuing to work with local towns to resolve

regional problems relating to waste disposal and

providing potable water would help ensure that

all communities on the Outer Cape wouldbenefit
equally in maintaining a clean and healthy

environment and in having an unpolluted water

supply Ensuring that NPS septic systems meet

regulatory standards would further ensure that

groundwater remains as free of pollution aspossibleDiscussions with localities would continue

on a casebycase basis with regionalcoordinationoccurring slowly as mutual issues arose

As more and more powerlines were placed

underground there would be fewer visual

intrusions on the seashores natural and cultural

landscapes In addition future damage to the

landscape from the maintenance of aboveground

powerlines would be gradually reduced

Conclusion

Actions such as upgrading septic systems and

placing powerlines underground would allow

the Park Service to provide safe and relatively

costeffective utilities that would increasingly

have minimal impact on sensitive

resourcesAlthoughregional cooperation would be

actively encouraged by the National Park

Service no new mechanisms or policies would

be developed to expedite the process

SERVICES EXCHANGED WITH

LOCAL COMMUNITIES

Analysis

This alternative would continue cooperative

efforts between the National Park Service and

local communities on the Outer Cape inprovidingservices to residents and visitorsespeciallyas visitors experience both the national

seashore and Outer Cape towns Fees forservices
by municipalities would continue to be

paid by the National Park Service through cost

sharing or prorated arrangements for municipal

services would be provided Also the National

Park Service would continue to provide services

that augment municipal services Functional

responsibilitiescould shift between communities

and the National Park Service resulting inincreasedfinancial responsibilities for theappropriateservice provider

The national seashore would continue to pay for

services and contribute payments in lieu of taxes

at current or prevailing rates

Many sand roads would not be routinely

maintained

Please refer to the section titled Municipal

Costs and Services page 218 for additional

discussion regarding cooperation between the

National Park Service and local communities

and agencies

Conclusion

Continuing cooperative efforts between the

National Park Service and local communities in

providing services should help to enhance afeel224+
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ing of trust among the parties involved ensure

that required services continue to be provided

and provide for more equitable compensation

RESERVATIONS OF USE AND OCCUPANCY

Analysis

or salvage or demolition Additional funding

would be needed to fund disposition primarily

over the next 10 years Some ofthe properties

could be reused outside national seashore

boundaries Also the national seashore could

benefit by vacating government houses in

sensitive resource areas or in marginal condition

as a trade for federally owned houses located in

less sensitive areas

Alternative 1 would allow continued residential

use beyond the expiration of the reserved term

of use and occupancy in cases of substantial

medical or financial hardship This would give

people with limited options the prospect of

continuing to have a familiar home which

would be a substantial personal benefit Fair

market rental value would increase housing

costs because reserved use for a period of years

was essentially a prepaid rent which reduced the

purchase price by I of market value for each

year of reserved occupancy

Other former owners or subsequent holders of

remaining reserved rights by inheritance or

purchase would be required to vacate theresidential
premises upon expiration of the use

period Because this was a contractualagreement
by both parties no unforeseen impacts on

those individuals are expected This would be

equitable to those who had already vacated

similarproperties in accordance with their

agreements about onethird of all reservation

holders

Removing the majority of useandoccupancy

properties except for the historic Province

Lands dune shacks would carry out the intent of

the legislation to maintain levels of residential

development present when the legislation was

filed Many ofthe homes have a more modern

appearance than the earlier typical Cape Cod

cottages Demolition or other means ofdispositionwould reduce private residential use and its

associated impacts by over 10 within the

national seashore

Because about twothirds of the approximately

65 residential reservations would expire over the

next five years this could result in numerous

vacant properties awaiting disposition as surplus

The reduction of residential use within the

national seashore is not expected to adversely

affect the supply of yearround affordable

housing because the majority of use is seasonal

Conclusion

Allowing continued residential use beyond the

expiration of the reserved terms of use and

occupancy in cases of substantial medical or

financial hardship would have a positive effect

on disadvantaged individuals The eventual

removal of these properties would substantially

reduce the effects of residential development on

national seashore resources and values The

likelihood of more vacant buildings would

increase due to additional demands on seashore

operational funding Discontinuing residential

use in these buildings would not significantly

impact the regional supply of affordable

housing

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

Cumulative impacts are those impacts on the

environment resulting from the incremental

impact of the action when added to other past

present and reasonably foreseeable future

actions regardless of the entity or individual

undertaking such other actions Cumulative

impacts can result from individually minor but

collectively significant actions taking place over

a period of time
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NATURAL RESOURCES

There are approximately 4500 acres ofestuarinewetlands within the national seashore

35000 acres on Cape Cod and 50000 acres in

New England The restoration of Hatches

Harbor up to 90 acres would have a minor but

positive cumulative effect on projects to restore

and maintain wetlands in the regionRedevelopment
proposals for the Provincetown airport

include alternatives with 0 to 435 acres of

wetland fill before mitigation This would be a

minor adverse cumulative impact

Capewide both private and public localdevelopmenthas had an impact on water resources

primarilydue to outflow from antiquated septic

systems The state has promulgated new title V
regulations concerning standards for septic

systems Under these state regulations a private

property owner must comply with the new

standards for septic systems prior to the sale of

the property Under alternative I the national

seashore intends to upgrade all septic systems

throughout the seashore in order to be incompliancewith the state law As the nationalseashoreas well as local property owners upgrade

their septic systems pollution originating from

this particular source should decreaseconsiderablyThe Cape Cod Commission is taking steps

to address issues relative to groundwaterquantityand quality Although their primary concern

is the drinking water supply the commission is

also considering other environmental quality

issues The proposed development of a water

resources management plan in collaboration

with the Cape Cod Commission would improve

prospects for water resource protection

regionally

2 This number was obtained from a GIS analysis of a 1991

vegetation map which showed approximately 1560 acres

of saltmarsh cordgrass within the national seashore A

study of the Nauset Marsh ecosystem Roman et al 1989
revealed that saltmarsh cordgrass makes up 35 of that

system Assuming that the
percentage

of cordgrass is

consistent in other estuarine wetlands within the seashore

then the seashore has an estimated 4457 acres of estuarine

wetland

Water quality at the beaches and in the harbors

and estuaries of Cape Cod Bay is already of

concern due to adjacent onshore development

and septic system discharge Additionally a

proposed outfall pipe extending to within 15 to

20 miles of Cape Cod from Bostons secondary

wastewater treatment plant in Boston Harbor

will contribute significant additional pollutants

and nutrients There is concern for increased

adverse impacts on water quality and shellfish

beds Measures proposed by the National Park

Service would have a small beneficialcumulative
impact on regional water quality in

comparison

The towns of Provincetown and Wellfleet have

begun to consider septic treatment facilities for

their town centers The proximity of these

centers to Cape Cod Bay and resources of the

national seashore is an important water quality

issue Cumulative adverse effects on water

quality and associated biota could result from

the implementation of municipal septic systems

at these towns Potential impacts would likely be

greatest in areas of known existing water quality

problems and sensitive resources

Protected heathlands are rare in North America

and uncommon globally Under this alternative

it is probable that heathaand communities would

gradually be diminished and possibly lost The

impacts of this loss would be significantnationallybecause most heathlands in the United

States are not managed or protected In fact they

are rapidly disappearing through a combination

of natural processes and the impact of recreation

and development Carlson et al 1992 On a

global scale the loss of heathland communities

would be less significant because large coastal

heathlands occur in Britain and northern Europe
where they are maintained and protected

Management programs for the piping plover in

the national seashore have had a significant

impact on the regional population of plovers

The goal of the recovery plan is to have 2000

breeding pairs throughout the ploverss range

including 625 in the northeast region Maine

Massachusetts Rhode Island and Connecticut

USFWS 1995 In 1989 there were 206

t
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breeding pairs of plovers in the northeast region

33 of the goal and the regional plover

population was 449 72 of the goal In the

national seashore the number of breeding pairs

increased from 23 in 1989 to 83 in 1995 Melvin
et at 1991 NPS 1994c pers comm NPS M
Reynolds 1995 The national seashorecontributed4 toward this regional goal in 1989

increasing to 13 in 1995

CULTURAL RESOURCES

The lack of complete inventories ofethnographic
resources cultural landscapes historic

structures and archeological resources could

result in the loss of potentially significant

resources Although efforts to identify and

protect historic resources across the Cape have

been undertaken by the Cape Cod Commission

and local historical commissions and societies

many cultural resources are geographically

dispersed and are privately owned making their

complete protection much more difficult In the

long term the historic character and cultural

resources of the Outer Cape could be greatly

diminished

PUBLIC USE AND EXPERIENCE

e

Supporting the goals of the Cape Cod Commis
sions Long Range Transportation Plan and

developing public transportation proposals in

collaboration with local communities on the

Outer Cape would help reduce trafficcongestionand air pollution on the Cape and enhance

the enjoyment for visitors

Throughout the Cape including Orleans and

Sandy Neck there are approximately 20 miles

of beach open to ORVs During peak plover

season this may drop to less than 2 miles

during relatively high plover closure years

Consequently up to a 90 reduction in beach

area available on the Cape for recreational

driving can occur during piping plover nesting

season

NONFEDERAL LANDS

Since the passage of the Cape Cod Commission

Act numerous planning advancements have

been made on the Cape in all areas The 1991

Regional Policy Plan and required localcomprehensivedevelopment plans have focused

people Capewide on natural culturalrecreationaleconomic and other important issues

Implementing alternative 1 andrecommendationsof the Capewide and local plans would

have an increasingly positive cumulative effect

on the human environment of the Outer Cape

through collaborative planning partnerships

and increased public participation and

awareness

The regulation of land use on private lands both

inside and outside the national seashore would

continue to be a local function Although current

local zoning bylaws are consistent with the Cape
Cod National Seashore zoning standards they

continue to allow for developments that may not

be sensitive to local conditions and character

National seashore managers continue to work

closely with improved property owners local

building inspectors and zoning boards toaddressthese development and resource protection

issues The seashore also continues to participate

in local and regional planning efforts that affect

land protection both inside and outside the

boundary Local land trusts have also played a

significant role in land protection on the Outer

Cape and would increasingly do so The national

seashore continues to rely on the voluntarycooperationof local residents and municipalities

and on the activities of local land trusts and the

Cape Cod Commission

The Cape Cod Commission has the authority to

designate and regulate developments of regional

impact and districts of critical planning concern

A number of developments of regional impact

have been identified in and around the seashore

including two transfer stations the airport and

two subdivisions The current activities of the

seashore and its partners in combination with

those of the Cape Cod Commission would

improve the prospects for land protection over

the long term
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ALTERNATIVE 2 PROPOSED ACTION

IMPACTS ON NATURAL
RESOURCES

ing would be accomplished on days when wind

direction and climatic conditions would result in

the least effects on public health and safety

AIR RESOURCES

Analysis

Alternative 2 includes several provisions forimprovingair quality at the national seashore and

vicinity and longterm beneficial impacts are

anticipated Expanding research and monitoring

efforts would provide additional data for making

informed management decisions regarding air

resources As information relating to the effects

of air pollution on park resources becameavailablerecommendations for reducing pollution

and managing air quality could be tailored to

achieve the greatest benefit

Increasing NPS participation in air quality

partnerships reclassifying the seashore as a class

I airshed and taking a more active role in

reviewing permits in the New England region

for the discharge of pollutants would improve

the ability of the National Park Service and its

partners to reduce threats to seashore resources

and human health from air pollution This

provision would increase NPS involvement with

regional air quality planning and pollution

prevention The development and coordination

of regional strategies and participation in

regulatory processes to address air quality issues

would likely have beneficial impacts on air

quality at the seashore and vicinity over the long

term The management of existing emissions

sources and planning for future development

would both be improved

Additional visitation and related automobile

traffic could cause slight increases in automobile

emissions on or near seashore roads The

national seashore and vicinity would continue to

occasionally exceed standards for ozone

Temporary additional air quality impacts would

result from prescribed burning however b
u

m
If

a shuttle transportation system was developed

there could be a net reduction in traffic andassociated
air pollution In addition using alternative

forms ofenergy for both vehicles and facilities

within the national seashore would reducepollutionbe costeffective and show the value of

sustainable practices

Conclusion

Implementing the proposed action would result

in some longterm beneficial impacts to air

quality on the Cape through improvedmonitoringand research facility and vehicleconversionsregional partnerships and reductions

in vehicle miles traveled The magnitude of

these beneficial impacts is uncertain Seashore

managers would work cooperatively to enhance

air quality and visibility at the seashore to

improve the visitor experience and to reduce the

impacts of air pollution on natural and cultural

resources

COASTAL PROCESSES

Analysis

As described under alternative I most beaches

at the national seashore would continue to erode

at the rate of 2 to 3 feet per year North of High

Head beaches would continue to accreteSediment
budgets would generally be maintained in

a balanced state eroding areas would continue

to provide sediment to accreting areas However

allowing coastal processes to take placeunimpededunder alternative 2 would result infacilities
in progressive erosion areas not beingmaintainedafter damage due to coastal processes

The establishment of criteria for responding to

issues related to ongoing natural shoreline

processes would have beneficial effects by
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Adjacent private development and land use such

as construction vegetation changes and the

erection of revetments and seawalls could result

in unnatural detrimental coastal erosion within

the national seashore boundary Howeverattemptsto influence design and managerevetmentand beach nourishment projects and their

mitigations could help reduce these impacts It is

anticipated that a consulting collaborative

approach could be highly successful inenhancingcommunity understanding and commitment

to resource preservation goals and could also

achieve a greater level of cooperation than

would more restrictive measures

Interpreting sensitive resource issues such as

natural coastal processes and educating the

public about the value of letting these processes

take place unimpeded would lead to a better

understanding of the national seashores

management philosophy and actions

Actions under this alternative would promote

beneficial environmental impacts on a variety of

species that use coastal shoreline areas by

allowing natural events such as inlet migration

overwashes and other coastal changes to benefit

physical or biological processes

Conclusion

If NPS efforts were successful on all coastal

land areas in and around the national seashore

boundary this alternative would have a potential

beneficial impact to coastal systems in and

adjacent to seashore lands by lessening the use

of coastal structures nourishment or dredging

programs and other coastal developmentimpactsthat halt or control coastal processes It is

difficult to predict just how much barrier beach

would become more natural because this shift

would occur only after major stormsInterventionwould be minimal and would be carried out

only to neutralize humancaused disturbances

SOILS

Analysis

Temporary soil disturbance would occur inassociationwith proposed construction activity

including sign installation burial of utility lines

Salt Pond visitor center expansion andimprovements
septic system upgrades and development

of trails parking areas and a group picnic area

Shortterm impacts include increased potential

for erosion from exposed soils and shortterm

loss of biological productivity Howeverdisturbancewould generally be limited and prompt

revegetation would occur followingconstructionErosion control plans would be developed

and erosion control measures would be

implemented during construction to minimize
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allowing national seashore staff to consistently

address issues as they arose This would provide

the greatest potential for minimizing human

interference with natural processes

The development ofconsistent criteria toevaluatethe relocation of facilities would ensure a

comprehensive approach The criteria would

favor relocating or redesigning facilities rather

than maintaining them in place The positive

effect of removing or redesigning public use

facilities would be that impediments to natural

processes would be removed and naturalprocessessuch as dune migration and longshore

sediment transport would be unimpeded In

addition maintenance costs for such facilities

would be reduced or eliminated When facilities

were removed alternatives would be examined

including the use of inland staging areas New
facilities would only be developed in lesssensitive

inland areas and an environmentalassessmentwould be completed before newconstructionwas started

Removing impediments to shoreline processes

could result in heavier erosion in these areas in

the short term before the area had a chance to

stabilize However the longterm benefits

associated with reestablishing the natural coastal

regime would more than offset the shortterm

adverse effects A comprehensive longterm

monitoring program for shoreline processes

would allow managers to make more informed

decisions



ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

the potential for longterm soil impactsConsequentlylongterm adverse impacts to soils from

proposed construction would likely be minimal

When sitespecific proposals and designinformationwere available for these and other future

developments additional analysis of potential

impacts and mitigation measures would be

conducted

Similar to alternative 1 the development and

implementation of management plans for kettle

ponds and other revegetation projects would

have a positive impact on soils within the

national seashore by developing strategies to

reduce erosion of soils in these areasConcentratedhuman use causes soil compaction and

ground cover loss in popular areas at the

seashore which often ultimately results in

increased erosion

Conclusion

Proposed construction associated withalternative2 would result in some localized shortterm

impacts on soil resources However longterm

impacts would be relatively minor withimplementationof appropriate mitigationsMinimizingerosion near kettle ponds would have apositiveeffect on soils In the future impacts for

development proposals would be further

analyzed on a sitespecific basis as detailed

information was available

PRIME AND UNIQUE FARMLANDS

Analysis and Conclusion

Because this plan does not present sitespecific

development proposals impacts to prime and

unique farmlands are not known However

prime and unique farmlands are relativelylimited
in extent in the national seashore andpotential

impacts are expected to be minimal when

and if development occurs As sitespecificproposalswere developed potential impacts on

prime and unique farmlands would be evaluated

in detail as part of the environmental assessment

process

WATER RESOURCES INCLUDING
WETLANDS AND FLOODPLAINS

Analysis

As described under alternative 1 comprehensive

planning and environmental analysis and an

analysis of the potential impacts of groundwater

extraction on lands adjacent to the seashore

would better protect water resources throughout

the seashore The seashore would upgrade

wastewater treatment systems in sensitive

resource areas to ensure the greatest protection

of those resources with the technology available

The impacts of any new construction activities

on water resources would be the same as those

described for alternative 1

Developing a comprehensive database for water

resources and conducting issuespecific studies

would give seashore managers baselineinformationto make better decisions about waterresources
throughout the seashore Such adatabase

would also be valuable to other landowners

and land managers thus enhancing thecooperative
protection of water resources throughout the

Outer Cape Establishing resourcespecific water

quality criteria and limits of acceptable change

standards and indicators on a cooperative basis

with local towns the Cape Cod Commission the

Massachusetts Department of Environmental

Protection and the US Geological Survey

would provide a mechanism for quantifying this

protection effort and helping to determine

whether it was successful This cooperative

effort would help ensure potable water supplies

to communities

The impacts on kettle ponds would be the same
as those described under alternative 1 However
NPS understanding of pond functions would be

improved because of additional studies called

for in this alternative Developing a management
plan for ponds would present an approach to

reducing erosion and shoreline degradation from

recreational use which would maintain orpossiblyimprove water quality Expanding the air

quality monitoring program would create a

better understanding of the impacts of air
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pollution on surface waters such as kettle ponds

and vernal pools This in turn would lead to a

more active program to protect these resources

from acid deposition

Interpreting critical water resource issues such

as groundwater contamination and the effects of

groundwater extraction on wetlands would lead

to a better understanding of these issues by the

public helping to improve the cooperative

protection of water resources

Determining existing impacts on water quality

from aquaculture would improve the seashore

staffs ability to recommend actions to protect

water quality

Working with the state and local towns tocooperativelymonitor respond to and regulateoffshore
activities and incidents would allow the

Park Service to provide more protection for

offshore resources than would occur under

alternative I

Removing the gates from the sluiceways along

the Herring River would initially allow natural

tidal flow to return to approximately 60 acres

This increased tidal flow would be expected to

improve water quality and allow the area to

gradually return to a marsh estuarine system

The complete restoration of the Herring River

system a longterm goal would require

removing the existing control structure and

allowing natural tidal flow to be restored to

about 600 acres total

Less is known about the Pamet River system

than about the Herring River However it is

known that US 6 acts as a barrier in two ways

1 by blocking tidal flow upstream from the

western side by reducing tidal flow volumes
and 2 by restricting natural freshwater flushing

or flow from the east side downstream from the

headwaters Restoring tidal flows and increasing

flushing would have several beneficial impacts

on the river including improvement of water

quality restoration of former salt marsh areas

beyond the current culverts and allowing for

better flushing and drainage of the marsh Both

actions would also provide more balance to

sediment loads and marsh dynamics that would

improve and maintain water quality and habitat

diversity in the Pamet River valley

Studying alternatives for managing Pilgrim Lake

would provide data to decide how to restore this

system to a more balanced state These efforts

could limit the need for insect control programs

at the seashore This would reduce degradation

of water quality from the spraying of pesticides

Wetlands Restoring up to 90 acres of salt

marsh at Hatches Harbor restoring salt marsh

along the Herring River and restoring the

natural hydrology and hydrography of the Pamet

River would have beneficial effects forshorebirds
tidal and mudflat organisms invertebrates

and other wildlife using these habitats for food

and shelter Coastal water quality wouldimprovein both the Pamet and Herring River

systems through increased dissolved oxygen
sediment balances and restoration of vegetation

species consistent with the hydrologic character

of the restored areas

Careful evaluation of all proposals atProvincetown
Municipal Airport would minimize the

potential for significant impacts to wetlands in

the airport vicinity Salt marsh restoration at

Hatches Harbor has been planned in cooperation

with Provincetown to avoid potential wetland

impacts from future airport improvements and

avoid storm damage to the airport

Restoring the Pamet River would reduce theimpactof overwashes at Ballston Beach because

overwashes would be released through therestrictedculverts more quickly thus reducing

impacts to the upstream freshwater zone and

associated vegetation and wildlife communities

In addition sediment brought into the system

from other washes would help the marsh which

is currently below sea level reattain a state of

equilibrium between sea level and wetland

elevations in the upper Pamet

Analyzing and establishing monitoring programs

that can assess the impacts of private septic

treatment systems on seashore wetlands would

help resource managers determine the extent of
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pollution entering wetlands and allow thedevelopmentof methods to reverse or minimize this

impact This alternative also calls for developing

additional potable water sources and treatment

techniques for seashore facilities Reducing

pollution and moving wells from sensitive areas

would have positive effects on wetlands

throughout the seashore

More NPS involvement in insect controlprogramsat the seashore would reduce impacts on

wetlands from ditching and draining

activitiesBeneficial
effects on water and related natural

resources are expected from converting Hatches

Harbor and Herring River to themarinelintertidal
management subzone

Floodplains The restoration of the Herring

River salt marsh could increase flooding of a

golf course and two private residences in the

area An environmental assessment would be

prepared in the future to address in detail the

potential effects of marsh restoration at the

Herring River

As described under alternative 1 there are

potential impacts to floodplains from other

proposed actions Some facilities described

could be partially sited in areas that are within

the I00year floodplain This determination

would be made when site planning and design

were accomplished and impacts to floodplains

would be analyzed in more detail at that time

Conclusion

As described for alternative 1 water resource

protection would be enhanced throughcomprehensive
planning and environmental analysis

An expanded database and additional studies

under this alternative would allow managers to

make informed resourcebased decisionsIncreasingcooperation and coordination for all

water resource management activities on the

Outer Cape would better protect water resources

both inside and outside the national seashore

Increased wetland restoration efforts would

initially restore at least 150 acres of degraded

fresh and brackish marsh to a more productive

estuarine wetland up to approximately 690

acres would be restored in the long term These

areas though relatively small in acreage would

become some of the most important andproductive
ecological systems in the seashore

Collectively they would provide a substantial

positive impact to vegetation wildlife and

fishery resources in the park and region

Proposals for future development potentially

affecting wetlands in the seashore would be

evaluated to minimize impacts

Future development proposals would require an

analysis of floodplain impacts

VEGETATION

Analysis

Natural Resource Management ActionsDevelopinga comprehensive inventory andmonitoringprogram for vegetation within the national

seashore would increase the understanding of

plants and plant communities allowing NPS

managers to make better decisions and to

explain the need for management actions to

other landowners and managers on the Outer

Cape

Native vegetation would usually be managed by

allowing natural processes to continueunimpededHowever under alternative 2 bioticresourceswould be actively manipulated to

achieve desired resource goals These actions

would only be taken in unusual situations where

a significant loss of native biological diversity or

serious impacts on rare threatened orendangeredspecies or communities could result from

inaction

Developing and implementing actions toimproveresource health in management plans for

pond shores in the coastal plain would have

several longterm beneficial impacts onvegetationThese effects include reducing erosion

and shoreline degradation from recreational use
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helping protect rare plants and maintaining or

improving water quality These plans wouldprovidea beneficial impact by focusing efforts and

strategies on areas where human use isimpactingor degrading these resources It would also

provide methods for identifying and managing

the most critical components of these habitats

that might benefit most from management action

such as ponds where a higher probability of

recreational use would destroy rare plants or

increase water quality impacts

Substantial beneficial impacts are expected on

heath communities as efforts are made to retain

heathlands in selected areas Some of the species

comprising heathland communities are quire rare

in the United States therefore this would be a

positive contribution to the maintenance of

global diversity

The impacts of restoring or simulating the

natural role of fire in accordance with the

approved Fire Management Plan would be

similarto those described under alternative 1
except that approximately 265 to 300 total acres

could be burned on a rotating basis Beneficial

impacts on vegetation could include themaintenanceand enhancement of heathlandcommunitiesat the seashore

Determining the biological effects of airpollution
on seashore vegetation and identifying

which plants could be used as indicator species

would provide data for future air pollution

management programs

Restoring natural tidal flow to approximately 60

acres along the Herring River would improve

habitat for plants now absent or scarce in the

area especially saltmarsh vegetation Negative

shortterm ecological impacts would include

increased nutrient concentrations and potential

algal blooms and oxygen stress Anenvironmental
assessment would analyze these impacts

in more detail

Less is known about the Pamet River system

than about the Herring River However as with

the Herring River restoring this system would

improve habitat for saltmarsh vegetation

If dune grass plantings were reduced in some

areas vegetative cover and productivity could

be adversely affected as erosion accelerates and

existing vegetation is removed This impact

would likely be greatest in the Province Lands

dune formations where vegetation loss could

lead to increased dune instability and movement

potentially threatening roads and visitorfacilitiesShortterm adverse impacts could occur

where dune grass planting is the singlemanagement
option thus creating a monoculture

singlespecies vegetation communitycomprisedprimarilyof beach grass Such acommunityis less stable than a natural community

composed of a variety of species eg beach

pea roses and poverty grass and would be

more vulnerable to loss through disease erosion

and other natural occurrences

In general impacts of continued dune grass

planting would be relatively minor if performed

for smallscale restoration activities such as the

revegetation of social trails in the Herring Cove

area and mitigating disturbance in heavily used

areas such as beach access points However

greater impacts would likely occur in areas or

with projects over 2 to 3 acres in size Such

actions would undergo policy review along with

appropriate NEPA documentation

Public Use Under alternative 2 vistas that do

not occur naturally in open areas would beminimizedAs vegetation encroached on vistas

viewpoints would be removed and the area

allowed to revegetate New trails and viewing

areas would be developed in areas that would

not be subject to forest succession in the future

Reduced intervention in natural successional

processes would generally result in more pine

forest and associated species within the national

seashore Cleared areas along US 6 at Nauset

Marsh and the Pilgrim Heights overlook would

be allowed to revegetate Clearing vegetation for

vista management along trails like the white

cedar or red maple swamp would be only for

safety operational and interpretive needs

The development of small parking areas orpulloffs
at viewpoint and picnic access points would

result in limited vegetation loss in localized
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areas However the areas affected would largely

consist of disturbed vegetation types and their

loss would be offset by longterm reductions in

vegetation disturbance currently resulting from

parking in undesignated areas along roadsides

Operations The increased use of native species

in landscaping around structures would promote

water conservation and reduce the risk of

groundwater contamination since the need for

chemical applications would be reduced

Developing a comprehensive program tomanagenonnative species would allow problems to

be addressed before they got out of control This

would include working with landowners toreducethe use of exotic species in landscaping

especially invasive species Positive effects

would include reducing impacts that exotics may
be having on native species Removing large

areas of exotic species could negatively affect a

few individual native species Some exoticspeciesare important features in cultural landscapes

that the seashore is committed to restoring or

preserving Only exotic species that would not

spread to adjacent natural areas would bepermittedin cultural landscape preservation efforts

As described for alternative 1 placing overhead

powerlines underground would temporarilydisturb
vegetation along powerline corridors This

would occur primarilyalong existing roadcorridors
Any required revegetation would make use

of native species and no longterm adverse

impacts from this disturbance are anticipated

Over the long term vegetation impacts resulting

from maintenance operations would be reduced

Construction Any new development sites

would be selected based on resource values and

would minimize impacts to vegetation Anenvironmentalassessment would analyze theseimpactsin more detail once sites had been selected

Management Zoning The effects of shifting

lands among management subzones of the

natural management zone would primarily be

beneficial despite the reduction of low use

subzone acres For instance addingapproximately640 more acres to the marineintertidal

management subzone would be the result of

incrementally restoring formertidallyinfluencedsaltmarsh and estuary habitats which is

not likely to increase public use or cause

irreparable harm to native vegetation some

freshwater species would eventually be replaced

by saltwatertolerant species

A change from the low to dispersed usemanagementsubzone in the Camp WellfleetMarconi

Station area would be due to acknowledging an

increase in public use there which has not had

significant detrimental natural resource or traffic

impacts some resource management efforts

would be needed to reduce existing social trail

development An increase in the natural

concentrated use subzone at High head would

have minor adverse impacts on vegetation if

formalized trails were developed or primitive

camping was allowed however this could offset

the adverse effects of present social trails

throughout the area if concurrent management

efforts were taken

Changes to the developed management zone

would not be expected to have significant

adverse impacts on vegetation primarily

because activities and facilities are proposed in

existing public use areas

Conclusion

A greater understanding of vegetationrelated

issues would allow the national seashores

vegetative communities to be managed more

comprehensively An extensive database would

make management decisions more defensible

than under alternative 1 Vistas would no longer

be managed as a higher priority thansurroundingnatural resources Environmentally sound

landscaping around NPS facilities would set an

example for neighbors and the visiting public in

implementing sustainable practices
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FISH AND WILDLIFE Shellfish aquaculture could have positive

impacts on water quality from the need for water

and sediments to remain clean for shellfish to

survive

Analysis

Natural Resource Management Actions

Under this alternative developing acomprehensive
inventory and monitoring program forwildlifewould allow seashore managers to make

better decisions and to explain those decisions to

other landowners and managers on the Outer

Cape

The impacts of restoring or simulating thenaturalrole of fire in accordance with the approved

Fire Management Plan would be similar to

those described under alternative 1

Determining the biological effects of airpollutionon seashore wildlife and identifying species

that could be used to indicate harmful effects of

pollution would provide data for future air

pollution management programs

Aquaculture Activities As an uplandlandownernational seashore managers would

participate in the review of shellfish aquaculture

activities to the extent allowed by law with an

increased emphasis on retaining biological

diversity of wild shellfish beds and on limiting

the loss of genetic integrity by preventing the

use of a single species of shellfish from one

nursery stock in these wild beds Also it would

be important to maintain water quality and the

integrity of the benthic environment

Potential adverse effects of shellfish aquaculture

include the elimination of natural predators a

reduction in the diversity of the benthiccommunitydue to the relative monoculture of the

species raised impacts on predators attracted to

finfish and the introduction of diseases with

cultured shellfish or an increase in disease

occurrence due to dense concentrations of

shellfish

In addition shellfish aquaculture grants could

result in longterm impacts to other recreational

users unable to use the grant area includingrecreationaland wild commercial shellfishing46
interests

Shellfish aquaculture grants can also increase

the numbers of shellfish in estuary areas Should

nonnative stock be grown however adverseimpactscan result Natural populations with

current adaptable biological diversity can be

changed to less diverse populations that are

more susceptible to disease and predation

because of a loss of variable genetic stock

National seashore managers would strictly limit

or prohibit finfish aquaculture projectscommercialfinfish aquaculture in waters managed by

the national seashore is effectively prevented

because of the general congressional restriction

on commercial activity in national parks Finfish

aquaculture could cause a net increase in organic

and fecal loading in coastal waters particularly

on benthic communities below the floating pens

or cages often associated with raising finfish

Organic loading comes from the increased

inputs of food and vitaminoil mixturesantibioticsand other drug inputs and the fecal and

waste material from the concentrated pens

These pens could also adversely affect adjacent

coastal boaters and shoreline users through

navigational interference and attractingsightseers
They could also attract predators such as

raptors that could be caught in the pens or cages

and injured Adverse impacts of finfish escaping

from pens into adjacent waters would be

minimal with native species or species within

their normal habitat range However more

substantial impacts might occur if escaped

species were nonnative or carrying disease

Restoration Projects Restoring natural tidal

flow to approximately 60 acres along the

Herring River would improve fish and wildlife

habitat now absent or scarce in the areaespeciallyfor estuarine fishes oysters and waterfowl

Restoration would also be expected to result in a

general decrease in mosquito populations by

encouraging fish predation and enhancing tidal

circulation An environmental assessment would

analyze these impacts in more detail
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Restoring the Pamet River system would also

improve estuarine habitat in this area

Improving the management of Pilgrim Lake

would potentially reduce fish kills and midge

outbreaks During a previous midge outbreak

local business owners pressured the seashore to

spray pesticides on the lake to control the

midges because of the impact on their guests

Restored tidal flow would increase lake salinity

and reduce habitat for small saltsensitive

midges for example unaltered Cape Cod

estuaries do not experience largescale outbreaks

of nuisance insects Potential negative impacts

include the disappearance of certain freshwater

species An environmental assessment would

analyze these impacts in more detail

Hunting Stocking and Fishing Programs

The National Park Service would work with the

Massachusetts Division of Fish and Wildlife to

evaluate wildlife management activities at the

seashore especially those involving stocking

and reintroductions of both native and nonnative

species The NPS goal of restoring naturalselfsustaining
ecosystems could lead to limiting or

eliminating the use of exotic species As

described under alternative 1 studies would be

undertaken to determine the impacts of exotics

especially pheasants on native species

The impacts of other hunting and fishingprogramson animals and their habitat would be

similar to those described in alternative 1 In

addition an increased effort would be made to

monitor and manage hunted species

Pest Species Management Communicating to

the public the objectives of an environmentally

sensitive pest management program andemphasizingthe value of native insects in a healthy

functioning ecosystem could lead to greater

public cooperation in limiting chemical

treatments of native insects that are considered

nuisance species Reducing chemical control

measures would increase the presence of native

species such as mosquitoes as a food source for

fish and animals and would limit theconcentrationsof pesticides in animal populations

especially those at higher levels in the food

chain

Construction Any new development sites

would be selected based on resource values and

would minimize impacts to animals Anenvironmentalassessment would analyze these impacts

in more detail once sites had been selected

Management Zoning The effects of shifting

lands among management subzones of the

natural management zone would primarily be

beneficial despite the reduction of low use

subzone acres For instance addingapproximately640 more acres to the marinelintertidal

management subzone would be the result of

incrementally restoring formertidallyinfluencedsaltmarsh and estuary habitats which is

not likely to increase public use or cause

irreparable harm to native wildlife

A change from the low to dispersed use

management subzone in the Camp Wellfleetl

Marconi Station area would be due toacknowledgingan increase in public use there which has

not had significant detrimental natural resource

or traffic impacts

Changes to the developed management zone

would not be expected to have significant

adverse impacts on wildlife primarilybecause

activities and facilities are proposed in existing

public use areas

Conclusion

Fish and wildlife within the national seashore

would be managed on a more sustainable basis

supported by a scientific database National

seashore managers would take a very active role

in ascertaining how best to manage habitat and

they would make specific changes inmanagement
techniques This would have substantial

beneficial impacts for fish and wildlife Ingeneralseashore managers would be more assertive

about protecting sensitive resources withpartnerssuch as towns or private individuals who

were proposing new or different activities

0
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0 THREATENED OR ENDANGERED
SPECIES I COMMUNITIES

Analysis

The active manipulation of biotic resources

would only be permitted if serious impacts on

rare threatened or endangered species orcommunitiescould result from inaction An example

of such an action would be intervention toprotectheathland communities which support a

wide range of plants and animals including

many endemic species such as broom crowberry

Corema conradii that are becomingincreasinglyendangered Potential negative impacts

include less pine forest and associated species

than might have been expected without

intervention

Programs under this alternative to protectfederallylisted threatened or endangered species

would be similarto those described under

alternative 1 However placing more emphasis

on protecting statelisted species in cooperation

with the Massachusetts Natural HeritageProgramwould better protect native biological

diversity

Dune grass planting could adversely impact

plover habitat if conducted in washovers or

blowouts particularly in barrier dune systems

where such natural events might improve piover

habitat Potential effects of dune grass plantings

on the piping plover would be an important

factor in assessing the dune grass plantingprogramunder alternative 2

Conclusion

Management programs would better protectnative
biological diversity More visibleaggressiveaction would be taken to protect rare

threatened or endangered species but on a very

selective basis Where applied these actions

would have positive impacts on habitat and

populations of specialconcern species

IMPACTS ON CULTURAL
RESOURCES

CULTURAL HERITAGE AND
ETHNOGRAPHIC RESOURCES

Analysis

This alternative specifically calls forconsultationwith Outer Cape cultural groups regarding

the treatment of cultural landscapes and with the

Wampanoag Tribe of Gay Head Aquinnah the

Mashpee Wampanoag Tribal Council and the

Assonet Band regarding archeologicalexcavationsIt also calls for a more inclusive approach

to interpreting the history and contributions of a

number of cultural groups including those that

have historical and contemporary associations

and that have contributed to the Capes unique

character

The proposed management approach calls for a

more collaborative relationship among theseashorelocal towns and organizations and private

residents in studying cultural heritage as well as

problem solving and resource management This

would enhance opportunities for particular

groups like those identified in the rapidethnographicassessment to participate in resource

management and decisions concerning cultural

patterns of use Emerging opportunities for

publicprivate partnerships and the cultivation of

a cadre of skilled and interested volunteers

would offer new avenues for the public to

participate in protecting and interpreting the

regions cultural and natural heritage

Conclusion

National seashore managers understanding of

and sensitivity toward ethnographic resources

would continue to grow Longterm culturalpatternsof use such as hunting fishingshellfishingand harvesting of vegetation wouldcontinuewithin limits established by the state local

towns and the seashore Greater emphasis

would be placed on a more inclusive approach to

interpretation resource management and

problem solving which could further enhance
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the recognition of local cultural heritage and the

protection of ethnographic resources

CULTURAL LANDSCAPES

Analysis

Identifying inventorying and preservingsignificantcultural landscapes within the national

seashore and on the Lower Cape would have the

same benefits as described for historicarchitectureThe national seashore would have thecapabilityto better protect historically significant

cultural landscapes within the boundary through

cooperative partnerships reestablishing historic

land uses and preservation and leasingagreements
The preservation of the Province Lands dune

shack district would have a substantial beneficial

impact on cultural landscapes By encouraging

continued use of the shacks one of theseashoresmost significant cultural landscapes

would be maintained In addition to maintaining

building integrity traditional use as an artist and

writers retreat would be perpetuated

Cooperation would occur with public andprivatelandowners and managers to protectcultural
landscapes and to prevent adverse effects

from adjacent private development and land use
such as construction vegetation changes and

the erection of revetments and seawalls

The management of nonnative vegetation might

adversely affect some cultural landscapesbecauseexotic plants may be important features in

the landscapes to be preserved Only exotic

species that would not spread to adjacent natural

areas would be used in preservation efforts for

cultural landscapes

Conclusion

The emphasis for cultural landscapemanagementunder alternative 2 would be broader and

more comprehensive than under alternative 1

Important cultural landscapes within the national

seashore and on the Outer Cape would beidentified
preserved and interpreted contributing to

the perpetuation of Cape Cods unique historical

character and the publics appreciation of these

resources

HISTORIC ARCHITECTURE

Analysis

Alternative 2 includes a variety of measures that

would have beneficial impacts on historicstructures
on the Outer Cape Deficiencies in the

national seashores historic buildingmanagement
program would be rectified by not only

identifying and protecting federally owned

buildings but also preserving historicallysignificant
buildings on improved properties

Working with local communities to develop and

adopt preservation strategies includingpreservation
standards guidelines and easements

would have longterm positive impacts on

historically significant buildings and structures

within the seashore by protecting historicstructuresfrom inappropriate alteration and other

potential threats to their integrity

Implementing a system of priorities and use

treatment categories for federally ownedbuildingswould have beneficial impacts on both

cultural resources and seashore operations and

management This system would provideresource
managers with a framework fordeterminingappropriate treatments and uses for

buildings More consistent treatment and use of

these buildings could improve the overallhistoricalcharacter of the national seashore Also

the addition of climate control and security

devices would improve preservation prospects

over the long term

This alternative would foster the preservation of

historic structures on the Outer Cape by helping

identify and inventory historic structures on

improved properties encouraging local towns to

more carefully regulate changes to historic

structures and recognizing historic preservation

efforts Together these actions would help

perpetuate the Outer Capes character However 0
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some historic structures could be lost as the

Cape Cod shoreline migrated

To implement several of the goals of theproposedhistoric architecture program additional

expertise in historic architecture is needed This

professional expertise could be found at the

local level of town government local historical

commissions regional planning commission or

within the National Park Service

Any new development sites would be selected

based on resource values new construction in

areas containing historic properties would be

sensitive to these values and characterdefining

features

Conclusion

The protection and preservation of bothprivatelyand publicly owned historic structures

within the national seashore and on the Outer

Cape would be enhanced under alternative 2 A
more active approach would be taken to remedy

deficiencies contributing to the perpetuation of

Cape Cods unique historical character The

primary adverse impact would be the continued

potential for resource loss from shoreline

migration

sources Reaching formal agreement with the

state to protect submerged archeologicalresourcesboth inside and outside the national

seashore boundary through an underwater

archeological preserve or a memorandum of

agreement would help ensure the uniform

protection of submerged archeological resources

from vandalism and undocumented salvage

Collaborative programs technical assistance

and interpretation and educational programs

would all help protect and preserve the Outer

Capes archeological resources The positive

impact would be to improve the appreciation of

the resources by visitors and neighbors These

efforts would serve to educate the public about

the significance and value of archeological

resources and encourage public assistance in

preservation efforts Heightened awareness

relative to these resources would have the

beneficial effect of encouraging advocacy of

preservation and protection of these sites

Some archeological resources could be lost as

the shoreline migrated Before this happened
historic resources would be documented

however some archeological and submerged

resources might be lost before documentation

Where coastline resource loss was anticipated

and unavoidable potentially beneficial impacts

could occur through the collection ofnonrenewabledata before the site was lost

ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES

INCLUDING SUBMERGED RESOURCES

Analysis

Identifying and protecting publicly and privately

owned archeological sites surveying andmonitoringarcheological sites and contracting an

archeologist for assistance would all helppreservesignificant archeological sites within the

national seashore and on the Outer CapeProtection
techniques would include an educational

program cooperative agreements andpreservation
agreements and easements Adding

easement acquisition for selected properties with

potential archeological resources to the Land

Protection Plan could result in the acquisition of

properties with significant archeological r
e
If

unknown resources were uncovered during

any construction work or groundbreaking

activity procedures implementing section 106 of

the National Historic Preservation Act and the

Native American Graves Protection andRepatriationAct as appropriate would be instituted

Removing nonhistoric NPS housing andadministrative
facilities from archeological sites would

better protect these sensitive resources

Including Fresh Brook Village in the cultural

management zone could have a beneficial effect

if protection methods were required due to

adverse public use
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Conclusion

Archeological sites and resources within the

national seashore and on the Outer Cape would

be better protected through resource inventories

education and interpretation resourcedocumentationand easement acquisitions Submerged

archeological resources that moved outside the

national seashore boundary because of coastal

erosion would be better protected by agreement

with the state

MUSEUM COLLECTION

Analysis

As described under alternative 1 the imminent

development of a dedicated collection storage

facility at the former North Truro air force

station would make a considerable contribution

to the longterm protection of the seashores

museum collection Updating the national

seashores Scope of Collections Statement and

preparing historic furnishings reports for

selected structures would help managers make

informed decisions about accessions to the

collection Additions and improvements to

existing exhibit and collection storage space

would reinforce the seashores efforts to protect

collections augment their interpretation and

make them more accessible to both visitorsand

researchers

Conclusion

With the addition of new collections storage and

the correction of environmental controlproblems
at existing facilities a greater proportion of

the collection would be protected than under

alternative 1 Overall the condition of the

museum collection would be greatly improved

under this alternative

IMPACTS ON PUBLIC USE
AND EXPERIENCE

INFORMATION AND ORIENTATION

Analysis and Conclusion

The public would have increased opportunities

for getting information at home and at local

information centers as well as at nationalseashorevisitor centers Coordinating information

distribution throughout the Cape and ensuring

that uptodate information was available would

reduce confusion among tourists Improved

information signs along US 6 would also

reduce confusion and contribute to a better

directional system for the public

ACCESS AND TRANSPORTATION

Analysis

Under alternative 2 the National Park Service

would participate more closely with localcommunitiesin planning to provide or improvevariousmodes of access and transportationfurnishing
greater support to the Cape CodCommissions

Long Range Transportation Plan than

under alternative 1 In addition more options

would be considered for reducing visitorsdependenceon automobiles for circulation within

the national seashore such as increased biking

and hiking opportunities These actions would

reduce traffic congestion air pollution and

driver frustration on the Outer Cape more

effectively than under alternative 1 Safety

improvements and traffic managementtechniquesproposed for US 6 in the Long Range

Transportation Plan would enhance safety for

vehicles and bicyclists Traffic congestion

associated with employees commuting to and

from more concentrated residential areas would

increase slightly but impacts would be dispersed

and are not anticipated to be significant

The beneficial impacts on traffic congestion

identified above assume the implementation of

the majority of the initiatives contained in the

Long Range Transportation Plan If significant
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portions of the plan were not implementedsubstantialincreases in traffic congestion safety

problems and air and noise pollution are

anticipated

With the added emphasis on shuttles andincreased
use of mass transportation to and from

major seashore visitation sites more traffic

would be concentrated in the vicinity ofproposedparking areas for these shuttles However

vehicular congestion would be greatly reduced

at the destination points such as beachesresultingin reduced air and noise pollution

Pedestrian safety would be enhanced in these

areas due to this reduction in vehicularcirculationand congestion The parking areas either

existing or new would have to be carefully sited

so as not to exacerbate already congestedcommunitystreets during peak visitation

periodsSpecifically
if parking and staging could beprovided

at larger school parking lots during the

summer with shuttle service to both towns and

beaches vehicular congestion would be reduced

4D on local streets roads and beaches each

shuttle operations might inconvenience visitors

but would eliminate additional impacts in

sensitive resource areas that would otherwise

result from constructing more parking lots

Extending the Cape Cod Rail Trail from South

Wellfleet to Provincetown would decrease

bicycle traffic on US 6 and MA 6A improving

bicycle safety on both routes Howeverencouragingmore bicycle access to the seashore could

present a safety problem for those riding on the

Capes major roadways Design features would

need to ensure the safety of bicyclists Providing

safe bicycle access in more locations would

enhance recreational experiences for bicyclists

Implementing alternative 2 would havebeneficial
impacts for pedestrians within the national

seashore Linkages to regional trail networks

envisioned by the Cape Cod Pathways Project

would provide pedestrians with additional

walking opportunities

As described under alternative 1 access toexistingpublic use sites within the national seashore

would continue to be available andresourcerelated
impacts relating to additional parking or

new trail alignments associated with reducing

traffic congestion or providing staging areas for

new shuttle systems would occur Limited

development associated with proposals to draw

people from their vehicles to trails and picnic

areas at appropriate locations along popular

vehicular routes would increase resourcebased

impacts Sitespecific impacts would beanalyzedduring the design stages of the

projectsA
new public educational facility at the site of

Nauset Knoll would potentially increase noise

traffic particularly buses and parking impacts

The development of small pulloff parking areas

at access points along scenic routes or nearpicnic
areas could reduce potential safety hazards in

some areas by concentrating parking in specific

areas rather than along extensive road shoulders

In other areas the construction and use of

pulloff parking areas where none have existed

could increase safety hazards particularly

during peak use periods

The NPS position regarding airportimprovementswould be to provide the mostenvironmental
protection possible and not todiscontinue

airport operations The National ParkServicewould seek to ensure that operations and

activities at the airport would minimize adverse

impacts on park resources and values It would

also consider the viability of the airport as well

as community concerns since some business and

pleasure travelers going to and from thesurroundingcommunities rely on airport services

The provision of ferry service to bayside

locations might slightly reduce vehicular travel

on the Outer Cape

Conclusion

Alternative 2 would more effectively reduce

traffic congestion air pollution and driver

frustration than would alternative 1 due to

additional traffic management techniques and

alternative transportation options A proposed

increase in public use opportunities to draw

people from their vehicles would result in
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relatively minor resource impacts Efforts to

minimize negative environmental impacts of

improvements at the Provincetown airport would

protect national seashore resources and public

experience while not significantly affecting air

service to the Cape

INTERPRETIVE AND EDUCATIONAL

OPPORTUNITIES

Analysis

Visitors and residents would benefit from avarietyof interpretive facilities and programs that

would be extended into previously uninterpreted

sections of the national seashore Expanding the

environmental education program would serve

additional students and offer the potential toincludeecotourism and other adult and family

groups Visitors would have more interpretive

opportunities because the interpretive staff

would be increased and a volunteer coordinator

would be hired to develop and overseeagreementsfor interpretation with volunteersuniversitiesand friends groups

Broader partnerships would give visitors easier

and more convenient opportunities to understand

and appreciate the aspects of the Cape Cod

character that transcend NPS boundaries

Visitors would also benefit from improved

interpretive services at the redesigned Salt Pond

visitor center information about the Monomoy
National Wildlife Refuge and consultation with

and assistance to the National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration to improve and

expand interpretation of Stellwagen Bank

National Marine Sanctuary

A more comprehensive interpretive program

would focus on critical natural and cultural

resource issues As a result visitors would better

understand the issues facing the Cape and the

national seashore This could be an important

step toward resolving these issues

Restoring the interiors of selected federally

owned historic buildings would provide a better

means to educate the public about the historical

character of Cape Cod Volunteers would help

interpret historic structures and visitors would

benefit from dependable access and increased

interpretation of historic structures

Visitors and local residents would also gain a

greater understanding and awareness of the

Outer Capes historic structures culturallandscapesand archeological resourcesArcheologicalinterpretation mostly without reference

to site locations would also help protect sites

from vandalism

Redesigning the amphitheaters at the Salt Pond

and Province Lands visitor centers would have a

beneficial impact by providing increasededucational
opportunities for more people Modest

increases in visitor and traffic congestion in and

near the visitor centers could also occur during

periods when programs were being offered with

possible adverse effects on the visitorexperienceHowever programs often are offered at

night and no additional impacts on visitor or

traffic congestion are anticipated during these

times

Relocating the Coast Guard Beach educational

program would maintain and potentially expand

educational opportunities for schoolchildren

Use of the Nauset Knoll site would havebeneficialeffects of providing outdoor educational

experiences adjacent to the site Offsite transport

of students would not be required to access

outdoor classroom experiences as would be the

case if the former North Truro air force station

were used for environmental educationalprograms
Conclusion

Interpretive and educational opportunities would

be substantially enhanced for the publicProgramswould foster an understanding and

appreciation of the aspects of the Cape Cod

character that transcend NPS boundaries

t
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PUBLIC USFS Planning for and providing public recreational

facilities and services in a regional context with

other public and private providers would give

visitors a more diverse experience help disperse

use and avoid the duplication of servicesVisitorswould be given clear informed choices

about an expanded menu of activities according

to their interests

Analysis

Use Conflicts National seashore managers

would seek to further clarify use expectations

regarding public uses at the national seashore

reducing debate about the merits of public

activities The staff would be able to determine

the appropriateness of recreational activities and

levels of use not envisioned by Congress when

the seashore was established

The impacts of hunting on other public uses

would be the same as described for alternative 1
In addition wildlife management activities at the

seashore could affect hunters or fishermen by

reducing or eliminating hunting or fishing

opportunities for nonnative species that are

currently stocked However stocking of

substitute native species could be increased

The impacts of piping plover management
activities on ORV users would be the same as

described for alternative 1

Visitors to the national seashore would have

more choices and uses would be moredispersedwhich would reduce crowding at popular

sites Because the public could choose among
recreational attractions with various skill and

time requirements conflicts among dissimilar

users could be reduced

Recreational Activities As described under

alternative 1 hunting fishing and shellfishing

would continue within seashore boundaries

These activities would continue to be regulated

by federal state and local authorities as

appropriate Access for fishing would continue

at existing beach access points and alongapprovedORV corridors Within certain limits

established by the park harvesting of vegetation

such as mushrooms beech plums and rosehips

would continue to be allowed The collection of

flotsam and jetsam would also continue to be

permitted These resourcebased activities are

representative of the longterm cultural patterns

of use These activities would generally continue

at current levels

The limited resources of local towns and the

national seashore would be maximized by

jointly planning developing and providing

visitor information and orientation

Under alternative 2 a comprehensive trail plan

would provide for various kinds of trail use as

compared to alternative 1 which wouldemphasize
access for bicyclists

Visitors would benefit from informationregardingthe location of viewing areas and trails that

provide access to naturally occurring vistas The

vista management plan would have longterm

beneficial impacts by placing criteria andpriorities
on the maintenance of scenic views Road

and trail access to coastal bluffs cliffs and

dunes for views would continue to beprovidedSome
vista points that have been obscured by

natural revegetation would be closed

Better information about beach access and

availability on a daily basis would help to more

effectively disperse beach users and reduce

visitor frustration levels

Providing new camping opportunities would be

a benefit to a public not now served High Head
Great Island and the Marconi station area would

be the isolated locations considered for this use

Adjacent private development and land use such

as construction vegetation changes and the

erection of revetments and seawalls could

adversely affect viewsheds

Developing small pulloff parking areas at access

points to kettle ponds and other scenic points

would have the potential for both beneficial and

adverse impacts on visitor use and recreation

Visitor management could be improved at some
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pond locations by better defining limitedavailable
parking areas Visitor experience could also

be improved since access would be limited to

fewer people at some pond sites However these

proposals would also limit the number of visitors

who could experience some ponds thereby

negatively affecting the experience for visitors

unable to find parking at these sites Preparing

individual pond resource management plans

would provide the opportunity for cooperative

planning to manage visitors and at the same time

protect these sensitive resources on acasebycase
basis

Impacts of personal watercraft use on natural

resources include the disruption of natural quiet

water quality concerns and potential adverse

impacts on shorebird habitat including rare

threatened or endangered species such as the

piping plover

Limiting insect control programs at the seashore

could increase the presence of mosquitoes and

other species that could become a nuisance to

visitors

Changes to the developed management zone are

expected to be beneficial to the public because

they would largely improve existing activity and

facility use areas enhancing the public

experience

Facilities Minor intervention to manage coastal

processes that affect visitor use facilities might

postpone eventual damage to or loss of these

structures When facilities were lost to coastal

processes replacement facilities would be

located away from coastal high hazard areas

Impacts from moving or redesigning facilities

would vary from minor to moderateRedesigningfacilities could adversely affect visitors

because some current visitor uses in that area

might be eliminated and the overall capacity of

the facility could be reduced If facilities were

removed visitors would be adversely affected

by the loss of popular activities

Providing facilities in harmony with thecharacterof Cape Cod would help perpetuate the

traditional aesthetic qualities of the Outer Cape

Vending machines are considered by some

people to intrude on the aesthetics of the natural

scene Any such installation would be at existing

developed beach facility to mitigate such

concerns

Strategies such as providing access to a bayside

beach developing additional group picnic areas

ie Pilgrim Heights andor Marconi area and

establishing both primitive and group campsites

would require the construction or alteration of

facilities Precise disturbance areas for thesedevelopmentsare not yet known howeverconstructiondisturbance for picnic areas is likely to

total less than 05 acre In general howeversitespecificimpacts on areas of proposeddevelopment
would be evaluated in detail once specific

locations and improvements had beendetermined

Conclusion

Visitors and residents would have access to a

wide range of public uses that would bemanagedto be mutually compatible Some uses

such as ORV driving and hunting would be

restricted to specific areas or to specific times to

minimize conflicts with other activities The

limited resources of local towns and the national

seashore would be maximized by jointlyplanningand providing visitor information services

Redesigning or removing some visitor facilities

could alter or eliminate current uses thus

adversely affecting visitors accustomed to these

opportunities however the overall experience

would be improved

IMPACTS ON THE
SOCIOECONOMICENVIRONMENT

REGIONAL AND LOCAL ECONOMY

Analysis

As explained under alternative 1 the economic

effects of Cape Cod National Seashore on the

local economy are related to direct expenditures
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for goods and services by visitors and the

National Park Service which in turn generate

indirect sales and touristrelated employment

see page 215 This alternative would result in

minimalto moderate additional changes in the

local economy While use is expected tocontinuallyincrease visitation to the nationalseashoreand the seashores budget are unlikely to

change radically over the next 15 to 20 years

This alternative would call for increases in

permanent seashore staff which could have a

modest yet positive effect on the localeconomyAlso under this alternative upgrading

facilities to be more environmentally sound and

to provide better visitor services eg the Salt

Pond visitor center and trail development would

result in shortterm jobs and increased sales in

construction and related industries

This alternative could also serve to redistribute

visitation from the intensive summer season to

shoulder seasons primarilyspring and autumn
as people seek to avoid summer congestion This

could result in a longer tourist season and could

help level out employment rates during that

extended period of time Extending publicprogramsinto additional seasons would contribute

positively to local efforts to strengthen theyearround
economy

Establishing a cooperative interpretive center at

Monomoy in Chatham and developing a system

of trails linking seashore facilities with local

business districts could increase local foot traffic

through these areas potentially increasing local

retail sales

Primitive and group camping activities not now

offered to the public could be made available

No adverse impacts on existing commercial

campgrounds are anticipated because they do

not offer such opportunities Also referrals

would continue to be made routinely to existing

commercial campgrounds

As an upland owner the National Park Service

would be involved in reviewing shellfish

aquaculture proposals and it would limit the use

S of NPS lands for fnfish aquaculture or other

similar commercial activities This could affect

the growth of the finfish aquaculture industry on

the Outer Cape

Economic impacts related to the Provincetown

airport as described for alternative I areexpectedto continue When deciding aboutproposedairport improvements the National Park

Service would seek to ensure the protection of

national seashore resources and values as well

as the continued viability of the airport

Conclusion

Implementing alternative 2 would have minimal

additional effects on the regional and local

economy Existing effects as described under

alternative 1 would continue Increased NPS

staffing would have a modest positive effect on

the local economy Upgrading public facilities

and improving services would have shortterm

effects on constructionrelated jobs and sales

Supporting public activities and programs in

shoulder seasons would strengthen the regions

yearround economy No adverse effects on the

economic viability of the Provincetown airport

are expected

PRIVATE PROPERTY OWNERS
AND LOCAL RESIDENTS

Analysis

National seashore managers would explorealternativesthat could prevent the construction of

revetments groins and jetties as well as beach

nourishment activities on all lands within the

seashore boundaries including private property

The costs of such coastal engineeringinterventions
are significant and are only a temporary

measure and structures would eventually be lost

due to encroaching coastal erosion Alternatives

to intervention in coastal processes couldincludetechnical assistance to private property

owners within the seashore about temporary

mitigations not involving engineered solutions

education on the effects of interrupting natural

processes with major actions and concurrence

on the relocation of threatened structures to safer
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private land Also sharing information with

municipalities and specialists across boundary

lines would also benefit local residents

National seashore managers would undertake an

assertive approach to preserving privateproperties
having historic value such as the possible

acquisition on a willingseller basis of several

structures on or eligible for the National Register

of Historic Places It is anticipated that only

selected properties would really be of special

interest Preserving such properties would help

protect the ambience of residential areas within

the national seashore thus preserving thecharacterof the Outer Cape for other privatepropertyowners

Owners of private residential properties would

be affected by proposed revision of federal and

local zoning regulations for properties within the

national seashore While some could findregulationsadverse because they could restrict the

desired use of their property others could find

them beneficial because they are concerned

about the potential for excessive expansion and

the loss of the original cottages that comprise the

Cape Cod character of the Seashore District

see also the discussion of private residential

property discussion in Impacts on Nonfederal

Lands within the National Seashore Incomparisonto alternatives I and 3 this alternative

would allow the most creativity and most ability

to apply stateoftheart thinking about ways to

maintain the local Cape Cod character and the

environment

No adverse economic impacts on shellfishing or

fishing are anticipated under the proposed plan

because the national seashore boundary and the

rules would not be changed although the

boundarys position onequarter mile offshore

would change with the coastline

Finfish aquaculture for commercial purposes

would be prohibited potentially affecting local

companies and individuals involved in this

industry

Placing additional interpretive signs along roads

and trails to inform the public of private p
ro

p
e
rt

ie
s

would reinforce the need to respect the

privacy of local property owners and help

reduce intrusions

The reuse of the former North Truro air force

station as a center for learning opportunities in

the arts and sciences would create moreopportunitiesfor education and activities involving

conservation and cultural preservation such as

the Outer Capes marine artistic and literary

heritages Seasonal residents would benefit

similarly

Similar to alternative 1 NPS involvement in

parkwide and regional transportation planning

and additional interpretive and educational

programs regarding private and public land use

issues could benefit private property owners

within and outside national seashore boundaries

The affordable housing supply on the Outer

Cape could be somewhat enhanced if houses

under reservations of use and occupancy were

made available for this purpose either within or

outside national seashore boundaries Private

individuals or families could benefit from an

increased affordable housing supply

As described for alternative 1 capital costs to

underground private utility lines and publicutilities
serving private residences would be borne

by those served by the lines While the capital

cost of upgrading to either private or utilitystandards
might be higher initially than aboveground

lines the longterm maintenance costs would

likely be reduced because the lines would be

subject to less storm damage especiallyhurricanewinds Upgrading to private standards

would be less costly than public utilitystandardsThese costs would be justified to reduce

natural resource damage during line installation

and maintenance

The implementation of this alternative would

have a beneficial impact on the yearround

population Involvement in the definition and

celebration of local cultural heritage would

benefit yearround and seasonal residents also

see the discussion of cultural heritage beginning

on page 237 More substantive consideration of
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local concerns in decisionmaking would be

advantageous

Conclusion

s

Under this alternative a greater emphasis would

be placed on working proactively with private

property owners and local residents to foster

resource stewardship and protection and to

revise the Cape Cod National Seashore zoning

standards and town zoning bylaws Beneficial

impacts of educational programs at the former

air force station and other interpretive activities

for yearround and seasonal populations could

also result An increased emphasis on cultural

heritage and ethnographic resources could also

be beneficial to yearround and seasonal

residents

PROPERTY VALUES

Analysis

Acquiring limited areas both in full fee and less

than fee from willing sellers in order to protect

sensitive resources and restoring acquired

properties to natural conditions would not

adversely affect local property values

Developing a trail network linking national

seashore facilities with local residential areas

and business districts would likely have apositiveeffect on property values NPS 1995f

Restoration work at the Herring River could

result in increased flooding of portions of a golf

course and at two private residences as well as

possible saltwater intrusion into adjacent water

supply wells Along the Pamet River potential

impacts of restoring natural tidal flow include

saltwater intrusion of private wells in thefloodplainand problems caused by increasedgroundwater
elevations These effects might adversely

affect property values in some areas Anenvironmental
assessment would analyze theseimpactsin more detail and mitigations would be

proposed

Also see the discussion of impacts on private

residential properties under Impacts onNonfederalLands within the National Seashore

page 249

Conclusion

Under alternative 2 local property values would

not be adversely affected However restoration

work along the Pamet and Herring Rivers could

increase flooding of several dwellings andsaltwaterintrusion into some private wells if not

mitigated which would adversely affect the

property values at these sites

MUNICIPAL COSTS AND SERVICES

Analysis

In addition to impacts identified underalternative1 many proposed actions under alternative

2 call for increased involvement and activity by

communities in planning resource management
land use regulation and historic preservation

The level of involvement needed could differ

from one community to the next but in all cases

local communities might need to hire additional

staff and contribute funds to develop acollaborative
management relationship on the Outer

Cape

Under this alternative technical assistance to

local communities to support the inventory and

protection of important resources could offset

some of the costs of community participation in

new partnerships

As described for alternative I the end of private

useandoccupancy residency would reduce tax

revenues in the affected communities however

the expected reduction of residential use would

also reduce needed municipal services The town

of Wellfleet has the largest number of

useandoccupancyproperties about 28 and estimates

the reduction of about $50000 annually when

these reservations expire based on their 1997

valuation at $56 million Total tax revenues for

the town amount to about $50 million so this
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loss would be less than 001 of revenues and

would not represent a significant fiscal impact

Any continued private residential use including

hardship case or other use would be subject to

this tax

See Services Exchanged with LocalCommunitiespage 254 for additional information about

impacts of cooperation between the National

Park Service and local communitiesagencies

Conclusion

Under alternative 2 local communities would be

asked to increase their cooperative planning

efforts with the national seashore and other

communities possibly resulting in a need for

additional staffing and funding NPS technical

assistance could offset some of the additional

expenses to communities There would be no

significant adverse impacts on municipal tax

revenues if residences currently occupied and

providing a tax revenue source were no longer

privately used

NPS CONCESSIONER OPERATIONS

Analysis

As part of the process to renew concessioncontractsthe Park Service must review thecontinuedneed for the provided service and put

each contract out for competitive bidding This

means that existing concessioners are notguaranteeda longterm exclusive right to continue

operations For instance the discontinuing the

Nauset Knoll Motor Lodge one of the only

motels directly on the beach is being considered

because overnight lodging opportunities are

abundant nearby While the loss of this motel

would reduce the number of guest rooms on the

Outer Beach impacts to the public would be

minimal because of the existing supply

Minimal vending facilities at some beachlocationswould provide refreshment that could

reduce the number of vehicle trips Offering

concessions or permits for public shuttles or

transportation services to destinations inside the

seashore could also benefit local or regional

firms as well as municipalities This alternative

would also provide for more review ofcommerciallicensees who operate activities thatoriginateand end outside national seashoreboundariesThe effect would be to improve services

and environmental practices of those tour

operators

Conclusion

Existing NPS concessioners could be adversely

affected if it was decided that a contract would

not be renewed or if they did not competesuccessfullyfor a new contract The result ofmonitoringconcessions and commercial licenses

would be to provide highquality essentialservicesto visitors

IMPACTS ON NONFEDERAL
LANDS WITHIN THE NATIONAL
SEASHORE

LAND USE I PROTECTION

Analysis

Under alternative 2 new initiatives for fostering

land protection and stewardship would require

increased community involvement A database

including information on lands that are critical

for resource protection primarilythose inside

the national seashore boundaries would be

developed Data on the impacts of futuredevelopmentacross the Outer Cape would improve

the national seashores ability to respond to land

protection issues quickly and effectivelyDesignation
of the Outer Cape as a district of critical

concern would also provide additionalprotectionand recognition of the value of resources

With additional funding NPS land acquisition

potential within national seashore boundaries

would be expanded and used when other efforts

to encourage compatible development practices

failed or if there were willing sellers Expanding

acquisition ability could have adverse effects on
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the relationship between the national seashore

staff and the local public The perception may be

that this is a change in acquisition policy that

constitutes a threat to the rights of locallandownersThis perception could have longterm

effects on relationships with the public and the

resolution of land use conflicts in the future

However the National Park Service would work

with local residents businesses and governments

to demonstrate that this option would notadverselyimpact the potential uses of private prop`

erty At the same time expanding land acquisition

ability as well as establishing a land banking

fund would provide the Park Service withadditional
flexibility in addressing land use issues It

would also provide additional methods formaintaining
appropriate land uses while respecting the

needs of current property owners

Conclusion

Overall national seashore management strategies

would likely improve the political environment

for land protection on the Outer Cape by

enhancing collaborative planning andproblemsolving
processes between local municipalities

and the National Park Service In addition a more
informed population would support appropriate

development strategies and would have access to

more comprehensive information used for

decision making

PRIVATE RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES

Analysis

The consensusoriented public process forrevisingminimum town zoning standards by

amending the Cape Cod National Seashore

zoning standards would provide betterconsistencyamong town bylaws This process would

primarilypertain to Wellfleet Truro andEasthamwhere over 96 of the improved properties

are located Local land use regulations proposed

under this alternative would encourage historic

preservation the traditional character and scale of

private residences and environmental protection

With the revision of the Cape Cod National

Seashore zoning standards the towns would also

be required to revise their local zoning bylaws

Therefore identifying mutual goals values and

opportunities for cooperation would be critical

Simplifying construction permits for improved

properties and creating flexible regulations that

reflect the variety of traditional development

types and land uses on Cape Cod are strategies

that would support mutual goals Existingcondemnation
authority would be more effective in

achieving compliance once revised federal and

local zoning regulations were adopted

Except in cases requiring a variance or where

there was some dispute property owners would

no longer need to consult with the nationalseashorebefore starting construction projects Local

communities would generally be the solereviewersof development activities In addition the

greatly decreased volume of constructionproposalsrequiring review by the national seashore

would allow NPS staff to respond moreconstructivelyand quickly to those submitted Thisincreased
reliance on town staffs could not occur

without amendments to the Cape Cod National

Seashore zoning standards and town zoningbylawsand the introduction of design factors

Jointly developing new standards and bylaws for

private lands within the national seashore and

establishing performance standards based on a

lots physical and environmental capacity for

development would provide clear criteria for

decision making

As under current management the Park Service

would be able to acquire key parcels as they

became available on the market or could purchase

conservation easements However limited federal

funds could result in properties being sold before

they could be acquired by the Park Service

Acquiring improved lands could further tax the

maintenance budget of the national seashore
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As described under alternative 1 some financial

costs would accrue to improved property owners

who moved utility lines underground Capital

costs to place private utility lines and public

utilities serving private residences underground

would be borne by those served by the lines

While the capital cost of upgrading to either

private or utility standards might be higher

initially than aboveground lines longterm

maintenance costs would likely be reduced

because the lines would be subject to less storm

damage especially hurricane winds Upgrading

to private standards would be less costly than

public utility standards These costs would be

justified to reduce natural resource damage

during line installation and maintenancePropertyvalues might increase with the removal of

visual intrusions

The impacts of the National Park Servicediscouragingbeach nourishment or revetment

construction activities would be similar to those

described for alternative 1 Cooperative efforts

to explore ways to prevent the construction of

revetments groins and jetties on all land within

seashore boundaries could restrict private

property owners from building such structures

Private property would be lost to natural coastal

processes demolished or relocated outsidenationalseashore boundaries in areas experiencing

longterm erosional trends However building

erosion control structures is only a shortterm

solution and private property would eventually

be lost regardless of intervention efforts

Forecasting coastal shoreline processes might

allow for strategic planning for the protection of

private facilities and interests However

appropriate protective measures would likely

involve relocating or restructuring the facilities

in question

As described for alternative 1 minimizingpublicuse activities near private improvedpropertieswould help protect the privacy of residents

Under alternative 2 residential property owners

would be more involved in determiningstrategiesto minimize conflicts between visitors and

residents In turn the privacy of improved

property owners would be better protected

Conclusion

Under alternative 2 private residential property

owners would be encouraged to help protect the

natural and cultural resources and to preserve the

historical character of the Outer Cape Improved

federal and local land use regulatory tools would

offer ample guidance for resource protection and

the preservation of the regions characterIdentifyingmutual goals and values between thecommunitiesand the national seashore along with

opportunities for cooperation would be critical

to successfully instituting and applying revised

Cape Cod National Seashore zoning standards

and town zoning bylaws

PRIVATE COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES

Analysis

Alternative 2 would establish criteria forrenewingcertificates for commercial properties which

would be linked to the purposes of the seashore

This would allow the criteria to be appliedconsistentlyand would ensure that renewal

decisions were not made in an arbitrarymanner

The fiveyear interval at which these properties

are reviewed for certificate renewal wouldpermitthe seashore staff to monitor property uses in

a timely manner and to ensure that these uses

continued to be consistent with the purposes of

Cape Cod National Seashore The addition of

performance standards could improve theactivitiesand services offered on these properties

Conclusion

Specific criteria for certificate renewal would

apply the same standards to all commercial

properties and ensure that uses are consistent

with the purpose of the national seashore

Modifications in the performance record and

activities on such properties could placeadditional
requirements on property managers
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MUNICIPAL AND STATE LANDS Conclusion

Analysis

Under alternative 2 developing formalrelationshipsbetween the national seashore localcommunitiesand state agencies along withestablishing
procedures for reviewing projects and

policies on state and municipal lands would

foster a more consistent approach to managing

municipal and state lands within national

seashore boundaries A more aggressive land

exchange program would be instituted to target

national seashore properties for divestment and

important state and municipal properties that

should be acquired would be identified The

effects of these actions would be to simplify the

ownership and management of national seashore

resources and to help achieve the seashores

resource management and land protection goals

Although the strategies proposed in alternative 2

would offer a greater potential for cooperatively

resolving complex issues affecting the Outer

Cape the varying agendas and values of the

National Park Service local communities and

state agencies might not be easy to reconcile

The Park Service cannot acquire state and

municipal lands without the consent of the

owners To negotiate successfully with state

agencies and municipalities national seashore

staff would need to be flexible

As described for alternative 1 municipal coastal

property would continue to be lost to natural

coastal processes However if cooperative

effbrts to discourage or limit intervention of

such processes were successful then towns

could lose facilities and uses sooner than under

alternative 1 It is impossible to predict when

this would happen because it would be directly

related to storms Forecasting coastal shoreline

processes might allow for strategic planning for

the protection of private facilities and interests

However appropriate protective measures

would likely involve relocating or restructuring

the facilities in question

Taxes paid by Nauset Knoll Motor Lodge could

be lost to the town of Orleans

Chances for cooperatively resolving Outer Cape
issues under this alternative would be better than

under alternative 1 The land protection andresource
management goals of the nationalseashorewould likely be achieved

IMPACTS ON NATIONAL
SEASHORE MANAGEMENT AND
OPERATIONS

STAFFING

Analysis

Additional staffing would improve themaintenanceof NPS facilities and the protection of

resources thus enhancing the visitor experience

In addition more information services would

improve the visitor experience and build the

national seashores knowledge base andinventoriesHowever increases in annual operational

funding would be needed to add staff or tocontractfor needed expertise Proposed newprogramsand studies along with additional efforts

to work cooperatively with local communities to

resolve management issues of mutual concern

would increase the amount of time needed by

national seashore staff

Approximately 16 new staff fulltimeequivalencieswould be added over time to accomplish

plan goals and strategies This would represent a

substantial increase in annual operating costs

Key additional staff would be hired to provide

technical expertise in hydrology due to critical

water resource issues coordinate extensive

anticipated partnerships operate water systems

to federal and state standards provide more

interpretation by NPS staff to reduce reliance on

volunteers for basic services coordinateenvironmentaleducation curriculum with schools

coordinate volunteers for enhanced interpretive

services provide additional seasonal custodial

and maintenance services and providepreservation
carpentry experience
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Conclusion

Staffing impacts would be both beneficial and

adverse Additional staff and greater workloads

would be required to implement new programs

and to work cooperatively with localcommunities
Although the addition of staff would

be beneficial to visitor services and resource

protection efforts this would represent a major

additional operational funding need Proposed

programs strategies and actions as well as

necessary followup actions could be achieved

if funding and staffing levels permitted Lack of

staff support in key areas would limit the

National Park Services ability to effectively

implement this plan

ADMINISTRATIVE AND MAINTENANCE
FACILITIES AND OPERATIONS

Analysis

Removing facilities in coastal areas as they were

damaged by storms would reduce maintenance

costs and would be a more costeffectivestrategyover the long term It would also require a

greater level of effort at being involved in

forecasting and developing mitigating measures

Removing highmaintenance vistas andrelocatingvistas to areas where the need for clearing

would be minimal would likewise reducemaintenancecosts

The redesigned Salt Pond visitor center would

provide adequate and accessible workloffice

space which would improve staff productivity

More options for using structures whenuseandoccupancyreservations expire would beconsideredthan under alternative 1 including using

structures for national seashore operations If

property ownership was transferred to towns

through land exchanges the National Park

Service would be better able to reach its goals of

resource preservation in sensitive areas and

local towns could benefit by acquiring structures

to fulfill their needs The Park Service would

have more opportunities to reach its objectives

in programs relating to resource management
and visitor services through partnerships or

cooperative ventures with nonprofit

organizations that might use these structures

The practice of sustainable landscaping and the

use of native species would promote water

conservation and reduce the risk of groundwater

contamination since the need for chemical

application would be reduced In addition a

good model for environmentally soundlandscapingwould be available for neighbors and

the visiting public Maintenance costs would be

less than those in alternative I Where the need

existed for nonnative species such as grasses to

be used for landscaping impacts would be

similarto but less extensive than those described

for alternative 1

Under alternative 2 the range of anticipated costs

for research planning and construction would

range from approximately $114 million to $140

Million

Conclusion

Taking advantage of structures whenuseandoccupancyreservations end would help make

operations more efficient and reduce the built

environment within the national seashore

Emphasizing sustainable practices inlandscapingwould further help to reduce adverse

impacts on the environment

STAFF HOUSING

Analysis

Staff housing impacts associated with thisalternativewould be similarto those described for

alternative 1 However impacts on natural and

cultural resources and to the Cape Cod setting in

general would be reduced by concentrating

employee housing at existing residential areas

rather than dispersing it throughout the national

seashore Noise and air pollution from vehicles

would increase at these concentrated residential
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sites Upgrading wastewater treatment systems

would reduce impacts on natural resources

This alternative would reprioritize the need for

staff housing within the national seashore more

than alternative I in emphasizing new group

seasonal housing opportunities and maximizing

yearround occupancy This would optimize

NPS housing operations and maintenance costs

within the national seashore

The burden to the seashores budget in operating

and maintaining staff housing would be further

relieved if alternative arrangements were made

for financial support and maintenance and if

options for yearround occupancy by nonNPS
staff were pursued

Conclusion

Concentrating staff housing at fewer sites within

the national seashore as well as assisting and

encouraging more employees to find housing in

local communities would help reduce thenumberof structures needed within the

seashoreEmphasizingalternative ways to repair and

maintain housing units would more effectively

defray housing costs

UTILITIES

Analysis

Impacts on utilities would be similarto those

discussed under alternative 1 Howeverdevelopinga broader NPS outreach program with

local communities and residents would better

protect recycle and conserve the limitedresourcesthat are affected by utility functions

within the Cape Cod region This outreach

program would improve relations with the

public and other regulatory agencies helping

provide a better understanding of environmental

protection goals

would include less consumption ofnonrenewable
resources energyefficient improvements

and improved air quality Upgrading sewage

treatment facilities and using the Salt Pondvisitorcenter as a demonstration model wouldenhancethe publics understanding of this concept

Greater participation by the Park Service

through ex officio membership on the Cape Cod

Commissionwould facilitate the understanding

of mutual problems concerns and opportunities

on the Cape Review of proposals for

telecommunication
facilities and gas lines would have a

beneficial impact by allowing resource managers

to take active steps to avoid or minimizepotential
impacts to national seashore resources and

values

The potential for groundwater supplies to be

contaminated from leaking underground fuel

tanks could be reduced through an NPS outreach

program to encourage property owners to bring

defective tanks into compliance with codes

If the National Park Service shared the costs of

utilities enhancement it would be an incentive

for owners of improved properties to act It

would also require an increase in the seashoress

operating budget Although permitting gasutilities
to cross national seashore lands wouldrequirean exception improved utility service in a

high electricity rate area would be a beneficial

impact

Conclusion

Alternative 2 would have beneficial impacts by

emphasizing utilities and related services that

would be cooperatively provided by local towns

the county and the National Park Service In

combination with using more sustainablepracticesthis would improve cost efficiencies of

utility services Also adverse impacts on

sensitive resources such as the scenic water

table and saltmarsh environments would be

reduced

Under alternative 2 the National Park Service

would emphasize sustainable practices in all

aspects of seashore operations Potential benefits
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SERVICES EXCHANGED
WITH LOCAL COMMUNITIES

Analysis

The impacts of this alternative would be similar

to those described under alternative I except that

ex officio NPS representation on the Cape Cod

Commission would foster greater cooperation

among local communities residents and the

Park Service helping improve public service

functions In addition the Park Service and the

local communities would have a betterunderstandingof mutual problems concerns andopportunitiesAlso see the section titledMunicipalCosts and Services page 247 for additional

discussion of impacts of cooperation between

the Park Service and local communities and

agencies

Locating operational facilities in towns outside

seashore boundaries could cause visualintrusions
and noise from vehicle traffic parking and

the storage of national seashore vehicles and

maintenance equipment However localbusinesses
that provided the facilities would benefit

economically from leasing arrangements for

NPS facilities

Determining the ownership and maintenance

responsibilitiesof sand roads would improve their

maintenance compared to alternative 1 but

could result in additional financial burdens for

maintenance Resources would be further

protected through the closure of sand roads on

NPS lands where the use could not be justified

Conclusion

Working cooperatively with local communities

to provide services along with NPS ex officio

representation on the Cape Cod Commission
would provide more efficient services facilitate

the understanding of mutual problems andensure
equitable compensation among allpartiesThese

positive effects would be increased

compared to alternative 1

RESERVATIONS OF USE AND OCCUPANCY

Analysis

Relative to alternative 1 there would be thepotentialunder alternative 2 for some continued

residential use in cases of hardship and possible

additional use by the public under a special use

permit program This could be of substantial

personal benefit for some individuals Equitable

criteria for reuse would be necessary because

public property is generally not to be used to

promote private purposes additionally equity

needs to be a consideration for other individuals

who would like to have access to such a benefit

or who were former owners who left as specified

at the end of their terms of use

The shortterm continued use ofthe residences

until such time as funds were available for their

removal would be advantageous to the national

seashore This would ensure fewer vacantbuildingswithin the national seashore which would

temporarily affect the aesthetic environment and

present a more positive image to the

publicUnder
this alternative there would be a potential

positive impact on the local affordable housing

supply if some structures were moved and used

for housing outside seashore boundariesAdditionallysome nonprofit partners such as

Eastern National Park and MonumentAssociationcould possibly have access to additional

administrative space within the seashore if

vacated houses were utilized for such purposes

There might also be a positive impact if the Park

Service could acquire undeveloped municipal

lands inside seashore boundaries by exchanging

vacant residences with towns for use asaffordable
housing Surroundings would be considered

in determining locations of least impact for this

purpose

Conclusion

The implementation of alternative 2 would

potentially result in beneficial impacts for some

private individuals who might be permitted
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Alternative 2 Cumulative Impacts

temporary residential occupancy especially in

hardship cases and there might be othersocioeconomic
benefits as well Additionally fewer

vacant buildings within the national seashore as

a result of demolition would have beneficial

impacts on natural resources scenic quality

traffic and public perception

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

total expected over the long term No estimates

are available for the Pamet River Initially these

restoration efforts would have a significantpositivecumulative effect on the amount of estuarine

wetlands restored and protected within the

national seashore including nursery habitat for

many commercially harvested marine species

As some of the first wetlands restoration efforts

in the region these programs would have a

minor but positive cumulative effect

Under this alternative the overall cumulativeimpactof potential activities related to cooperative

management would be positive Cooperation and

coordination of efforts would lead to enhanced

protection of natural and cultural resources as

well as to enhanced enjoyment of these

resources by the public

NATURAL RESOURCES

Several aspects of alternative 2 would have a

cumulative positive effect on the protection of

water resources on the Outer Cape both inside

and outside national seashore boundaries These

would include increased wetland restoration

cooperation and coordination among Outer Cape
landowners and managers the development of a

comprehensive database of water resources and

water resource studies on specific issues

As described under alternative 1 consistency

with the states title V regulations andcollaborationwith local towns and the Cape CodCommission
in developing a water resourcesmanagementplan would improve prospects for water

resource protection Under this alternative the

seashores efforts to pursue stateoftheart

sustainable solutions to wastewater disposal

problems would further inform and enhance

local water resource protection efforts

There are approximately 4500 acres of estuary

wetlands within the national seashore 35000

acres on Cape Cod and 50000 acres in New

England The restoration of Hatches Harbor

would add up to 90 acres more and therestorationof Herring River would initially create

about 60 additional acres with about 600 acres

Shellfish aquaculture is currently the fastest

growing agricultural industry in the United

States and the Northeast In the Northeast it

represents an annual dollar catch of over $146

million Massachusetts is the fifth highest

incomeproducing state in the Northeast with

approximately $82 million in sales Data are

unavailable regarding the acres currently under

shellfish aquaculture grants within the national

seashore and quantifying potential impacts is

not feasible However limiting shellfishaquaculturewithin the national seashore would have

an adverse cumulative impact on the growth of

aquaculture within the region

The 1995 Massachusetts Aquaeulture Strategic

Plan is a supportive framework to stronglyencouragegrowth of the inland and marineaquaculture
industry The national seashore expects

that some aquaculture would occur in the

national seashore if water quality regulatory

and other environmental parameters were met

This would have a beneficial cumulative effect

on the regional aquaculture industry

Water quality at the beaches and in the harbors

and estuaries of Cape Cod Bay is already of

concern due to adjacent onshore development

and septic system discharge Additionally a

proposed outfall pipe extending to within 15 to

20 miles of Cape Cod from Bostons secondary

wastewater treatment plant in Boston Harbor

will contribute significant additional pollutants

and nutrients There is concern for increased

adverse impacts on water quality and shellfish

beds In comparison measures proposed by the

National Park Service would have a smallbeneficialcumulative impact on regional water

quality
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The towns of Provincetown and Wellfleet have

begun to consider septic treatment facilities for

their town centers The proximity of thesecentersto Cape Cod Bay and national seashoreresourcesis cause for concern particularly in

areas of known water quality problems and

sensitive resources

Protecting heathlands would have a significant

cumulative impact on a national level because

most heathlands in the United States are not

managed or protected In fact they are rapidly

disappearing through a combination of natural

processes and the impact of recreation and

development Carlson et al 1992 On a global

scale protection of heathlands in the seashore

would be less significant because large coastal

heathlands occur in Britain and northern Europe

where they are maintained and protected

Regional airsheds encompassing the national

seashore do not meet air quality standards

Implementing the air resource management

program under this alternative would have a

minor but positive cumulative effect on regional

air quality Reclassifying the national seashore

as a class I air quality area would give the

national seashore a role in reviewing proposals

for new largescale point source emission

generators This could have beneficialcumulativeeffects on regional air quality through a

reduction in point source air pollution in the

multistate area

Cumulative impacts of the piping plovermanagementprograms would be the same as

alternative 1

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Proposed measures to increase knowledge of

cultural heritage and ethnographic resources to

inventory and protect privately owned historic

properties cultural landscapes andarcheologicalresources within the national seashore

and to work with local towns in protecting

cultural heritage elsewhere on the Outer Cape

would all help ensure the longterm protection

of these resources Public education and

technical assistance would be provided to local

property owners making the knowledge and

techniques associated with historic preservation

more accessible Cumulatively preservation

efforts both within the national seashore and on

the Outer Cape would help ensure the longterm

protection of resources and foster a betterunderstandingand appreciation of them among local

residents as well as tourists

Over the longterm more of the nationalseashoresand Outer Capes cultural heritage and

archeological resources would be preserved

providing future opportunities for learning about

the continuum of human occupation on the

Cape

PUBLIC USE AND EXPERIENCE

The cumulative impacts of access andtransportation
proposals would be similar to thosedescribedunder alternative 1 However alternative

2 would have the potential for more extensive

beneficial effects on traffic congestion and air

quality because the Park Service would take a

more active role in helping implement theintermodal
transportation proposals of the Cape Cod

Commissions Long Range Transportation Plan

Anticipated increased walking trail and bicycle

opportunities would contribute substantially to

regional trails initiatives such as Cape Cod

Pathways A mutually advantageous process of

review of potential future redevelopmentactivities
at the Provincetown airport would minimize

adverse impacts on national seashore resources

and the potential for appreciable adverse impacts

on resources or airport traffic

Numerous short trail segments now exist

throughout the Cape The addition of new trail

experiences and possible longdistance hiking

opportunities are proposed in the Long Range

Plan and the followup trail plan Adding miles

of trails would have a positive cumulative impact

on walking experiences on the Outer Cape and in

the region as other such trail connections now

being planned or encouraged are implemented
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Cumulative impacts on ORV driving would be

the same as alternative 1

NONFEDERAL LANDS

With revised local bylaws the introduction of

design guidelines an improved permittingprocessand enhanced communications residential

properties and the Capes regional character

would be better protected from insensitive

development Under this alternative new local

regulations could be applied beyond the

seashore boundaries offering additional

opportunities to preserve the historical character

of the Outer Cape

The regulation of land use on private lands both

inside and outside the seashore would continue

to be a local function Although current local

zoning bylaws are consistent with the Cape Cod

National Seashore zoning standards theycontinue
to allow for developments that may not be

sensitive to local conditions and character The

seashore would continue to work closely with

residential property owners local building

inspectors and zoning boards to address these

development and resource protection issues The

seashore would also continue to participate in

local and regional planning efforts that affect

land protection both inside and outside the

boundaries Local land trusts have also played a

significant role in land protection on the Outer

Cape and would increasingly continue to do so

The seashore would continue to rely primarily

on the voluntary cooperation of local residents

and municipalities and on the activities of local

land trusts and the Cape Cod Commission

The Cape Cod Commission has the authority to

designate and regulate developments of regional

impact and districts of critical planning concern

A number of developments of regional impact

have been identified in and around the seashore

including two transfer stations the airport and

two subdivisions The current activities of the

seashore and its partners in combination with

those of the Cape Cod Commission would

improve the prospects for land protection over

the long term Despite potential conflicting

Alternative 2 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

agendas among the national seashore towns

and state agencies the development of formal

relations would have a cumulative effect that

could lead to a common approach for protecting

natural and cultural resources on the Outer Cape

UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE
IMPACTS

Unavoidable adverse impacts for alternative 2

include the following

Short and longterm soil disturbance and

vegetation loss from construction activities

including parking areas pulloffs trails

underground utility lines public usefacilitiesand cultural landscape preservation

Until specific locations for these facilities

were determined it is not possible topreciselyquantify impacts Emphasis would be

placed on siting facilities in previouslydisturbed
areas Implementation of appropriate

erosion control and revegetation measures

would minimize the magnitude of these

effects where they occur

Archeological resources could also beadverselyimpacted by the above development

activities If archeological resources were

found before or during constructionactivitiesthe facility could be relocated or the

archeological resources excavated to salvage

artifacts Some impacts to archeological

resources would be unavoidable

Adverse impacts to soils vegetation wildlife

habitat historic structures archeologicalresourcesand national seashore facilities

would be likely over the long term from

allowing coastal processes to take place

unimpeded

Restoration work at the Herring River could

result in increased flooding of a portion of a

golf course and two private residences In

addition saltwater intrusion could occur in

local wells from restoration work at the

Herring and Pamet Rivers Additionalevaluationwould be conducted to examine the
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extent of potential impacts and possible

mitigation measures

A reduction in the number and quality of

scenic viewpoints and associated vistas

would occur as intervention in naturalvegetativesuccession was minimized

in the process of resolving conflicts among
different uses restrictions could be placed on

particular uses possibly having an adverse

effect on some users For example access

restrictions associated with the piping plover

program would continue to adversely affect

the availability of national seashore lands to

ORV users

Staff increases would require additional

operational funding

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
SHORTTERM USES ANDMAINTENANCEAND ENHANCEMENT
OF LONGTERM PRODUCTIVITY

The relationship of the proposed action to the

goals of the National Environmental Policy Act

is expressed in terms of the NEPA objective to

maintain and enhance the longterm productivity

of the environment The National Park Service

and Cape Cod National Seashore are committed

to this goal consequently the proposed action

includes numerous elements that would enhance

the longterm productivity of the environment

Improving the management of natural and

cultural resources along with enhancingresearchwithin the national seashore would

contribute to the longterm protection and

preservation of all resources considered in the

proposed plan Proposals to work cooperatively

with local towns Barnstable County and

Massachusetts in all facets of resource and

public use management should further enhance

resource protection and the preservation of the

character of Cape Cod

Over the long term up to 690 acres of salt marsh

would be restored to natural productivityRestrictions
on vegetative succession would be

removed in localized areas and natural coastal

processes would be allowed to proceedunimpededThis would enhance the longtermproductivityof the barrier beach environment by

allowing it to function naturally

Input as an upland owner in shellfishaquaculture
proposals and a coordinatedmanagementand regulatory effort for finfishaquaculture
proposals would help ensure thatlongterm

resource values were not compromised for

shortterm economic gains

Sustainable landscaping and using native species

in revegetation would promote waterconservationand reduce the risk of groundwatercontaminationThese practices would also serve as a

model for environmentally sound landscaping

for residents and visitors

Limited areas of vegetation and soil would be

removed from natural productivity for NPS

development projects However longterm

benefits to public education and interpretation

would improve public awareness and support for

a sustainable environment

IRREVERSIBLE ANDIRRETRIEVABLECOMMITMENTS OF
RESOURCES

An irreversible commitment of resources is one

that cannot be changed once it occurs anirretrievablecommitment means that the resource

cannot be recovered or reused The overallproduction
capacity for biological resources would

be reduced minimally in localized areas ofproposeddevelopment However the majority of

this impact would be shortterm in nature and

most of these areas would recover relatively

soon Revegetation programs would furtherreducethese impacts However a longterm loss

of an unknown area of vegetation and wildlife

habitat would occur from new construction

Residual longterm effects on biological

productivity would be relatively minor
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Alternative 2 Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitments of Resources

Any loss of cultural resources undiscovered

belowground resources in developed areas

would be an irreversible and irretrievablecommitmentof resources Archeologicalinvestigationswould be accomplished prior todevelopmentso these impacts would be minimized

Avoidance of sites would be considered in

choosing development areas

The proposal to allow coastal processes toproceed
unimpeded would result in some loss of

land including both national seashore and

private property In other areas and would

accrete particularly at the very northern end of

the Cape at Provincetown and in the Chatham

area at the southern end Structures andfacilities
including cultural resources such aslighthouses

or the Marconi site could be lost If

historic structures were moved to prevent loss by

coastal erosion then the structure itself would

not be lost however the context in which it was

located would be irreversibly and irretrievably

lost Loss of facilities and structures in the

coastal zone would occur over time through

natural processes regardless of the proposed

action The proposed action would not seek to

postpone the inevitable loss of structures and it

would not in and of itself cause an irretrievable

and irreversible commitment of resources

Providing handicap accessibility to historic

buildings could involve a loss of historic fabric

Limited amounts of nonrenewable resources

would be used for construction projects and

national seashore operations including energy

and materials These resources are basically

irretrievable once they are committed
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ALTERNATIVE 3

Alternative 3 is similar to alternative 2 except

that more formal measures would be undertaken

by national seashore managers to protectresources
Consequently potential impactspresentedbelow are in addition to or in some cases

modify those previously presented underalternative2 Otherwise all impacts identified and

discussed in alternative 2 are assumed to apply

to alternative 3 as well

IMPACTS ON NATURAL
RESOURCES

longterm monitoring would enable managers to

make more informed decisions

Conclusion

Over time coastal processes would eliminate

most developed areas directly along the coast It

is difficult to predict how soon this would take

place however a completely natural and

dynamic barrier beach system would be the

result something rare on the East Coast

COASTAL PROCESSES

Analysis

Under this alternative natural shorelineprocesseswould take precedence no intervention to

control or modify the impact of these processes

would take place Beneficial effects would be

the protection of an almost completely natural

barrier beach system something rare on the East

Coast Adverse impacts would be the loss of

private property municipal property visitor

facilities and cultural resources especially

archeological and submerged resources over

time These impacts are discussed in more detail

in alternative 2

However because it is not anticipated that local

communities would be supportive of several of

the most restrictive strategies public opinion

would probably be strongly adverse to these

strategies Recognizing the patchwork oflandownershipwithin the national seashoremunicipalitiesmight find such actions as anabridgementof their rights and legal challenges could

be anticipated

When impediments to shoreline processes were

removed there might be heavier erosion in these

areas in the shortterm until the area had a

chance to stabilize into a more balanced state

As described under alternative 2 comprehensive

WATER RESOURCES INCLUDING
WETLANDS AND FLOODPLAINS

Analysis and Conclusion

As an upland owner the National Park Service

would take a more stringent approach toshellfish
aquaculture management which would

likely benefit marine and estuarineenvironmentsSome resistance would be likely from

some towns and potential grantees

Under alternative 3 no future airportdevelopmentoutside the currently permitted area would

be allowed Therefore wetlands in the vicinity

would be protected from any proposal involving

new disturbance outside the permitted area

VEGETATION

Analysis and Conclusion

Alternative 3 would provide additional benefits

to vegetation at the national seashore through

more intensive resource management The

potential for adverse resource impacts would be

further reduced resulting in a beneficial impact

to resources
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FISH AND WILDLIFE

Analysis

Potential impacts on fish and wildlife would be

similar to alternative 2 with the exceptions of

aquaculture stocking of nonnative animals and

pest control

Under alternative 3 fixing the boundary by

degrees of latitude and longitude to ensure the

protection of submerged archeological resources

would not affect fishing

Under alternative 3 the National Park Service

would more intensively manage aquaculture

allowing no finfish aquaculture and as anupland
landowner placing species carrying

capacity and locational restrictions on shellfish

aquaculture These measures would minimize

potential impacts from aquaculture on marine

ecosystems There would be potential adverse

effects to private growers and towns would

need to agree to scientific data and certain

restrictions for this alternative to be feasible

The potential for genetic impacts would beminimized
through restrictions in raising exotic

species and potential water quality impacts

associated with finfish aquaculture would be

avoided by allowing shelifishing grants only

Finfish aquaculture in waters managed by the

national seashore is effectively prevented

because of the general congressional restriction

on commercial activity in national parks This

alternative would not allow potential research

that could promote the development of more

environmentally sound practices for finfish

aquaculture

Assuming agreements could be reachedmemorandumsof understanding would be established

with local communities and the state for insect

control programs and cessation of stocking of

nonnative animals for hunting and fishing

respectively Development of such memoranda

would benefit these resources by formalizing

agreements between parties and further ensuring

the achievement of the desired objectives

Further dispersing NPS employee housing

throughout the national seashore would disrupt

wildlife populations and increase habitat

fragmentation more so than concentrating

housing areas under alternative 2

Conclusion

Alternative 3 would provide additional benefits

to fish and wildlife at the national seashore

through more restrictive resource management
Some approaches would likely not be well

received by state and local entities The potential

for adverse resource impacts would be further

reduced resulting in a beneficial impact to

resources However dispersed staff housing

would have minor impacts on wildlife

populations and habitat

IMPACTS ON CULTURAL
RESOURCES

CULTURAL HERITAGE AND
ETHNOGRAPHIC RESOURCES

Impacts would be the same as those described

for alternative 2

CULTURAL LANDSCAPES

Analysis

This alternative includes strategies forpurchasingor acquiring improved property or easements

for improved property to protect significantcultural
landscapes These measures would have a

beneficial impact by providing the National Park

Service with additional means to protect cultural

landscapes in the national seashore vicinity

Important cultural landscapes would be further

protected through the preservation of keyviewshedsand buffer zones in areas of improved

properties Land acquisition which wouldrequireauthorization and the appropriation of

additional funds as well as a revision to the

national seashores Land Protection Plan would

be on a willingseller basis only thereby
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minimizing potential adverse effects on local

property owners Areas potentially benefiting

from this proposal are Fort Hill and the

Highland area

Conclusion

Alternative 3 would provide the maximumbeneficial
impact on cultural landscapes by providing

a variety of protection methods Beneficialimpactsinclude the protection of scenic vistas the

maintenance of buffer zones and the retention

of the historical character of the areaAuthorization
and additional funds would be needed

HISTORIC ARCHITECTURE

Analysis

Under alternative 3 the National Park Service

would have the funds and authority to acquire

historic structures whose integrity was being

threatened if no alternative protection means

were available This strategy would have a

beneficial impact on historic architecture by

allowing the Park Service to take directmeasuresto halt structural deterioration and restore

resource integrity However longterm adverse

impacts could occur over time from preservation

and maintenance requirements associated with

newly acquired historic structures Additional

stress on national seashore staffing and budget

could result from these requirements and

resources could deteriorate if the Park Service

was unable to properly maintain the structures

Historic structures in coastal erosion areas could

be at a greater risk of loss as a result of allowing

coastal processes to take place unimpeded

Changing the Land Protection Plan to include

the acquisition of historic buildings on improved

properties that were threatened and of structures

on or eligible for the National Register ofHistoricPlaces on a willingseller basis would

further broaden NPS abilities to protect key

historic structures Over time longtermbeneficial
impacts to historic structures would occur

as a result of reduced structural deterioration

and depending on the availability of funding the

rehabilitation of historic structures However

resource degradation could occur in the long

term if funding was not available to maintain

newly acquired structures

Conclusion

Various preservation and protection methods for

historic architecture in the national seashore

would further maintain the historical character

of the Outer Cape However potential adverse

impacts on both historic architecture and

national seashore operations could occur if

maintenance and management needs increased

beyond the National Park Services ability to

meet them

ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES fNCLLIDING

SUBMERGED RESOURCES

Analysis

Under this alternative the National Park Service

would extend authorization to collectarcheologicalmaterials to parties that have never been

authorized to excavate archeological sites under

existing procedures Considering doing soreflectsthe special case which inevitabledestruction
by coastal erosion represents If field

schools and amateurs used proper methods

more information could be gathered byadditional
archeological research before they were

lost The Park Service might need newlegislationin order to do this and it would need a

means to positively identify and authenticate

artifacts legally collected within the seashore

under this new procedure

Adding easement acquisition for selectedpropertieswith potential archeological resources to

the Land Protection Plan could result in the

acquisition of properties with significant

archeological resources

Fixing the offshore boundary of the national

seashore by degrees of latitude and longitude

and consequently extending control of the

0
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bottomland into areas not currently protected by

the National Park Service would help ensure the

uniform protection of submerged archeological

resources from vandalism and undocumented

salvage However a boundary change would be

difficult to achieve due to state and localcommunityconcerns about any additional federal

control The state does not support the transfer

of the remaining stateowned bottomland in

Eastham Wellfleet Chatham and Orleans

Therefore it would be difficult to achieve this

strategy Ongoing consultation would need to be

proactive to avoid potential loss of significant

submerged archeological resources

Conclusion

Similar to alternative 2 except more information

could potentially be gained by additionalarcheologicalresearch before resources were lost to

coastal erosion The transfer of stateowned

bottomlands to the National Park Service to

ensure the protection of submergedarcheologicalresources would be difficult to achieve

MUSEUM COLLECTION

Analysis and Conclusion

Under this alternative the scope of collections

for the seashore would be expanded requiring a

more aggressive approach to acquiring museum

objects particularly artifacts related to the

natural sciences This would result in a greater

need for collections storage and exhibit space

While the addition of such objects could support

the seashores research and interpretive

objectives it is not clear that the benefits would

outweigh the costs

IMPACTS ON PUBLIC USE AND
EXPERIENCE

INFORMATION AND ORIENTATION

Analysis and Conclusion

Development of a coordinated informationdistribution
system would have positive impacts on

visitors through greater availability ofinformationIn addition such a system would encourage

more active participation of agencies and

organizations throughout the Cape and further

ensure the distribution of consistently accurate

information However improving information

services for visitors would have tradeoffs in the

form of increased costs to agencies and

organizations throughout the Cape

ACCESS AND TRANSPORTATION

Analysis

Potential impacts on access and transportation

would be similar to those described underalternative2 with the exception of issues associated

with Provincetown airport improvements and

expansion

Under alternative 3 allowing no airportimprovements
or expansion outside currently permitted

areas could result in FAA safety standards not

being met This could require that an equivalent

level of safety be provided through alternative

means If such alternatives were not feasible air

service at the Provincetown airport could be

adversely affected For example if increased

landing fees at commercial airports such as

Logan International resulted in the need to use

larger planes that require longer runways these

planes could not be accommodated atProvincetownIf this occurred and other technological

solutions or alternatives to the use ofcommercial
airports other than Logan were not

available commercial air service to the Outer

Cape would be adversely affected Small private

plane traffic and medical evacuations would not

be adversely affected
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Restricting expansion activities to the permitted

areas could reduce potential adverse impacts on

wetlands vegetation and wildlife and other

natural resources since the runway could not be

extended into the area now permitted forlightingand instrumentation Restrictions couldadverselyaffect the public experience by requiring

more flights by smaller aircraft if demandincreasedand by limiting one transportation mode
while other aspects could have beneficial effects

on public experience and values such as the

reduction of modem intrusions

Conclusion

Potential impacts would be similarto alternative

2 However allowing no Provincetown airport

improvements or expansion outside currently

permitted areas could result in alternate federal

safety standards to meet objectives of FAArequirementsIf such standards could not be met
air service at the Provincetown airport could be

adversely affected

INTERPRETIVE AND EDUCATIONAL

OPPORTUNITIES

Analysis and Conclusion

This could be a costly alternative due to the

possible construction of additional cooperative

interpretive facilities and resulting staff needs

PUBLIC USES

Analysis and Conclusion

Fixing the boundary of the national seashore by

degrees of latitude and longitude would not

affect fishing the primary intent would be to

ensure the protection of submergedarcheological
resources

Installing additional signs along visitor routes to

protect the privacy of private property owners

could have adverse impacts on vista manage
meat More signs could diminish visual quality

particularly in areas of relatively high scenic

quality In addition administrative expenses

could increase for the national seashore inaddressingnumerous requests for sign installation

and maintenance

IMPACTS ON THE
SOCIOECONOMICENVIRONMENT

REGIONAL AND LOCAL ECONOMY

The Provincetown Municipal Airport master

planning analyses have projected that the airport

currently contributes about $4 million to $5

million annually to the local economy FAA
1997 If commercial service was discontinued

as a result of permit area constraints there

would be an adverse economic impact

No adverse economic impacts on shellfishing

and fishing are anticipated because the boundary

change would be minimal and the rules and

regulations for such activities would not change

The boundary would be fixed at a certain

latitude and longitude rather than migrating over

time at a distance of onequarter mile offshore

with the changing coastline

Relocating most if not all national seashoreadministrativeand maintenance facilities to nearby

communities would provide the greatesteconomicbenefits to nearby communities There

would also be more traffic air pollution and

noise than under either alternative l or 2

Conclusion

There could be an adverse economic impact if

commercial air service at the Provincetown

airport was discontinued as a result of permit

area space constraints Adverse economicimpactson sheilfishing and fishing as a result of

changing the national seashore boundary are not

anticipated because the change would beminimaland rules and regulations for such activities

would remain the same Local communities

would benefit economically from the relocation

of NPS facilities outside seashore boundaries
t
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9 PRIVATE PROPERTY OWNERS
AND LOCAL RESIDENTS

Analysis

demnation would be more effective forachievingcompliance with the NPS use guidelines

once they were codified as regulations

The Park Service would undertake a moreassertive
approach to preserving historicallysignificant

privately owned structures that werethreatened
by coastal erosion including those eligible

for the National Register of Historic Places

measures could include acquisition on awillingsellerbasis The national seashores LandProtectionPlan would be amended to allow for the

acquisition on a willingseller basis of anystructures
on or eligible for the National Register of

Historic Places

Converting the NPS use guidelines intoregulations
through the required amendment process

would provide a stronger means for enforcing

the guidelines and more consistency However

this would not be popular with some owners or

towns due to the guidelines perceivedinadequaciesand the fact that they are out of date

While some could find regulations adverse

because they could restrict the desired use of

their property others could find them beneficial

because they are concerned about the potential

for excessive expansion and the loss of the

original cottages that comprise the Cape Cod

character of the Seashore District The threat of

condemnation would be more effective at

achieving compliance with the NPS use

guidelines once they were codified

Conclusion

National seashore managers would take a more

assertive approach to preserving historically

significant privately owned structures that were

threatened by coastal erosion including those

eligible for the National Register of Historic

Places measures would include possibleacquisition
on a willing seller basis ConvertingexistingNPS guidelines into regulations would

provide a stronger means of enforcement help

protect the character of development and ensure

more consistency but it would not be popular

with some owners or towns The threat of co
n
N

P
S

CONCESSIONERS

Analysis

As concessions contract renewal dates are

reached the National Park Service is required to

review the continued need for that service to be

provided and to put each contract out forcompetitivebidding This means that existingconcessionersare not guaranteed a longtermexclusive
right to continue operations For instance

the discontinuance of the Nauset Knoll Motor

Lodge one of the only motels directly on the

beach is being considered because of abundant

overnight lodging opportunities nearby The loss

of this operation would reduce the number of

guest rooms available on the Outer Beach but

adverse impacts to the public would be minimal

because of the current lodging supply

Additionally the refreshment concession at

Herring Cove would be eliminated because of

the availability of many alternative food service

sources nearby With fewer products andservicesavailable at Herring Cove more people

might be encouraged to drive their own vehicles

rather than walking biking or using public

transportation so they could transport supplies

More people in private cars would result in more

traffic air pollution and autorelated accidents

on NPS roads Vending could be provided at

some beaches to reduce private vehicle

dependency

This alternative would also provide for more

stringent regulation of commercial licensees

who operate activities that originate and end

outside national seashore boundaries Additional

regulation would impose a greater workload on

national seashore staff and potential restrictions

or requirements on tour operators However the

additional regulation would have the beneficial

impact of improving services and environmental

practices of these tour operators
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Conclusion

Existing NPS concessioners could be adversely

affected if it was decided that a contract would

not be renewed or if they did not compete

successfully for a new contract Additional

regulations for commercial licensees operating

within the national seashore would help improve

public services and environmental practices

MUNICIPAL COSTS AND SERVICES

Analysis and Conclusion

Relocating most if not all national seashoreadministrativeand maintenance facilities to nearby

communities would result in more impact on the

communities in terms of traffic air pollution

and noise than either alternative I or 2Howeverthis alternative would provide the greatest

economic benefits to nearby communities

Discontinuing commercial use permits forprivatelyowned businesses and acquiring the

businesses would negatively affect local tax

bases because revenue losses

IMPACTS ON NONFEDERAL
LANDS WITHIN THE NATIONAL
SEASHORE

PRIVATE RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES

Analysis and Conclusion

Converting the NPS use guidelines for private

property into amended Cape Cod NationalSeashore
zoning standards would have mixedresultsAs a regulation it would provide a stronger

means for enforcement and more consistency

but it would not be popular with private owners

or towns It would restrict some owners from

using their properties as they desired It would

also be perceived by some as less flexible and

effective than is possible because the guidelines

are not consistent with current thinking and

practice in the development of zoning standards

However it would satisfy other owners who are

concerned about the potential for excessiveexpansionand the loss ofthe original cottages that

comprise the Cape Cod character ofdevelopment
in the national seashore Existingcondemnation
authority would be enhanced byconvertingthe NPS use guidelines into standards

PRIVATE COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES

Analysis and Conclusion

Impacts on private commercial property owners

would be similar to those described foralternative2 except that the National Park Service and

the advisory commission might not work in an

interactive process with property owners toimproveperformance and achieve compliance with

the standards The monitoring of performance

activities on the properties might have to be

increased to provide a complete record of how a

property was being used Ultimately theacquisitionof the properties to reduce effects ofinappropriatecommercial activities would need to

be a high priority consequently this strategy

could involve great expense

MUNICIPAL AND STATE LANDS

Analysis and Conclusion

Increased management of kettle pondsincludingimproved collaboration with the state and

towns for more consistent management would

have a beneficial effect by helping furtherreduce
degradation of pond resources Potential

discussion and implementation of landexchangesbetween the National Park Service and

other jurisdictional agencies would also help

consolidate pond ownership and improvemanagementefficiency

If actions were successful under this alternative

to get legislative authority to prohibit theconstructionof revetments and other coastalengineeringstructures there would be a greater risk

to nonfederal interests Currently nonfederal

property owners have the right to construct such

projects to protect their property
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IMPACTS ON NATIONALSEASHOREMANAGEMENT AND
OPERATIONS

STAFFING

Analysis and Conclusion

Approximately 15 new staff fulltimeequivalencieswould be added over time to accomplish

plan goals and strategies under this alternative

In addition to the staff required in alternative 2
an archeologist and a planning technicianpositionwould be necessary to implementalternative3 strategies due to the emphasis ondevelopingmore formalized partnerships There would

be no substantial difference in the beneficial and

adverse impacts of alternative 3 compared to

alternative 2

ADMINISTRATIVE AND MAINTENANCE
FACILITIES AND OPERATIONS

Analysis

This alternative proposes the most costlyimprovementssuch as the development ofcooperative
interpretive facilities with the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and

the U S Fish and Wildlife Service Due to the

difficulty of obtaining capital funding for new

facility development it would likely take years

to achieve Additional capital and operating

costs to develop and staff new facilities would

possibly adversely affect the ability to maintain

or rehabilitate and operate existing public

facilities

Moving operational functions outside theseashoreremoving vacated facilities that were no

longer essential and returning sites to natural

conditions would reduce development within

national seashore boundaries

Locating operational space in towns outside

national seashore boundaries would reduce the

potential for new facility construction and

increase the potential for removing structures

within the seashore further reducingmaintenancecosts Also taking advantage of structures

when useandoccupancy reservations end

would help make operations more efficient

By not providing artificial landscaping around

NPS facilities alternative 3 would minimize

potential impacts on groundwater and wildlife

populations and habitat The landscaping under

this alternative would be the least costly to

maintain and would set the best example in

terms of sustainable practices for neighbors and

the visiting public

This alternative would require additional costs

for research planning and construction ranging

from approximately $116 million to $143

million

Conclusion

Leasing space in local towns outside seashore

boundaries as well as taking advantage ofstructureswhen useandoccupancy reservations end
would help make operations more efficient and

result in the greatest reduction in the built

environment within the national seashore The

result would be the lowest cost for maintenance

and setting the best example in terms of using

sustainable practices

STAFF HOUSING

Analysis

Implementing alternative 3 would result in a

greater impact on the Capes natural resource

values in general than would alternative 2Further
dispersing employee housing would disrupt

wildlife populations and increase habitatfragmentationmore than would concentratinghousingas proposed under alternative 2 Wildlife

species composition at these locations would

favor those species that prefer disturbed or open

areas

Dispersed housing could tend to isolateemployeesfrom the park and local community This
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could affect seasonal employees more than

permanent employees In addition limiting

access to housing by permanent employees

could adversely impact these employees With

the shortage of affordable housing providing

seasonal housing would continue to beespeciallybeneficial for seasonal employees and

would be essential for national seashore

operations

Conclusion

Dispersing staff housing throughout the national

seashore would have a greater adverse impact on

the natural resource values of Cape Cod than

would alternative 2 primarily in terms ofdisruptingwildlife populations Giving seasonal

employees preference for housing would have a

beneficial impact on those individuals

SERVICES EXCHANGED
wiTH LOCAL COMMUNITIES

Analysis and Conclusion

The financial burden for fire protection provided

by the National Park Service would be borne by

the individuals receiving those services

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

Alternative 3 includes a number of goals and

strategies that were also proposed and assessed

under alternative 2 Unless otherwise specified

the cumulative impacts for alternative 3 would

be generally the same as those described under

alternative 2

NATURAL RESOURCES

Allowing coastal processes to continueunimpededwould increase the possibility that this

dynamic barrier beach system would function

completely naturally However eliminating

human development directly along the coast as

coastal processes dictate would result in direct

negative impacts on some cultural resources

visitor uses and private properties These

impacts would increase over time in direct

relation to significant events such as storms

From a visitor use standpoint the chance to

experience a dynamic barrier beach system free

of human intervention would be enhanced

Prohibiting finish aquaculture under alternative

3 would have an adverse cumulative impact on

the growing aquaculture industry in thenortheasternUnited States Grants would not be

issued for finfish aquaculture in waters under

national seashore jurisdiction therebypreventingexpansion of this growing industry into the

area However the prevention of water quality

deterioration potentially associated with finfish

aquaculture would be a beneficial cumulative

impact relative to the various regional initiatives

for maintaining and improving coastal water

quality

PUBLIC USE AND EXPERIENCE

Prohibiting runway expansion or any otherdevelopmentoutside the currently permitted area

at the Provincetown airport would have the

potential for beneficial cumulative impacts on

local ground transportation and ferry service By

denying expansion outside the permitted areas

which could increase the airports capacity and

lead to increased traffic on Race Point Road and

other roads in the vicinity there is potential for

adverse effects on local traffic flows and the

airports economic viability
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GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLANNING PROCESS
FOR CAPE COD NATIONAL SEASHORE

The National Park Service takes an

interdisciplinaryapproach to planning with planning team

members in the fields of natural and culturalresource
management interpretation landscape

architecture and community planning Theplanningteam has consulted with professionals in

various disciplines such as partnershipdevelopmentand transportation An onsite planner was

assigned to the national seashore for three years

to work directly with NPS staff and local

communities

The specific planning steps included 1assemblingan interdisciplinary project team of

national seashore staff and national park service

specialists which included individuals with

expertise in natural and cultural resourcemanagementinterpretation landscape architecture

and community planning 2 researchinglegislative
history authorities jurisdictionalquestionsand other legal and technical documents

and developing statements of purposesignificancemanagement philosophy and primary

interpretive themes 3 mapping and analyzing

the national seashores important resources and

public experience 4 defining potentialmanagementzoning for a range of desired resource

and social conditions and 5 developing goals

and alternative strategies or actions

In anticipation of the planning processpreliminaryresearch was undertaken to evaluate the

available information and to identify areasrequiringfurther study The parks geographic

information system GIS was expanded to

include updated landownership wetlands and

floodplain information NPS staff at the seashore

commissioned visitor use and resident surveys

that were prepared and administered by Dr
Robert Manning of the University of Vermont

The first year of the planning effort was devoted

to advanced data collection and working with

seashore staff local officials and the general

public to understand their thoughts and concerns

about the future of Cape Cod National Seashore

During the summer of 1992 the first series of

public meetings were held in each of the six

Outer Cape communities and in Barnstable The

purpose was to introduce the planning process

and to invite members of the public to offer their

thoughts on the future of the national seashore

The teams first formal newsletter distributed in

winter 1993 reviewed the planning process and

summarized public comments The planning

team also held workshops for seashore staff to

review the purpose and significance of the

national seashore and to identify a vision and

management goals for the national seashore

During 1993 the planning team focused onanalyzingissues resources programs and public

input culminating in the development of a

framework for preliminary alternatives for the

national seashore A series of technicalworkshopswere held with seashore staff on a variety

of topics including natural resourcemanagementcultural resource management andinterpretationAlso the onsite planner convened a

subcommittee of the Cape Cod NationalSeashore
Advisory Commission to provide ongoing

community input in the planning process

Known as the General Management Plan

Subcommittee this group was composed of

representatives of the seashores advisorycommissioneach of the six communities within the

national seashore the Cape Cod Commission
and Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management
Office Throughout the summer of 1993 the

subcommittee met to discuss particular planning

issues and to identify a range of possiblesolutions
A second newsletter released in summer 1993

provided an update of ongoing planningactivitiesand introduced the members of the planning

team A third newsletter released in fall 1993

presented for public review the proposed
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purpose and vision statements the management

objectives and a framework for planningalternativesThe framework for alternativesintroduced
three preliminary management concepts

that would form the basis for developing the

alternatives protecting natural resources

emphasizing Cape Cods cultural heritage and

emphasizing public use opportunitiesCommentsmade during a series of public meetings in

October 1993 indicated that the greatest support

was for an approach to management that

balanced public use and resource protection

In spring 1993 graduate students at Harvards

Kennedy School of Government prepared a

series of papers addressing planning and

management at Cape Cod National Seashore

The course was taught by Charles H W Foster

who summarized the student papers in a final

document entitled Strands and Soundings A
Kennedy School Cape Cod Notebook Also

during the spring of that year the planning team

undertook an innovative new approach toanalyzingresources and establishing carryingcapacitysee appendix D
During the third year of planning for Cape Cod

National Seashore the planning team modified

the planning alternatives based on the results of

research and analyses and input from the public

and seashore staff Additional research was

completed to evaluate the historic landscapes

identified throughout the national seashore In

addition members of the planning team worked

with the US Coast Guard and seashore staff to

develop a strategy for relocating Highland Light

which was threatened by coastal erosion In the

spring of 1994 a fourth newsletter was released

relating the results of the visitor use and resident

surveys recounting the outcome of the public

meetings that had taken place the previous fall

and providing the public with further

information on the analysis

In 1995 management zones and alternative

management strategies were refined and in

conjunction with the change in superintendents

the management objectives were revised to be

more in keeping with the programmatic style of

the general management plan Presentations on

the updated management objectivesmanagement
zones and goals and managementstrategieswere presented to local town planning

boards in the fall of 1995

The Draft General Management Plan and Draft

Environmental Impact Statement were released

for public review and comment frommidAugustto December 31 1996 Between 900 and

1000 copies of the Draft General Management
Plan and 700 copies of the Draft Environmental

Impact Statement were distributed to agencies

organizations and the general public Fourformal
public meetings were held as well asnumerousinformal meetings with town boards and

other organizations to provide clarifications and

to seek input on the content of the plan and its

accompanying environmental impact statement

Approximately 365 comment letters werereceivedplus numerous comments made at public

meetings and workshops

After the formal review period ended national

seashore managers met with each towns board

of selectmen and several other organizations to

ensure their comments and concerns had been

properly understood Responses to substantive

comments received in writing are included in

volume 2 Comments and Responses to the Draft

Environmental Impact Statement Extensive

additional information on the meetings and

public input is included beginning on page 277

In preparing the final plan responses from

public agencies organizations and individuals

were carefully considered Clarifications and

explanations were made throughout the Final

Environmental Impact Statement as a result of

public comment and are documented in volume

2

The Federal Aviation Administrationparticipatedin the environmental impact process as a

cooperating agency They provided technical

information met to review comments on the

Draft Environmental Impact Statement and

reviewed various products

A Revised Draft General Management Plan

was developed in May 1997 and made available

to anyone who requested it as an interim
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document prior to the release of the Final

Environmental Impact Statement About 33 5

copies were requested including about 35

copies that were sent to the local towns About

10 comments in writing or by telephone were

received including an extensive commentpackagefrom the town of Provincetown plusfeedbackfrom meetings with town boards of

selectmen These comments were used to further

refine the plan comments and responses to this

interim review are not documented in this Final

Environmental Impact Statement

ship ventures recreational and educational

opportunities and transportation planning

Lands and national seashore management issues

were also discussed such as expressions of

interest in cooperative revisions to zoning of

residential properties the Provincetown airport

community interests municipal uses utilities

and services clarification of jurisdictional

authorities recognition of residents of the

constituent towns intergovernmentalcooperationand expiring reservations of use and

occupancy

The General Management Plan Subcommittee

met periodically as needed throughout the

process as project milestone occurred The

subcommittee issued three written reports to the

full Cape Cod National Seashore Advisory

Commission which were discussed with the

national seashore superintendent during their

meetings The first report was issued on May 20
1994 during the development of the draft plan

and the second report was submitted on

November 22 1996 during the public comment

period on the Draft General Management Plan

and Draft Environmental Impact Statement

The subcommittee comments focused oncomplextopics of mutual concern to the Outer Cape
Advice and comments were wide ranging and

varied These included resource management
and public use issues such as groundwater

historic properties resource protection

partner0

The final report of the GMP subcommittee was
submitted to the advisory commission onDecember5 1997 prior to completion of the Final

Environmental Impact Statement The report

which includes a minority report from the town
of Provincetown provides context for future

management and is included in appendix H

Reading the public comments contained in the

two volumes of the Final Environmental Impact

Statement and additional information available

in files at the national seashore headquarters

provides valuable background for the context in

which the proposed plan has been developed

All comments received on the DraftEnvironmental
Impact Statement and the Draft General

Management Plan as well as the Revised Draft

General Management Plan are on file at the

national seashore headquarters in South

Wellfleet Massachusetts
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COMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL AND STATE LAWS AND
REGULATIONS

In implementing the Cape Cod NationalSeashore
general management plan the National

Park Service will comply with all applicable

laws and executive orders including those listed

below Consultation and coordination with

appropriate federal state and local agencies has

been conducted during the preparation ofthis

document

Natural Resources

National Environmental Policy Act of 1969

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement was

on public review from August 19 to December

31 1996 This Final Environmental Impact

Statement responds to or incorporates the public

comments on the draft document After a 30day

noaction period a record of decision will be

prepared to document the selected alternative

and set forth any stipulations for implementation

of the selected alternative

This document is essentially a programmatic

statement presenting an overview of potential

impacts relating to the proposed program for

each alternative A more detailed environmental

assessment would be completed for any action in

the approved plan that requires further analysis

These documents would be tiered to this

programmatic statement

Clean Air Act as amended 42 USC 7401 et

seq Cape Cod National Seashore isdesignateda class II clean air area Maximumallowableincreases of sulfur dioxide particulate

matter and nitrogen oxides beyond baseline

concentrations established for class II areas

cannot be exceeded Class 11 increments allow

modest industrial activities in the vicinity of a

park Section 118 of the act requires all federal

facilities to comply with existing federal state

and local air pollution control laws andregulations
Cape Cod National Seashore would work

with the Massachusetts Department ofEnvironmentalProtection to ensure that all activities in

the national seashore meet the requirements of

the state air quality implementation plan

Coastal Zone Management Act 1972 and

Coastal Barrier Resources Act 1982 both as

amended in 1990 All of Cape Cod except

federal land lies within the Massachusetts

coastal zone however all federal activities

related to marine resources must be consistent

with Massachusetts coastal zone management

policies These policies recognize the ecological

significance of coastal waters and strive to

protect both the water quality and the integrity

of significant resource areas A consistency

determination will be completed to more closely

analyze plan actions in relation to these policies

and to ensure their consistency

Analysis of Impacts on Prime and Unique

Agricultural Lands in Implementing the

National Environmental Policy Act 45 FR

59189 Federal agencies are required toanalyzethe impacts of federal actions onagricultural
lands in accordance with the National

Environmental Policy Act This policy was

developed to minimize the effect of federal

programs in converting prime unique or locally

important farmland to nonagricultural uses

There are both prime and unique farmlands

within the national seashore Any impacts to

these farmlands would be more fully analyzed in

environmental assessments

Endangered Species Act of 1973 as amended

16 USC 1531 et seq Section 7 requires all

federal agencies to consult with the US Fish

and Wildlife Service to ensure that any action

authorized funded or carried out by the agency

does not jeopardize the continued existence of

listed species or critical habitat Consultation

with the Fish and Wildlife Service indicates that

17 federally listed endangered or threatenedspeciesare found within the national seashore

National seashore staff have worked closely

with the US Fish and Wildlife Service on

piping plover protection strategies and will

continue to do so as needed for other species
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Executive Order 11988 FloodplainManagement
All federal agencies are required to

avoid construction within the 100yearfloodplainunless no other practical alternative exists

Some facility development described in this plan

may be at least partially sited in areas that are

within the 100year floodplain Thisdeterminationwould be made when site planning and

design were accomplished The National Park

Service has determined that activities of this

type are compatible uses of floodplains because

the intent of these facilities is to provide access

to water recreation activities These actions are

excepted from compliance with the executive

order An environmental assessment would

analyze floodplain issues in more detail

Executive Order 11990 Protection ofWetlandsThis order requires that all federal

agencies must avoid where possible impacts on

wetlands An environmental assessment would

analyze wetland issues in more detail

Executive Order 11987 Exotic Organisms
This executive order requires federalagenciesto restrict the introduction of exotic species

into natural ecosystems on lands and waters

which they own lease or hold for purposes of

administration and into any natural ecosystem of

the United States and to encourage the states

local governments and private citizens topreventthe introduction of exotics into natural

ecosystems of the United States The proposals

in this document conform to the intent of the

executive order

Executive Order 12898 Federal Actions to

Address Environmental Justice in Minority

Populations and Lowincome Populations
Under this executive order the National Park

Service must consider the impacts of its actions

on minority and lowincome populations and

communities as well as the equity of thedistributionof benefits and risks of those decisions

For all alternatives in the document based on

the equity of benefit and risk distribution there

are no significant impacts on minority orlowincome
populations

Compliance with Federal and State Laws and Regulations

Federal Water Pollution Control Act as

amended Clean Water Act of 1977 and

Water Quality Act of 1987 33 USC12511376Proposed actions would have little if

any negative effect on water quality Some

actions such as developing a comprehensive

water resource management plan and upgrading

waste water treatment facilities would have a

positive impact All construction would comply

with the requirements of sections 401 and 404 of

the Clean Water Act and other applicablefederal
state and local regulations Permits to

comply with these sections are not anticipated

State and local review of any projects with

potential wetland impacts would continue

Massachusetts Natural Heritage andEndangeredSpecies Program As a result ofconsultationwith the Massachusetts NaturalHeritageand Endangered Species Program andanalysisof national seashore inventory records

statelisted plants and animals recorded within

the national seashore have been identified Of
these species four plant species are historic

records that have not been confirmed in recent

years As required by NPS ManagementPoliciesthe National Park Service will cooperate

with the state to ensure that statelisted species

within the national seashore are protected

Cultural Resources

The National Park Service is mandated topreserveand protect its resources through theestablishinglegislation of August 25 1916 USC title

16 Cultural resources within the nationalseashorewill be managed in accordance with that

act and the Antiquities Act of 1906 16 USC

431 the National Historic Preservation Act of

1966 as amended 16 USC 470 the National

Environmental Policy Act of 1969 as amended

42 USC 4321 4331 4332 the Archeological

Resources Protection Act of 1979 16 USC 470
and the Native American Graves Protection and

Repatriation Act of 1990 25 USC 3001 In

addition cultural resource management will be

guided by chapter 5 of the National Park Service

Management Policies 1988 the Cultural

Resources Management Guideline NPS28
and other relevant policy directives
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CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION

In August 1992 the National Park Serviceinitiallyinformed the state historic preservation

officer about the preparation of a new general

management plan for Cape Cod NationalSeashoreand initiated the formal consultationprocessThe team submitted a draft task directive

for review and comment in October 1992 At

sessions in January 1993 and February 1994

representatives of the state historic preservation

officer participated in cultural resourcemanagementworkshops during which relevant issues

and alternatives were defined and discussed

Representatives ofthe state historic preservation

officer were also involved in sitespecificplanningefforts that have taken place during the

span of the planning process such as therelocationof Highland Light A team draft of the

Draft General Management Plan IEnvironmental
Impact Statement was submitted to the

state historic preservation officer for review and

comment in April 1996 The office also received

and commented on the Draft GeneralManagementPlan and the Draft Environmental Impact

Statement see volume 2
In implementing the approved generalmanagement

plan the National Park Service will work

with the Massachusetts state historicpreservationofficer and the Advisory Council on

Historic Preservation to meet the requirements

of section 106 of the National HistoricPreservationAct as prescribed in 36 CFR 800

The October 1995 Servicewide Programmatic

Agreement among the National Conference of

State Historic Preservation Officers the

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation and

the National Park Service provides specific

stipulations and guidance for the National Park

Service to follow in meeting the requirements of

section 106 of the National Historic Preservation

Act of 1966 as amended see appendix EStipulationV requires that all undertakings as
defined in 36 CFR Part 800 with the exception

of these that meet provisions in stipulation IV
will be reviewed in accordance with 36 CFR
Part 800 Stipulation IVB lists a number of

programmatic exclusions for specific actions

that are not likely to have adverse effects on

cultural resources

Based on the National Park Servicesdeterminationof how undertakings are addressed by the

1995 programmatic agreement undertakings

proposed in this Final Environmental Impact

Statement are categorized as either aprogrammaticexclusions undertakings identified in

stipulation IVB of the programmatic agreement

and not requiring further review by the state

historic preservation officer or the advisory

council before implementation or b
undertakings requiring consultation with the

state historic preservation officer and possibly

the advisory council during project design

stages Appendix E lists which actions require

further compliance

Other Federal Acts

Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990

Federal guidelines published in accordance with

the Americans with Disabilities Act definespecific
requirements for disabled access to parking

facilities pathways and buildings Theaccessibilityrequirements apply to governmentfacilities
title 11 and to private entities that provide

public accommodations title III Management

guidance and cost estimates provided in this

document include full compliance with the act

Department of Transportation Act o€1966Section4f of the Department of Transportation

Act as amended stipulates the conditions under

which public park and recreation lands wildlife

and waterfowl refuges and historic sites may be

used for a transportation project The lawrequirescooperation and consultation between the

secretaries of transportation and interior and
others for any program or project requiring the

use of any lands from public parks or recreation

areas public wildlife or waterfowl refuges or

public or privately owned historic orarcheological
properties of national state or localsignificanceThe secretary may approve such projects

only if 1 there is no feasible and prudentalternativeand 2 all possible planning to minimize

harm has been done
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0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES ON THE DRAFT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

Public input and feedback is a key element of

the environmental impact statement process

Public and agency review of the Draft General

Management Plan GMP and the DraftEnvironmental
Impact Statement EIS helped ensure

that relevant issues and alternatives wereadequatelyconsidered and evaluated and that all

pertinent implications of the alternatives have

been analyzed The purpose of this section is to

provide an accurate comprehensive presentation

of the agency and public comments received on

the draft documents The information presented

in the draft GMP was the same as that in the

draft EIS the primary difference was that the

EIS was formulated in accordance with the

regulations for implementing NEPA The

comments and responses enable interested

parties including NPS decision makers to

review and assess how other agenciesorganizationsand individuals have responded to the

proposed action the alternatives and their

potential impacts

The National Park Service receivedapproximately365 comment letters as well asnumerouscomments and questions presented verbally

at public meetings and workshops held in the

Cape Cod region All comments received were

reviewed and considered by the Park Service in

the preparation of the Final EnvironmentalImpactStatement consistent with the requirements

of 40 CFR 1503 Comment letters from allfederalstate and local agencies privateorganizationsand individuals when not redundant

have been reproduced in full in volume 2
written responses have been prepared for all

substantive

comments0

As defined in NPS12 NEPA Compliance

Guideline comments are considered substantive

when they

a question with reasonable basis the

accuracy of information in the EIS

b question with reasonable basis the

adequacy of environmental analysis

c present reasonable alternatives other than

those presented in the EIS

d cause changes or revisions in the

proposal

About a dozen issue topics were the main focus

of the comments in both letters and publicmeetingsThese include an array of opinions and

concerns regarding the following aquaculture

Provincetown Municipal Airport a boundary

change coastal processes and erosion effects

the Herring Cove Beach area clothingoptional

nude sunbathing cultural heritage andresidents
way of life management philosophy

offroad vehicle use private properties public

uses and activities trails transportation town

and state jurisdiction and partnerships wildlife

management and water resources management
The substantive issues that were raised aresummarizedand addressed in the following section

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS
FROM PUBLIC MEETINGS

The following summary covers commentsreceivedat public meetings on the Draft General

Management Plan and the Draft Environmental

Impact Statement which were sponsored by

Cape Cod National Seashore as well ascommentsreceived at meetings of local boards of

selectmen the Cape Cod Commission the Cape

Cod National Seashore Advisory Commission

and its General Management PlanSubcommitteeand the Lower Cape CommunityDevelopment
Corporation All of these meetings took

place between August and December 1996 This

summary was assembled using notes taken from

flip charts transcripts of NPSsponsored public

meetings formal minutes provided by town

boards of selectmen and the notes of park staff

in attendance at these sessions
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CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION

The following meetings are covered in this

summary

Public Meeting Province Lands visitor

center Aug 27 1996

Cape Cod Commission Planning Committee

Sept 30 1996

Eastham Board of Selectmen Oct 7 1996

Orleans Board of Selectmen Oct 91996
Truro Board of Selectmen Oct 22 1996

Public Meeting Truro Central School

Oct 24 1996

Lower Cape Community Development

Corporation Eastham Oct 24 1996

Provincetown Airport Commission Nov

4 1996

Chatham Board of Selectmen Nov 12

1996

GMP Subcommittee ofthe Cape Cod

National Seashore Advisory Commission

Nov 14 1996 Cape Cod National

Seashore Advisory Commission Nov

22 1996

Public Meeting Nauset Regional High

School Nov 21 1996

Wellfleet Board of Selectman Nov 25
1996

Lower Cape Boards of Selectmen and Cape
Cod National Seashore Provincetown

Dec 51996

The summary is organized by topic Under each

topic area the comments from each meeting are

summarized followed by a response section

GENERAL COMMENTS

Relationships with Local Communities

Meeting participants generally called for the

plan to distinguish between residents andvisitors
and to acknowledge the particular needs of

local residents They also considered theeconomic
vitality of the Outer Cape communities to

be very important Participants called for a

clearly defined framework for decision making

that is open inclusive and proactive Open

communication and partnership between the

national seashore managers and local town

governments was also viewed as essential Other

key suggestions were to provide a seat for the

Cape Cod Commission on the Cape Cod

National Seashore Advisory Commission to

define a process for dispute resolution and to

broaden the definition of partnership to include

volunteers

Response Language has been added to

the proposed plan to emphasize the

interdependentnature of the relationship between

Cape Cod National Seashore and all six

towns The authors of PL 87126 were quite

concerned that the creation of the national

seashore not have an adverse effect onresidentswithin the national seashore and that

the concerns of local towns be considered

To address those concerns several specific

unusual provisions were put in the billincludinga fixed boundary and a number of

special protections for privately ownedresidencesIn addition an advisory commission

was established whose role was to serve as

a liaison between the federal government on

the one hand and the State and localgovernmentson the other

As a practical matter national seashoremanagersrecognize that the priorities and desires

of yearround residents and of nonresident

taxpayers will naturally be somewhatdifferentfrom those of transient residents orvisitors
Language in the plan emphasizescollaborationwith local interests duringplanningand preparation for management action

Direct citizen involvement including the

opportunity to comment at public meetings

and in writing has been integral to the

planning process and the plan states that

national seashore managers will be more

assertive and proactive in this way than they

have been in the past The range of specific

mechanisms and processes that may be used

to manage both formal and informalcollaborativeefforts or disputes has been noted

in the National Seashore Management and

Operations section such as meetingsworkshopshearings mediation negotiated rule

making and arbitration

As a county agency the Barnstable County

commissioners are already represented on the
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Comments and Responses Summary of Commentsfrom Public Meetings

Cape Cod National Seashore Advisory

Commission by the designated Barnstable

County representative

Cape Cod National Seashore has an active

volunteer program that is crucial to itsoperationWell over 60 local individuals currently

serve as volunteers in a variety of roles from

visitor center staff to facility maintenance

Additional partnership language was added

regarding volunteers in the Cooperative

Planning and Management section and

elsewhere

Way ofLife

Some strong concerns were raised about the

national seashores need to preserve andmaintainthe way of life on the Outer Cape Some

commenters suggested that local residents had

additional legal rights apart from transient

visitors Comments also asked for more history

of the legislation and the history of the Province

Lands

Response The authors of PL 87126 were

quite concerned that the creation of Cape
Cod National Seashore not have an adverse

effect on residents within the nationalseashoreand that the concerns of local towns be

considered Numerous references were made

to this issue during the hearings on the

establishment of the park and in the final

committee reports on the actual bill The

report of the Senate Committee on Interior

and Insular Affairs noted that sections 4 and

5 of the bill which relate to private

properties

may be considered as the heart of the

bill for purposes of preservation of

the way of life of lower Cape Cod as

well as the geographic area to beincluded
in the Seashore Theirprovisions

represent an unprecedented

innovation in legislation toaccommodatethe special circumstances of

lower Cape Cod They are designed

to assure that this area will bepreservedfor the purposes set forth in

the preamble of the bill in such a

way as adequately to safeguard the

private and municipal interests in the

area

To address those concerns several specific

provisions were put in the bill the boundary

was made detailed and explicit and was

readjusted several times in response to town

concerns special protections for the use
enjoyment and value of privately owned

residences were identified protections from

the authority to acquire private or municipal

property through condemnation were added
and for those properties that were acquired a

retained right to use and occupy the property

was specified In addition an advisorycommissionwas established to serve as a liaison

between the federal government on the one

hand and the State and local governments on

the other The record shows that one of the

main purposes of the commission was to

make sure that the Park Service did notoverwhelmlocal residents with new development

and hordes of visitors Provisions were not

made for any specific rights for localresidents
in relation to broader issues of use and

enjoyment

The proposed plan has been revised toincludea new management objective a new

section on cultural heritage and ethnographic

resources more specifics in the National

Seashore Management and Operations

Cooperative Planning and Management
section of the proposed plan and other

refinements throughout the plan

The proposed plan has been revised to

acknowledge that the Province Lands were

set aside as public lands over 300 years ago
The provisions of the Authorization of

Conveyance of Commonwealth Lands have

also been referenced in a new section of the

proposed plan titled Legal Requirements for

Former Commonwealth and Town Lands
the 1962 authorization is reprinted in

appendix A
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CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION

Sustainable Practices

The plan must address the critical question of

how the Park Service will define and usesustainablepractices so as to allay concerns about

expanding NPS influence and authority Several

ideas for sustainable practices were offered

Response Due to confusion with the term

sustainability this term has been clarified

particularly in The Context for the Plan

section The principle of sustainability says

that the more in balance human actions are

with the environment the better and the

more likely it is that the qualities thatcharacterizethe Outer Cape will be preserved and

passed on to future generations Basically

sustainability implies good management

practices Sustainable practices do not

preclude change or human activity nor do

they give national seashore managersexpandedinfluence or authority practices such

as energy technology and waste were

explained and elaborated as appropriate

Implementation

A number of concerns were raised about how

consistently the plan could be implemented

given changing local conditions and seashore

superintendents There was also a great deal of

interest in developing ways to communicate

better and more often to address management at

the national seashore Some meeting participants

identified the need to strengthen the science

program and place greater emphasis on research

Finally it was felt that the plan should offer

some guidance as to how to convert this plan

into an operational plan

Response As a programmatic plan a

general management plan must be broadly

written to enable future managers to respond

to changing conditions with an appropriate

level of flexibility As the plan isimplemented
it will be subject to interpretation by

future superintendents However the plan

contains a solid framework for decision

making that requires future superintendents

to consider set criteria and other parameters

that should ensure that decisions are made

objectively and consistently

The proposed plan outlines a management

philosophy for Cape Cod National Seashore

that calls for a collaborative approach to

decision making that includes localcommunitiesthe Cape Cod Commission interest

groups and other contributors The best

model for this collaborative approach to

decision making that actually has been used

to date is the negotiated rule making for

ORV use within the seashore The seashore

expects to use this model in resolving other

complex issues Other models will be

explored as stated in the Cooperative

Planning and Management

sectionThe
seashore is one of a limited number of

sites in the national park system to beselected
to participate in the NPS ecological

inventory and monitoring program As a

result the seashores existing science staff

has grown and the plan proposes evenfurther
expansion of the program The proposed

plan also calls for additional scientific

research to support decision making

Information on how the plan would beimplementedwas included in appendix E of the

Draft General Management Plan andappendixG of this Final Environmental Impact

Statement This section of the document

outlines a phased strategy for undertaking

many aspects of the plan over the next five

years In accordance with the Government

Performance and Results Act national

seashore staff are developing a strategic work

plan that will identify specific actions to be

undertaken on an annual basis These actions

must relate directly to the goals established in

the general management plan

Economic and Local Impacts

Meeting participants urged the National Park

Service to acknowledge the people who live and

work on the Outer Cape and to consider thesocialand economic needs of the localcommunities
during any review of regulations andactivi280
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Comments anti Responses SymmgtZ of Comments from Public Meetings

ties that might be seasonally adjusted The plan

includes some good strategies with positive

implications for the yearround economy Such

benefits should be stressed in the EIS

may seek funding support from othergovernment
agencies as well as the nonprofit and

private sectors as was the case with the

relocation of Highland Light in North Truro

and Nauset Light in Eastham

Response The proposed plan emphasizes

more collaborative problemsolving

processes in order to incorporate more and

better information regarding local concerns

into park operational decisions The final EIS

includes a new section describing thesocioeconomic
impacts on local residents and

private property owners such as the benefits

of increasing yearround activity as a result

of reusing the former North Truro air force

station Further the EIS describes additional

potential effects of various aspects of the

plan

Funding

Several meeting participants voiced concern

about whether the proposed alternatives were

costeffective and wanted to know how the

National Park Service intended to fund them In

addition questions were asked regarding the

raising of fees to cover the costs of the plan and

the costs associated with expanding the national

seashore boundary

Response The proposed plan calls for

moderate increases in the national seashores

operating budget specifically in the areas of

personnel and maintenance costs Over the

next 5 to 10 years the superintendent would

request incremental increases in theseashores
operating budget in order to increase

its staff to support the new programs and

initiatives proposed in this plan In addition

to paid staff the national seashoresVolunteersinParks
program would continue to be

expanded to help meet staffing needs

Money for capital costs would be sought in

various ways The National Park Service has

dedicated funds available to supportconstruction
in park system areas Parks must

periodically compete to be placed on the

servicewide priority list for construction

money In addition the national seashore

As for using fees to fund park programs it

should be noted that the National ParkService
is testing a new system for fee collection

and distribution Cape Cod NationalSeashore
is currently a demonstration site under

this new program Under this program 80
of fees collected in excess of 1994 levels

may be spent by the seashore to improve

visitor services and resource condition A
proposal to change the national seashore

boundary is considered under alternative 3 in

the final EIS this action would not have any

operating cost implications

Use of the Term `Visitors

Use of the term visitor should be defined or

replaced with public or some other broad

term Residents are not visitors when they

are in the national seashore

Response The text has been revised to use

terms that more accurately represent the

group that is being discussed The terms

people and Public are generally used in

addition to visitors and residents

Other Comments

The plan should be revised to include a glossary

of terms and an index Overall language needs

to be cleaned up particularly technical language

Response An index will be added to the

final proposed plan a glossary of terms was

included in the draft GMP and draft EIS A
citizen reader was asked to edit the document

to help make the language clearer and less

bureaucratic
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CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION

NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Coastal Processes

Many comments focused on the impacts of not

intervening in coastal processes and the need of

national seashore managers to work with towns

and others to address sitespecific areas like

Herring Cove the Gut and private properties

What would be the impacts of shoreline changes

on park boundaries and landownership in

Chatham

Response The natural coastalenvironmentsof Cape Cod National Seashore are

difficult areas for maintaining facilities or

structures due to the dynamic and sometimes

destructive forces of nature Nationalseashore
managers have developed guidance

that generally promotes nonintervention in

coastal processes This is based on theunderstandingthat intervention in any specific area

could have wider and potentially damaging

impacts on other areas it also recognizes that

there are clear implications of this policy on

national seashore lands and it provides

alternative recommendations for towns and

private property owners National seashore

managers would work with private property

owners to identify their options within this

policy guideline The proposed plan outlines

general criteria for responding to inletformationoverwash and dune migration and

formation as well as a process forrespondingon a casebycase basis to coastal erosion

that threatens structures This would include

discussion and participation with the towns

and affected property owners

In accordance with this policy the National

Park Service would continue to provideroutinemaintenance to coastal parking lots and

beach facilities In stable coastal areas where

progressive erosion is not occurring such as

Herring Cove the National Park Service

would expect to continue the maintenance of

support facilities for the foreseeable future

However the longrange effects ofprogressivecoastal erosion will eventually necessitate

the relocation of all but essential structures for

beach access and the reestablishment of more

sustainable parking and support facilities in

more environmentally protected areas behind

primary dunes The proposed plan nowincludes
differentiating actions for stable and

progressive erosion areas

New seashore boundaries have not been

specifically redefined since the substantial

coastal changes to the North and South

Beach areas of Chatham since the boundary

migrates with coastal changes Deeddescriptionsof metes and bounds for lands will

determine the ownership of accreting and

eroding shoreline The general principle is

that the owner loses eroded coastal lands and

gains any accreted lands This principle

applies whether the loss or gain occurs to a

public or private owner

Aquaculture

There was general concern about the intent and

implications of NPS policy on existing and

future aquaculture practice including shellfish

and finfish aquaculture There were questions

about town jurisdiction over local shellfishing

and NPS legal authority over lands subject to

aquacultural uses within the national seashore

boundary Pollution and disease associated with

finfish aquaculture were also noted

Response The Outer Cape towns by

means of regulations developed inconjunctionwith the state decide whether or not to

issue a permit license for shellfishaquacultureUnder Pazolt v Director of the

Division ofMarine Fisheries the towns

require the person who will be working the

shellfish aquaculture grant to obtainpermissionof the upland property owner before

engaging in any shellfish aquacultureactivitiesThe National Park Service has aresponsibilityas an upland owner As stated in the

proposed plan the Park Service wouldresearchand monitor the potential effects of

shellfish aquaculture activities on the health

of native species marine systems andgenetic
diversity The Park Service would also

provide technical input to town shellfish

officers regarding the issuance of grants
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Comments and Responses Summary ofComrnents from Pubic Meerings

within national seashore boundaries When

asked to evaluate shellfish aquacultureactivitiesnational seashore managers wouldconsiderthe species proposed potential impacts

and density of aquaculture uses in balance

with other values of the tidal flats and coastal

areas The national seashore will not institute

any regulations with regard to the taking and

propagating of shellfish

Within seashore boundaries commercial

activities are not allowed except those that

currently exist or are a visitor concession

This prevents the establishment of private

businesses suchas private finfishaquaculture
grants within national seashore

boundaries

The Vegetation and Wildlife section of the

proposed plan has been revised to more

clearly distinguish strategies for dealing with

shellfish and finfish aquaculture which are

based to a large extent on PL 87126 To

help clear up any confusion over jurisdiction

of the state and the Park Service the specific

language of the Authorization ofConveyanceof Commonwealth Lands inProvincetownand Truro and the 1984 state act that

ceded concurrent jurisdiction of all lands

within the boundaries of the seashore in the

towns of Chatham Orleans Eastham

Wellfleet Truro and Provincetown to the

Park Service are included

Groundwater Resources

In addition to highlighting the issues related to

groundwater quality and quantity on the Outer

Cape many comments addressed the export of

potable water supplies from the nationalseashoreto Provincetown and inquired about the

future of such transfers The work of the Lower

Cape Groundwater Task Force was noted as

well as the authority of the Massachusetts

Department of Environmental Protection in

managing groundwater resources Is the national

seashore practicing water conservation as

Provincetown has been compelled to do and

how will the seashore work with towns to

protect sensitive water resource areas like the

Wellfleet ponds

Response The proposed plan notes the

commitment of the National Park Service to

work with the town county state andfederal
agencies in establishing water quality

and quantity standards The plan alsoemphasizes
the desire of national seashoremanagersto coordinate with towns and private

owners in areas of pollution control and

water conservation and to implement new
water supply conservation and wastewater

technologies in its own facilities The Water
Resources section has been revised to more

clearly reflect the Park Services desire to

continue working as a member of a regional

water management group such as the Lower

Cape Water Management Task Force It also

states more clearly the intent to explore all

options relating to accessing water for Outer

Cape communities from within national

seashore boundaries In addition theproposedplan indicates that specific resource

management plans would be developed for

all ponds in the national seashore incooperationwith landowners towns the county

and the state

HerringlFamet Rivers

Restoration projects for the rivers spurred a

discussion of the impacts of reintroducing

saltwater tidal flows into currently diked

freshwater marsh areas What would be the

impacts on local wells streamside vegetation

and aesthetic attributes and who has the

authority to take such an action

Response Past human intervention and

actions along the Herring and Pamet Rivers

have caused substantial impacts to natural

processes and the overall health of these

significant estuarine systems Today
consistent management of these rivers is

difficult because of the variety of landowners

in the area including the National Park

Service and private state and local town

interests all with a voice in future

management
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The proposed plan has been revised to clarify

the intent and goals The restoration of tidal

flow in these riverestuarine systems bymodifyingdikes and drainage structures would be

focused only in areas historically influenced

by tidal waters These projects would require

extensive study public meetings and theprotectionof private property tights and well

water quality Any such plans would alsorequirethe concurrence of all federal state and

local entities with jurisdiction and could not

be undertaken unilaterally by the National

Park Service The proposed plan nowincludes
provisions to minimize or eliminate

impacts to surrounding uses and private lands

by implementing solutions based on thorough

hydrologic and biological investigation and

substantial community involvement

In the case of the Pamet River changes in

the proposed plan include a clear statement

that the intent is not to flood the entirevalleyand most of the Pamet River from US 6

east to the headwaters would remainfreshwateras it is today The Corps of Engineers

hydrology study begun in 1996 is acooperative
project between the town of Truro

the Park Service the Cape Cod Commission

and the Corps of Engineers to provide a

scientific foundation of how the Pamet

Rivers hydrologic system operates and how
it has been impacted by past humanactivitiesThis study in addition to the

considerationsnoted above will help guidefuturedecisions regarding management orrestorationneeds of the river For the Herring

River some tidal flow already existsupstreamof the dike because of a twoway
culvert but as now stated in the proposed

plan any changes to the existing hydrologic

system would be preceded by thorough study

and consultation and coordination with all

affected owners and interest groups The

protection of the golf course facilities and

private properties upstream will be a key part

of any overall strategy for restoration andor

management of the Herring River

Wildlife Management

There are perceived species imbalancesincludingthe spread of exotic nonnative species and

the loss of native species The proposed plan

should specifically call for management

planning for threatened species and clearly

define what constitutes a pest What

management actions are appropriate in the

context ofecosystem management

Response The National Park Service has an

extensive integrated pest management IPM
program to address problems within the

national seashore using the minimal actions

necessary to protect resources facilities and

visitors A pest is considered anything that is

affecting public health and safety or that is

injuring or negatively affecting resources

within the national seashore Pests are often

nonnative species such as the browntailed

moth however they can also include native

plants or animals if they are negativelyaffectingvisitors facilities or resource management

programs National seashore staff incooperationwith experts in academic institutions and

local health or county agencies such as Cape

Cod Mosquito Control make decisions

regarding pests The use of chemical or lethal

means to eradicate pests must be approved by

the central IPM coordinators and theWashingtonDC staff Pestcontrol methods are

always to be the least toxic use the minimal

amount needed and must be targeted at a

specific pest without harming a variety of

other plant or animal species Pestcontrol

policies are generally broader than the process

for developing a general management plan

and no specific actions are listed in theproposedplan other than acknowledging that

servicewide standards for pest management

would be followed

The recovery ofthreatened or endangered

species especially in the case of the piping

plover is routinely given a high priority in

management plans as well as in actualmanagementThe National Park Service prefers to

incorporate threatened or endangered species

management objectives into more holistic

systems management approaches however as
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a federal agency the National Park Service

fully accepts its responsibility to protect these

species under the Endangered Species Act as

well as its own organic act

CULTURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Cultural Heritage

People requested that more of the history of

people on the Outer Cape be included ininterpretiveprograms Also there was confusion

about whether beachcombing berry picking and

other activities were prohibited within the

national seashore

Response The proposed plan has beenrevised
to include a new Cultural Heritage

and Ethnographic Resources section which

affirms that customary activitiesbeachcombingberry picking mushroomharvestingshellfishing fishing and contemplative

activities would continue to be allowed

subject to applicable federal state or local

regulations This section includes two new

goals and numerous strategies that would

ensure that cultural heritage is considered in

national seashore management andoperationsAlso see comments about Way of

Life on page 279

Cultural Landscapes

There needs to be a clarification of how cultural

landscapes are defined and managed Some

commenters questioned how a historic period

could be determined for a historic landscape

and others pointed to the loss of contemporary

landscape opportunities if historic preservation

or restoration were to occur The contribution of

cooperative groups in landscape preservation

needs to be acknowledged and encouraged in the

future

Response A definition ofculturallandscapesas they are most often found on Cape

Cod is included in the proposed planCultural
landscapes with particularly significant

historic attributes may be eligible for the

National Register of Historic Places To be

eligible for the national register a defined

historic landscape must possess the quality of

significance in American historyarchitecturearcheology engineering and culture

and integrity of location design setting

materials workmanship feeling and

association In addition the landscape must

be associated with a significant event or

person in history or embody a distinctive

type period or method of construction or be

likely to yield important information on

history or prehistory The significantcharacteristics
or human events associated with

the landscape originate from a specific

historic period that is identified as the

period of significance This period acts as

a guide to the preservation or restoration of

the landscape

All cultural landscapes particularly those

found to be eligible for the national register

should be managed to preserve theirsignificanthistoric characteristics or features The

preservation of these characteristics does not

require freezing a landscape in time nor

does it preclude aspects of its use orappearance
being changed Just as historicbuildingscan be adapted for contemporary uses

while retaining their historic character so

can cultural landscapes

As with the management of historicstructuresnational seashore managers would rely

on a variety of partnerships to help preserve

cultural landscapes within the seashore The

proposed plan notes a variety of partnership

methods that could be used to preserve and

maintain the character of the Capes cultural

landscapes as well as potential partners

Historic Architecture

National seashore managers should actively seek

cooperative relationships with moreorganizations
to improve the condition of historicbuildingsparticularly at Fort Hill Will moretechnicalassistance be offered to private owners of

historic structures Also the contributions of
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volunteer staffers at historic structures are very

important to the national seashore

Response The national seashore has more

historic buildings under its ownership than it

can reasonably protect using available

appropriationsIncreasingly national seashore

managers will rely on partnerships to help

meet preservation needs The proposed plan

has noted a number of methods and potential

partners that could be used to maintainhistoric
buildings One such preservation

method is the historic property leasingprogramcurrently six historic houses areincluded
in this program some of which are

used by private individuals for housing in

exchange for capital improvements and

ongoing maintenance Another method is a

program to provide more technicalpreservation
guidance to the private owners of

historic structures The proposed planincludesa strategy to develop partnerships and

cooperative programs for the care of historic

properties

The role of volunteers is crucial to thesuccessof a wide variety of programs at the

national seashore There is an activevolunteer
program with individuals currently

assisting in the upkeep and interpretation of

historic structures The volunteer program

has made and will continue to make an

important contribution to preserving historic

architecture within the national seashore and

it is included as one of the key strategies in

that section

Archeological Resource Protection and

National Seashore Boundary Changes

What is the intent of altering or extending the

existing seashore boundary and where would

the boundary ultimately be fixed There was

also concern about the implications of this

boundary change on the Provincetown Harbor

Response The sole purpose for aproposedchange in the seashore boundaryseawardwas to protect submerged archeological

resources However this strategy has been

dropped from the proposed plan in favor of

working with the Massachusetts Board of

Underwater Archeological Resources to

cooperatively develop programs to protect

such resources The plan does not propose

any increase in jurisdiction over theProvincetownHarbor It acknowledges theseashores
existing boundary which extends

onequarter mile from the mean low tide line

off seashoreowned lands and which includes

both the water and submerged lands these

offshore areas are owned by either the state

or the National Park Service please refer to

the Landownership map

PUBLIC USE

Information and Orientation

Valuable public use information could bedelivered
by radio or variable message signs along

US Route 6 National seashore managers could

also improve their communication of partnership

needs and volunteer opportunities to the public

Response The plan identifies a number of

ways that the public can access information

about Cape Cod National Seashore before

leaving their homes while en route and once

they have arrived For those en route various

media would be considered to inform the

public of beach parking conditions and other

pertinent information on park use Options

include changeable message signs andlowwattradio advisory systems Text about

outreach for volunteer opportunities at the

national seashore was also added to this

section of the plan

Access and Transportation

Beach Access Vehicle congestion and high

levels of use at seashore facilities were noted

but there was no consensus on the meritsof

shuttle transit options and additionalimprovementsfor bicycles and pedestrians Providing

improved access to bay beach areas also drew a

conflicting response highlighting issues of scale

of development and local impacts Opportunities
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to use existing offsite parking lots and toencouragebicycle use were suggested as wereestablishingclose working relationships with officials

in each town to address beach access issues

safety were noted as well as its role in providing

access to the seashore While there wereconflictingresponses to the issue of airportexpansionthere was consensus that the proposed plan

should reference the prior work of the airport

planning committee and continue to work

cooperatively with the Provincetown Airport

Commission

Response Automobile congestion and the

lack of adequate parking is a problem at peak

times at a number of the most popular

national seashore beach facilities The final

plan notes opportunities for diverting some
of this public use to less crowded beach areas

by better information and orientationsystemsThe plan also recommendsimplementingalternative parking strategies such

as using offsite parking lots for example

school lots in the summer and providing

alternative means of access like shuttlesystemsand bicycle and pedestrian pathsShuttle
systems operate successfully at Coast

Guard Beach and could be appropriateelsewhere
within the national seashore Bicycle

and pedestrian access should be encouraged

with reduced entrance fees which is also

recommended by the plan While a regional

approach to transportation planning will be

needed national seashore managers would

work closely with towns in devisingtransportationand access solutions appropriate to

each site and acceptable to each local

community

The proposed plan calls for the exploration

of a possible walkin bayside beach in

Wellfleet see the Public Use Activities

Facilities and Services section NPS staff

would continue to evaluate interest in and

possible locations for providing such an

opportunity due to the lack of nonresident

public bayside beach facilities south of

Provincetown Issues of scale ofdevelopmentroad access sensitive resources

property ownership local character and

community interests would be considered if

this proposal was pursued

Provincetown Airport A number ofcommenterswanted a clarification of the national

seashores policy toward the airport and the

underlying policy rationale The importance of

the airport to the local economy and to public

Response The proposed plan regarding

the Provincetown airport has been revised to

avoid drawing any specific conclusionregardingfuture redevelopment proposals

instead it states that national seashoremanagerswould continue to work with the

Provincetown Airport Commission as well

as state and federal agencies to ensure that

airport operations and redevelopment are

compatible with national seashore resources

and values These resources and values

include opportunities for quietcontemplationreasonable access to NPS facilities and

the preservation of vegetation wildlifewetlandsdunes views and cultural resources

Under the proposed plan a range of airport

development and operation options would be

considered Amendments have also been

made to the text clarifying the National Park

Services obligation to provide space for this

purpose as defined in the Authorization of

Conveyance of Commonwealth Lands see

appendix A
The final EIS has been revised to include the

importance of the airport as an Outer Cape

transportation facility and service provider

Airport connections are noted in the plan as

an alternative way to access the national

seashore Additional discussion of general

economic impacts of airport operations were

added to the final EIS

Interpretation and Education

Most comments supported the nationalseashores
interpretive and education program with

suggestions for increasing the diversity of

program offerings developing programs with

cooperative groups and expanding interpretive

trails Conversely it was noted that the seashore
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is not a theme park and no interpretation of the

history and people here is needed Opportunities

were also identified for addressing resource

damage with educational programs and signs

Response NPS policy states thatinterpretive
programs will be conducted in all

parks to instill an understanding and

appreciation of the value of parks and their

resources to develop public support for

preserving park resources to provide the

infonnation necessary to ensure thesuccessful
adaptation of visitors to parkenvironmentsand to encourage and facilitateappropriatesafe minimumimpact use of park

resources Public education andinterpretation
are available in various forms at the

national seashore including visitor center

exhibits and films interpretive signs and

exhibits interpretive trails regulatory signs

ranger interpretive programs school outreach

programs brochures and volunteerprogramsUnfortunately due to limitedfacilities
staff and funding as well as increasing

public demand only a small percentage of

the millions of people who visit the national

seashore annually participate in any form of

interpretive or educational programs For

those seashore users who are interested the

proposed plan sets a goal of providing a wide

variety of programs for a diverse audience

The plan also recommends more cooperative

partnerships with outside organizations like

local schools as an example of providing

interpretive and educational programs in

ways that stretch the limited budget for this

very important mission It also includes a

greater emphasis interpreting local Cap Cod

cultural heritage

Activities Facilities and Services

Comments on this topic touched on a wide range

of concerns including questions about how

trails would be designated and improved and the

need for dogleash regulations A suggestion

was made to remove dunes to provide ocean

views Comments took opposing views of

providing opportunities for and addressing

impacts of primitive camping within the national

seashore It was also suggested that managers

consider promotion and incentives to target

certain user groups or favor certain use seasons

Response The proposed plan calls for the

development of a comprehensive trail plan

for the national seashore as a separate

document from the final plan This trail plan

would evaluate and specify trail locations

alignments and construction specifications

for the full range of trail types it would also

designate trails as an alternative means of

access to areas as well as to interpretive or

recreational facilities Trail use particularly

by bicyclists is growing in popularity within

the national seashore While bike trails have

been specifically designated within the

seashore bike use is expanding to fire roads

and other trails The trail plan would evaluate

whether particular trails and sand roads are

suitable for either pedestrians bicyclists or

multiple use based on a variety of resource

land use and public use criteria Thepotentialextension of the Cape Cod Rail Trail

which is supported by the proposed plan

would be one of the trail corridors discussed

in this future trail plan Due to its regional

significance and multiple ownerships

development of this extension would require

participation and cooperation from a variety

of individuals and organizations outside the

national seashore

With regard to dogs on leashes all Outer

Cape towns the Massachusetts State Parks

and Forests as well as all national park

system areas have regulations requiring dogs

to be leashed This is because of the need to

protect wildlife and avoid public use

conflicts Within the national seashore pets

are excluded from designated nature trails to

reduce user conflicts improve sanitation and

increase the potential for wildlifeobservation
Pet owners are asked to use theremainingareas of the park for pet exercise As a

point of clarification general management

plans are not intended to be the means for

evaluating existing regulations changes in

rules or regulations are normally made

through a rulemaking process
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The suggestion to remove primary dunes at

Herring Cove and Race Point to open views

to the ocean would be in direct conflict with

NPS natural resource protection mandates

Evidence strongly indicates that establishing

a clothingoptional beach would result in a

significant chance for negative impacts on

seashore resources As long as present state

and local ordinances and regulationscontinueto effectively prohibit nude recreation

on public lands in Massachusetts thepermittingof such activity in the seashore would

likely result in the creation of a magnet area

and levels of use well beyond thoseconsistentwith the protection of the seashores

very fragile natural resources

The proposal relating to primitivecampgroundshas been revised to state that

appropriate areas for limited walkin

camping would be designated this activity

would be allowed by permit only When

determining appropriate areas and level of

use a primary consideration would be that

this activity not compete with or have an

adverse impact on local commercialcampgroundsThe issue of competition with

commercial campgrounds is discussed in the

final EIS It is anticipated that a limited

number of permits would be available and

that they would require specific conditions

for sanitation and cooking fires

Many external factors already influence the

levels and distribution of public usethroughoutthe national seashore and the Outer Cape
such as fee schedules facility sitinginterpretiveprograms and rates and availability

of lodging and services The visitorexperienceand resource protection processdescribedin the final EIS would help identify

appropriate levels of public use in particular

areas of the seashore

Nude Recreation Comments urged further

consideration of nude sunbathing including a

clarification of existing law and park regulation

and discussion of the issue in the plan as well as

the EIS

Response The regulation on nuderecreation
at Cape Cod National Seashore is set out

in title 36 of the Code of
FederalRegulationssection 767e The proposed plan

does not suggest a change to the regulation

This is because after considerable review

during the GMPIEIS public comment process

in 1996 and extensive consultation with

several groups including many groups in

Provincetown national seashore managers

determined that concerns and problems that

led to the original regulation were still valid

However nothing in the current proposed

plan would prohibit the removal ormodificationof the relevant language in the Code

of Federal Regulations if existingmanagement
concerns were eliminated Changes to

current federal regulations in the national

seashore or the development of newregulationscan occur at any time through arulemakingprocess

Fort Hill There is intense local interest in the

preservation of Fort Hill Comments highlighted

the access parking and vehicle congestion

problems and the need for more intensive

management to address these problems New

parking should not be located at Fort Hill but

instead to the north at Hemenway Landing

Response Specific issues at the Fort Hill

area are being addressed in a separate site

planning effort that is consistent with the

proposed general management plans broad

goals and policies NPS staff town officials

private residents and other localorganizationshave been participating on a continuing

basis in the formation of this plan wider

public comment will be sought during review

of the draft plan The final EIS summarizes

the key concepts for Fort Hill which are to

improve access opportunities and the public

experience while reducing the impact of high

public use and parking on the historic scene

Parking concerns will be a major component
of the draft site plan and the accompanying

environmental assessment The modification

or removal of existing parking lots andalternativelocations for a new parking lot in the
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Fort Hill area will be further evaluated

OiTsite supplemental parking alongHernenwayRoad will also be explored incooperationwith the town of Eastham

North Truro Air Force Station There was

local interest in new uses of the former North

Truro air force station and a number ofalternatives
were suggested including partnerships

with colleges or universities cultural andenvironmental
programs and affordable housing

One comment was critical of the use of water

from the site that eventually is supplied to

Herring Cove

Response Specific issues at the former

North Truro air force station are beingaddressed
in a site planning effort separate

from the final general management plan but

consistent with its broad goals and policies

National seashore staff town officialsprivate
residents and other local organizations

have been participating on a continuing basis

in the formation of this site plan publiccommentwill be sought The final EISsummarizes
key concepts for this site including a

community vision of the facility as a new

Highlands center for the arts andenvironmentwhich would incorporate partnership

organizations from academic institutions

local artisans and cultural and environmental

groups and association

Herring Cove Herring Cove is a prizeddestinationfor Provincetown residents andlongtime
visiting RV owners The majority ofcommentsreflected the desire for continuingyearroundvehicular access to the north lot which

directly abuts the beach and provides popular

ocean views There was no interest among most

commenters for moving development back from

the waters edge and resistance to the use of

public transit Some also wondered about the

Park Services commitment to maintaining the

facility

Response The National Park Service will

continue to provide routine maintenance to

the present parking lot and beach facilities at

Herring Cove to maintain the beauty of this

unique area and an ocean vista Part of this

routine maintenance will involve themovementof sand to protect the beach andfacilities
Parking will continue to be provided at

Herring Cove The longrange effects of any

severe coastal erosion may necessitateprotectingbeach areas by reestablishingsustainable
facilities in more environmentally safe

areas behind primary dunes Continuedroutinemaintenance would keep the present

parking lots as long as the coastline remains

stable If major portions of facilities were

undermined or destroyed by coastal erosion

the relocation of facilities behind the primary

dune would need to be considered inconsultationwith the community These relocated

facilities would be developed in conjunction

with improvements for parking bicycles

pedestrians shuttles and access for people

with disabilities the aesthetics or visual

setting would also be considered in the

development of new facilities

The plan also recommends reducing fees

charged for pedestrian and bicycle access to

encourage these alternate means of beach

access However the Park Service does not

have the authority to alter fees Congress

must enact new fee legislation Ademonstrationfee program to that effect is now

underway and the national seashore was

permitted to set up a fee schedule for the

1997 season that encouraged the use ofbicyclesand pedestrian access see the Public

Use Access and Transportation section

Concessions and Commercial Services

Some support was expressed for concessions at

the beaches but others opposed increasing

concession services for fear that the scale of

such services would grow too large

Response There are very few concession

enterprises within the national seashore all

predating its establishment These enterprises

have been allowed to continue by permit

because they have been determined to have

no negative impact on seashore resources
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while providing a needed service to the

public The seashores legislative history

shows that Congress was very concerned that

business within the seashore not compete

with business in nearby towns Proposals to

develop new concession operations in the

seashore are occasionally received and are

evaluated based on the need for such aservicethe availability of such services in

nearby towns and potential impacts on

resources and the public Using these criteria

no new proposals for concession services

have been approved The proposed plan calls

for the expansion of concession services to

preserve historic buildings under the historic

property lease 1 concession authority

tive planning efforts and the creation ofdevelopmentstandards Finally questions were raised

about whether or not land exchanges would

continue with private property owners whose

land was subject to erosion

NONFEDERAL LANDS

Private Commercial Uses

National seashore staff should have a means to

ensure that private commercial uses within the

park do not cause problems

Response Commercial certificates of

suspension of condemnation for 10preexistingprivately owned commercial

properties are renewed every five years in

consultation with the Cape Cod National

Seashore Advisory Commission However
these operations are reviewed periodically to

ensure that all appropriate regulations and

policies are being complied with andcorrectionsare made as needed regardless of when

the permit is due for renewal The proposed

plan calls for consistent criteria when

determining whether to reissue permits

Land Protection

The plan must be made clearer on a number of

counts including the seashores authorityrelativeto land use the possible designation of the

seashore as a district of critical planningconcernand the proposed use and content ofrevised
zoning and design guidelines In addition

the plan should identify the other agencies and

organizations that may be included in c
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Through local zoning and site

plan review the towns have primary

authority over land use on private lands

within the boundary Local towns would be

consulted should national seashore managers

consider pursuing the designation of a

district of critical planning concern Inadditiona definition of a district of criticalplanningconcern is included in the plansglossaryThe proposed plan provides for a

collaborative approach to management that

involves local residents town and other local

agencies the Cape Cod Commission and

various state and federal agencies Land

exchanges with private property owners who

want to relocate houses subject to erosion

would not be pursued because the public

land was not purchased to benefit private

property owners

Municipal Lands

Meeting participants noted that municipal lands

within the national seashore were needed to

support public facility development If the

National Park Service wants to see any of the

municipal lands protected from development

these lands should be acquired In the case of

town beach parking some municipal parking

lots have been subject to erosion Towns want to

work with the Park Service to identify federally

held parcels that may be suitable for new

parking lots in exchange for other municipal

lands that may possess resource values of

importance to the national seashore Meeting

participants further expressed an interest in

expediting the land exchange process The

development of remote parking with shuttles

was not considered an option by some meeting

participants because of the amount of belongings

people frequently take to the beach

Response The proposed plan calls for no

real change in how towns manage their own
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properties within the national seashore As

the draft plan suggests a mutual process for

guiding future uses of these properties is

encouraged with a multidisciplinary process

consistent with the resourcebased values

identified in local comprehensive plans the

Cape Cod Commissions Regional Policy

Plan and the national seashores approved

general management plan National seashore

managers would encourage discussion with

various owners and affected communities

about the use and maintenance of sand and

fire roads

A collaborative approach to potential land

exchanges would also be pursued National

seashore managers would continue toconsider
exchanges of land with towns tosupportbeach parking when a mutuallybeneficial
exchange is proposed and when other

options eg remote parking with shuttles

have been reviewed and determinedunacceptableLand exchanges with municipalities

would continue and expediting them was

added as a plan strategy

Private Property

Several meeting participants noted their desire

for technical assistance in a number of areas

including appropriate landscape treatments that

made use of native plants and sustainable design

of private septic systems on properties within

and around the national seashore

Meeting participants expressed concerns that

existing NPS use guidelines regardingredevelopmentof properties were not stringent

enough and were not evenly applied Many

stated a preference for the institution of clear

rules and regulations rather than just guidelines

However others requested that the National

Park Service reconsider the 50 expansion rule

which does not acknowledge any significant

differences among properties and is perceived as

being arbitrarily enforced Also it was noted

that the current guidelines may not comply with

state zoning laws Further the Park Service must

make clear its legal authority to revokecertificatesof suspension of condemnation

In the development of new rules or guidelines

meeting participants noted the importance of

collaboration among the seashore and the towns

The new rules or guidelines should be based on

actual impacts and take into account conditions

such as lot size environmental impacts and the

character of adjacent development Further the

Park Service should work with the towns to

develop a simpler permitting process

Other points raised during public sessionsincludedthe need to clarify NPS policy relative to

the acquisition of subdividable lands within the

national seashore It was noted that the towns

offered to work with national seashore managers

to address the issue of subdividable lands Some

concerns were raised about the federal taking of

subdividable lands

Response The proposed planrecommendsthat local banks develop lowinterest

loan programs to support the sensitiveredevelopmentof private properties within the

seashore Such loan programs could also

fund the development of more
environmentallysound wastewater and septic treatment

methods In cooperation with other entities

such as the Cape Cod Commission technical

assistance in support of sensitiveredevelopmentof private properties would be made

available NPS demonstration projects would

illustrate innovative sustainable technology

relevant to private property redevelopment

such as energy generation waterconservationand waste management practices

Modifications to the Cape Cod National

Seashore zoning standards and to town

zoning bylaws that improve on the existing

use guideline and zoning in each community

would be examined to develop a more

harmonious and effective development

regulation for the Seashore District in each

town National seashore managers would like

to cooperatively develop updated town

zoning bylaws to retain the traditional

character of development This effort would

focus on revised building parameters such as

zoning lot coverage health standards and

design character

is
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Comments and Responses Summary of Comments from Public Meetings

Sections 459b4dl and2 ofthe national

seashores authorizing legislation sections

5d1 and 2 of PL 87126 give thesecretaryof the interior the authority to acquire

through condemnation any privately owned

improved property on which a variance has

been granted or a use has been commenced

that is incompatible or inconsistent with any

standard contained in the applicable

approved town zoning bylaw

The NPS Use Guidelines for PrivatePropertywere developed through a publicprocessfor the Land Protection Plan in 1980

and 1985 they are guidelines and not afederal
regulation They are used to guide the

expansion of private properties as an addition

to the protections afforded by town zoning

bylaws which are somewhat outofdate and

inadequate The 50 expansion guideline

also has deficiencies Most property owners

in the national seashore attempt to work

within the guidelines as well as the current

town zoning bylaws National seashoremanagersuse town zoning bylaws to determine

whether development is consistent with the

issuance of a certificate of suspension from

condemnation

No specific zoning specifications were

adopted in the proposed plan because each

town should develop town zoningrequirementsthat would best meet their needs and

would be based on the collaboratively

developed minimum standards contained in

the revised Cape Cod National Seashore

zoning standards National seashoremanagerswould like to begin reworking the

standards with the towns upon approval of

the final general management plan

The National Park Service would actively

seek to acquire subdividable lands either by

donation or by purchase from a willing seller

The acquisition of subdividable lands and

easements has been hampered by a lack of

land acquisition funding The proposed plan

calls for additional legislative authorization

and appropriation of land acquisition fiends

MANAGEMENT AND OPERATIONS

Cooperative Planning and Management

See General Comments Replationships with

Local Communities page 278

VisitorsResidents and Use Regulations

Review regulations for those that might be

adjusted on a seasonal basis

Response As a practical matter national

seashore managers recognize that thepriorities
and desires of yearround residents and

of nonresident taxpayers will naturally be

somewhat different than those of transient

residents Part of the National Park Services

responsibility is to try to address those needs

Language in the proposed plan emphasizes

collaboration with local interests during

planning and decision making It states

clearly that national seashore managers

would be more assertive and proactive in this

way than they may have been in the past

The proposed plan also identifies various

criteria and other tools for decision making

that offer guidance to managers along with

flexibility to make determinations case by

case

StaffHousing

Could more staff housing be developed at

Marconi Subsidized housing should be

eliminated freeing money for underfunded

operations

Response Funding for new construction

would be unlikely The proposed plan would

consider locating any newly built employee

housing in existing NPS residential areas

such as the Marconi station area The former

North Truro air force station might also be

considered for the development of additional

seasonal staff housing

Eliminating the staff housing program would

have little effect on the availability of funds
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for other purposes since the housingprogramis mostly selffunded from rentalincomePark operating funds currentlycontribute
only about $30000 per year to the

housing program

Utilities

Telecommunications Guidelines are needed

for telecommunication towers in the seashore

Response An interim NPS guideline for

allowing mobile telecommunicationsantennas
was issued in May 1996 as required

by the Telecommunications Act of 1996 PL
104104 it is now being revised Thepresent

guideline identifies procedures for

making fair reasonable and

nondiscriminatorydecisions about the use of federal

lands for such facilities The proposed plan

characterizes the concerns that will be raised

in evaluating any telecommunicationsproposalsTowns will be contacted when formal

proposals are received in their communities

Wastewater Management Wastewatermanagementfor municipalities is not addressed in

plan The need for land for a Provincetown

facility needs to be addressed

Response National seashore managers

ideally in cooperation with the Cape Cod

Commission would be willing to work with

the towns to explore alternative solutions to

this emerging public facilities need subject

to applicable federal and state regulations

The National Park Service would not support

any proposal that would result in thedegradationof resource values or adversely affect

the public use and enjoyment of the area

An environmental analysis for a wastewater

treatment facility for the town ofProvincetown
is underway Options include sites

within the boundaries of the nationalseashoreCurrent federal regulations prohibit

the siting of such a facility or functions

inside the national seashore boundary

Services Exchanged with Local Communities

Recycling services provided by towns should be

acknowledged Other municipal services such

as police and fire response and their costs

should also be acknowledged

Response The national seashore like

other community members on the Outer

Cape uses recycling facilities operated by

the towns Municipal services are discussed

in the Services Exchanged with LocalCommunitiessection

The National Park Service is authorized to

provide many services within the national

seashore boundaries including lawenforcement
and fire suppression emergencymedical

services facility maintenance waste

collection road maintenance and snow

removal The Park Service does not have

authority to provide these services outside

the boundary except when responding to an

emergency mutual aid situation Somemutualaid agreements are in place foremergency
response and some fees for services

are charged by the towns Agreements for

services exchanged between the towns and

the seashore which are renewed every year

are subject to mutual review and agreement

Reservations of Use and Occupancy

Meeting participants urged that presentuseandoccupancyreservation holders be included in the

decisionmaking process It was noted that the

EIS considers the potential benefits of the

proposal to current reservation holders but it

was not clear about exactly what those benefits

were Many questions about the future of the

useandoccupancy reservations were raised

including whether they could be used to raise

revenues for the seashore or be converted to

staff housing The town of Wellfleet expressed

concerns about the loss of tax revenue collected

from useandoccupancy reservation holders

income from the possessory use tax has been

important to the town
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Response The proposed plan identifies

criteria for determining the future of each

useandoccupancy unit on a casebycase

basis These criteria were reviewed inconsultationwith the Use and OccupancySubcommitteeof the Cape Cod NationalSeashore
Advisory Commission Thesubcommitteewas composed of members of the

commission and staff other local community

representatives also provided input during

public meetings The range of possibledispositionoptions includes salvage demolition

and removal use for staff housing or national

seashore administration and removal for use

as affordable housing There is provision for

current reservation holders to remain if a

bona fide medical or financial hardshipexistsIf the appropriate disposition is delayed

shortterm permitting to the public forresidential
use would be considered as a backup

option

Current useandoccupancy reservation

holders are now facing the end of the term of

their contracts The potential benefit to these

reservation holders is that they wouldautomaticallybe considered as potential lessees

should the Park Service determine thatcontinuedshortterm private residential use

would be the best use of the property on

which they are the current reservation

holders If a hardship is determined to exist

for an individual reservor that person would

benefit from remaining on the property

MANAGEMENT ZONING

Carrying Capacity Key concerns were bow
limits on the amount of public use would be

defined and where the park would attempt to

manage levels of users The need to manage use

in some areas to preserve resources was also

noted

Response The proposed management

zoning scheme is designed to enableseashore
managers to make decisions byapplyingspecific standards and criteria to different

areas of the seashore For instance thestandardsand criteria for ocean beaches would

be quite different from those applied at the

kettle ponds because each resource has very

different management requirements and are

experienced in different ways by the public

The proposed management zoning plan is

geared toward protecting the most sensitive

resources from degradation while also

identifying those areas that can withstand the

most use While absolute numbers of people

as a capacity limit would not be established

public use management strategies would be

identified as needed to preserve resources

and experiences at the national seashore

AGENCIES ORGANIZATIONS
AND INDIVIDUALSCOMMENTINGON THE DRAFT GMP OR EIS

With regard to possessory use taxes for these

properties the towns should have been aware

of the fact that each useandoccupancy
reservation had a negotiated termination date

that was set by legal contract making such

taxes only a temporary revenue source

While the loss of this tax revenue doesrepresenta fiscal impact it is not a result of the

proposed plan but of contracts agreed to 25

years ago This tax revenue loss would be

offset to some extent by a reduction inservices
provided to these properties by the

towns

Between 900 and 1000 copies of the Draft

General Management Plan and 700 copies of

the Draft Environmental Impact Statement were

distributed to agencies organizations andindividualswho requested a review copyApproximately365 comment letters were received as

identified below A number of letters were from

individuals who did not actually receive a copy

ofeither document but who sent a comment

letter usually focusing on a single issue In the

following list a single asterisk indicates that a

letter of comment was received and is included

in volume 2 a double asterisk indicates that the

letter received was similarto one from another
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organization or individual and is not reprinted in

volume 2

CONGRESSIONAL DELEGATION

Congressman Gerry E Studds

FEDERAL AGENCIES

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation

Department of Agriculture

Natural Resources Conservation Service

Department of Commerce

National Oceanic and AtmosphericAdministration
Department of the Interior

Fish and Wildlife Service

Monomoy National Wildlife Refuge

New England Field Offices

National Park Service

Cape Cod National Seashore Advisory

Commission

Department of Transportation

Federal Aviation Administration

US Coast Guard
Environmental Protection Agency

MASSACHUSETTS AGENCIES

Aeronautics Commission

Executive Office of Environmental Affairs

Department of Environmental Management
Boston Office

Nickerson State Park

Department of Environmental Protection

Bureau of Resource Protection

Department of Fisheries Wildlife and

Environmental Law Enforcement

Division of Fisheries and Wildlife

Division of Marine Fisheries

Office of Coastal Zone Management Cape
Cod Regional Office

Highway Department

Massachusetts Historical Commission

NATIVE AMERICAN TRIBES

Mashpee Wampanoag Tribal Council

Wampanoag Tribe of Gay Head Aquinnah

REGIONAL AGENCIES

Cape Cod Commission

LOCAL AGENCIES

Barnstable County Commissioners

Nauset Regional School District

Town of Chatham

Town Manager
Chairman of Selectmen

Town of Eastham

Town Administrator

Chairman of Selectmen

Town of Orleans

Town Administrator

Chairman of Selectmen

Town of Provincetown

Town Manager
Chairman of Selectmen

Town of Truro

Town Administrator

Chairman of Selectmen

Town of Wellfleet

Town Administrator

Chairman of Selectmen

ORGANIZATIONS

American Association for Nude Recreation

American Association for Nude Recreation

Sunchasers Travel Club
Association for the Preservation of Cape Cod

Inc`

Cape Cod Center for the Environment and

Sustainable Economy

Cape Cod Chamber of Commerce

Cape Cod National Seashore Use and

Occupancy Association

Cape Cod Salties

Center for Coastal Studies

Chequessett Yacht and Country Club Inc
Citizens Concerned for Seacoast Management
The Compact of Cape Cod Conservation Trusts

Conservation Law Foundation

Eastern National Parks and Monuments

Association

Eastham Forum Inc

Friends of Cape Cod National Seashore

GUPACA Gull Pond Preservation and

Conservation Association

Highland Fish and Game Club Inc

Lower Cape Community Development

Corporation

Massachusetts Audubon Society

Massachusetts Beach Buggy Association
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Massachusetts Sportsmens Council Inc
Maurices Campground Inc
Meeting House Pond Association

National Parks Conservation Association

Northeast Representative

National Seashore Taxpayers Association

The Naturist Society
NEED Collaborative

North Truro Partnership

Pacific Northwest Naturist Action Committee
Paines Campground
Peaked Hill Trust

Provincetown Community Compact Inc

Sierra Club Cape Cod Group
United Mobile Sportfishermen Inc
We the People of Provincetown

Wellfleet National Seashore Taxpayers

Association

Wellfleet Riverways Program
Wildlife Management Institute

INDIVIDUALS

Andrew M Adams
John David Adamski
Carl R Anderson
John and Laurie Ariagno

Carolyn Ashbaugh
David Atkinson

Kevin and Linda Audibert

MaryJo Avellar

Susan Avellar

Gordon and Jean Avery
William H Avery
Frederick Bartsch

Gerherd T Beck
Armand E Behringer
Richard B Bellisle

Richard Bergman
Henry and Barbara Bishop
David L Bitters

Howard T Blanchard

Harriet A Bloomberg
Boris Bode
Brenda J Boleyn
Dave Bordenkircher

John E Bowen
Steven W Brennan and K Heather Davis

Carl Breivogel

Barbara Brennessel

Paul F Brody
Stephen P Broker

Bryden C Brown

George D Bryant
Morton Bryant
James Buckingham
Sue Buhl
Sally Burrill

Mrs Owen Constance Calderwood

James Carlaw

Francis Carlson

Roger and Susan Carroll

Pamela S and Charles W Carter

Robert Cavanagh
Mary Chatham
John David Cist

Gary Clough
Arthur B Cohen
Gail Cohen
Roderic J Collins

Miriam Collinson

Richard W Constable

James M Cook
Robert and Mary Costello

Trevor N F Crick
Patricia Cudworth

David 3 Costa and Cheryl Costa

Charles R Cutler and Margaret H Cutler

Ralph W Dagenais
Deborah Davis
Jeff Davis

Mary Dean and Curtis Hoffman
Mike Delaney
Jeffrey W Demoura
David E Dennis
Charles 13 Dieterich

Mr and Mrs George Doakmaj ian

James G Dodge
Hugh Carter Donahue
David Dow
Alix Driscoll

Ira Dubin
Jerry and Grace Dufour

Roger P Dugas
Gary and Corinne Duncan
Mimi and Alan Edgar
Kenneth Edgar and Sharon Edgar
Norman Edinberg
A T Ehringer
Robert K Elliott

Letter is printed in volume 2
Letter is not printed in volume 2 because it is about a single issue and is similar to another letter printed on the same

topic
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Robert Enos
Alfred K Eugenio
Robin Q Evans
Sarah Faldetta

Andy Feeney
William L Fishman
William S Fitts

Kenneth I Flick
Daniel J Foley
Marvin Frandsen
Daniel A Freeman
Manuel and Vivian Furer

Celirie D F Gandolfo

Kathleen M Garrett

Ann Gastrich

Cheryl S Geerdes

Arthur and Younghee Geltzer

Marsha L Getter

Dick Giampietro

Alan Wendy Allison Laura Gladstone

Eugene H Glass
Kathleen Golden

Bernard Gostovich

Keith Graham
John R Grindon
Todd and Carol Guenther

George Guevara Jr
Charles A Guidot
Charles B Hall
Bruce A Hamilton
Gordon Hammerle
Will Hapgood
Kenneth Hardy
B P Harris Sr
Charles B Haarris

Barry Hart
Rowan Haven
Richard and Eleanor Hawkesworth
Stephen Heacock
Ron Hebb
Ted and Madeline Helguson
Steven J Henry
James J Hickey

Joseph A Higgins Jr
Kathleen M Hodson
William and Alicia Hoft
Matthew and Patricia Hood
Edwin M Hoopes
Harlan Howe Jr
Roger K Howe

Roger Howlett
Mike Hreschuk
Howard L Hunt
Howard S Irwin

Milton Iwen
A David James

Dave and Helen James

Bari and Ted Jarrett

A Stephen Johnson

Mary Cutts Jones
John Kane
H M Kassler

Daniel Katz

Kevin P Kavanagh
Bud Keeler
Jack Kelley
Scott Kemper
William T Kennaugh
Matthew Kerwin
Thomas A King
Barbara M Kislak

Jay Ward Kislak

Shannon Knight
Jeffrey C Kopelson
Robert W and Sheila A Krempa
Lawrence J and Beverly Lacerte

Richard Langerman
Ross Alan Layman
Natale A Lee Peter J Lee Brian C Webster

Ginger Glenn and Cece Lefurgy
George E Lehto

Audrey Lenk

Jerry C Lester

Bill Lewis
Ron Linderman

Harvey R Lindstrom

Thomas A Linell

Deborah Luikey
Claude Gladys and Donna Lumpkin
Carl N Lundgren
Doris Lynch and Stephen Ducharme
Jesse Mahan and others

Gail Marks
Ronald Marsh
Walter Marten
Ronald Elroy Martin
C T May
Elias J Martinez Jr

James S McKay
Kathie Meads

Letter is printed in volume 2
Letter is not printed in volume 2 because it is about a single issue and is similar to another letter printed on the same

topic
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John Mighill
Robert R Mishol
David Mitchell

David K Mitchell

William J Mitchell

Mark Montgomery
Charles and Dorothy Morgan
George and Carol Morin
Robert Morton and Christine Morton
Wayne Mosman
James C Munro
K C Myers
Fred C Nachtigal

Christopher Neill

Robert A Neinast

Mary T and James P Nicholson

John K Noe
William J Norris

Burton and Berd Noyes
Ken Oalnes
David B Opperman
Alan Ouellet

Michael L Ownby
Chris G Pantos

Shirley and Jim Parish

Leslie Parsons
Edward W Passa
Neil Paster

Mr and Mrs Robert Paulus
Pavia
Robert J Pennella

Bob Pentz

Dwight G Peterson

Bob and Paula Phillips

Robert A Phillips

Roger Pickering
Louis and Mary Porzio

Gregory A Prust
John Purbrick

David Radley
Noal D Reid and Karen M Reid
Greg Remzan
Jerald A Rice
Donald K Richards

Frederick C Richardson

Jeffrey R Riner
Alan Lawrence Ripps
Alix Ritchie

David Roach
Milton L Robar and Phyllis M Robar

Paul Roderick

Philbert Roderick
Charles Rogers and Carol A Rogers
Leslis E Rollins and Dave Bradley
Ira Rosenberg
Phil and Cynthia Rouquie
Frederick and Brenda Rowell
Joan Rubin
Edward J Rudd
Erik Ruehr
Barbara Rushmore

Dennis Santos
Ed Sargent

Edgar Sawyer
Julie Schecter

Fred Schilpp and Carolyn Pickman

Morley Schloss

William R Schmidt
Thomas W Schutte

Brian Scott
Eli Segev
Charles and Mary Lou Seitz
Robert J Shields

Fred J Shoughnessy Jr
Alex Siodmak
Nathaniel J Sizemore
Dennis J Smith
John H Smith
Kathryn B Smith

Linda Smith

Robert Ellis Smith
Terry Smith
Peter Souza

Richard P Spacer
Barbara J Spangenberg and Dave Carrow
Adam Sperry
Linda E Sperry
Meredith and Elinor Springer
Peter Steinberg
E Kelly Stelter

Harry C Stephens

Edward Sterling
Mark and Kathleen Storey
Daniel Strack
John R Swanson

Henry V Taves
Bruce Tarvers

John J Tetreault III Marie Tetreault and others

Marie Allene Thibeault

Paul Trainor

Letter is printed in volume 2
a Letter is not printed in volume 2 because it is about a single issue and is similar to another letter printed on the same

topic
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Peter and Edith Tuttle

David Utecht
Deborah Veress
Michael A Vinskey
John Walker
Priscilla WallaceMay and Wallace

May Jr
Claude W Warr Jr
Alan Nasser
Son W Watson
Peter Watts

Alan and Jane Weiss
R Welch
Mrs E Wesley
John Vie Wesley
Bob Westerberg
Rachel White
Donald B Whitney
Richard and Margaret Whitney

John R Whittier

Jim Williams

Richard 3 Williams

Tom Willis

George Winlock
Alan A Winslow
Bill Wolfe
Florence E Wolfson and George H Wolfson

Martha A and Robert Wood

Garry Woods
Nancy Woods
Scott A Woods
George Wright
Barbara L Yamamoto
John Young
Victor R Zaccaro

Paul Zavada

Anonymous 22

Letter is printed in volume 2
Letter is not printed in volume 2 because it is about a single issue and is similar to another letter printed on the same

topic

0
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APPENDIX A LEGISLATION AND THE TRANSFER OF
FORMER STATE AND TOWN LANDS

UNITED STATES CODE TITLE 16 CONSERVATION

9 45$b Cape Cod National Seashore description of

area

a The area comprising that portion of the
land and waters located in the towns ofProvincetownTruro Welifleet Eastham Orleans
and Chatham in the Commonwealth ofMassachusettsand described in subsection b of this
section is designated for establishment as Cape
Cod National Seashore hereinafter referred to

as the seashoreb The area referred to in subsection a of
this section is described as follows

Beginning at a point in the Atlantic Ocean
onequarter of a mile due west of the mean
lowwater line of the Atlantic Ocean on Cape
Cod at the westernmost extremity of Race

Point Provincetown Massachusetts
thence from the point of beginning along a

line a quarter of a mile offshore of andparallel
to the mean lowwater line of the Atlantic

Ocean Cape Cod Bay and Provincetown
Harbor in generally southerly easterly and
northerly directions rounding Long Point and
then southwesterly to a point a quarter of a
mile offshore of the mean lowwater line on
the harbor side of the dike depicted on the
United States Geological SurveyProvincetownquadrangle sheet 1949 crossing an arm
of the Provincetown Harbor

thence northerly along a line a quarter of a
mile offshore of and parallel to the lowwater
line at the dike to a point easterly of the

point of intersection of the said dike with the
boundary of the Province Lands Reservation
as depicted on the said Provincetownquadranglesheet

thence westerly to the said point ofintersectionof the dike and the Province Lands
Reservation boundary

thence along the boundaries of theProvinceLands Reservation northwesterlynortheasterlynortherly and easterly to theeasternmostcorner of the reservation being near
United States Route 6

thence leaving the said easternmost corner
along an extension of the southerlyreservationboundary line easterly to the northerly
rightofway line of United States Route 6

thence along the northerly rightofway
line of United States Route 6 in a generaleasterlydirection crossing theTruroProvlncetownline and continuing in the town of
Truro in a generally southeasterly direction
to a point fourtenths of a mile southeasterly
of the southerly rightofway line of Highland
Road

thence easterly fivetenths of a mile to a
point

thence turning and running in asoutheasterlydirection paralleling the generalalinementof United States Route 6 and generally
distant therefrom fivetenths of a mile to a
point approximately 700 feet northwesterly
of Long Nook Road

thence southwesterly along a ridge general
ly paralleling the alinement of Long Nook
Road and distant approximately 700 feet
therefrom to a point twotenths of a mile
northeasterly of the northerly rightofway
line of United States Route 6

thence southeasterly paralleling thegeneralalinement of United States Route 6 and
generally distant twotenths of a milenortheasterlythereof to a point 300 feet south of
the southerly rightofway line of Higgins
Hollow Road

thence in a general easterly directionparallelingthe southerly alinement of Higgins
Hollow Road and 300 feet distant southerly
therefrom to a point fivetenths of a mile east
of the easterly rightofway line of said Route
6

thence turning and running in asoutheasterlyand southerly direction paralleling the
general alinement of United States Route 6

and distant fivetenths of a mile easterly
therefrom to a point 300 feet north of the
northerly rightofway line of North met
Road

thence In a generally southwesterlydirectionparalleling the general alinement of
North Pamet Road and generally distant 300
feet northerly therefrom to a pointapproximatelytwotenths of a mile east of theeasterlyrightofway line of United States Route 6

thence in a southerly direction paralleling
the alinement of United States Route 6 and
generally distant twotenths of a mile easterly
therefrom to a point threetenths of a mile
south of South Pamet Road

thence west to the intersection of Old
County Road and Mill Pond Road

thence following the easterly rightofway
line of Old County Road southward to a point
opposite the southerly rightofway line of
Ryder Beach Road at Its intersection with
Old County Road

thence eastward to a point 300 feet east of
the easterly rightofway line of said Old
County Road

thence in a southerly direction paralleling
Old County Road at a distance of 300 feet to

the east of the easterly rightofway line of
said road to a point 600 feet south of the
southerly rightofway line of Prince Valley
Road

thence in a generally westerly direction
crossing Old County Road and the New York
New Haven and Hartford Railroadrightofwayto the southern extremity of the town
landing and beach in the Ryder Beach area
and continuing to a point in Cape Cod Bay a
quarter of a mile offshore from the meanlowwaterline of Cape Cod Bay

thence turning and running along a line a
quarter of a mile offshore of and parallel to

the mean lowwater line of Cape Cod Bay in a
general southerly and easterly direction
rounding Jeremy Point and thence in ageneral

northerly direction along a line a quarter
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of a mile offshore of and parallel to the mean
lowwater line on the westerly side ofWellfleetHarbor to a point one quarter of a mile

due north of the mean lowwater line at the

eastern tip of Great Island as depleted on the

United States Geological Survey Welifleet

quadrangle sheet 1958
thence north to the mean highwater line

on the north shore of the Herring Riverestuaryin the vicinity of its confluence withWellfleetHarbor
thence following the mean highwater line

southwesterly northwesterly andnortheasterlyto the easterly rightofway line ofChequessetNeck Road at its crossing of Herring
River

thence following the course of Herring
River along the 20foot contour line of the

southeasterly shore thereof to a point near
Mill Creek

thence crossing Mill Creek In anortheasterlydirection to the 20foot contour level near

to and northeast of the confluence of Mill

Creek and Herring River
thence following generally northerly and

easterly along the easterly edge of theHerringRiver marshes on the 20foot contour to

a point north of which the easterlyrightofwayline of a medium duty road as depicted

on said Wellfleet quadrangle sheet crosses

northward across a marshy stream near the

juncture of said medium duty road with

Bound Brook Island Road
thence crossing said marshy stream along

said easterly rightofway line of said medium
duty road and continuing in a northerlydirectionto the 20foot contour level on the

north side of said marshy stream
thence following the 20foot contour line

westward approximately 1000 feet to its

intersection with an unimproved dirt road as

depicted on said Wellfleet quadrangle sheet

leading from a point near the Juncture of

Bound Brook Island Road and the said

medium duty road
thence following said unimproved dirt road

northwesterly for approximately 1600 feet to

the 20foot contour line bordering thesoutherlyedge of the Herring River marshes

thence following said 20foot contour line in

an easterly direction to Route 6
thence crossing Route 6 and continuing to a

point on the easterly rightofway line of a

power transmission line as depicted on said

Wellfleet quadrangle sheet
thence in a general southerly direction

along the said easterly rightofway line of a

power transmission line to theEasthamWellfleettown line
thence southeasterly for a distance ofapproximately5200 feet to a point due north of

the intersection of the easterly rightofway
line of Nauset Road with the northerlyrightofwayline of Cable Read

thence due south to the intersection of the

said easterly rightofway line of Nauset Road
and the said northerly rightofway line of

Cable Road
thence in a general southerly direction

crossing Cable Road and along said easterly

rightofway line of Nauset Road to a point

500 feet north of the northerly rightofway
line of Doane Road and Its intersection with
Nauset Road

thence west to a point 500 feet west of the

westerly rightofway line of Nauset Road
thence southerly and westerly 500 feet from

and parallel to the said rightofway line of

Nauset Road to the easterly rightofway line

of Salt Pond Road
thence southerly along the easterlyrightofwayline of said Salt Pond Road to Its

Intersection with the southerly rightofway
line of Nauset Road

thence westerly along the southerlyrightofwayline of Nauset Road to its intersection

with the easterly rightofway line of United
States Route 6

thence southerly along the easterlyrightofwayline of said Route 6 a distance of

about fourtenths of a mile to the northerly

boundary of the Eastham town hall property
thence easterly to a point onetenth of a

mile from United States Route 6
thence turning and running in a generally

southerly direction paralleling the general

alinement of United states Route 6 andgenerallydistant therefrom onetenth of a mile
to a smallstream approximately onetenth of

a mile beyond Governor Prence Roadextended
thence southeasterly along the said stream

to the OrleansEastham town line

thence along the OrleansEastharn town

line to the southerly tip of Stony Island
thence generally southeasterly in the town

of Orleans by Nauset Harbor Channel to a

point due north of the northerly tip of

Nauset Heights as depicted on United States

Geological Survey Orleans quadrangle sheet

1946
thence due south to the 20foot contour line

in Nauset Heights as delineated on the said

Orleans quadrangle sheet

thence generally southerly along the said

20foot contour to a Point about onetenth of

a mile northerly of Beach Road
thence southwesterly along a lineintersectingBeach Road at a point twotenths of a

mile easterly of the socalled Nauset Road

leading northerly to Nauset Heights
thence southerly to a head of a tributary to

Little Pleasant Bay at the northerly tip of

Pochet Neck as depicted on the said Orleans

quadrangle sheet

thence generally southerly along the thread

of channel of the said tributary passingwesterlyand southwesterly around Pochet Island

and thence southwesterly into Little Pleasant

Bay passing to westerly of the northerly tip

of Sampson Island the westerly tip of Money
Read and the southwesterly tip of Hog
Island following in general the centerline of

Little Pleasant Bay to Pleasant Bay
thence generally southeasterly in Pleasant

Bay along a line passing midway between

Sipson Island and Nauset Beach to a point on

the ChathamOrleans town line onequarter
of a mile westerly of the mean lowwater line

of Pleasant Bay on the westerly shore of

Nauset Beach
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thence generally southerly in Pleasant Bay
in the town of Chatham along a line aquarterof a mile offshore of and parallel to the

said mean lowwater line of Pleasant Bay on
the westerly shore of Nauset Beach to a point
a quarter of a mile south of the meanlowwaterline of the southern tip of Nauset

Beach
thence easterly rounding the southern tip

of Nauset Beach along a line a quarter of a
mile offshore of and parallel thereto

thence generally northerly andnorthwesterlyand westerly along a line a quarter of a
mile offshore of and parallel to the meanlowwaterline of the Atlantic Ocean on theeasterlyshore of Nauset Beach and on to the
outer cape to the point of beginning

Pub L 87126 § 1 Aug 7 1961 75 Stat 284

SEPAItABIIITV Of PROVISIONS

Section 10 of Pub L 57126 provided that If any
provision of this Act sections 459b to 459b8 of this

title or the application of such provision to any
person or circunnstance is held invalid the remainder
of this Act such sections or the application of such

provision to persons or circumstances other than those
to which it is held invalid shall not be affectedthereby

SzcTeax BExrnsEp To IN O mss SELTloNs

This section is referred to in sections 459b1 to

459b8 of this title

c Exchange of property cash equalizationpaymentsreports to Congress

In exercising his authority to acquirepropertyby exchange the Secretary may accept title

to any nonFederal property located within
such area and convey to the grantor of such
property any federally owned property under
the Jurisdiction of the Secretary within such
area The properties so exchanged shall beapproximatelyequal in fair market valueProvidedThat the Secretary may accept cash from or
pay cash to the grantor in such an exchange in

order to equalize the values of the properties
exchanged

The Secretary shall report to the Congress on
every exchange carried out under authority of
sections 459b to 459b8 of this title within

thirty days from its consummation and each
such report shall include a statement of the
fair market values of the properties involved

and of any cash equalization payment made or
received

d Fair market value defined appraisal

As used in sections 459h to 459b9 of this title

the term fair market value shall mean the
fair market value as determined by theSecretarywho may in his discretion base hisdeterminationon an independent appraisal obtained
by hint

Pub L 87126 12 Aug 7 1961 75 Stat 287

6459b1 Acquisition of property

a Authority of Secretary manner and placeconcurrenceof State owner transfer from Federal

agency to administrative jurisdiction of Secretary

The Secretary of the Interior hereinafterreferredto as Secretary is authorized toacquireby purchase gift condemnation transfer
from any Federal agency exchange orotherwisethe land waters and other property and
improvements thereon and any interestthereinwithin the area which is described in section
459b of this title or which lies within the
boundaries of the seashore as describedpursuantto section 459b2 of this title both together
hereinafter in sections 459b to 459b8 of this

title referred to as such area Any property
or interest therein owned by theCommonwealthof Massachusetts by any of the towns
referred to in section 459b of this title or by
any other political subdivision of saidCommonwealthmay be acquired only with theconcurrenceof such owner Notwithstanding any
other provision of law any Federal propertylocatedwithin such area may with theconcurrenceof the agency having custody thereof be
transferred without consideration to theadministrativejurisdiction of the Secretary for use by
him in carrying out the provisions of sections
459b to 459b8 of this title

b Use of funds fair market value

The Secretary is authorized 1 to use donat
ed and appropriated funds in makingacquisitionsunder sections 459b to 459b8 of this title
and 2 to pay therefor not more than the fair
market value of any acquisitions which he
makes by purchase under sections 459b to
459b8 of this title

SECTION REPERaEo TO tN OTuca SscrroNs

This section is referred to in sections 459b2 to

459b8 of this title

§ 459b2 Establishment

a Notice in Federal Register

As soon as practicable after August 7 1961
and following the acquisition by the Secretary
of an acreage in the area described in section
459b of this title that its in the opinion of the
Secretary efficiently administrable to carry out
the purposes of sections 459b to 459b8 of this

title the Secretary shall establish Cape Cod
National Seashore by the publication of notice
thereof in the Federal Register

b Distribution of notice and map

Such notice referred to in subsection a of
this section shall contain a detailed description
of the boundaries of the seashore which shall

encompass an area as nearly as practicable
identical to the area described in section 459b
of this title The Secretary shall forthwith
after the date of publication of such notice in

the Federal Register 1 send a copy of such

notice together with a map showing such

boundaries by registered or certified mail to
the Governor of the Commonwealth ofMassachusettsand to the board of selectmen of each
of the towns referred to in section 459b of this

title 2 cause a copy of such notice and map to
be published in one or more newspapers which

circulate in each of such towns and 3 cause a
certified copy of such notice a copy of such

map and a copy of sections 459b to 459b8 of
this title to be recorded at the registry of deeds
for Barnstable County Massachusetts

Pub 1 87126 13 Aug 7 1961 75 Stat 288
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Smtnoa REFERRbs lO rN OrsSECrrons

This section is referred to in sections 459bI 459b3
to 459b8 of this title

9 459b3 Acquisition by condemnation

a Right of use and occupancy for residentialpurposesfor life or fixed term of years exercise of

right of election impairment of Interests of lien
holders etc right as running with land transfer
assignment and termination of right computa
tion of compensation

1 The beneficial owner or owners not being
a corporation of a freehold Interest inimprovedproperty which the Secretary acquires
by condemnation may elect as a condition to
such acquisition to retain the right of use and
occupancy of the said property fornoncommercialresidential purposes for a term oftwentyfiveyears or for such lesser time as the said
owner or owners may elect at the time of such
acquisition2 The beneficial owner or owners not being
a corporation of a freehold estate in improved
property which property the Secretary acquires
by condemnation who held on September 1
1959 with respect to such property an estate of
the same nature and quality may elect as an
alternative and not in addition to whatever
right of election he or they might have under
paragraph 1 of this subsection to retain the
right of use and occupancy of the said property
for noncommercial residential purposes I for a
term limited by the nature and quality of his or
their said estate If his or their said estate Is a
life estate or an estate pur auter vie or ii for a
term ending at the death of such owner or
owners or at the death of the survivor of them
if his or their said estate is an estate of fee
simple3 Where such property is held by a natural
person or persons for his or their own life or
lives or for the life or lives of another or others
such person or persons being hereinafter
called the life tenant with remainder inanotheror others any right of election provided
for in paragraph 2 of this subsection shall be
exercised by the life tenant and any right of
election provided for in paragraph 1 of this
subsection shall be exercised by theconcurrenceof the life tenant and the remainderman
or remaindermen4 The beneficial owner or owners of a term
of years in improved property which theSecretaryacquires by condemnation may elect as a
condition to such acquisition to retain the
right of use and occupancy of the said property
for noncommercial residential purposes for a
term riot to exceed the remainder of his or
their said term of years or a term oftwentyfiveyears whichever shall be the lesser The
owner or owners of the freehold estate orestatesin such property may subject to the right
provided for in the preceding sentence exercise
such right or rights of election as remain to
them under paragraphs 1 and 2 of thissubsection
5 No right of election accorded byparagraphs1 2 or 4 of this subsection shall be

exercised to impair substantially the interests

of holders of encumbrances liens assessments
or other charges upon or against the property6 Any right or rights of use and occupancy
retained pursuant to paragraphs 1 2 and4 of this subsection shall be held to run with
the land and may be freely transferred andassigned7 In any case where a right of use andoccupancyfor life or for a fixed term of years isretainedas provided in paragraph 1 2 or 4
of this subsection the compensation paid by
the Secretary for the property shall not exceed
the fair market value of the property on the
date of Its acquisition by the Secretary less the
fair market value on such date of the said right
retained8 The Secretary shall have authority toterminateany right of use and occupancy ofpropertyretained as provided In Paragraph 1 2
or 4 of this subsection at any time after the
date when any use occurs with respect to such
property which fails to conform or Is in any
manner opposed to or inconsistent with anyapplicablestandard contained in regulations
issued pursuant to section 459b4 of this title
and in effect on said date Provided That no
use which is in conformity with the provisions
of a zoning bylaw approved in accordance with
said section 459b4 which is In force andapplicableto such property shall be held to fail to
conform or be opposed to or inconsistent with
any such standard In the event that theSecretaryexercises the authority conferred by this
paragraph he shall pay to the owner of the
right so terminated an amount equal to the fair
market value of the portion of said right which
remained on the date of termination

b Suspension of authority for one year and during
existence of zoning regulations

1 The Secretarys authority to acquirepropertyby condemnation shall be suspended with
respect to all improved property located within
such area in all of the towns referred to insection459b of this title for one year following
August 719612 Thereafter such authority shall besuspendedwith respect to all improved property
located within such area in any one of such
towns during all times when such town shall
have in force and applicable to such property a
duly adopted valid zoning bylaw approved by
the Secretary in accordance with the provisions
of section 459b4 of this title

c Suspension of authority respecting property used
for commercial or industrial purposes

The Secretarys authority to acquire property
by condemnation shall be suspended withrespectto any particular property which is used
for commercial or industrial purposes during
any periods when such use Is permitted by the
Secretary and during the pendency of the first

application for such permission made to the
Secretary after August 7 1961 provided such
application is made not later than the date of
establishment of the seashore

d Improved property defined

The term improved property wherever
used In sections 459b to 459b8 of this title
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shall mean a detached onefamily dwelling the

construction of which was begun beforeSeptember1 1959 hereinafter referred to as

dwelling together with so much of the land

on which the dwelling is situated the said land

being in the same ownership as the dwelling as
the Secretary shall designate to be reasonably
necessary for the enjoyment of the dwelling for
the sole purpose of noncommercial residential

use together with any structures accessory to
the dwelling which are situated on the land so

designated The amount of the land sodesignatedshall in every case be at least three acres
in area or all of such lesser amount as may be
held in the same ownership as the dwelling
and in making such designation the Secretary
shall take into account the manner ofnoncommercialresidential use in which the dwelling
and land have customarily been enjoyedProvidedhowever That the Secretary mayexcludefrom the land so designated any beach or

waters together with so much of the landadjoiningsuch beach or waters as the Secretary
may deem necessary for public access thereto

e Acquisition of clear marketable andencumbrancefree
title

Nothing in this section or elsewhere insections459b to 459b8 of this title shall beconstruedto prohibit the use of condemnation as a
means of acquiring a clear and marketable title
free of any and all encumbrances

Pub L 87126 § 4 Aug 7 1961 75 Stat 288
SECTION REVERM34 TO IN Oman Sacrzoxs

This section is referred to in sections 459b1 459b2
450b4 to 459b8 of this title

§ 459b4 Zoning regulations

a Standards for approval submission to Congress
and municipalities publication in FederalRegisterapproval of local bylaws revocation ofapproval

As soon after August 7 1961 as may bepracticablethe Secretary shall issue regulations
specifying standards for approval by him of

zoning bylaws for purposes of section 459b3 of
this title The Secretary may issue amended
regulations specifying standards for approval
by him of zoning bylaws whenever he shallconsidersuch amended regulations to be desirable
due to changed or unforeseen conditions

All regulations and amended regulationsproposedto be issued under authority of the two
preceding sentences of this subsection shall be
submitted to the Congress and to the towns
named in section 459b of this title at least
ninety calendar days which ninety dayshowevershall not include days on which either the
House of Representatives or the Senate is not
in session because of an adjournment of more
than three calendar days to a day certain
before they become effective and the Secretary
shall before promulgating any such proposed
regulations or amended regulations in final
form take due account of any suggestions for
their modification which he may receive during
said ninetyday period All such regulations and
amended regulations shall both in theirproposedform and in their final form bepublishedin the Federal Register

AAgperndix A Legislation

The Secretary shall approve any zoning
bylaw and any amendment to any approved
zoning bylaws submitted to him whichconformsto the standards contained in theregulationsin effect at the time of the adoption by
the town of such bylaw or such amendment
unless before the time of adoption he hassubmittedto the Congress and the towns andpublishedin the Federal Register as aforesaidproposedamended regulations with which the
bylaw or amendment would not be inconformityin whichcase he may withhold his approval
pending completion of the review and final

publication provided for in this subsection and
shall thereafter approve the bylaw oramendmentonly if it is in conformity with theamendedregulations in their final form Suchapprovalshall not be withdrawn or revoked nor shall
its effect be altered for purposes of section

459b3 of this title by issuance of any such
amended regulations after the date of suchapprovalso long as such bylaw or suchamendmentremains in effect as approved

b Commercial and industrial use prohibition acre

age frontage setback and miscellaneousrequirements
The standards specified in such regulations

and amended regulations for approval of any
zoning bylaw or zoning bylaw amendment shall

contribute to the effect of 1 prohibiting the
commercial and industrial use other than any
commercial or industrial use which is permitted
by the Secretary of all property within the
boundaries of the seashore which is situated
within the town adopting such bylaw and 2
promoting the preservation and development
in accordance with the purposes of sections
459b to 459b8 of this title of the areacomprisingthe seashore by means of acreage frontage
and setback requirements and other provisions
which may be required by such regulations to
be included in a zoning bylaw consistent with
the laws of Massachusetts

c Adverse provisions and absence of notice forvarianceas requiring disapproval of local bylaws

No zoning bylaw or amendment of a zoning
bylaw shall be approved by the Secretary which
1 contains any provision which he mayconsideradverse to the preservation anddevelopmentin accordance with the purposes ofsections459b to 459b8 of this title of the area
comprising the seashore or 2 fails to have the
effect of providing that the Secretary shallreceivenotice of any variance granted under and

any exception made to the application of such

bylaw or amendment

d Termination of suspension of authority foracquisitionby condemnation because ofnonconformingvariances and uses agreements concerning
exercise of authority

If any improved property with respect to

which the Secretarys authority to acquire by
condemnation has been suspended by reason of

the adoption and approval in accordance with
the foregoing provisions of this section of a

zoning bylaw applicable to such propertyherematterreferred to as such

bylawa+
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1 is made the subject of a variance under
or an exception to such bylaw which variance

or exception falls to conform or is in any
manner opposed to or inconsistent with any

applicable standard contained in theregulationsissued pursuant to this section and in

effect at the time of the passage of such

bylaw or2 is property upon or with respect to

which there occurs any use commencing
after the date of the publication by theSecretaryof such regulations which falls toconformor is in any manner opposed to orinconsistentwith any applicable standardcontainedin such regulations but no use which
is in conformity with the provisions of such

bylaw shall he held to fail to conform or be

opposed to or inconsistent with any such

standard

the Secretary may at any time and in hisdiscretionterminate the suspension of hisauthorityto acquire such improved property bycondemnationProvided however That theSecretarymay agree with the owner or owners of

such property to refrain from the exercise of

the said authority during such time and upon
such terms and conditions as the Secretary may
deem to be in the best interests of thedevelopmentand preservation of the seashore

Pub 1 87126 § 5 Aug 7 1961 75 Stat 290

Sncrros RavsaRm To rs Oman SEcrioss

This section is referred to in sections 459bi to

459tH3459b5 to 459bS of this title

9 459b5 Certificate of suspension of authority for

acquisition by condemnation

The Secretary shall furnish to any party in

interest requesting the same a certificateindicatingwith respect to any property located

within the seashore as to which the Secretarys
authority to acquire such property bycondemnationhas been suspended in accordance with
the provisions of sections 459b to 459b8 of this

title that such authority has been sosuspendedand the reasons therefor

Pub L 87126 § 6 Aug 7 1961 75 Stat 291

SErrros REPEiu sn TO Di 6TMM SacrzONs

This section is referred to in sections 459b1 to

459b4 459b6 to 459b8 of thistitle§
459bG Administration of acquired property

a Utilization of authority for conservation and

martagencent of natural resources

Except as otherwise provided in sections 459b

to 459b8 of this title the property acquired by
the Secretary under such sections shall beadministeredby the Secretary subject to theprovisionsof sections 1 and 2 to 4 of this title as

amended and supplemented and in accordance

with laws of general application relating to the
national park system as defined by sections lb

to id of this title except that authorityotherwiseavailable to the Secretary for theconservationand management of natural resources

may be utilized to the extent he finds suchauthoritywill further the purposes of sections

459b to 459b8 of this title

b Preservation of seashore incompatible visitor

conveniences restricted provisions for public en
joyment and underaEanding developments for

recreational activities public use areas

1 In order that the seashore shall bepermsnentlypreserved in its present state nodevelopmentor plan for the convenience of visitors

shall be undertaken therein which would beincompatiblewith the preservation of the unique
flora and fauna or the physlographic conditions

now prevailing or with the preservation of such
historic sites and structures as the Secretary
may designate Provided That the Secretary

may provide for the public enjoyment andunderstandingof the unique natural historic and
scientific features of Cape Cod within theseashoreby establishing such trails observation

points and exhibits and providing such services

as he may deem desirable for such publicenjoymentand understanding Provided htrther
That the Secretary may develop forappropriatepublic uses such portions of the seashore as

he deems especially adaptable for camping
swimming boating sailing hunting fishing
the appreciation of historic sites and structures

and natural features of Cape Cod and otheractivitiesof similarnature2 In developing the seashore the Secretary
shall provide public use areas in such places
and manner as he determines will not diminish

for its owners or occupants the value orenjoymentof any improved property located within
the seashore

c Hunting and fishing regulations navigation

The Secretary may permit hunting andfishingincluding shellfishing on lands and waters

under his jurisdiction within the seashore in

such areas and under such regulations as he

may prescribe during open seasons prescribed

by applicable local State and Federal law The
Secretary shall consult with officials of the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts and anypoliticalsubdivision thereof who have Jurisdiction

of hunting and fishing including sheilfishing

prior to the issuance of any such regulations

and the Secretary is authorized to enter into

cooperative arrangements with such officials

regarding such hunting and fishing including

shellfishing as he may deem desirable except
that the Secretary shall leave all aspects of the

propagation and taking of shellfish to the

towns referred to in section 459b of this title

The secretary shall not interfere withnavigationof waters within the boundaries of the

Cape Cod National Seashore by such means
and in such areas as is now customary

Pub L 87126 § 7 Aug 7 1961 75 Stat 291

SECraos REFRRRED TO IN OTMM SEctiONs

This section is referred to in sections 459bi to

458b5 459bT 459bS of this title

ii 459b7 Cape Cod National Seashore AdvisoryCommission
a Fstabiishment termination

There is established a Cape Cod NationalSeashoreAdvisory Commission hereinafterreferredto as the Commission Said C
o
m

in
is

0
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sion shall terminate 30 years after the date the
seashore Is established under section 459b2 of

this title

b Membership term

The Commission shall be composed of ten

members each appointed for a term of two

years by the Secretary as follows

1 Six members to be appointed fromrecommendationsmade by each of the boards of

selectmen of the towns referred to in section

459b of this title one member from therecommendationsmade by each such board2 One member to be appointed fromrecommendationsof the county commissioners
of Barnstable County Commonwealth of

Massachusetts3 Two members to be appointed fromrecommendationsof the Governor of theCommonwealthof Massachusetts and4 One member to be designated by the

Secretary

e Chairman vacancies

The Secretary shall designate one member to

be Chairman Any vacancy in the Commission
shall be filled in the same manner in which the

original appointment was made
d Compensation and expenses

A member of the Commission shall serve
without compensation as such The Secretary is

authorized to pay the expenses reasonablyincurredby the Commission in carrying out Its

responsibilities under sections 459b to 459b8 of

this title upon vouchers signed by theChairman
e Majority vote

The Commission established by this section

shall act and advise by affirmative vote of amajorityof the members thereof

f Consultation of Secretary with Commission

The Secretary or his designee shall from

time to time consult with the members of the

Commission with respect to matters relating to

the development of Cape Cod NationalSeashoreand shall consult with the members with

respect to carrying out the provisions ofsections459b3 and 459b4 of this title

g Advice of Commission for commercial orindustrialuse permits and establishment of public use

areas for recreational activities

No permit for the commercial or industrial

use of property located within the seashore

shall be issued by the Secretary nor shall any
public use area for recreational activity beestablishedby the Secretary within the seashore
without the advice of the Commission if such

advice is submitted within a reasonable time

after it is sought

h Exemption from other provisions of law

1 Any member of the Advisory Commission

appointed under sections 459b to 459b8 of this

title shall be exempted with respect to suchappointmentfrom the operation of sections 281

283 284 and 1914 of title 18 and section 190 of

the Revised Statutes 5 USC 99 except as

See References in Text note below

Appendix A Legislation

otherwise specified in paragraph 2 of thissubsection
2 The exemption granted by paragraph 1

of this subsection shall notextendito the receipt or payment of salary in

connection with the appointees Government
service from any sources other than theprivateemployer of the appointee at the time of

his appointment or
ii during the period of such appointment

and the further period of two years after the
termination thereof to the prosecution or

participation in the prosecution by any

person so appointed of any claim against the

Government involving any matter concerning
which the appointee had any responsibility

arising out of his appointment during the

period of such appointment

Pub L 87126 § 8 Aug 7 1961 75 Stat 292
Pub L 99420 title U § 201 Sept 25 1986 100

Stat 960

REFERENCES IN TExr

Sections 281 283 284 and 1914 of title 18 referred

to in subsea h1 were repealed by Pub L 87849
12 Oct 23 1962 76 Stat 1126 except as they sea
tions 281 and 2831 may apply to retired officers of the
armed forces of the United States and weresupplantedby sections 203 205 207 and 209 respectively
of Title 18 Crimes and Criminal Procedure Forfurther

details see Exemptions note set out under section

281 of Title 18
Section 190 of the Revised Statutes 5USC 99referredto in subsec h1 was repealed by Pub L

87849 13 Oct 23 1962 76 Stat 1126 See section 207
of Title 18

A2I WDMENTS

1986Subsec a Pub L 99420 substituted 30
years for ten years

R£ESTABUSuMENT AND EXTENSION OF COMMISSION

Pub L 99349 title I July 2 1986 100 Stat 731
provided That the Cape Cod National SeashoreAdvisoryCommission established under section 8a of

the Act of August 1 1961 Public Law 87126 75 Stat
292 16 USC 459b7a3 is reestablished andextendedthrough February 28 1996

SEenos Rxr an TO IN OTHER SECTIONS

This section Is referred to in sections 459b1 to

459b6 459b8 of thistitle§459b8 Authorization of appropriations

There are authorized to be appropriated such

sums as may be necessary to carry out theprovisionsof sections 459b to 459b8 of this title

except that no more than $42917575 shall be

appropriated for the acquisition of land and

waters and Improvements thereon andinterests
therein and incidental costs relatingtheretoin accordance with the provisions of such

sections

Pub I 87126 19 Aug 7 1961 75 Stat 293
Pub L 91252 May 14 1970 84 Stat 216 Pub
L 98141 § 3 Oct 31 1983 97 Stat 909

AMENDMENTS

1983Pub L 98141 substituted $42917575 for

132500000
1970Pub L 91252 substituted $33500000 for

316000000
SECTION REFmiam TO IN OT ER SECriONS

This section is referred to in sections 459b1 to

459b7 of this title
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AUTHORIZATION OF CONVEYANCE OF COMMONWEALTH LANDS

Chapter 777

THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

IN THE YEAR ONE THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED AND SIXTYTWO AN ACT
authorizing and directing conveyance of certain lands to the United States of America

WHEREAS the deferred operation of this Act would tend to defeat its purposes which is to provide

forthwith for the Commonwealth to convey to the United States of America certain lands to effectuate the

establishment of the Cape Cod National Seashore therefore it is hereby declared to be an emergency law

necessary for the immediate preservation of the public health and convenience

Be it enacted by the Senate and House ofRepresentatives in General Court assembled and by the authority

of the same as

followsSECTION
1 The Commissioner of Public Works acting in the name and on behalf of the Commonwealth

is hereby authorized and directed to convey without consideration to the United States of America all the right

title and interest of the Commonwealth in and to so much of the Province Lands in the Town of Provincetown

except that part thereof which is described in Chapter Seven Hundred and One of the Acts of Nineteen Hundred

and Sixtytwo and to so much of any other lands under the jurisdiction or control of the Department of Public

Works in the Town of Truro including in each instance buildings thereon and lands covered by water as is

situated within the boundaries of the Cape Cod National Seashore as described in Section One of Public Law

87126

SECTION 2 The Commissioner of Natural Resources acting in the name and on behalf of the

Commonwealth is hereby authorized and directed to convey without consideration to the United States of

America all the right title and interest of the Commonwealth and to so much of the Pilgrim Spring State Park

and in and to so much of any other land under the jurisdiction or control of the Department of Natural Resources

in the town of Truro including in each instance buildings thereon and lands covered by water as is situated

within the boundaries of the Cape Cod National Seashore as described in Section One of Public Law 87126

SECTION 3 The Deed of Conveyance under Section One shall provide

1 That a portion of the lands so conveyed is subject to a lease between the Commonwealth and the

Town of Provincetown dated January second Nineteen Hundred and Sixtyone for public airport and access

purposes

2 That such additional area as shall be agreed upon between the Secretary of the Interior or his

designee and the Town of Provincetown acting through its Airport Commission shall be made available by

lease or otherwise to said Town for public airport and access purposes

3 That such area as may be agreed upon between the Secretary of the Interior or his designee and the

said Town acting through its duly authorized representative shall be made available to said Town for dumping

purposes

4 That in the case of disagreement under subparagraphs 2 or 3 of this section the matter shall be

submitted to arbitration each party to select one arbitrator and said arbitrators so chosen to select a third

arbitrator and that the decisions of such arbitrators shall be binding on both parties

SECTION 4 The Deeds of Conveyance under Sections One and Two shall provide

1 That the jurisdiction of the United States of America over and within the lands so conveyed shall be

proprietary only that the Commonwealth shall continue to exercise all of the jurisdiction power and authority

possessed by it on or before the effective date of this Act over and within the land so conveyed including the

right to serve criminal or civil process and the right to tax persons and corporations their franchises and

property and that persons residing on such lands shall have the right to vote at all primaries and elections within

the town and county in which said lands are located
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2 That the Secretary of the interior may permit hunting and fishing including shelifishing on lands

and waters under his jurisdiction within the Cape Cod National Seashore in such areas and under such

regulations as he may prescribe during open seasons prescribed by applicable local state and federal law that

said Secretary shall consult with officials of the Commonwealth and any political subdivision thereof who have

jurisdiction of hunting and fishing including shellfishing prior to the issuance of any such regulations that said

Secretary is authorized to enter into cooperative arrangements with such officials regarding such hunting and

fishing including shellfishing as he may deem desirable except that he shall leave all aspects of the propagation

and taking of shellfish to the towns referred to in Section One of Public Law 87126 and that the fishing rights

of the public shall be the same in the coastal waters within the Cape Cod National Seashore as prior to such

conveyances

3 That the Commonwealth through the State Reclamation Board and the Cape Cod Mosquito Control

Project or its successor shall continue to provide for the control of mosquitoes and greenhead flies in the lands

so conveyed and shall have the right to construct and maintain such ditches culverts dams and any other

installations on the lands so conveyed as may be necessary for the proper control of mosquitoes and greenhead

flies

4 That if at any time the United States of America fails to use the lands so conveyed for the purposes

in said Public Law 87126 the title to such lands shall revert to and revest in the Commonwealth

APPROVED July 26 1962
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TOWN OF EASTHAM
TO

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
QUITCLAIM DEED

COAST GUARD BEACH AREA

TOWN OF EASTHAM a municipal corporation duly organized and existing by law in the County of

Barnstable and Commonwealth of Massachusetts acting by and through its Board of Selectmen in consideration

of these premises grants to the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA and its assigns with quitclaim covenants that

parcel of land and beach known as Coast Guard Beach located in Eastham Barnstable County Commonwealth

of Massachusetts shown as Parcels No 25 No 26 No 27 and No 31 Block 17 Sheet 4A on the Eastham

Assessors Map bounded and described as follows

descriptions of parcels not included

All of said boundaries except the water lines are determined by the Court to be located as shown on

subdivision plan 8939D dated March 5 1929

Said land is conveyed subject to the express condition that the Taxpayers of the Town of Eastham and their

families shall have the right to use the above described beach and other beaches developed by the National Park

Service within the Town of Eastham together with the adjacent parking areas without charge and reserving to

the property owners the right to pass and repass over the same by existing or future ways between the Town
Road and the property lying Southerly of the above described premises and to use said ways as ways are

commonly used in the Town of Eastham and whenever the Cape Cod National Seashore Park Service does not

use the same for the purposes as stated said beach and land are to revert to the Inhabitants of the Town of

Eastham

After transferring all rights of way and easements in the Town ways described below reserving full rights

of way to the taxpayers of the Town of Eastham and their families andor tenants the right to use the same as

now located and as they may hereafter be relocated by the National Park Service as ways are commonly used in

the Town of Eastham viz Nauset Road from its intersection with Route 6 running thence Easterly and Northerly

a distance of about eighttenths 8 mile to the intersection of Doane Road and Doane Road from the

intersection of Nauset Road running thence Easterly and Southerly a distance of about one and onetenth 11
mile to Coast Guard Beach so called said roads to be maintained policed and kept in good repair by the

National Park Service and whenever the Cape Cod National Seashore Park Service does not use for the purposes

as stated the said Town ways are to revert to the Inhabitants of the Town of Eastham

The Vote of the Inhabitants of the Town of Eastham in meeting assembled February 18 1963 authorizing

this conveyance is attached hereto

Intending hereby to convey with quitclaim covenants to the United States of America and its assigns all

right title or interest which the grantors may have in the banks beds and waters of any streams or ponds adjacent

to or fronting upon said land in any alleys roads streets ways strips gores or railroad rights of way abutting or

adjoining said land and in any means of ingress or egress appurtenant thereto

This conveyance is subject to existing easements for public roads and highways for public utilities for

railroads and pipelines

Excepting however to the Town all aspects of the propagation and taking of shellfish in connection with

the above described land and beach The consideration being nominal no revenue stamps are required

In witness whereof the Town of Eastham has caused its seal to be affixed hereto and these presents to be

executed for and in its behalf by the undersigned the Board of Selectmen hereunto duly authorized this 3rd day of

June 1963

TOWN OF EASTHAM
BY
s Maurice W Wiley

s Luther P Smith

s Maurice A Moore
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TOWN OF EASTHAM

TO

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

QUITCLAIM DEED

NAUSET LIGHT BEACH AREA

TOWN OF EASTHAM a municipal corporation duty organized and existing by law in the County of

Barnstable and Commonwealth of Massachusetts acting by and through its Board of Selectmen for

consideration paid grants to the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA and its assigns all its right title and interest

in and to certain parcels of land situate in Easiham Barnstable County Commonwealth of Massachusetts more

particularly described as follows

PARCEL THREE
That parcel of land and beach known as Nauset Light Beach comprised of the following Lots

lot description not included

All of said boundaries are determined by the Court to be located as shown on subdivision

plan 17649B dated Sept 15 1943

Containing one acre of land more or less

Reserving to the taxpayers of Eastham and their families the right to use the above described

beach and adjacent waters for swimming the adjacent parking area and without charge Provided

49 however that whenever the Cape Cod National Seashore Park Service does not use the same for purposes

as above stated the said beach and land are to revert to the Inhabitants of the Town of Eastham

PAR EL FOUR
Rights of way and easements in the below described Town way viz Cable Road from its sic

intersection with Nauset Road and running East to its sic termination at the Atlantic Ocean

Reserving full rights of way to those persons legally entitled thereto and to the taxpayers of the

Town of Eastham and their families andor tenants the right to use the same as ways are commonly used in

the Town of Eastham both now and hereafter over the same

Provided however that said road be maintained policed and kept in good repair by the National

Park Service as a free point of access for the taxpayers of the Town of Eastham and their families andor

tenants to the bathing beaches and provided further that whenever the Cape Cod National Seashore Park

Service does not use the same for the purposes as stated the Town ways are to revert to the Inhabitants of

the Town of Eastham

In witness whereof the Town of Eastham has caused its seal to be affixed hereto and these presents

to be executed for and in its behalf by the undersigned the Board of Selectmen hereunto duly authorized

this 25th day of January 1965

TOWN OF EASTHAM
BY
s Fred G LaPiana Jr

s Luther P Smith

s Maurice A Moore
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Chapter 360

THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Eightyfour

AN ACT CEDING TO THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA CONCURRENT JURISDICTION OVER

UNITS OF THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE IN THE COMMONWEALTH

Be it enacted by the Senate and House ofRepresentatives in General Court assembled and by the authority

of the same as follows

SECTION 1 The commonwealth hereby cedes concurrent jurisdiction over those lands and buildings

hereinafter provided and administered by the National Park Service of the United State Department of the

Interior

The lands and buildings so included are as follows

d Cape Cod National Seashore in the towns of Chatham Orleans Eastham Truro Provincetown and

Wellfleet as described in a plan of land titled Boundary Map Cape Cod National Seashore dated February

1978

SECTION 2 Said concurrent jurisdiction shall be vested upon acceptance by the United States of America

when the Director of the National Park Service files a notice of such acceptance with the governor and the state

secretarySECTION

3 Exclusive jurisdiction in and over such tracts shall revert to and revest in the commonwealth

whenever such tracts shall cease to be used for the purpose set forth in section one

House of Representatives December 11 1984

Passed to be enacted s Thomas W McGee Speaker

In Senate December 12 1984

Passed to be enacted Is William M Bulger

December 18 1984

Approved

lsf Michael J Dukakis Governor

President
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APPENDIX B CAPE COD NATIONAL SEASHORE
ZONING STANDARDS

CODE OF FEDERAL RECVLATTON5 TITLE 36 PART 27

Sec
271 General objectives
272 Commercial and industrialactivities273Seashore District

274 Variances and exceptions

AumuarrY Secs 1 5 75 Stat 254 290 16

USC 459b 459b4

SOURCE 27 PR 6714 July 14 1962 unless

otherwise noted

$271 General objectives

a Consistent with the objectives set

out in section 5 of the Act of August 7
1961 75 Stat 284 development and

management of the Cape Cod National

Seashore will be conducted in a manner
which will assure the widest possible

public use understanding andenjoymentof its natural cultural andscientificfeatures The regulations in this

part are designed and promulgated to

establish minimum standards which
local zoning bylaws must meet infurtheranceof those purposes
b The standards hereby established

for approval of zoning bylaws or
amendments of zoning bylawsareintended1 To contribute to the effect

of prohibiting the commercial andindustrialuse other than existingcommercialor industrial use notinconsistentwith the purposes of the Act ofAugust1 1961 75 Stat 284 291 of all

property within the boundaries of the

Cape Cod National Seashore andsituatedin the towns of Provincetown
Truro Wellfleet Eastham Orleans and
Chatham and 2 to promotepreservationand development in accordance

with the purposes of the said Act of
the area comprising the seashore by
means of acreage frontage and setback

requirements and other provisions
which may be required to be included

in zoning bylaws consistent with the

laws of Massachusetts Zoning bylaws
or amendments of zoning bylawsapplicableto the area within Cape CodNationalSeashore in order that they
may be approved shall conform to the

standards herein set forth relating to

preservation and development of the
seashore In accordance with thepurposesof the said Act The Secretary
shall be given notice of anyamendmentsto approved zoning bylaws that

affect the Seashore District Nothing
in these standards or in the zoningbylawsadopted pursuant thereto for the

area within Cape Cod NationalSeashoreshall preclude the Secretary of

the interior from fulfilling theresponsibilitiesvested in him by the Act of

August 7 1961 or by the Act of August

25 1916 39 Stat 535 as amended and

supplementedc Wherever the term improved
property is used in this part it shall

mean a detached onefamily dwelling
the land on which it Is situated and

accessory structures and as furtherdefinedin section 4d of the Act ofAugust7196175 Stat 284

§272 Commercial and industrialactivities
No commercial or industrial districts

may be established within the Cape
Cod National Seashore

§278 Seashore District

a Description The Seashore District
shall include all those portions of the

towns of Provincetown Truro
Wellfleet Eastham Orleans andChathamlying within the exteriorboundariesof the Cape Cod NationalSeashore
b Zoning bylaws for the Seashore

District shall be consistent with the

objectives and purposes of the Act of

August 7 1961 so thatto the extent

possible under Massachusetts lawthe
scenic scientific and cultural values of

the area will be protected undeveloped
areas will be preserved in a natural

condition and the distinctive Cape Cod

character of existing residentialstructureswill be maintained
c1 No moving alteration orenlargementof existing onefamilyresidentialdwellings or structuresaccessorythereto situated within thisDistrictshall be permitted if such would

afford less than a 50foot setback from

all streets measured at a right angle

with the street Iine and a 25footdistancefrom the abutters property lines

or less than such lesser setback ordistancerequirements already inexistencefor such dwellings or accessory

structures
2 If through natural phenomena or

causes a lot or lots are so diminished in

size that an owner would be unable to

comply with the setback or sidelinerequirementsherein prescribed such

owner or the zoning authorities may
as provided in §274b request the Sep
retary of the interior to determine

whether a proposed movereconstructionalteration of enlargement of an

existing residential dwelling or

acceslev
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sort structure would subject thepropertyto acquisition by condemnationd Zoning bylaws adopted pursuant
to this regulation shall containprovisionsdesigned to preserve the seashore

character of the area by appropriaterestrictionsor prohibitions upon the

burning of cover cutting of timber
filling of land removal of soil loam
sand or gravel and dumping storage or
piling of refuse and other unsightlyobjectsor other uses which would detract
from the natural or traditionalseashorescene
e Zoning bylaws for the Seashore

District may permit residential uses of
improved property and other uses of

such dwellings and their accessory
structures Provided Such other uses
are traditional to these seashorecommunitiesare customarily Incidental to
the principal residential use and do not
alter the essential character of the

dwelling and premises as a privateresidenceSubject to those conditions such
uses may include but are not limited
to 1 Partial use of dwellings byresidentsfor a professional office as for
the practice of theology law ormedicineas an artists studio forappropriatesmall scale home occupations as
the making and selling of traditional

Cape Cod products produced on the

premises and for the rental of rooms
and serving of meals by residents of the

premises to overnight guests 2 the
existence of structures such as agaragebarn or boathouse accessory to
the dwelling 3 display of a sign which
may be indirectly but not directlyilluminatedand not to exceed two square
feet in area referring to theoccupancysale or rental of the premises
4 traditional agricultural uses of
cleared land but not including suchobjectionableuses as a piggery or the
raising of livestock poultry orfurbearinganimals for commercialpurposesand 5 the opening of shellfish
the storage and use of fishingequipmentand other traditional fishingactivitiesNo commercial or industrial
ventures other than of the typesdescribedabove may be established
within the Seashore District

274 Variances and exceptions

a Zoning bylaws may provide for
variances and exceptions

b Bylaws adopted pursuant to these

standards shall contain provisions
which constitute notice to applicants
for variances and exceptions that
under section 5d of the Act of August
7 1961 the Secretary of the Interior is

authorized to withdraw the suspension
of his authority to acquire bycondemnationimproved property that
is made the subject of a variance orexceptionwhich in his opinion falls to
conform or is in any manner opposed to
or inconsistent with preservation and
development of the seashore ascontemplatedIn the said Act TheSecretarymay be consulted at any time
by zoning authorities or by the owner
of improved property regarding the
effect of a proposed variance orexceptionupon the status of the affected

property with regard to the suspension
of the Secretarys authority tocondemnThe Secretary within 60 days of
the receipt of a request for suchdeterminationor as soon thereafter as is

reasonably possible shall advise the
owner or zoning authorities whether or
not the intended use will subject the

property to acquisition bycondemnation
c The Secretary shall be promptly

notified of the granting of any variance

orexception
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APPENDIX C INTERPRETIVE THEMES FOR CAPE COD
NATIONAL SEASHORE

The interpretive focus for Cape Cod NationalSeashorewould be broadened to link the national

seashore with the region and to present a moreholistic
picture of the Cape Cod character The themes

cover those ideas that are critical to understanding the

national seashores significance All interpretiveprogramsboth media and personal services should

relate to one or more of the themes and each theme

should be addressed by some part of the overall

interpretive program

■ Cape Cods natural systems and processes have

produced distinctive landforms and habitats

Cape Cods soil and rocks were initiallydeposited
by continental glaciation The Cape is a vast

accumulation of glacial drift Except for dunes and

windblown sediments its landforms kettle ponds

erratics kames and pamets all derive from

glaciation

Cape Cods biota climate and geomorphology

express its seasonal diversity The violent action of

winter storms on Cape Cods easily eroded sand

changes landforms with the seasons Migration is part

of the annual cycle of many animal species from

waterfowl and other birds to whales and seals

Salt marshes occur in the protected bays and

inlets behind the barrier beaches and islands and

constitute one of the Capes most characteristic and

important ecosystems

The range of temperature in surrounding waters

combined with numerous estuaries of varying

salinity has produced some of the richest marine

habitat on the East Coast

Of all the creatures nourished by the sea none

has been more important to the history of Cape Cod

than the Atlantic cod

■ The elements of natural change primarily

through the effects of the sea on the land

embrace and permeate all of the Capesresources
The configuration of Cape Cod is the result of

the actions of rising sea level winds waves and

ocean currents Rising sea level is eroding Cape Cod

Ocean waves and beach processes are eroding the

Great Beach and building land at both ends

Rising sea level established Cape Cods most

important ecosystems bays tidal flats andprotective
barrier beaches which provide habitat for a

greater abundance and variety of aquatic life

As the sea erodes the Great Beach escarpment it

exposes evidence for thousands of years of geological

and human history

■ The people of Cape Cod have intensely affected

the land and they continue to interact with the

land and surrounding waters Cape Cod is the

continuing saga of human events etched onto

the landscape

Nomadic PalenIndian people hunters and

gatherers arrived on Cape Cod about 12000 years

ago Succeeding populations developed a more

sedentary agricultural way of life notable for a more

permanent occupation and a sophisticated social

structure and economy

By 1600 the Wampanoag Indians had established

six villages along the creeks and bays from Chatham

to Wellfleet relying on a combination of hunting

fishing and farming for sustenance

In 1620 Cape Cod was 97 forested English

settlers began wood cutting and stock grazing By
1750 the Outer Cape was virtually stripped of its

extensive forests Sheep grazing and cranberry

cultivation continued to affect the forests

In 1654 the Province Lands were set aside by the

Plymouth Colony as public lands never to beprivatelyowned or developed making these the earliest

lands ever set aside as a public trust in the United

States

Henry David Thoreau visited Cape Cod in 1849

and 1850 to partake of the isolation solitude and

vastness He wrote of his journey the people heencounteredand the desolation resulting from

overfarming and overgrazing

The cranberry has been commercially raised on

the Capes bogs since the early 1800s The cranberry

as much as the cod has become a symbol of Cape

Cod

The coming of the railroad which initiallycontributedto the decline of the packet boat andmerchant
marine helped revive the Capes economy by

linking Cape Cod towns to the rest of New England

especially the regions urban populations
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■ The waters around Cape Cod have profoundly

affected and continue to affect human activities

here

While taking advantage of many of the marine

resources around them the first English settlers on

Cape Cod were farmers not fishermen They did not

truly become seafarers until forced to by the lands

limitations and by their own unintentionalmismanagementof it

Cape Cod occupied a significant placethroughout
the period of EuropeanAmerican Indian contact

It was charted documented or explored byVerrazanoGosnold Champlain Smith and others

On November 9 1620 the Mayflower Pilgrims

sighted the Cape the first land they had seen in the

two months since leaving England While anchored

off what became known as Provincetown theyexploredareas of the Cape encountered the Native

Americans living there and signed the Mayflower

Compact
After the American Revolution the manufacture

of salt from seawater helped support Cape Cods

fishing industry and provided a cash crop Before

railroads were built travel by sea provided faster and

cheaper transportation than by land Ships were the

primary means of transportation on Cape Cod before

the Civil War
Provincetown with its unrivaled harbor forfishingand whaling became the Capes most important

port Invigorated by the arrival of the railroad and the

influx of Portuguese fishermen Provincetownremainedan important port until the end of the 19th

century

From packet boats to clipper ships Cape

Codders attained seafaring eminence as shipmasters

in the merchant marine and brought homecosmopolitan
perspectives unusual among midI9th century

New England towns

The Outer Cape is a graveyard for about 3000

ships wrecked within the past 300 years To aid

navigation prevent shipwrecks and assist thesurvivorsof shipwrecks the federal governmentprovidedlighthouses lifesaving stations and Coast

Guard stations

From the invention of Marconis wirelesstelegraphuntil the introduction of satellites Cape Cod

was an ideal location for shiptoshore andtransatlanticcommunications systems

In the 20th century the popularity of oceanrecreationhas made Cape Cod one of the nations leading

summer playgrounds Outer Cape residents activities

and livelihoods are integrally bound with the waters

■ As both a haven and a subject Cape Cod has

drawn artists and authorsfor more than a

century In addition its environment hasencouragedthe development ofstructures and

tools that have come to be appreciated for their

beauty as well as their utility

Artists and writers made their homes on Cape

Cod painting and writing of seascapes andlandscapesFew if any rural areas of comparable size

have inspired such a rich and varied creative

response

Cape Cod houses which illustrate how settlers

adapted to nature rather than confronting it are of

national architectural significance Windmills and

lighthouses are other characteristic architectural

features that capture the imagination of visitors

Cape Cod is the home of utilitarian art objects

such as the Cape Cod catboat the quahog bullrake

and the first commercial cranberry scoops and crates

Cape Cod is also a place to find lobster trapsquarterboardsand carved waterfowling decoys

Henry Beston lived for a full year on the Great

Beach and wrote The Outermost House a personal

and a natural history of Cape Cod Thoreau preceded

him and other nature essayists Hay Finch have

followed as have many other writers

As a result of World War I writers and artists

who had previously traveled to Europe discovered

the charm of fishing villages and the extraordinary

light on the Cape This tradition has enriched cultural

life on the Cape and is fostered today by localorganizationsand individuals

■ Cape Cod Nationaffeashore Is a place where

people enjoy a variety ofrecreationaleducationaland Inspirational activities in various

settings It is a place for people to enjoyspectacularnatural settings and to experience a sense

of continuity linking past present and future

Cape Cod offers unpolluted waters and beaches

the harvest of the sea vistas reminders of ourmaritime
past and the opportunity for discovery andselfdiscovery
Cape Cod National Seashore is a place forspiritual

replenishment where nature and cultural heritage

are highly valued and protected

The national seashore offers a livingdemonstrationof how current and future generations may
interact responsibly with the environment both on

Cape Cod and elsewhere

The national seashore provides manyopportunities
to relate the challenges of resource

stewardship There is a need to convey complex

often controversial resource management issues to

the public to broaden their understanding of the

myriad factors affecting decisions
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APPENDIX D MANAGEMENT ZONING AND CARRYING
CAPACITY MONITORING

NATIONAL SEASHORE
MANAGEMENT ZONING

In accordance with NPS Management Policies all

lands and waters within Cape Cod NationalSeashores
boundary are zoned to provide for userexperienceand resource protection Management zoning

is a required component of a management plan The

more specific management zoning actions would not

override but would be consistent with the remaining

elements of this plan

Management zones have been delineated based on the

national seashores purpose significancemanagement
philosophy and objectives and natural andcultural
resources Zoning assists managers in focusing

on protecting natural processes and cultural heritage

while accommodating compatible human uses

Research is appropriate in any management zone as

an important component of managing resources

4 Developed zone This zone includes

highly developed areas for public use or

information dispersal such as visitorcentersroads bicycle trails staging areas

parking lots and changing rooms or comfort

stations

♦ Special use zone This zone includes

areas that are used primarilyfor residential

administrative or operational purposes

While not all houses in the rural settlement

subzone are shown on maps the structures

themselves are considered to be part of this

zone while adjacent land would beconsidered
part of the surrounding zone

Subzones within each of these zones further define

desired experiences and management strategies

including the setting examples of areas or sites

within that subzone and the desired experience and

management practices

Management zoning applies directly to NPS lands

Properties owned by other agencies or private

landowners are not subject to NPS management

zoning Adjacent landowners may wish to work with

the Park Service to protect resources in a similar

manner The Proposed Management Zones map
shows approximate management boundaries but

should not be viewed as a specific boundary

document

PRINCIPAL MANAGEMENT ZONES

Management zoning is based on designating areas in

one of the following four zones

♦ Natural zone This zone includes most of

the national seashore where the primaryexperienceis one of being in naturalsurroundingssuch as in the woods or along a beach

This zone extends along the entire coast

Where natural coastal processes erode or

accrete the coastline the natural zone would

continue to occupy the coastal area within

national seashore

boundariesHistoric
zone This zone includes areas

with archeological remains historically

significant districts sites and cultural

landscapes

The zones help guide intervention in problem areas

User conflicts safety needs or resource protection

requirements could result in areas being closed

Unless public safety concerns are immediate affected

stakeholders would normally be consulted regarding

potential longterm closures If

operationalnonhistoric
facilities in any zone were destroyed severely

damaged required excessive capital reinvestment or

for any other reason went beyond the point ofreasonable
repair then development in those areas

would not automatically be replaced Relocated

facilities would be placed in areas away from

sensitive areas or areas subject to rapidly changing

coastal processes Decisions not to repair or relocate

facilities would be made in consultation with the

affected towns

Walking trails would be acceptable development in

all zones except where there would be a notable

conflict with private property Important vistas may
also occur in any subzone and would be managed

appropriately
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NATURAL SUBZONES

Concentrated Use Suhzone

The concentrated use subzone is characterized by

natural areas that are easily accessible including

recreational beaches ponds forested areas and areas

that may require designated access to ensure resource

protection like the white cedar and red maple

swamps Facilities providing comforts andconveniences
are usually nearby Opportunities to

interact with the natural environment are offered

along trail corridors or at beaches Infrastructure

includes hardened trails boardwalks staging areas

and parking lots

Examples of this subzone include the beech forest

the white cedar swamp Pilgrim Heights andrecreationbeaches

Desired Experience Travel would often berestricted
to hardened trails beaches or boardwalks to

protect adjacent resources Vehicles would be evident

only in parking lots selfcontained camping areas

and along nearby roadways Minimal to moderate

physical exertion would be required The probability

of encountering individuals or groups would be

moderate to high and NPS staff presence would be

low to moderate Because of seasonal variations

experiences might be solitary during the offseason or

crowded during the peak use season The need for

outdoor skills would be minimal

Interpretive information would be provided attrailheadsand wayside exhibits and through brochures

and bulletin cases Personal services could be offered

Management Resources could be manipulated or

modified to control or correct problems resulting

from public use as long as changes did not unduly

affect the setting protected species or other sensitive

resources A moderate to high level of trailmanagementcould be required to protect resources and

ensure public safety for example trail hardening

boardwalks trail delineators Maintenance would be

performed more frequently than in other natural

subzones the purpose would be to leave the setting as

natural as possible Resources within the trail corridor

defined as the trail and a 5 buffer area on either

side could be mowed cleared planted or otherwise

altered for public safety or viewing of adjacentresourcesor to eliminate social trails Monitoring to

identify resource standards and indicators see pages

325329 would occur outside trail corridors

Dispersed UseSubzoae

The dispersed use subzone is characterized byprimarily
undeveloped areas which are natural settings

in remote locations Some areas may have nofacilities
or improvements Trails may lead to specific

destinations or may pass through a variety of resource

settings Resource modifications other than sand

roads rural homes utility corridors and trails are not

evident

Examples of this subzone include Griffin and Bound

Brook Islands land south of the Marconi area and

Race Point

Desired Experience This subzone would provide

people a sense of being immersed in a naturallandscapewhere they may feel distant from most

comforts and conveniences Uses could include

hiking fishing swimming mountain bikinghorseback
riding ORV driving and picnicking with

numerous opportunities to interact with the natural

environment Private residential neighborhoods

would be seldom seen

The probability of encountering individuals groups

and NPS staff would be low to high depending on

the season and the time of day At times experiences

might be solitary Challenge and opportunities for

adventure would be moderate to high Physical

exertion could be required depending on whether one

was hiking riding or driving The need for some

outdoor skills would be important

Trails boardwalks ungated sand roads and beaches

would be the primary ways of access Vehicle use

would only be permitted along ungated sand roads or

within designated corridors

Information regulations and interpretive media

within this subzone would be provided at visitor

contact points and trailheads however some onsite

information or regulatory signs might be provided for

vehicle use Some sitespecific media or personal

programs could be provided

Management The management intent within this

subzone would be to minimize resource damage

within moderated use limits Hiking areas would be

managed primarily for resource protection and visitor

safety Designated horsebackriding trails would be

moderately to intensively managed to protectresourcesand minimize user conflicts Sand roads and

beaches open to ORVs would be intensively managed
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40 to protect resources minimize user conflicts and

promote safety

Onsite controls and restrictions would be subtle for

example sand fences and would be used only to

protect resources or ensure safety Areas could be

closed as resource protection measures or because of

inclement weather or high tides Longterm decisions

regarding changes in management or the regulation of

public or designated ways recognized for a long

period of time would be discussed with the affected

stakeholders

MarineInteriidal Subzone

The marine intertidal subzone includes all estuarine

open ocean and bay waters and the land under the

ocean bays estuaries and portions of rivers that are

tidally influenced These areas include submerged

historic resources such as shipwrecks along the coast

Physical access and viewpoints are usually along

stretches of landbased subzones like beaches dunes

and cliffs or by boat The ownership of submerged

lands within the national seashore boundary varies

Where ownership is not federal management would

be addressed with partners

Low Use Subzone

The low use subzone is characterized by remote

natural areas with little evidence of settlements or

people Trails gated sand roads utility corridors and

isolated housesstructures are the only facilities

present Backcountry camping and equestrian use

may be permitted in designated areas Access is only

by trail gated sand road or along beaches Norecreationalmechanized or motorized use is permitted

Vehicle access is restricted to permit holders dune

tour taxi operators and NPS staff for public safety

law enforcement resource protection and other

administrative purposes Efforts would be made to

avoid intruding on the core experience of solitude and

isolation in this subzone

Examples of this subzone include Great Island the

inner dunes of the Province Lands and the south

beach at Chatham

Desired Experience The experience in this subzone

would be one of being completely immersed in a

natural landscape Opportunities for independence

closeness to nature and tranquillity would be

moderate to high The need for some outdoor skills

would be important People encountered wouldprimarilybe hikers or those fishing swimming or

picnicking there would be a low probability of

meeting other groups or NPS staff Private residences

would rarely be seen

Information regulations and interpretive media

would be provided at initial contact points and

trailheads Interpretive programs would be infrequent

Management Management actions would beprimarilyto protect resources and ensure public safety

Needed controls and restrictions would be subtle

Resource modification would be minimal Few

facilities would be provided

Examples of this subzone include Cape Cod Bay
Nauset Marsh Hatches Harbor the Atlantic Ocean

and the Herring River estuary

Desired Experience The primary recreationalexperienceswithin this subzone would include boating

swimming shellfishing fishing and combing the

tidal flats Swimming would primarily be from

designated beaches and close to shore Boating

activities including fishing and recreational boating

often depend on the time of year and weather

conditions Close contact with other boatsgroups

would vary from site to site with experiences ranging

from large gatherings to opportunities for solitude

Specialized outdoor skills and abilities would often

be necessary and could involve specialized

equipment

Information state and federal regulations and

interpretive media within this subzone would be

provided mainly at visitor contact stations beach

parking lots and viewpoints

Management Generally management actions would

be of low intensity except where designated areas

were closed to protect nursery habitat to allowecologicalrestoration or to reduce user conflicts

Actions would focus on protecting marine and tidal

resources including fish and shellfish habitat and

shipwrecks as well as providing a wide spectrum of

recreational opportunities Fishing and shellfishing

activities would be managed by the appropriate

agency or agencies in accordance with applicable

federal state or local regulations Where land is not

federally owned management would be addressed

with nonfederal landowners as necessary

The management of swimming would varydependingon beach ownership and season NPS beaches

would be moderately to intensively managed during

summer while some expanses of beach would not be
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managed at all or patrolled infrequently Motorized

activities such as boating and use of personalwatercraftwould not be permitted in designatedlifeguardprotectedareas where conflicts with swimmers could

occur or in other areas where prohibited Newmechanized
activities that could increase safety hazards or

impact resources would be less compatible with

desired experiences in this subzone and might need to

be regulated

Resource modifications groins jetties seawalls and

revetments for coastal protection would not bepermittedin this subzone Previous modifications such

as groins or armoring would either be removed or left

subject to coastal processes

HISTORIC SUBZONRS

Structures and Landscape Subzone

Within the structures and landscape subzone are

historic buildings and structures cleared fields and

agricultural lands Settings are primarily formal and

involve housing patterns and manipulated landscapes

The character is often defined by groupings ofhistoricelements such as buildings or districts that are

surrounded by cultural or natural landscapes Many
sites are completely manipulated landscapes with

boundaries defined by historic and other culturalresources
Parking and other visitor services areavailable

at often visited sites

All sitesldistricts are listed on or are eligible for

listing on the National Register of Historic Places

Individual historic sites may also be included under

other subzones and would be managed consistently

with surrounding lands Zone boundaries may change

as nominations for protection are further refined

Examples of this subzone include the Fort Hill

Penniman house Highland Historic District and the

Pamet cranberry boa

Desired Experience This subzone would provide a

sense of being in a historical area and seeingsomethingthat adds to the historical and cultural character

of Cape Cod Areas would range widely in terms of

visitation how people get to support facilities the

number of contacts with other individuals groups or

NPS staff and commitments of time and physical

exertion

Interpretive programs would be provided both at

visitor contact points and at individual sites often at

scheduled times

Management Intensive management would often be

required to protect the resources and to ensure public

safety Examples include designating paths building

fences and restricting sizes of groups Culturallandscapeswould be managed to perpetuate a particular

historical cultural or agricultural sceneModificationsin these areas would have to be in harmony with

the period of significance and would be confined to

those necessary to protect the historic resources and

manage the appropriate levels of public use at each

site Some historic structures could be leased by the

National Park Service Management strategies would

be consistent with the reason for historic designation

Natural Settings Subzone

The natural settings subzone includes historical areas

surrounded primarilyby a natural setting such as

isolated dune shacks or archeological remains in a

forest Access to parking and other visitor facilities is

infrequent or unavailable

The zoning boundaries for such areas are oftendefined
by the natural resources within the viewshed

see glossary of the structures which may change

over time Boundaries may also change asnominations
for the National Register of Historic Places

are refined All of the sitesdistricts are either national

landmarks or are listed on or are eligible fornomination
to the national register Individual historic sites

may also be included under other subzones and

would be managed consistently with surrounding

lands

Examples include the dune shacks of the Peaked Hill

Bars Historic District Long Point Fresh Brook

Village and the Nauset Marsh National Historic

Landmark District

Desired Experience Like the structures and

landscape subzone this subzone would provide the

opportunity to be reminded of both the historic and

prehistoric activities that shaped the character and

local culture of the Cape The experience woulddependprimarilyon the character of the naturalresources
surrounding each site and the character of the

site itself such as the structural remains of Civil War

batteries at Long Point Such areas are often isolated

and generally have low visitation with limited access

to support facilities or contact with other individuals
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groups or NPS staff Visiting these areas would

require varying amounts of time and physical

exertion

A
variety of interpretive programs could be provided

both at visitor contact points and at the individual

sites oven at scheduled times

needs The costeffectiveness of repairing facilities or

developing new facilities in areas subject to coastal

storms and erosion would need to be evaluated

carefully

Motorized Corridor Subzone

Management Management actions would beprimarilyto protect natural and cultural resources

Access could be limited by physical means or

restricted to certain times Modifications would be

confined to those needed to protect the resource from

human impacts manage the level of use and provide

for public safety Modifications would have toharmonizewith historic and natural surroundings Some

historic structures such as the dune shacks could be

leased by the National Park Service for continued

use

DEVELOPED SUMONES

Visitor Facility Subzone

The visitor facility subzone is characterized by a

developed environment although the surrounding

setting may be natural or historic Facilities within the

subzone include visitor centers comfort stations

bathhouses educational centers utilities vistas

paved areas mowed areas and associatedinfrastructureA large number of users can be expected

both onsite and in nearby areas

Examples include the Salt Pond and Province Lands

visitor centers the Coast Guard Beach complex and

privately managed campgrounds

Desired Experience This subzone would primarily

offer a facilitydependent experience directed to

orienting the public interpreting resources or

providing other public services Sites would be easily

accessible and safe Users would not need special

outdoor skills or abilities Sights and sounds of

people and vehicles would be very evident

Numerous orientation and interpretive programs

would be concentrated at visitor centers

Management Intensive maintenance would berequiredThe placement of fences walkwaysvegetative
barriers and boardwalks as well as the active

management of recreation would help ensure

resource protection and public safety Resources

would be modified for public use and operational

In the motorized corridor subzone roads typically

pass through natural settings and offer views of

forests marshes ponds dunes and other natural

areas within the national seashore Many roads lead

to residential areas as well as historic resources such

as lighthouses and beaches The roads are paved

signed striped and often have pullouts and vista

points

Consistent with public safety and resource protection

measures in adjacent zones short trails may provide

easy access to viewpoints small picnic areas and

nearby attractions that are convenient and easily

accessible Parking areas for trailhead access may be

provided for access to other zones

Examples of routes in this subzone include US 6
Race Point Road Province Lands Road Chequesset

Neck Road and Ocean View Drive

Desired Experience Scenic driving opportunities

would be the primary experience as well as bicycling

and walking Observing the natural setting andhistoricelements would be important and while there

might be a sense of adventure there would be little

need for special outdoor skills or abilities Large

numbers of people could be present

Interpretive information would primarily be offered at

wayside exhibits and viewpoints

Management Corridors within the national seashore

would be intensively managed by the Park Service as

well as by state and local jurisdictions for public

safety and resource protection purposes eg erection

of guardrails active enforcement restrictions on

activities depending on ownership Resources would

be modified for essential public use and operational

needs

Along primary routes such as a state or UShighwayand secondary roads the area of management

would be within the road rightofway
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Nonmotorized CorridorSubzone

The nonmotorized corridor subzone includes paved or

improved trails and sand roads for bicycling and

walking Trails typically pass through natural settings

such as dunes forests and marshes and often provide

access to specific natural or historic areas within the

seashore Public attractions are easily accessible and

usually close to the trails Parking areas are available

Limited support facilities such as comfort stations

may be provided at trailheads Resourcemodifications
are evident but harmonize with the natural

environment

Examples of this subzone include bicycle trails in the

Province Lands Nauset and Head of the Meadow

National Park Service and the Cape Cod Rail Trail

Massachusetts Department of Environmental

Management

Desired Experience Observing the natural setting

along trails would be important There could be a

sense of adventure but little need for special outdoor

skills or abilities Signs would blend with the natural

environment The probability of encounteringindividuals
groups and NPS staff would be low to

moderate

Interpretive information would be provided through

brochures bulletin cases and wayside exhibits

primarily at trailheads Personal services would be

infrequent

Management Trails would be managed andmaintained
by the Massachusetts Department ofEnvironmental
Management and the National Park Service

NPS management for resource protection trailfunctioneducation and safety would be moderate to

high Vegetation within 5 of either side of the paved

trail would be intensively managed includingmowingand selective removal of normative or hazardous

vegetation The removal of vegetation would bejudiciousand would be subject to standard environmental

review practices including consultations with others

where necessary

SPECIAL USE SUBZONES

Rural Settlement Suftone

Residential settlements within the national seashore

contribute to the richness and diversity ofexperiencesHomes within the rural settlement subzone

often with maintained landscapes are surrounded by

natural areas Building density is moderate with

clusters of houses and outbuildings separated by open

spaces Privacy is important and limited access is by

private roadsdrives that vary from wellmaintained

paved surfaces to narrow unpaved surfacesperiodicallygraded for twowheeldrive vehicles No visitor

support facilities are provided

Included in this subzone are historic houses recorded

by the Historic American Buildings Survey such as

those along Pamet Point Road that are considered

eligible for the National Register of Historic Places

Examples of areas in this subzone are Wellfleet by

the Sea the vicinity of Gull Pond settlements along

the Pamet River Pamet Point Long Nook and

Higgins Hollow Roads

Desired Experience The experience would usually

be in a vehicle from a bicycle or on foot on the way
to another feature or attraction Interaction among

visitors and residents would be low Sights and

sounds of people houses and vehicles would be

common although large numbers of people would

usually not be encountered

Public services or interpretive information would be

rarely provided

Management NPS areas would be managed toprotect
natural and cultural resources to help provide

privacy for residents and to ensure safety Active

enforcement of regulations to protect the rights of

residents by the Park Service and local authorities

would occur Private properties would be subject to

town zoning bylaws and NPS oversight When

structures or landscapes must be modified private

homeowners would be encouraged to make changes

that were architecturally compatible with the original

structure and sensitive to adjacent natural processes

and resources Some nonhistoric structures would be

removed where appropriate The existing NPS

useandoccupancypolicy could continue Nonhistoric

houses that were built after 1959 and that have been

subsequently acquired by the Park Service could be

considered for adaptive use or demolished

Administration Operations Subzone

The administrationoperations subzone contains a

wide spectrum of utilitarian buildings uses and

ownership Resources have been modified for federal

agency or municipal operational needs Access may
be controlled because of operational and safety
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concerns and would be subject to consultation if local

communities were affected

Examples of this subzone include NPS maintenance

areas and research facilities Federal AviationAdministrationcommunication towers town solid waste

management areas Nauset Regional High School

and Provincetown Municipal Airport Anotherexampleof this subzone is the former North Truro air force

station which is being considered for adaptive reuse

for both national seashore operations and public

educational functions All isolated properties that are

under useandoccupancy reservations and that are

located in other zones would be considered part of

this subzone for consistent treatment

itative standards that have been developed for each

subzone as part of the public experience and resource

protection process are shown in table D1 Thedesired
experience and standards would be applied

throughout the national seashore gradually over time

as funding and time permit or as issues arise

With this information as a base indicators andstandards
for resource conditions and the experience of

the public would be tailored for specific areas such

as beaches and kettle ponds and would becontinuallymonitored by NPS staff over the life of theapprovedgeneral management plan The following

steps would allow seashore managers to determine

when desired conditions were not being achieved and

to take corrective action

Desired Experience No desired experience would

be defined These areas would not be interpreted

Management Management would be according to

agency and operational needs and constraintsincludingNPS and other entities having jurisdiction NPS

operational areas would be managed to minimize

impacts on the surrounding natural resources Iandscapingwithin the operational areas would include

screening with native vegetation where appropriate

Security and protection for national seashore facilities

would be provided concurrently by the Park Service

and local jurisdictions under memoranda ofunderstanding

PUBLIC EXPERIENCE AND
RESOURCE PROTECTION PROCESS

CARRYING CAPACITY

ANALYSIS

One of the requirements of a general management

plan is the identification and implementation of

commitments for carrying capacity which is required

by federal law PL 95625 To comply with this

mandate a process has been developed within the

National Park Service to look at carrying capacity as

it relates to desired ecological and social conditions

not to the maximum number of people that can be

accommodated in a particular area

The resource mapping and management solutions are

directly linked to the management zones for the

national seashore Standards were defined for each

zone in consultation with the public to give seashore

managers an indication when a problem must beaddressedbefore it becomes a major concern The q
u

a
l Select quality indicators and specify associated

standards for each zonesubzoneMeasurable
physical social and ecological variables

would be identified for each zone and subzone

to indicate whether or not a desired condition

was being met Monitoring techniques for each

subzone would also be selected

Compare desired conditions to existingconditionsA monitoring program would beestablished
for each subzone to identify anydiscrepancieswith the desired resource and social

conditions

Ident4 the probable causes of discrepancies

ident management strategies to addressdiscrepanciesPublic use or resourcemanagement
prescriptions would likely start with the

least restrictive measures that wouldaccomplishthe objective and move toward more

restrictive measures if needed subject to

discussion with stakeholders For example use

patterns could be changed or infrastructure

eg roads parking areas trails could beprovided
to remedy the problem

Longterm monitoring is essential for providingperiodic
systematic feedback to seashore managers to

ensure that desired resource and public experience

conditions continue to be achieved over the long

term It is a way of objectively evaluating theeffectivenessof individual management actions and the

overall effectiveness of the seashores program

This analysis process helped determine that improved

visitor distribution and more careful management of

natural and cultural resources and understanding the
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concerns of local communities and residents rather

than overall limits on numbers of visitors should

accomplish the seashores management needs during

the life of this plan

A MONITORING PROGRAM FOR RESOURCE
CONDITIONS AND PUBLIC EXPERIENCE

Cape Cod National Seashore is now engaged in an

intensive inventory and monitoring program that has

been developed jointly between the National Park

Service and the US Geological Surveys Biological

Resources Division This program is part of an

ongoing process of scientific data gathering and

evaluation that will further the ongoing application of

monitoring for resource conditions and public

experience within the national seashore

Resource conditions and the public experience can be

continually monitored by national seashore staff

based on the seashores important resources and

public experiences proposed management zones and

subzones and the associated range of desired

resource and social conditions Resource indicators

measure impacts on the biological or physicalresourcesof a park unit while social indicators

measure impacts on park users that are caused by

interactions with other users or with NPS orconcession
employees Standards are quantitative or highly

specific measures that provide a base for judging if

conditions are acceptable Standards are triggers for

management actions when conditions become

unacceptable

Example Resource Indicators and Standards

Previous research has identified several consistent

resource indicators that can be monitored in parks

including the following

Relative soil compaction levels Thisindicatormeasures the degree to which trampling

affects soil density and permeability Increased

compaction is detrimental to ecosystemsbecause
it disrupts nutrient and hydrologic cycles

Soil compaction is easily and accuratelymeasuredsensitive to visitor use and responds to

reductions in trampling

Soil characteristics percentage claysandsilt

acidity amount of organic matter andmacroand
micronutrients Soil characteristics are

greatly altered by use and trampling in turn

affecting nutrient and hydrologic cycles Over

time this will affect plant and animalcommunities
Measuring these soil characteristics will

tell managers if visitors are adversely affecting

the soils physical or biological functions

Cover andfrequency of vascular plants by

species Measuring plant cover andfrequencywill establish the effects of visitor use

on vegetative communities which in turn affect

animal communities Specifically this indicator

can be monitored to determine if use or

trampling is resulting in at least three adverse

effects introduction of exotics reduction in

vegetative cover and conversion of vegetation

from perennials to annuals

Elemental tissue content of dominant plants

Research has shown that trampling affects

the nutrient levels in plants and plant growth

Plants in trampled areas become less nutritious

for wildlife

Ground cover percentage coverandfrequencyof litler mosses and lichens

Trampling affects the ground cover which is

important for soil stability and properly

functioning nutrient cycles

Density ofsocial unofficial trails This

indicator is an effective measure of offtrail use

and shows how much of an area away from

designated trails is being used or trampled by

people

Road widenings This indicator measures

impacts resulting from widening road tracks

caused by visitors driving their vehicles around

obstacles passing each other or drivingcrosscountry
As an example a resource indicator and standard for

the low use natural subzone might be

Indicator Density of social trails

Standard The standard is exceeded when 10
or more additional linear feet of social trail per

square mile are created than were present in

1996

The selection of appropriate standards for the

resource indicators in each subzone would be based

on the relative tolerance for resource impacts and

would be based on the judgment of park planners and
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resource managers about the minimum degree of

naturalness needed to maintain the desired

experience

Example Social Indicators and Standards

The National Park Service has not traditionally

emphasized the use of the social sciences as a means

of determining the quality of a users experiences

Additional research is needed to determine what user

expectations are in parks Research done in other park

units is useful for helping to organize what will be

needed for Cape Cod National Seashore The social

research compiled in the 1994 Cape Cod National

Seashore Visitor and Resident Study Manning is

extremely helpful as a starting point and can be used

for framing additional research that might be needed

Sociologists and local communities would be

consulted as necessary in determining standards

Indicators could include

The number ofpeople at one time at major

attractions or on trail segments This

indicator is an important factor in the users

experience at high use areas and can be easily

and accurately monitored

The number of different parties seen while

traveling on or of traits or roads Thisindicator
is an important factor in the userexperience
at low use areas and can be monitored

fairly easily through observation and public

surveys

Traffic congestion an majorpaved roads

within the seashore Traffic congestion can

be easily measured and depending on the type

of road ownership and level of use various

actions can be taken to let the public know
about alternative routes or attractions such as

beaches

The numbers and density ofpeople using

designated beaches The social expectations

on beaches are different from backcountry

experiences because in certain instances the

experience is enhanced not diminished for

some users by the presence of others until a

certain threshold is reached

For example a social indicator and standard for the

low use natural subzone might be

Indicator Number of different parties seen on

a trail or from a trail per hour during peak hours

of peak months

Standard The standard is exceeded when five

or more parties per hour are seen during 10 or

more of the time during peak hours of peak
months

Standards would need to be selected based on the

point where the level of service would no longer be

consistent with the desired user experience described

for each subzone

Interim Carrying Capacitiesfor Beach Facilities

The 1994 Visitor and Resident Study Manning
surveyed selected aspects of Cape Cod National

Seashore carrying capacity by evaluating indicators

variables that reflect the quality of the publicexperienceand standards that define the quantitative and

measurable condition of indicator variables The six

national seashore ocean beaches are well used and

enjoyed Due to their popularity and potential for

crowding at this time a carrying capacity analysis

was undertaken

Indicators of the quality of natural and historical

resources included 1 wildlife 2 sand dunes 3
vegetation 4 water quality 5 litter 6 general

quality of the environment 7 natural beauty 8
number of people and 9 quietsolitude Indicators

of the quality of the visitor experience included 1
litter 2 number of people 3 traffic 4 general

quality of the environment 5 adequate visitor

facilities and 6 cleanliness of visitor facilities

Survey respondents reported on the maximum
number of visitors seen at beaches their perceived

level of crowding and the maximum number of

visitors and most intense spacing pattern they felt

could be accommodated without feeling too crowded

The following carrying capacities were determined

for the protected or lifeguarded portions of those

beaches

Herring Cove Race Point and Marconi Beach

500 people

Head of the Meadow Beach 300 people

Nauset Light Beach 400 people

Coast Guard Beach 900 people

Monitoring of the efficacy of establishing such

carrying capacities would be performed once a
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routine inventory and monitoring process was

established

Capacity problems at town beach facilities within the

seashore are not known Managers of these town

beaches are expected to address any management

issues of concern

Most other locations or facilities including the Salt

Pond visitor center may occasionally have parking

problems such as full parking lots during special

events or tours The Province Lands visitor center

parking lot is oversized to meet demand and does not

have capacity problems Parking areas at Great

Island the Highland Historic District and the

Marconi site do not experience overuse problems

There are some capacity problems at Fort Hill in

Eastham which is the third most popular nonbeach

site in the national seashore with over 300000 visits

per year The estimated peak public use capacity for

Fort Hill is limited by existing parking and is

approximately 65 people at one time or about 700

people per day If parking were not the limiting

factor 165 people or about 1200 people per day

could be accommodated It is estimated that parking

capacity is exceeded 4060 times per year Efforts to

improve the situation include exploring alternative

transportation options and some additional parking

and revising the scheduling of special tours

Intersections along US 6 both inside and outside the

national seashore boundary are congested between

July 4th and Labor Day Road volumes aremonitoredand road capacities are established by the Cape

Cod Commission and other agencies the National

Park Service also monitors volumes at some high

public use locations within the seashore Regional

transportation planning initiatives with the National

Park Service as a partner are expected to address any
resultant public safety concerns from road capacity

problems due to traffic capacity concerns a key

component of longrange planning will continue to be

regional growth management
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TABLE D1 QUALITATIVE CHARACTERISTICS FOR MANAGEMENT ZONES

CAPE COD NATIONAL SEASHORE

NATURAL ZONE HSTORJ

Structures iConcenMariner andLandZONE
trated Use Dispersed Low Use Intertidal scape

CHARACTERSTICS Subzone Use Subzone Subzone Subzone Subzone

Challenge and Low Moderate to Moderate Moderate Low

Adventure of high to high to high

Experience

Dependence on Moderate Low Low Low High

Roads Trails or

Other Facilities

Visitor Encounter Moderate Low to high Low Low to Low to high

Expectations high

NPS Staff Moderate Low to high Low Low Low to high

Encounter

FYnertatinnS

Highest

Standard for

Road Corridor

Paved Unsurfaced

up to 10

wide

NIA NIA Paved

Highest
Standard for

Trail Corridor

Surfaced

up to 6
wide

Unsurfaced

up to 3 wide

Unsurfaced

up to 2 wide

NIA Surfaced up

Ito 6 wide

Management
Action for

Resource
Protectionand Safety

Moderate

to high

Moderate Low Low to

high

High

Tolerance for

Resource

Degradation

Low Low LOw Low Low

Opportunity for

Solitude

Low to

moderate

Moderate to

high

High Low to

high

Low to

moderate

Noise Level Moderate Low Low Low to

high

Low

NIA not applicable

ZONE DEVELOPED ZON E SPECIAL USE ZONE

Natural

Setting

Subzone

Visitor

Facility

Subzone

Motorized

Corridor

Subzone

NonmotorizedCorridor

Subzone

Rural

Settlement

Subzone

AdministratlonlOperations

Subzone

Low to

high

Law to

moderate

Low

Low

Low

High

High

High

High

High

Low

Low to

moderate

High

Low to

moderate

Low to

moderate

NA

High

Low

Low

NA

NIA

NA

NfA

Unsurfaced

up to 10

wide

Paved Paved NIA Paved Paved

Unsurfaced

up to 2 wide

Surfaced

up to 10

widl
de

Surfaced up to

6 wide

Paved up to

1 Q wide

NIA Surfaced up

to 6 wide

Low to

moderate

High High Moderate to

high

Moderate

at NPS
sites only

High

Low High Moderate Low Moderate High

High Low Low Moderate Low NIA

Low High Moderate to

high

Moderate Moderate
I
Moderate

G



APPENDIX E CULTURAL RESOURCE
CONSULTATION REQUIREMENTS

The following consultation requirements are subject to section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of

1966 as amended

ALTENNATIVE ACTIONS

ALTERNATNE I

1 Preserve and maintain all historic buildings and

structures within the national seashore boundaries

2 Continue maintenance agreements and shortterm

leasing of historic structures for adaptive uses such as

historical society museums educational programs and

housing

3 Focus cultural landscape protection on five areas the

rehabilitation of Fort Hill the Highland area the Pamet

cranberry bog the AtwoodHiggins house and grounds
and the preservation of the dune shacks district

4 Salvage landbased archeological sites exposed by

storm erosion on an emergency basis

5 Selectively acquire nonfederal lands within the

seashore boundary that are important for their natural

6 Place all NPSowned utility lines underground and

encourage the power company and
property owners to

place all locally owned utility lines underground

7 Maintain sand roads as one of the characteristic

features of the Outer Cape scene in partnership with

local towns and private property owners

ALTERNATIVE 2

1 Restore the salt marsh at Herring River

2 Restore the natural drainage and water flow of the

Pamet River

3 Preserve and maintain all historic buildings and

structures within the national seashore boundaries

4 Rehabilitate the following buildings as appropriate for

interpretive purposes AtwoodHiggins complex bog

house Cohen dune shack Highland house Highland

Light Old Harbor Lifesaving Station Margo dune

shack Nauset Light Edward Penniman house and

barn and Three Sisters Lights

CONSl1LTAT10N REQUIREMENTS

Programmatic exclusion IVa 1

Programmatic exclusion We 13

SHPOACHP review required for development concept

plan

SHPOACHP review required

Programmatic exclusion IVb 5

SHPOACHP review required

Programmatic exclusion IVa 1

SHPOACHP review required

SHPOACHP review required

Programmatic exclusion lVb 1

SHPOACHP review required for development concept

plans
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t

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS

5 Preserve and adaptively use the following buildings as

appropriate for administrative purposes Adams house

Beacon cottage French cable hut Henry Gray house

and garage Nauset Coast Guard Station Race Point

Coast Guard Station

6 Lease the following historic properties for adaptive

uselpreservation maintenance Ahearn house Fleurant

dune shack Jeddediah Higgins house Jones dune

shack Samuel Rider house and outbuildings Dyer

barn and Schmid dune shack

7 Acquire historic preservation easements eg facade

easements viewsheds when feasible for the protection

of historic buildings and structures culturallandscapesand archeological resources

8 Develop historic preservation agreements including

deed restrictions where appropriate with individual

owners of historic buildings on improved properties to

support historic preservation and limit inappropriate

development

9 Rehabilitate the interiors not furnishings of selected

historic buildings to provide a better means of

interpretation

10 Maintain andor reintroduce agricultural and othertraditional
uses of selected historic cultural landscapes

11 Complete terrestrial and submerged archeological

surveys

12 Extend the national seashore boundary farther to sea

fixing it by degrees of latitude and longitude

depending on results of submerged archeological

resource survey

13 Phase out and remove nonhistoric housing and

administrative facilities from locations where there are

known or discovered archeological sites including

Nauset Marsh to protect archeological remains from

further impacts

14 Complete an inventory of all archeological resources

on the Outer Cape in partnership with historical

commissions local groups and communities

15 Introduce a system of signs that would be compatible

with the character of the seashore to help visitors find

seashore sites and cam about current conditions about

beach access

16 Make public use improvements at Fort Hill and Pamet

cranberry bag such as development of additional

parking trails etc

17 Lease Highland Golf Links through historic leasing

program or continue concession

CONSULTATION REQUIREMENTS

Programmatic exclusion IVb 1

Programmatic exclusion IVb 13 only if limited to

preservation maintenance

Programmatic exclusion IVb 5

Programmatic exclusion IVb 1

SHPOACHP review required

SHPOIACHP review required

Programmatic exclusion IVb 4

Programmatic exclusion IVb 5

SHPOACHP review required

Programmatic exclusion IVb 4

Programmatic exclusion IVb 12

SHPOACHP review required for development concept

plans

Programmatic exclusion IVb 13 provided that work is

limited to preservation maintenance
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ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS

18 Maintain vistas to meet cultural landscape objectives

removing vegetation only in prescribed areas

19 Allow nonresidential activities that are not

encompassed under existing zoning including bed and

breakfast establishments or home offices to occur on

historic improved properties

20 Eliminate visual intrusions caused by overhead utility

lines place all NPSowned
utility

lines underground

while accommodating concerns relating toarcheologicalremains and cultural landscapes

21 Require property owners and local power company to

meet standards minimizing disruption to natural and

cultural resources when maintaining aboveground

utility lines on NPS land

ALTERNATIVE 3

1 Document and remove cultural resources seriously

threatened by coastal erosion

2 Restore the salt marsh at Herring River

3 Reestablish the natural drainage and water flow of the

Pamet River

4 Preserve and maintain all historic buildings and

Preserve federally owned and their associated

landscapes historic buildings through longterm leases

6 Acquire historic preservation easements eg facade

easements viewsheds when feasible for the protection

of historic buildings and structures cultural

landscapes and archeological resources

7 Develop historic preservation agreements including

deed restrictions where appropriate with individual

owners of historic buildings on improved properties to

support historic preservation and limit inappropriate

development

Rehabilitate the interiors not furnishings of selected

historic buildings to provide a better means of

interpretation

9 Maintain andor reintroduce agricultural and other

traditional uses of selected historic cultural landscapes

10 Complete terrestrial and submerged archeological

surveys

11 Extend the national seashore boundary farther to sea

fixing it by degrees of latitude and longitude

depending on results of submerged archeological

resource survey

CONSULTATION REQUIREMENTS

Programmatic exclusion lVb 12

Programmatic exclusion IV to be developed in accord with

stipulation IVc

SHPOACHP review required

Programmatic exclusion lVb 8

SHPOACHP review required

SHPOACHP review required

SHPOIACHP review required

Programmatic exclusion lVb 1

Programmatic exclusion IVb 13 only if limited to

preservation maintenance

Programmatic exclusion IVb 5

Programmatic exclusion lVb 1

SHPOACHP review required

SHPOACHP review required

Programmatic exclusion lVb 4

Programmatic exclusion IVb 5
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Appendix E Cultural Resource Consultation Requirements

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS

12 Phase out and remove nonhistoric housing and

administrative facilities from locations where there are

known or discovered archeological sites including

Nauset Marsh to protect archeological remains from

further impacts

13 Introduce a system of signs that are compatible with

the character of the national seashore to help visitors to

find seashore sites and learn about current conditions

about beach access

14 Restore and interpret the house at Pamet cranberry bog

in context with the associated cultural landscape

15 Make public use improvements at Fort Hill and Pamet

cranberry bog such as development of additional

parking and trails

16 Lease and preserve the Highland Golf Links

17 Maintain vistas to meet cultural landscape objectives

removing vegetation only in prescribed areas

18 Allow nonresidential activities that are notencompassedunder existing zoning including bed and

breakfast establishments or home offices to occur on

historic improved properties

rEimtnate visual intrusions caused by overneac utility

lines place all NPSowned utility lines underground

while accommodating concerns relating toarcheologicalremains and cultural landscapes

20 Require property owners and local power company to

meet standards minimizing disruption to natural and

cultural resources when maintaining aboveground

utility lines on NPS land

CONSULTATION REQUIREMENTS

SHPOACHP review required

Programmatic exclusion lVb 12

SHPOIACHP review required for development concept

plan

SIIPOIACHP review required for development concept

plan

Programmatic exclusion lVb 13 provided that work is

limited to preservation maintenance

Programmatic exclusion IVb 12

Programmatic exclusion IV to be developed in accord with

stipulation IVc

Programmatic exclusion lVb 8
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APPENDIX F COMPLIANCE CORRESPONDENCE

IINiTEO STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
enn strats I

National Oteanic and Atmospheric Adm

Northeast Region
s•vrcE

Habitat and Protected
Resources Division

One Blackburn Drive

Gloucester MA 019302298

June 8 1993

Robert J Shelley
Manager Eastern Team
National Park Service
Denver Service Center
12795 W Alameda Parkway
PO Box 25287

Denver Colorado 802250287

Dear Mr Shelley

In response to your inquiry about protected species near the Cape
Cod National Seashore CCNS I am enclosing an updated list of

endangered and threatened species under the jurisdiction of the

National Marine Fisheries Service NMFS Recently the coastal

population of Atlantic bottlenose dolphins was listed as depleted
under the Marine Mammal Protection Act and NMFS proposed a

critical habitat designation for northern right whales and a

threatened species listing for the Gulf of Maine harbor porpoise
population see enclosed federal register notices

I am also enclosing a copy of the NMFS comments submitted to the

National Park Services Wellfleet office in response to the

Environmental Assessment for offroad vehicle activity on the

Cape Cod National Seashore CONS Although there are no

endangered or threatened species under NMFS jurisdiction that

occur on CCNS harbor seals regularly haulout on CCNS property
and may be harassed by offroad vehicle activity Our
recommendations concerning harbor seal impacts are contained in

the enclosed letter Please contact me at 508 2819388 if you
have any questions about the enclosed information

Sincerely

Nancy J Haley
Protected Species Program

Enclosures 3

cc wout enclosures
David Nansky CCNS Wellfleet MA
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Appendix F Compliance Correspondence

United States Department of the Interior

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
New England Field Offices

400 Ralph Pill Marketplace

22 Bridge Street Unit 1
Concord New Hampshire 033014901

June 30 1993

Robert J Shelley
National Park Service

12795 W Alameda Parkway

PO Box 25287

Deliver Colorado 802250287

AT1N Carol Malty Huffman

Dear Mr Shelley

This responds to your letter dated May 28 1993 requesting gated
information on the presence of Federally listed and proposed endangered or

threatened species candidate species and critical habitat with respect to

the Cape Cod National seashore OCNS Our information is relatively

ccatplete regarding Federally listed species however our information

regarding candidate species is lacking in sore cases We reccam eryd that you

contact Jay Copeland of the Massachusetts Natural Heritage and W angered

Species Program M DEW 100 Cambridge St Bostron Ma 02202 5087927270
for more cc fete data on state listed and Federal candidate species CCNS

staff should also have more sitespecific information on the Federally
listed species than this office does

We have reviewed the list of species you enclosed and offer the following

comments There are no wed or designated critical habitats within CONS

boundaries With respect to the Federally listed species it appears that

your list is cca plete however you may wish to add cicindela dorsalis

dorsaiis sine efforts are being made to reestablish a population on Coast

Guard Beach You should contact Dave Mansci or Kyle Jones at C+CNS for more

information regarding this species

A nurr of state listed species are also Federal candidate category 2 C2
species

Henslows sparrow At ram`s henslavii

Loggerhead shrike Lanius ludavicianus

Diamondback terrapin Mataclernys terrapin

Decodon stern borer moth Pap3lpema sulphurata

Bushy rockrose HeIianthemrm dtmnrasw

There are two candidate C2 species that might be found within the park

boundaries the northern goshawk Aarapiter gentiilis and wintering

population of the harlequin duck Histrionicvs histrionicxs The
Massachusetts Natural Heritage Program should be able to provide specific

information about these two species
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2A
list of Federally designated endangered and threatened species in

Massachusetts is enclosed for your information Please contact Slant von

4ettinget of this office at 6032251411 if we can be of further assistance

Sincerely Yams

x Beckett

slvisor
New England Field Offices

Enclosure
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Appendix F Compliance Correspondence

Ccmmonwcalth of Massachusetts

Division flf

FisheffiesWiIdIife
Wayne F MacCallum Di ectar

18 July 1994

united States Department of the Interior
National Park Service
12795 W Alameda ParkwayPO Box 25287
Denver Colorado 802250287

Dear Holly

Thank you for contacting the Massachusetts Natural Heritage and
Endangered Species Program regarding the preparation of a general
management plan for the Cape Cod National Seashore I have
enclosed a copy of the states rare species list for the Cape Cod
National Seashore that has been sorted by town and taxonomically
This list also includes watch listed historical and unlisted
species A single species may be listed multiple times if it has
more than one element occurrence We have a site list that
contains more information on each element occurrence if you are
interested inthat type of data I have also included those fact
sheets that we have available for endangered threatened or
special concern species on the National Seashore list

If you have any questions please feel free to call me at
617 7279194

Hanni Dinkeloo
Environmental Reviewer

ixx•ryam

Natural Heritage Endangered Species Proram
11JVZ

100 Cambridge Street Boston MA 02202 617 7279194 6I7 7273151

An Agency of the Deranrnent of Fishersca WIllike £nvironmenol LZw raniorcarnent
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APPENDIX G PHASING AND ESTIMATED COSTS

PHASING

To ensure that proposed strategies would beimplemented
in a coordinated fashion priorities have been

set To the extent that the alternatives articulate a new

management philosophy or new habits and practices

not requiring additional staff and funding thisapproachwould be adopted immediately as staff began

to address management concerns Training orconsultantassistance could be needed to aid in thedevelopmentof new skills or techniques to resolvecontroversial
subjects Feedback would be solicited from

the Cape Cod National Seashore AdvisoryCommissionand other partners on the progress made in

implementing the plan The implementation of plan

proposals that require additional staff or funding

would depend on those elements being provided

Complete ongoing site development concept plans

and environmental assessments Fort Hill the

AtwoodHiggins complex the Pamet cranberry bog
and the former North Truro air force station and

interpretive planning documents

Initiate consensusbased revisions of the Cape Cod
National Seashore zoning standards and town zoning

bylaws to simplify the private development proposal

review process and to make regulations moreeffectiveand up to date Alternative 3 Convert existing

use guidelines to zoning standards for the national

seashore to provide a stronger means forenforcement
Examine new or improved visitor opportunities

through documents such as a trail plan or regional

transportation plan

The phasing ofthe work identified is general in

nature Phase I consists of preliminary actions that

need to be initiated before undertaking actions in

phase 2 Funding realities would likely result in some

phase 2 actions for one category being undertaken

before phase 1 actions in another categoryAdditional
implementation information follows in the

description of additional plans and studies called for

in or anticipated as a result of this plan and in the

cost estimates

An asterisk indicates an action that would only be

taken under alternative 1 All actions would be taken

under alternative 3 with changes or additions as

noted below

Phase I

Undertake necessary monitoring or researchprogramsto establish a firm baseline of natural and

cultural resource conditions as a basis for decisions

on a multitude of complex issues

Define standards and indicators to identify problem

areas and opportunities for improving resource

protection and visitor experience

Develop environmental and cultural compliance

documentation to assess alternative implementation

actions for site and issuespecific planning and

design

Inventory national seashore facilities andinfrastructureexamine national seashore operations to

streamline and improve operational costs and

services and develop an approach to implementing

sustainable practices

Identify potential partnerships to carry outcooperative
programs or to evaluate regional issues

Develop cooperative management mechanisms with

the state towns and nongovernmental organizations

to resolve issues

Develop legislative proposals for Congress to enable

implementation of land protection and other resource

management strategies

Based on the criteria articulated in the plan evaluate

facilities threatened by coastal erosion and residences

now under reservations of use and occupancy to

prepare for future removal relocation or disposition

Continue to initiate requests for NPS nationwide

funding to undertake studies and to maintain

improve or demolish facilities as needed

Phase 2

In cooperation with local towns chambers ofcommerceand other entities develop coordinated trip

planning and information systems
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A endix G Estimated Costs

Use the results of resource monitoring and research

programs conducted in phase 1 to support soundscientificinformation to guide decision makingregardingpark activities uses and management practices

Improve and disseminate interpretive and educational

brochures audiovisual media and displays

Undertake site improvements specified indevelopment
concept plans including natural and cultural

resource preservation parking and circulation and

visitor amenities

Engage in cooperative implementation efforts for

transportation improvements in the Outer Cape

towns

Undertake rehabilitation and restoration activities of

natural and cultural resources such as therehabilitationof the Pamet cranberry bog house and the

restoration of salt marshes

ESTIMATED COSTS

The proposed general management plan alternative 2
is programmatic in that it gives guidance for future

decision making regarding resource protectioninterpretation
public use and development However the

plan does outline a number of specific activities that

would probably take place throughout the life of the

plan In many cases the plan specifies that furtherplanningand research would be necessary before an action

could take place In other cases an action might be

undertaken within the one to five years following the

completion of the plan Because projecting costs over

very long periods of time 1520 years often results in

distorted and unreliable figures cost estimates have

been focused on a limited period of time The costestimates
that follow are for planning and construction

projects that are likely to take place within the next one

to five years The cost estimates for proposed activities

requiring further planning and research will bepreparedupon completion of the study plan orenvironmental
assessment for a given project

Rehabilitate historic structures including thePennimanhouse and carriage barn the Old HarborLifesavingStation and the AtwoodHiggins house

Work with town boards to get new town zoning

bylaws enacted for private development review

within the national seashore based on new jointly

developed minimum Cape Cod National Seashore

zoning standards

Engage in cooperative partnerships withnongovernmental
organizations to foster resource stewardship

and to supplement national seashore educational

programs

Seek new partnerships to provide programs at

national seashore facilities such as the former North

Truro air force station

Upgrade national seashore facilities and infrastructure

and adjust operations to make them more

sustainable

Remove reuse relocate or dispose of selected

facilities threatened by coastal erosion or vacated

after occupancy ends

Alternative 3 Work cooperatively to locate and

construct information kiosks at key village centers

and several Capewide transportation hubs

It should be noted that the national seashore iscurrentlyoperating with an annual maintenance shortfall

of about $375000 Current budget conditions for

operations and maintenance should be acknowledged
in reporting the national seashores fiscal situation

This annual operating budget shortfall includesmaterialsequipment and maintenance of vehiclesbuildingslandscape and facilities eg an estimated

$50000 annual shortfall for needed historic structure

maintenance

On a comparative basis in general it would be more

expensive to implement alternative 2 the proposed

action than alternative I continuation of existing

conditions due primarilyto an increase in staffing

programs and studies being proposed for resource

management and improvements and additions to

public use facilities such as the Salt Pond visitor center

and the trail system However in some cases such as

in administrative and maintenance facilities and staff

housing there could be a net decrease in costs

depending on decisions made to more effectively

operate the national seashore

The major costs associated with the proposals in

alternative 3 would be similar to alternative 2 plus the

removal of structures such as those threatened by or

conflicting with coastal erosion and the relocation of

administrative and maintenance functions outside

national seashore boundaries This would incur the

initial costs of structure removal and site reclamation

but should result in a longterm savings in annualoperatingand maintenance costs Additional cooperative
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agreements or memorandums of understanding might

not require finding or could result in costsharing

arrangements More money would be needed for land

acquisition

Due to the emphasis in alternative 2 on working

cooperatively with local towns agencies and

friendsofthepark

groups to resolve issues of mutual concern

it is anticipated that some costs would be shared for

programs such as interpretation and resourcemanagementEstimates costs for the alternatives aresummarizedin tables G1 through G3 Staffing costs for

each alternative are shown in tables G4 through G6

TABLE G1 COST ESTIMATESALTERNATIVE I

NOTE Construction costs are class 1997 conceptual C estimates which are considered by NPS construction and cost

estimating specialists to be accurate within 15 to 20 of actual costs They are based on square footage costs of similar

construction or identifiable unit costs of similarconstruction items they have been prepared without construction drawings

or specifications Construction costs are estimated to increase by 3 per year based on Engineering News Record cost

indexes

GROSS

CONSTRUCTION COST

PHASEIPROJECT Minimum Maxii

Phase 1 Research I Management Planning

Kettle pond management plans

Submerged archeological survey

Phase 1 Construction

Interpretive waysides for cultural

IIcneao S SAA I 31000

Upgrade five beach facilities 1282500 1282500

Salt Pond visitor center Visitor

access and health improvements 2452300 2452300

Former North Truro air force station

Demolish unneededlunstable

buildings 144100 327500

Upgrade septic treatment facilities

throughout the seashore 812200 1506500

Subtotal Phase 1 4691100 15196880011

Phase 2 Research Management Planning

Cultural Landscape Reports

Cranberry bog house

AtwoodHiggins complex

Peaked Hill Bar district

Phase 2 Construction

Former North Truro air force station

Rehabilitate selected buildings and

restore grounds 989100 989100

Bury NPSowned utility lines 796500 796500

Subtotal Phase 2 1785600 1785600

Total 6476700 7354400

PLANNING COST

Minimum I Maximum

100000

12500 25000

244800 244800

468000 468000

27500 62500

155000 287500

1032800 1287800

25000

25000

30000

40000

40000

60000

188800 188800

152000 152000

420800 480800

1453600 1768600

TOTAL

PROJECT COST

Minimum Maximum

75000

50000

78000

1527300

2920300

171600

967200

156000

1527300

29203001

390000

1794000

5789400 6987600

25000

25000

30000

1177900

948500

2206400

7995800

40000

40000

60000

1177900

948500

2266400

9254000
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Appendix G Estimated Costs

TABLE G2 COST ESTIMATESALTERNATIVE 2 PROPOSED ACTION

GROG

CONSTRIJCri

PROJECT Minimum

Phase 1 Research I Management Planning

Kettle pond managernent plan

Heathlands management plan

Pilgrim Lake ecological assessment

Ethnographic study

Submerged archeological survey

Historic structures maintenance plan

Regional transportation plan with Cape

Cod Commission

Comprehensive trail plan

Phase 1 Construction

Changeable message sign program 65500

Develop kiosk at Monomoy 2400

Interpretive waysides for cultural

landscape 65500

Upgrade five beach facilities 1282500

Salt Pond visitor center Visitor access

and health improvements 2452300

Former North Truro air force station

Demolish unneededunstable buildings 144100

Upgrade septic treatment facilities

paark•vide 812200

Subtotal Phase 1 4824500

Phase 2 Research Management Planning

Cultural landscape reports

Cranberry bog house

AtwoodHiggins complex

Dune shacks district

Historic furnishings reports

Penniman house

Old Harbor Lifesaving Station

ON COST PLANNING COST

aximum I illinimum jMaximum lEMinimum Maximum

750001 10000011 750001 100000

30000

50000

327500

3300

131000

1282500

2452300

327500

1506500

6030600

6500040000

5000011 30000 50000

75000 50000
1

75000

6500011 40000

50000E 10000011 50000 100000

600001 60000

50000 75000

50000 75000

TOTAL

PROJECt COST

600001 60000

50000 75000

50000 75000

390000

5001 60011 2900 3900

12500 25000 78000 156000

244800 24480011 1527300 1527300

468000 468000112920300 2920300

27500 62500 171600 390000

967200 1794000

13258001 1750900 6150300 7781600

j

25000 40000

25000 40000

30000 60000

35000

55000

35000 55000

25000 40000

25000 40000

30000 60000

35000 55000

35000 55000
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GROSS

CoNsTttucTIo

PROJECT Minimum M

Phase 2 Construction

Former North Truro air force station

Rehabilitate a Portion of the Highlands

center as NPS seasonal housing 989100

Rehabilitate historic structures

AtwoodHiggins house 299100

Old Harbor Lifesaving Station 577800

Penniman house and carriage barn 820600

Develop formalized dune access in the

Province Lands 399600

Develop small parking areas along
scenic routes 74700

Develop heathiands loop trail 22300

Develop a group picnic area 131000

Demolish and remove selected

nonhistoric buildings 147400

Bury NPSowned utility lines 796500

Subtotal Phase 2 4258100r i n not 6nn

N COST

aximum

PLANNING COST

TOTAL

PRwECr COST

Minimum
+
Maximum 1IMinimum Maximum

989100 188800
1 1888001 1 11779001 1177900

299100 57 1 00 57100 356200 356200

577800 110300 110300 688100 688100

820600 156600 156600 977200 977200

685100 763001 1308001 1 4759001 815900

149300 143001 28500 89000 177800

72100 43001 13800 266001 85900

393000 250001 75000 156000
1

468000

221100 28 t00 42200 1755001 263300

796500 L 152000L 15200011 9485001 948500

003700 962800 1205100 52209001 6208800

034300 2288600 2956000 11371200 13990300
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TABLE G3 COST ESTIMATES ALTERNATIVE 3

GROS

CONSTRUCTI

PHASEIPROJEcT Minimum M

Phase 1 Research Management Planning

Kettle pond management plan

Heathlands management plan

Pilgrim Lake ecological assessment

Ethnographic study

Submerged archeological survey

Historic structures maintenance plan

Regional transportation plan with Cape

Cod Commission

Comprehensive trail plan

Phase 1 Construction

Changeable message sign program with

expanded conventional signs 98300

Locate NPS information kiosks Capewide 28800

Interpretive waysides for cultural

landscape 65500

Upgrade five beach facilities

Salt Pond visitor center Visitor access

and health improvements

Former North Truro air force station

Demolish unneededunstable buildings

Upgrade septic treatment facilities

throughout the seashore

5 TOTAL

ON COST PLANNING COST PROJECT COST

aximum Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum

393000

39600

131000

2825001 1282500

24523001 2452300

144100

812200

Subtotal Phase 1 4883700

Phase 2 Research Management Planning

Cultural landscape reports

Cranberry bog house

AtwoodHiggins complex

Peaked Hill Bar district

Historic furnishings reports

Penniman house

Old Harbor Lifesaving Station

Phase 2 Construction

Remove unused nonhistoric

administrative facilities

Former North Truro air force station

Rehabilitate a portion of the Highlands

center as NPS seasonal housing

132700

327500

15065001

750001 10000011 75000 100000

30000
5000011 300001

50000

500001 7500011 500001 75000

400001 6500011 400001 65000

50000 10000011500001 100000

600001 6000011 600001 60000

50000 7500011 500001 75000

500001 7500011 $00001 75000

188001 75000

55001 7500

125001 25000

2448001 244800

4680001 468000

27500E 62500

1550001 287500

117100

34300

78000

1527300

468000

47100

156000

1527300

2920300

1716001 390000

9672001 1794000

6132400 1337100 1770300

132700

989100 989100

6220800 7902700

25000
4000011

25000 40000

25000 40000 25000 40000

30000 60000 30000 60000

35000

35000

55000

55000

35000 55000

35000 55000

25300 25300 158000 158000

88800 188800 1177900 3177900
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GROSS

CONSTRUCTIC

PHASEPROJECT Minimum M

Rehabilitate historic structures

AtwoodHiggins house

Old Harbor Lifesaving Station

Penniman house and carriage barn

299100

577800

820600

Develop formalized dune access at

Province Lands visitor center area 399600

Develop small parking areas along scenic

routes 74700

Develop heathlands loop trail 22300

Develop a group picnic area 131000

Demolish and remove selected

nonhistoric buildings 147400

Bury NPSowned
utility

lines 796500

Subtotal Phase 2 4390800

Total 9274500 11

N COST PLANNING COST

TOTAL

PROJECT COST

aximum Minimum I Maximum Minimum Maximum

299100 57100 57100 356200 356200

577800 110300 110300 688100 688100

820600 156600 156600 977200 977200

685100 763001 130800 475900 815900

149300 143001 28500 89000 177800

72100 43001 13800 26600 85900

393000 250001 75000 156000 468000

221100 281001 42200 175500 263300

796500 1520001 152000 948500 948500

136400 9881001 1230400 5378900 6366800

268800 23252001 30007001 1115997001 14269500

t
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Appendix G Estimated Costs

TABLE G 4 EXISTING OPERATIONS ANA MAINTENANCE COSTSALTERNATIVE I

SALARY OR

OPERATIONS STAFFING FTE ANNUAL COST

Permanent FullTime by Division

Management 40

Resources and Visitor Protection 220

Natural Resources Management 40

Administration 70

Maintenance 220

InterpretationlCultural Resources Management 150

Subtotal 74 0

SeasonalTemporary by Division

Resources and Visitor Protection 256

Maintenance 26

InterpretationCultural Resources Management 13

Subtotal 295

Total Operations Staffing approx 1035 3500000

MAINTENANCE

Annual cost approx 1000000

Annual maintenance budget backlog 375000

Total Maintenance including backlo 1375 000

Totalf 4875000

Seasonal employee = 03 FTE 4monthstThis is the actual funding required to fulfill annual operational and maintenance needs at Cape

Cod National Seashore
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TABLE G5 OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE COSTS ALTERNATIVE 2

SALARY OR
ADDITIONAL OPERATIONS STAFFING FTE ANNUAL COST

Additional Permanent FullTime Staff

Partnership Coordinator GS13 10 74200

Database Management Specialist GS11112 10 52100

Hydrologist GS12 10 62400

Volunteer Coordinator GS09 10 43100

Education Outreach Coordinator GS09 10 43100

Park Ranger Resource Management Outreach GS09 10 43100

Park Ranger Cultural Resource Interpreter GS09 110 43100

Park Ranger Morris IslandMonomoy GS09 10 43100

Clerk Typist GS04 10 25400

Licensed Water and Wastewater Plant Operator WG10 10 42200

Woodcrafter WG10 1120 4220

Subtotal 110 514000

Additional SeasonalTemporary Staf

Park Rangers Interpreters GS57 12 26200

Custodians WG05 18 45700

Maintenance Workers W5 12 30500

Fire Technician Ecological Monitoring GS9 08 22100

Subtotal 50 124500

Total Additional Personnel 160 638500

ADDITIONAL OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE

including $375000 annual backlog 615000

Total Additional Costs 1253500

EXISTING OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE COSTS

Staffing

Maintenance

Subtotal Existing costs

Total Operations and Maintenance Costs

1035 3500000

1000000

45

5753500

NOTE The annual salary cost includes all employee benefits

Seasonal employee = 03 FTE 4 months
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TABLE G6 PROJECTED OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE COSTS ALTERNAr1VE 3

SALARY OR

ADDITIONAL OPERATIONS STAFFING FEE ANNUAL COST

Additional PermanentFull Time Staff

Partnership Coordinator GS13
Archeologist GS1 2
Volunteer Coordinator GS9
Planning Technician GS9
Hydrologist GS12
Database Management Specialist GS12
Park Ranger Resources Management Outreach GS09
Park Ranger Cultural Resources Interpreter GS09
Park Ranger Morris IslandlMonomoy GS09
Clerk Typist GS04
Licensed Water and Wastewater Plant Operator WG 10

Woodcrafler WGI 0

Additional SeasonallTemporary Staff

Park Rangers Jnterpreters GS517
Custodians WG05
Maintenance Workers WG05
Fire technician

Subtotal

Subtotal

Total Additional Personnel

ADDITIONAL OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE

including 5375000 annual backlog

Total Additional Costs

EXISTING OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE COSTS

Staffing

Maintenance

Existing Costs

Total Operations and Maintenance Costs

NOTE The annual cost includes all employee benefits

Seasonal employee = 03 FTE 4 months

10 74200

10 62400

10 43000

10 43000

10 62400

10 62400

10 43000

10 43000

20 86000

10 25400

10 42100

l0 42100

130 629000

15 52800

21 69300

15 49500

08 22100

59 193700

189 822700

615000

1437700

1035 3500000

1000000

4500 000

5937700
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APPENDIX H CAPE COD NATIONAL SEASHORE ADVISORY
COMMISSION REPORT ON THE GENERAL MANAGEMENT

PLANNING PROCESS
Approved by CCMS Advisory Comission

May 2a 1994

General Management Plan Subcommittee to CCNS Advisory Commission

Subject Recommendations to GMP Planning Team via CCNS Advisory Commission

The GMP Subcommittee recommends that the Planning Team include the following suggestions in the

GMP

That the Cape Cod National Seashore

Groundwater continue to actively participate in and contribute to the development of a

coordinated regional groundwater management plan for the Seashore

communities

study the merits of providing groundwater to towns and work with towns

in development of water conservation measures and growth controls

Improved Properties tighten its land protection program and examine possibility of converting

guidelines into regulations

In cooperation with towns determine where flexibility is needed

in order to develop incentives which would encourage towns to

adopt more protective criteria amendupgrade zoning standards

find a way to secure acquisition funds for properties which do not meet

compliance criteria

explore the merits of proposing a District of Critical Planning Concern

DCPC for the Seashore district

clarify existing guidelines and regulations for towns and propertyowners

Use and Occupancy when occupancy permits expire permit properties to be utilized where

Permits destructionlremoval not essential to Seashore purposes perhaps leased in

partnership with nonprofit organizations

consider allowing occupants to move house outside of Park or donate

house to town for affordable housing outside of Park

examine possibility of retaining leasing moneys via dedicated fund or

foundation so that moneys could be put to Seashore use

Transportation explore opportunities for partnerships to develop regional or town public

Parlang Access transit services including beach access perhaps with profitsharing

incentives

encourage public transportation bicycles and pedestrians by lowering

admission fees to beaches for those not using automobiles

Municipal Uses ■ find ways to permit and simplify land swaps where land needed for

municipal uses eg land needed for lost beach parking

explore possibility of gaming special permits cooperative agreements

for longer periods thereby promoting incentives for greater commitment

on part of permitholder

continue town management of beaches within the Park in Orleans and

Chatham
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Utilities Services explore means of more fairly compensating towns for services and

provided by infrastructure eg roads provided to the Park

Communities

explore merits of establishing a mechanism for intertownSeashore

cooperation council of govts roundtable

Cultural Resources develop partnerships with local historical commissions and societies for

cooperative programs and care of historic properties

offer incentives and technical assistance to occupants of historic homes

for preservationrestoration of their character

obtain staff support for increased use of volunteer services

Natural Resources develop good communications agreements of mutual support with

conservation commissions and land trusts

look for opportunities to share ventures with other organizations

teaching cooperative research surveys

Recreation investigate opportunities for mediation and negotiated rulemaking when

conflicts eg ORV hunting fishing camping cannot be resolved

locally

have a person in Provincetown serve as ombudsman to facilitate

communication with Wellfleet headquarters

consider local and regional input in decisionmaking regarding

recreational activities

Education and investigate possibility of using former Air Force facilities for

Interpretation educationalmunicipal purposes

promote daytoday examples of responsible environmental practices eg
recycling energysaving light bulbs waterconservation devices

expand environmental education offerings to public schools and local

boards via cooperative programs and speakers bureau
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Cape Cod NWional Seashore

Advisory Commission

99 Marconi Site Road

Readfleet MA 02667

November 18 1996

To Members CCNS Advisory Commission

From The General Management Plan Subcommittee
r1••a`

Subject Agenda item for Advisory Commission Mtg Nov 22 1996

Recommendations to the revision team for the draft GMP c
•s

Vote will be requested

The GMP Subcommittee is pleased to we the work of the past 3+ years culminating in this

new management plan which should guide the Seashore well into the next century We
believe that the management philosophy which emphasizes cooperative efforts with the six

towns of the CCNS will serve the lower Cape community very well And we applaud the

responsiveness of the Superintendent and the staff to the community concerns expressed as

the draft is being revised for final printing

There is no doubt that this document is very comprehensive that the issues are complex
and that it represents an enormous effort on the part of all who prepared it The members

of this subcommittee wish to especially acknowledge the work and good spirit of Mark

Tabor who guided us through the initial awkward introduction to `reworks and other

mysteries of the planning professionals and without whom this plan would have fallen flat

long ago Also there was the successl effort of Maria Hurts who refocused the work at

a critical time and saved the whole project from what might have become bureaucratic

oblivion We do not think this an exaggeration

In May 1994 we submitted a number of recommendations endorsed by the Advisory

Commission most of them have found their way into the script The suggestions that

follow are based upon recent public comment and other concerns brought to our attention

We recommend them to the Advisory Commission for endorsement

1 That the final script be written by CCNS staff with backup support from other NPS
professionals

2 That the glossary be significantly expanded and that an index be provided for the

GMT

3 That the groundwater section be expanded so as to make crystal clear the position of

the CCNS We recognize that this position is consistent with the work of the Lower

Cape Water Management Task Force
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t

2

4 That revisions to the guidelines for expansion zoning and management practices of

`improved properties be made in cooperation with each town

5 That the GMP acknowledge the interests of residents of the constituent towns in as

many places in the script as possible That when reviewing regulations for those

that might be seasonally adjusted the social and economic needs of a community be

considered

6 That the script re the Provincetown Airport be expanded to develop the Seashore

rationale and to acknowledge the joint committee work that preceded the draft

Important to let the reader know how decisions are made including criteria and

concerns of the Seashore

7 In working out solutions to beach access traffic and parking it will be important to

examine possible options with the Selectmen in each town

8 Clarify that nude sunbathing is an activity controlled by a regulation that cannot be

changed via the GMT process

9 In the sections that address shellf shing and aquaculture the language needs to be

revised to clarify the jurisdictions of the towns and the Seashore

10 That the CCNS state its desireintent to expedite negotiations regarding land

exchanges when such exchanges are of mutual benefit to Town and Seashore

11 That the CCNS create partnerships in collaboration with the Towns wherever

possible The Advisory Commission further notes that each partner needs to be

mindful of the concerns and interests of the other

Respectfully submitted

For the GMP Subcommittee

Keith Bergman Provincetown

Brenda Boleyn CCNS Advisory Commission

Kenneth Brock Truro

Bill Hammatt Chatham

John Ryerson Welffieet

Don Sparrow Eastham

Larry Spaulding Orleans
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CAPE COD NATIONAL SEASHORE ADVISORY COMMISSION

On December 51997 the CCNS Advisory Commission unanimously accepted the following report with

amendments from its General Management Plan Subcommittee

Final RepofGeneral M ement Plan Subcommittee

Ladies Gentlemen

During the spring of 1992 at the start of the GMP planning process the CCNS Advisory Commission
under the leadership of thenchairrrian Henry Foster agreed to assist in the important effort of assuring

good public input into the preparation of the document

As a mechanism for carrying out this responsibility the Commission 51l92 established this subcommittee

with membership to be appointed from the 6 Seashore towns the County CC Commission the

Commonwealth Office of Coastal Zone Mgt anothe Advisory Commission

In advising the NPS planning team the subcommittee was to pursue a dual purpose
1 To offer each Seashore town a direct link to the planning team throughout the development of the draft

GMP and a forum for representatives to communicate with one another

2 To encourage public involvement to the greatest extent possible

Early on the Subcommittee was able to make a number of recommendations re subject content ie issues

that ought to be addressed and then to comment on how those issues might best be addressed report to

CCNS Adv Comm 512094 The Subcommittee also made recommendations about formatpresentation

and reviewed the content ofthe newsletters sent by the planning team during the first 23 years

Each town of course had different areas of greater or lesser interest And as might be expected some
towns participated snore in the work oftire Subcommittee than others

A second written report with suggested revisions was approved by the Adv Comm 1112296 and seat on

to the reviewers

From the start public involvement was a high priority for the NPS planners and the Superintendents

Participation was sought via many public meetings from tine early scoping sessions to regional meetings to

meetings with selectmen and other groups Members of the Subcommittee were pleased to assist and

facilitate in many of these meetings both before and after release of the Dmfi GMPEIS August 1996

In addition to the many comments taken at these meetings and the recommendations from this

subcommittee the Seashore received conunents from the Boards of Selectmen from the six towns and

more than 360 letters before the comment period closed on December 31 1996 Copdes of letters received

fromindividual residents of the six towns were also sent to their representatives on the Subcorttmittee All

comments have by now been addressed by the reviewers and editors

As suggested by the Subcommittee 101797 the Town of Provincetown has submitted a minorityreport

received by the Advisory Commission 112197 On 1121197 the Advisory Commission recommended

that the minority report be published together with this report in the final document On 120597 the

Commission recommended that they appear in the GMP section of the document

On November 25 1997 the Selectmen of the Town of Truro unanimously voted to endorse Provincetowns

minority report

The work has been at times confining and frustrating but certainly worthwhile We thank all who

contributed to the successftrl completion of the document especially those who provided guidance to us

Mark Tabor Onsite Planner Lauren McKean Mgt Asst and Superintendent Maas Burks who really

made the whole thing come together

ip
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With this our third and final written report to the Advisory Commission we believe that our work is

completed and hope that you will find our efforts to have been helpful

Brenda J Boleyn

Chairman

CCNS Advisory Commission

Membership ofthe General W Plan Subcommittee of the CCNS Advisory Commission 1992 1991

Chatham William Hawsunatt

Eastham Don SparrowEdward Sabin

Orleans Wry Spaulding

Pivvincetown Keith Berginan minority report

Tiro Ken Brock

Wellfleet John Ryerson

CC Comm Kathy Sfema

CZM Pam RubinofTrruman Henson

CCNSAC Brenda Boleyn ch
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Town of Provincetown Massachusetts Board of Selectmen Town oe Pmvincerovm
Pmvincerow Toxin r4afl 260 CommerMar St

Provincevwn Massachusetts Ots7

Phone 504877003 FNC 5W4875e50

A report submitted to the Cape Cod National Seashore Advisory Commission

through its General Management Plan Subcommittee November 21 1997

The Town of Provincetown Responds to the General Management Plan for Cape
Cod National Seashore

The Town OfProvincetown and itspeopieam glad that CapeCod National Seashore exists Provinaetownsgreatesto enr
however is that resource fnanageme decisions made by the Seashore will affect the qua9ly of the Towns existeece and

survivability as a commmity The General Management Plarmustprotide longtegn assurance that ProvincetowWsexiatence is

notat risk and providefor lnst rtiondtzed cogperatLal between or r twoievels el govemmenL This reporfto the Cape Cod
NationaLSeashora Advisory Commission is offered forh sion inttieGteterat Managentent Plan docit►ent Theconclefe wrinen

cemrrrents of the Prouincetoer Boardof Selectmen dated
Decerrlber 3f1996 and August 29 11W are incorporated hereinby

reference

The Town of Provincetown holds that the nature of the relationship between the Town and Cape Cod National

Seashore should be a truly collaborative one which recognizes that we are two units of government occupying the

same geographic area Fundamentally we have a shared legal responsibility for solving problems and making
decisions which the General Management Plan should reflect From the Town of Provincetowns perspective that

relationship includes a recognition of all of the following

that the existence of the Town of Provincetown as a community and the interaction of its people with the

Province Lands both predate the establishment of Cape Cod National Seashore
that the Cape Cod National Seashore Act not only recognizes as one of its founding principles the maintaining
of the way of fife enjoyed by Provinoetown residents in the Province Lands but also granted specific rights to

the Town of Provincetown and its people found in the 1963 deed of conveyance of the Province Lands from the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts to the United Slates of America
that an active community of people which lies almost entirely within a unit of the National Park Service is a
circumstance which requires collaboration and intergovernmental cooperation between the Town its people
and the Seashore in ways which may be unique or even without precedent for the National Park Service
that the Town of Provincetown all of the Towns on the Outer Cape and Cape Cod National Seashore have
shared responsibilities for stewardship of this portion of Cape Cod its resources and its people which require
that decisions be made in the best interests of those resources and its people and

that in order to preserve the rights of our citizens under our democratic forms of government the process by
which decisions are made by Cape Cod National Seashore is as important as the decisions themselves and
that the Town and the Seashore shall both commit to open and inclusive decisionmaking processes in matters

which are of common concern

Institutionalized Intergovernmental Cooperation

The Town of Provincetown and Cape Cod National Seashore are committed to identifying models for

institutionalized intergovernmental cooperation which might be adapted for our use on Cape Cod In this process we
should not rule out crafting some new model that might even need congressional authorization The Town of

Provincetown proposes that the General Management Plan reflect a twotier system of intergovernmental relations

between the Town and Cape Cod National Seashore The first tier would pertain to those circumstances where deed
restrictions or other specific legal parameters exist In the first tier for Provincetown should be the 1963 dead of

conveyance of the Province Lands from the Commonwealth to the Secretary of the Interior which contained several

deed restrictions including ones making land available to the town for public airport and access purposes and for

dumping purposes as well as hunting fishing and strellfishing rights
for the public The second tier would seek to

describe a more general relationship between the Town and the Seashore seeking to describe what factors or

guiding principles affect decisions on an issuebyissue basis
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Legislative History and the Way of Life

Legislative History The Town takes exception to the version of the legislative history included in the General

Management Plan which does not present as accurate an interpretation as ours did on the Seashores threefold

purpose to balance preservation of the environment allowing reasonable public access and preservation of local

ways of life

Preserving a way of life The communitys expectation as gleaned from our review of the legislative history in

particular was that special consideration would be given to residents over visitors in matters affecting our cultural

heritage and traditional uses This special status was part
of the original

deal We are not just another stakeholder

the GMP should reflect that

Fulfilling Restrictions in the 1963 Deed of Conveyance

The restrictions contained in the 1963 deed of conveyance of the Province Lands from the Commonwealth to the

Secretary of the Interior included ones making land available to the town for public airport and access purposes and

for dumping purposes as well as hunting fishing and shellfishing rights for the public Of those we wish to highlight

the following

0 Dumping Purposes Provincetown and the Park Service have come to a solution on solid waste disposal with

the land exchange proposed in HR 2411 This deal needs to be implemented Solving the Towns needs for

wastewater disposal must also be part of a collaborative decisionmaing process involving the Seashore

O Airport The deed recognizes the
right

of the airport to be located within Cape Cod National Seashore and a

reasonableness standard should be applied to how compatible the airport is with Seashore uses The GMP should

also recognize the collaborative decisionmaking contained in the Memorandum of Understanding between the

Town and the Seashore on the Hatches Harbor Saltmarsh Restoration Project and Provincetown Municipal Airport

The airport is also part of the broader issue of transportation which includes use of roadways

O Aquacutture The Seashore needs to be clearer about specifying where they have authority and responsibility for

aquaculture and where they do not The National Park Service is an upland owner and has rights as such but the

Commonwealth of Massachusetts is preeminent in this area and state statute devolves responsibility to local

communities for shelifishing and aquaculture

Managing Resources

Water This most critical resource management issue affecting Provincetown should be managed in the best

interests of that resource irrespective of political
boundaries We have appreciated the Seashores collaboration in

the Lower Cape Water Study and look forward to developing a longterm plan for withdrawal of water from welts at

the former North Truro Air Force Station property

Public Safety Public safety and impact on how access is regulated to facilities and traditional places of use are

important concerns for the Town of Provincetown We commend to Cape Cod National Seashore theproblemsolvingapproaches of CommunityOriented Policing which the Town of Provincetown adopted in 1992 The Town

stands ready to work with the Seashore to implement this philosophy both in its management of its own personnel

as well as through its public safety agreements with Towns on the Outer Cape

Historic Preservation The park service should be obliged to preserve historical structures including but not limited

to the dune shacks In our view using preexistirig structures for NPS administrative purposes including employee

quarters is contrary to preservation of local ways of life

Final Environmental Impact Statement The Town of Provincetown restates its dissatisfaction with the
inability

for the

public to review and comment on the revised draft Environmental Impact Statement regarding the faMP prior to

publication of its final version since the FEIS will significantly impact the resource management issues of greatest

concern to the Town
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A VIEW OF THE FUTURE

The proposed plan for Cape Cod National Seashore

would make new NPS commitments to stronger

partnerships to solve mutual problems All interested

parties private landowners local residents and

local regional and national groups organizations

and governmental entities would be encouraged to

come together to help address both routine and

fundamental concerns that are important to the

national seashore and the Outer Cape communities as

well as to the whole of Cape Cod Decisions would

be made on the basis of what would be best for all

not on what would be best for any single entity This

would result in some redistribution of responsibilities

through a process of mutual agreement to engage in

cooperative stewardship such as relying on towns to

review private development proposals within the

seashore rather than both the town and the national

seashore conducting reviews national seashore

managers would take a greater role in providingassistanceand technical expertise to towns and neighbors

in fields like resource management The role of

partnership coordinator would be assigned to a staff

position within the national seashore in order to bring

people together to help build agreement among
various entities and to create partnerships that would

benefit all

residential properties and individuals would still be

able to hunt and drive offroad vehicles ORVs in

designated areas NPS management efforts within the

national seashore would continue to focus on

protecting natural and cultural resources carefully

managing sensitive resources providing facilities and

services for the public and offering interpretive and

educational programs

People who visit the national seashore would be

asked to take greater responsibility in helpingconservethe environment For example visitors would

be encouraged to leave their cars at home share rides

take shuttles walk bike conserve water and

minimize disturbance to natural and cultural

resources For its part the national seashore would

seek to increase its own sensitivity and understanding

of the interrelationships between the natural and

human environment and to encourage greater caring

by all who come to the Outer Cape or live here To

achieve more of an ecological balance the Park

Service would reduce artificially maintained

landscapes where they are not needed for interpretive

purposes historical accuracy or visitor needs People

would be directed away from sensitive areas Damage

from natural processes would be reduced through

education and thoughtful decisions about construction

and managing levels locations and types of use

National seashore managers would also develop a

more holistic and integrated management approach
For example environmentally sound or sustainable

practices would be used as a model for conserving

resources hereby encouraging people to use similar

practices in their daily lives These practices would

strive to balance human use with the protection of

sensitive natural and cultural resources whileminimizingenvironmental impacts The Park Service

would also improve monitoring systems and collect

information about the differences between natural

processes and humancaused changes in the

environment This would allow national seashore

managers to be better informed by scientific

information before making decisions

The diversity of activities and unique uses that have

historically occurred within the national seashore

would continue For example individuals would still

be able to find a retreat in a secluded natural

environment walk along the beach or join in more

social activities There would continue to be private

With this plan visitors could look forward to better

information and higher quality experiences Travel

information would be provided to visitors in their

homes while on their way to the Cape and once they

have entered the national seashore boundaries Using

means such as the national seashores home page on

the Internet tourist brochures and packets and

broadcast media visitors would be able to make more

informed decisions about when to visit what travel

options and services are available and how to find

specific areas On the Cape information would be

readily available to let people know which beach

parking lots are crowded and where other recreational

opportunities could be found

Visitors and residents alike would also be able to look

forward to improved travel conditions on the Outer

Cape Transportation systems would be improved so

visitors and residents can move around more easily

and conveniently The National Park Service would

support the Cape Cod Commissions Long Range

Transportation Plan and community transportation

initiatives working with regional and local entities to
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upgrade various modes of access to the seashore

Public transit schedules the locations ofparkandride
lots and overall transit availability would all be

well publicized so visitors feel comfortable with

using alternatives to private vehicles Cape Codders

would benefit from improved biking and walking

trails that link the towns points within the seashore

and other important destinations Shuttles would be

equipped with bike racks

Visitors experiences would be improved by offering

better and more diversified interpretive and

educational programs These programs would give

visitors and residents more opportunities to learn

about the history of the Cape the sensitivity of

natural and cultural resources concerns about the

future health of resources and the interrelationships

of natural systems and the human environment To

provide more tangible links with the past permanent

exhibits and personal programs would be provided or

enhanced at key historic sites and cultural landscape

areas within the seashore

More opportunities would be explored to cooperate

with regional and local entities in jointly developing

new interpretive and educational programs In

particular national seashore staff would offer greater

assistance to local schools in broadening

environmental education programs so students have

more interesting opportunities to understand the

Capes unique and fragile resources and to encourage

their help in protecting them

The proposed plan for Cape Cod National Seashore

would not advocate any dramatic changes or shifts in

policy many current policies and operating

procedures are functioning well Since the beginning

of the current planning effort in 1992 management

concepts that were generally agreed to and that could

still be defined within the goals of the 1970 Master

Plan have been started This plan would establish a

framework for the future management of Cape Cod

National Seashore that would allow NPS staff and

other land managers to respond to specific concerns

and problems in partnership with local bodies

without jeopardizing the intent to protect and

preserve the Cape Cod character

REQUIRED PLANS AND STUDIES

Following is a summary of the major plans and

studies proposed for alternative 2 Costs for each plan

or study would depend on the scope of the project

which in turn would be affected by available funding

at the time the project is initiated Plans and studies

done by national seashore staff would have a minimal

cost and could be covered by annual operating funds

Contracted studies would be more expensive for

example costs could range from $50000 for a survey

to identify additional historic buildings to $100000

or more for a survey to identify submerged cultural

resources Note Because some plans could be done

by national seashore staff not all plans and studies

are included in the cost estimate table

NATURAL RESOURCES

Studies

The impacts from municipal supply wells

adjacent to seashore property

The impacts of groundwater withdrawal on

estuarine salt balance

The impacts of aquaculture on water quality

The biological effects of air pollution

The abundance distribution and potential

impacts of exotic species on native biota and

physical processes

PlansEnvironmentat Assessments

Hatches Harbor restoration

Herring River restoration

Pamet River restoration

Pilgrim Lake restoration

Pond management plans

Heathlands management plan

Threatenedendangered species conservation

plan

Exotic species control plan

Pest management plan

CULTURAL RESOURCES

Ethnographic study

Historic structures preservation guide

Survey to identify additional historic buildings

Survey to identify additional cultural landscapes

Survey to identify historic archeological sites

Survey to identify submerged cultural resources

PUBLIC USE

Comprehensive trail plan

Research to establish indicators and standards

leading to a monitoring program and proposals

for specific management actions within each

management zone and to address carrying
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capacity associated with human experience and

resource protection

H C 1 1errin ve t tg o si e pan envlronmen a

assessment

Fort Hill site planenvironmental assessment

North Truro air force station site plan 1

environmental assessment

Pamet cranberry bog site plan 1 environmental

assessment

LAND USE PROTECTION

Revised zoning bylaws jointly developed with

local communities to update existing bylaws and

NPS guidelines for the redevelopment of

improved properties

Agreement with local communities to develop a

joint process for site plan development and

review for municipal land within the national

seashore

NATIONAL SEASHORE OPERATIONS

Comprehensive action plan to incorporate

sustainable practices into national seashore

operations

Study of administrative and maintenance space
needs

Study of staff housing needs in conjunction with

periodically updating the Housing Management
Plan

t
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Adaptive use A use for a structure or landscape

other than its historic use normally entailing some

modification of the structure or landscape

is charged with reviewing and regulating DRIs in

Barnstable County in a way that protects critical

resources

Area of critical environmental concern ACEC A
designation of significance from the Massachusetts

Executive Office of Environmental Affairs Coastal

Zone Management Office for areas with important

resources An ACEC designation carries norestrictionsof its own however it does trigger a higher

level of environmental review by state agencies for

projects within the area

Cape Cod formula Sections 4 and 5 of the 1961

legislation creating Cape Cod National Seashore PL
87126 16 USC 459b3 and 4 address landacquisition

authorities pertaining to private property within

the national seashore boundary and give theconditionsunder which property is allowed to remain in

private ownership

Cumulative impacts Those impacts on theenvironment
that result from the incremental impacts of the

action when added to other past present andreasonablyforeseeable future actions regardless of who

undertakes them Cumulative impacts can result from

individually minor but collectively significant actions

taking place over a period of time

District of critical planning concern DCPC
Resources of regional importance to Barnstable

County as designated by the Cape Cod Commission

These resources may include one or more of the

following factors the presence of significant natural

coastal scientific cultural architecturalarcheologicalhistoric economic or recreational resources

values of regional statewide or national significance

the presence of substantial areas of sensitive

ecological conditions that render the area unsuitable

for development or the presence or proposed

establishment of a major capital public facility or area

of public investment Designation allows for the

creation and adoption of special rules and regulations

to govern development within the district

Development of regional impact DRI Adevelopment
that because of its magnitude or the magnitude

of its impact on the natural or built environment is

likely to present development issues significant to or

S affecting more than one municipality and thatconforms
to the criteria established in the Cape Cod

Commission Act of 1990 The Cape Cod Commission

Ecosystem management Ecosystem management

recognizes the interdependence ofnatural andcultural
systems integrating scientific knowledge of

ecological relationships with resource stewardship

practices The goal is to create sustainable ecological

cultural and socioeconomic systems It is anapproachthat recognizes change as integral toecosystemsin which people and their traditions are

important stakeholders

Parks cannot be viewed as separate from society

rather they are integral to its social economic and

political fabric An ecosystem management approach

will assist the National Park Service in addressing

new issues and problems and in improving its

stewardship on an evolving basis This does not mean

that the Park Service would seek directly to control

more resources but rather it would work with

partners to help manage resources for the entire Cape

This management approach encourages innovation

and replaces singleissue management

Environmental assessment EA A concise public

document prepared by a federal agency to satisfy the

requirements of the National Environmental Policy

Act of 1969 as amended The document containssufficient
analysis to determine whether the proposed

action 1 constitutes a major action significantlyaffectingthe quality of the human environment thereby

requiring the preparation of an environmental impact

statement or 2 does not constitute such an action

resulting in a finding of no significant impact being

issued by the agency

Environmental impact statement EIS Thedetailed
public statement required by the NationalEnvironmental

Policy Act when an agency proposes a

major action significantly affecting the quality of the

human environment The statement includes adetailed
description ofthe proposed action andalternatives

as well as the identification and evaluation of

potential impacts that would occur fromimplementingthe proposed action or alternatives

Finding of no significant impact FONSI A public

document that briefly presents the reasons why an

action will not have a significant impact on the
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human environment and therefore will not require

preparation of an environmental impact statement

Improved property Defined in section 48d of

PL 87126 16 USC 459b3d as

a detached onefamily dwelling theconstructionof which was begun before

September 1 1959 together with so

much of the land on which the dwelling is

situated the said land being in the same

ownership as the dwelling as the Secretary

shall designate to be reasonably necessary

for the enjoyment of the dwelling for the

sole purpose of noncommercial residential

use together with any structures accessory

to the dwelling which are situated on the

land so designated

There are approximately 600 privately ownedproperties
having improved property status within the

national seashore

Intermodal Transportation systems that integrate

numerous modes of transportation that allow people

to move throughout the Outer Cape and between

destinations inside and outside of the national

seashore These systems include road networks bus

shuttles bicycle paths hiking trails and ferries

Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act

of 1991ISTEA An act of Congress to develop a

National Intermodal Transportation System that is

economically efficient environmentally soundprovidesthe foundation for the Nation to compete in the

global economy and will move people and goods in

an energy efficient manner The act providesauthorizationsand funding in fiscal years 199297 for

roads and highways highway safety masstransportationrecreation trails and ferry boats and associated

facilities

Outer Cape That part of Cape Cod stretching from

Chatham to Provincetown and including the towns of

Chatham Orleans Eastham Wellfleet Truro and

Provincetown

Pest A pest is considered anything that is affecting

public health and safety or that is injuring oradversely
affecting resources within the nationalseashorePests are often nonnative species such as the

browntailed moth however they can also include

native plants or animals if they are adverselyaffectingthe public facilities or resource management

programs Pestcontrol methods are always to be the

least toxic use the minimal amount needed and must

be targeted at a specific pest without harming other

plant or animal species

Preserved in its present state A phrase in section

7b1 of PL 87126 16 USC 459b6b1 relating

to development On order that the seashore shall be

permanently preserved in its present state and

interpreted by the National Park Service as generally

limiting property development to the level that

existed at the time of the legislations enactment but

not as restricting the restoration of cultural landscapes

or natural conditions where disturbed or precluding

natural changes in the environment

Preservation The act or process of applyingmeasuresto sustain the existing form integrity and

material of a historic structure landscape or object

Work may include preliminary measures to protect

and stabilize the property but generally focuses on

the ongoing preservation maintenance and repair of

historic materials and features rather than extensive

replacement and new work For historic structures

exterior additions are not within the scope of this

treatment however the limited and sensitiveupgradingof mechanical electrical and plumbing systems

and other coderequired work to make properties

functional is appropriate within a preservation

project

Rehabilitation The act or process of makingpossible
an efficient compatible use for a historic structure

or landscape through repair alterations and additions

while preserving those portions or features thatconveyits historical cultural and architectural values

Restoration The act or process of accuratelydepictingthe form features and character of a historic

structure landscape or object as it appeared at a

particular period of time by means of removing

features from other periods in its history andreconstructingmissing features from the restoration period

Social trail An unplanned trail resulting from

persistent use and resulting in soil compaction and

vegetation trampling

Stabilization An action to render an unsafedamagedor deteriorated property stable while retaining

its present form

Sustainability A process that integrates economic

environmental and equity health and wellbeing of

society activities in decisions without compromising
the ability of present and future generations to meet
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Glossary

their needs In implementing the principles ofsustainabilitythe National Park Service will consistently

protect and perpetuate nature while acknowledging

that human civilization is an integral part of the

natural world In executing this policy the Park

Service will strive for continuity and balance in all

natural recreational and cultural systems as park

resources are protected visitor services provided

management priorities established and supplies and

materials procured

Technical assistance Advice andor assistance given

to individuals or agencies in matters of natural and

cultural resource protection interpretation and public

use and facility development generally on anonreimbursablecooperative basis as time and budget

allow For example advice could be given to private

property owners regarding requirements for theeligibilityof buildings for the National Register ofHistoric
Places and possible sources of money to help

maintain buildings and preserve historical integrity

Viewshed The area that can be seen from a

particular location including near and distant views
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As the nations principal conservation agency the Department of the Interior has responsibility for most of our

nationally owned public lands and natural resources This includes fostering sound use of our land and water resources

protecting our fish wildlife and biological diversity preserving
the environmental and cultural values of our national

parks and historical places and providing for the enjoyment of life through outdoor recreation The department

assesses our energy and mineral resources and works to ensure that their development is in the best interests of all our

people by encouraging stewardship and citizen participation
in their care The department also has a major

responsibility for American Indian reservation communities and fox people who live in island territories under US
administration
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